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Preface

The purpose of this book is to present up-to-date theory and techniques

of statistical inference in a logically integrated and practical form. Essentially,

it incorporates the important developments in the subject that have taken

place in the last three decades. It is written for readers with a background

knowledge of mathematics and statistics at the undergraduate level.

Quantitative inference, if it were to retain its scientific character, could

not be divested of its logical, mathematical, and probabilistic aspects. The

main approach to statistical inference is inductive reasoning, by which we

arrive at “ statements of uncertainty.” The rigorous expression that degrees

of uncertainty require are furnished by the mathematical methods and prob-

ability concepts which form the foundations of modern statistical theory. It

was my awareness that advanced mathematical methods and probability

theory are indispensable accompaniments in a self-contained treatment of

statistical inference that prompted me to devote the first chapter of this book

to a detailed discussion of vector spaces and matrix methods and the second

chapter to a measure-theoretic exposition of probability and development of

probability tools and techniques.

Statistical inference techniques, if not applied to the real world, will lose

their import and appear to be deductive exercises. Furthermore, it is my belief

that in a statistical course emphasis should be given to both mathematical

theory of statistics and to the application of the theory to practical problems.

A detailed discussion on the application of a statistical technique facilitates

better understanding of the theory behind the technique. To this end, in this

book, live examples have been interwoven with mathematical results. In

addition, a large number of problems are given at the end of each chapter.

Some are intended to complement main results derived in the body of the

chapter, whereas others are meant to serve as exercises for the reader to test

his understanding of theory.

The selection and presentation of material to cover the wide field of
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statistical inference have not been easy. I have been guided by my own

'experience in teaching undergraduate and graduate students, and in conduct-

ing and guiding research in statistics during the last twenty years. 1 have

selected and presented the essential tools of statistics and discussed in detail

their theoretical bases to enable the readers to equip themselves for consulta-

tion work or for pursuing specialized studies and research in statistics.

Why Chapter I provides a rather lengthy treatment of the algebra of

vectors and matrices needs some explanation. First, the mathematical treat-

ment of statistical techniques in subsequent chapters depends heavily on vector

spaces and matrix methods; and second, vector and matrix algebra constitute

a branch ofmathematics widely used in modern treatises on natural, biological,

and social sciences. The subject matter of the chapter is given a logical and

rigorous treatment and is developed gradually to an advanced level. All the

important theorems and derived results are presented in a form readily adapt-

able for use by research workers in different branches of science.

Chapter 2 contains a systematic development of the probability tools

and techniques needed for dealing with statistical inference. Starting with the

axioms of probability, the chapter proceeds to formulate the concepts of a

random variable, distribution function, and conditional expectation and

distributions. These are followed by a study of characteristic functions, proba-

bility distributions in 'nfinite dimensional product spaces, and all the important

limit theorems. Chapter 2 also provides numerous propositions, which find

frequent use in some of the other chapters and also serve as good equipment

for those who want to specialize in advanced probability theory.

Chapter 3 deals with continuous probability models and the sampling

distributions needed for statistical inference. Some of the important distribu-

tions frequently used in practice, such as the normal, Gamma, Cauchy, and

other distributions, are introduced through appropriate probability models

on physical mechanisms generating the observations, A special feature of this

chapter is a discussion of problems in statistical mechanics relating to the

equilibrium distribution of particles.

Chapter 4 is devoted to inference through the technique of analysis of

variance. The Gauss-Markoff linear model and the associated problems of

estimation and testing are treated in their wide generality. The problem of

variance-components is considered as a special case of the more general

problem of estimating intraclass correlation coefficients. A unified treatment

is provided of multiclassified data under different sampling schemes for classes

within categories.

The different theories and methods of estimation form the subject

matter of Chapter t>. Some of the controversies on the topic of estimation arc

examined; and to remove some of the existing inconsistencies, certain modi-

fications are introduced in the criteria of estimation in large samples.

Problems of specification, and associated tests ofhomogeneity of parallel
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samples and estimates, are dealt with in Chapter 6. The choice of a mathe-

matical model from which the observations could be deemed to have arisen

is of fundamental importance because subsequent statistical compulations

will be made on the framework of the chosen model. Appropriate tests have

been developed to check the adequacy of proposed models on the basis of

available facts.

Chapter 7 provides the theoretical background for the different aspects

of statistical inference, such as testing of hypotheses, interval estimation,

experimentation, the problem of identification, nonparametric inference, and

so on.

Chapter 8, the last chapter, is concerned with inference from multi>

variate data. A special feature of this chapter is a study of the multivariate

normal distribution through a simple characterization, instead of through

the density function. The characterization simplifies the multivariate theory

and enables suitable generalizations to be made from the univariate theory

without further analysis. It also provides the necessary background for study-

ing multivariate normal distributions in more general situations, such as

distributions on Hilbert space.

Certain notations have been used throughout the book to indicate

sections and other references. The following examples will help in their inter-

pretation. A subsection such as 4f'3 means subsection 3 in section f of Chapter

4. Equation (4f.3.6) is the equation numbered 6 in subsection 4f’3 and Table

4f.3i? is the table numbered second in subsection 4f’3. The main propositions

(or theorems) in each subsection are numbered: (i), (ii), etc. A back reference

such as [(hi). 5d*2] indicates proposition (iii) in subsection 5d*2.

A substantial part of the book was written while I was a visiting professor

at the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, in 1963-1964, under a Senior

Scientist Fellowship scheme of the National Science Foundation, U.S.A. At

the Johns Hopkins University, 1 had the constant advice of G. S. Watson,

Professor of Statistics, who read the manuscript at the various stages of its

preparation. Comments by Herman Chernoff on Chapters 7 and 8, by Rupert

Miller and S. W. Dharmadhikari on Chapter 2, and by Ralph Bradley on

Chapters 1 and 3, have been extremely helpful in the preparation of the final

manuscript. I wish to express my thanks to all of them. The preparation and

revision of the manuscript would not have been an easy task without the help

of G. M. Das, w'ho undertook the heavy burden of typing and organizing the

manuscript for the press with great care and diligence.

Finally, 1 wish to express my gratitude to the late Sir Ronald A. Fisher

and to Professor P. C. Mahalanobis under whose influence 1 have come to

appreciate statistics as the new technology of the present century.

Calcutta, India

June, 1965

C. R. Rao





Preface to the

Second Edition

As in the first edition, the aim has been to provide in a single volume a

full discussion of the wide range of statistical methods useful for consulting

statisticians and, at same time, to present in a rigorous manner the mathematic-

al and logical tools employed in deriving statistical procedures, with which a

research worker should be familiar.

A good deal of new material is added, and the book is brought up to date

in several respects, both in theory and applications.

Some of the important additions are different types of generalized

inverses, concepts of statistics and subfields, MINQUE theory of variance

components, the law of iterated logarithms and sequential tests with power

one, analysis of dispersion with structural parameters, discrimination between

composite hypotheses, growth models, theorems on characteristic functions,

etc.

Special mention may be made of the new material on estimation of

parameters in a linear model when the observations have a possibly singular

covariance matrix. The existing theories and methods due to Gauss (1809)

and Aitken (1935) are applicable only when the covariance matrix is known

to be nonsingular. The new unified approaches discussed in the book

(Section 4i) are valid for all situations whether the covariance matrix is

singular or not.

A large number of new exercises and complements nave been added.

1 wish to thank Dr. M. S. Avadhani, Dr. J. K. Ghosh, Dr. A. Maitra,

Dr P. E. Niiesch, Dr. Y. R. Sarma, Dr. H. Toutenberg, and Dr. E. J. Wif

liams for their suggestions while preparing the second edition.

New Delhi C. R, Rao
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Chapter 1

ALGEBRA OF VECTORS
AND MATRICES

Introduction. The use of matrix theory is now widespread in both pure

mathematics and the physical and the social sciences. The theory of vector

spaces and transformations (of which matrices are a special case) have not,

however, found a prominent place, although they are more fundamental and

offer a better understanding of problems. The vector space concepts are

essential in the discussion of topics such as the theory of games, economic

behavior, prediction in time series, and the modem treatment of univariate

and multivariate statistical methods.

The aim of the first chapter is to introduce the reader to the concepts of

vector spaces and the basic results. All important theorems are discussed in

great detail to enable the beginner to work through the chapter. Numerous

illustrations and problems for solution are given as an aid to further under-

standing of the subject. To introduce wide generality (this is important and

should not cause any difficulty in understanding the theory) the elements used

in the operations with vectors are considered as belonging to any Field in

which addition and multiplication are defined in a consistent way (as in the

ordinary number system). Thus, the elements e^, €2 , ... (finite or infinite in

number) are said to belong to a field F, if they are closed under the operations

of addition {e^ + ej) and multiplication (e^Cy), that is, sums and products of

elements of False belong to F, and satisfy the following conditions:

(Aj) Cj + Cj = Py -h Cj (commutative law)

{A 2) Ci -h (Cy + c*) = (Ci + Cj) + pfc
(associative law)

(^43) For any two elements e,-, Cy, there exists an element such that

Ci + ek = Py.

The condition {A^) implies that there exists an element such that p,-
-

1
- Pq = Pj

for all /. The element Po is like 0 (zero) of the number system.

1
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(Ml) eiej = ejei (commutative law)

(M2) ei(eje)i) = (ejej)e^ (associative law)

(M3) ei(ej 4- e^) - ej (distributive law)

(M4,) For any two elements and Cj such that the zero element,

there exists an element e* such that .

(MJ implies that there is an element such that e^Ci = for all i. The

element ej is like 1 (unity) of the number system.

The study of vector spaces is followed by a discussion of the modem matrix

theory and quadratic forms. Besides the basic propositions, a number of

results used in mathematical physics, economics, biology and statistics, and

numerical computations are brought together and presented in a unified way.

This would be useful for those interested in applications of the matrix theory

in the physical and the social sciences.

la VECTOR SPACES

la.l Definition of Vector Spaces and Subspaces

Concepts such as force, size of an organism, an individual’s health or mental

abilities, and price level of commodities cannot be fully represented by a

single number. They have to be understood by their manifestations in different

directions, each of which may be expressed by a single number. The mental

abilities of an individual may be judged by his scores (xj, X 2 , . .
.

,

x^) in k

specified tests. Such an ordered set of measurements may be simply represen-

ted by X, called a row vector. If y = 1 . ^fc) is the vector of scores for

another individual, the total scores for the two individuals in the various tests

may be represented by x + y with the definition

X + y = (JCi +yi, ^2 + ^ 2 ^

+

>'k)- (la.l.l)

This rule of combining or adding two vectors is the same as that for obtaining

the resultant of two forces in two or three dimensions, known as the parallelo-

gram law of forces. Algebraically this law is equivalent to finding a force

whose components are the sum of the corresponding components of the

individual forces.

Given a force f - (/p/i j/a), it is natural to define

cf = (c/i, c/2, c/3) (Ia.1.2)

as a force c times the first, which introduces a new operation of multiplying

a vector by a scalar number such as c. Further, given a force f, we can counter-

balance it by adding a force g - (-/i, -fi , -/a) = (
- l)f, or by applying f

in the opposite direction, we have the resulting force f + g = (0, 0, 0). Thus

we have the concepts of a negative vector such as -f and a null vector

0 = (0, 0, 0), the latter having the property x + 0 = x for all x.
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It is seen that we are able to work with the new quantities, to the extent

permitted by the operations defined, in the same way as we do with numbers.

As a matter of fact, we need not restrict our algebra to the particular type of

new quantities, viz., ordered sets of scalars, but consider a collection of

elements x, y, z, . .
. , finite or infinite, which we choose to call vectors and

Cl, Cjy . . scalars constituting a field (like the ordinary numbers with the

operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division suitably

defined) and lay down certain rules of combining them.

Vector Addition, The operation of addition indicated by + is defined for

any two vectors leading to a vector in the set and is subject to the following

rules

:

(i) X + y = y + X (commutative law)

(ii) X 4* (y + z) = (x + y) + z (associative law)

Null Element. There exists an element in the set denoted by 0 such that

(iii) X + 0 = X, for all x.

Invme (Negative) Element. For any given element x, there exists a corre-

sponding element ^ such that

(iv) X + ^ = 0.

Scalar Multiplication. The multiplication of a vector x by a scalar c leads to

a vector in the set, represented by cx, and is subject to the following rules.

(v) c{\ + y) = cx + cy

(vi) {Ci + C2)x = c,x -I- C2 X

(vii) Ci{C2 \) = (CiC2)X

(viii) ex = X

(distributive law for vectors)

(distributive law for scalars)

(associative law)

(where e is the unit element in the field of

scalars).

A collection of elements (with the associated field of scalars F) satisfying the

axioms (i) to (viii) is called a linear vector space V or more explicitly f'iF)

or Vf . Note that the conditions (iii) and (iv) can be combined into the single

condition that for any two elements x and y there is a unique element z such

that X + z = y.

The reader may satisfy himself that, for a given k, the collection of all

ordered sets (x^, . .
. , x^^) of real numbers with the addition and the scalar

multiplication as defined in (la.l.l) and (la.1.2) form a vector space. The

same is true of all polynomials of degree not greater than k, with coefficients

belonging to any field and addition and multiplication by a constant being

defined in the usual way. Although we will be mainly concerned with vectors
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which are ordered sets of real numbers in the treatment of statistical methods

covered in this book, the axiomatic set up will give the reader proper insight

into the new algebra and also prepare the ground for a study of more com-

plicated vector spaces, like Hilbert space (see Halmos, 1951), which are being

increasingly used in the study of advanced statistical methods.

A iinear subspace, subspace, or linear manifold in a vector space is any

subset of vectors ^ closed under addition and scalar multiplication, that is,

if X and y e M, then (cx + df) for any pair of scalars c and d. Any such

subset is itselfa vector space with respect to the same definition of addition

and scalar multiplication as in f'. The subset containing the null vector alone,

as well as that consisting of all the elements in 'f', are extreme examples of

subspaces. They are called improper subspaces whereas others are proper

subspaces.

As an example, all linear combinations of a given fixed set S of vectors

, offc is a subspace called the linear manifold ^(S) spanned by S. This

is the smallest subspace containing 5.

Consider k linear equations in n variables x„,

+ = i=\,...,k,

where belongs to any field F. The reader may verify that the totality of

solutions (Xj, considered as vectors constitutes a subspace with

the addition and scalar multiplication as defined in (La.1.1) and (la,1.2).

la.2 Basis of a Vector Space

A set of vectors Ui, . .
. , D]t said to be linearly dependent if there exist scalars

Cl, c*, not all simultaneously zero, such that c^u, -i-
• = 0,

otherwise it is independent. With such a definition the following are true:

1. The null vector by itself is a dependent set.

2. Any set of vectors containing the null vector is a dependent set,

3. A set of non-zero vectors Uj, . . . . is dependent when and only when a

member in the set is a linear combination of its predecessors.

A linearly independent subset of vectors in a vector space 'f', generating or

spanning is called a basis {Hamel basis) of 'f,

(i) Every vector space ‘f' has a basis.

To demonstrate this, let us choose sequentially non-null vectors «!, «!

in 'f" such that no is dependent on its predecessors. In this process it may

so happen that after the ^th stage no independent vector is left in f, in which

case ott constitute a basis and is said to be a finite {k) dimensional

vector space. On the other hand, there may be no limit to the process of
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choosing otj, in which case t' is said to have infinite dimensions. Further

argument is needed to show the actual existence of an infinite set of inde-

pendent vectors which generate all the vectors. This is omitted as our field of

study will be limited to finite dimensional vector spaces. The following results

concerning finite dimensional spaces are important.

(ii) //mj, and pi, . .
. , pj urc two alternative choices for a basis, then

s^ k.

Let, if possible, s> k. Consider the dependent set pj, ...» a*. If

depends on the predecessors, then f' can also be generated by pj, a^, . .
.

,

, OEfc, in which case the set P^ , Pi, a^, . .
. , + . .

. , ctj. is depend-

ent. One more a can now be omitted. The process of adding a p and omitting

an a can be continued (observe that no p can be eliminated at any stage) till

the set p|, . .
. , pt is left, which itself spans 'f' and hence (j — k) of the p vectors

are redundant. The cardinal number k common to all bases represents the

minimal number of vectors needed to span the space or the maximum

number of independent vectors in the space. We call this number as the dimen-

sion or rank of and denote it by

(iii) Every vector in f' has a unique representation in terms of a given basis.

If Y, ^i«i and Y represent the same vector, then Y (^i
“ ~

which is not possible unless a^- bi = 0 for all j, since oij are independent.

The Euclidean space £ft(F) of all ordered sets of k elements (xj, .. ., x'j),

Xi c F(a field of elements) is of special interest. The vectors may be considered

as points of k dimensional Euclidean space. The vectors = (1, 0, .. .,0),

Cj = (0, 1, 0, . ,
. , 0), . .

. , Cfc = (0, 0, . .
. , 1) are in and are independent, and

any vector x = (xj, . .
. ,
xj — -i-

• • *

-i- . Therefore d{Ef\ = k, and

the vectors e^, . .
. ,

constitute a basis and thus any other independent set of

k vectors. Any vector in can, therefore, be represented as a unique linear

combination of k independent vectors, and, naturally, as a combination (not

necessarily unique) of any set of vectors containing k independent vectors.

When Fis the field of real numbers the vector space F*(f) is denoted simply

by /?*. In the study of design of experiments we use Galois fields (Gf) with a

finite number of elements, and consequently the vector space has only a

finite number of vectors. The notation E^fGF) may be used for such spaces.

The vector space Ef^F) when Fis the field of complex numbers is represented

by and is called a k dimensional unitary space. The treatment of Section

la.3 is valid for any F. Later we shall confine our attention to R'" only. We
prove an important result in (iv) which shows that study of finite dimensional

vector spaces is equivalent to that of E^

.

(iv) Any vector space 'f'p for which di'f'] = k is isomorphic to E^

.
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If a, , . .
. , otfc is a basis of

,
then an element u g has the representation

u = OjOii + '

• + flfcat where QiE F, i = k. The conespondence

= U*6£,(f)

establishes the isomorphism. For if u - u*, v v*, then u + v -m* + v* and

cu -> cu*. This result also shows that any two vector spaces with the same di-

mensions are isomorphic.

la.3 Linear Equations

Let a
1 , be wfixed vectors in an arbitrary vector space and consider

the linear equation in the scalars JCi, .... x„eF (associated Field)

+ • + (la.3.1)

{i) A necessary and sufficient condition that (la.3.1) has a nontrivial

solution, that is, not all Xi simultaneously zero, is that Oi, ...» should be

dependent.

(ii) The solutions considered as (row) vectors x = (xj, . . jcJ in £*(£)

constitute a vector space.

This is true for if x and y are solutions then ax -I- by is also a solution. Note

that cti, themselves may belong to any vector space 'f'f.

(iii) Let 9" be the linear manifold or the subspace of solutions and M, that

of the vectors ttj, . .
. , a„ . Then d[SF] = m - d[Jt] where the symbol d denotes

the dimensions of the space.

Without loss of generality let . .
. , be independent, that is, d[Jt] = k,

in which case,

ttj = ayitti + • ••
-I- aj*afc, j = k + . ..,m.

We observe that the vectors

Pi = (^fc+i
, i» • • 1 ^k+i, Ik 1

~ 1> 0? • -
I 0)

(la.3.2)

= -1)

are independent and satisfy the equation (la.3.1). The set (la.3.2) will be

a basis of the solution space if it spans all the solutions. Let y = (>^ 1 ,
• .

. » Tm)

be any solution and consider the vector

y + >'jk + lPl + ' '
’ + TmPm-k* (la.3.3)

which is also a solution. But this is of the form (zj, . .
. , , 0, . .

, , 0) which

means z^otj + • + Zj^a^ = 0. This is possible only when z^ = • • • = z^ = 0.
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Thus (la.3.3) is a null vector or any solution y is expressible in terms of the

m-k independent vectors Pi, . .
. , p^-k , where k is the same as the number of

independent a vectors, which proves the result.

(iv) The nonhomogeneous equation

+ = «o (la.3.4)

admits a solution, ifand only if, Hq is dependent on a^, . .
. , .

The result follows from the definition of dependence of vectors.

(v) A general solution of the nonhomogeneous equation (la.3.4) is the sum

of any particular solution of (la.3.4) and a general solution of the homogeneous

equation (la.3.1).

The result follows since the difference of any two solutions of (la.3.4) is a

solution of (la.3.1).

Note that the set of solutions of (la.3.4) no doubt belong to E„

,

but do not

constitute a subspace as in the case of the solutions of the homogeneous equ-

ation (la.3.1). From (v), the following result (vi) is deduced.

(vi) The solution of a nonhomogeneous equation is unique when the corre-

sponding homogeneous equation has the null vector as the only solution, that is,

d[S^] ~m — k = 0 or when atj, . .
. ,

are independent.

A special and an important case of linear equations is where If

= (cji,-, . .
. ,

a„(), then (la.3.1) may be written

+ '*• + = 0

(la.3.5)

which are n linear equations in m unknowns. The column vectors of the equa-

tions (la.3.5) are ot„. Let the row vectors be represented by pj
=

(a,!, . .
. , flfJ, r = 1, . .

. , rt. Let only r rows be independent and let k = d[Ji{a)],

the dimension of the manifold generated by the column vectors. If we retain

only the r independent rows, the solution space y will still be the same. Since

6f[y ]
- m-k, some k columns in the reduced set of equations are independ-

ent. But now the column vector has only r elements, that is, it belongs to

and therefore the number of independent column vectors cannot be greater

than r. Therefore r'^k. We can reverse the roles of columns and rows in the

argument and show that k'^ r. Hence r = fc and we have:

(vii) Considering only the coefficients Oij in (la.3.5), the number of indepen-

dent row5 is equal to the number of independent columns and

4^(a)] - d[J({l^)], d{S/^) - m - d[Ji{<i)\ = m- d[Jf(m
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Let us consider the nonhomogeneous equations obtained by replacing

(0, . .
. , 0) on the R.H. S. of (la.3.5) by ao == (c,, . .

. ,
nj. To verify the existence

of a solution we need satisfy ourselves that any one of the following equivalent

necessary and sufficient conditions is true.

1. The column vector Kq is dependent on otj, .... by (iv), or

2. Let Yi be an (w + l)-vector obtained from by adding the (m -f l)th

element a, . Then 4*^(7!, • •
. Y«)] = , P„)]- This is true for

the former is equal to . .
. , , ao)] being its column equivalent

and the latter to d[Jf{oLi, . .
. , otJ].

3. If Cj, . .
. , c„ are such that qpi + • •

-h c„ p„ = 0, then c^Oi + • •
• +

0 or equivalently c^Yi + * • + c^Yn == O' To prove this we need only

observe that the solutions (cj, . .
. , cj of ^ c^pj = 0 and ^ Cift - 0 are

the same, which follows from the results that every solution ofX ^ Yi = 0

is obviously a solution of £ p,- = 0 and d[Jt{^)] - d{Ji{^)].

4. If the row vectors Pi, . .
. , P„ are independent, the nonhomogeneous

equation admits a solution for any arbitrary Qt^

.

la.4 Vector Spaces with an Inner Product

So far we have studied relationships between elements of a vector space

through the notion of independence. It would be fruitful to consider other

concepts such as distance and angle between vectors which occur in the

study of two- and three-dimensional Euclidean geometries. When the asso-

ciated scalars belong to real or complex numbers, it appears that the extension

of these concepts is immediate for vector spaces, through a complex valued

function known as the inner product of two vectors x, y, denoted by (x, y),

satisfying the following conditions

(a) (x, y) = (y, x), the complex conjugate of (y, x)

(b) (x, x) > 0 if X 0, = 0 if X = 0

(c) (fx, y) = r(x, y), where t is a scalar

(d) (x + y, z) = (x, z) -I- (y, z)

For R*, that is, n-dimensional Euclidean space with real coordinates, the

real valued function (x, y) = satisfies the conditions (a) to (d). We
choose this function as the inner product of vectors in R". For U", the unitary

space with complex coordinates, (x, y) may be defined as £ ^ . In fact it

can be shown that every inner product in t/" is of the form ££ Xfpj where

Otj are suitably chosen (see Example 19.5 at the end of this chapter).
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The positive square root of (x, x) is denoted by llxlj—the norm of x or

length of x. The function ||x — y|| satisfies the postulates of a distance in a

metric space and may be considered as the distance between x and y. It would

be interesting to verify the triangular inequality

llx-yll + !ly-z!i ^ l|x-zil.

and the Cauchy-Shwarz inequality

l(x, y)Ul!x!!ilyll

Two vectors, x, y are said to be orthogonal if their inner product, (x, y) = 0.

The angle S between non-null vectors x, y e i?* is defined by

cos 0 =
11x11 •

llyll

which lies in the closed interval [—1, 1]. We examine the properties of vector

spaces furnished with an inner product

(i) A set of non-nuH vectors Oj, . ott orthogonal in pairs is necessarily

independent.

If this is not so, let J = 0 and a^ # 0. Taking the inner product of etj

and Yj and putting (a^
,
olj) = 0, / j, we find o/ay

,
tXj) = 0, which implies

Qj = 0 since (a^
,
oty) > 0, contrary to assumption.

(ii) Gram-Schmidt Orthogonal!zation. A set of orthogonal vectors

spanning a vector space is called an orthogonal basis (o.b.). If, further,

each vector is of unit norm, it is called an orthonormal basis (o.n.b.). We
assert that an o.n.b. always exists. Let aii, ,

... be any basis and construct

sequentially

=«!

^2 = a2-fl2i^i

(Ia.4.1)

where the coefficients in the ith equation are determined by equating the

inner product of , with each of . .
.

,

i
to zero. Thus having determined

. .
.

,

I
the coefficients , Uj. i-i defining are obtained as follows:

The vectors ^2 >
provide an o.b. The set defined by =

j = 1, 2, ... is an o.n.b. Observe that ||4ill 0, for otherwise = 0 which

implies dependence of Also . . . * constitutes an o.b. of the
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linear mai^old spanned by , «i, that is,
, ^i) = ^(wi, .

. , oti),

i = 1,

2

The constructive method of establishing the existence ofan o.n.b.

is known as Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process.

(iii) Orthogonal Projection of a Vector. Lei iT be a finite dimen-

sional subspaee and a, a vector ^ Then there exist two vectors 7, p, such that

o = P + 7, and t is orthogonal to #”(7 T^^), Furthermore, 7 and

p are unique.

Let Sj, be a basis of iT. Then construct ^1, |,+i from

ot,, . . «,+,(= tt) by the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process. We
find from the last equation in (la,4 . 1 )

* “ ^+1 + + l
+ ”

‘ + Ur+ 1,1^1) ~ ^+1 + P Y + P,

which defines 7 and p. Since tT = . .
. , a^) - . .

. , we find

and ^+1 = 7 is, by construction, orthogonal to each of ^1, . .
. , and

therefore to the manifold . .
. , ^ or to iF. Let Pi + Yi be another reso-

lution. Then 0 = (7 — 7i) 4- (p — pi). Taking the inner product of both sides

with (7 — 7i) we find (7 - 7i, 7 — 7i) = 0, which implies 7 - 7^ = 0, and also

p - Pi = 0 . The vector 7 is said to be the 1 *^ from a to and p the projection

ofaon ir.7 = 0ifaGTr.

(iv) The -L*'
*i from a. to if Ims the property

tl7!l=inflla-x|l, xeif. (la.4 .2)

Leta = p-|-7, peli^^ and 7 1 *^ if. Then (x - P, 7) = 0 for xeif. Hence

verify that

(x - a, X ~ a) = (x - P - 7, X - p - 7)

==(x-P,x-P) + (7,7)>IIyP

= ll7ll^ when x = p.

Therefore, the shortest distance between a and an element of if is the length

of the 1" from a to if.

(v) Bessel’s Inequality Leta^, .. .,^„be an orthonormal set of vectors

in an inner product space and p be any other vector. Then

+ (la.4. 3)

with equality iff p belongs to the subspace generated tti, . .
. ,

.

Let 4 ^ (flit
, P)«t > Then S is the projection of P on Jli^i , . .

. , fli

J

by proposition (iii) P - 3 -H r where (3 ,
r) ~ 0, Hence

l|l||^ = ll*lP + llrf
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(vi) The set of all vectors orthogonal to a given set of vectors S which is a

subspace or noU is a subspace represented by S^.

This follows from the definition ofa subspace. Let the whole vector space

be of dimension n (finite) and oti, . .
. , ot, be a basis of the manifold Jt{S)

spanned by S. If pj, . .
. , p, is a basis of S the set of vectors pj,

. .
. , p, are independent, since every p^ is X" to every <Xj . Obviously (/ + j) n.

If {r + s) < n, there exists at least one vector independent of oti , . .
. , , pj,

. .
. , p, and hence we can find by (iii) a non-null vector orthogonal to all of

them. Since such a vector is necessarily orthogonal to each of «!, . .
. , a, it

must belong to S^, that is, depend on P,, . .
. , p, which is a contradiction.

Hence (r 4- j) = n. We thus obtain an important result

d[J^{S)] + = d[r]. (la.4.4)

Furthermore, every vector in ‘f' can be written as x + y, xg Jf{S) and

yeS-".

(vii) Direct Sum of Subspaces. A vector space is said to be the direct

sum of subspaces and written 'f' = T^i©'"©'3^*ifaGT^ can

be uniquely expressed as oti + * • + a* where e . In such a case

Tr,ny^y = {0} and d(r) = d{ri) + - -\- d{r^, (la.4.5)

The resolution of = Jl{S) + in (vi) is an example of direct sum.

COMPLEMENTS AND PROBLEMS

1 If
,
Qt* are independent vectors in a vector space show that it

can always be extended to a basis of tT, that is, we can add . .
. ,

a,, such

that ai, . .
. ,

Qt,. form a basis of f', where r - dff].

2 The dimension of the space generated by the following row vectors is 4.

1 1 0 1 0 0 [Hint: The dimensions of the spaces formed by

1 1 0 0 1 0 the rows and columns are the same. Consider

1 1 0 0 0 I the last 4 columns which are obviously in-

1 0 I 1 0 0 dependent and note that the first two depend on

I 0 1 0 1 0 them.]

1 0 1 0 0 1

3 Generalize the result of Example 2 to pq row vectors written in q blocks

ofp rows each, theyth vector in the /th block having unity in the 1st, (/ + l)th,

and {q +j + I)th columns and zero in the rest of (p + ^ - 2) columns. Show

that the dimension of the space generated is (p + ^ - 1).
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4 If elements Oij, i = 1 ,
• - -

= 1 »
• • i ^ are such that the tetra differ-

ence + a„ — a,s — = 0 for all /, 7 , r, then can be expressed in

the form - a. + bj where . .
. ,

and 61 ,
. .

. , 6, are properly chosen.

[Examples 2, 3, and 4 are useful in the study of two way data by analysis of

variance of Section 4e, Chapter 4].

5 Find the number of independent vectors in the set 6), {b, a, i , . .
.

,

b)y .... {b, b, a) when the sum of elements in each vector is zero.

6 Lety and ^ be subspaces and denote the set of vectors common to y and

y by y n y, the intersection of y and y, and the set of vectors x + y,

X 6 y, y 6y by y + y . show that (i) y n y and y + y are also sub-

spaces, (ii) y n y is the largest subspace contained in both y and y, (iii)

y -I- y is the smallest subspace containing both y and y and, (iv)

d[^ + y] = d{se] + d[y] - dis/’ n y],

7 Show that R" can be expressed as the direct sum of r subspaces, r^n.

8 Let S be any set of vectors and S the set of all vectors orthogonal to S.

Show that => S and is equal to 5 only when S is a subspace.

9 Let 5 and Tbe any two sets of vectors containing the null vector. Then

(S + Tf = S^n T\

10 Ify and y are subspaces, then (y n S'Y = y^ +

11 Let otj, .. ., be vectors in an arbitrary vector space Then the

collection of vectors ‘
,

t.- e F as (t,, . .
. ,

varies over all

the vectors in E„ is the linear manifold ^(a) whose dimension is equal to k,

the number of independent vectors in the set Oj, . .
. ,

. What can we say

about the collection when (/i, ..., O confined to a

subspace y of dimension 5 in £„,? Show that the restricted collection is also a

subspace c and the dimension of this space is j - d[S^ n y] where y
is the subspace of E„ representing the solutions (r^, . ,

.

,

t„) of the equation

12 Let Oj in Example 1 1 belong to E„

,

ati = (aii, / = l,...,m

and represent the column vectors by

^j = {aij,...,a„j), 7
= 1 ,

Let t = (ti, satisfy the equations

(t,Yi) = 0
,

i = \,...,k,

where Yj, . .
.

,

are fixed vectors in E^ . Show that the dimension of the sub-

space generated by ^ is

Y*)l.
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13 Find the value of 5 for which the equations admit a solution

2Xi - ^2 + 5;c3 = 4
,

4xi + 6JC3 - I,

“ 2X2 + 4a:3 = 7 + ^.

14 The equations

4^:^ + 3^2 + 2x2 + 8x4 =

3x^ + 4^2 + X3 + 7x4 = ^2

Xi + Xa + X3 + X4 = <53

admit a solution for any arbitrary ^1, ^2 . ^3 •
[Note that there are three equa-

tions and all the three rows are independent.] Determine the totality of the

solutions and find the one with a minimum length.

15 Let 0 ,

1

,

2

represent the residue classes (mod 3). They form a Galois Field

with three elements, GF (3), with the usual definition of addition and multi-

plication of residue classes. In this system find a basis of the solutions of

Xi + X2 + X3 = 0

Xj +2x2 =0

and examine whether there is a solution which depends on the row vectors of

the equations. [Note that such a thing is not possible if we are considering

equations in real numbers.] Also solve the equations

Xi + 2x2 -f 0 + X4 = 1

2x^-1- 0 + X3 + 2x4 = 2

16 Show that the projection of x on the manifold spanned by . .
, ,

is

given by + • •
• + a„ where Uj, . .

. ,
is any solution of

«!) + *' + O - (x. ai)

«i(ain , oti) + * •
• + , o(„) = (x, O-

This is obtained by expressing the condition that (x - - * • - is

1 ®^ to each of otj, . .
. ,
a„ . The equations are soluble because the projection

exists (prove otherwise using the conditions for solubility of equations given

in la.3). Furthermore, Y, is unique and so also the length of the perpendi-

cular, ^^(x, flti) + * • + a„(x, otj, whatever may be the solution (ai, . .
. ,

aj„).

17 Let dj, . .
. ,

at„ be vectors in R^. Find the minimum value of (b, b) —

Y subject to the conditions (b, dj) =
,
(b, aj = p„ , where Pi, . .

.

are given scalars.
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18 St^initz replacement result. If ...» is a basis of a vector space

andpi,
. Pp arep(<fc) independent vectors in 'V, we can select /r - p vectors

, ci(fc-p) from the a vectors such that Pi, .... Pp, Qt(i}, . . ®(k-p) is a

basis of tT.

19 Let ct and p be normalized vectors. Then l(a , p) |

= 1 => a = cp where

kl = i.

lb THEORY OF MATRICES AND DETERMINANTS

Ib.l Matrix Operations

A matrix is an arrangement of pq elements (belonging to any field) in p

rows and q columns. Each element is identified by the pair (ij) representing

the numbers of the row and column in which it occurs. Matrices are generally

represented by capital letters such as A or more explicitly, if necessary, by the

symbol (fljy), a.j being the {ij) entry. The following operations are defined on

matrices.

Addition. If A = and B = (/>,y) are two matrices of the same order

p X q, that is, each with p rows and q columns, then the sum of A and B is

defined to be the matrix A + B = + bij), of the same order p x It may

be easily verified that

A+B-B+

A

A + (B + C) = (A + B) + C = A + B + C.

Scalar Multiplication. As for vectors, a matrix may be multiplied by a scalar

c, the result being a matrix of the same form

cA = (cfljj),

that is, each element is multiplied by the scalar c. Verify that

(c + d)A. = cA-\- dA

c{A + B) = cA + cB.

Matrix Multiplication. The product AB is defined only when the number of

columns in A is the same as that of the rows in B. The result is a matrix with

the (i,/) entry as the product of the ith row vector of A with the yth column

vector of B. IfA = (n,-j) and B = the product is obtained by the formula

AB = (Cy), Cij=Y^irKj-
r
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If A is X ^ and B is ^ x r, then C = AB is p x r. Note the formula for

determining the order of the product matrix, {p x q){q x r) = (p x l). Verify

that

The commutative law does not hold good for matrix multiplication, that is,

AB # BA in general. It may also be that AB is defined but not BA. The asso-

ciative law is satisfied, however,

A(BC) - (AB)C = ABC.

For the multiplication to be compatible, the matrices A, B, C should be of

the orders p x q,q'x r, r y. s,\Ti which case ABC is of the order p x The

distributive law also holds

;

A(B + C) = AB + AC

(A + B)(C + D) = A(C + D) + B(C + D)

Null and Identity Matrices. A null matrix, denoted by 0, is one with all its

elements zero. A square matrix, that is, of the order ^ x ^ is said to be a unit

or identity matrix if all its diagonal elements are unity and the off diagonal

elements are zero. Such a matrix is denoted by I or I,
,
when it is necessary to

indicate the order. Verify that

A + 0 A,

lA = A, AT = A,

when the products are defined, so that the matrices 0 and I behave like the zero

and unit element of the number system.

Transpose of a Matrix. The matrix A' (also represented by A^) obtained by

interchanging the rows and columns of A is called the transpose of A. This

means that the {i,j) entry of A' is the same as the {], 0 entry of A. From the

definition,

(AB)' = B'A', (ABC)' = C'B'A', etc.

A vector in R” written as a column is a matrix of order n x 1. If X and Y
are two column vectors, their inner product (X, Y) can be written in matrix

notation as X'Y. If A is w x « matrix, observe that AX is a column vector

which is a linear combination of the column vectors of A, We shall, in further

work, refer to a column vector simply as a vector.
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Conjugate Transpose. This is defined in the special case where the elements

of A belong to the field of complex numbers. The matrix A* is said to be the

conjugate transpose of A, if the (/,_/) entry of A* is the complex conjugate of

the (_/, i) entry of A. From the definition,

(AB)* = B*A*, (ABC)* = C*B*A*, etc.

Rank of a Matrix. A matrix may be considered as a set of row (or column)

vectors written in a particular order. The rank of a matrix is defined as the

number of independent rows, or which is the same as the number of inde-

pendent columns it contains [see (vii), Ia.3].

Inverse of a Matrix. A square matrix A of order {m x m) is said to be non-

singular if its rank is m. In such a case there exists a unique matrix A“ ^ known

as the reciprocal of A such that

AA'^ =A'^A = I. (lb.1.1)

To establish this let A~^ = (b^^) exist. If A = (c,j), then {aij){bij) = 1 . Expand-

ing the left-hand side and equating the elements of the first column on both

sides, leads to the linear equations in 620 • >
first column of

A-‘):

^^21^11 =0 /lu i(lb.1.2)

‘
• 4* = 0

Since (0,^) has full rank, equations (lb. 1 . 2) have a unique solution [(vi), Ia.3].

Similarly the other columns of A“^ are determined such that AA"^ = I. The

same argument shows that we can find a matrix C such that CA = I. Post

multiplying by A"^ we find

CAA”^ = lA”^ = A“^ =>CI = A"‘ =>C = A

which proves (lb. 1 . 1 ). If A and B are such that A"^ and B"^ exist, then

(AB)^‘ = B“^A'^ which is true because ABB"^A" ‘ = 1 . Verify that

(ABC)“^ = C-'B-'A-'

and so on, provided that all the inverses exist. Also observe that (A')"^ =
(A-7 and(A*)”' = (A-^)*.

Consider a matrix B of order m x n. If there exists a matrix C such that

BC = then C is called a right regular inverse of B and is represented by

B|i“^. Similarly, a left regular inverse B^^ may exist.
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A right inverse exists iff R(B) = m < n. In such a case we can write equa-

tions for columns of C as in (lb.1.2). Solutions exist in view of [(iv), la, 3.]

Similarly a left inverse exists iff R(B) = n

Unitary Matrix. A square matrix A of complex elements is said to be unitary

if A*A - 1. In such a case, A* = A“ ^ and AA* = I. When the elements of A

are real, the matrix is said to be orthogonal if A'A = AA' = I.

Partitioned Matrices. Sometimes it is convenient to represent a matrix by

the juxtaposition of two or more matrices in a partitioned form. Thus a

partitioned matrix is represented by

with or without dotted lines, when there is no chance of confusion, whereas in

(lb. 1.3) the rows in P equal in number of those in Q, the columns in P equal

those in R, and so on. From the definition of a transpose it follows that

The product of two partitioned matrices is obtained by the rule of row by

column multiplication and treating matrices as elements. Thus, for examples

__/P Q\/E F\ /PE + QG PF + QH\
\R S)\G Hj \rE + SG RF + Sh/

provided the products PE etc., exist.

A square matrix A is said to be symmetric if A = A' and hermitian if

A = A*.

lb.2 Elementary Matrices and Diagonal Reduction of a Matrix

Consider the following operations on a matrix A of order m x n:

(Ci) = Multiplying a row (or a column) by a scalar c.

(Cj) = Replacing the rth row (column) by the rth row (column)

-I- A times the sXh row (column).

(cj) = Interchanging two rows (columns).

All these operations obviously preserve the rank of a matrix. We shall show

that they are equivalent to multiplications by nonsingular matrices. The opera-

tion (ci) of multiplying the rth row by the scalar c is equivalent to premulti-

plying A by a square matrix of order m x m, known as Kronecker A, i.e., a

2( 54 -45)1973
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square matrix with only diagonal elements possibly different from zero and

the rest zero, with special values for its elements as follows:

^ = {^ij\ -c; ^ii = I, iV r; = 0, i

The operation (^2) on rows is same as premultiplying A by the square matrix

E„{X) of order m x m defined as follows:

= (c/j), eu ~ I for all /, = A, c,j = 0 otherwise.

For similar operations on the columns we need to postmultiply by « x «

square matrices of the type A and E,,(A). Verify that the operation (e,) of

interchanging two rows, say the rth and ^th, is equivalent to premultiplication

of A successively by the matrices E,/- 1), £«(!)> Eir(“ 1)» A- Similarly, inter-

changing columns is equal to a series of postmultiplications. The following

results regarding the reduction of a matrix to simpler forms are important.

(i) Echelon Form. Let \ be a matrix of order m x n. There exists an

m X m nonsingular matrix B such that BA is in echelon form.

A matrix is said to be in an echelon form if and only if (a) each row con-

sists of all zeroes or a unity preceded by zeroes and not necessarily succeeded

by zeroes, and (i>) any column containing the first unity of a row has the rest

of the elements as zeroes.

Choose the first non-zero element (if it exists) in the first row, and let

it be in the ith column. Divide the first row by the chosen element known

as the first pivotal element. If we multiply the row so obtained by a constant

and if we subtract from the second, the element in the /th column of the second

row can be made zero. By similar operations all the elements in the /th

column can be liquidated (or swept out) except the one in the pivotal position.

Next we move to the second row and repeat the operations. If a row at any

stage consists of all zeroes, we proceed to the next row. It is easy to see that

the resulting matrix is in an echelon form, but this is obtained only by opera-

tions of the type (e,), (^2 ). Hence the reduction is secured through a series of

premuitiplications by square matrices of the form A or E„(A), whose product

is precisely B. Any product of matrices of the form A, E„(A) has the same

rank m, since multiplication by any such matrix does not alter the rank and

each such matrix has rank m. Hence B is nonsingular.

(ii) Hermite Canonical Form. Let \ be a square matrix of order m.

Then there exists a nonsingular matrix C oforder m such that CA = H where H
is in Hermite canonicalform satisfying the property = H (jdempotent).

A matrix is said to be in Hermite canonical form if its principal diagonal

consists of only zeroes and unities and all elements below the diagonal are

zero, such that when a diagonal element is zero, the entire row is zero and
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when a diagonal element is unity, the rest of the elements in the column are all

zero.

Let B be such that BA is in echelon form. It needs only interchange of

some rows to reduce it to the form H. But interchange of rows is secured by

operations of type (e^), that is, premultiplications with elementary matrices.

If the product of elementary matrices employed to reduce BA to the form H is

G, the required matrix to reduce A to the form H is C - GB. Obviously

i?(A) — R{CA) — i?(H) which is equal to the number of diagonal unities in H
[using the notation rank A = i?(A)]. It is easy to verify that = H.

The Hermite canonical reduction is useful in solving linear equations,

AX = Y. (lb.2.1)

specially when A is singular. Multiplying both sides of (lb.2.1) by C we obtain

the equivalent equations, HX = C¥ which has a solution if and only if the ith

element ofCY is zero when the rth diagonal element ofH is zero. The solution

in such a case is X = CY. The matrix C is said to be a generalized inverse ofA
when the rank of A is not full and is represented by A'. A more detailed dis-

cussion of generalized inverses is given in lb>5.

(iii) Diagonal Reduction. Let Abe m x n matrix of rank r. Then there

exist nonsingular square matrices B and C of order m and n respectively such

that

BAC = (;' “) (lb.2.2)

where I, is the identity matrix of order r and the rest of the elements are zero.

We start with the echelon reduction of A and by using the unit element in

any row as a pivot sweep out all the succeeding non-zero elements if any.

This is accomplished by operations of the type (^2) on the columns, that is,

adding constant times one column to another or postmultiplication by an

elementary matrix. In the resulting form we need only interchange rows and

columns to bring the unit elements to the principal diagonal. Matrix C is

simply the product of all elementary matrices used in the postmultiplications

and B that of matrices used in the prcmultiplications.

(iv) Rank Factorization. Also from (lb.2.2) we haveform xn matrix

A of rank r,

A = «)C-'

= B,C,

where Bj and Cj are m xr and r x n matrices each ofrank r.

(lb.2.3)
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Let k be my!.n matrix of rank r. Then there exists a nonsingular m x m
matrix M and an orthogonal n x n matrix N such that

^ = Ko o)^'

The result is easily established.

(v) Triangular Reduction. Let k be a square matrix of order w. Then

there exists a nonsingular matrix, x m suck that BA is in a triangularform,

that is, all elements below the diagonal are zero.

Let the first diagonal element ofA be non-zero, in which case by multiplying

the first TOW by constants and subtracting from the other rows, the first

column can be swept out. If the first element is zero, add any row with a non-

zero first element to the first row and then sweep out the column. If all the

elements in the first column are zero, proceed to the second row. Repeat the

operations disregarding the first row and column. All the operations are of

type (^2) only. The product of the premultiplying matrices is B.

(vi) Reduction of a Symmetric Matrix to a Diagonal Form, Let A
be a square symmetric matrix. Then there exists a nonsingular matrix B such

that BAB' is in a diagonal form, that is, A can be expressed as product CAC'

where C is nonsingular and k is a diagonal matrix.

Consider the first diagonal element of A. If it is not zero, then by using

it as a pivot the first row and column elements can be swept out, leaving a

reduced matrix. This is equivalent to pre- and postmultiplications successively

by elementary matrices which are transposes, because of symmetry. The

reduced matrix is also symmetrical. The first diagonal element in the reduced

matrix is considered and if it is not zero, the non-zero elements in the second

row and column are swept out. This process does not alter the already

reduced first row and column. The process can be continued unless the first

diagonal element is zero in a reduced matrix at any stage. If the corresponding

row and column have all their elements zero, we consider the next diagonal

element and proceed as before. Otherwise we can, by adding (or subtracting)

a scalar multiple of a suitable row and the corresponding column, bring a

non-zero element to the first position in the reduced matrix and continue the

foregoing process. This is also a symmetric operation on the rows and columns

using elementary matrices. The result follows from choosing B as the product

of the elementary matrices used for premultiplication. Finally C =

(vii) Triangular Reduction by Orthogonal Matrix. Let A be

m xn matrix and m'^n. Then there exists an orthogonal matrix B of order
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mx m such that BA =
j

where T is an upper triangular matrix of order n

and 0 is a matrix order m-n x n and consists of zeroes only.

Observe that (I - 2uu’) for any vector u of unit length is an orthogonal

matrix. We shall show that u can be determined in such a way that the first

column of the matrix (I - 2uu')A contains all zeroes except possibly the first

element. For this we need to solve the equation

(I - 2u,ul)ai = p,

where is the first column of A and p is a vector with the first element

possibly different from zero and the rest of the elements as zeroes. It is

easy to verify that if = 0, or if only its first element is non-zero then

u, = 0. Otherwise compute

Ul

= ya;aA

«i-P
2b

(lb.2.4)

where 46^ = (ati - p)'(oti - P). Verify that for the choice of as in (lb.2.4),

the result of multiplying A by (I - 2uiui) is to liquidate (sweep out) the first

column except for the first element. Omitting the first column and row we

have a reduced matrix. We apply a similar operation on the first column of

the reduced matrix by an orthogonal matrix (I - 2U2 U2) of order {m -
1)

X (m - 1). This is equivalent to multiplying (I - 2uiui)A from the left by the

partitioned matrix

1 «'

\
,0 I-2U2U2/

which is also orthogonal. We repeat the operation until all the columns are

swept out, which results in a matrix of the type The matrix B of the

theorem is then the product of orthogonal matrices, which is also orthogonal.

The method of reduction is due to Householder (1964).

(viii) QR Decomposition. Let k be mxn real matrix of rank r, with

m^n. Then there exists an m x (m- n) matrix Q, which is suborthogonai^ i.e.,

Q'Q-I, and an n X n matrix R which is upper triangular such that

A = QR (lb.2.5)

The result follows by choosing Q as the submatrix formed by the first

m - n rows of the matrix B in (vii) and by writing T as R.
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Note if /{(A) = n and the diagonal elements of R are required to be

non-negalive (always possiUe), then the decomposition is unique. If R(A) - n,

then any two decompositions are related by Qi = Q 2 S and R| - SR2 where S

is a diagonal matrix of + I’s and - Ts.

(ix) Gram-Schmidt Triangular Reduction. Lei A be mx n matrix.

Then there exists an xn upper triangular matrix T andmxn matrix S with Us

columns orthonormal such that A = ST.

Let 0. be the columns of A> Oi o, the columns of S, and

til^ upper diagonal elements in the ith column of T. Then we have

which gives tji
= 1, i - 1 and

as in the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process described in [(ii), la.4].The

coefficients tij and the vectors Oj , . . . are constructed sequentially:

*1 ="

*2 = + ^22^2

with the convention that if any = 0, then 1^ — 0 for j > i and Oj is chosen

arbitrarily.

IbJ Determinants

The determinant of a square matrix A = [0^) of order m is a real valued

function of the elements a^ defined by

|A^I =I ±^u^2i- -a„p,

where the summation is taken over all permutations (/,y, . .
. , p) of (1 , 2, . .

. ,
m)

with a plus sign if {i, j, ...,p) is an even permutation and a minus sign if it is

an odd permutation. For an axiomatic derivation of the determinant of a

matrix, see Levi (1942) and Rao (1952).

The cofactor of the element a^j, denoted by Aij, is defined to be (- 1)^'*’^

times the determinant obtained by omitting the rth row and column. It is

easy to establish the following properties.

(a)
IA I

*= 0 if and only if /?(A) # m.

(b)
IA I

changes sign if any two rows (or columns) are interchanged.

(c) \A \=Y.a,iA,i for any r

i

= for any i.
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(e) If |A|#0,A-‘=Uj/|Al)'.
(f) IfA is a diagonal matrix or a triangular matrix, |A

|
is the product of

diagonal elements.

(g) IfA and B are square matrices |AB
|
= |A| |B |.

lb.4 Transformatioiis

Some authors treat matrix theory through linear transformations. A linear

transformation from (Euclidean space of n dimensions) to has the pro-

perty that if X Y and ^ H, then aX -* a\ + where X e

H, Y e and a, e f, the field of scalars associated with the vector spaces

E„ and E„

.

We shall show the correspondence between linear transforma-

tions and matrices.

Consider a linear transformation (from to E„) which transforms the

elementary vector c^, . .
. , e £„ as follows:

e; = (1,0, -.O.

e; = (0, 0,...,l)-(fl,.,..-.,a«„)

Let X' = (xj, . .
. , x„) = x,e; + • + x,e; e . Due to linearity

=

which means that X -+ Y is secured by the relation Y = AX where A is the

m X n matrix

If Z = BY and Y = AX, then Z - (BA)X provides a direct transformation

from X to Z, which involves a product of two matrices.

The transformation from X to Y need not be one-to-one
;
it is so only when

A is nonsingular in which case A“^ exists and the inverse transformation is

given by X = A’’Y (showing one-to-one correspondence).

Orthogonal Transformation. A linear transformation Y = CX is said to

be orthogonal if CC' = I. Since |C = 1, the transformation is nonsingular.

The condition CC' = I implies that the row vectors ofC are mutually ortho-

gonal and are of length unity, or in other words they constitute an o.n.b. of

the space R". It is easy to verify that

1C|==±1, C' = C“*, and therefore C'C = I.

The last result implies that columns also form an o.n.b.
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(i) An important property of an orthogonal transformation is that it keeps

distances and angles invariant.

Let X Y and ^ then

(Y ~ t|)'(Y - n) - (CX - C^)'(CX - C^)

= (x-^)'c'c(x-y = (x-y'(x-y,

SO that distance between two points is invariant. Similarly

which implies that the angle between vectors is also invariant. In fact a

necessary and sufficient condition for distance to be invariant is that the

transformation is orthogonal.

Projection. An example of linear transformation in R’' is the projection of

vectors on a subspace Jf, for if Y^, Y2 are projections of Xj and X2 ,
then

a\y + is the projection of + 6X2 . Hence projection is secured through

a matrix P, i.e,, Y = PX. An explicit representation of P is given in Ic.4.

lb.5 Generalued Inverse of a Matrix

Definition. Consider anm x. n matrix A of any rank. A generalized inverse

(or a ^inverse) of A is a n x m matrix, denoted by A~, such that X = A“Y
is a solution of the equation AX = Y for any Y e ^(A).

We establish me existence of a ^-inverse and investigate its properties.

(i) A“ is a g-inverse o AA“A = A,

Choose Y as the ith column aj of A. The equation AX = a, is clearly con-

sistent and hence X = A” a,- is a solution, that is, AA“aj = for all i which is

the same as AA“A = A. Thus the existence of A" => AA"A - A. Conversely

if A“ is such that AA“A = A and AX = Y is consistent, then AA"AX =

AX or AA“Y = Y. Hence X = A“Y is a solution. Thus, we have an alternative

definition of a generalized inverse as any matrix A" such that

AA-A = A. . (Ib.S.l)

A ^-inverse as defined by (Ib.S.l) is not necessarily unique; so some authors

define a ^-inverse as a matrix A' that satisfies some further conditions

besides (Ib.S.l) which are unnecessary in many applications (Rao, 1955a,

19620- We may, however, impose suitable conditions on a inverse in parti-

cular applications in which case we may refer to it as a ^^-inverse with the

stated properties.
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(ii) Let A~ be any g~inverse oj A and A A = H. Then:

(a) = H, that jj, H is idempoteni.

(b) AH = A and rank A = rank H = trace H.

(c) A general solution ofAX = 0 is (H — I)Z yi here Z is arbitrary.

(d) A general solution of a consistent equation AX = Y is A“Y + (H — I)Z

where Z is arbitrary.

(e) Q'X has a unique value for all X satisfying AX = Y, if and only if

Q H = Q

Since AA“A = A, A“AA"A = A”A. that is. H“ - H. The rest are easy to

prove.

(iiO A" exists and rank A' > rank A.

In [(iii), lb.2], it is shown that, given a matrix .A. there exist nonsingular

square matrices B and C such that BAC = A or A = B“ ^AC“^ where A is a

diagonal (not necessarily square) matrix. Let A" be a matrix obtained by

replacing the nonzero elements of A' by their reciprocals. Then it may be easily

seen that AA~A A. Consider A” = CA"B. Verify that

AA A = B“'AC 'CA BB 'AC ' =B‘'AC ' =A,

so that A“ is a generalized inverse. Obviously rank A" ^ rank A.

In fact A“ as constructed has the additional property A“A A“ = A", that

is, (A“)' - A and rank A~ = rank A. Every ^-inverse need not satisfy this

additional condition as shown in (v).

(iv) A" is a g-inverse o A"A is idempotent and R(A“A) = R{A) or AA“ is

idempoteni and R{AA~) = R(A).

The result is easy to establish. The propositions (i) and (iv) provide alterna-

tive definitions of a ^-inverse. (A matrix B is said to be idempotent if B^ = B,

see lb.7.)

(v) Class OF All ^-Inverses. The general solution of AXA = A (i.^.,

g-inverse of A) can be expressed in three alternative forms:

(a) X - A" -h U - A-AUAA” (lb, 5.2)

(b) X - A‘ + V(I - AA') -H (I - A-A)W (lb.5.3)

(c) X = A- + V(I - Pa) + (I - Pa^U (lb.5.4)

where A“ is any particular g-inverse. Pa and P^* are the projection operators

onto Jt{A) and respectively, and U, V, W nre arbitrary matrices.

Obviously X as in (lb.5.2) satisfies the equation AXA = A. Further, any

given solution X can be put in the form (lb.5.2) by choosing U = X — A“.
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Similarly X as in (1b.5.3) satisfies the equation AXA = A. Further, any

given solution X can be put in the form (lb.5.3) by choosing V = G - A" and

W = GAA~. The result (lb. 5.4) can be established in the same way.

Deftnitioa, A choice G of ^-inverse ofA satisfying the conditions AGA = A
and GAG = G is called a reflexive ^-inverse of A and denoted by A“ . The

conditions can be equivalently written as AGA = A and R{G) - R{A).

The ^-inverse given in (iii) is indeed a reflexive ^-inverse. But (lb.5.2)

through (lb.5.4) show that not all ^-inverses need be reflexive.

(vi) The following results holdfor any choice ofg-inverse,

(a) A{A*A)"A*A = A and A*A(A*A)'A* = A* (ib.5.5)

(b) A necessary and sufficient condition that BA“A = B is that v^(B') c

JfiA'f

(c) Let B and C be non-null. Then BA"C is invariant for any choice ofAT

iff c J({A') and J({C) c ^(A).

The result (a) is proved by multiplying A(A*A)“A*A - A by its conjugate

transpose and showing that the product is zero. The results (b) and (c) arc

similarly proved.

(vii) A(A*A)"A* is hermition and invariant for any choice of the g-inverse

(A*A)-

Consider the dilTerence D = A(A*A)”A* - A[(A*A)”]*A* and show that

DD* - 0 using (a) of (vi), which establishes the hermitian property. Invariance

follows since A* e ^(A*A).

(viii) Moore Inverse. Moore (1935) and Penrose (1955) defined a gener-

alized inverse as a matrix A'*’ to distinguish it from a general g-inverse A~

satisfying the properties

(a) AA-'A = A, (b) A^AA^ = A^
(c) (AA^)* = AA^ (d) (A^A)* = A^A. (lb.5.6)

Such an inverse exists and is unique.

It is shown in (lc.3.8) of lc.3 that there exists a diagonal reduction of A
such that BAG = A where B and C are orthogonal and A is a diagonal (not

necessarily square) matrix. It is easy to verify that A'^ = CA“B satisfies the

conditions (a) through (d) and also that if D is any other matrix satisfying (a)

through (d), then D A ^

.

Further results on jgr-inverses are given in Section lc.S.
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Some Computatioiis of a ^’inverse. Let A be a /n x « matrix of rank r. Then

there exists a nonsingular submatrix B of order r, obtained by omitting some

rows and columns of A, if necessary. By a suitable interchange ofcolumns and

rows we can write A as the partitioned matrix

Consider

A“ = (lb, 5.7)

It is easy to verify (observing that E = DB"^C) that AA'A = A so that A’

defined in (lb.5.7) is a^-inverse with rank A" - rank A and has the additional

property A"AA" = A",

Consider

= (lb.5.8)

where K is such that BK = C and DK := E. Then rank A" = min(m, n) and

A" is a ^-inverse with the maximum rank.

For other methods of computing a ^-inverse see Example 5 at the end

of Section lb.6.

lb.6 Matrix Representation of Vector Spaces* Bases* etc.

We have not made full use of the concepts of vector spaces in the study of

matrices except in defining the rank of a matrix as the dimension of the vector

space generated by the columns or rows of a matrix. We shall now establish

some results on matrices using vector space arguments, which are used

repeatedly in the later chapters. Let X be n x m matrix. The vector space

generated by the columns of X is denoted by J^{X) which is also called the

range space of X. The subspace of all vectors Z in such that XZ = 0 is

called the null space of X and denoted by ./^(X), The dimension, is

called the nullity of X.

(i) ..^(X) = ./<if(XX'). That is, the vector spaces generated by the columns of

X and XX' are the same. Hence d[Jt{\)] = d[J({XX)] = R(\) = R{XX).

Verify that if ot is a column vector such that a'X = 0 ^ a'XX' = 0. Con-

versely a'XX' = 0 => a'XX'a == 0 => a'X - 0. Hence every vector orthogonal to

X is also orthogonal to XX'. Therefore J^(X) = Jl{XX). Furthermore, it is

easy to establish that, for any matrix B, Jf{X) = v4^(XB) = Jt^(XBB') if and

oniy i/ur(B) 3 .^(X').
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(ii) If a and y are vectors such that a = Xy, then there exists a vector p
such that a =

The result is true because a e JliX) =><xe JI{XX),

(iii) The set of vectors {Xyly subject to the condition Hy = 0} where H is a

given k x m matrix is a subspace jf c ^(X). Furthermore^

d\9‘\ = rank^^j - rank H. (lb.6.1)

Observe that the set of all vectors Xy, where y is arbitrary is the same as

JI(X). But when y is restricted as indicated, only a subspace is spanned,

whose dimension is computable by the formula (lb.6.1).

lb.7 Idempotent Matrices

Definition, A square matrix A is said to be idempotent if = A.

The following propositions concerning idempotent matrices are of interest.

(i) The rank of an idempotent matrix is equal to its trace, i.e., the sum of its

diagonal elements.

Consider the rank factorization (lb.2.3) of A = BiCi. Then A^ = A=>

BjCiBiCi =BiCi. But Bj has a left inverse L and a right inverse R. Then

LBjCjBjCjR — LBiCjR=>CjBj = I,..

Trace A == Trace B^Cj = Trace C^Bj = Trace l^ = r = R(A).

(ii) A^ = koR{A) + R{1 - X) = m, the order of A.

The proof is simple.

(iii) Let A^, f = 1 ,
. .

. ,
k be square matrices of order m and A = A^ + • •

+ A*. Consider the following statements:

(a) Aj^ = Aj/or all i.

{b) XiXj ^ 0/or all i ^ / /?(Aj') = R(A..)/or all i

(c) A" = A.

(^0 R(A) = R(A,) + -- +

W

Then any two of (a), {b) and (c) imply ail the four. Further, (c) and {d) => (n)

and (6).

That (fl) and (/>) => (c) is simple to prove. Since the rank of an idempotent

matrix is equal to its trace, (n) and (c) => {d) and hence (a) and (b) ^ (c)

and {d).
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To prove {b) and (c) => (a), observe that (b) and (c) => A^^ = AA^ =
A^Ai = => Aj^a - Ai) = 0. Also R(A,) = R(Ai^)=> A.- = DA^^ for some

D. Hence Ai^(I ~ A^) = 0=> Aj(I - Aj) = 0. It is already shown {a) and

(b) ^ (c) and (d). Hence {b) and (c) =*• {a) and (d).

To prove (c) and {d) (a) and {b), define Ao = I - A. Observe that (c) and

(</)=> Aq + Aj H 1
-
Afc = I and i?(Ao) + + * • + R{A^) = m. Fur-

ther R(I - Xi) - A; - A^) « ^ R{AJ - R(Ai) = m - R{Ai). However,

R{Ai) -f R{1 - A,) > m. Hence R{Ai) + ^(I — A,) = m, and using the result of

(ii), A-^ = Aj for all f Similarly (A^ + Ay)^ = Aj -I- Ay . Then

(A.- + Ay)^ = A, + Ay, Ai^ = A,, Ay^=Ay

^AiAy + AyAi = 0

=> (A,- Ay + Ay A,.)Ay - A; Ay + Ay Aj Ay = 0 (lb.7.1)

Ay(Ai Ay + Ay Ai Ay) = 2Ay Aj Ay - 0. (lb.7.2)

Using (lb.7.2) in (lb.7.1), Aj Ay = 0 for all i # j. The results are due to Khatri

(1968),

(iv) Let Gi be m X pj matrix of rank r^, / = 1, . .
.

,

k. ff r^ r^ — m,

then the statemertts

(a) GfCy = 0, y
' (lb.7.3)

(b) I == G.(GTG,)-Gr + • + G,{GtG,) Gt (lb.7.4)

are equivalent.

The proof follows by using the result, (c) and (d) => (a) and {b) in (iii).

lb.8 Special Products of Matrices

(i) K.RONECKER PRODUCT. Let A = (fl^y) and B = (bij) btm x n and p x q

matrices, respectively. Then the Kronecker product

A(8)B-(fi!iyB) (lb. 8 . 1 )

is an mp x nq matrix expressible as a partitioned matrix with ^^yB as the

(j,y)th partition, i = 1
,

. .
. ,
m and y = I, . .

. ,
«.

The following results are consequences of the definition (lb.8.1).

(a) 0(8)A = A®0 = 0

(b) (Aj + Aj) (g)B = (Ai ® B) + (A 2 ® B)

(c) A®(B, + B 2) = (A®Bi) + (A ^Bj)

(d) flA ® iB = abA 0 B

(e) A^A2 ®BjB2 = (Aj^ ®Bj)(A2 082)

(0 (A = A'*^ 0 B*\ if the inverses exist
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(g) (A ®B)" ~ A~ using any ^-inverses

(h) (A(g)B)' = A'®B'

(i) (A<giB)(A'^<8>B'^)-I

(ii) Hadamard Product. IfA = («,;) and B = {bij) be each mx n matri-

ces, their Hadamard product is the m x n matrix of elementwise products

A*B = (fl,,i,,). (lb.8.2)

We have the following results involving Hadamard products.

(a) A*0 = 0

(b) A * ee' = A = ee' * A where e' = (1, . .
. ,

I)

(c) A * B - B A

(d) (A + B)*C = A*B + A*C
(e) tr AB = e'(A B')e.

(iii) A New Product. Let A = (A,| * •
i AJ and B = (Bi i

* •

•

j

B*) be

two partitioned matrices with the same number of partitions. Khatri and Rao

(1968) defined the product

AGB = (A,®Bii i A^GB*) (Ib.8.3)

where 0 denotes Kronecker product. It is easy to verify that

(AG B) O C - A O (B O C), (T, (S>T2)(A G B) = A O Tj B.

and so on.

COMPLEMENTS AND PROBLEMS

1 Rank of matrices. Let /i(A) denote the rank of A.

LI R{AB) < min[/i(A), R{B)]

[The rows of AB are linear combinations of rows of B, and therefore the

number of independent rows of AB is less than or equal to that of B. Hence

/?(AB) ^ i?(B). Similarly the other inequality follows.]

1.2 (a) R(AA') = R(A),

(b) R(AB) = R{X) if B is square and nonsingular.

[R{AB) < R{\) by Example l.I. A = (AB)(B'’‘).

Therefore R{A) - /?[(AB)(B-')] < R(AB). Hence R{AB) = R(A).]

(c) Let A be m X n with rank m and S be r x m with rank r. Then

R(SA) r.
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13 If R{A) - s, then all subdeterminants of order greater than s vanish,

and conversely, if all subdeterminants of order greater than s vanish and at

least one sub-determinant of order s does not vanish, then R{A) = j.

1.4 Syivester's law. If A and B arc square matrices of order n and R{A) =
r, R(B) = then R(AB) ^ r + j - n.

1.5 Every matrix of rank r can be written as the sum of r matrices each of

rank unity.

1.6 Frobenius inequality. If A, B, C are any three matrices such that the

products considered are defined, then

i?(AB) -f /?(BC) < Rih) + ;?(ABC).

By putting B — I of order (n x n) in which case A is (m x n) and B is (n x p),

RiA) -H R{C) - R{AC) < n,

and if AC = 0, /2(A) + /?(C) ^ n.

1.7 Ifp and q are the ranks of A - I and B — I, then the rank of AB - I is

<(P + ?)•

1.8 For any two matrices A and B such that A + B is defined, R{A + BX
/2(A) -H /2(B). R{A + B) = /2(A) + /2(B)o .4r(A) n = (0) and Jl(A')

1.9 The following statements are equivalent:

(a) i?(A) = i?(A').

(b) Jf(A) n J/'iA) = (0), where .^(A) is the null space of A.

(c) There exists a nonsingular matrix P, such that A =
p|^

where D is nonsingular.

1.10 /2(A'") = /2(A’"
+

^) => i2(A'”) = /2(A") for ail n^m.

1.11 For any square matrix A there exists a positive integer m such that

/2(A") = /2(A'"'*^^)(The smallest such positive integer is called the index of A).

2 Determinants

2.1 A square matrix A = (Oj;) of order n is said to be skew symmetric if

= 0 and = -flyj . Prove that:

(a) lAj ~ 0 if « is odd and a perfect square if n is even.

(b) /2(A) is always even.

(c) Every matrix can be written as the sum of a symmetric and a skew

symmetric matrix.
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2.2

If A is m X then

:

(a) |AA'
I
> 0 if m < n, and equal to 0 if m > « and > 0 if i^(A) = m.

(b) |AA'
I

= sum of squares of all m columned determinants of A when

m^n.

2.3

Vandermonde determinant defined by

has the value i^i
~

2,4

Show that

^ ^
=|A[|D-BA-C|,

where A and D are square matrices (may be of different orders) and A is non-

singular. The result is obtained by premultiplication with a determinant of

unit value

I 0 A C
-BA"' I B D

= |A||D-BA-‘C|.

Satisfy yourself that

E
0

F

G = 1E|1G1.

2.5

Expansion of a bordered determinant. Let Abenx/iandXa«xl
matrices. Further let adj A = (Aij)' where A^j is the cofactor of ajj. Then

(a)

(b)

= c |A| - X'(adj A)X

f
I

= - |A + XX’I = - |A| - X'(adj A)X

= -|A|(1 +X'A'’X) if |A|?tO

(c) IfU is a matrix with all its elements unity and V is a column vector with

all its entries unity then

|A + cU| - 1A| + cY (adj A)V

V' adj (A + cC) = V' (adj A)

[adj (A + cU)]V = (adj A)V
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2.6 Determinant of the product 0/ rectangular matrices. Let A be m x n and B
be n X m and suppose that m^n. Then

where the summation is over all submatrices of order m. The B„ is the square

submatrix of order m obtained from the rows ofB which have the same indices

as the columns of A specifying A„

.

2.7

Verify, when A, D are symmetric matrices such that the inverses which

occur in the expressions exist, that

A ^ /A ' +FE 'F -FE"'\
d) \ -E 'F E‘^ ;

where E = D-B'A^^B, F = A^^B, The example provides a method by

which the inverse of a higher order matrix can be obtained by inverting only

matrices of lower orders. An interesting case is when B is a column vector

which gives a method of finding the inverse of a matrix of order (« + 1) given

the inverse of the principal matrix of order n. Use the formula deduced in the

example to find the inverse of

/I 0 0 3\

|0 1 0 4

lo 0 1 2|
\3 4 2 5/

.1 0 0\

[Hint; Take A=[0 1 Oj=A ^

\o 0 1/

B'-(3,4,2), D = (5)]

2.8

Let A be a nonsingular matrix, and U and V be two column vectors.

Then

(A + UV')-'. = A-^
(A-^UKVA-^)

1 + VA'^U

which gives a method of computing the inverse of (A + UV') knowing the

inverse of A.

2.9

Let A and D be nonsingular matrices of orders m and n and B be iw x «

matrix. Then

(A + BDB')“^ = - A'‘B(B'A-‘B + 0 ')" ’B'A‘\

= A-' - A 'BEB A ‘ + A 'BE(E + D) ^EBA'-'

where E=:(B'A-*B)-^

3 Trace of a matrix. The trace of a square matrix A is defined as the sum of

its diagonal elements and is denoted by Tr A. Prove the following:

(a) Tr(A + B)-TrA + Tr B.

(b) Tr AB = Tr BA.

3 (54 -45)1973
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(c) TrS'^AS^Tr A
(d) Tr A = /f(A), ifA is idcmpotent.

(c) Tr(AA”) = /?(A), where A“ is a generalized inverse of A.

(0 X'AX = Tr AXX', where X is a column vector.

4 Construction of transformation matrices useful in mathematical statistics.

4.1 Let A be Ai X m matrix of rank r. Show that there exists an orthogonal

matrix (Bi i Bj) of order n x n such that the partition Bj is « x r and

4.2 Let Aj be n X m matrix of rank r and A 2 be n x matrix of rank 5,

such that JliXi) n ^(A2) is of dimension t. Then there exists an orthogonal

matrix (Bj i B^ i B 3 ) such that Bj is « x r and U?(Bi) - and 83 is

n X (j - / ) and .>4^(83 )
c .^(A2).

5 Computation of a g-inverse. Let A be n x m matrix of rank r. Then there

exists B of order s x m and rank {m — r) such that n is the null

vector. Show that

(a) A'A + B'B is of rank m, and

(b) VA(A'A + B’B)~*A'A - A'A

so that (A'A + B'B)"^ is, in fact, a ^-inverse of A'A.

(c) If j = m - r, then

(b^ 0 )

^nd

(d) C, is a ^-inverse of A'A, where Cj is defined by

6 Let A and B be matrices having the same number of columns, and let

Ji{X') n ^(B') = (0}. Then

(a) /?{A'A + B'B) = J?(A) + /?(B), and

(b) A'A{A'A + B'B)'A'A = A'A for any choice of ^-inverse.

7 ABB' = CBB'^AB = CB.

Ic EIGENVALUES AND REDUCTION OF MATRICES

lc.1 Classification and Transformation of Quadratic Forms

A quadratic form in n variables Xi, . .
. ,

is a homogeneous quadratic func-

tion of the variables

e = t t fly X,X; = X'AX,
(-1 J-1
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where X is the column vector of variables and A ~ [(fljy + aji)/2], which is

symmetric, is called the matrix of the quadratic form.

Classification of Quadratic Forms. A real quadratic form X'AX is said to be

(a) positive definite (p.d.) if X'AX > 0 for all non-null X and negative definite

(n.d.) if -X'AX is p.d., and (b) positive semidefinite (p.s.d.) if X'AX ^ 0 and

= 0 for at least one non-null X and negative semidefinite (n.s.d.) if -X'AX is

p.s.d.

It is useful to have a general term non-negative definite, n.n.d., for a

quadratic form which is p.d. or p.s.d,, and n.p.d. for a form which is n.d.

or n.s.d. It is also customary to refer to the matrix A as p.d,, n.d., etc., when

the associated quadratic form X'AX is p.d., n.d., etc.

Transformation of Quadratic Forms. Let us consider a nonsingular linear

transformation Y - B“^X or X = BY. Then

Q = X'AX Y'B'ABY = Y'CY

which is a quadratic form in the new variables with the matrix C = B'AB. The

following results hold under linear transformations.

(i) Tfje c/ejiniteness ofQ is invariant under nonsingular linear tranrformations.

If X'AX = g given real number) for some X, then for Y = B'^X, where

Y is non-null if X is non-null,

Y'CY - X B'^'B'ABB’^X = X'AX = g,

and conversely if Y'CY = g for some Y, there is an X such that X'AX = g.

Thus the values assumed by X'AX for non-null X are the same as those of

Y'CY for non-null Y. We have proved more than what is necessary for prov-

ing definiteness.

(ii) Every Q can be reduced to a form containing square terms only by a

nonsingular linear transformation.

In [(vi), lb.2] it was shown that there exists a matrix B such that |B| A 0

and B'AB = A a diagonal matrix. Choose such a B and construct the trans-

formation Y = B’ or X = BY. Then

X'AX Y'B'ABY = Y'AY = d^yf -f-
* " d„y„\ (lc.1.1)

where d^, . .
. , are the diagonal elements of A.

Let R{A) = r. Since R{X) = R(A), the number of non-zero di in (lc.1.1) is

equal to r. Let and 9 be the numbers of positive and negative d^

.

For any

nonsingular transformation which reduces ^ to a form with only the square

terms, it can be easily shown that the values of p, q, and hence p — q which is
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called the signature of the quadratic form, are invariant. Obviously p -\-q r

which is the same for all reductions.

Let dp be positive without loss of generality. By a further trans-

formation, Ui = \/diyi, / = 1
, p; Uj = v/ -d-.y^, / = p + i, r and

= yi» I ~ r + n, (lc. 1 . 1 ), and hence the original form X'AX, by a
direct transformation form X to U, can be reduced to the form

+ •* + m/ - (lc.1.2)

where p and r are the invarimt numbers associated with the quadratic form
X'AX.

(iii) IfX'AX. is p.d., there exists a nonsingular transformation X = BY such

that

X'AX-^Y'Y ^yi^ 4. ... (lc.1.3)

Since definiteness is preserved it is clear that all the terms in the reduced
form (Ic.I.l) have positive coefficients di, and therefore a further trans-

formation y/d^y^ = Ui gives the form (lc.1.3). Let X - BY be such a trans-

formation. Then

X'AX-^Y'B'ABY = Y'Y=>B'AB = I or A = CC' (lc.1.4)

where C' =B ^ This means that a p.d. matrix A can be expressed as the

product ofa matrix and its transpose. The reader may verify that if A is n.n.d.

and of rank r <n, then there exists a nonsingular transformation X = BY
such that X'AX-^yi^n +>'/- As in (lc.1.4) a n.n.d. matrix A of rank r

can be written as CC' where C is « x r matrix of rank r.

(iv) A necessary and sufficient condition that a real quadratic form X'AX
is p.d. is that gi>0for i n where

By (iii), there is a nonsingular transformation such that

X'AXoY'B ABY = Y Y,

that is, B'AB = I, jB'ABl ^ 1B|^!A| = |I| = 1 . Hence |Bl2p^>0 or

g^ > 0. Consider the quadratic form with the last variable as zero, which

is also p.d. in (n — 1) variables. Hence, by the preceding argument, the

determinant of its matrix > 0 , and so on, which establishes the necessity.

Since an > 0
,
the first row and column of A can be swept out symmetrically
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by pre- and post multiplication with elementary matrices. The resulting

matrix is

(

a^ 0 ••• 0

0 bi2 ••• bjn

0 Ki Kn

where = 9i^ because the value of any subdeterminant including the.

first row and column is unaltered. Since .92 > 0
, ^>22 = QiIQi > 0 * By using

bi2 as pivot, the second row and column can be swept out, yielding

0 0

0 bii 0

0 0 c„3

where 011^22^^33 “ 93 > Hence g^lg2>^. The process can be

continued until the matrix is reduced to the form

2 ),

9J9n-J

where each diagonal element is positive. We have demonstrated the existence

of a matrix B, which is the product of the elementary matrices used in sweep-

ing out the columns, such that B'AB = A [in the special form (Ic. 1 . 5)]. Hence

X = BY transforms X'AX to

+ - >'2^ + •*’ +— >'«^ (lc. 1 .6)

9l 9n-l

which is positive definite. This equation establishes sufficiency, It also follows

from a consideration of the quadratic form —X'AX that a necessary and

sufficient condition for X'AX to be negative definite is that < 0
, ^2 >

93 < 0, ... .

We have seen in (iv) that a p.d. quadratic form Q can be reduced to a sum

of squares by a nonsingular transformation. We now investigate the conditions

on the transformation Y = CX, which transforms a p.d. Q as the sum of p.d.

quadratic forms in exclusive subsets of the new variables >^1 y„. For this

purpose let us write Y in the partitioned form Y' = (Yj i- ’iY^) where Y,- is

the column vector of the /th exclusive subset of the variables y,,
••• ,T(i.

9i
0

1

0

92/91

\o 0
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The transformation Y = CX can then be written = CiX, . .
. , Y^ = C^X,

where Ci, . .
. , C* constitute a partition of C, that is C' = (Ci i

* •
*

i C^), The

following proposition then holds.

(v) A necessary and sufficient condition that under a nonsingular transforma-

tion Yi = CiX,i=l,...,A:,

X'AX-. Y;BiYi + •• + Y;BtYfc (lc.1.7)

where A is p.d. is that CjA'^Cj = 0, / ^ j, in which case Bj = (CjA“^Cj)"^

Writing = Gf in (lb.7.3) and (lb.7.4) of lb.7 we observe that the

following statements

(a) = 0 for all i ^ j (lc.1.8)

(b) A = Xc;(^^rA-^C;)-'C, (lc.1.9)

are equivalent. Then

(lc.l.9)=>X'AX-XY;(C.A-‘C;)“^Yi

which proves sufficiency.

To prove necessity, (lc.1.7) =>A = C'BC where B = diag. (B^, . .
. ,

B*) is

nonsingular. Therefore = CA'*C', from which it clearly follows that

CiA“'C;. = 0 for i ^ j and (CjA-^C;)^' = B^.

lc.2 Roots of Determinantal Equations

Consider the determinantal equation
[

A — iU
|

=0, also called the character-

istic equation of A, which is of degree ^ w in A if A is /« x m. Corresponding

to any root Aj (called a latent or a characteristic root or an eigen value of A)

there exists a non-null column vector P,- (called latent, characteristic or eigen

vector) such that AP^ = A,Pi and PfPi = l. The following results are of

interest when A is a real symmetric matrix.

(i) If R{A) = r, the equation
|

A — AI| =0 has zero as a root of multiplicity

im-r).

(ii) All the latent roots are real and the latent vectors can be chosen to be real.

Let A(X -1- j'Y) = (A + /)i)(X + i\) where / is imaginary. Equating real and

imaginary parts, premultiplying by Y' and X' respectively and subtracting we

find /t = 0. Y can be chosen to be zero.

(iii) The latent vectors Pj
, Pj- corresponding to Aj

, ^ Aj) are orthogonal.

From the definition

APi = A,P,, APj = XjFj.
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Multiplication of the first by P} and the second by P{ and subtraction gives

(A,.~Aj)p;Pj = o=>p;p^. = o.

(iv) //A is p.d., all the roots are positive; if A is all the roots are

non-negative.

Consider

If A is p.d., then P.'APj and PiP; are both positive. Hence Aj > 0. If A is

n.n.d., then P^APj is non-negative. Hence Xi > 0.

(v) IfX is an arbitrary non-null vector, there exists a latent vector Y belonging

to the linear manifold AX, A^X, ,

.

The vectors X, AX, . . . cannot all be independent. Let k be the smallest

value such that

A'X + ^fc^iA'-'X + •
• + boX = 0. (lc.2.1)

Factorizing (lc.2.1), we see that

(A - p,I)- "(A ~ p,l)X = 0=>(A - p,l)\ = 0

where

Y = (A - P2I)
• •

• (A - p^l)X 0. (lc.2.2)

Furthermore, (A - /ijl) Y = 0, that is, Y is a latent vector with the associated

latent root pi. Since A is real, is real using result (ii). Similarly each Pi is

real and the equation (lc.2.2) shows

YejSr(A‘-‘X,...,X).

lc.3 Canonical Reduction of Matrices

(i) Real Symmetric Matrix. Let A be a m x m real symmetric matrix .

Then there exists an orthogonal matrix P such that P'AP = A or A = PAP'
where A is a diagonal matrix.

Actually, it will be shown that if ^ ^ denote the latent roots of A,

including the multiplicities, then the /th diagonal element of A is Xi and the

ith column vector ofP is P; , a latent vector corresponding to A;

.

Suppose there exist s orthonormal vectors P^, . .
. ,

P, such that

AP, = AiPi, 5. (lc.3.1)

The result (lc.3.I)^A^Pi = AjAPj = A^^Pj,..., AT^-AT,, — Choose

a vector X 1*' to . .
. ,

P,), then

X'AT, = X'A,T, = A,XP, = 0
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for all r and i= \, Hence

Jt{X, AX, A^X, ...)r^ PJ. (Ic.3.2)

From result [(v), lc.2], there exists a latent vector Pj+
^
e J({X, AX, A^X, . .

. ),

which in view of (Ic.3.2) is orthogonal to Pp . .

. ,
P^.

Since Pj can be chosen corresponding to any latent vector to start with, we

have established the existence of m mutually orthogonal latent vectors

Pi, . .
. ,
P„ such that

AP, = AiPi, i=l,...,m, (Ic3.3)

which may be written

AP = PA, PP=I (lc.3.4)

where P is the orthogonal matrix with Pj as its columns and A is the diagonal

matrix with as its ith diagonal element.

The result (lc.3.4) can be written in the following useful form:

A = PAP' - ;,PiP; + + A„,p„,p;

I = PP' = p^p;^
(Ic.3.5)

which is known as the spectral decomposition of A. The result (lc.3.4) also

implies that there exists an orthogonal transformation Y = P'X which trans-

forms the quadraticform X'AX into

Y'AY = Aiyi2 + --- +W- (lc.3.6)

It has been established in (Ic.I.l) that a quadratic form can always be reduced

to a simpler form involving square terms only by a transformation not

necessarily orthogonal.

Since P'AP = A, P'(A - AI)P = A - ^I which implies that

|A->II| = )A-/II| =(A- AJ, (lc.3.7)

that is, the constants Ai, . .
.

,

A„ are the same as the roots of
|

A - AI| =0
including the multiplicities, so that we have identified the matrix A.

There must be r orthogonal vectors satisfying the equation AX = A,X if

Ai is a root of multiplicity r. If there is one more vector, then by [(iii), lc.2], it is

orthogonal to all P,- and hence must be null. Thus the rank of (A - A,I) is

m — r. The r latent vectors corresponding to the latent root A^ of multiplicity

r generate a subspace called the latent subspace. The latent subspaces corres-

ponding to two different roots are orthogonal so that A decomposes the entire

vector space £„ as a direct sum of orthogonal subspaces

where E^^ is the eigen subspace corresponding to the eigen value of multi-

plicity r^ . Note that -j-—
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(ii) Pair of Real Symmetric Matrices. Let A and B be real mxm
symmetric matrices of which B is p.d. Then there exists a matrix R such that

A = R'^'AR"^ and B = R~^'R”\ where A is a diagonal matrix.

Let Aj ^ ^ be the roots of
|

A - AB[ =0. Then it is shown that the

/th diagonal element of A is A, and the ith column vector R,- of R satisfies

the equation AR^ = A^BR-

,

Since B is p.d., there exists a nonsingular matrix T such that B = T'T.

Consider

|A-aB| = 0= |A-ArT|<^|T"^'AT-'-AI| = 0.

If C — T“''AT, it is symmetric. Hence using (i), there exists a matrix P

such that

P'CP = A, P'P = I

PT-^AT“^P = A,P'P = I.

Choosing R = T“ ‘P, we can write (lc.3.8) as

R'AR - A, R'BR - I,

which is the desired result.

An alternative form of (lc.3.9) is

A = A,SiSl + *-- + /lAS;
B — "b

' '
’ T

(lc.3.8)

{lc.3.9)

(lc.3.10)

if we write the ith column of R”^' as S,, analogous to (lc.3.5).

The result (lc.3.10) also implies that there exists a transformation Y =

R“’X such that the two quadratic forms X'AX and X'BX are simultaneously

reduced to simpler forms containing square terms only:

X'AX-^/l,y," + --- + /l^„'

X'BX- >’,^ + "-+ (lc.3.12)

Commuting Matrices. It is shown in (i) that a real quadratic form can be

reduced to a simpler form by an orthogonal transformation. A natural

question that arises is whether or not two quadratic forms can be reduced to

simpler forms by a single orthogonal transformation. The answer is true for

commuting matrices A and B, i.e., AB = BA.

(iii) Commuting Matrices. Let A and B be symmetric ?na trices. A n.s.

conditionfor simultaneous diagonalization ofA and B by pre andpost multiplica-

tion by C* andC where C is orthogonal is that AB = BA(i.e., A and B commute).

Let Qj be an eigenvector of B and AB = BA. Then BQj = AQi for some A.

Multiplying by A,

ABQi = AAQ, = BAQi
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so that AQi, and similarly A^Qj, A^Q^, . . . belong to the eigen space of B
conesponding to the same eigenvalue X. But by [(v), lc.2], (Q^, AQj, ...)

contain an eigenvector of A. Hence there is a common eigenvector of A and B
which we designate by Pj. Now choose Q 2

1*^ to Pj as an eigenvector B.

Applying the same argument we find a common eigenvector P^ 1" Pj and so

on. The matrix with P,, P2 , . . . as columns is precisely the desired matrix C,

which proves sufficiency.

If C'AC = Mj and C'BC = M2 where and M2 are diagonal then

AB = (CMiC )(CM2C') = CM2M 2C' - CM2M1C = CM2C' CM,C' = BA,

which proves necessity.

Hermitian Matrix. Matrix A is said to be a Hermitian matrix if A = A*
where A* is the conjugate transpose of A. Thus a Hermitian matrix is the

counterpart of a symmetric matrix when A has complex elements. The follow-

ing results for Hermitian matrixes are proved in exactly the same way as (i)

and (ii).

(iv) Let A be Hermitian of order m. Then:

(a) The eigenvalues ofA are real.

(b) There exists a unitary matrix U (i.e., U*U — I) such that A = UAU*
where A is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of A.

(c) Let B be Hermitian matrix andp.d. (i.e., X*BX > 0/or all X). Then there

exists a nonsingular matrix P such that P*BP = I and P*AP = A
where A is diagonal with elements as the eigenvalues of the matrix B" *A.

(v) Singular Value Decomposition. Let A be m x n matrix of rank r.

Then A can be expressed as

A = UAV* (lc.3.n)

where A is r x r diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements, V is m x r

matrix such that U*U = I and \ is n x r matrix such that V*V = I.

Let Uj, i= 1, ..., r, be orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to the

non-zero eigenvalues Xf, i = 1, . . r, of AA*. Further let V,- = Ai"^A*U;.
Then V^

,
/ = 1, . .

. ,
r, are orthonormal.

Let
, U„ be such that Ui, . .

. ,
Ll„ is a complete set of orthonormal

vectors, i.e,, UiUf + • • * -
1
- U„lJj = I. Then

A = (u,u: + --* + u„u;)A

= (UiUj + '
• + U, U*) A, since UfA = 0 for i > r,

= AiUiVj + -hA,U,V? = UAV*
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taking U = (Uj i

• - iU,) and V = (V^ i

• *

i V^). The diagonal values of A
are called the singular values of A. It may be seen that Vj, / = I, . .

. , r, are

orthonormal eigenvectors of A=*A corresponding to the eigenvalues i =
1, . .

. ,
r. Note the alternative ways of representing A:

A = UAV*

=
p(^ o)

^ unitary. (lc.3.12)

(vi) Decomposition of a Normal Matrix. Let \ be an nx n normal

matrix, i.e., AA* = A*A. Then there exists a unitary matrix U such that

A = U*AU
where A is a diagonal matrix.

The result follows from the singular value decomposition of A, observing

that U and V can be chosen to be the same in (lc.3.11) when AA* = A*A.

(vii) Nonsymmetric Matrix. The determinantal equation
|

A - AI| =0
has m roots, some of which may be complex even if A is real. Corresponding

to a root Aj
,
there are two vectors

AP^ = A^Pj, A'Qj = XiQi, (lc.3.13)

called the right and left latent vectors. Let us assume that all the roots are

distinct and let

P = (P, i--iPJ and Q = (Qii-’iQJ,

which leads to AP = PA and A'Q = QA.

(a) Pi are all independent and so also Qi, Let there exist constants such that

CiPj + “ + c„P„ = 0. Using (lc.3.13), CiAjPi + •
• + c„AJP„ = 0.

By eliminating one of the terms, say the wth from the two linear

relations connecting Pi, we obtain ^/iPi + **'

+

t4-iP„_i = 0^
di^jPi + ••• + if„_iA„_iP„_, = 0. We can eliminate one more term

and eventually show that one of the Pj is null, which is a contradiction.

Hence P is nonsingular and so also is Q, which leads to the representa-

tions

A^PAPS A' = QAQ“L

(b) P-Q^ = 0, i ^ jandP'iQi # 0.

APi = Ai Pi QJAPi = Ai Q;Pi = Ai P'iQ^

AQj = Aj-Qy =^QjAPi = AyQyPj = AyPiQy

and since Aj ^ Ay
,
P-Qy = 0. Furthermore, if P'Q

y
= 0 for all j, then

p. = 0 which is not true, and hence QjPi # 0
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(c) Let P|Qi = , D the diagonal matrix containing
,
and A be the

diagonal matrix containing = XJdi, Then A has the spectral decom-

position

A = 5iPiQ; + ”- + ^,P„Q:,. (lc.3.14)

Since Q'P = D, P“'(Q')-' = D"' or P"^=D‘^Q'. Substituting for

P"^ in A = PAP“^ we see that

A = PAD'^Q' = PAQ' = E ^fPiQ^

analogous to (lc.3.5). The decomposition of a nonsymmetric A may not be

as simple when the latent roots are not distinct. For a study of this problem

the reader is referred to books by Aitken (1944), Gantmacher (1959), and

Turnbull and Aitken (1932).

One of the applications of the results (!c.3.5, lc.3.14) is in obtaining simple

expressions for powers of A. Considering (lc.3.14) and multiplying by A,

wc have

1. iX
A^ = E ^ PfQ; A = E— P^Q;. (lc.3.15^

di di

Similarly,

a" = e^“p,q;.

For a symmetric matrix, using (lc.3.5), we see that

A"==EAi'’PiP;.

An application of (lc.3.15) to genetics is given in a book by Fisher (1949).

(viii) Cayley-Hamilton Theorem. Every square matrix A satisfies its own

characteristic equation.

Consider the identity

(A-;i)adj(A->lI)= |A-;i|I (lc.3.16)

(idj B is the matrix of cofactors of B). By definition

adj(A “ AI) — Cq F AjCj -t-
*

* + A**

where are suitably chosen matrices and

I
A — Alj = ^0 + + + n„A"

the characteristic polynomial. Comparing he c efficients of A in (lc.3.16)

ACq = AC| Cq — njl, ...» “'C|,_| = a^.
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Multiplying the first equation by I, the second equation by A, the third by

A^, . . . and adding

CqI + fliA + ’ •
’ + a„A" = 0 (Ic.3.17)

which proves the desired result.

Note that if A“^ exists, then multiplying (lc.3.17) by A"’ we have

— UflA"^ - ax\ + 02A + • •

' + (lc.3.18)

which gives an expression for A"' as a polynomial in A.

(ix) Let A. be a square matrix of order m. Then there exists a unitary matrix P

such that 'P*AF is triangular.

The result may be proved by induction noting that it is true for a one-by-one

matrix.

(x) Jordan Decomposition, Let A be a square matrix of order m. Then

there exists a nonsingular matrix T such that

T"‘AT = diag(Ai,A 2 ,...,A*)

where

(X, 1 0 0\

A.=r ''
‘

M

\o 0 xj

and Xi is an eigenvalue of A.

For a proof see Gantmacher (1959).

Non-negative Matrices (Spectral Theory). An m x n matrix A = (a^j)

is called non-negative if > 0 and positive if Oij > 0 for all / and/

A non-negative matrix is indicated by A ^ 0 and a positive matrix by A > 0.

We use the notation C > D if C - D is non-negative and C > D if C - D is

positive.

A matrix A is said to be reducible if by the same permutation of columns

and rows it can be written as

where 0 is a null matrix and B, D are square matrices. Otherwise A is ir-

reducible.
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(jti) Perron’s Theorem. A positive square matrix A has a positive

characteristic value Xq{A) which is a simple root of the characteristic equation

and exceeds the moduli ofall the other characteristic values. To this “ maximaT*

root Ao(A) there corresponds a positive characteristic vector {i.e., all coordinates

positive).

(xii) Frobenjus Theorem. An irreducible matrix A ^ 0 always has a

positive characteristic value which is a simple root of the characteristic

equation and not smaller than the moduli of other characteristic values. To the

“maximaT' root ^^(A) there corresponds a positive characteristic vector.

(xiii) An irreducible matrix A ^ 0 cannot have two linearly independent

non-negative characteristic vectors.

(xiv) A non-negative matrix A always has a non-negative characteristic

value Ao(A) such that the moduli of all the characteristic values of A. do not

exceed Ao(A). To this “maximal" root there corresponds a non-negative

characteristic vector.

(xv) //A ^ B ^ 0, then Ao(A) > Ao{B).

(xvi) 7/’A ^ 0
,
Xg > 0 and po = inf {p\ Af^ pf, f > 0}, then

^ f AX
. ^ f AX

sup inf 7^= inf sup —
x>o f>o I A r>o x>o 1 A

i I/,= i E/. = i i

Metzler Matrix. A matrix C = (Cij) is called a Metzler matrix if

Cij > 0 (/ / j). It may be seen that by adding choosing fl large enough, we

can achieve

A = C + ^ 0

so that the study of Metzler or A/-matrices is equivalent to that of non-

negative matrices. Thus we have the following:

(xvii) (a) The eigenvalue of M an M-matrix with the largest real part is real

and has an associated non-negative eigenvector.

(b) Let <7(M) be the maximum of real parts of the eigenvalues of M. Then

(7(M) < 0 jj(f there exists X > 0 such that MX < 0.

The proofs of the propositions can be found in Gantmacher (1959).

lc.4 Projection Operator

Definition. Let 5^, and 5^2 be two disjoint subspaces such that f =

0 -^2 » so that any vector has the unique decomposition X =

Xi + Xj, Xi€5^j and The mapping P,X-^X„ (PX = X^) is
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called the projection of X on along and P is called the projection

operator.

We have the following propositions regarding the projection operator P.

(i) P is a linear transformation and is unique.

Obviously P(flX + bY) = aPX + bVY, which means that P can be rep-

resented by a matrix which is denoted by the same symbol P. P is neces-

sarily unique.

(ii) P is an idempotent matrix, i.e., P^ = P.

For an arbitrary vector X

P^X - P(PX) - PXi - Xi = PX

which implies P^ = P.

(iii) l — F is a projector on ^2 o^ong Sf^

(iv) Let Y = .5^1 @ ^2 + ' © Then there exist matrices P^, . .
. , P*

such that (a) P^^ ^ P^
,
(b) P, Py = 0, j ^ j and (c) I = P

1
-1-

- + P;t

The results follow from the unique decomposition'

X = X,-h--+Xk, X.ey’i, t =

Definition. Let ,9^ be a subspace of and the orthogonal complement

of S^. Then - y' 0 The operator P which projects on y along y^ is

called an orthogonal projector.

We have the following propositions regarding orthogonal projectors.

(v) Let the inner product in be defined by (X, Y) = y*EX where £ is a p.d.

matrix. Then P is an orthogonal projector iff

(a) P^ = P and (b) £P is hermitian. (lc.4.1)

The result (a) is true in view of proposition (ii). Further PX e y and

(I - P)Y e y^ for any X and Y, i.e., X*P*m - P)Y = 0^P*m - P) =
0oP*£P = IP which establishes (b). It is easily seen that if (lc.4.1) holds,

then P projects vectors onto Ji{V') along the orthogonal space JOf - P).

Note. If I = I, then P is an orthogonal projector iff P is idempotent and

hermitian.

(vi) Explicit Expression for an Orthogonal Projector. Consider the

subspace Jt{A), i.e., spanned by the columns of a matrix A and the inner

product he as in proposition (v). Then the orthogonal projector onto Jt(A) is

P = A(A*IA)'A*I (lc.4.2)

which is unique for any choice of the g-inverse involved in (lc.4.2).
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Let X e and write X = Aa + A^p. Multiplying both sides by A*£

A*EAa = A^EX.

Choosing solution a = (A*EA)"A*EX, we have Aa = A(A*EA)“A*EX^

P = A(A*EA)"A*E is the required operator. If E = I,

P-A(A*A)"A*. (lc.4.3)

It is already shown in [(vii), lb.5] that A(A*A)“ A* is symmetric, hermitian

and invariant for any choice of ^-inverse.

(v) Let VI
and P2 he projector Then Pj + P2 is a projector iff P1^2 =

P2 P1 -O.

lc,5 Further Results on g-Inverse

A general definition of ^-inverse of a matrix A, with elements from any field,

is given in lb.5. Such an inverse denoted by A“ is shown to exist but is not

unique. In this section we define subclasses of ^-inverses which are useful in

solving some optimization problems. For this purpose we consider matrices

A with complex elements.

(i) Minimum Norm ^-Inverse. Let AX = Y be a consistent equation and

G be a g-inverse of A such that GY is a solution of AX = Y with a minimum

norm. Jf the norm of a vector a is defined by ||qi|
1
~ (a*Na)'^^ where N is a

p.d. matrix, then G satisfies the conditions

AGA = A, (GA)*N-NGA. (lc.5.1)

Such a G is denoted by A'^^) cind by A” when N = I,

Using [(ii), lb.5], a general solution of AX = Y is GY + (I - GA)Z where

Z is an arbitrary vector. If GY has minimum norm, then

lIGYli « i!GY + (I - GA)Zj! for all Y 6 arbitrary Z

o(GY, (I - GA)Z) = 0 for Y 6 Z

<^(GA)*N(I - GA) = Oo(GA)*N = NGA

which, together with the condition that G is a ^-inverse, i.e., AGA = A,

establishes (lc.5.1).

It may be seen that one choice of

A;(N) = N’*A*(AN-^A*)-. (lc.5.2)

(ii) Least Squares ^-Inverse. Let AX be a possibly inconsistent

equation andG be a matrix such thatX- GY minimizes (Y — AX)*M(Y ~ AX)
wfwre M is a p.d. matrix. Then it is n.s. that

AGA ^ A, (AG)*M = MAG.

Such a G is denoted by A^^j and by Af when M = I,

(lc.5.3)
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By hypothesis

(AGY - Y)*M(AGY - Y) < (AX - Y)’»M(AX - Y) for all X, Y, i.e.,

liAGY - Y|| < 1|AX - Yil = IAX - AGY + AGY - Yl| for all X, Y

<>A*MAG-A*MoAGA = A, (AG)*M = MAG.

It may be seen that one choice of

A,(m) = (A*MA)^A*M (lc.5.4)

and a minimizing vector X satisfies the equation

A*MAX = A*MY,

for which a general solution is GY + (I - GA)Z, where G satisfies (lc.5.3).

(iii) Minimum Norm Least Squares ^-Inverse. Let AX = \ be a possibly

inconsistent equation and G be a matrix such that GY has minimum norm

[flj defined in (i)] in the class of X for which (Y - AX)*M(Y - AX) is a mini-

mum. Then it is n.s. that

AGA = A, (AG)*M = MAG, GAG = G, (GA)*N = NGA. (lc.5.5)

Such a G is denoted by AiJjp, and A+ when M = I and N = L

Since GY minimizes (Y - AX)*M(Y - AX), the first two conditions of

(lc.5.5) are satisfied. The general solution for X with this property is, as

shown in (ii), GY + (I - GA)Z where Z is arbitrary. Then

liGYil < ||GY + (I - GA)Z1| for all Y, Z

o(GY, (I - GA)Z) = 0 for all Y, Z^G*N{I - GA) = 0

which IS equivalent to the last two conditions of (lc.5.5).

(iv) AiJu^ as defined in (iii) is unique ifM and N are p.d. matrices.

The result is true since the minimum norm solution of a linear equation is

unique.

It is easy to verify that

AJn = N“'A*MA(A*MAN"'A*MA)~A*M (lc.5.6)

satisfies the conditions (lc.5.5). The special case A+ when M = I, N = I is

already introduced as Moore-Penrose inverse in [(viii), lb.5].

An important result which establishes a duality relationship between a

minimum norm and least squares inverses is given in (v).

(v) Let M be p.d. and A be any m x « matrix. Then

4 (64 ‘46)1973
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Let G denote the left hand side of (lc.5,7). Then by definition

A*GA* = A*, (GA*)*M = M(GA*)

which can be rewritten as AG*A = A, (AG*)*M“^ = M“‘(AG*), i.e.,

G*-A,(M-.).ThenG = [A,7M-.)r.

(vi) and N are p.d. matrices, then

(^) (Amn)nm = (lc.5.8)

(^) (lc.5.9)

The results follow from the definition of A^^^

.

For further results on ^-inverse see the book by Rao and Mitra (1971).

lc.6 Restricted Eigenvalue Problem

In some problems we need the stationary points and values of a quadratic

form X'AX when the vector X is subject to the restrictions

X'BX=1, C'X = 0 (lc.6.1)

where B is p.d. and C is m x k matrix. Let P = be the

projection operator onto ^(C). We have the following proposition.

(i) The stationary points and values of X'AX when X is subject to the

restrictions (Ic.6.I) are the eigenvectors and values of (I - P)A with respect

to B.

Introducing Lagrangian multipliers X and p wc consider the expression

X'AX - /l(X'BX - l)-2X'C^

and equate its derivatives to zero

AX - >IBX - Cn = 0

C'X =0 (lc.6.2)

X'BX = 1

Multiplying the first equation of (lc.6.2) by I — P we have

(I - P)AX - /IBX = 0

which proves the desired result. For further results, see Rao (1964).

Note. In the special case A = aa' where a is m vector, X'AX has the maxi-

mum at

XccB-^I-Pja (lc.6.3)

which is an important result.

The problem where in (lc.6.1), the condition C'X = 0 is replaced by

C'X > 0 (i.e., each element ofC'X is non-negative) is considered in Rao (1964).
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Id CONVEX SETS IN VECTOR SPACES

Id.l Definitions

A subset C of a vector space is called convex, if for any two points x^, X2 e C,

the line segment joining Xj and X 2 is contained in C, i.e,, Axi + (i - X}\2 e C
for 0 ^ 1 . Examples of convex sets are points on lines, points inside

spheres, half spaces, etc.

Given any set A, the set /I* of points generated from finite sets of points

by convex combinations,

AiXt + -
• + ifcX,

Xi ^0, Aj = 1, X,. £ A,

is clearly a convex set containing A. In fact, /t* is the smallest convex set

containing A and is called the convex hull of A. The convex hull of two points

is the line segment joining the two points, and the convex hull of a sphere is

the sphere and all points inside the sphere.

Inner, boundary and exterior points, open and closed sets, and bounded

sets are defined as in the theory of sets. Thus x is an inner point of a set A

if there is a sphere with a center x which is a subset of A. The set of all inner

points of A is said to be open; a set is closed if its complementary set is open.

A boundary point of A (not necessarily belonging to A) is such that every

sphere around it contains points in A as well as in A"", the complement of A.

1 he closure of a set is obtained by adjoining to it all its boundary points not

already in it and is represented by A. The set A is also the smallest closed set

containing A. An exterior point of is a point of X'', the complement of A.

The following properties of convex sets are easily established, (1) The

intersection of any number of convex sets is convex. (2) The closure of a

convex set is a convex set. (3) A convex set C and its closure C have the same

inner, boundary, and exterior points. (4) Let x be an inner point and y a

boundary point of C Then the points (1 - A)x + Ay are inner points of C for

0 ^ A < 1 ,
and exterior points of C for A > 1.

ld.2 Separation Theorems for Convex Sets

(i) Let C be a convex set and y an exterior point. Then there exists a vector a,

with ||a|j = 1, such (hat

inf (a, x) > (a, y).

Let b be a boundary point such that

(ld,2.1)
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If X 6 C, the points (1 — X)x + Ab 6 C for 0 A < 1 and therefore

||(l-A)x + Ab-y|[>iib-y||. (ld.2.2)

Expanding (ld.2.2), we see that

(1 - >l)'||x - bf + 2(1 - /l)(x - b, b - y) ^ 0

for all 2 < 1 . Hence (x — b, b — y) ^ 0, giving

(x, b - y) > (b, b - y) > (y, b - y).

The result (ld.2.1) is established by choosing a = b - y. Surely a could be

normalized.

(ii) Let C be a convex set and y be on the boundary of C. Then there exists a

supporting plane through y, i.e., there exists a non-null vector a such that

inf (a, x) = (a, y), that is, (a, x) ^ (a, y) for all x e C. (ld.2.3)
X€C

Let y, be a sequence of exterior points such that lim y„ = y. Consider

a» as determined from y„ by (ld.2.1). Since |la„|| is bounded, there is a sub-

sequence a,, tending to a limit, say, a. Hence

(x, a) = lim (x, a^) > lim (yv , a^) = (y, a).

(iii) Let C and D be convex sets with no inner point common. Then there

exists a vector a and a scalar a such that (a, x) > a for all x^C and (a, y) ^ a

for all y s D, that is, there is a hyperplane separating the two sets.

Consider the convex set of points x - y, x e C, yeD, which does not

contain 0 as an interior point. By (ld.2.1) and (ld.2.3) there exists a such that

(a, X - y) > (a, 0) = 0 or (a, x) ^ (a, y).

Hence there exists an a such that

(a, x)>a, xgC and (a, y)^a, yeD. (Id. 2.4)

If C and D are closed convex sets with no common point then 0 is an

exterior point of the closed set of points x - y, in which case, by an applica-

tion of (ld.2.1), we have the strict separation

(a, x) > a, X e C and (a, y) < (x, yeD. (ld,2.5)

A vector \e E„ is said to be > 0 if all its coordinates are non-negative and at

least one is positive. A negative vector is one with all coordinates negative.

(iv) If C is a convex set in E„ such that none of its points is negative, then

there exists a vector a > 0 such that (a, x) ^ 0 for all x e C.
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Consider the convex sets C and V the set of all negative vectors. By result

(iii) there exist a and a such that

(a,x)^a for xeC and (a, y)<a for y € r. (ld.2.6)

Since (a, y) 0 as y 0, a ^ 0. Furthermore, a > 0, for otherwise we can

find some negative vector y such that (a, y) ^ a contrary to (ld.2.6). Hence

there exists an a > 0 such that (a, x) > 0.

A simple treatment of convex sets is conta-ned in a book by Berge (1963).

The reader may easily verify the following results.

(v) Farka’s Lemma. Let p and fx^ be vectors in R” and let x exist

such that a'x > 0for all I Then an n,s, condition that p'x ^ 0/or all x such that

a'x ^ 0 w that p can be written oj p
- otj

,
o > 0.

The proof is omitted.

1 . If C* is the convex hull of a subset C of
,
every point of C* can be

represented as a convex combination of at most n + 1 points of C.

2. Let C be a bounded set in E„ and

X = ^ a,Xi, x^ e C, a,- >0, Z

Then x e C*.

3. A point X e C is an extreme point of C if there are no distinct points

Xi and X2 e C such that x = Ax^ + (1 - A)x2 for some A, (0 < A < 1). If

C is a closed, bounded, convex set, it is spanned by its extreme points,

that is, every x e C can be represented in the form

fc

x = £aiXi, cti^O,
i

where Xi, . .
. ,

Xj are extreme points of C.

4. A closed, bounded, convex set has extreme points in every supporting

hyperplane.

5. A closed convex set in E„ has a finite number of extreme points iff it

is the intersection of a finite number of closed half spaces,

le INEQUALITIES

Some standard inequalities based on vectors, matrices, and determinants are

assembled in this section because of their applications in mathematical

statistics.
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(e.l Cauchy-Schwarz (C-S) Inequality

(i) For any two column vectors X, Y of real elements

{\\f < (X'X)(Y'Y) or (X x,y)^ ^ (X x*^)(X de.l.

D

written in terms of the elements of X and Y, the equality being attained when

and only when XX + i.iY = 0 for real scalars k and g.

The quadratic form in A, g,

(AX + /iY)'(AX + gY) = A^X'X + 2kgX\ 4-

is non-negative. Hence if we apply [(v), Ic.l] or elementary algebra, the dis-

criminant of the quadratic form is greater than or equal to zero,

^ (X'Y)^ ^ (X'X)(Y'Y). (le.1.2)

The equality is attained when the determinant is zero, which implies that

there exist A and g such that A limes the first row plus g times the second row

is zero. Hence (AX + /iY/(AX + gY) = 0 or kX + = 0.

Two other forms of C-S inequality which are of interest are as follows.

(ii) Let X, Y be two column vectors and A, a Gramian matrix, that is,

A = B'B. Then:

fa) fX'AY)^ < (X'AXj(Y'AY), with equality when X x Y. fie. 1.3)

(b) fX'Yj^ ^ fX'AX)(Y'A-'Y) (le.1.4)

// A"^ exists, with equality when X r_ A“ 'Y.

The result (a) is obtained by choosing U = BX, V = BY and applying the

C-S inequality on U and V. Similarly (b) is obtained by choosing

U = {B'')Y, V-BX

(iii) The integral version of the C-S inequality is

(le.1.5)

wherefand g are real functions defined in some set A andf^, g^ are integrable

with respect to a measure v.

To prove the result we consider the non-negative quadratic form in A, /i,

J
{kf + ggfi dv^ k^

j
dv -I- 2A/i

J fg dv
J

g^ dv. (le.1.6)
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In particular if y is a probability measure we obtain the result

[cov(;cj;)]2 < V(x)V(yl (le.1.7)

where x and y are random variables, cov and V stand for covariance and

variance respectively.

The Lagrange Identity. The inequality (le.l.l) can be derived immediately

from the identity

i<j

where and /j are the components of vectors X and Y respectively.

le.2 Holder’s Inequality

/fx, . V,- ^ 0. I = 1, . .
. ,

n aW (I fp) + (1 '9) = 1,;? > 1, t/?en

uV//; equality when and only when }\ x vf The integral version isfor f, ^ ^ 0

First we establish by differentiation, or otherwise,

A ^

mm{i(x)^ — +— } = 1 when a = I,

x>o i P q \

Substituting a = (w, v > 0) in r(A) > I, we find

+ (le.2.2)

P q

with equality when v = u^'^.

Let Mjt = xJ{Y. Vk = yk!(^ ykY^‘‘- Substituting in (le.2.2) and sum-

ming over k, we have

+ e^J!- = ~ + - = \

q p q

and obtain the desired inequality. The integral form is proved similarly. More

generally we have the inequality

-.111
if + -

P q r

(Ie.2.3)
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Minkowski’s Inequality. It is easy to deduce from Holder’s inequality, that

if Xi , ^ 0 and k > 1

[I (X, + < (Z + (Z > (le.2.4)

le.3 Hadamard’s Inequality

For a nonsingular real (n x n) matrix, B = (bij),

iBi=<n(zy)- (le.3.1)

As special cases

(i) |B| ^ 1
, if Z'’i»'

= '. - = 1
,

(le.3.2)

(ii) |B|<2I/V/^ if \bij\^M. (le.3.3)

To prove (le.3. 1) we consider the positive definite matrix A = BB' and apply

the inequality
|

A
|
^ ^

, . .
. , ,

the product of diagonal elements. Consider

the expansion

^22 02«

+

0

^21

On *

^22
'

• ^1.

ti2n

Om •• dnn
«n2

•

®Fin

Since A is p.d., the matrix ij = 2, . .
.

, « is also p.d., and the second term

is negative. Hence

«22
'

*

|A|<au
“.2

and the result, |A| follows by induction. The result (le.3.1)

follows by observing that a^ =

ie.4 Inequalities Involving Moments

Let X be a random variable such that £(x) = g and moments

£(x-/ty = /i,, r=l,...,2N

exist. The quadratic form £ X Ft

^LVi + yiix ~ /i) + • + >'w+i(Jc - fif? ^ 0. (Ie.4.1)

Hence {fii+j. 2 ) is non-negative definite. This is not, however, a sufficient

condition for /x, to be a moment sequence of a random variable. The condition
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is necessary whether the moments are of a discrete or continuous distribution,

or calculated from a given set of observations. In particular, for N = 2,

1 0 /^2 2 1

0 ^2 >0 or ,4^. -^-1
fiz

w
or jg,

- - 1 ^ 0, (le.4.2)

where j3i = and /?2 = some measures of asymmetry and

kurtosis of a distribution.

le.5 Convex Functions and Jensen’s Inequality

A function fix) is said to be convex if for a, /^ > 0, a + /I = 1

fioLX + fiy) < otfix) + ^f(y) for all x, y. {le.5,1)

For such a function we shall first show that at any point Xo,/+Uo)’/~(^o)^

the right and left derivatives exist. Let Xq < Xj < ^ 2 . Choosing ot ^ (x 2 - Xi)j

-
^o)> -ixi ~ Xq)I{x2 - Xo), X = Xq, and y = Xj so that ax + /ly = x,,

and using (le.5.1), we see that

(^2 ~ xfjfix^) < (X2 - Xi)/(Xo) + (Xj - Xo)/(x2 ) (le.5.2)

after multiplication by (x2 - Xq). Adding Xq/Cxq) to both sides and rearrang-

ing the terms in (le.5.2), we have

/(Xi)'-/(Xo)^/(X2)-/{Xo)
^

, (le.5.3)

Xi — Xq X 2 — Xq

which shows that [/(x) -/(xo)]/(x - Xq) decreases as x-^x„. By adding

Xi/CxJ to both sides of (le.5.2) and rearranging the terms,

fixo) -f{xi) ^ f{X2) -/Ui) ,, ^
• (le.5.4)

Xq -Xi X2 Xj

Equation (le.5.4) in terms of x_j < Xq < x^ becomes

/(X^l) -/(Xq)
^

/(Xi) -/(Xq)

x_i-Xo

which shows that [/(x) - /(xo)]/(x -- Xq) is bounded from below, and since

it decreases as x-+Xo, the right-hand derivative /+(xo) exists. Similarly,

fLiXo) exists and obviously /l(Xo) <:fi{xQ). Let L be such that/i(xo) < L <
f+ixoY Then, for all x,

fix) >/(xo) -I- L(x - Xo), (le.5.5)
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for if > Xo

,

/(•Vi) -fM
Xi -Xq

>fi{Xo)^L,

and the reverse relation is true when .v, <X(t. The inequality (le.5.5) has

important applications; it leads to Jensen’s inequality.

Jensen’s Inequality. If x is a random variable such that F(x) = and f{x) is

a convex function, then

E[f{x)]^mx)] (le.5.6)

with equality when and only when x is a degenerate distribution at pt.

Consider the equation (le.5.5) with /i for Xq,

fix) ^ fill) ^L{x-p), (le.5J)

and take expectations of both sides. The expectation of the second term on

the right-hand side of (le.5.7) is zero, yielding the inequality (le.5.6).

le.6 Inequalities in Information Theory

(i) Let X convergent sequences of positive numbers such that

J > y . Then

ya,-log-^C {le.6.1)

“i

the equality being attained when and only when = /?, . Further (f a,- < 1 and

bi < 1 for all i, then

2 y log- ^ y “ A,)^ (le.6.2)

Oj

To prove the inequalities, note that for a: > 0, the expansion of log x at

X = I yields

log X = (x - 1) - (x - l)^(2y^)~‘ with ye(I,x). (le.6.3)

Using the expansion (le.6.3) for each term in (le.6.l), we have

I log^ = (I - I fl.) - I «.(*.
- ' < 0, (le.6.4)
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thus proving (le.6.l). In (le.6.4), e and if 1, i,- < 1, the

maximum value of yi^ is not greater than unity. Hence

-Z ^ • (le.6.5)

Combining (le.6.4) and (le.6.5), we obtain (le.6.2).

The results (le.6.1) and (le.6.2) are true if a,- and are non-negative and

the summations are extended over values of i for which a, > 0. In other

words we admit the possibility of some of the bj being zero (but not the i?,).

(ii) Let f and g be non-negafive and integrable functions with respect to a

measure g and S be the region in which/> 0. f/ js(/ — g) dg ^ 0. then

f f\og~dg'^0 (le.6.6)

h 9

with equality only when f — gia.e.g).

The proof is the same as that of (le.6.1) with summations replaced by

integrals. The reader may directly deduce the inequalities (le.b.l) and

(le.6.6) by applying Jensen's inequality (le.5.6).

le.7 Stirling's Approximation

This is a convenient approximation to factorials, which is useful for the

practical computation of large factorials and also in studying the limiting

forms of the Binomial, Poisson. Hypergeometric distributions etc. The

approximation states

n\^yJ2nn

which implies that

llUl — “ i,

y^'2m n”e~”

For finite n we have more precisely

where (« + i)~^ < co{n) <n~^. It may be noted that the absolute error in the

approximation Jinn n"e^^ increases with n but the relative error tends to zero

rapidly. The formula is useful when quotients of large factorials have to be

evaluated. For proof the reader may consult any book on numerical mathe-

matics.
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If EXTREMA OF QUADRATIC FORMS

This section contains a number of useful results on the extreme values of

quadratic forms under linear and quadratic restrictions on the variables.

If.l General Results

(i) Let Abe a p.d. m x m matrix and U s E„, that is, U is an m-vector. Then

sup
X€£m

(U'X)^

XAX
= U'A~‘U, (lf.1.1)

and the supremum is attained a/ = A ^U.

The result (if. 1.1) is only a restatement of one of the versions (le.1.4) of

C-S inequality.

As a corollary to (i),/or any given mx m matrix T

fU'TX)^
-Frr-u'TA-^ru. (if,i.2)

X££„ AAA

(ii) Let Abe a p.d. m x m matrix, ^beam x k matrix, and\J be a k-vecior.

Denote by S~ any generalized inverse ofB'A~^B. Then

inf X'AX = U'S"U, (lf.1.3)

where X is a column vector and the injimum is attained at X^ = A"^BS“U.

Observe that the problem is one of seeking the minimum of a quadratic

form when X is subject to the linear restrictions B'X = U, which must be

consistent.

If B'X = U is consistent, a k g exists such that B'A~ = U or Sk - U.

As a consequence we have

B'X. = B'A 'BS U = SS Sk = Sk = U
(lf.1.4)

X,'AX, = (U'S-'B'A-‘)A(A-'BS'U) = U'S'U.

We need only show that for any X, X'AX ^ U'S"U, which is arrived at by

applying the C-S inequality to the vectors = A^^^X, Yj = A^^^X* and

observing that Y(Y 2 = X'BS^U = U'S"U. As a corollary to (ii):

inf (X - ^)'A(X - ^) = (U - B'^)'S-(U - B'^) (If.1.5)

rx=u

for given and the infimum is attained at X* = ^ + A'^BS'U

-

A"^BS"B'^. This is obtained by putting Y = X - ^ and applying {lf.1.3).
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As a particular case of (If. 1.3) we obtain

inf X'X = U'S“U, (lf.1.6)

B’X = 0

where S" is a fif-inverse of B'B and the infimum is attained at X* = BS'U.

Observe that in the results (lf.1,3, lf.1.5, lf.1.6), S“ will be a true inverse

S'Mf the rank of B is full, that is, equal to k, the number of rows in B.

An important generalization of (lf.1.6) is to determine the minimum of

XjXj where Xi is a part of X, say the vector of the first q{<k) components

of X, subject to the condition B'X = U. Then we may write the condition

B'X — U in the partitioned form

/b;b, /C, C2\

U2 0 / IC3 cj'

by choosing any t^-inverse.

(iii) Let Bj, Bj, and Cj be as defined by (lf.1.7) and (lf.1.8). Then

inf X;Xi =(XiJ(Xi*) = U'CjU (lf.1.9)

B'X = n

where - BjClU.

The condition (lf.1.7) implies that column vectors E and F exist such that

U-BiBjE + BjF

0 = B2E.

Then it is easy to verify that

Xi* = BjC;u, X2* = c^u

satisfies the condition B'X = U and (Xi*)'(Xi,^) = U'CiU. Furthermore,

(Xi^)'Xi = U'CiU, where X, is any other vector satisfying the condition

(lf.1.7). The result (lf.1.9) is obtained by applying the C-5 inequality to the

vectors X^ and X^*.

(iv) Let k be an n.n.d. matrix of order be a m x k matrix and V be a

k vector such that U g Further, let

he one choice of g-inverse. Then

inf X'AX = U'C4 U.
»'X = u

(lf.1.11)
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1L2 Results Involving Eigenvalues and Vectors

Let A be a m X w symmetric matrix, ^ ^ be its eigenvalues, and

Pj, . .
. ,
P„ be the corresponding eigenvectors. It has been shown (lc.3.5), that

i = PiP; + +p„p;.

The following propositions hold.

(i) sup
XAX
XX

: Ij, inf
XAX
X'X

(If2.1)

Observe that any X can be written C^Pi + • * + C„P„ . Then

X'AX + ••• +

xT “
Ci^ + --- + Cj

(lf.2.2)

The sup and inf with respect to the vector (C^, . .
. , CJ are obviously and

, The sup is attained when X = P^ and the inf at X = P„

.

(ii)

X'AX
,

sup = A
Pi'X^O A \

inf

Pi'X = (

X'AX

Yx (lf2.3)

Under the given conditions X = Cn+^Ffc+i + • + C,„P«. Hence we obtain

(lf.2.3) with the argument used in (i).

(iii) Let B be a m x k matrix. Then

inf sup -^^ = 4+1 (ir2.4)

B B'X = 0 A A

sup inf ^ = (lf.2.5)

B B'X = 0 A A

The value
1

is attained in (If 2.4) when B is the matrix with Pj, . .
. ,
P* uj

columns, and the value is attained when B is the matrix with +

. .
. ,

P,^ ay its columns.

As in (i) let X = CiPi + • • + C^P^ = PC where P is the m x w matrix

with Pj as its ith column. Then the restriction B'X = 0oB'PC = 0 or

G'C - 0 where G = P'B. The problem of (If 2.4) reduces to the determination

of

inf sup
G G'C»0

(lf2.6)
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But

77 r/'cA
sup ^TTT-^ sup
G'C-O 2^1 Cj G'C = 0 2^1 Ci

(lf.2.7)

if we choose the subset of C such that G'C = 0, Q+j = ' ‘ * = Cm == O' Such

a subset of C is not empty. The result (If 2. 7) is independent of G. Hence

(If 2.6) ^ Afe+i- But, by (ii), there exists a matrix B, viz,, the matrix with P^,

. .
. , Pit as its columns and an X such that the value is attained which

establishes (If 2, 4), Similarly (If 2.5) is proved.

(iv) Let Xi, .. .,X^ be k mutually orthogonal vectors. Then

sup
Xi Xk

f
x;ax,

1 XiXj

it

1

and the supremum is attained when cc Pj
,

i = 1, . .
. ,

/c.

(If2.8)

Choose Xi = C,!?! + ‘ + C;„P„, with the additional condition = 1

(without loss of generality). Then

^x;AXi
,

I XIX
" +

'

+ Q.^) + "- + ;jcJ + '-' + cJ), (lf.2.9)

where the coelhcient of each A, is ^ 1 and the sum of the coelhcients is k. The

optimum choice of coelhcients, to maximize the left-hand side of (If 2. 9), is

unity for ..., and zero for the rest, which is possible by choosing

Xi-Pi,/= 1 k.

(v) Let B he any matrix of rank k, then

inf
Ii
A - B[| =

(2fc'^ 1
-f

• + (If 2.10)
B

and the injimwn is attained when

B = AjP,P; + *' + A^P,Pj;. (If2.11)

The symbol |[C(| denotes the Euclidean norm of a matrix C = (C,j), defined

(Z Z ^^us (1C
II

is a measure of smallness or the largeness of a

matrix. The result (lf2.l 1) shows that the choice of B as in (If 2.11) provides

the closest ht to A among all matrices with the given rank k.

Observe that

1|A - B|l' = liP'AP - P'BPl^ = i|A - Gll'
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where G - {g^) = P'BP and of rank k, and A is the diagonal matrix with A,,

...» as the diagonal elements.

1 it 1

m

choosing ^,;
= 0, /

1

+ (lf.2.12)

choosing = A,-, / = 1, and the rest of = 0 to make the rank of G
equal to k. The required result is proved since for the choice of B, as in

(lf.2.1I), the lower bound (lf.2.12) is attained. [Also see Example 10.]

(vi) A Sturm[AN Separat[ON Theorem. Consider the sequence ofmatrices

Ar = {«£_,),
= 1, • • •

,
rfor r — 1

,
. .

. ,
m. Let A^A^) ^ ‘ ^ A,(AJ denote the

eigenvalues of A, . Then

A*,,(A,,.)^A*(A,)<A,(A,,,). (lf.2.13)

The result (If.2,13) is easily obtained by using the interpretation (lf.2.1,

If.2.3) ofthe eigenvalues of a matrix. As a corollary to (vi), we have the follow-

ing theorem.

(vii) The Poincare Separation Theorem. Let B be m x k matrix such

that B'B = In (identity matrix of order k). Then

Ai(B'AB) < A,.(A), /=l,...,A:

A*_/B'AB)^A,_/A), y=.0,l,...,/:-l.
(2.1f.l4)

(viii) Let A be p,d. matrix of order m and B,amx k matrix of rank k such

that the diagonal elements of B'B are given numbers g^, g^. Then

max|B'AB| -
’ gk^t '••A*. (If2.15)

B

Observe that

max IB'ABI ^gi •••^*max|CAC|,
B C

where the diagonal elements of C'C are all unity.

Further, let
, y* be the eigenvalues of C'C. Since yi +

• *
• T y^ = it, it

follows that Vi ’ y* < I. Choose the matrix G such that its ith column is

times the ith eigenvector of C'C. Then we have the following:

(a) D'D = I, choosing 0 = CG

(b) |D'A0| =- |G'CACG| == |C'AC| |G'G|

-|C'AC|(y, •••y*)-^^|CAC|.
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Hence

max
I

C'AC
\
= max

]
D'AD |

.

C D'D = I

Now, an application of (lf.2.14) gives

|D'AD| = n^XD'ADX n^ifA).

But the equality is attained when the columns of D are the first k eigenvectors

of A, thus proving (lf.2.15). [Also see Examples 20-22.]

Observe that the result

minjB'ABi =
+ i

B

is not true unless the columns of B are assumed to be orthogonal.

Let *^1 be the class of ?7i x /? matrices A such that AX = 0 and tr AV| = ,

/ = 1, where X, and are given matrices and scalars, ^ the

same class as with square symmetric matrices A and V,- . Further let P be

the orthogonal projection operator onto and Q = I - P, with the inner

product definition, (x, y) = y*x.

lf,3. Minimum Trace Problems

(i) Min tr AA' when A e is attained at

a, = Ia,v,q (lf.3.1)

where . .
. ,

Aj are solutions of

ttrV,QV; = p^, j
= (lf.3.2)

Observe that A*X = 0. Now consider an alternative A* + D such that

tr DVj = 0 and DX = 0=> QD' = D'. Check that

tr A*D' = X V^QD' = ^ tr V^D' = 0.

Then

tr(A* + D)(A,» + D)' = tr A^. A; + tr DD' ^ tr A* A;

which proves the desired result. It may be noted that the equations (If. 3. 2)

are consistent.

(ii) Min tr AA when A e ^2 attained at

A, = IA,QV,Q (lf,3.3)

where Xj, Xtare solutions of

7 = 1 k. (lf.3.4)

The result is proved on the same lines as (i).

5(54-45)1978
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(iii) Let W be a p.d. matrix. Then min tr AVAV when A £ ts attained at

A. = I/,Q;-V''V,V^'Q, (lf.3.5)

where Aj, . .
. ,

are solutions of

X>^itrQKV-^ViV-'Q^V-=/7^., j=\,...,k (lf.3.6)

and Qj^ = I — Pj/, Pf/ = x(x'v~^x)“xv~\ the orthogonal projection operator

ontoJ({\) with the inner product definition (x, y) = y*V~^x.

The result is proved by considering the matrix B = and applying

the result of (ii).

Lei be the class of symmetric matrices A such that X'AX0= and

tr AVj = /?j , / = 1, . .

k

where are symmetric.

(iv) Min tr AA when A 6 is attained at

-PV,.Pj (lf.3.7)

where /j, . ,

. ,
are solutions of

£;,.tr(V,-PV,PjV^-;^^. flf.3.8)

We note that a general solution of X'AX = 0 is of the form T — PTP and

an alternative to A^ can be written as A^ + T - PTP with the condition

tr{T - PTP)Vi = 0. Now

tr(V, - PVi P)(T - PTP) = tr V/T - PTP) = 0

Then

tr(A* + T - PTP)fA^ + T - PTP) = tr A* A, + tr(T-PTP)(T-PTP)

> tr A* A*

which proves the desired result.

(v) Let \ be a p.d. matrix. Then min tr AVAV when A e is attained at

A* = I A,.V-‘(Vi - P^ViP;.)V“' (lf.3.9)

where /j, . ,
. ,

are solutions of

y ki tr V-'(V, - Pp v,p;,)v- ‘ (lf.3.10)

The result is obtained by applying the result of (iv) after making the trans-

formation V^/^AV^/^ = B.

Definitions of special matrices discussed in this Chapter are assembled in

Table 1.
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TABLE 1

Type of Matrix A Definition

Symmetric

Hermitian

Idempotent

Tripotent

Nilpotent

p.d. (positive definite)

p.s.d. (positive semidefiniie)

n.n.d. (non-negative definite)

Normal

Semisimple

Orthogonal

Unitary

^-Inverse

Reflexive ^-inverse

Minimum A^-norm ^-inverse

M-Least squares ^-inverse

Minimum A^-norm, M-least squares

^“inverse

A — A' (A' is the transpose)

A A* (A* is the conjugate transpose)

A^=A
A^-A
A* -- 0 for some integer k

XAX > 0 for all non-null X
XAX ^ 0 for all X and

XAX — 0 for some non-null X
X^AX ^ 0 for all X
AA* - A*A

A =PAP -
' for Some P and diagonal A

AA' = A'A = I

AA* - A*A = I

A-
a;

[see (lc.5.1)]

Ahm^ [see(lc.5.3)]

a:.^ [see(lc.5.5)]

COMPLEMENTS AND PROBLEMS

1 Latent roots of matrices

1.1 For the m x m matrix

ian) =

\b b

establish the following:

(i) =ia-by~\a-^n- 16).

(ii) The inverse is also of the same form

a + n - 2b .. -b

(a + n — lA)(a - h) (fl + « - \b)ia - b)

(iii) The latent roots of the matrix are (a + w - 16) with the latent vector

(1, 1, . .
. , 1) and {a - b) of multiplicity (ti - i) with (n - 1) latent

(any set of) vectors orthogonal to (1, 1, . .
. , 1).
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12 For the circulant

(an) =

prove the following results:

(0 M =0"=! [«1 + + ••• + a„tor^],

where cOj is the i\h root of unity.

(ii) The latent roots are = Uj + + * '

' + / = 1, .

the associated vectors () ,
(d,-

,
. .

. ,
w”" *), / = 1 ,

. .
. ,

w.

1.3

Generalize the results of Example 1 to a matrix of the form

, n with

VB B

where A and B arc themselves square matrices of order k. Show in particular

that the value of the determinant is |A-B|""‘|A + /i - 1B|.

1.4 Let L be an m X rt matrix. The nonvanishing roots of |UU' - AI| =0
and of

I

U'U -^1=0 are identical. [If )* is a non-zero root of
|

UU' - .11
1

=

0, there exists a vector L such that UUX = 3i*L. By multiplying both sides by

V\ U'UUX = k*V'L or (U'U - ;.*I)U'L = 0. Hence X* is a latent root of

U'U.]

1.5 ProvethatlUU'-I| = - 1)
• (A, - l)(0 - If'^and [U'U - H =

(Ai - 1)
• ‘

• (A, - 1)(0 - 1)"“'' where A,, . .
.

,

A^ arc the non-zero latent roots

ofUU' or UX.

1.6 Let U be an m X K matrix of rank r. The stationary values of [CiUC2 l^

for variations of vectors Ci and C2 of unit length are the latent roots of UU'.

1.7 Show that for an orthogonal matrix, (a) all the latent roots are of

modulus unity, (b) if A is a latent root, 1/A is also a latent root, and (c) if the

matrix is of odd order, at least one root is + 1

.

1.8 If Aj, A 2 , . . . are the latent roots of a square matrix A, then (a) Trace A
= S -if, (b) trace A'A > ^ Ai^ and

|

A| = A, A^.

1.9 Let A and B be symmetric matrices of order m. if A,(C) denotes the /th

rank latent root of C,

A,(A + B) < A/A) + A/B) ^

/AB)>>L.y„{A)A,_,,/B)i

(Anderson and Dasgupta^ 1963).
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2 Let A be n X m matrix of rank r, Ai, . .
. , A, be the non-zero eigenvalues

and Pj, . .
.

,

bethe eigenvectors of A'A. Then A^' ^PjPi + •
• + A,“‘P,P;

is a ^-inverse of A'A.

3 A p.d. or p.s.d. matrix is also called a Gramian and is represented by G.

The following results, some of which have been already proved, have impor-

tant applications.

3.1 If M is ^ X p and of rank r, MM' is Gramian of rank r.

3.2 A matrix G of order k and rank r admits the decomposition G = FF'

where F is /c x r and of rank r. If M is A: x j such that MM' = FF' = G, an

orthogonal matrix U exists such that M = (F i 0)U.

3.3 If G is nonsingular, all its principal minors are nonsingular.

3.4 MGM' is Gramian for any M provided the product MGM' exists.

3.5 G admits a unique Gramian square root.

[There exists an orthogonal matrix U such that G = UAL)', A being the diag-

onal matrix of latent, non-negative roots Aj, . .

.

,

A„. Verify that M = UA^^^U'

is (a) symmetric and (b) has latent roots A^^, . A^^ and hence Gramian.

Furthermore, MM = UA'^^U'UA^''^U' = UAU' = G. M is, therefore, the

required root. This is indeed unique, for all such roots have the same latent

roots A’/^, . .
.

,

A^''^ and vectors.]

3.6 G has the unique decomposition G = TT' where T is a triangular

matrix with diagonal elements non-negative.

(Proof consists in showing one-to-one correspondence between G and such a

matrix T.]

3.7 If Gjand G 2 are n.n.d., then so is G^ + G
2
and .^(Gj) c + G 2)

and cz .^(G^ + G 2).

4 Lagrange's theorem. Let S be any square matrix of order n and rank

r > 0, and X, Y be column vectors such that X'SY i= 0. Then the residual

matrix

Si

SYXS

XS\

is exactly of rank r - 1.

More generally, if S is x of rank r > 0, A and B are of orders s x n and

s X m respectively, where s and ASB' is nonsingular, the residual matrix

Si = S-SB'(ASB')-'AS

is exactly of rank (r - 5) and S, is Gramian if S is Gramian.

5

Consider the matrix (Xj^), 1 = 1 ,
. .

. , w ; y = I, . .
. ,

and define

^ij “ 1 ^{u ~ ^ {-^Ij ^u)'

j >
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Then the nj X m matrix (5,„) is

(i) positive definite when the rank of — Xj) is

(ii) positive semidefinite when the rank of (x^y — x,) is less than m, in which

case there exist constants pi, •••, Pm such that

(iii) necessarily positive semidefinite when /i < p.

6 Reduction of matrices.

6.1 If A is a square matrix of order m, there exists an orthogonal matrix C

such that AC is triangular with all elements below the main diagonal zero and

with diagonal elements ^ 0.

6.2 Polar reduction. If
|

A| / 0, then A ^ GH where G is p.d. and H is

orthogonal. [Let G be the unique Gramian square root of A'A. G is p.d. as

|A| #0. His then G“^A.]

6.3 Let A be symmetric of order m and rank m. There exists a triangular

matrix T such that A = T'A“^T where A is a diagonal matrix with diagonal

elements the same as those in T.

7 If A = B + C. B is p.d,, and C is skew symmetric, then
[

A| ^ [B]

.

8 If A and B are real, p.d., and of order w, then

(i) iM + (l ^ |A|'|B['-^ 0 <;.<!,

(ii) |A + Bp'''"> |Ar'‘+ |B|‘^

9 If B is p.d. and (A - B) is n.n.d., then

(i) |A-/B|^0 has all its roots a ^ 1 and conversely if all roots A 1,

then (A - B) is n.n.d.;

(ii) jA| ^ |B| [as a consequence of (i), 1A|
j

Bj = A
1
A 2

‘ 1 . It follows

from this result that ifC is p.d. and D is n.n.d, then |C| < [C + Dj];

(iii) (B“‘-A“^) is n.n.d. [this is true if |B“' -^A”*| ^0 has all its

roots p > 1. But the roots of |B“‘ - pA"’
j

0 are the same as the

roots of 1 A - pB
I

- 0, and by (i), p > 1 ]

;

(iv) If A, is a principal minor of A of order r and B^, the corresponding

minor of B, then A, - B^ is n.n.d.

10 Let A be an w X w matrix. Determine an w x « matrix B of given rank r

such that ||A ~ B[| is a minimum.

[Hint: Consider the first r eigenvectors of the matrix AA'. Let them be

Pj, . .
. , Pr . If a,- is the /th column vector of A, then the ;th column of B* for

which
II
A - B|| is a minimum is (P[cti)Pi + * {P'oi,)?^. Show that for

any other choice of r orthonormai vectors which constitute a basis of B the

Euclidean norm ||A — Bj| possibly has a higher value.]
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11 Let (aij) be m X / matrix of non-negative terms and

£ Gij = fl
j , Y flij = «i. > Z ^ Z ^ j

i J i J

The following then are true:

(0

(») Z Z Zi (ZT ^rjPr) ^ (Z Z ^ijPi^jy for any Pi , qj

such that

i Pi = t Pi.9j>0.
1 1

(iii) As a special case when m = t, a^j = Oj^ and Pi~ we have

IlayPlPiJ^IZaoPiPy,

where Pi(ZZ ^ijPiPj) “ Z (This inequality arises in a natural

way in genetical theory. Let Oj; ^ 0 represent the relative viability of

a diploid individual with the genotype A^Aj where . .
. ,

arethe

alleles at a single locus. If p,- is the frequency of Aj in a particular gen-

eration, the mean viability of the population under random mating is

Z Z ^ijPiPj The frequency p, of T, is changed to ^ aij

Pipj), and the mean viability in the next generation is ^ Z^oP^Pj-
The inequality asserts that the mean viability cannot decrease from

one generation to the next.) [Atkinson, Watterson, andMoran, I960.]

12 Let X be a column vector k x 1 and A be a square symmetric matrix of

order k, with all elements non-negative. Then for any integer n,

(X'A"X)(X’X) ^ (X'AX)"

with equality if and only if X is a latent vector of A. This inequality occurs in

genetical theory. (Mulholland and Smith, 1959.)

13 Rules for obtaining simultaneous derivatives.

13.1 l.et /(X) be a scalar function of vector variable X and denote by

dfjdX the column vector of elements, dfidX^, dfidX„, where X'

=

(A'j A’J. Similarly we define d^fjdX^ as the matrix {d^fidXidXj}. Verify

the following:

Scalar Vector Matrix

Function Derivative Derivative

/(X) ojm vyidx^

MX M 0

X AZ AZ 0

XX 2X 21

X’AX 2AX 2A (when A is symmetric)
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13^ Let /(B) be a scalar function of a matrix B = (bij) and denote by

d/(B)/5B the matrix {df{B)jdbfj). Verify that;

= YZ

= XX', ifB is asymmetric

= 2XX' - diag XX', if B is symmetric

= I B I

(B~ if B is asymmetric

= jBl(2B“^ - diag B"’), if B is symmetric

= C', if B is asymmetric

= C + C' - diag C, if B is symmetric

~ T', if B is asymmetric

= T + T' - diag T, if B is symmetric

where T = DBC + CBD, and diag T is the diagonal matrix with the

same diagonal as T.

Apply these rules to minimize (Y - AX)'(Y - AX) with respect to X, where

A of order m x n and Y of order m x 1 are given. Show that the minimizing

equation is A'AX = A'Y.

14 Let R be a correlation matrix (non-n.d. with unity as diagonal elements)

and a diagonal matrix with 0 ^ d/ ^ 1 . Prove that infp rank(R - D^) 5= s,

the number of latent roots of R greater than unity. (Guttman, 1954.)

15 Let Ai, Aj, A, be symmetric square matrices. A necessary and

sufficient condition for an orthogonal matrix C to exist such that CAjC', . ,
.

,

CA, C' are all diagonal is that A; be symmetric for all i and/ that is, A, and

Xj commute.

16 A matrix A is said to be idempotent if = A. Establish the following

results for a symmetric idempotent matrix A.

16,1 Every latent root of A is either 0 or 1.

162 1A| 9^0 =^^A = I (identity).

16,3 A is non-negative definite and admits the representation A == L|L[

+ •
• + L44 ,

where Li, . .
. , arc orthonormal vectors and r * rank A.

(i)

(ii) ^.rB = I

(iii) -X'BX

(iv)

(v)

SB

atrBC

SB

,
a tr BCBD

^B-
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16.4 If the /th diagonal element of A is zero, all the elements in the ith row

and column are zero.

16.5 Trace A = Rank A.

17 Let A,
, , A, be symmetric. If ^ Aj is idempotent and A; Aj = 0 for

/ 9^ y, then each A^ is idempotent and hence rank(|^ A,) = ^ rank A,-.

18 Using the notation of the spectral decomposition of a nonsymmetric

matrix (lc.3.14)

a = ^,p,q1 + --- + <5,p„q;

show that A can be written

A = 5jAi + + 5„A„

where ^Aj = I, A; is idempotent, and AjA^^O, Furthermore, if

Lj{z) is the Lagrange interpolation polynomial,

- 5 :

=\ Sj -

then A( = L/A). (Hint: Choose A,- = PjQj .]

19

Relation between Two Inner Products in a finite Dimensional Vector

Space Let X, Y be two vectors and define by (X, Y)i and (X, Y)2 two pos-

sible inner products.

19,1

Show that a necessary and sufficient condition for a vector Pj to

exist such that

(PL>Pi)l ^
(X, X),

(P.,P,)2 T(X,X)2

is that (P,, U)i = 0 U)2 = 0 for any U, that is, the spaces orthogonal to

P, according to the two definitions are the same. [Hint: Make use of the

properties (la.4) of the inner product only.]

19.2 There exists an orthonormal basis of .9^ relative to both the definitions

of inner product.

19.3 Let Pj, . .
. ,
P„ be the orthonormal basis arranged in order such that

^ where A, - (P, , P,)i/(P, , Pj)2 Then X, and Pj are called eigen-

values and vectors of one inner product relative to the other. Note that if A
and B are p.d. matrices, then X'AY and X'BY are valid inner products and

Ai, . .
. , are the roots of the determinantal equation

|

A - AB| - 0.

19.4 llAXII ^ 11
AX + BYll for all X, Y<> A*AB ^ 0, where (X, Y) = Y*AX.

19.5 In I/", the unitary space of n dimensions, every inner product is of the

type (X, V) “ Y*AX where A is a p.d. matrix.
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20. Properties of p.d. and p.s.d. matrices.

20.1 If A = (fljy) is p.d. or p.s.d. and aj, ~ 0, then Oij = 0 for all j.

20.2 If A is p.d. and A“ ' = then

(a) a" > 1 la a ,
with equality if and only if = 0 for; = 1 i

~ 1. / + 1,

. .
. , ;

(b) a" = la,,' for all i implies Uij = 0, / ^ j;

(c)
I

A| ^ • App with equality if and only if = 0, ? 7^ j.

20.3 Let A be p.d. and

where A^ is square. Then A^' - Aj*/ is n.n.d.

21

Kanioroiich Inequality. If A is p.d. Hermit ian with latent roots jJ., >
> 0, then

1 ^ (X*AXXX"A-

where X is normalized, i.e., X*X = ).

22

Extension of the Results of I f. Let A be a symmetric matrix and C be a

p.d. matrix. Denote by Xj ^ ^ , the roots of
j

A - AC
1

=0.

22.1
X AX

,

inf
X AX

X'CX

22.2 inf sup
B B'CX==0

X AX

X^
,

X'AX
sup inf

B axx =oALA

where B is m x /c matrix.

22.3

Let Xj , . .

. ,
X^ be such that X; CX^ - 0, iV j. 1 hen

sup V X; AX; _
,

r x; cx^
^

‘
• + Afc

'"f = r
J Aj A.Ai

23

Computation of interse matrices and certain products. Let A be a p.d.

matrix of order m and D be an m x A: matrix. In statistical problems we need

the computation of the matrices A '
' and D'A '

' D.

23,1 Show that there exists a lower triangular matrix B such that BA = T
where T is an upper triangular matrix and A = T'T. Hence show that

A* =BB, DA“’D = (BD)(BD).
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23J The same formulas are applicable for the computation of A" and

D'A'D when A is p.s.d.

23.3 Satisfy yourself that T and B can be obtained simultaneously by the

following computational device.

For purposes of illustration take a fourth-order matrix for A (the elements

below the diagonal are omitted) and set out the matrix A and a unit matrix as

shown in Table 2.

(i) Row (2.1) is obtained by dividing each element of (1.1) by = \/^u-

Such an operation is indicated by (2.1) = (l.l);ri,.

(ii) The element ^22
~ Row (2.2) is obtained by the operation

1 (
1 . 2 ) - 2 (

2 . 1 )]
- ^22 .

if ^22 ^ 0
.
otherwise by [( 1 .2

)
-

(iii) The element /j 3
= ~ ^23 ^) Row (2,3) = [(1.3)

-

3 ( 2 . 1 )
— ^23^2. 2)1 -4- ^33 if ^33 ^ 0, Otherwise by using unity instead of

^33 . Similarly the last row (2.4) is obtained.

For numerical compulations involving matrices see books by Dwyer (1951)

and Householder (1964).

TABLE 2. Sweep Out by the Square Root Method

Row
No. A 1

1.1 «ii On fli 3 On 1

1,2 Oil 023 O24 1

1.3 O33 O34. 1

1.4

I

O44 1

2.1 ^11 til Ui L*
i

*11

2,2 h2 (13 tn. 621 ^22

2.3 (33 ri4 1

h3\ bi2 /J33

2,4 ^44 b^i 642 643 644

T
1

B

24 Computation of (A'A)"\ D'(A'A)”‘D, etc. Let A' be m x k matrix of

rank k and D be m x p matrix. One method of computing (A'A)^ ^ etc., is to

compute first A'A and apply the method of Example 23. But these can be

done^irectly without computing A'A.
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24.1 Use the triangular reduction RA - (J) of [(vi), lb.2] where R is or-

thogonal and T is upper triangular. Prove that A'A = T'T and (A'A)^‘ =
T’^T’iy. [It is easy to compute the inverse of a triangular matrix.

Also D'(AA)“'D = (DT'^KOT-^)'.]

24.2 Use the Gram-Schmidt reduction A = ST where the columns of S are

orthonormal. Show that A'A = T'T and further that T is the same as in

Example 24,1. Thus we have two ways of computing T, and it is believed that

the computation of T as in (24.1) is numerically more stable.

25 A square matrix A is said to be similar to a matrix B if there exists a non-

singular matrix P such that PAP“^ = B.

(a) Similarity is an equivalence relation on n x matrices.

(b) Let A be similar to B. Then A and B possess the same characteristic

polynomial and hence the same eigenvalues, the same trace and deter-

minant.

26 A square matrix A is said to be semisimple if there exists a nonsingular

matrix P such that P“‘AP = A, a diagonal matrix. The diagonal elements of

A are the eigenvalues and the columns of P are the corresponding eigen-

vectors of A.

A is a semisimple if, and only if, the eigen space is the whole of (7". the

rt-dimensional unitary space.

27 Let A be m X « matrix. Let (X, for all X, and

(i), Y) = Y*Mtj for all q, Y e L'"* where M and N are p.d. The adjoint

A* of A is defined by the relation {AX. Y) = (X. A"Y) for all Xe U" and

Y g Take M - N if m = /?. Show that

(i)

(ii) A^=N ‘A*M

(iii) (AB)"'

(iv) (A')-‘ = (A-‘)'

(v) A = A’*' for some choice of the inner product if, and only if, A is semi-

simple with real eigenvalues.

28 Let A = singular value decomposition of A where U

and V are unitary and A is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements.

Then

(a) G is a ^-inverse of A if, and only if, ^ n)^*
where L, M,

and N are arbitrary matrices of proper orders.
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,b)G = V<>G = v(^‘ » r W* where L and M are arbitrary.
MAL/

(c)G = A„--G = v(^“’ Jjju* where L and N are arbitrary.

(d)G = A,-<>G = v(^" where M and N are arbitrary.

(e) G = A+«G = v|^
'

29 Let A be a square matrix and X be an eigenvalue of A, 1 he set of all eigen-

vectors of A corresponding to X together with the null vector form a subspace.

The subspace is called the eigen space of A corresponding to /. The dimension

of this subspace is called the geometric multiplicity of L The multiplicity of X

as a root of the equation
j

A - /I
|

0 is called the algebraic multiplicity of X.

Show that:

(a) Algebraic multiplicity > geometric multiplicity for each eigenvalue.

(b) Algebraic multiplicity = geometric multiplicity for all the eigenvalues of

is semisimple.

(c) If A is real and symmetric, then for each eigenvalue the algebraic multi-

plicity is equal to its geometric multiplicity.

30 Let T = G + XUX' where G is n.n.d.. U is symmetric, such that

Ji{G) c J((l) and .^(X) e .#(T). Then = RiX), where T“ is

any ^-inverse.

[Note that X = (G -h XUX')A for some A, and hence X'T X = X'A =

A'X. Then I X T \ = l'\'\ - I'A'X - 0

- + XUX )A = 0 ^ X'A'GA = 0 => L A G = 0

Hence L'A'(G -H XUX') = 0 = LX, i.e., L'X'T'X = 0-> L'X' - 0. Hence

J((X) c The other way is obvious.]

31 If A = 1^^’ is a p.s.d. matrix, then MiKu) and con-

1^21 A 22 /

sequently A22 A ~22 A 21 = Aji for any choice of the ^-inverse,

32 Schur's lemma. Let A - and B = {bij) be n.n.d. matrices.. Show

that their Hadamard product C = {a^jb^j) is also n.n.d.

33 Let B be L X p matrix of rank k and C be (p — L) x p matrix of rank

{p - k) such that BC' = 0. Then

C(CZ:C)'‘C +

(The result follows by multiplying both sides by B and CL)
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Chapter 2

PROBABILITY THEORY,

TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

Introduction. This chapter is intended to provide the basic concepts of

probability theory and the tools used in statistical inference. Familiarity

with set algebra and elements of measure theory is sufficient to understand

the axiomatic development of probability in Section 2a.

More advanced results of measure theory used in later sections of the

chapter, such as Stieltjes integral, Lebesgue monotone and dominated

convergence theorems, and Radon-Nikodym theorem, are quoted in the

appendix for ready reference. A proper understanding of these theorems

is necessary to follow their applications to probability theory.

This chapter covers most of the basic results needed for a study of mathe-

matical statistics. Detailed proofs are given for most of the propositions

stated. Students will find it useful to work through the various steps of the

proofs for a better understanding of the mathematical arguments involved.

Advanced concepts such as invariance of a family of probability measures,

invariance of a statistical procedure, subfields in the probability space, sub-

fields induced by statistics and conditional expectation with respect to sub-

fields are discussed in Appendices 2C and 2D at the end of the chapter.

A number of limit theorems in probability are assembled in this chapter;

some are proved and others are quoted in the Complements and Examples.

A fairly complete treatment of characteristic functions is given.

The material presented in this chapter should give adequate preparation for

those interested in specializing in specific areas of advanced probability and

stochastic processes.

For further study, the reader may refer to books by Doob (1953), Feller

(1966), Gnedenko and Kolmogorov (1954), Grenander (1963), Kagan,

Linnik, and Rao (1972), Kolmogorov (1953, 1950), Levy (1937), Loeve (1955),

Linnik (1960), Parthasarathy (1967), Ramachandran (1967), and others.

79
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28 CALCULUS OF PROBABILITY

2a. 1 The Space of Elementary Events

Events arising out of an experiment in nature or in a laboratory may not

be predicted with certainty; but certain events occur more often than others,

so that there is a natural enquiry as to whether such phenomenon can be

described by attaching precise measures or indices (to be called probabilities)

to events. These quantities, to be useful in practice, should satisfy some

consistency conditions based on intuitive notions. The calculus of probability

is devoted to the construction and study of such quantities. Their applicability

to problems of the real world, that is, an examination of the relevance of

hypothetical probabilities in a contingent situation or the estirnation of

appropriate probabilities and prediction of events based on them constitute

the subject matter of statistical theory and methods to which the present book

is mostly devoted.

As a first step, we must specify the set of all outcomes of an experiment

which are distinguishable in some sense. We shall call them elementary

events for some practical reasons demanding the definition of an event as

a more general statement governing an elementary event (i.e., possibly as a

set of elementary events).

Consider 10 tokens numbered 1, 2, ..., 10 from which one is drawn at

random. Any one of the numbers can occur so that the elementary events

are specified by the numbers 1,2,..., 10. We may ask the question whether

a number drawn is a prime, a statement which refers to a set of elementary

events, the occurrence of any one of which will ensure the description of the

event, viz., “a number drawn is a prime.” We might have argued that when the

characteristic, primeness of a number, is considered, there are only two alter-

natives or events to be recognized (prime or not prime). But such a description

would not enable us to characterize an observed number in many other ways

in which it could possibly be done and which might be of interest, such as

whether it is odd or even. It would then be more general to consider an event

as a set of elementary events. In the example considered there are

subsets consisting of single numbers, pairs of numbers, etc., to which we

may add a hypothetical event that a token drawn is unnumbered, the cor-

responding set being called the empty set, to make 2*^ possible events.

We may not be interested in all subsets, but in a theoretical development

it is necessary to consider all subsets for which a consistent calculus can be

constructed.
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As another example, consider heights of individuals drawn from a pop-

ulation. The observations can theoretically assume continuous values on the

entire real line, or if height is measured in intervals of 0.5 cm, the elementary

events will be confined to a countable set of points on the real line. Events

of interest in such cases may be the occurrence of individuals with heights

in specified intervals. The number of such subsets is not finite, however,

and it would be worthwhile to examine the widest possible collection of

subsets for which probabilities can be defined.

Za.2 The Class of Subsets (Events)

Let the set of all elementary events be Q, also called the sample space,

with elements or points w representing elementary events. If an event (subset)

A is defined by a property ti possessed by an element (like a number being

prime in the example of 2 a.l), it is natural to consider the event where n

does not hold. The subset corresponding to this is the set of all elements in fl

not belonging to A. Such a set is called the complement of A and is represented

by A^. The complement of Q is the empty set containing no element of Q
and is represented by 0 . If A^, are two events with corresponding prop-

erties ^1,^2 (like prime and even), then two other natural events can be

defined: cither or Ttj holds (a number is either prime or even) and both

Jii and 111 hold (a number is prime as well as even). The set corresponding to

the former is the set of all elements belonging to either or A

2

and is rep-

resented by
1
vj /1 2 called set union. The latter consists of elements belonging

to both A

I

and A 2 and is represented by nAi called set intersection.

Our class C of sets on which probabilities are to be defined should at least

have the property that if and A2 e C, then A^‘', u Ai and

to enable us to make useful statements. Such a class of sets is called a Boolean

field and is represented by

It is useful to define another set operation known as the difference ~ A2,

the set of elements in which are not elements of A2', thus - A2 -

/4
i
n Ai". Of course, Ai ~ A2 e ^ if Ai, A2 e

2a.3 Probability as a Set Function

For each set A e we have to assign a value P{A) to be called the prob-

ability of A, or in other words define a set function P over the members

of If the notion of probability is to be related to relative frequencies of

occurrence of events, the function P has to satisfy some intuitive requirements.

First, its range should be
[0 , 1 ], the value 0 corresponding to impossibility

and 1 to certainty. Second, letAj,. .,,Afc,{>l,e^) bedisjointsets whose union

is n> which means that any ‘elementary event that occurs has one and only

one of k possible descriptions The relative frequencies of the

6(54-45)1973
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events must then add up to unity which suggests the requirement

+ • •• + />(>(*) = 1.

Let Ai^^, 2, ... be a countable number of disjoint sets such

that \jAi = O. What can we say about From the second intuitive

requirement that JP(v4,) = 1 for any finite decomposition of Q, it only follows

that ^ 1- To examine the consequences of ^ us

consider the sequence of events The sets B^, 82 ^
... form a

decreasing sequence tending in the limit to the empty set 0. We may then

expect P{Bt) to decrease to zero as k increases. This does not happen if

It appears, then, that we need as a convenient condition,

J^F(/4j) = 1 for a finite or a countable decomposition of Q. The intuitive

requirements examined can now be stated in the form of two fundamental

axioms governing the set function P on the chosen field

AXIOM!, P{A)^0,Ae^.

AXIOM 2. U“ 1 Ai = n, n Aj = 0for all i ^ P{A,) = 1.

A set function P defined for all sets in ^ and satisfying the axioms 1 and 2

is called a probability measure. The following results are consequences of

these axioms.

(i) 0<PU)^ \,Ae^
(ii) P{0) - 0 {follows from axiom 2 observing that 0 u

a = [}rA j). Then axiom 2 holds for a finite decomposition of Q.

(iii) P{Q) = 1 [since 0 u 0 u 0 ’ • • = Q]

(iv) P((J/4i) - union of disjoint sets in whose

union also belongs to ^

.

(U'^i) = (U-^i)‘ U /(, u .4,

^(U^i) + ^[(U-^.)']
= > = + ^(^1) + PiA,) +

,

Hence the required result follows.

(v) P{A^ \j A
2 )
= PiAj) + PMj), if A^ A 2 = 0 {a special case o/iv)

(vi) Let A I
he a nonincreasing sequence of sets in ^ such that lim^^^ /I, =

f\Aie^. Then lim,.,^ P{Ai) = P(limi««, .4;).

The complements Af form a nondecreasing sequence and

U - A,‘) u {A/ -

Using the consequence (iv) of axiom 2 we see that

= P(Af) + [PiA 2l-P(An]-i--

^limPM,") as i-»oo,
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that is,

1 - ?(Q A^) = lim[l - P{A^)] as i oo.

or

= = as /-»oo. (2a.3.1)

Similarly, if / = 1, 2, , . . is a nondecreasing sequence of sets in ^ such

that lim Aj = {jAie^, then

lim PiAi) = /"(U /!,) = /^^lim A^^ (2a.3.2)

(vii) The reader may easily establish the following:

(a) P{A^) = 1 - P(^)

(b) A, c A,=>P{A2 - A,) = PiA^) - PiA,) => P{A,) < P(y(,)

(c) P{A^ u A^) ~ PiA^) + P(A
2 )
- P{A^ n A

2 ]
giving the inequality,

P{A,\j A 2)^P{A^)+P{A 2 ) and by induction, P(U /I,-) <
for any arbitrary sets Ay, Ai, —

(viii) Axioms 1, 2 results (i), (iii), (iv) o results (i), (iii), (v), (vi).

Kolmogorov (1933) originally stated (i), (iii), (v), (vi) as axioms governing

a probability function. The equivalences in (viii) are easy to establish.

2a.4 Borel Field ({7'field) and Extension of Probability Measure

A Boolean field need not contain unions of all countable sequences of

sets. A field which contains all such unions (and therefore countable inter-

sections) is called a Borelfield or a ff-field. Given a field ^ (or any collection

of sets) there exists a minimal Borel field containing ^ which we denote by

^(.^) and which may be shown as follows. There is at least one Borel field,

viz., the class of all sets in Q, which contains Further arbitrary intersections

of Borel fields are also Borel fields. Hence the intersection of all Borel fields

containing 3P is precisely the minimal Borel field, A set function defined

on ^ and satisfying axioms 1, 2 can be uniquely extended to all sets in

that is, there exists a unique function P* such that:

(fl) 0<P*(>4)< 1, /I

(6) Af) ~ Y.P*{A,^ for a countable sequence A^ of disjoint sets in

and

{c) P*{A) = P{A), [{'

a

The function P* is defined as follows. Consider a set A in and a collec-

tion of sets Ay in ^ such that A e . Then

?*(/!)=. inf 5; ?(^,).
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The extension P* of P is a standard result in measure theory (see Halmos,

1950; Munroe, 1959).

It may then be of some advantage to consider the wider field as

our basic class of sets for defining the probability function, if we observe

that it is enough to specify the function on a Boolean field generating it.

We are now in a position to build up a calculus of probability based on the

basic sjjace Q of elements co (elementary events), a Borel or a cr-field ^ of

sets (events) in n, and a probability measure P on The triplet (Q, 'M, P)

is called a probability space, while Q or (Q, .^) is called the sample space.

2a.5 Notion of a Random Variable and Distribution Function

It is convenient at this stage to introduce some notations which we use

throughout this chapter. We have already defined the probability space

(D, P). The real line (-oo, x) is represented by R and the /7-dimensional

real Euclidean space by P". The points of P” can be represented by ordered

set of real coordinates (x-^, . .
. ,

x„). These are particular cases of Q.

In P", consider the class ^ of open sets or closed sets or 77-dimensional closed

or open rectangles or the field generated by finite unions of sets of the form

,
where ~ co ^ ^ bi ^ 00

,

n.

The minimal Borel field containing ^ is the same in each case and is denoted

by The probability spaces (P", P) play an important role in practical

applications. The concepts of related to p-^ and (R'^,
,
P) are devel-

oped in 2c.l.

Random Variable (r.v.). A real valued point function A'f ) defined on the

space (Q, P) is called a random variable (or measurable in the language of

measure theory) if the set {co: X((o) < x} e ^ for every x in R.

The function X may be regarded as a mapping of Q into P which may
X

be written Q — P. Consequently, given a set S of points in P, there exists

a set of points in 0 mapped into S which is called the pre-image of S and is

represented by A'" ‘(*5). With this notation Vis a random variable if and only

if

V~’(-oo, x) e ^ for every x.

Distribution Function (d.L), The point function

F(x) = P{£u: X((o) < x) = P[V- *(- 00
, x)]

defined on P is called a distribution function (d.f.). A d.f. so defined has

a number of important properties. We use the notation P{X < x) =
P{(o: X{(t)) < x}.
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(i) f(- x) = 0, f{x) = 1.

The limit of .v) as .x--> -x is 0, the empty set in Hence

lim Fix) = 0 as .V -+ ~ x, that is, r( - x) = 0. Otherwise there is a contradic-

tion by (2a.3.l). Similarly, fix) = 1,

(ii) f is nondecreasing.

Let -T, < A',. Since (-x. a,) c? (- x, Aj), A 2 ) A|)

and, therefore, P[X ' \ a,)] > x, Aj)].

(iii) F is continuous at least from the left.

Let Aj, A2 .... be an increasing sequence of numbers and A 2 , ... the

corresponding increasing sequence of sets \t\ J. If hm a„ = a, then lim -

\J
A„ = A, with A = X

'
[( - X, a)]. Using (2a, 3. 2), we have

lim f(A„) = lim f(.4J = f(lun A,) - PiA) = f(A).

Notice that if we are approaching the limit from above the pre-image of a

is in every A^ and the limiting set is a]) whose probability is

f(A) 4^ f(X = a). Thus discontinuity can arise by a single point set having

non-zero probability.

Note that left continuity is a consequence of the definition f(A) = f(X < a).

Some authors define the d.f. f{A) as f(X < .x) in which case it would be right

continuous. The values according to two definitions coincide at all continuity

points and differ by f(X = a) at discontinuity point a. We follow the definition

Fix) = f(X < a), observing that the two definitions are equivalent and the

choice is a matter of convention.

(ivl The set S of points of discontinuity of F is at most countable.

Denote by S„ the set of points at which F has a jump > 1/n. Then

= U every n, the set is finite, for otherwise f would exceed

unity. Hence S is at most countable.

(v) Two distribution functions are the same if they agree on a dense set in R.

(vi) DECOMPOSiTtON OF A D.F. ffx) = fi(A) + FjIa) where F
2

is every-

where continuous and Fj is a step function. Such a decomposition is unique.

Let /) = (a,, A 2 ,
. . .) be the discontinuity points of F(a) and define

f,W = I[f(Xi + 0)-f(A,)].
;r(<x

Obviously Fj(a) is a step function. Then = F(a) - Fj(a) can be easily

seen to be a continuous function.
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There is a more general decomposition which expresses the continuous

part as

F,{x) = + 2̂2(^).

where ^21 is absolutely continuous, that is, can be expressed as an indefinite

integral of a function and F22 has derivative equal to zero almost everywhere.

For a proof see Loeve (1955).

(vii) The random variable Y(-) on (Q, P) induces a probability measure

on (K, ^
1
). The probability measure is completely specified by F{x).

Let 5 6 ;
then it is easy to see that X~\S)s3^. Define 0(5) = '(Y)].

Obviously, 0(5) is a probability measure on as may be verified from the

fundamental axioms 1, 2, with the property

0(5) = f(x), if 5 = (-oo,;c). (2a.5.1)

We siial! show that if Q'{S) is another probability measure on with the

property (2a.5.1), then 0(5) = 0'(5) for all 5e^,, which will prove the

required proposition.

Let 5 = [a, 6); since ( - ao, /?) = {
- 00, a) + [a, b)

F{b) = F{a) + 0([^2, b)) = F{a) + 0'([a, b)l

Hence 0 and 0' agree on intervals of the form [a, b).

Let be the class of finite unions of sets of the form [a, b) in [-/r, n).

Then is a field and a set 5 g can always be expressed as union of disjoint

sets of the form 5j = {a^
,
b^). Therefore

Q(S) - I 0{[fli , bd) = I Q'([a,
,
b^)) == 0'(5),

so that 0 and 0' agree on and therefore on

Now let Then S n [- n, n) € So 0[5n [—«,«)] =

0'[5 n [- n, n) and letting « 00, 0{5) = Q'iS).

(viii) The random variable Y(‘) defines a afield of sets c that

iSy ^ afield of w sets.

Let 5 gJ} and consider ‘(5): 5 g i2x is a rr-field since:

(a) X~ *(~ CO. 00) = n, that is, Q G >

(b) Y~H5^) = [^ ^50]*^, that is, the complements of sets in !^x belong to

^x ’
tind

(c) Y^^((Jf5,) = IJf Y~V5,), that it, countable union of sets in

also belongs to obvious that 0$x^^-
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(ix) A Borelfunction of a random variable is also a random variable.

A function / which maps points of R, the real line, into R is said to be a

Borel function if

More generally, a function/which maps points of R", the n dimensional space,

into R is said to be a Borel function if

Let A' be a random variable, that is, e Consider/(JL(co)) = ^(oo).

Then it is seen that g^\S) - e

(x) Every Fix), with the following properties:

(a) Fix) is nondecreasing,

(b) f(-oo) = 0, f(Q0)-l,a/7d

(c) /'(x) is continuous at least from the left,

defines a random variable of which F is the d.f

Let Q = [0, 1], ^ the Borel field generated by intervals in [0, 1], and

P, the Lebesgue measure so that ?([0, co)) = cu, 0 ^ w < 1. Then the random

variable (r.v.)

^"(0)) = inf y, (0 cu < 1)

F(y)>«

has the d.L

P[o}‘. A"(a)) < x] = Pi(o: inf >» < x]

FO')>«

- P[w: 0 < w < Fix)] = Fix).

We have thus exhibited F(x) as arising out of a function (r.v.) defined on a

suitable probability space, (Q, P).

In practice, two types of distribution functions are of interest. One is

the step function corresponding to a random variable assuming discrete

values a, < flj < finite or countable in number, with probabilities p^,

P 2 '> 0 respectively. The d.f. has jumps at points aj, aj, ... and

stays constant in the interval (a^, fli+i]. The saltus at is p^ . The second type

called absolutely continuous has a representation of the form

F(x) = ff(x)dx {2a,5.2)

in which case fix) is said to be the probability density (p.d.). If fix) is

continuous at x, f'(x) - fix). There can be other types of distribution

functions which are mixtures of the two types considered and which may

not be representable in the form (2a. 5.2).
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Some examples of discrete distributions with finite and countable alterna-

tives useful in statistics are as follows. In each example the \ariable is rep-

resented by X and P{X~r) by p,. Other values known as parameters

occurring in the specification of are represented by Greek letters. The

ranges of the variable and parameters are indicated.

Binomial Distribution

p, = |”ja"(l - 0 < :: < K n any integer (2a. 5.3)

r = 0, 1,...,/?.

Geometric Distribution

Pr = (^
— 0 < n < !

r = 0, 1, . .
. , X.

Poisson Distribution

Pr = e /. > 0

r = 0, I, ..., X.

Negative Binomial Distribution

/k + r - 1\
p’’

Pr= { 1 > P > 0, K ^ \

r = 0, 1, . .
. ,
X.

Logarithmic Distribution

1

Pr = - 0 < a < I

(2a, 5.4)

f2a,5.5)

(2a, 5.6)

(2a.5.7)

(2a.5.8)

-logd -oi) r

r = \,2, . .
. , 00 .

Hypergeometric Distribution

^
/AUN - A^N (both integers)

\r/\/7-r/ \rt/’ n ^ N {n integer)

r = max(0, n - N -y A), . .

.

,

min(/t, n).

An important example of a continuous distribution is the normal

distribution with the density function

f{x)= L-- -oo<p<oo, 0<a<x (2a. 5.9)

yjln a

— 00 < x: < X.
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It is easily verified that

C i(x)dx =-^
Jln (T

2
r p subsUtuling y = x - ^
h)

n •'o Jn \2/

Other continuous distributions of interest arc given in Chapter 3.

2a.6 Multidimensional Random Variable

The collection of m single-valued real functions V^(), ..., V„(-) mapping

n into R"' is called an m dimensional random variable if the set

5(x) = {w: Jifw) < Xj, . .
. ,

X„{o)) <xj for all x,

where x stands for (x^ .

.

x„). As in the case of one dimensional random

variable we define the distribution function

By following the arguments of 2a.5, it can be shown that Fis nondecreasing

and continuous at least from the left in each of its arguments and defines a

probability measure on .

The d.f. f, of Xi alone is seen to be

Fi{x) = F{oo, . .
. ,

00
,

A', 00 , . .
. ,

oo),

with X in the ith position and is called the marginal distribution of .

Similarly, the marginal distribution of any subset of the variables is obtained

by substituting go for the other variables in F(x^, . . xj,

Two important cases we shall be considering are the step functions and

absolutely continuous functions. For step functions the probabilities for

different combinations of values taken by x x„, are specified. For

the absolutely continuous functions a density function /(x,, ..
. , .y„,) is given

such that

f(xi,

,

x„) ==
J ’'-J

/(x, xj Jx, ’ •
J.x„,

.

If /(Xj, x„) is continuous in all the variables, then

5xj •
‘ ^x„

/(V, X„).
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2a.7 Conditional Probability and Statistical Independence

If, in the example of 10 tokens of 2a.l, we assign a probability of r/lO

to any subset of r numbers, the axioms 1, 2 of a probability measure are

satisfied. With the measure so defined, the probability of the event A, a

number being prime, is 4/10; that of the event C, a number being even, is

5/10; and that of the event AC (even prime) is 1/10.

Suppose a token is drawn and is noted to contain a prime number,

that is, the event A has occurred. Can we then ask the question: What is

the probability that the number is even (prime) or that the event AC has

occurred? Naturally the degree of uncertainty about is reduced by

our knowledge that A has occurred leading us to consider only the possibilities

where A is true. In our example we have to consider only the outcomes

2, 3, 5, 7 which are all prime and assign probabilities to their subsets. A
natural way of doing this is to assign probabilities to the elementary events

2, 3, 5, 7 in the same ratio as their original probabilities for their relative

occurrences are not altered by the knowledge we have. The new probabilities

are then /^*(/) x or

m)
/>*(/) = .

P{A)
i = 2, 3, 5, 7

where PiA) ^ F{2) P{}) + P(5) + P(7) is the probability of a number

being prime. Now the probability that a given number is even (event C)

knowing that it is a prime is

P(C]A) - P*(2) =

P(2)

P(A)

P{AC)

PiA)

The ratio PiAC)lP{A) when P(/t) 0 is called the conditional probability

of C given A and is denoted by P{C\A). PiC\A) = 0 when P(A) = 0.

In the general case (Q, P), consider a set A such that PiA) ^0 and

sets of the form AC, C 6 5? and define

P{C\A)
PjAC)

PiA) ‘

(2a.7.1)

The set function P(-\A) for fixed A, defined for all sets C e ^ satisfies axioms

1 and 2 and is called the conditional probability measure given A.

Independence of Events. Event C is said to be statistically independent of

event A if P(C|^) = P(C}, in which case

P{AC) = P{A)P{C). (2a.7.2)
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Then PiA\C) = P(A)y i.e., A is independent of C. Thus two events A and C
are said to be independent if (2a.7.2) holds, including the case P{A) or P{C)

is zero.

Events A^, A 2 ,
... are independent if for every selection of n events

PM,- ‘MJ
II - 2, 3, . .

.

2a.8 Conditional Distribution of a Random Variable

Consider a pair of random variables (Y,, Xj) and a set S such that

P(X^ eS)^0, Following the definition (2a.7.1) of conditional probability,

we can interpret the ratio

P[o): 2riM g 5, Yjlco) < Xj]
= F{x2\X,eS) (2a.8.1)

as the conditional probability of Xj < X 2 ,
given that X^ e S. The expression

(2a. 8.1) considered as a function of X 2 may be called the conditional d.f. of

Xi ,
given that Y, e S' and denoted by

F
2
(-\X,eS). {2a.8.2)

If, however, a function p2 ('l ) exists such that

PiX, e S, X2 < X2) = F2{x2\x,)dF,{x^\ (2a.8.3)

•'s

for all S and JC
2
where Pj is the d.f. of Y,, then Pil’lxj) could be called

the conditional d.f. of Xj given X^ = .v^ It is difficult to establish the existence

of such a function in the general case (see 2b.3 where the existence is estab-

lished. We consider as the sample space of two random variables X^, X2

and use the argument employed for R").

In Fuost of the applications considered in this book, however, we have

d.f.’s which are absolutely continuous or which correspond to a discrete

distribution. In such cases it is simple to define a conditional distribution.

Let /(jc,, X 2 ) be joint density of Y,, X
2
and /i(Xj) that of X^ alone. (For a

discrete distribution, “ density” is replaced by “probability” and integration

is replaced by summation). By definition,

P(X, e S, X2 < X2) =
[ [

f{xi,x2)dxidx2

= j /i(Xi) c/Xi f dx2
, /i(Xt) 5^ 0,
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which shows that

^2(X 2 l^i)=f V dx 2 (2a.8.4)

satisfies the definition of a conditional distribution. Furthermore, the ratio

fUu be considered as the conditional p.d. of X2 given X^ = .r,.

It is immaterial as to how the conditional d.f. and p.d. are defined when

/i(^i) = 0-

Two random variables X^, X2 are said to be independent if

Fiixi] X^ & S) = F
2 {x 2) for all X2 and (2a. 8. 5)

The choice of S as an interval implies, by (2a. 8. 5)

f(Xi, X 2 ) = Fi(Xi)F2(x2 ), (2a.8.6)

and it is trivially true that (2a, 8.6) implies (2a, 8, 5). When the densities exist,

the condition for independence may be stated as

/(^i, ^ 2 ) - flMf2iX2).

2b MATHEMATICAL EXPECTATION AND MOMENTS OF
RANDOM VARIABLES

2b. I Properties of Mathematical Expectation

The mathematical expectation of a random variable X, also called the mean

value, is defined by

E{X) = jxdF, (2b.l.l)

where F{x) is d.f. of X and the integral is Lebesgue-Slielljes, explained in

Appendix 2A to this chapter. When X has p.d,,/(x), we see that

£(^) =
j
X (/f =

j
x/(x) dx (2b. 1 .2)

reduces to a Riemann integral. For a discrete probability distribution with

F{x) as a step function,

E{X)^ jxdF^Y^x.p,, (2b. 1.3)

which is a summation. In (2b. 1.3), each x, is a discontinuity point of F
and Pr is the saltus at x,. It is interesting to note that in all the three cases

the same symbol Jx dF could be employed.
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Let Y ~ g{X) be a Borel function of X and denote by C(j) the d.f. of Y.

Then by using the definition of integration it is easy to establish that

E{ V) = E[g{X}\= dG{y) = jg(x) </f(x), (2b. 1 .4)

SO that the expected value of a function of an r.v. can be computed directly

without determining first the d.f. of the function of the r.v.

More generally, if we arc considering a A:-dimensional random variable

iXi, Xf^) and L ^ /hAj, . .
. ,

is a Borel function, it may be shown that

E{ Y) =
JV dG(y) = J

/.(X,
,

X,) mx„ x,).

The following results are easily established:

(i) E(cX} = ctiX}, where c is constant.

(ii) E{Xy+ X2 )
- E{X^) ^ E{X2 )

whether X^ and X
2

are independent

or not, and more generally

£(c, A, + ‘ + c, ^ c,EiX,) + •
• 4- c* E{X,).

(iii) EiX^X2 )
= E{Xi)E{X2 )

when X^ and X
2
are independent.

2b.2 Moments

The ,vth moment and absolute moment about a given constant a of a random

variable X are defined as

a, = E{X - ay - J(jc
- a)" dF, in general

= “ o)7U) when p.d. exists

= ^ (x, - a discrete distribution,

y^
= E\X-ay^

I
\x-aydF.

For some theoretical reasons we say a, exists only when exists, which is

true when the integral defining a, is of Lebesguc-Sticltjes type (Appendix

2A). When a = E{X), the moments are said to be centra! and are represented

by The following relationships between central moments and moments

about an arbitrary origin may be easily verified.

(io=l. /‘l=0.

/ij = Cfj - 3«,aj + 2a,'’

^4 - a 4 - 4ai0t3 + 6ql^^(X2 - 3a,'*
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and in general

which is established as follows:

= E[X - £(Y)1" ^E[X~a~ E{X ~ <j)]"

= £(A'-a)“- +

The mean /i and the second central moment pL^ (variance), generally

represented by the symbol play an important role in statistical data

analysis. Purely as descriptive measures of the distribution, the mean

represents a central value of the random variable and the variance represents

the scatter around the central value. A few results concerning the mean and

variance of a distribution are given.

(i) The second moment djia) is a minimum when taken about the mean pi.

E{X-~ay ^E{X-}x^

= E{X ~ + {pi~ a]^ + 2{pi - a)E{X - pi)

= E{X^}if + {pi-ay^E{X~pif.

(ii) If X is a non-negative random variable and if E{X) exists, then

E(X)= j[\- Fix)] dx.

Integrating by parts, we see that

.T T

X dF{x) = 7F(7) -
I

F{x) dx
'0 "'o

= - r[i - F(r)] + f[i-f(x)]dx.
'o

But

7[l - F{T)] = r CdF{x) < Cx dF(x)^0 as T
jj Jj

(2b.2.1)

(2b.2.2)

00,

Hence the result (2b.2.1) follows by taking limits of both sides of (2b.2.2).
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Note that if X is any random variable and E{X) exists, then

E{X) = [*[1 - F{x) + F{~x)] dx (2b.2.3)
•^0

and that

lim xF{x) = lim a:[1 - F{x)] = 0
x~¥ - 00 x~^co

is a necessary condition for the existence of E{x).

Furthermore, if C and F are distribution functions with finite mean values

g and /, then

[G{x) ~ F(x)] dx^g- f. (2b.2.4)

Savage (1 970) has shown the more general result

J
[(C H)ix) - {F * H]{x)] dx = g- f (2b.2.5)

where H is any distribution function and G * H denotes the convolution

distribution (see 2b.4.l2),

(iii) Chebyshev’s Inequality. For any random variable X with mem
g and variance

P(|X-/i| 2>0. (2b, 2.6)

This is an important inequality as it is independent of the exact nature of

the distribution of X. By definition,

a^ = jix-nY dF(x)

= f (x - dF + f (x - ^0^ dF +
I

(x - dF,

Dropping the jniddle term and replacing (x — by the smallest value in

the first and third terms, we have

^ f dF + f dF
•'-00 ^(1 + X<r

> X^{J^P{\X - > Aff),

which yields the inequality (2b.2.6). The result (2b.2.6) is true when g is

not the mean, provided that is replaced by E{X ~
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(iv) Let X be a non-negative random variable with E{X) ~ g. Then

P{X^tfl)^y

(v) Let X^, X2 be two random variables with means ^21 variances

and dj.'s F2 . Then

Fiix + - fi(-x + /ti) > F2{x + ;t2) - F.i-x + //a) [2h.2J)

for each x implies that rr^^ ^ a 2
^.

Let C, and Cj be the d.IVs of |A"i -/iij and i.V2 -// 2 (

respectively.

Then integrating by parts, we have

.T
~ Urn d(G^ - G^)

f-co •'0

.T

= iimr2[Gi(r)-G2(r)]-21im ( y(Gi-G2)</y
T-><o r X •'o

= 0-2 f*v(Ci-C2)r/y^0,
*^0

since the condition (2b.2.7) implies that 0\ ^ G'j . The converse proposition

is not true, however. If (7/ ^ a 2
^^ implies that for at least one value of

X the inequality (2b.2.7) is true but not necessarily for all values of .v.

2b.3 Conditional Ex])e€tation

In 2a.8 the conditional d.f. of X2 given X^^ was defined in some special

cases. We now introduce more general concepts by defining conditional

expectation without reference to a conditional distribution. It will be seen

that conditional probability is a special case of conditional expectation.

Consider a pair of random variables ( Y, T) where T may be n-dimensional.

The conditional expectation of Y given T is defined as a function of T with

value at r = r denoted by E{Y\t) such that

f ydf(y,()=: [E(Y10^/n0 (2b.3.1)
•/R|XS 's

for all where R, x S is the cylinder set in the ( Y, T)-plane with

base S in the T-plane. The left-hand side of (2b.3.1) is a set function QiS)

which is absolutely continuous with respect to P(S),

P{S) =
f

dF{t),

Js

(2b.3.2)
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that is, P{S) = 0 => Q{S) ^ 0. Furthermore, if E{ K) exists, Q{S) is countably

additive. Under these conditions it follows from the Radon-Nikodym theorem

(see Appendix 2B) that there exists a function ^ of T defined a.e. [^/F(0] such

that

e(S) = dP = \g(t) dP(t). (2b.3.3)

The function g{t) is denoted by £(yjr). We shall consider some general

properties of conditional expectation which have important applications

in mathematical statistics.

(i) £( F) = f £( Y\ t) dF{t) = £ [£( Fj 7 )1 (2b.3.4)
j I

where T under E denotes expectation with respect to the d.f. of T.

It may be noted that when a further expectation is taken, £{Fj?) =

E{Y\T ^ r) is replaced by £( F| D. We shall follow this convention through-

out.

Result (2b. 3.4) is an immediate consequence of (2b.3.1) if we take £ to be

the entire plane. The reader may easily establish the result when densities

exist and the conditional expectation is defined as expectation with respect

to the conditional distribution (density).

Consider random variables Y and Y^ and define the conditional variance

of Y given T - t

K(yl/)=£(>''!0-li'( ''!')]" (2b.3.5)

(ii) V(Y)= E[V{Y\T)\+ V[E{Y\T)].
T T

Integrating both sides of (2b, 3. 5) with respect to dF{t), we see that

£ [K( F| £)] - £( F') - £ [£( Fl T)Y
T T

= F(F)- T[£(Ftr)].
r

Hence

V{Y)= E[y{Y\T)]F V[E{Y\T)l (2b.3.6)

T T

which provides a decomposition of the total variance of F as the sum of

two components: (a) the average conditional variance, and (b) the variance

of conditional average. (See also Example 19 at the end of the chapter.)

(iii) Let g{T) be a Borelfunction ofT and E\ Y\ < oo, £j F^(£)| < oo. Then

(a) £[9(7-) yl (]=»(<)£( b'lO (2b.3.7)

(b) £{9(r)[y-£(y|r)]) = o (2b.3.8^

7(54-45)1973
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The assumption that 5 is a Borel function of T is to ensure that g{T) is itself

a random variable with respect to the probability measure induced by T,

so that expectations, etc., may be taken. The result (2b.3.8) is a trivial

consequence of (2b. 3.7). To prove (2b. 3.7), consider a simple function of T,

which is the indicator function C^(0 of a set >1 e in the T plane. Then

it is easy to see that, for any set S

[
yao dF{y, t) =

f
C,(t)£(y

i

t) dFit) (2b.3.9)
''AixS •'s

SO that (2b. 3.7) is true for simple functions of T. The equation (2b. 3.9) is

true if ^ is a finite linear combination of simple functions. In general, by

approximating g by finite linear combinations of simple functions in bounded

sets ofrand using the condition £| ^{7} 7
1

< co, the result (2b.3.7) is deduced.

The conditional probability of a set /I e given 7 = /, can be exhibited

as a conditional expectation, by choosing the random variable K( ) as

the indicator function of the set A. Thus 7(/l
j

t) = £( Tj r), as may be verified

from the definition of conditional probability. It must be noted that the

R-N theorem establishes the existence of P(/4
]

t) as a function of t for fixed A

only a.e. [dF{t)] and the exceptional r-set may depend on A, Hence it may not

be possible to define PiA\t) for all A over a t-set of probability 1 -unless

the union of exceptional sets is of probability zero^-so that a conditional

probability measure over (Q, given 7 - i may not always exist.

Kolmogorov (1933) and Doob (1953) have, however, provided a suggestive

evaluation of conditional expectation of a random variable Y using only

conditional probabilities, not first constructing a conditional probability

measure over (Q, J). They achieved this by considering the sum

.sa) = f(j+iv.^’ty/ < r(w)<0 + IMI/] (2b.3.iO)

which is absolutely convergent for given A if 7(7) exists. Then

!im5(A) = £(71().
X-*Q

But it is of some interest to recognize the situations in which a conditional

probability measure exists.

Discrete Sample Space. If the sample space has only a countable number of

points, the conditional probability measure is always defined. The conditional

probability of any set A is in fact defined by P{A n {7 = t]}jP{T = r)

provided the denominator is not zero.

Euclidean Sample Space. If the sample space is R", the conditional prob-

cd}Ui(y measure exists. The proof depends on the fact that a probability
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measure over (/?", ^„) need only be defined on a countable number of sets,

for instance on all rectangles with corners having rational coordinates.

The union of exceptional sets is then of zero probability measure. The

probability measure so obtained over rectangles can be uniquely extended to

all sets in For further details, the reader is referred to Doob (1953).

Conditional Density on the Sample Space. In many applications the sample

space is R" (/I’dimensional Euclidean space) and the probability density at

any point x =
, jc„) exists. If p{\) represents the density, the probability

of a set G is given by

P{A) = [
p(x) c/xi

' dx„

.

Let us consider a measurable function T which may be multidimensional,

with a p.d. q{t). We may then define a probability density, p{x)lq{t) over

the surface T = t. The function p{x)jq{t) of x may be called the conditional

density at the point x of K", given T= t.\fT admits continuous partial deriv>

ativcs with respect to the variables, it follows from the theory of multiple

integration that the volume element

dxr-'(ix„=-dt(iS, (2b, 3.11)

where dS is the surface element and integration of any function, can be

performed by integrating first with d5~keeping / fixed—and then integrating

with dt. This property is sufficient to establish all the results considered in this

section. If Y is any measurable function of x, then its conditional expectation

given r = MS

which is a function of t.

(?b.3.12)

2b.4 Characteristic Function (c.f.)

The characteristic function f{t) of a random variable X with the d.f. F is

defined by (the range of integration is (- oo, co) unless otherwise stated)

f{t)= je"^dF{x)

=
I
cos IX dF(x) + I Jsin (jr dF(x) (2b.4. 1

)

where « = >/-!. The integral on the right-hand side of (2b.4.1) exists

since
1 \

—
\

cos tx + / sin txj = 1, bounded for all x. We have the following

results, which may be proved by using standard results of analysis.
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(i) /(O) = 1, 1/(1) I
<!,/(-/) = f{t\ the complex conjugate off{t).

(ii) f{t) is uniformly continuous on the entire real line.

The result follows since cos tx and sin tx are continuous and bounded on

the entire real line.

(iii) /(f) is the c.f of - X. f{t) is real if and only if X is symmetrical. The

c.f ofbX+ a is f{bt)e\p{ita).

(iv) If ctf = £'(A"') exists, then the xth derivative offit)

f'\t) = (,y I
X'e'" dF(x) (2b.4.2)

exists and is uniformly continuous. Further,

ct. = £(r) = {i)'Ti^), s < r. (2b.4.3)

Since and Fix') exists, the integral on the right-hand side of

(2b.4.2) is absolutely convergent in which case differentiation and integration

can be interchanged (see 2B.i4 of Appendix 2B). Thus

dj r

jj^ = j~^dFix) = {iy\x'e>‘^dF{x).

Continuity of /^'"^ follows because of continuity and boundedness of

The result (2b.4.3) follows easily.

(v) Iff^^*\0) exists and is finite, then E{X^) < cofor r ^ In.

We observe that

I ^ /e*"* - . I

|/'^">(0)
I

= lim
J [ j

(x)

= lim
I

dF{x) ;^jx^''dF(x) (2b.4.4)

using Fatou’s lemma (see 2B.5 in Appendix 2B) for Interchanging limits and

integration. Then (v) follows from the inequality (2b.4.4), and the result that

the finiteness of E{X^) implies that of £(J*) for /r < j in view of the inequality

|x‘|^l+|x|-.

(vi) If £(A’'‘) exists, f{t) admits the Taylor expansion

ntV
/(0 = Zay^- + ^O (asf-0).

0 Jl

(2b.4.5)
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(vii) Let ^(f) = log /(f) which is called the second characteristic of X {or

of F, its df). If E{X^) exists, then 4>[t) admits the expansion

= + (asl-O). (2b.4.6)
0 /

The coefficients Kj in the expansion of 0(f) are called cumulants or semi-

inrariants (semi -invariants because (except for kJ they are invariant for

translations of the random variable). If we consider the random variable

X a, its c.f. is ihe second characteristic is

log c‘“/(f) = ita -f- log /(f) = ita + 0(/),

so that only the coefficient of t is altered, whereas this property is not true

of the moment coefficients (Xj.

From the expansions in (vi) and (vii) we have the relations connecting

Kj , otj , and the central moments pj ,

x'l = p = ^fi

K2=

ctj -3aia2+2ai^ = Pj

- 4a,a3 + I2ai^a2 ~ 6a/ = p4 - 3p2^

and conversely

a, - jf], a^ = k'3 + 3x:2 Xj + x'/

oi^ = + x/, = X4 -f- 3^2^ + 4 kiX 3 + bx/xj + x/.

The coefficients

sJHx
^
3/2

^
3,2

are called measures of skewness and kurtosis respectively,

Moment Generating Function (m.g.f.). The function

M(l)= J<>'Vf(jr), (2b.4.7)

if it exists for an interval of t containing the origin on the real line, is called

the moment generating function.

Probability Generating Function (p.g.f.). The functions /(f), 0(f) and M{t)

are defined for any random variable although A/(f) may not exist in all cases.
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For a discrete random variable X, taking values 0, 1 ,
. .

.

,

we can define still

another function

0

called the p.g.f. The p.g.f. is also useful in determining the moments of X.

For this purpose we use the relation

^E[X{X~ 1)--(A'-54- 1)],

r

where the right-hand side is called the 5-th factorial moment of X, denoted

by (j)^

,

The factorial moments are connected with the raw moments by

the relations

<f>i
= 1^2 = aj - (^3 = otj - 3a2 + 2«i

04 = 0(4 ~ bag -I- 1 Icxj ~ baj,

or conversely

a2=02 + 01» ^3 = 03 + 302 + 01

*4. = 04 + 603 -f- 702 + 0,.

We will derive the p.g.f., m.g.f., and c.f. M{t], and f{t)] of certain

random variables, which are used in later work.

Binomial Distribution

Pr= r = 0,

P{t) = f - nY~r = (1 - 71 ntf, (2b.4.8)

M{t)=P{^) = {\ ~Ti + n^)\

f{t) = M{it) = (1 - 7t T

Poisson Distribution

= r = 0, 1, ... 00
r\

P(l)=le-‘y (2b,4.9)
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Normal Distribution

a^2n

= f” dx
a>y 271

•* - «>

_ ^J^ + f2a2/2 _J_ r

j{t)^

y^x-pi

(2b.4.10)

(2b.4.11)

The d.f. F is said to be degenerate if it has only one point of increase

a^R with /^(fl + 0) - f(fl -0) = I. In such a case the c.f. of F is

f{t) = exp {ita).

(viii) / is the c.f. ofa degenerate d.f if its modulus equals 1 for two values

of andat where i is irrational. Inparticular,f is degenerate if
j
f{t)

|
= 1

in a non-degenerate interval.

(ix) Convolution of Distribution Functions. A function F on K is

said to be the convolution of d.f.'s and Fi and written F - F^ * F^ \(

F{.x) = I F,(^- - y) dF2 (y), xgR (2bA12)

(a) F as defined in {2b. 4. 12) is a d.f. and iff f and fi are the c.f's of F,

Fi and Fi, respectivelyy thenf-ff2 <

As Fi is nondecreasing, so also is F. Since Fi(.r - y) is bounded by unity,

by LDC (Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, 2B.II of Appendix

2B), it follows that F(- oo) = 0 and F(oo) = 1. Further, F^ is left continuous

so that the left continuity F again follows by applying the LDC theorem.

The first assertion is proved.

To prove the second part, let a < x„i < • '
’ < = b with sup^(x„ _*+i

-

0 as n 00. For every t s R

[
dF(x) = lim J 1 )

•'fl k

from which we have
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where F[c, d) - F(d) - f{c). Letting a - oc and A - oo

je‘"dF(x)= |'e‘'’df(3 )

SO that / = /1/2 >

Note that if / = /1/2 , then from uniqueness of the c.f. (see 2b,5j.

• We observe that the produa of c.f.’s is also a c.f., and in par-

ticular if/is a c.f., so is ]/| \

(b) If X and Y are independent r.i.'s with c.f.'s /, and , andf is the cf.

ofT^X+ Y,then

f = = £(0 • E{d'^)

= fj2-
(2bA13)

Using result of (a), we note that the convolution fj F2 provides the d.f.

of the sum of two independent random variables with d.f.’s I\ and F2 .

F — F^ * ^2 ^ ^1^0 called the composition of and ^'
2 .

2bJ Imrersion Theorems

Given a d.f. there exists a c.f defined by (2b.4.1). The question naturally

arises as to whether a c.f. nmiquely determines a d.f. The answer is yes and

the precise result is stated in (i).

Suppose a d.f. admits moments scj, ... of all orders. Does a given

moment sequence define a d.f. uniquely? The result is not true in general.

A sufficient condition for uniqueness is given in (ii).

(i) Iff{t) is the c.f corresponding to F{x) and {a - c, a + c) is a continuity

interval ofF{xf then

I Sin ci
F{a -1- c) - F{a - c) = lim - (2b.5.1)

t

so that if there are two distribution functions, they agree at all continuity

points of both the distributions and are therefore identical.

jJ.f
n J~T t

Consider
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Since |(sin < |c|, the order of integration can be interchanged

so that J can be written

^ J
dF(x)

J
di =

I*
g{T, x) dFix)

where g{T, x) is equal to

1 sin ct 2 sin cr

e * -*^1 = - cos (x - a)t dt.
nJ~Tt Tl^ot

Using the formula, 2 sin /I cos 5 = sin(/l + 5) + sin(^ - B), we have

g(T, x) =
-Jn Jq

1 sin(x - a + c)f 1 sin(c -\-a ~ x)t
- dt +

-I71 Jq
dt (2b.5.2)

T-.cc TT Jo

Next we use the result

I r*' sin(x - a -\-c)t 1 r® sin(e -^a - x)t
- dt +

71 Jo
• dt. •

I
i if a > 0

1 f® sin at I

i// = 0 if a = 0
71 Jo /

if a<0

for each term in (2b.5.2). Then we have

(

0 for X <a - c or x>{a + c)

i for X = a - c or x==n + c

for in the first case the values of the two terms are -i, i or in the

second case, 0, { or i, 0; and in the third case Thus, we have established

that lim g{T, X) exists.

Furthermore 1^(T, x)| is bounded since JJ(sin 6r/0 is uniformly

bounded in T. Hence by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem

(Appendix 2B), we see that

lim r sf(T,x)Jf(x)= f \myiT,x)dF{x)
r-»«J-QO J-ooT-.®

0 + C

dF{x) = F{a + c) - F(a - c),

which establishes (2b.5.i).
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In particular, if |/(f)| is integrable, by dividing both sides of (2b.5.l)

by c and taking limits, we have

f(a + c) - f(a - c)

lim

c -0 2c ZK J-(c c-*0

sm ct—— i

ct

''7(0 d/ (2b.5.3)

e^"7(0^/ (2b.5.4)

so that the derivative of f(x) exists and is also continuous. Notice that the

integrand in (2b.5.3) is less than |/(0! in absolute value and the integrabilily

of1/(0 1

validates, by dominated convergence theorem, carrying the limit inside

the integral. For this purpose, the integrability of |/(0 1

appears to be a strong

condition.

(ii) The Moment Problem. Let ocj, 0( 2 ,
... be the moment sequence of a

d.f. They do not, in general, determine the d.f. uniquely. A sufficient

conditionfor the d.f to be unique is that the series

OL-

(2b.5.5)

1 i!

is absolutely convergent for some t > 0.

The proof of this proposition, known as Stieltjes moment problem, consists

in showing that under the condition (2b. 5. 5) the c.f. is uniquely determined.

For details of the proof, refer to original papers by Hamburger (1920, 1921).

A sufficient condition in the case of a two-dimensional random variable is

given by Cramer and Wold (1936).

That the condition (2b.5.5) is not necessary may be seen by showing that

the moments of Z ^ i^log(l + Y) where X and Y are independent variables

with densities c'* and e~^ determine the distribution of Z uniquely by (b)

below although (2b.5.5) is not satisfied (see Dharmadhikari, 1965).

Any one of the following is a sufficient condition for the moment sequence

a,, a2 , . .

.

to define a unique d.f.:

(a) The range of the random variable is finite.

00

(b) Y, when the range of the variable is (- 00
,
00).

0

(c) Y (®;) when the range of the variable is (0, 00 ),

0

(d) lim sup[(ot2*)*^^72^] is finite.
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2\>.6 Moments

If f(X|, ..., Xjt) is the joint d.f. of the random variables the

multivariate moment ot^, . . . about the constants Oi, . .
. ,

is

EKX, - aj' •••(/,- «.r‘] = I---
aj^ dF{x„ ..., x,).

When ~ £'(Ar,) — we have central moments as in the case of a single

random variable. The second-order moment

E(X, - ii,){Xj - ^j)

is called the covariance between X^, Xj and is represented by cov(JTj, Xj)

or simply C{Xi , Xj). Denoting C(Xj
,
A'y) by we have the following results:

1. Gii = C{Xi, Xi)
- (variance of X^

2. (T,/ $ (by an application of C-S inequality)

3. -1 <Pi><l, where is called the product moment

correlation coefficient between J, and Xj [(3) follows from (2)].

4. If <2^, . .
.

,

Ujt are fixed coefficients Via^X^ + ‘ ‘
‘ + Ok X^), the variance

of -t-
•

' + ,
is

E\^a,(X,-^,)Y = lla,a,a,j. (2b.6.l)

Similarly the covariance between X Z i®

Y.la,bjG,j. (2b.6.2)

in matrix notation, if £ = (ff.j) and A, B, X, M are the column vectors

of the coefficients Uj
,
b}, random variables Xi and mean values pi

^

,

£(A'X) = A'£(X) = A'M

K(A'X) = A'EA, K(B'X) =B'EB (2b.6.3)

C(A'X, B'X) = ATB=B'2:A

where V stands for variance and C for covariance.

5. The matrix E is non-negative definite since the quadratic form

X X flj' Gjj is not negative being the variance of a random variable

(see 2b.6.I).

6. £ is positive definite if and only if there is no linear relation among the

random variables Xi, .... X^ (with probability 1).

7. Let the dispersion (i.e., variance-covariance) matrix E (which is n.n.d.)

of it-vector random variable X be of rank r <k. Then X can be expressed

as

X = BY + C (2b.6.4)
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where Y is an r-vector random variable with dispersion matrix I, B is a

k y. r matrix of rank r and C is a k-vector of constants.

In multivariate problems, the conditional distribution of a subset of the

variables, say X^, given the rest X^^i, Xf^, is often studied.

In particular the conditional expectation and variance of a variable, given

other variables, play an important part. A detailed discussion of the problems

based on these conditional moments and their computation is given in

4g.l, 4g.2 of Chapter 4.

2c LIMIT THEOREMS

2c.l Kolmogorov Consistency Theorem

Let (Q, P) be the basic probability space, r = 1, 2, ... be an

infinite sequence of random variables, and be d.f. of (),..., A'„(-)) defined

on R^. Then we have the following consistency property F„(r,,..., t„) =

tn, oo).

Now we consider the converse problem: Given a sequence of d.f.'s on

/T, n-[, 2, ... which have the consistency property does there exist a

(Q, P) and a sequence of r.v.’s A'j(-) such that F„ is the d.f. of (A'j(')

n~ 1, 2, ..., A theorem of Kolmogorov says that this is the case,

which we shall prove.

In fact we shall choose Q as R®, the Euclidean space of infinite sequences,

and the ith random variable as a function whose value at a point is the /th

coordinate, and define and P suitably.

Take a finite dimensional subsample space of the random variables

A'.j, and a Borel set in it. By associating with each point (x,j,

..., in Ai„ arbitrary values of other coordinates, we generate infinite

sequences which constitute a set in R®. Such a set is called a Borel cylinder

set with base /f,-„ in some E„. Let P„{Ai„) be the probability of the set Ai„

induced by distribution function of j, . . . , Xi^ on in the appropriate

as considered in 2a.6. Now define

PJA,)^P„{A,„). (2C.1.1)

Thus, the function P^ is defined for all Borel cylinder sets obtained by

considering all finite subsets of the random variables X^, X2 ,
The

class of cylinder Borel sets form a field, (say). P^ defined by (2c. 1.1)

constitutes a probability measure over .

We have only to establish countable additivity of P^ to qualify P^ as a

probability measure, that is, if there is a decreasing sequence of sets A 2 ,

...» in #^0 tending to the empty set 0, then ->0 as / oo.
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We can assume without loss of generality that the base of is a set

X,! on the axis, the base of A2 is a set A22 in (Xy, X2} space, . .
. ,

the base

of A„ is a set A^ in the (^i, X„) space, and so on. Given there exists

a bounded closed set in the (JlTi, . .
. ,

X„) space such that e A„„ and

PJA„„ - B„„) <<5/2". Now let B„ be the cylinder set with base B„„. Then

B„ c A„ and

- B„) = PJA„„ - BJ < ^

.

Consider A„ = Q’lAj and C„ = f)lBj

.

Now

PJ'l. -Cj^f PJA, + < />. (2c.l,2)

Let us assume that P,^(A„) > s for every n so that it does not approach

zero. Choosing 6 - rj/2
,
wc find from (2c, 1 . 2) that

FJC„) > PJA„) - S > k/2 > 0
,

that is, the set C„ is not empty for any /1. Let ^„2, .. ) be a point of

R'^ belonging to . Since C„ ^ e 5
,
for every n. The first coordi-

nates ofthe pointS(^i,<^ 2 > • • belong to and since i?ji is closed and bounded
there is a subsequence of the points such that the first coordinate tends to a

limit, say, b^. The points 1^2. ^3. belong to B2, and therefore the first

two coordinates of the points (^2 » <^3 ,
* • belong to B22 . Consider only the

points of the -first subsequence which belong to ^2^ Since B22 i^

bounded and closed there is a subsequence of the first subsequence for which

the second coordinate tends to a limit 62 and the first coordinate to and

so on. Consider the point b = ^2 >
• • ) Now the point (i,, . .

,

,

and therefore b eB^, for every k. Hence g f) = f) C*
,
that is, # 0 .

Now

Q c c n 1™ /(j = ^ 0,

which is a contradiction. Hence PJ{,A^ 0 .

The function P^ defines a unique probability measure Q on the Borel

extension ^(^0) of which we designate by The measure space

^00 » Q)y is thus completely specified by all finite dimensional distri-

butions.

In particular we are interested in the distributions of some limit functions

of the sequences with values at w such as

lim X„{oj\ sup X„{(o), Iim lim Xjiu)), etc.

The reader should satisfy himself that such functions are also random vari-

ables (i.e., measurable functions) provided they are finite.
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2c.2 Convergence of a Sequence of Random Variables

A sequence of random variables {YJ, « — 1, 2, ... is said to converge to a

constant c:

(a) weakly or in probability (written X„^ c) if, for every given e > 0,

limP(|Y„-c| >e) = 0, (2c.2.1)

(b) strongly or almost surely (written lim„_ ^ = c with probability 1 or

X„^c) if

p|limA'„ = cj = 1, (2C.2.2)

or equivalently,

lim pjsupl A”,, - cl > £
j

= 0 foreverya, (2c.2.3)
Vow /

(c) in quadratic mean (written X„ c) if

lim£(A„-c)^-0. (2C.2.4)

Definitions (2c.2.1) and (2c.2.4) offer no difficulty since they depend on the

computation of probabilities and expectations with respect to a finite di-

mensional random variable and the taking of limits as the number of variables

increase. The concept involved in the definition (2c. 2.2) or (2c. 2. 3) is some-

what deeper. The probability refers to the set in K* where the sequences

(points) satisfy the stated properly.

A sequence of random variables n = 1, 2, ... is said to converge

to a random variable A(-) in the sense of (a), (b), or (c) according as the

sequence {AJ )
— A(‘)}, n = 1

,
2,... converges to zero in the sense of (a), (b),

or (c).

The following results establish the relationships among various types of

convergence:

(i) (c) => (a), that is, convergence in q.m.=^ convergence in probability.

This follows at once from Chebyshev’s inequality (2b.2.3)

P{\ 2r. - c| > £) < i E(X, - c)\
e’'

(ii) (b) (a), that is, convergence a.s, => convergence in probability.
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Since

I

Jfyy “ C| > £ => sup
I

“ C| > €,

n>N

Pi\X„-c\>s)^p{mp\X,-c\>s'j,

from which the desired result follows. No other relations need be true among

(a), (b), or (c) without further conditions.

(iii) If X„ c in such a way that ~ c.

Since - c)^ < oo, the infinite sum

l(K-cf (2C.2.5)

1

must converge except for a set of sequences of measure zero in i?*. Suppose

that (2c. 2. 5) diverges on a set of measure Let ^4^ be the set in R* such that

YHi^i
- The sequence is nondecreasing and hence by (2a.3.1)

lim P{Aff) = P(lim .^4^) > p,

since a divergent series eventually exceeds any given value 2. Consequently,

which contradicts the assumption, £(2^,- - < oo ifA is chosen sufficiently

large.

Hence P(Y^f{X„ - cf converges) - I. But if an infinite series converges

the nth term 0 as « oo. Hence

nl2r„-cH0as«-oo)»p(^|(2r, - c)^ converges^ = 1.

Incidentally we have proven that if Y„, n = I, 2, ..., is a sequence of

random variables, then

provided ^«l < which ensures the convergence ofYf^Yn with prob-

ability 1.

2c3 Law of Large Numbers

In practice, estimates are made of an unknown quantity (parameter) by

talcing the average of a number of repeated measurements of the quantity,

each ofwhich may be in error. It is, therefore, of interest to study the properties
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of such an estimate. An initial enquiry is made concerning its behavior as the

number of measurements increases (-» oo). Does the estimate converge in some

sense to the true value of the parameter under study? The problem can be

formulated in the following way.

Let {X„}, n = 1, 2, . .
. , be a sequence of observations and X„, the average

of the first n observations. Under what conditions can we assert that

(the unknown quantity) (2c.3.1)

in one or other of the modes of convergence (a), (b), or (c) considered in

2c.2? We shall generalize the problem further and ask for the conditions

under which

(2C.3.2)

where = 1 , 2, ... is a sequence of constants sought to be measured

by the sequence of observations (Y),}, n - I, 2, We shall say that the

law of large numbers holds if the convergence such as (2c.3.1) or (2c.3.2)

takes place. When the convergence is “in probability” (2c.2.1) we shall say

that the weak law of large numbers (W.L.L.N) holds, and when it is “with

probability 1” or a.s. (2c.2.2), the strong law of large numbers (S.L.L.N.)

holds.

(i) Chebyshev’s Theorem (W.L.L.N.). Let £(X,) = ^i,
=

coy{Xi, Xj)=0,i I Then

lim y = 0=>X„ - (2c.3.3)
n 1

By Chebyshev’s inequality, we see that

£ n 1

Hence the result (2c. 3. 3). If /ij = and the condition of the theorem

is automatically satisfied and we have the result

(ii) Khinchine’s Theorem (W.L.L.N.). Let {.Y;}, i = 1, 2, ... be inde-

pendent and identically distributed {U.d.) and E{X^ exists. Then

E{Xi) /I. (2C.34)

It is interesting to note that the existence of the second moment as in

Chebyshev’s theorem is not assumed, but the observations are considered

to be i.i.d. The proof of this theorem based on the convergence of c.f.’s

is given in Example 4.3 at the end of the chapter. A stronger version of the
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theorem based on certain deeper propositions of measure theory is given in

(iv). We shall, however, give a simple proof (using only elementary results)

by Markoff.

Define a pair of new random variables for t = 1 ,
. .

. ,
n and a fixed S

= z. = 0, if \Xi\<6n,

Z,^Xi if \Xi\^dn,

so that X^— Yi+Zi- Let E{ Y^) = for i — I,
,
n. Since E{Xi) = ^

|/^„-^|<£ (2c.3.5)

for any given £, if n is chosen sufficiently large. Now

K(y
)
= r dF(x) - fi„^ ^ dn f" [x| dF(x) < b

where b = E\X\ exists by hypothesis. Using Chebyshev’s inequality we

see that

n 1

\ bd

or by using (2c. 3. 5), we have

Since

F(Z,,iO)=f |x|dF(x)«-
on ^\x\^6n n

by choosing n sufficiently large, we have

(2C.3.6)

Consider

|1

i ix.-f, >4s)=F[l(ily,-,)+ilZ,l>4s]

<P -Iz, ^2e

<5 + P(IZ,#0)^^ + 5. (2C.3.7)

Since 5 is arbitrary the last quantity can be made small, thus establishing

the required result.

8(54-45)1973
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Note that we have used the inequality

p(Xz,#o)^

at (2c. 3.6) and a similar one at (2c. 3.7) which the reader can easily verify.

(iii) Kolmogorov Theorem 1 (S.L.L.N.). Let {A'J, i = 1, 2, ... be a se-

quence of independent random variables such that E{Xi) = and K(A’,) = of.

Then

00

^^ < 00 => ^ 0, (2C.3.8)
1

that is, the sequence X^, X2 , • - . obeys the strong law of large numbers.

To prove this let us consider the random variables T,- ~ Xi~ Pi and

apply the Hajek-Renyi inequality proved in Example 3.3 at the end of the

chapter. The inequality states that

pj max c\\ Yi + • •
’ + ^ (cj- Y cTj^ + V

I e \ 1 m+i /

Choosing c-, ^ Iji, we have

pj max 1 Yi\ ^ cl <

Letting n 00
, we see that

P|

1 / 1

max
I
Y,

| ^ 4 ^ ^ ^
m<i I e \m^ 1 m+l I /

Since converges, it follows from {2c.3.9) that

lim pimax Imax
I Yjl > =0.

But this means that

P lim ==0 =1,
\ rn-^x 7

which proves the required result.

If in the statement of the theorem we replace independence of random

variables by orthogonality of the centered variables, that is, cov(A'j , Y”;) = 0

for all I ^ j, then (we need a stronger condition)

^<ri^(logiy - n
Yj 1.

< ~ —* 0. (2C.3.10)
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For a proof of this and related results concerning orthogonal variables, the

reader is referred to Doob (1953).

(iv) Kolmogorov Theorem 2 (S.L.L.N,). Let X2 ,
... be a sequence

of i.i.d. variables. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that

is that E{X) exists and is equal to ju.

Necessity: Let E„ be the event that \X„\^ n. Then

— = X, - 0, (2C.3.U)
n n

since The result (2c.3.11) implies that the probability of infinitely

many events E„ occurring is zero. Furthermore, the independence of X„

implies the independence of and by the Borel-Cantelli lemma (proved in

Appendix 2B), we see that

X P(|XJ > n) = f P(£.) < CO. (2C.3.12)

Now, let pj
= P(| X| > j). Then

£(lXl)^l(l-p,) + 2(Pi-P2) +
---

= l+Pi+P2 + --- = l + f (2C.3.13)
11= 1

From (2c.3.12), the last expression in (2c. 3. 13) is less than 00 , Hence £(1 2f|)

exists, and from the sufficiency condition it follows that E{X) = p.

Sufficiency; Consider the sequence of truncated variables

for \X^<n
” "10 for \X,\^n.

We then obtain

V{X*) ^ E{X*f =C"x^ dF{x)^’'^{k 4- \yP{k < 1X1 < Ic + 1)
•'-ji » = o

and

n=l n t ~0 n

« f;p(/c-i ^ {x\<k)k^ f i

<2 f;kP(lc-l ^ 1
X

1
<k), since +

< 2[1 + £( 1 X I )] < 00
,

since £(X) exists.
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Hence by Kolmogorov theorem proved in (iii), the sequence X* obeys

the law of large numbers, that is,

- i y E{Xf) 0. (2C.3.14)
n 1

Next, E{X*) E{X^) = // as n oo and hence

as n-^oo. (2c.3.15)
n 1

Combining (2c. 3. 14) and (2c. 3. 15), we have

We shall now show that and X* are equivalent sequences, that is

P{X„ ^ X*

,

for some values of « ^ jVj -» 0 as oo,

which implies that X„ obeys the S.LL.N, if X* does and that the limits are

the same. Consider

P{X„ ^ X* for some n^N}

n^N n^N

< £(tt^N + l)P{n < \X„\ <{n + I)}

n = JV

< 2 nP{n < \X\ < (n + 1)], since all X„ have the same d.f.

n = N

lx| as A''->oo.

2c.4 Convergence of a Sequence of Distribution Functions

Let us denote by {Fxj or simply by (£„}, « = 1, 2, ... the sequence of dis-

tribution functions of the random variables {Y„}, « = 1, 2,

Definition, The sequence of random variables {XJ is said to converge

in distribution (or in law) to a random variable X with d.f. (simply denoted

by £) if ^ Fas « 00 at all continuity points of F. Such a convergence is

expressed as X„ X.

The reader may satisfy that it is enough to specify that F for a set

S of points which is everywhere dense on the real line (
— oo, oo).

The approximating distribution F is called the limiting or asymptotic

distribution of X„. In statistical applications, limiting distributions play

an important role. The random variable X„ stands for a statistic computed

from a sample of size whose actual distribution is difficult to find. In
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such a case it may be approximated by the limiting distribution, at least

for large values of n. The folloNving results are important in studying limit

distributions.

(i) Helly Lemma. Every sequence of distribution functions is weakly

compact, that is, there is a subsequence which tends to afunction {not necessarily

a d.f.) at all continuity points of the latter.

Let D -
(rfc) be the set of all rationals. Since FJ^r{) is bounded, there exists,

by Bolzano-Weierstrass compactness theorem, a convergent subsequence.

Consider the sequence which converges for the particular value x = r^.

From the sequence we can extract another subsequence

in a similar way, which converges at a: -
,
and of course such a sequence

will converge at x = rj also, and so on. Let us consider a sequence formed by

the first member of the second member of .... Such a sequence of

functions (fj necessarily converges for all x e D, and the limiting function

F{j defined for all x e D is bounded and nondecrcasing. Let, for any x

F{x) = upper bound Fj^irf (2c.4.1)

By definition F is continuous from the left, bounded, and nondecreasing.

We shall show that the subsequence determined actually converges to

F{x) as defined in (2c.4.1) at all continuity points of F. Let x be such a point.

Then we can find a sequence of rational values {x\ , xj') such that x,- < x < x"

and F(Xf') — F(X;) 0 as / - oo. For any pair (x-
, xf) we have the obvious

relationship

Ffx'i) < Ffx) < Ffx'!) (2C.4.2)

for each s, where (F/x)} is the sequence tending towards Foix). Taking limits

of functions in (2c.4.2), we have

Foil'd ^ liZB ^^ ^ Fo(x")

for each /. Since the difference ^^(x") - Fy(x') can be made arbitrarily

small, lim Ffx) exists and is equal to F{x) defined in (2c.4.1). Observe that

F(x) is also in the interval [^^{x'), F/j(x'')].

(ii) Helly-Bray Theorem. F„ -* F^ jgdF^-^j q dF for every bounded

continuous function g.

Choose two continuity points a, b{a < b) of F and write

f gdF„~ ! gdF
— 00

^ ^ oa

= f“ g{dF, - (iF) + fg{dF, - dF) + fg(dF, - dF). (2c.4.3)
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Let l^i < <:. Then the modulus of the first integral in (2c.4.3) gives

r“ gdF^-f gdF\<cf dF„+cf dF = c[FJia] + F{a)].

If a is sufficiently small, F(a) is small and so also is F^{a) for all n> riQ.

Hence f (a)] < c/5 for a suitable choice of a and tjq
• Similarly

the modulus third integral in (2c.4,3) is <£/5 for a suitable choice of b

and no .

In the finite interval (o, 6), g is uniformly continuous. Let us divide (a, b)

into m intervals

Xq = a < Xi < • • < x„_i <b=x„

where Xj, . .
. , are continuity points of F and such that

[g(x) - g(xi)] < £/5

for (Xf < X < x, + i) uniformly for all i. Define the function

g„{x) = gix-X Xj ^ X < x, + i.

Then

I
gjx) dF, = X s(^,)[f.(^, + i)

- F.{Xi)]

- Fixd] = f^g„dF

as n -> 00
, so that for any given m

^f^g„(.dF„-dF)^<-^

for sufficiently large n. But

gclF„~
j
gdF^^^j{g~gJdF„ + j

g„{dF„-dF) + j {g - gj df
j

<
c

for sufficiently large n. Hence the modulus of the difference (2c.4,3) is <£

which proves the desired result.

(iii) Extended Helly-Bray Theorem. F„ G, not necessarily a d.f as

assumed /« (ii), and g a continuous function such that ^(±Qo) = 0=> jg dF^

I dgG.
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We consider the equation {2c.4.3) and note that the second term on the

right-hand side 0 by the same argument used in (ii) whether G is d.f. or

not. Since g is bounded
| g dF„ and

^ g dG exist. By choosing a sufficiently

small the first term is bounded by 2 sup ^(jc) for a: in ( - oo, n), which is small

since ^(- oo) =0 and g is continuous irrespective of the value of n. Similarly,

by choosing b sufficiently large, the third term can be made small. Hence the

difference (2c.4.3) can be made as small as we please by choosing sufficiently

large n.

(iv) Continuity Theorem. Let f„{t) be c.f. ofX„.

f{t\ where f{t) is the c.f. of X. If fn{t)^ f{t) and the limit function is con-

tinuous at t = 0, then X^-L^ X andf{t) is the c.f of X.

The first assertion is an immediate consequence of Helly-Bray theorem.

We prove the second assertion by using the continuity of /(r) at t = 0.

Let be the d.f. of X„ and a subsequence tending to G, a bounded
nondecreasing left-continuous function as in (i), Helly lemma. Consider

= ]dF„\ dt =
J

dF^
. (2C.4.4)

The function — l)jix 0 as jr -» + oo. Hence using (iii), Extended Helly-

Bray Theorem, we obtain by taking limits on both sides of (2c.4.4)

= (2C.4.5)

Dividing both sides by v and taking limits as d 0, we have

r - 1 r

/(O) = lim^ dG= \dG = G(oo) - G(- oo). (2c.4.6)
y->0 ^

But lim/„(0) = I = /(O) and therefore G is a distribution function. Since

F^ - C, we have by (ii), Helly-Bray Theorem,

f{t)= lim/„(f)= lim fe^'^dG.
m-*cc HI-* oo

Thus/(r) is a C.f. and G is, of course, unique for all convergent subsequences of

F^ . Then G.

(v) By combining (ii) and (iii), the following results are equivalent,

(a) F. F, (b) /„(0 ^ /(r), ic) jgdF„^jg dF, (2c.4.7)

where g <mdf{i) are as defined in (ii) and (iii) respectively.
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From (v) it easily follows that if X, then aX„-\- b-^aX

b

when

a and b are constants. Further, X„-^^ c (constant)o F„ ^ F,, where F, is

the d.f. of the random variable X which takes the value c with probability 1,

that is, the step function, Ffx) =0, if x ^ c, Ffx) = 1, if x > c.

(\i) Polya’s Thlokem, If F„ ~-*F and F is continuous then the convergence

IS uniform, that is,

lim supjF„(jr) - P(a')[ = 0. (2c.4.8)

n-»x s

The proof is easy.

(vii) Let g be a continuous function and t\ -> F. Then

(a) liminf Jl^rl j
|^| dF,

(b)
J 1^1 dF„ is uniformly integrable

J
^ dF^

Since

j\g\dF,> f ^\g\dF„

lim inf f 1^1 > lim f |^1 dF„
n-^oc n->oo •^-c

= 1
|<?| ^F for any c,

which proves (a). Because of uniform integrability there exists an c inde-

pendent of n such that

e F
j

\g\ dF„^ j \g\ dF„^
j \g\ dF„, c'<c, d' > d.

Taking limits, since c, d, c , d' are finite, we see that

8 + f\g\dF.
•'c '^c'

But c' and d' are arbitrary. Hence |^| and therefore g is integrable with

respect to dF. Now

\gdF„-\gdF g{dF, - dF) + f ^ dF„ - f g dF. (2c.4.9)

All the terms on the right-hand side of (2c.4.9) can be made small by

choosing c and n sufficiently large. Hence (b) is proved.
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(viii-A) Let be the rth absolute moment of X^. Iffor some r > 0, 7,^ is

bounded by a constant for all large n, then

(a) there is a subsequence converging to a distribution function G,

(b) for s < r where and are the sth moments of jF„ and G.

{Both s and r may not be integers.)

By the Helly lemma, F„, C, a nondecreasing bounded function. If c

is a continuity point of C, then

f
df„^c~''[ Ixi’' dF„ ^ c~''k forlargem. (2c.4.10)

The first term in (2c.4.I0) is

1 -lLJc)-fJ~c)]^c-'-/c.

Taking limits as m -> 00
,
we have

1 -[G(c)-G(-c)]^c-^A:,

and by letting c ^ 00
,
we see that

1 ~-[G(oo)-G(-oo)]<0

or G(oo) - G( — 00
) ^ 1, which shows that G is a d.f., which proves (a).

Since

< c* '‘k.

[xp is uniformly inlcgrablc if .5 < r. So, (b) follows by using (vii).

(viii-B) Let be the sth moment of and - a,, where and are

finitefor all s and all large n. Then

(a) F„~^ F^ a, is the sth moment of F,

(b) ctfdefine a unique d.f F=>F„-^ F. (2c.4.H)

The result (a) follows directly from (vii). Again by (vii) there is a subsequence

tending to a d.f. G, and are the moments of G. If tXj determine a unique d.f.,

every subsequence has the same limit and hence F„-t^F.

A sufficient condition for uniqueness of F given the moments is that

1

SO that the result (b) could be stated

1
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(ix) Let {X„, Y„}, n = \,2, be a sequence ofpairs of variables. Then

(2C.4.12)

that is, the limiting distribution of X^ exists and is the same as that of Y.

Denote by the d.f. of X„ and by Fy that of Y. Let Y„ — X„ = Z, and

X be a continuity point of Fy. Then

F^ {x) = F(Jir„ < x) = F( < X + Z„)

^ PiY„ < X + Z„, Z„ < e) + P{Y„ <x + Z„, Z„^ e)

^F(r„<x + e) + F(Z„^£).

Taking limits, we have

lim sup Fx^ ^ Fy(x + c).

Similarly,

lim inf Fx^ > Fy{x - e).

00

Since e is arbitrary and x is a continuity point of Fy , by letting e -» 0

lim Fxfx) = Fy(x),

which proves (2c.4.12). As a particular case we have

X„-L^X=>X„-^-*X.

(x) Let {X„
,

Y„], n = \ , 2, ... be a sequence of pairs of random variables.

Then:

(a) X„-^X, Y„^0^X„ Y„-^0.

(b) Y„-^c^X„+Y„-^X +c

->X„ Y„-^cX

->XjY„-^Xjc, if c^O.

(c) X, Y^ -Z-*. c => that the limit of the joint distribution of {X̂ , y„)

exists and is equal to that of (X, c).

(d) n-^0, Y„-^X

To prove (a), consider

FdZ^yj >e) = P^\X„Y„\ >e, |yj :)-( >1

^Pi\x„\ >k) + P

• lim sup P{\X.Y.\ > £) < fd i'l > k) for any fixed k. (2C.4.I3)
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But k is arbitrary and hence the R.H.S. of (2c.4.l3) can be made small by

choosing k large. Hence P{\X^Y^\ > e) - 0.

To prove (b), X„ + c-^ X + c. Now

{X^ + y„) -iX„ + c) = y„ - c-^0.

Hence by (ix), X„-\- X + c. Furthermore A'=>cA"„-^cX

Now
X„ Y„ - cX„ - X„i Y„~c)-^ 0, by (a), (x).

Hence by (ix), X„ Y„-^ cX, Similarly XJY„-^ Xjc.

To prove (c) consider a continuity point x of the distribution of X and

a number y>c. Now

P{X^<x)^P{X„<x, Y„^y)==PiX„<x)-PiX„<x, Y„> y)

^PiX„<x)-P{y„>y).
Taking limits, we see that

lim P{X„ <x, Y^<y) = P{X < x), if y>c.
n-*oo

Similarly,

lim ?(A; < X, !;<>') = 0, if < c.

Note that when y - c, the limit is indeterminable and (x, c) for any x is a

discontinuity point of the joint distribution of (X, c).

(d) follows from (b).

(xi) Let n = \, 2^ . . . be a sequence of vector random

variables and let, for any real A,, . .
. , ,

AiXi^' + • •
• + A, A:i*>^ AiX<‘> + •

• +

where A'^‘\ . .
. ,

have a joint distribution, F{xi, , .
. ,

x^). Then the limiting

Joint distribution function of AT^J^ . .
. ,

exists and is equal to F(Xi, . .
. ,

x*).

The proof is trivial because

+ •
• + A„ + * •

• + Ajt

implies that the corresponding c.f.’s converge. If f„{t^,...,t^) is the c.f.

of (Ar<^\ , .
. ,

X!,^^) and f(f tj) that of {X^^\ . .
. ,

then

•
> > h^k)‘

Since Aji, A|( are arbitrary,

• * > O /(^» • • ’ » ^k)»

which establishes the desired result.
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(xii) Ifg is a continuous function and X„-^X, then g{X^-^ g{X).

= Jcos tg{x) dF„{x) + i

J
sin tg{x) dF„{x)

->|cos tg{x) dF{x) + i Jsin {g{x} dF{x),

using (2c. 4. 7), since cos tg{x} and sin tg{x} are bounded continuous functions

ofx.

(xiii) Ifg is a continuous function and X„ X, then

g{X„)^g{X). (2C.4.14)

Let / be a finite interval such that P{X 6 /) == 1 - ?;/2 and n^ Oq such that

< ^) > 1 Now \g{X„)-g{X)\ < e, if \X„- X\ < 6 for

any X e I. Hence

P{\9{X,)-9{X)\ <e)‘^P{\X,-X\ <h,X^r)

^p{\x,-x\ <d)-p{Xii)

^ 1 — for « > no •

An important application of (2c.4.14) is that when A^„-^c (a constant),

g{X^~-*g{c), provided^ is a continuous function.

(xiv) Let g be a continuous function. Then

y„^0, Y^^y=^g{X,)-g{Y,)~^fS,

Note. Mann and Wald (1943) proved the results (xii)-(xiv) under more
general conditions assuming ^ to be Borel measurable but placing a restriction

on the set of discontinuities of g.

It may also be mentioned that the results (i) to (xiv) are true even when
are vector variables. The proofs are exactly the same.

(xv) A Convergence Theorem Involving Densities (Scheffe, 1947): Let

the random variable X„ admit the probability density p„{x) and pj{,x)-*p(x)

asn 00 . Then

(a) p(-«) is a density function =>
J

|p„(a:) - p(;c)
|

^jc 0,

(b) |p,(x)
I
< q{x) and J^(x) dx exists =>p{x) is a densityfunction and hence

l’yi^).l\p.O)-p(x)\dx->0.
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In either (a) or (b), the result implies

f bnW “ ^ 0 uniformly for all Borel sets S
^s

so that X„-^ X, where X is the random variable defined by the probability

density p{x).

Let S„ix) = p„{x) - p{x) and define

the positive and negative parts of 5„ . Obviously 0 and 5J -+ 0 as

0 for almost all x in R.

Since pj^x) and p{x) are densities and = <5^

0 = f [p„(x) - p(x)] dx = f dx = f dx + f dx. (2c.4.I5)

Now p„{x) - p{x) = 5„(;c) => d„(x) ^ -p(x) whether (3(jr) is positive or negative.

Hence S~{x) satisfies the condition 0 > > -p(x), that is, |^;j'(jc)|

< p{x) and
J
p{x) dx exists. Applying Lebesgue dominated convergence

theorem (Appendix 2B), we have

[ b~ dx-^ f lim d~ dx = 0,

•'r ^r

since lim is zero and from (2cA 15),

f K ->o
^R

and hence

f
\S„\ dx^ f 5; dx - f b; dx-^0,

•'r '^r -^r

which proves (a). The result (a) also follows by a direct application of Lemma

2B3 of Appendix 2B. The result (b) follows from the dominated convergence

theorem since

\ - \ p^dx^ \ p(j:) dx.

(xvi) Let X^ be a discrete variable and P{X„ = r) = p„(r), r -0, 1,2, —
Consider Y„-(X„- np)l^n where p is a constant. If p„{s/ny + np) -* p{y)

and p(y) is a density function of a random variable Y, then Y„~^ Y.

The proofdepends on Scheffe’s theorem given in (xv), and reader may work

out the actual details. For applications of this result, see Okomoto (1960).
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(xvii) Convergence of Discrete Distributions, Let P„{t\ 0^t^]bea
sequence of probability generating functions, so that for any index n, there

exists a discrete probability distribution defined by Pft) = ^ p^n Further

letP{t)^^p,t\ Then

Pxn Px x) <=> P„{t) -> Pit) (for each t).

The terms p^ define a distribution if and only ifY,Px — U itJ 'n hich case

Pxn-^Px^T \Pxn-Px\ ^0
x = 0

The proof is similar to that of (xv).

2c.5 Central Limit Theorems

For a sequence ^ 1, 2, ... of independent and identically distributed

random variables, Section 2c.3 showed that X„-^ p in the weak or strong

sense provided p = E{X) exists. But this gives us no idea as to how the dis-

tribution of X„ can be approximated in large samples. To study this we con-

sider the sequence of random variables

y,

-

- p)

a
(2C.5.])

where a is some constant. Under some conditions the limiting d.f. is

<DW= r (2C.5.2)

^27r

which is known as the normal distribution function with mean zero and vari-

ance unity introduced in (2a. 5. 8), The p.d. for the more general form of the

normal variable with mean p and variance is

(2C.5.3)

V'2ir<T

The c.f. of (2c. 5. 2) as derived in (2b. 4. 11) is

-f r = (2c, 5.4)

The technique employed to prove the convergence of (2c.5.1) to a normal r.v.

is to obtain the c.f. f„it) of Y„ and to show that

lint ffl) =

from which, by an application of (2c.4.7), the desired result follows.
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We also consider more general problems such as the convergence of r.v.'s

where {/x„ , ff„}, « = 1 , 2, . . . is a sequence of pairs of numbers.

(i) Lindberg-Levy Theorem (C.L.T.). Let X^, X2 ,
... be a sequence of

U.d. random variables such that t{X„) = ^ and V{X^ = <7^ / 0 exist. Then

the d.f. of y„ -+ where is as defined in (2c.5.1) and O, in (2c. 5.2).

Let f{t) be the c.f. of X^- fx. Since the first two moments exist, then

/(() = 1 - \aV + 0(e). (2C.5.5)

Thec.f. of y„=XW-,i)/Vwcr is

/.(<) =
^2

— + o|-
,

using (2c.5.5).
In \n /J

log
2

’

that is,

as n-*co.

Since the limiting distribution is continuous, the convergence of the d.f.

of Y„ is actually uniform, and we have the more general result

lim [fy 0, {2c. 5.6)

where x„ may depend on w in any manner.

The result (2c. 5.6) implies that the d.f. of can be approximated by

that of a normal variable with mean ^ and variance o^jn for sufficiently

large n, which is called the central limit theorem (C.L.T.).

(ii) Liapunov Theorem (C.L.T.). Let (A'J, n - \ , 2, ... be a sequence

of independent random variables. Let E{X„) - p„, E{X„-
and E\ X„ ~ p,„\^ = exist for each n. Furthermore let

Then if\in\{BJC„) =0 as n-* 00
,
the d.f of

” c.

tends to <I>(jc)
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The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Lindberg-Levy (C.L.T.)

theorem and consists in expanding c.f. of Y„ and taking the limit as w oo.

For details the reader is referred to (Gnedenko, 1962).

(iii) Lindberg-Feller Theorem. Let be a sequence of independent

random variables and G„ be the d.f of . Further, let E{X„) = p„ and V{X„) =
5^ 0 exist. Define

Then the relations

a-
lim max— = 0,

hold ifand only if, for every £ > 0,

(x-ft)^(/C,W = 0,
n-® C„ i={

For a proof of this theorem and other forms of central limit theorems

sec Gnedenko (1962) and Gnedenko and Kolmogorov (1954).

(iv) Multivariate Central Limit Theorem (Varadarajan, 1958, Wald
and Wolfowitz, 1944). Let denote the joint d.f. of the k-diniensional random

variable . .
.

,

n = 1, 2, . .

.

and the d.f. of the linear function

necessary and sufficient condition that tends to a

k-variate d.f. F is that converges to a limit for each vector X.

For a proof see Varadarajan (1958). For applications considered in this

book the weaker version of the theorem proved in [(x), 2c.4] is sufficient.

Define F„ and as in (iv). Let F be the joint d.f. of a k-dimensional random

variable X^^\ ..., X^^\ Iffor each vector X, F^„~*F^, the d.f of X^X^^^ 4
• •

• + X^^\ then F, F.

As an application, consider i.i.d. /:-dimensional variables

= « = i,2,...

admitting first- and second-order moments, E{U„) = p and D{U„) = L. Define

the sequence of r.v.’s

D, = {0, n = l,2,..., 0,, =
n 1

Then the a.d. of y«(U„ - |i) is At(0, I), that is, k-variate normal with zero

mean and dispersion matrix L with the density function

/V,(u|0. E) = (2n)-‘'^
I

E| ->« exp -{[(u - (i)'E-'(u - |i)]. (2c.5,7)
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To demonstrate this result, it is enough to show that with respect to any

fixed vector X, the a.d. of Jn X'{U„ - ji) is A^i(0, X'LX), since A^,(0, X'EX.) is

the distribution of 3i'U if U is distributed as A^t(0, L). [The reader may

establish the latter result by computing the c.f. of X'H when U has the density

(2c.5.7).] Now consider the sequence of one-dimensional r.v.’s

with E{V^ = Xy, K(t/„) = X'EX. Applying the central limit theorem

(Lindberg-Levy) to the sequence C/„
,
the a.d. of - X'p) is yVi(0, X'SX).

The required result follows from the observation that IJ„ = X'U„.

For other limit theorems see Examples 4.1 to 4.17 at the end of the chapter.

2c.6 Sums of Independent Random Variables

Let X,, X2 , ... be a sequence of independent random variables and

denote the partial sum + X„. The law of large numbers (see 2c.3)

and the central limit theorem (see 2c.5) were concerned with the behavior of

(5„ - a^lh„ , {a„ ,
h„) being a suitably defined sequence of pairs of numbers.

We pursue this investigation further and quote a few general theorems which

are useful in statistical applications. Proofs are omitted, and the interested

reader may consult Loeve (1955).

(i) Kolmogorov Theorem. Let E{X^ = 0 and E
{
X^^) = < 00 and

K T 00. < GO, then

For instance, if X^, . are i.i.d. such that £(A'i) = 0, F(A'i) = <r^ < oo,

then SjJn log n 0.

(ii) Law of Iterated Logarithm. Let X^, X^, . . . be i.i.d. random variables

such that E{X^) = 0, V(Xj) = < 00 . Further, let h{n) - cr(2w log log

Then

lim s\ip[S„lh{n)] = 1 a.s. (2c.6.2)

lim inf[S„//i(«)] = - 1 a.s. (2c.6.3)

The statements (2c.6.2) and (2c.6.3) imply that for every c > 0,

Pi\S„\ XI - s)h{n) infinitely often) = 1, (2c.6.4)

P{\S„\ ^ (1 + e)h{n) infinitely often) =0. (2c.6.5)

9(54-45)1973
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From the law of iterated logarithm it readily follows that for any k, however

large,

P{S^ ^ kjn infinitely often) = 1 (2C.6.6)

since (1 — ^h{n) > k^n for sufficiently large n.

(iii) Let Xi^ . . . be independent random variables such

and V{X^) = < oo. Further, let s„^ - + • •
• +

1

= 0 is„^l>/\og log s„) and t„ = (2 log log then

that E{X;} = 0

s„
lim sup— = 1 a,5.

tnSn

(2C.6.7)

lim inf = — 1 a.s. (2C.6.8)

For a proof, see Loeve (1955).

2d FAMILY OF PROBABILITY MEASURES AND PROBLEMS
OF STATISTICS

2d.l Family of Probability Measures

In practice the exact probability measure P applicable to the outcomes of an

experiment is unknown, but it may be specified as a member of a class (family)

of measures, 0 6 0, indexed by a parameter 0 belonging to a set ©.

The problems of statistics are concerned with making useful statements about

the unknown parameter 0 on the basis of an observed event (corresponding

to a point in the sample space of outcomes).

A sample space with a family of probability measures is denoted by (H, Jf,

Pe, 0 G 0).

2d.2 The Concept of a Sufficient Statistic

A statistic T (a random variable) is said to be sufficient for the family of

measures Pg

,

if and only if any one of the following equivalent conditions

holds

:

(a) P{A\t) is independent of 0 for every A e

(b) E{Y\t) is independent of 0 for every random variable Y such that

£( Y) exists.

(c) The conditional distribution of every random variable Y given T -t,

which always exists, is independent of B.
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Observe that (b) implies (a) by choosing Y as the characteristic function of

It is obvious that (a) implies (c) and also that (c) implies (b), thus establish-

ing the equivalence of all the three conditions.

For the definition of P{A
\ 0 and £( Yl /) see 2b.3 and for conditional d.f.,

see 2a.8.

2d.3 Characterization of Sufficiency

The criteria given in Section 2d.2 for a sufficient statistic are difficult to apply

in particular situations. The form of the probability density function, if it

exists, however, enables us to check whether a given statistic is sufficient or

not.

(i) Let the sample space be discrete and let Ps{o)) be the probability of the

point set cu. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for T to be sufficient for B

is that there exists a factorization

P,(m)=gff(a,moi} (2d,3.1)

where the first factor may depend on 0 but depends on co only through T{g>)

whereas the secondfactor is independent of Q.

Suppose (2d.3.1) is true. Then

p,{T^t)= Y. n(ffl) = 0,(() X /i(®)
r(w)=r r(cu) =f

= geitWit).

The conditional probability of to given T = tis

Poio)) ^ ge{t)h{(o) ^
P,{t) H{ty

which is independent of 6, Hence T is sufficient.

The necessity is obvious for if we let

be independent of 8, then

PM
PeiO

= k{Q), t)

p,{oj)=p,mw, t).

(ii) General Factorization Theorem, Let P^ be a family of probability

measures and let Pg admit a probability density p^ — dP^jdp with respect

to a u-finite measure p. Then T is sufficient for Pq {or simply for 6), if and

only if there exist non-negative measurablefunctions and h{a)) such that

Ps{oji)^gAT(o))Mio). (2d.3.2)
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The most general proof of the factorization (2d. 3.2) involves some deeper

theorems in measure theory (see Halmos and Savage, 1949. Bahadur, 1954).

The proof is easy when the sample space is R" and T admits continuous

first-order partial derivatives using the concept of conditional density over

surfaces of constant T as developed in (2b.3.12).

SufiBciency and Huzurbazar’s Conjecture. Let A",,..., X„ be i.i.d. r.v.

with distribution function Fg, 0 e©. According to definition, a measurable

function T =/{X^, . .
. , A'J is a sufficient statistic if the conditional distribu-

tion of any other statistic Y given T is independent of 0. Huzurbazar conjec-

tured that to establish sufficiency of T it is enough to examine only marginal

sufficiency, i.e., the conditional distribution of Xf given T is in independent

of 9 for any i. A partial proof of this proposition is given by J. K. Ghosh, and

a more complete proof of a somewhat more general statement is given by

V. N. Sudakov (1971).

APPENDIX 2A STIELTJES AND LEBESGUE INTEGRALS

Let /'(;c) be a function of bounded variation and continuous from the left

such as a distribution function. Given a finite interval (a, b) and a function

/(jc) we can form the sum

(2A.1)
i = 1

for a division of {a, b) by points Xi such that a <Xi < ‘<x„<b and

arbitrary x[ x,). It may be noted that in the Riemann integration

a similar sum is considered with the length of the interval (Xj — Xj^i) instead

of F{x^ - F(Xi-i). If sum (2A.1) tends to a limit

J = lim J„

where n oo such that the length of each interval 0, then J is called the

Stieltjcs integral of /(x) with respect to f’(x) and is denoted by

j
fix) dFix).

The improper integral is defined by

lim f/(x)df(x)= \ fix) dFix).

b-*oo
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One point of departure from Riemann integration is that it is necessary to

specify whether the end points are included in the integration or not. From

the definition it is easily shown that

\){x)dF(x)= f fix)dF{x)+f{a)[F{a-^0)^F{a)]
•'a 'fl+0

where + 0 indicates that the end point a is not included. If F{x) jumps

at a, then

J/(x) dF{x) - /(X) dF(x) =f(a)[F(a + 0) - F(a - 0)],

SO that the integral taken over an interval that reduces to zero need not

be zero. We shall follow the convention that the lower end point is always

included but not the upper end point. With this convention, we see that

fdF(x} = f(b)-F(a).

If there exists a function p(x) such that

P(x)dx,

the Stieltjes integral reduces to a Riemann integral

j
/(x) df(x) = I

/(x)p(x) dx.

We shall consider a general definition of integral with respect to a finite

measure space.

Let (£1, p) be a. measure space and j be a simple measurable function,

s = ^i (Xi XA,y where a„, . .
. ,

a„ are the distinct values of s and XAt is the

indicator function of the set Then we define the integral of s over

Q as

f
sdp = p(AJ fsdfi

’'fi 1
*'

when the range of integration is understood, where the convention 0. oo = 0

is used when a, = 0 and p(Ai} = oo. Let/be a nonnegative measurable func-

tion. Then we define the Lebesgue integral of/ as

j/df> = supj s dp

the supremum being taken over all simple measurable functions s such that

0^5 </.
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We say that a general function /is Lebesgue integrable [Li (/i)] if

Jl/I dfiKo:)

in which case the Lebesgue integral of/ is

where and/“ are the positive and negative parts of/.

Occasionally it is desirable to define the integral of a measurable function

/ with range in [- co, oo] to be

provided that at least one integral is finite. Then the value of the integral is a

number in [- oo, oo].

In the special case, is generated by a distribution function Fthe Lebesgue

integral is called Stieltjes-Lebesgue integral.

APPENDIX 2B SOME IMPORTANT THEOREMS IN MEASURE
THEORY AND INTEGRATION

In this appendix we quote a number of results in measure theory and integra-

tion, proofs of which can be found in standard books on measure and inte-

gration. A knowledge of these results will be useful in the study of advanced

theoretical statistics and in research.

We consider measurable functions , n ^ 1 , 2, . . . defined on a measure

space (O, \i) and the following modes of convergence.

(a) 9n 9, a.e. 9, (almost everywhere with respect to measure 9) if -* g,

pointwise outside a null set.

(b) 9n—-*^9, (weakly) if for all integrable functions f,\g„fd9-^^gf 49.

(c) gn~-*g, (in pth mean) if
J \g„ - g\^ d9-i-0. When p = 1, we say the

convergence is in the mean.

(d) g„-^g, (in measure) if ^ s) = 0 for every £> 0,

the definition being restricted to a.e. finite valued functions g^.

The following lemmas are easy to prove from definitions.

LEMMA 2B.1. (i) 9n-^9=^9n~^9 for 0 < r ^ p, when //(Q) < co.

(ii) i\9m-9\ d9-*0o d9 \^g dg uniformly for all A e as n

00
,
where {g^y g} Li. Further g^g^~^ g.
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LEMMA 2B,2. The sequence g„ of uniformly bounded {or only integrable)

functions converges to a bounded {or only integrable)function g weakly iff

( g„dti~*\ gdg for all A: {x{A)<co. (2B.1)
•’a

LEMMA 2B.3. Let g„ be a sequence ofmeasurablefunctions such that g„
-*

a.e. g, and f {or g„ < h) a,e. where f {or h) is integrable. Ifg is integrable

and

jy \\9n- 9\ (2B.2)

In particular if p, n = 1, 2, ... is a sequence of probability density

functions relative to p, such that p„-^p (a.e. p) then l\p„- p\ dp-^0.

LEBESGUE MONOTONE CONVERGENCE (LMC) THEOREM. Let

g^ be a sequence of non-negative, nondecreasing, and measurable functions,

and let g„-*-g> a.e. p. Then g is measurable and

jg„dp^jgdp. (2B.3)

As a consequence of the LMC theorem, we have the following corollaries.

COROLLARY 1 . 77je integral is o-additive on thefamily ofnon-negativefuno

tions, or in other words

f(l9.)dn = l^jg.d^, (2B.4)

if g,, is a sequence of non-negative functions.

COROLLARY 2. (FATOU’S LEMMA). Let g,,^ f {integrable) be a sequ-

ence of integrable functions. Then lim inf g„ is integrable and

[
lim infg„ dp < lim inf

[ g„
dp (2B.5)

COROLLARY 3. Let g be non-negative. Then

(a)
f
gdp-^0 as p{E) 0. (2B.6)

(b) X{E) = (* gdp, Ee3i is a measure on (fi, ^). (2B.7)

(c) ^ = 0 a.e., iff jgdp = 0. (2B.8)
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COROLLARY 4, Let {integrable) be a sequence of integrable func-

tions, then

Urn sup \g„d^ ^ \[im sup g„d^. (2B.9)
n-»oo*^ ^n-*oo

COROLLARY 5. Let f^g„^ F, where f and F are integrable and -* g.

Then

(2B.10)

LEBESGUE DOMINATED CONVERGENCE (LDC) THEOREM. Let

g„ be a sequence of measurable functions such that l^n(ct>)] ^ C/(o>) for all n

and o), where G is integrable over a set S offinite or infinite g measure. If

g„ ^ g^ a.e. g in S, or only in measure, then

ig„dg~^\gdg. {2B.11)

In fact, then

j
ISn- 9 \

dg-^0, i.e., jg,,dg^jgdg, (2B.12)

uniformly in A. {This is equivalent to saying that {g„} czLfis uniformly integrable,

and g„~^g in measure.)

As consequences of LDC theorem, we have the following corollaries.

COROLLARY 1. Let g{co, 0) be a measurable function of o) e (I, for each

0 e R, and g{(0, 0) -^g{o), Oo) as 9 OQ for each co. Furthermore, let \gia>, 9)
[

^ G{o)) for all o) and 9 in some open interval including 9o ,
and let G be

integrable over S. Then

I
g{o), 9)dg-y

j
g{(0 ,

Oq) dg as 9 ^9^. (2B. 1 3)

COROLLARY 2. Let dg{o), 9)ld6 exist in an interval {a, b) of 9, and

1

dg{(o, 9)jdi} I < G{co) integrable, then in {a, b)

^jg(aj,0)d^ = j^g(o.e)dn (2B.I4)

EXTENDED LDC THEOREM (Pratt, 1960). Let

i3)fn^g.^F„,
(b) fn g« ^g,F„^ F, all a.e. g and,

(c) /n ,
F„,f and F are integrable with

jF„dg-* jf dg.
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Then \gdn is finite and \g„d(i->'
I g dg. Further,

j\9n-~9\ if j|/„-/i (2B.15)

In particular, iffi^h or fi ^ k a.e. p, then
\ g\

As a consequence, we have the following corollary.

COROLLARY 1. Let 0 be a real parameter, D denote differentiation with

respect to 9 and
J
integration with respect to p. If 9 q is an interior point of an

interval I and

(i) Dg{o), 0), Df(a), 9), DF{a), 9) exist for all 0 € 1

(ii) Df{o), 0) ^ Dg{(a, 0) ^ DF{m, 9) for all 9 ^ I

(iii) D
J
h{(o, 0o) dp = ^Dh{a), dp for h - / and F with all the quantities

finite, then

D ^g{o), 0o) dp = j
Dgico, do) dp. (2B. 1 6)

FUBINI THEOREM. Let {Cli,^i,Pi), i = be twofinite measure spaces.

If the function g{a)^, CO 2 ) defined on H, x Oj is measurable with respect to

X ^2 either non-negative or integrable 0 = 0, x O 2 respect

to the measure p ^ Pi x Pi, then

[
gdp=

[
dp^ f gdp 2

^ f dp^ f g dp^. (2B.17)
•^0 •'Ol *'02 •'ft2

RADON-NIKODYM THEOREM. Let p and v be o-finite measures over

(Q, 9S). Then there exists a measurable function g such that

v(.4) = f gdp, for all Ae^ (2B.18)
*x

if and only if v is absolutely continuous with respect to p {i.e., p{A) = 0=>
v(y4) — Ofor ail A e in which case the relationship is written v<< p).

Note that a measure is said to be finite if p{Q) < 00 and ^-finite if there

exist disjoint sets Ai, A 2 , ... such that IJ = 0 and piA^) < 00 for each i.

For proofs of these theorems see Halmos (1950) and Munroe (1953).

An introduction to measure theory and related topics with special reference

to probability is also contained in a book by Cramer (1946).

BOREL-CANTELH LEMMA. Let « = 1 , 2, . .
. ,

be a sequence of
sets, A be the set of elements common to an infinity ofthese sets, and P be a

probability set function. Then

(a) = 0

(b) = 00 and the events A„ are independant =>P{A) = 1.
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It is easy to identify the set A as

from which it follows that

and

P(4)«p|0 /t.)«|;P(/l,)<e

for sufficiently large r since ^ F(AJ converges, that is, F(A) = 0, thus prov-

ing (a).

Let A^^ be the complement of A, that is, the set of points common only

to a finite number of sets of (/!„}. Hence is the set of points contained in all

but a finite number of sets of {^/). Thus

4^=0 n//

1 - p(/i) = p(/n =
p( 0 n/.j ^ i/(n/i/)

00 oO

= Y, using independence of events.

Since ^ P{A„) = oo, the infinite product diverges to zero for each r. Hence

P(A) = 1, which proves (b).

APPENDIX 2C INVARIANCE

Invariance of a Family of Probability Spaces. Consider a family of prob-

ability spaces

(2C1)

as in 2d. Let g be any one-to-one transformation of Q onto fi. The sigma

field {gB: B^3S} is denoted by Corresponding to a given measure

we define gP^ as the induced measure on satisfying the relation gP^igB) ~

P^iB) for all B E Any function 0 on Q generates a new function gij) such

that g(l>igo)) = co e n. Then g produces an isomorphism between

(Q, Pe) and (Q, g^, gPg).

Let G be a group of transformations. Then the family (Q, P^, 6 e &)
is said to be invariant under G if for any g eG

.9Q = a 5^ = ^, gPe^Pr^ 0,6 ' eO. (2C.2)

The O' determined by g by the last condition in (2C.2) is denoted by gO.
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It can be shown (s . e Ferguson, 1967) that G = {^: 6 G} is a group of one-

to-one transformations of 0 onto 0, and G is a homomorphic image of G
(G and G need not be isomorphic).

Invariance of Statistical Procedure. In practice, we have an observed event

(a point in 12) but the true value of 6 or the exact underlying probability

measure in the class
,
0 e 0 is unknown. The statistical problem is one of

making a statement on unknown 9 given the observed event. Let the class of

all possible statements (or decisions) be represented by D (called the decision

space). Then, what we need is a function 6 (called decision function) which

maps Q into D. We represent by L(0, d), the loss incurred in making the deci-

sion de D when 0 is the true value. An optimum statistical procedure is one

which uses a decision function S for which the loss is a minimum i n some sense.

Let G be a group of transformations for which the family {Cl, B, Fg,

0 G 0) is invariant. For each ^ g G, let there exist a transformation g* of

the decision space D onto itself such that g* is a homomorphism, i.e.,

(^16^2
)* - 9*19*2

and the loss function is unchanged under the transformation, i.e.,

L{g9,g*d) = L{e,d), 9 e 6
,
deD. (2C.3)

Then the statistical procedure or the decision function 6 is said to be invariant

under G if

d{g(o) = g* ^(cj) for all rn g I), 9 eG. (2C.4)

APPENDIX 2D STATISTICS, SUBFIELDS, AND SUFFICIENCY

Let (Q, 9S) be any measurable space and be the Euclidean space of k

(finite) dimensions and ^ the Borel field in

Definition 1 , In 2a. 5, a statistic T is defined as a function on fi into F*

such that T~\X) e for every X g

For any function F on Q into F\ denote by the collection of sets

{T~^{X)\ X G J}. Then F is a statistic (1), i.e., according to Definition 1, iff

c

We say that a subsigma field c= ^ is induced by a statistic F if ^ 0$j.

Not all subsigma fields are induced by a statistic (1) as the proposition (i)

shows.

(i) A subsigma field ^ <=.9$ is induced by a statistic {\) if and only if % is

countably generated.

The only if part follows since in F*' is separable, the subfield induced

by F, statistics (I) is separable.
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To prove the converse, let ^ c: ^ be countably generated, and consider T
on Q into the real line R given by

^(“) =
J.

Tcioi)

where / is the indicator function and {C„, « ^ 1 } is a countable family which

generates It is easy to see that T is a statistic ( 1 ) and e To go the

other way, let n > 1 and be the set of reals in
[
0

,
1 ] in whose ternary

expansion 2 occurs in the nth place, it is easy to see that (a) is a Borel set

and (b) = C„. Consequently, (C„, n > 1 } £ so that ^
which proves the proposition.

Definition 2. Bahadur (1954, 1955) defines a statistic T as any function on Q
with the range space arbitrary (not necessarily Euclidean) and with no measur-

ability restrictions. A statistic satisfying Bahadur’s definition is denoted as

statistic (2).

The notion of a subsigma field induced by T, a statistic (2), is now defined

as follows. Denote by *3^ 7 the collection {/I e Y\T^^{A)£ where Y is the

exact range space of T, i.e., Y ^ T{^). It is clear that (a) ^7 is a sigma field

on Y, and that (b) T is a measurable transformation from (Q, 0) to {Y, ‘Wj).

Next denote by ^7 the collection B Then ,^7 is a subsigma

field of 0.

A subsigma field ^ is said to be induced by a statistic (2) if there is a

function T such that = 0^. The question arises whether every subsigma

field of0 is induced by statistic
(2) or even whether every countably generated

subsigma field of0 is induced by a statistic (2). The answer is no as the follow-

ing result of Blackwell shows.

(ii) Let ^ he a proper subsigma field of 0^ such that {to} g ^ for every cu e 0.

Then is not induced by a statistic (2).

Suppose ^6' is induced by a statistic T so that 0j = As {oj} e Yf {w) g 0j
and hence there exists such that {vv>} = T~ fB). As B is contained in

the exact range of T, it follows easily that B = {no;)}. Consequently, for every

w e fi, (to} = r~‘{T(cu)}. In other words, 7 is a one-to-one function on Q
onto Y so that for any A eQ, A T~\T{A)). Now let A £ 0. From the

preceding argument, it follows that A cz0j, i.e., A e Thus 0 = ^ which

is a contradiction.

Bahadur and Lehmann (1955) provide a characterization of subsigma

fields of 0 which are induced by statistic (2 ).

We have two notions of subsigma fields of 0 induced by statistics (1) and

(2). Now we show that neither notion implies the other.
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Let 0 be the real line, be the sigma field of countable and co-countable

subsets of the real line and let Taking T as the identity mapping on 0,

we see that ^ is induced by a statistic (2). But being not countably generated,

is not generated by statistic (1),

Now let Q be the real line, M be a fixed but arbitrary non-Borel subset of

the real line, and be the smallest sigma field on 0 containing all Borel

sets of the real line as well as M. Takc''^ as the Borel sigma field of the real line.

Then being countably generated, is induced by a statistic (1), But as ^
contains all singletons and is a proper subsigma field of by Blackwell’s

proposition, ^ is not induced by a statistic (2).

Conditional Expectation with Respect to a Subfield. Consider any subsigma

field If (j) is any (^, P) integrable function on 12, the conditional

expectation of (j) given is defined as any measurable function

Epi<p
\
Jo) which satisfies

f
(/)dP forevery (2D.1)

ha ho

The Radon-Nikodym theorem ensures the existence and, up to an equivalence

among all Jq nieasurable functions, the uniqueness of i.e., if

alternative functions satisfying (2D.1) exist, then they differ only on B-null

sets.

A subfield Jq is said to be sufficient for the family (Q, J, Pg, B e 0), if

for every (J, Pq) integrable function 0 on Q there exists a Jq measurable

function <j)Q on Q equivalent to

for all 0 e 0. (2D.2)

For further study of subfields, sufficient subfields etc., the reader is referred

to Bahadur (1954, 1955) and Bahadur and Lehmann (1955).

APPENDIX 2E NON-NEGATIVE DEFINITENESS OK A
CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION

BOCHNER’S THEOREM. A function /(•) defined on R is non^negative

definite and continuous with /(O) = 1 iff it is a c.f

[A complex valued function / is n.n.d. if for each integer n, real numbers

. .
. ,

and a function hit) on R.

t (2E.I)
' = 1 V = 1

The necessity is easy to prove. To prove sufficiency observe that (2E.1) =>

|J/(u - y)exp{ - f(w - y).x - dv ^ 0 (2E.2)
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for each x and > 0 because the integral (2E.2) can be approximated by

means of sums of the form (2E.1). Letting t = u-v and 5 = u + y so that

+ s^)l2 in (2E.2) and integrating over j, we obtain

g{x, o) =|/(/)exp(- itx - > 0.

By monotone convergence theorem (2B,3 of Appendix 2B)

|^{x, a) dx = lim CT)exp(-x^^}^/2) dx

~ lim |j'/(r)exp(-f7jc - - x^/5^/2) dxdtjln

= lim
I

/(f)exp(-/^/2i?^ - dtjjiyj'lTi

= lim I /(wj8)exp(-n^/2 - w^/i^a^/2) dujjln

= \e^'^'^^duj/2n-^-\.

Thus g{x, ff) as a function in x is a density function for each cr. A similar

argument shows

cr)exp(itx) dx = lim jy{x, (7)exp(/rx - x‘/J^/2) dx

= lim [/(/ + u/i)exp[- (/ + w/?^/2) - u^/2] du

= /(0exp(-tV/2)

by virtue of continuity of fit). Hence for each {7,/(/)exp( -r^<TV2) is a c.L

Then by continuity theorem, Iim^_o/(t)exp(-r^(7^/2) - /(f) is in fact a

c.f. This proof is due to Pathak (1966).

COMPLEMENTS AND PROBLEMS

1 Characteristic functions

1.1 A d.f. is said to be symmetric about zero if Fix) =1 - f( - x - 0). Show
that Fix) is symmetric if, and only if, its c.f. is real and even.

1.2 If/(f) is a c.f., then and
|
/(f)/ are also c.fV

1.3 Find the distribution functions corresponding to the c.f’s

cos f, (coshf)"\ cos^ f, (cosh^f)“L
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1.4 Every c,f. can be written in the form

/(O = + cJli)

with Cl + C 2 + C3 = I. Cl > 0
, C 2 > 0 , C3 ^ 0

, where /,(/), /,,(r), and //r)

respectively are c.f.’s of (purely) discrete, absolutely continuous, and singular

distributions.

1.5 Show that for any c.f. f{t)

l-|/(2r)|^^4[l-!/(r)|^],

and for any real c.f./(0

1 - fill) ^ 4[i - mi 1 + fill) ^ 2[m\\

1.6 Let Xi, Xi, and be the independent random variables such that

Xx + Xi and X^ X^ have the same distribution. Does it follow that X2

and X^ have the same distribution?

2 Moments of a distribution. Let and denote the sth moment and

absolute moment of a random variable X.

2.1 Establish the following inequalities

(a) y"-i

(b) Vi < yi^ ^ ^

2.2 Let fi^ be the 5th central moment and define ^nd ^2 =
Then /?2 - - 1 ^ 0. [Hint: The determinant

1 0 ;Z2 l

0 ti2 /^3 > 0
]

M 2 Mi M4
I

3 Inequalities for probabilities

3.1 If J is a random variable such that E{€^^) exists for a > 0, then

3.2 Kolmogorov's inequality. Let X^, X„ be n independent random
variables such that E{Xi) = 0 and y(Xi) = of < 00. Prove that

p( max X I
^ 4 4

\1
I

1 I
/ e 1

3.3 Hajek-Renyi (1955) inequality. Let X^, X2 ,
... be independent

random variables such that LXA';) = 0 and V(Xi) = of < 00. If c„ C2 ,
...

is a nonincreasing sequence of positive constants, then for any positive

integers m, n with m < n and arbitrary e > 0
,

max cj A'l + • ’
• + Xkl > ej ^ i Y(tf + X
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To prove the inequality, consider the quantity

t = m

where S* = Yj + * •
• + . It is easy to show that

fc=l fc = in+l

Let Ei (i = m
,
m + 1, . .

. , n) be the event c^j 5,.| < £ for m^j <i and

cj Sjl ^ £. The events are mutually exclusive and

F(maxCfc|S,( t P(£,).
U^k<rt 1 fc = m

Let Eq denote the event that
1 5y 1

< e for m ^7 ^ n. Then by the definition

of conditional expectation

E{Y)= tE{Y\EdP{Ei^ t£(y|£,)P{£,}.
i = 0

For k > i,

E(S^^
I
£,) = E[{Si^ + (Jr, , 1 +

•
• + ^ + Jf,))

]
£;]

5 E{S,^
I £i) + 2£[S^(^i + 1 + + 2^1.)

I
Pi).

But the occurrence of the event £j only imposes a restriction on the first i of

the variables X, and the following variables, under this condition, remain in-

dependent of one another and of S^. Hence, for j > i, £{8^ Xj\Ei) ~ 0, thus

giving the inequality £(5^^
|
Ei) ^ £(£j^

[

£j). When is given,
|
£, [

> e/c-, so

that E[Si^
I
Ei) ^ Then we have £(5^^

1
£,) > But

£(r|£,) = "f £(S*^|£,)(c*^ - cL.) + c„^£(s; |£,)
k = m

? ”S £(S»^
I £,)fe ^

1 ) + e. '£(£.'
|

E,)

k-i

and therefore E{Y) ^ P(£i). The required result follows from the exact

expression derived for £( Y).

Kolmogorov’s inequality of Example 3.2 follows, as a special case,

choosing w = 1 ,
= Cj = • • • = c„ ^ 1

.
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3.4

Let Xyj be m independent random variables such that

P(| H + X„\ > e) < (x, / = 1, . . m. Then

P
j

max
\
Xi + ‘“ + Xi\ > 2e

[
<

u < • < «

Pi\X^ + -' + Xj >c)

1 -a

3.5

Chebyschev-type inequalities. Let be a random variable such that

E{X) ^ p, E(X-py = <T^, E\X - pI'" £(jx-^|)=v and 6=vIg.

Prove the following;

(c) F(|x-/z|

(d) Cantelli inequality

P(X-p^X)^~^
o^ + X^

> 1 •

(e) Peek inequality

X<0,

, x^o.

(f) Camp-Meidell inequality. Let the distribution of A" have a single mode

at Pq . Let T - + ip — PoV, and s = \p — PqI/g. Then

Pi\X-p^\ ^Xx)^
''“T’

n/3 y3

1^
9 ^3

4(1 + s^)
?(|A'-ji] /l>j.

3.6

Berye inequality. Let X2 be a pair of variables such that £(3r,) =

Pf, ViXi) ~ Gi^ and cov(A'j, X2 ) = ^^1^2 -

10(54*45)1973
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3.7 Show that for jc > 0

(

= -
I

ye~-^‘^ dy.
X X ‘\x

3.8 JLi, ... are independent and the range of each Xi is [0, I], Then

for any s > 0

tn ^ I

4 Limit problems

4.1 Construct an example to show that Scheme’s convergence theorem

(xv, 2c.4) is not true if the limit function p{x) is not a probability density.

4.2 Let X and be a median of X„

.

Then any limit point of p„ is

a median of X.

4.3 Khinchms theorem {W.L.L.N.). Let Yj,
,

. . . be a sequence of i.i.d.

variables. Then £(Xi) = pis finite =5^ p.

[Hint: Let^(r) bethec.f. of A', .Then thec.f. of is [(/>(///?)]"• Since flX) exists

\n/ n \n/ n-xL n \/i.

which is the c.f. of a degenerate distribution at p.]

4.4

Kolmogorov theorem (1929). Let iY,, Aj, A'
3 ,

... be independent

variables all having the same d.f. F{x) and put = (Xj + + X„)ln. A
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a sequence of constants

Pi, p2, such that X, — p„~^ 0 is that

[
(JF{x) ~ oiijt) as t CO.

If this condition is satisfied we can always take p„ ~ dF{x). If in addition

the generalized mean value = lim,^,^ j'_,x t/T(A') exists, it follows that

X„~^ p. Show that in the case of the Cauchy distribution, the necessary and

sufficient condition is not satisfied. Hence, although the generalized mean

value exists, X„ does not converge to any constant in probability.

4.5

Let
,
A'2 , . . . be a sequence of independent variables such that £(3^^)

-

p^. Put X„ = {Xy -y
•

• + X„)ln and p„^ipi + p„)lft. Show that

if

-TTi t as n-^cxi)
ft k- 1

for a positive 5^1.
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4.6 Lei JT,, ^2

1

• • • be independent r.v.’s such that E{Xi) = and V(X^ =
Put Sb — + • ’

' + X„, M„ = + • ' + and + •
• + a„^.

Then a sufficient condition for the d.f. of {S„ - M„)IV„ to tend to N{0, 1)

is that

f as n^oo
t= 1

for a positive d. [Hint: Show that the sufficient condition implies Lindberg-

Feller condition, (iii), 2c.5.]

4.7 Muhirariate central liniit theorem. Let X,. X^, ... be a sequence of

independent A' -dimensional random variables such that L(Xi) = 0 and /)(X.)

= 2^,- . Suppose that as n -* x,

- y L, ^ 1

0

n

and for every s > 0

f x f
WXfdF.^O

n
j = 1 j|X|| >cvn

where is the d.f. of X,- and j|X|| is the Euclidean norm of vector X. Then the

r.v. (Xj + •

-f \„)l^n converges to the A-variatc normal distribution with

mean zero and dispersion matrix L.

4.8 Let A'j, ^2 , . .

.

be independent r.v.’swithd.f.’sFj, F2 ,
ThenX„—^ fi

a constant, if and only if,

(a) Ef

(b) -Xf x^dF.^O,
n

(c) -tZ)!
« b'|x|<n \“ |,x|<n / j

Observe that the existence of the expectations is not required. For a proof see

Loeve (1955).

4.9 Suppose that the random variables X, X^, X2 , ... are uniformly

bounded. Show that X„-^ X if and only if lim E{X„ — X)^ - 0 as w ^ 00 .

4.10 Iffor all real f

lim I
e'-''

dFJix] = J
c'"' df(x) = M{t)

and if M{t) is entire (i.e., there exists an entire function Af(z) with a complex

argument, which reduces to A/(f) on the real line), then F„ -> F. For a proof

see Kac (1959).
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4.11 Let Xy and suppose there are constants a„ > 0, such that

fl„ X„ + b„-^ y, where X and Y are nondegenerate. Then there exist constants

a and b such that aX Y {= indicates that the distributions are same),

4.12 Invariance Principle. Show that if there is one sequence Fj, Y^y ...

of i.i.d. variables such that E{Yi} = 0, 0 < £{Y^^) = < oo such that

yi+--+ n . y

then the same limiting distribution holds for all sequences Fj, JT2 >
• • • of

variables such that £(A'i) - 0, 0 < E{Xi'^) < 00 .

4.13 Show that if X„~£~* X, then there exists a subsequence such that

A^„,-Xa.s.

4.14 For X^y X2 y ... independent variables

1 1

4.15 Let X2 , ... be independent such that £{Jk)^0, K(A'j) < oo.

Further, let there exist constants < hi < '
' ^ 00 such that

b]f^]< <X). Then ^ ‘ converges and

[Hint: Use Kronecker's lemma. Let be an arbitrary numerical sequence and

0 <bi <b 2 < ^ 00 . If the series bj,Xf^ converges then {(xi + • •
‘ + x„)l

6„}^ 0 ].

4.16 X„-^ X (converges in the rth mean) if E\X„~ XY Show that

(a) X„£^X^E\x:^^^E\XY.
(b) X„-^^X^ X„^ X 0 ^ 5 < r,

(c) Xy,^X^Xy,-^X.

4,17 Give an example where but E(Y„) - c ^ 0,

5 Zero-or-one law. Let X^. X2 , ... be any random variables and let

g{Xi, Xiy . . .) be a Baire t unction of the variables such that the conditional

probability

P(9 = 0\X,=x„...,X„^~^x„)

is the same as the absolute probability P(^ = 0) for every n and every vector

x„). Then P(g = 0) is either zero or one.
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Show in particular that if
> • • mutually independent the prob-

ability of the convergence of the series J]® is either zero or one.

6 Show that if Fi(x) and /'
2(x) are monotonic functions of bounded vari-

ation and c,, C2 are arbitrary constants

J
f(x) d[CtFi(x) + C2 f2W] = Cl

j
f(x) df i(x) + C2

j
f(x) dFzix).

7 If Xj, X2 are two independent random variables with d.f.’s, fj and f2 >

then the d.f.’s of Z ^ A"i -t-
^"2 and Y = XJX2 are

f(z) = I
F\{z - X) dF,(x) = J>

,(z - X) rff ,(x)

f(>’)= f [I -F,{yx)]dF,(x),
•'0

8 Using the inequalities of Section le, verify the following for random vari-

ables X, Y.

(a) £|r-l- rl^:^C,(flA’l^ + £iyl')
where = 1 for r < 1 ,

= 2" '
^ for r > 1

.

(b) Holders inequality

(i) £|A^r| <(£|X^|)'^^(£| rl)'^ l<r<oo, --f--l.
r s

(ii) (£| XY\)^ < £{Jir")£(r^), Cauchy-Schwarz

(iii) £|;!r|^(£|Jir|^y^ r>\.

(iv) (£t;ir|V^*<(£|^r)'^ 0<t^r

(c) Minkowski inequality

{E\X+ Yyyi^^{E\X\y>^ + {E\ YYfi^ 1 < 00 .

(d) log £
I
A'

I' is a convex function of r.

(e) Jensen's inequality. If ^ is a convex function and £(Jl:’) exists, then

g[E{X)] < £[g(2r)].

9 Infinitely divisible distributions. A d.f. F is called infinitely divisible

(weakly) if, for every n, it can be written as a convolution distribution of

nondegenerate d.f.’s F^ F„. Or in other words, the random variable X
with d.f. £can be expressed as the sum of n nondegenerate i.r.v.’s. The d.f. F
is called infinitely divisible if, for every n, X can be expressed as the sum of n
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independent and identically distributed random variables. Prove the following

with respect to infinitely divisible distributions.

9.1 For any given n the c.f. of X is the nth power of some other c.f

9.2 The c.f. of X never vanishes.

9.3 The distribution functions of normal and Poisson variables are infinitely

divisible.

9.4 The d.f. of a sum of independent random variables having infinitely

divisible d.f.’s is itself infinitely divisible.

9.5 The (weak) limit d.f. of a sequence of infinitely divisible d.f.’s is itself

infinitely divisible.

[Note: For a canonical representation of an infinitely divisible d.f., refer to

books on probability by Doob, Gnedenko, Loeve, Ramachandran, etc.]

10 Discrete distributions

10.1 Let Piit), . .
.

,

P,^(t) be the p.g.f.’s of k independent discrete random

variables . .
.

,

Y*. Show that the p.g.f. of the sum Y^ + • •
• + Y;, is the

product P^(t) •
• •

10.2 Let 5'^. = Yj + ' • + A"v be the sum of N independent discrete random

variables each having the same p.g.f., F(f). Further let N itself be a random

variable with the p.g.f. G{t). Show that the p.g.f. of the random variable S
defined as the sum of a random number of independent random variables is

G[P{t)l

10.3 Using the result of Example 10,2, obtainthe distribution of S when each

Yj has a Poisson distribution with parameter / and N has a Poisson distribu-

tion with parameter /i.

10.4 Also show that when each Y; has a binomial distribution with param-

eters in, n ~ 1) and A is a Poisson variable with parameter S is a Poisson

variable with parameter

11 Establish the following conditional distributions.

11.1 Let X and Y be independent binomial variables with parameters

(7t, rtj) and (tt, n^). Then the conditional distribution of Y, V given Y -t- T is

hypergeometric and is independent of n.

11.2 Let X and Y be independent negative binomial variables with param-

eters (p, Kj) and (p, K 2 ). Then the conditional distribution of (Y, T) given

Y + Y is the negative hypergeometric defined by

/Y+ Y\li{K,-\-X,K2+ Y)

[ X I

where Bim, n) is the beta function.
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12 Characteristic functions of special distributions.

Density Function

Normal:
/in/

Laplace;
2<j

Rectangular:
1

a < X < a y 0
0

xP

Gamma:
np)

Beta:

npwci)

Cauchy:
S 1

n +(x - pf

Triangular:
rj \ a !

1X1 <a

Triangular:
1 1 - cos nx

71 UX^
— 00 < X < OCJ

Hyperbolic
1

cosine:
n cosh X— 00 < X < 00

Rectangular:
1

W
\x\ <U

Degenerate: X = a

(with Prob. 1)

Characteristic Function

Fjp +
^

+7)

r(p) j%t{p y q FlWii i- \)

- cos u r

( 1 -
\
t\la for

1 M ^ «

iO for \f
\
^ a

1

cosh(7[f/2)

sin Ot

~or

13 The concept of large and small 0. Let be a sequence of positive

numbers and be a sequence of random variables. We say X„ = Opir„) or

XJr„ is bounded in probability if for each c there is an and such that

P[lX„l/r„ > M^] < e for n> N^. We say = Op{r„) if XJr^—-*0.
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Let - a = Op(r„) where r„-*0 as n oo and g{x) have a /cth order

Taylor expansion at a, that is,

sW = r,(x, a) + o(|;c - a|‘).

Show that g(X„) - UX, ,
a) = o,(r„‘),

14

Let y be a number uniformly distributed over the unit interval (0, 1),

Let Xj, ^2 , be the successive digits in the decimal expansion of Y, that is,

y =
10

^2

10
^

Prove that Xi, ... are independent discrete valued random variables

uniformly distributed over the integers 0 to 9. Consequently, conclude that for

any integer k, the set of numbers Y for which the relative frequency of k in

the decimal expansion of y is -jL has probability 1. Does this contradict the

fact that only threes occur in the decimal expansion of

15 Let (flj} be a sequence of numbers such that a„-*a and f{a^-^b as

W-+ 00 . Consider a sequence {yj of r.v.’s such that X„-^a. Show that

/{X^’^b. Suppose XJn—^0. Does this imply that mdixiXJn, ...,

XJn) —^ 0 ? [The result is true for a nonstochastic sequence of numbers.]

16 Give examples to show:

(a) Two distinct c.f.’s can coincide within a finite interval.

(b) The relation F

*

f * F2 A = ^’2

17 Moment problem. Show that the moments for the two densities of a

positive random variable X

p^{x) = (27r)'‘^2x'^exp[-(]ogx)V21

Piix) - PiU)[l + fl sin(27t log x)], -
1 < fl < 1,

are the same. This interesting example, which shows that the moments may

not uniquely define a distribution function, is due to C. C. Heyde.

18 If Xi, Xi are i.i.d. ; then for / > 0

P[\X,~X,\ >t]^2P{\X,\>tl2].

If Jf„ . .
, , X. are independent with a common distribution function f, then

2P{\X, + --- + X,\^t}>l - exp{-n[l - F(l) +

19 If X, y, and Z are random variables, prove the following results on

conditional expectation using the method of 2b.3.

(a) Cov(r, r) = Cov[2r, £(y| x)\

(b) £(Z) = £{£[£(Z|y)|ja},

K(Z) = £{£[K(Z| y)| Z]} + £{^[£(£1 r)| .r)} + K{£[£(Z| 7)1 7]},

Cov(7, Z) = Cov{7, £[£(Z| 7)1 7]}.
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20 If (Q, . .
. , Cfc) is a partition of the sample space, show that

P{A\B) = tPiAC,\B)
1

1

21 Consider the probability space (Q, Let F be a space of points y,

sd a (T-algebra of sets of F, and T: Q 7 a function such that A e jd

Let f{w, y) be a real valued ^ x jd measurable function on

X y. Then show that (see Bahadur and Bickel, 1968)

£[/(m, r(a;))
[

Tiay) == y] = E[/(aj, j.)
1

^
j;].

22 Let X be a vector valued random variable whose distribution depends on

a vector parameter 0. Further, let T be a statistic such that the distribution of

T depends only on (j), a function of 6. Then T is said to be inference sufficient

for ^ if the conditional distribution of X given T depends only on functions

of 0 which are independent of (see Rao, 1965b).

Let A'i, . .
.

,

be rt independent observations from Nip., a"). Show that

^(Xj — .^)^ is inference sufficient for the parameter o^.

23 Give a simple proof to show that if E(A'„)-+0 and V{X„)^0, then
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Chapter 3

CONTINUOUS
PROBABILITY MODELS

Introduction. Jn Chapter 2 we introduced the concept of a random variable

(r.v,) specified by a distribution function (d.f.). In practice, the d.f. F is

unknown and the problem is one of drawing inferences about / on the basis

of concrete realizations of the r.v. But it would be of great help if it is known a

priori that fe C. a specified class of d.f.’s, for in such a case our enquiry is

restricted to a particular class and not to the wide class of ail d.f.’s. The in-

formation we use that /"e C is called specification. Sometimes it is possible to

determine the class C from a knowledge of the mechanism generating the

observations by a suitable characterization of the randomness involved, called

a model.

For example consider n urns each of which contains unknown but fixed

numbers of white and black balls. One bail is drawn from each urn and its

color noted. What is the probability that out of the n balls drawn, r are

white? Suppose that all the balls within any urn are distinguishable and

that each urn contains a white and b black balls. Then we have (a -I- /)"

possible combinations of n balls. If each ball is drawn from an urn after

thorough mixing we may also make the primitive assumption that all the

combinations (a + ft)" are equally likely to occur. It is now easy to show

that the proportion of the combinations with r white balls is

where n = al(a + ft), the unknown proportion. We thus deduce the binomial

distribution (2a, 5.3) from a simple model.

In the present chapter, we consider a number of models leading to the

well-known continuous distributions. The properties of these distributions

are also examined. The probability distributions of certain functions of the

observations, which are used in statistical inference, have also been obtained.

The reader will find it useful to study in detail the three fundamental

15S
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theorems of the least squares theory in 3b.5, which provide the key to all

distribution problems in the univariate and multivariate analyses. Some

extensions of these theorems given as examples at the end of the chapter are

also useful.

The bivariate normal distribution is introduced in 3d where sampling

distributions of some important statistics are obtained by the use of trans-

formations. These methods could be extended to the multivariate case, but

they are not since more sophisticated methods are available as shown in

Chapter 8 on multivariate analysis.

Transformation of Variables. Let X be a r.v, with p.d. p^. What is the

p.d. of T=/{X)?
By definition

P{Y< y^) = P{x:f{x) < = f PxW dx
'‘a

where A is the region f{x) < yQ. Suppose (a) the tranformation y = f{x) is

one-to-one and the inverse transformation jc — g{y) exists and (b) g'(y) the

derivative of g exists and is continuous. Then from the theory of change of

variable in Riemann integration

i Px{x)dx = ( Px[9(y)]\g'(y)\ dy. (3.1)

Hence by definition the p.d. of Tis Px[^(T)]l^'(y)|-

Suppose the transformation is not one-to-one but the range of x can be

divided into a finite number of exclusive regions /?j, .. ., with the cor-

responding regions R\, R’^ (may be overlapping) in the range of Y such

that the transformation from Ri to R[ is one-to-one. Let x = ^i(y) be the

transformation from i?- to R, and let g\{y) be continuous. Then the density aty

is

Y.^iPx[9iy)\\9\{y)\^ (3.2)
1 = I

where = 1 if y € and = 0, otherwise.

For instance if Y - X^, there are two regions to be considered: R^ =
(- 00

, 0) and R 2 - (0, 00). The corresponding regions in the space of Y are

R[ = (0, 00) and R2 = (0, 00 ) which are completely overlapping. The inverse

functions are x = - ^/y corresponding io{Ri, R\) and x = y/y corresponding

to (^2 >
^2)-

Every yeR\ and R2 and therefore the p.d. at y is

[pxis/y) +Px(“N/>’)](i
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The results can be extended to several variables in an analogous manner.

Let Tj = /((A'l, . .
. ,

X„), 1 = 1, . .
. ,

n be the given transformation and

, xj be the p.d. of Xi, . .
. ,

X„. Consider the regions {Ri, R\),

{Rk, where Ri is in the space of X’s and /?| is in the space of T’s and a

one-to-one correspondence holds for each pair
, J?!). Let

= 9ri(yi, • ^
, yn\ /"= l,...,n,

be the inverse transformation for partial derivatives of g,i

are continuous and the Jacobian (c/J of the transformation does not vanish in

R'i , then the p.d. at . .
. ,

is

(3.3)

where Ttj = 1 if (_yi, . ,
. ,

e RI and 7ij = 0, otherwise, and
|

is the absolute

value of the Jacobian.

Notation. In Chapter 2 and in the example of transformations just considered

we denoted a random variable (r.v.) by X and its probability density (p.d.)

by px{x) or simply p{x) when there is no chance of confusion about the under-

lying r.v. This cannot be strictly adhered to, for in statistics both capital and

lower case letters R, r, F,f, T, /, etc. have been used to denote specific functions

of r.v.’s. We should therefore be free to use any symbol to denote a r.v. With

such a concession it is also convenient to use the same symbol for the r.v.

and in the expression for its p.d., observing that the symbol in the p.d. is

only of a dummy character. Thus we may say that x is an r.v. with p.d./(x)

instead of/(x*), using a different symbol like x*. Such a convention has the

advantage insofar as that a given expression for density can be identified as

that of a particular r.v. (with a conventional symbol) that is being considered.

Furthermore, most of the propositions we consider involve an application of

the formulas (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) for determining the density function of

functions of r.v.’s. For this purpose it is immaterial which symbol (same as

that used for the r.v. or a matching symbol like x for the r.v. X) we use for

expressing the transformations and in the evaluation of the Jacobians. How-

ever, in the derivation of the formulas (3.1) to (3.3) from first principles such a

distinction is necessary for purposes of clarity.

We frequently refer to a family of distributions by a symbol such as N for

the class of all normal distributions and to a particular member of the

family by specifying its parameters in addition such as iV(/r, for a normal

distribution with mean p and variance a^. We use the notation X
to indicate that A" is a r.v. distributed as N{p, o^). The density function of

JV(/i, <T^) is written A^(x|/.i, <j^) or N{X\p, a^) using X itself.
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3a UNIVARIATE MODELS

3a. 1 Normal Distribution

(i) Hitting the Bull’s Eye (Herschel’s Hypothesis). Consider a distribu-

tion of shots fired at a target (ideally a point) and let (V, Y) be the coordi-

nates (r.r.’.v) representing the deviation (errors) of a shot with respect to two

orthogonal axes through the target point.

Let the following hypotheses be true:

(a) The marginal density functions p{x), q{y} of the errors X and Y are

continuous.

(b) The probability density at (;c, y) depends only on the distance r
-

(jv^ + y^y^^ from the origin {radial symmetry).

(c) The errors in x and y directions are independent.

Then the p.d, of deviation Z in any direction is the normal density

rjyjlK

Using (b) and (c), the density at (x, y) is

pi-'<)q{y) = ^(0, (3a.l.l)

Putting -x = 0, we find that the functions s and q are proportional and putting

y = 0, that j and p are proportional. Therefore the functional equation

(3a.l.l) reduces to, writing /(a*) = log[p(A)/p(0)],

Rx) +/(y) -/(r), ^ a' + y'. (3a.l.2)

Further, f{x) = f{- x) f{\x\), obtained by putting y ^ 0, a'=-a in

(3a. 1.2). Hence, if

fir) -/(y) +/(-Vi) +/(a^), r^ = y" + + A^^

and so in general

/(O =/(-5ti) + +/(Afc), Y^xy=--r^.

Choosing k and putting a - Aj = •
' = a*

,
we see that

f{nx) = n^f{x) or f{n) = n^f{\) for a=1.

For A = mjn where w is an integer,
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where c =/(l), so that /(jc) = cx^ for all rational x, and because of con-

tinuity the relation is true for all x. Hence

p{x) =/7{0K^\ (3a. 1.3)

For (3a, 1.3) to be a probability density, c must be negative and may be

written as —\j2c^. Integrating (3a. 1.3) from -oo to oo and equating the

result to unity we find /?(0) = Ijajln, so that

p(x) = — (3a. 1.4)

(jjln

which is the famous normal distribution, V(0, u^) with E{x) - 0 and V{x) =
already introduced in 2c. 5.

The joint p.d. of the errors V, Y is

p(.v)p(>’) = (3a. 1.5)
a iTi

The error in any direction (cos 0, sin 0) is 2 = A" cos 0 + Y sin 0. To find the

p.d. of Z, consider the transformation

z ~ X cos 0 + y sin 0,

« = X sin 0 - y cos 0

The Jacobian of the transformation £)(z. u)/£)(x, y) = 1. The density (3a. 1.5)

transforms to

-

g^2t:

which shows that U and 2 are independent and the p.d, of 2 is

L_
In

which is the rcquiied result.

The normal distribution with E{X) = p and variance g^ has the density

/ 2 ::

with the c,f. (2b.4.1 1)

(3a. 1.6)
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(ii) Maxwell’s Hypothesis. Maxwell arrived at the norma! distribution

in deriving the distribution of velocities of molecules under the following

assumptions

:

(a) The components of velocity «, v, h' in three orthogonal directions are

independently distributed.

(b) The marginal distributions of u,v, w are the same.

(c) The phase space is isotropic, that is, the density of molecules with given

velocity components is a function of total velocity and not the direction.

If /(•) denotes the probability density of any component of velocity, the

assumptions (a) to (c) lead to the functional equation

= giVl V^=U^T (3a.L7)

similar to the equation (3a.l.l). Hence /(«) is of the form (3a. 1.4) which is

normal distribution for any single component of velocity and

g{V) = const. (3a.l.8)

It has been pointed out by Mayer and Mayer (1940) that the assumptions

(a) and (b) are not necessary to establish the normal law.

Using the assumption (c), let giV) be the density at the point («, v, m). From

the principles of physics (preservation of kinetic energy under collision of

molecules) it can be deduced that

9{VMV2)=g(y[)9{Vi). (3a. 1.9)

when the velocities V^, Vi, V[, satisfy the relation

F/-(F;)' + (F0'. (3a.l.l0)

The only solution of g{V) under the condition (3a. 1,9) with the restriction

(3a.l.l0) is (3a. 1.8), that is, each component of velocity is normally distributed

and the distributions of the components are independent.

(iii) Limit of the Binomial (de Moivre’s Theorem). Let r be the number

of successes in n Bernoulli trials with probability n for success and define the

random variable

r — nn

Jnn^

Then the limit d.f of x is normal.

The c.f. of r is, as shown in (2b.4.8),

£(£'") = (0 -H 71^“)"
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and the c.f. f^t) of x is

=

= (^6-''”''*'"^+
(3a.l.ll)

Observing that

e" = l+(/z) + --- + {.-z)‘//t! + o(z)‘,

and expanding the exponentials inside (3a. 1.11), we find

as n-^oo (3a.l.l2)

which is the c.f. of A^(0, 1). Hence by the continuity theorem [(iv), 2c.4], the

limit d.f. ofX is normal. In effect the result (3a. 1.12) means that for large n, the

d.f. of the binomial variable r can be approximated by the d.f. of a normal

variable with mean rni and variance rnKf).

The result (3a. 1.12) is, however, a special case of the central limit theorem

established in 2c.5, which says that the limiting distribution of the average of n

identical and independently distributed random variables with finite mean and

variance is normal in some suitably defined sense.

(iv) Hagen’s Hypotheses (Theory of Errors). Hagen based his proof

of the normal law of error under the following assumptions:

(a) An error is the sum ofa large number of infinitesimal errors, all of equal

magnitude, due to different causes.

(b) The different components of errors are independent.

(c) Each component oferror has an equal chance ofbeing positive or negative.

By assumption (c), each component of error takes the values ±e with

probability ^ for each, so that the mean is zero and the variance is If

X = El + •••+£„ is the total error due to n independent components, then

£(x) = £(ei) + • •
• + £(£„) = 0,

V(x) = Y,
(say)-

Let us find the limiting distribution of x as w - oo and £ 0 in such a way

that 0
^

is finite and fixed. The c.f. of ej is
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and that of jc = ‘ is

which is the c.f. of A(0, a^).

(v) Sum of n Independent Normal Variables. Let x,
,

. .
.

,

be n

independent normal variables with the mean and variance of as and

The c.f. of the sum a = -t-
• + is the product of the c.f.’s of

Xi, x„. Using the result (3a. 1.6), we have

^itfi—o^t^/2

SO that the sum is exactly normally distributed with the mean equal to sum of

the means and the variance equal to sum of the variances. Hence the average

A = (xi + •
• + x„)/« ~ A^(ju, a^), where

1
^ = -

/h + “
• + l^n

The central limit theorem establishes the asymptotic normality of the sum

of random variables, independently to some extent of the nature of the dis-

tributions of the variables. If the sum of n independent variables is exactly

normally distributed what can we say about the distribution of each variable?

There is a famous theorem due to Cramer (1937) which asserts that if the sum

of n independent variables is normally distributed, then each variable is normally

distributed.

(vi) Maximum Entropy for Given Mean and Variance, Consider a

one-dimensional random variable with probability density (p.d.), p(x} and

define entropy of a distribution by

-
[
p(x)\og p{x) dx. (3a. 1 . 1 3)

The significance of entropy and its role in the study of distribution of particles

in physics are discussed in 3a.6. Let us determine pix) defined on the range

(— 00
, co) such that (3a. 1.13) is a maximum subject to the conditions

I
p(x) dx = 1

, f
xp(x) dx = fi,

jix- p)^pix) dx =

where p and have given values.

(3a. 1.1 4)
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It is shown in (le.6.6) that for any two alternative densities p and g

^ 0 .

Choosing log ^ = ot + j^{x - + v(x - where ot, jS, y arc determined such

that (3a, 1.1 4) is satisfied with q in the place of p, we find

- [p log p iix < - Jp
log q tfx = - jp[a + + y(x - p)^] dx

= -(a + y(7^)

by using the condition (3a. 1.14) for p. Hence — (a + ya^) is a fixed upper

bound to entropy when p(x) satisfies the conditions (3a. 1.14). But this value is

attained when p is chosen as

log/7 = 0£ + ^(x ~ p) -f y{x - pf

or

p - exp[a + ^(x - p) + y(x - p)"]. (3a.l .15)

We have to satisfy ourselves that a, y can be determined to satisfy (3a. 1.14).

From the form of (3a. 1.1 5) it is clear that the choice

« = -log(y27i a), /i ^ 0, y~

satisfies (3a, 1.14). Thus the normal distribution is characterized by the property

of having the maximum entropy for given mean and variance and the range

(- 00
,
oo) for the variable. The reader may satisfy himself that the solution

(3a. 1.1 5) is essentially unique, since

[

p

log - dx~0
J q

implies that p and q are almost everywhere equal (see le.6.6).

(vii) Square of a Normal Variable. Let x ^ V(p, a ^). The problem

is to determine the distribution of >' = x^. For a given y there are two values

of X, (±x) so that the transformation is not one-to-one. The p.d.’s for x and

— X transform to (observing that dy — lx dx)

{lo^lnyY^ expj
^ ]

and

(2 <7y27i>')“’ expj^- ^2"-^]
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SO that the total density of y is, using (3.2),

= (rTy2n)>r'f‘'''+'’>'^”’cosh^^. (3a.l.l6)

If/i = 0, the p.d. of y is

= 0
,

y^O

which is known as Rayleigh distribution in theoretical physics.

This is a particular case of a more general density function, G{y\a,p) =

c. which is called gamma distribution, G{oi,p), whose properties are

discussed in 3a.2.

3a.2 Gamma Distribution

The general gamma distribution has the p.d.

G{x\<x,p) = a>0, p>Q

0 < X < 00.

(3a.2.1)

(i) The rth raw moment is seen to he Vfj) + r)/aT(p) so that

£{x) = p/a and V{x] = p/a^.

(ii) Let X,- ~ OXx, p,), i ~ \ ,
. ,

, ,
k be all independent. Then

xt + • + Xfc - G(a, p = X/j,), (3a.2.2)

that is, the gamma distribution has the reproductive property like the normal

distribution but not for variations in both the parameters.

The c.f. of Xj is

je‘'^>G{xfa,pj)dxj=^~^^ . (3a.2.3)

Then the c.f. of x, + •
* + x* is [«/(« - it)Y, which establishes the result. The

result is not true if the parameter a is not the same for all x^.

(iii) Let X'^ G(a,Pi) and y G(a,/? 2 ) l>^ independent. Then r = x y y and

f = xjy are independently distributed. The distribution of r is G(a,pi + p^) and

that off is /(2pi, 2^ 2) os defined in (3a.2.6).
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The joint distribution of x and y is

c (3a.2.4)

Make the transformation x = r sin^ 9,y -r cos^ 0, (0 < r < oo, 0 < 0 < nf2\

so that dx dy = 2r sin 0 cos 0 dr d9. Expression (3a.2.4) transforms to

c. 0)^^‘"^(cos dr d0,

which shows that r and 0 and hence r andfare independently distributed. The

distribution of r is G(oc, pi + pi) 0 alone is

a)''"' '(cos d9, 0<(J<^, (3a,2.5)
r(Pi)r(p2) 2

with the constant supplied. Now

sin^ 0

cos^ 0
: tan^ 0

df=2 tan 0 sec^ 0 d9 = 2 sin 0/cos^ 0.

By substituting in (3a.2.5), the p,d. of/which is the ratio of two independent

gamma variables is

r(Pi+P2)

r(Pi)r(P2)a+/)-'“^^^
(3a.2.6)

A converse of proposition (iii) characterizing a gamma distribution is given

by Khatri and Rao (1968b).

(iv) Let X ~ G(a, pj) and y ~ G(a, P 2)- Lhen the p.d. of g = xj{x + y) is

0<9<1, (3a.2,7a)
r(Pi)r(p2)

which is called the beta distribution, B(pi,p2).

The result (3a. 2, 7a) is obtained by making the substitution g = sin^ 0 in

(3a.2.5).

In the special case when p^ = pj = the beta distribution has the p.d,

n-^g-^i\\-gr^i^ (3a.2.7b)

and the d.f.

27t"’ sin"* g

and> for this reason, (3a. 2, 7b) is called the arc sine density.

(3a.2.7c)
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(v) Waiting Time Distribution. Consider the occurrence of events over

a period of time subject to the condition that the occurrences in two non-

overlapping intervals of time are independent. Let ^(0 be the probability

that in a time interval t no event has occurred. If I, and are two consecu-

tive intervals, then by the hypothesis of independence we have

<}{h)q{h) ^ <}{h + h)^

which if q is continuous has a solution of the form

Hence the distribution function of waiting time for an event to happen is

1 — The probability density is

4(1 -e-^^ = ke-^' = G{t\X, 1), (3a.2.8)
at

which is a special case of the Gamma distribution (3a.2.1). It is easy to

deduce that the waiting-time distribution for k events to happen is G{X, k).

Suppose the waiting-time distribution for an event to happen is as (3a.2.8).

What is the probability P{n, t) that n events happen in given time /? Let ,

t„ be the time intervals at which the n events happen, and let no event happen

in the period ^ ti to t. Then the probability for n events up to t is

f dt^ dt^=
I*

dt^ dt„

= f

over the region R: + • + ^ t. Integrating over R, we find that P{n, t)
—

e~^%Xtyinl which is the Poisson probability.

The Distribution. The special case of the gamma distribution with

<x = \ and p = kjl, where k is an integer is called the distribution on k

degrees offreedom (D.F.). The density function is

1 x/2^a/2)-l
(3a.2.9)

from which we have the following results.

(vi) Let Xi ~ t = 1, . .
,

independent: then

(3a.2,10)
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(vii) Let JCj ^2 ~ independent, then the p.d. off= X1IX2 is

f(x\k^, /C2) =

-(h\r(^-A
\2;

the p.d. off - (Xilki)l(x2lk2) is

F{x\k„k^)-

the p.d. of 2 = (l/2)log F is

z(x|/fj, ^2) =

(3a.2.11)

(3a.2.12)

(3a.2.13)

and the p.d. ofg ^ xj{x^_ + X2) is

(3a.2.14)

The result (3a.2.10) is the same as (3a,2.2), and (3a.2.ll) is the same as

(3a.2.6) except for change of notation. The result (3a.2.12) is obtained by

changing the variable/to f =//:2 /^i in (3a.2.1 1). By transforming the variable

f to z = 2“‘ log in (3a.2.12), we have (3a.2.13). (3a.2.14) is the same as

(3a.2.7a).

The distribution (3a.2.12) is called Fisher’s variance ratio distribution

and (3a.2.t3) is Fisher’s z distribution (Fisher, 1924). These distributions are

important in tests of significance.

(viii) The c.f of (i - 2/0 h' substituting a = (1/2), p ^ kjl in

(3a.2.3).

The first four moments of x^{k) are

p\ = k (degrees of freedom)

^2 = 2/c, = ^k, p4 = 48/: -f \2k^.
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3a.3 Beta Distribution

The beta distribution involving two parameters y, S has the p.d.

B{x\y,6) = [^(y,S)]-^x^-\\ 0<a:< 1, (3a.3.1)

where jS(y, is the beta function r(y)r(^)/r(y + S).

(i) The rth moment about the origin is

Wiy, ^)]'‘
J

dx = + T, smy, S) (3a.3.2)

SO that E{x) = y/(y + ^), V{x} = ydl{y + 5)^(y 4-6 + 1).

(ii) If X and y are independent beta variables with parameters (y^, 6 j) and

(yj , 62), the distribution of u = xy is also beta with parameters (y 2 ,
6

^ + 62)

if 7i = V 2 + ^2 •

To establish this, make the transformation u = xy, x. The region

(0 < X < 1,

0

< y < 1 ) in the (x, y) plane transforms to the region

(w < u < 1, 0 < M < 1) in the («, r) plane. The Jacobian is D{x,y)l

D(u, v) = l/v and

c. ;c’'>"*(l - ^ dx dy

= c. (I - - uY^~^ dudv.

By integrating over y, from « to 1, the distribution of u is

c.u^^^\\-uY^^^^~^ du. (3a.3.3)

(iii) In general the product of k beta variables with parameters (yj, 61 ), . .
.

,

(y*, 6*) such that y^ = y^+i + 6 j+i, i = 1 , . .
. ,

J: - \ ,
is also a beta variable with

parameters (y^ , 6^ + • •
• + 6^).

(iv) A special case of the beta distribution is the rectangular distribution

B{x\\,\) dx — dx, where the density function is unity. This distribution

arises in a natural way when we consider any stochastic variable u with the

probability differential /(w) du and wish to find the distribution of the variable

x defined by

X - ( f(u) du, (3a.3.4)

- 00

which represents the d.f. of u. Since dx - f{u) du, the p.d, of x is simply 1.

(v) Pearson’s p^ Statistic. Let x have a rectangular distribution. If

y - -2]o$tX, then dy = (~2lx)dx and therefore the distribution of y is

2~^e‘^^^dy, which is G(i 1) or x^(2) as defined in (3a.2.9). Ifxi,...,x^
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are k probabilities (3a.3.4) associated with k independent observations u^,

Ukfrom k possibly different populations, then the statistic

= -2 log^ 2 log^ Xfc,. (3a.3.5)

being the sum ofk independent ff variates each on 2 D.F., is itselfdistributed as

on 2k D.F.

This distribution is useful in combining several independent significance

tests of statistical hypotheses.

3a.4 Cauchy Distribution

Consider a radioactive source from which a-particles are emanating and

let us find the distribution of particles hitting a two-dimensional screen.

Let the screen be at a perpendicular distance 3 from the source. Consider

orthogonal axes (x', y') through the source in a plane parallel to the screen.

The direction in which an a particle emanates may be specified by two

coordinates—the angle (j) of the direction with the perpendicular to the plane

and the angle 9 the projection of the direction on {x', y-') plane makes with the

jc' axis. We assume that the statement, “the direction in which an a particle

emanates is random” is equivalent to, “that equal areas on a sphere round

the source have the same probability of receiving an a particle.” Or, in other

words, the probability that a particle hits the region defined by (0, 0 -I- dd),

{<i>, <l>
-1- d(l)) on the sphere is

c. sin (p do d(p, {3a.4.1)

which is the element of area on the surface of the sphere. What we wish to

find is the joint distribution of the coordinates {x, >-) of hits by particles, in

reference to (orthogonal) axes with an arbitrary origin, on the screen. In

reference to the (x, y) axes, let the coordinates of the foot of the perpendicular

from the source to the screen be Pi)- Then we have the relations (5 being

the length of the perpendicular), assuming that the x and axes are parallel to

the x' and y' axes,

X = Pi -H 5 tan cos $

y - P 2 b \a.r\ (p sin 6

dx dy = sin (p cos"^ <p dO d<p. (3a.4.2)

The substitution in (3a.4.1) yields the joint distribution of (x,j)

c. [6^ 4- (x - dxdy (3a.4.3)
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which may be called a bivariate Cauchy distribution. Integrating with respect

to y the marginal p.d. of x alone, with range (— 00
,
00 ), is

C{x\^,5)
cdx

(3a.4.4)

where /r is written for /ij, which is known as the one-dimensional Cauchy

distribution with a location parameter /r and scale parameter The same

distribution (3a.4.4) arises when we consider a one-dimensional barrier and a

point source at a perpendicular distance 5, the variable being the distance

measured from an arbitrary origin of a point where the a particle hits the

barrier.

The distribution (3a.4.4) is symmetrical with modal value at x = /i/5. The

expected value of x is

X dx

5^
-I- (x - nY ’

but the integral does not exist, although it has the principal value

xdx

The second moment is infinite. We thus have an example of a continuous

distribution for which the mean and variance do not exist,

The c.f. of (3a.4.4) is

(3a.4.5)

The c.f. of the mean of n independent observations from n Cauchy populations

with location parameters , . .
.

,

and same scale parameter 5 is

(3a,4.6)

where pi = (pi + ’ + /i„)/n. Hence the mean of n observations has again a

Cauchy distribution with the location parameter as the average of individual

location parameters. For ol^servaiions from the same Cauchy population, we

see that the mean of any number of obseri)aiions has the same distribution as

any single observation.

Thus, the law of large numbers of 2c.3 describing the behaviour of the mean

as the number of observations increases does not hold in the case of the

Cauchy distibution.

3a.5 Student’s t Distribution

(i) Let y ~ N{0, I) and x ~ be independent variables. Student (1908)

defined the statistic

y
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which is the ratio of a normal variable to the square root of an independent

variable divided by the D.F. The joint distribution of y and x is

c. e ' dy dx. (3a.5.2)

By making the transformation to polar coordinates (0 < r < oo, —Tij2<

6 < 71/2),

>^-rsin0, a: = cos^ 0, dx dy = 2r^ cos 6 dr d6 (3a.5.3)

(3a. 5.2) transforms to

c. e~''^^^r\cos Of'^ dr dO, (3a.5.4)

The distribution of 0 alone, which is seen to be independent of r, is

c. (cos d9 = (3a.5.5)

thus supplying the constant to make the total integral unity. The statistic

whose distribution is to be found is

/I
t = ~r- = Jk tan 0, (- 00 < / < oo),

dt = yjk sec^ 6 dB = ^^'^1 +

The expression (3a. 5.5) transforms to

r — /I k\1 V ^2\'(A + n/2

S{t\k)dt^
K^^(2’2)|

which is called StiidenVs t distribution on k degrees offreedom and is repre-

sented by S{k).

(ii) Let y ~ NQi, a^) and {xjo^) ~ independent. Then

y- M

(x/ky^^
S{k). (3a.5.7)

Result (3a. 5. 7) is obtained by observing that (>’ — p)lo ~ A^(0, I) and apply-

ing (3a.5.6) to the ratio of [(y - p)lff] to {x/ka^y^^.

(iii) Lely N(p, and (jc/u^) ~ x\^) independent. Then the probability

density of t = yj{xfky^^ is

S(t|k,5) =
^ /k + s + lUSy 2t^

rw){k + 2 /U/U + <7
'

(3a.5.8)

where 6 = which is called the noncentral t distribution.
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The joint distribution of y and x is

c,'' = y2jtff<T*2‘'^rW2).

If we make the transformation as in {3a.5.3),

we see that the joint density of r and 6 is

c.e

-•c,e

(3a.5.9)

which shows that r and 9 are not independent as in (3a.5.4). Let us expand

expOrr sin 0/<7^) and write (3a. 5.9) in an infinite series

'"(cos
sin dyr*"

(3a.5.10)

Integrating out term by term with respect to r in (3a. 5. 10) we obtain the

density of 9 as

2- V,(cos 3)‘-
' X . (3a.5.U)

But t - ^Jk tan 9. Transforming from 9 to t and using the value of Ci in

(3a. 5.9), we finally obtain the distribution of i as (3a. 5. 8).

The noncentral beta and f distributions are derived in Example 17 at the

end of the chapter.

3a.6 Distributions Describing Equilibrium States in Statistical Mechanics

Consider a general space (for instance, phase space in physics) with the

coordinate system Xj, ..., x„ and define a density function p(xi,...,xj

which is the limit of ratio of number of particles (such as molecules) in a

small volume Ai; around the point (xi,...,x„) to At?, A system may be

said to be in equilibrium if the distribution of particles is as close as possible

to equidistiibution over the space consistent with the kinematic restrictions.

For instance, a particle occupying the position (xi , . . . , xj will have an energy

£(xi, . .
. ,

x„). One restriction that may be imposed is that the average energy

per particle be a given constant c, which is expressed by the relation

jEpdv = c, (3a.6.1)

where dv represents the volume element. Our aim is to determine p which is as

close as possible to the uniform distribution subject to the condition (3a.6.1).
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For this we need an index of closeness of a given distribution to a uniform

distribution. One such measure with large values indicating a high degree of

closeness,

- jplogpdv (3a.6.2)

is called entropy of the system. The problem then, is one of maximizing {3a.6.2)

subject to the condition (3a.6.1).

(i) The optimum choice ofp,for which - Jp log p dv is a maximum subject to

\Ep dv = c is

p = (3a.6.3)

where a is chosen such that jp dv =

In (le.6.6) we proved the inequality

iphg-tlv^a (3a.6.4)

for any two alternative densities, which implies

- Jp
log p dt? < ~ |p log g di; = -

1
p(A£ + p)dv= - (Ac + p), (3a.6.5)

if we choose ]ogq = XE -y p and make use of (3a.6.l) and the fact that

integral of p is unity. Let X and p exist such that

J^dt! = 1

jEqdv=-c =j dv.

Then from {3a.6.5), it follows that the quantity (-Ac - p) is a fixed upper

bound to (3a.6,2), which is attained for the choice

p = exp(A£ + p) = a exp(A£).

Solution (3a.6.3) is known as the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The

constant A is written -1/A:T where Tis temperature and k is Boltzmann’s

constant. We shall consider a few applications.

Helly’s Law for the Equilibrium of Sedimentation. Assume that the energy of

a particle of mass m depends only on position coordinates. For example, let

the particles be in the earth’s gravitational field and have a potential energy

E = mgi at altitude z. The number of particles between heights z and z dz,

in an equilibrium state according to the distribution (3a.6,3), is

^g-mgzIkT (3a.6.6)
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Thus, if the particles are in suspension in a liquid the number of particles must

decrease exponentially with height, and this is actually observed.

Angular Distribution of Axis of Elementary Magnets in a Magnetic Field. The

potential energy of a small magnet of moment p in a field H is given by

~pH cos 0,

where 0 is the angle that the axis of diapole makes with the field. The space

in this case is the surface of a sphere representing the direction cosines of the

axis of diapole. The density at any point of sphere is

(3a.6.7)

writing k for pHjkT. Observing that the surface element in polar coordinates

is sin 0 d9 dcp we can evaluate the constant A by the relation

r* sinh k
1= /le *®sm0d0#=:>l . (3a.6.8)

JQ Jq k

The density (3a. 6. 7) can then be written

K

4;: sinh k
(3a,6.9)

This distribution is used by Fisher (1953), Watson (1956), and Watson and

Williams (1956) in analyzing samples of directions of remanent magnetism in

rocks.

Maxwell’s Distribution of Velocities. Let x, y, 2 be position coordinates and

«, V, w be velocities in three orthogonal directions of particles in ideal gas.

The kinetic energy of a particle with coordinates (x, y, z, u, v, u) is £ =

A- Hencetheprobability differential corresponding to the optimum

distribution (3a. 6. 3) of particles is

+
+ dw dx dy dz.

By integrating over x, y, z, the distribution of velocities alone is

fvM w 2 )/(tT
(Juiiw, (3a. 6. 10)

which shows that the velocities in the three directions are independently dis-

tributed and each component has a normal distribution. For further applica-

tions of (3a. 6.3) the reader is referred to Theoretical Physics by Joos (1951),

We can try other measures of closeness to a uniform distribution such as

a > 0 (3a.6.11)
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as an alternative to (3a.6.2) and find p to maximize (3a. 6.1 1) subject to the

condition (3a.6.1). Instead of (3a. 6. 11) we may choose

(3a,6.12)

and maximize or minimize according as a < 1 or > 1. Using the mean value

theorem to the integrand, we can write

J(P*
- = |(p

~ ’ dv + j
2(Tt - l){p - ^ dv, (3a.6.j3)

where r e {p, q). Let us choose ^ (XE + p) where X and p are such that

from the condition (3a.6.1),

jqdv==\ = +

jEq dv^i: = j £{>.£ +

By substituting for (f~^, the right-hand side of (3a.6.13) reduces to

|a(a - \){p~ ^ 0 according as a ^ 1

,

which give \
p"^ dv^\q'^ dv according as a ^ I

,
for the special choice of q.

Thus the extremum of
J
p“ dv is attained when

p = (A£ + p)‘^^““'\ (3a.6.14)

which provides a family of equilibrium distributions alternative to (3a.6.3).

The relevance of these distributions in actual physical situations is worth

examining.

3a.7 Distribution on a Circle

There are many practical situations where the basic variable under observation

is a direction in two dimensions or simply an angle. In such a case, the sample

space consists of points on a unit circle, and we have to consider probability

measures on Borel sets on the circumference of a circle. Such distributions are

called circular distributions (CD). When the distribution is absolutely con-

tinuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on the circumference of the unit

circle, it can be specified by its density function f(x), where x is the angle

measured from a chosen direction, which is a periodic function (with period

27c) satisfying

f{x) >0, f
/(x) dx - 0 <x^2n. (3a.7.1)

'o
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Before discussing special cases of CD’s, we consider some peculiarities of

these distributions in general. Let x be the angle measured from a chosen

direction and be the angle measured from another direction at an angle c

from the original direction. Then

X = c -\-y, 0<)’^2Tr-c

X = y - 2n + c, In - c <y (3a.7.2)

so that E{x) = c + £(v) need not hold as in the case of translation on an

infinite straight line. This shows that E{x) does not indicate any “preferred

direction” or a central value of the distribution on the circle.

Thus if we have independent observations of directions of flights of birds

(in studying bird migrations) the average of the angles may not be a mean-

ingful estimate of the direction of their habitat.

Similarly, it can be shown that the variance of x in (3a, 7.1) is not invariant

for a shift of the origin. Thus the usual measures of location and dispersion

are not meaningful in summarizing data from a CD.

More meaningful measures in such cases can, however, be constructed. Let

us represent a point on the circle by the pair of direction cosines, (cos x, sin x)

corresponding to angle x. It may be seen that if x and y are as defined in

(3a.7.2), then cos x = cos(c + y) and sin x = sin(c + y) giving

£(cos x) = £(cos c + y), £(sin x) = £(sin c -h y)

from which it easily follows

,
£(cos x) , £(cos y)

cot-'-^—' = c + cot-'
£(sm x) £(sin y)

Then a meaningful measure of preferred direction (angle) is

(3a.7.3)

(3a.7.4)

£(cosx)

77
"—^

•

£(sin X)

From (3a.7.3), it also follows that

= [£(cos x)l^ + [£(sin x)]^ = [£(cos y)]^ y [£(sin y)l^

(3a.7.5)

(3a.7.6)

is independent of c. Further, 0 < ^ I, where the value 0 obtains when x is

uniformly distributed (the dispersion is a maximum) over the circle and the

value 1 when x is concentrated at a single point (dispersion is a minimum).

Then we may use yj\ — as a measure of dispersion.

Thus, if Xt, . .
.

,

x„ are « observed angles from any zero direction, the pre-

ferred direction may be estimated by the formula

_j cos Xj

Y, sin Xi

X - cot (3a.7.7)
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and the dispersion by ^1 — where

, ^
cos sin

(3a.7.8)

Let OPu • OP^ be unit vectors of n observed points on a unit circle

(corresponding to the angles jCi, . .
. , jc„) and OP the resultant vector obtained

by applying the usual parallelogram law on n vectors. Then (3a.7.7) is simply

the direction of OP, and r as defined by (3a. 7. 8) is its length divided by n.

Thus (3a.7.7) and (3a. 7. 8) constitute a natural way of summarising directional

data.

Uniform Distribution. As a basic CD, we may consider uniform distribution

on a circle with the density

f(x) = — , 0 < jc < 271 (3a.7.9)

where all directions are equally likely. There is no preferred direction, and the

measure (3a.7.5) is not defined.

Circular Normal Distribution. Among the unimodal CD’s, the one that has

found many applications is the circular normal distribution, or what is called

the von Mises distribution with the density

f(x) ^ [27i/o(k)]“

‘

exp[K: cos(x - ^)] (3a.7.10)

0 < AT < 27t, 0 < ^ < 2;r, 0 ^ k < oo,

where /o(jc) is Bessel function of purely imaginary argument. The more general

function with index n, /„(x) is defined by the series

/n(x) =
rVor!(n + r)!'

(3a.7.11)

Using the density function (3a.7.10)

Then

£(cos x) = p cos £(sin x) = p sin

P =

cot”*
£(cos x)

£(sin x)

(3a.7.12)

(3a.7.13)

which shows that /? is the parameter representing the preferred direction. The

dispersion ^ 1 - depends only on the other parameter k, small values of k

representing higher dispersion. Then we may interpret k as a measure of dis-

persion.

12(54 *45)1973
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If we have n independent observations
,
x„

,
then ^ and >c arc esti-

mated by the formulae

Icosx, /i(k)
cot p ^ . 777 = r

2, sin Xi Jq{k)

where r is as defined in (3a.7.8).

(3a.7.14)

Wrapped-up Distributions. One can obtain a CD by “ wrapping a distribu-

tion on a straight line around the unit circle.” For instance, wrapping an

A^(0, (T^) we obtain the wrapped normal with the density

/(x) 2^cos nx exp(-n^a^/2). (3a.7.15)
27r 7t,=i

Similarly, choosing the Cauchy density dln{d^ + x^), -qci<x<oo, we

obtain the wrapped Cauchy with the density

fix) = r r;
-

,

- i
—

i
2nll + 0 —2a cos x]

where 0 < x ^ 27i and 0 ^ <7 = e“^ ^ 1.

(3a,7.I6)

Bimodal Distribtttioiis. When the circular data have more than one pre-

ferred direction, we have to consider multimodal, circular distributions. For

instance, the density

/(x) = [27r/o(>c) j

~
^ exp(K cos 2(x - p)] (3a. 7. 1 7)

provides a distribution with an axial symmetry with modes at p and 71 + ^.

Another interesting bimodal density is

fix)^
(1
-

27t(l - p sin 2x)
(3a.7.18)

It is easily shown that if (Yi, Yj) has bivariate normal density with means

zero, unit variances, and correlation p, then x = tan^'{^i/'^2 ) has the density

(3a.7.18).

Similarly, one can consider distributions on a sphere when directions are

observed in three dimensions. An example and characterization of such a

distribution is already considered in (3a.6.9).

A detailed treatment of directional data is contained in Mardia (1972).

Appendix 2.2 of this book contains a table for obtaining k for given r in

(3a.7.14). See also J. S, Rao and Sengupta (1972) for applications.
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3b SAMPLING DISTRIBUTIONS

3b. 1 Definitions and Results

The method employed to derive sampling distributions is transformation of

variables. Usually, a linear transformation Y = AX is made from X -> Y
(column vectors of the same size) by using a nonsingular matrix A. The

Jacobian of transformation DY/OX is \A.\ with a positive sign, so that the

differential elements are connected by the relation

^yi ^yn=
I

a
|

dx^ dx2 -
• dx„ (3b. i . i)

which we will represent by (/Y = |Al dX. When A is an orthogonal matrix,

iA|=l.
Two types of transformation matrices are generally used. One is a com-

pletely orthogonal matrix. It is shown in lb.4 that if A is an orthogonal

matrix, Y — AX transforms quadratic forms in a simple way

X'X~> Y Y

(X - |1)'(X - P) - (Y - 11)'(Y - Ti), n ^ Ap (3b. 1.2)

that is, preserving distances.

Another type is the partitioned matrix (where Aj is n,- x n and ^ = ^)

with Aj A) = 0, i # j\ so that the submatrices are orthogonal to one another

but may not themselves be orthogonal. The transformation Y = AX is

written using the submatrices

Y,-A,X,...,Y* = A^X,

where Y^, . .
.

,

Y^ are exclusive subsets of new variables. Under such a trans-

formation it is shown in [(vii), Ic.l], that

XX-Y;BiY,-h +Y^B,Yi

(X - |i)'(X - p) (Yi - r\,)'By{Yy - 111) + ‘ + (Yfe - nk)'BUY, - %),

(3b. 1.3)

where Bj = (A,A;)"^ and tij = Ajp. Result (3b.l.3) shows that the trans-

formed expression splits up into quad^'atic forms in exclusive subsets of

the new variables. When A is fully orthogonal, that is, when each row is

orthogonal to every other row, full splitting occurs, as in (3b. 1.2).
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We also make use of some basic notions of vector spaces. A linear manifold

generated by the columns of a matrix B is represented by v^(B). It is easy to

see that ^(B) =

IfH is a matrix of rank k and J^(H) c= J?(B) = then there exists a

matrix C such that

and k^rankB'C (3b.l.4)

It may also be noted that a set of linear equations GX = F admit a solution

if rank G = number of rows in G, whatever F may be.

We also record a few other results to make matters simple in the rest of

our discussions. Let us represent

f{xi, -dx„-=h(T)
jj.

T=g(xi.....x„),

as the result of transforming the variables x, , . .
. , to another set involving T

as one of the new variables and integrating out with respect all the other new

variables and dropping the differential dT. Then h{T) is the probability

density function of T.

We also use the following notations of density which have already been

introduced in Section 3a.

N(x\f.i, rj^) - ~-qc<x<oo

G(xj a, p) - \ 0 < x < cc

B{x\p,q) = mp.q)V'x’’-\\-xy-\ 0<x<l

X^(xlk) = [2'‘'^r(/c/2)] 0<.v<co

f(x\k,.k2)-
(1 -f

— 00 < X < 00

0 < X < 00

(-‘0

Prom what have been proved in Section 3a, we have the following

0 < -v < 00

(a)
J

G(x, ja, p,)

'

•
• Cixja. Jx, •• w/x„

= G(x|ot, p, +
• *• + pj (3b. 1.5)
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(b) G(x^la,p)G(x2ia,q)dXi dx2^B(glp,q) (3b.l.6)

(c) f G(xJa,p)G(x2|0(,^)(ix, dx2 =/(x|2p,2^)
''x=Xl/X2

(3b.l.7)

(d) f ^(xi\0,])x\x2lk)dx^dx2 = S(t\k)
''i=xi/Vx2/t

(3b.l.8)

(e) f "•dx„
''x = xi+“'+-x„

^X^xjkj + • + /c„) (3b.l.9)

(0 f X^(x 1 1
k,)x^(x 2 1

/cz) dxi dx 2 =/(x 1

kj
, kz)

•'x = Xi/X2

(3b. 1.10)

(g)
f

xHxilk^)x\x2lk2) dxi dx2 = f(x|ki, kj)
''x = X,k2/X2ki

(3b.l.ll)

(h)
[

X^(^j|ki)x^(x2|k2)dXi<!/x2 = B(p (3b. 1.12)

(i) f N{x^\0,\)x\x,\k)dx^dx,

(j) f /V(x|0, a^) Jx = /^(}?|l) = G(>'|i, i) (3b.l.l4)
Jy=x^lc^

Results (j) and (k) are the same as (3a. 1,1 7) and (3a. 1.16).

3b.2 Sum of Squares of Normal Variables

Let Xj V(/(i, cr^), i= I, .. .ykht independent variables. What is the distri-

bution of X = ^ Xi^lo^ ?

If = 0 for all I, Xi^ja^ Z^(l) ^rid by an application of the reproductive

property of under convolution (3b. 1.9), x - Y^x^jfj'^ X^{^), or Y,

If ^ 0 for at least one i, make the orthogonal transformation Y = BX
such that the first row of B is (fijfi , . .

.

,

fij^) where + • •
• + Hk^.

Since the transformation is orthogonal, then

I - uf = (>',- mV + + +
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since (/ij, . .
. , 0, , .

. , 0), so that the joint density of Xj, , , jc*

transforms to

Ct exp{-[(yi - +y2^ + • -
• + V]/2(t^},

which shows that . .
. ,

are independent and normal, with E{yi) = ii and

E{y^ = 0 ,

1

> 1. Since X'X - Y'Y, the given statistic reduces to

yi^
,
yi^ + “ +yk^

x =— +
i

>

~ U + V.

Thus V “ 0 or C[i,(A: - l)/2] and u has the distribution (3b.l.l5)

independently of v. Therefore the joint distribution of r and w is

e (3b.2,l)

Applying (3b. 1.5) to each term of the series in the product (3b.2.1), we obtain

the distribution ofx = u + i; = J as

dx. (3b,2.2y

which is called noncentral x^ on k degrees of freedom with the noncentrality

parameter, 2 = atid denoted by x^(^, 2). Note that the noncenlrality

parameter is the value of the quadratic form when expected values are sub-

stituted for the variables.

Since the characteristic function (c.f.) of G{<x,p) is known [see (ii), 3a.2] the

determination of the cT. of x^(^> 2) reduces to a summation of c.f.’s of

gamma distributions with coefficients as in (3b. 2. 2), Hence the c.f. of x^(/c, 2) is

1 /A
:(1 (3b.2.3)

From (3b. 2. 3) we observe, at once, that the noncentral yf satisfies the repro-

ductive property with respect to k and 2. Thus if x, ~ X^(^i! 2;), / = I, . .
.

,

m
and are all independent, then

^ = +---+x„^xU^<>I^.)- (3b.2.4)

3b.3 Joint Distribution of the Sample Mean and Variance

Let X,- N(p, <T^), i - 1, . .
.

,

rt be all independent. To find the joint distribu-

tion of X = (xi -1- ’ •

-H xj/n and ^ (xj - xYl{n ~ 1).
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Make an orthogonal transformation Y = BX such that the first row of B is

The following then are true.

(a) yi = Jnx.

(b) ^ 4- "• + x/ = J (Xi - x)^ 4 nx^

y 2
^ + -; + y„^ = (n-l>^

(c) 0^1 - JnfxY + = {x^~ ^ {x„~liY.

Because of (c), the density

transforms to

p -[(>’1 - U '/n ]^+ y2^ + '

SO that are independently distributed. Hence

^nx = y, ~ N{.Jn^i, a^)

-2 = 2 X («- 1 ),

and are independently distributed. Making a change of scale, the joint dis-

tribution of X and 5 ^ is

(3b.3.1)

Defining t = Jnix - iSjjs, we find that it is the ratio of y/i(x — /i)/(7

A(0, 1) and ~ (« - l)'^x^(w - O- Hence, by applying Student’s dis-

tribution (3b. 1.8), t ~ S'(n — 1).

Distribution of Linear Functions of Normal Variables. Let x,- ^ V(/ij
,
a^)

i— 1 , . .
. ,

n be n independent variables. To find the joint distribution of/>< «

independent linear functions of x„, which can be written in matrix

notation, Z = BX, where Z' = (zj, . . . , Zp) and B is a p x n matrix of rank p.

Let p' - (pi, . .
. , p„). Transform X to U 4 p so that the new variables U

have zero mean. In terms of U, Z = B(U 4 p) or Z - Bp = BU. We shall find

the distribution of V = BU starting from the distribution of U observing that

the distribution of Z is obtained by replacing V by Z - Bp.

Consider the case where the rows ofB are orthonormal and thus the matrix

B can be completed by « - p orthonormal vectors leading to an orthogonal

matrix C. Let us transform from (u^ , . .
. ,

w„) to , . .
. , , r’p

+

1
, . . . , using

C. The density

^ c. (3b.3.2)
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so that Vi are all independent and normal. The joint density of the subset

y,, . .
. ,

Vp which are precisely the elements of BU, is

If the rows of B are not orthonormal, there exists a nonsingular square

matrix D of order p such that DB has its rows orthonormal. Consider the

variables W = DV = (DB)U. Since the rows of DB are orthonormal, the

distribution of W = (DB)U is, using (3b. 3. 3),

c.

The distribution ofV = D“ ‘W is therefore (if we observe that i/W = |D| d\)

d\.

But the rows of DB are orthonormal and therefore DBB'D' = 1 => (BB')’^ =

D'D and |BB'| = l/|Dj^ By denoting (BB') = A, the distributions of V

and hence that of Z are

(2^3^^ i27i<rY'^

The density function in (3b. 3. 4), with Bp replaced by an arbitrary vector and

A by any positive definite matrix is called a p-variate normal density.

Suppose the number p of functions Z = BX is greater than n or RiB) < p.

What is the distribution of Z? The method outlined above leading to the

density (3b. 3.4) fails as BB' is no longer nonsingular. In fact as the com-

ponents ofZ are linearly related the p.d. ofX with respect to Lebesgue measure

does not exist. However, the distribution is well defined through its charac-

teristic function

T = B't

= 1

^- using(3a.l.6)

which shows that the distribution depends on the two parameters.

E{Z) - V D(Z) ^ T.

We call the distribution as determined by the c.f. (3b. 3. 5), whether density

exists or not, a p-variate normal distribution and represent it by A^p(v, L), The

expression for p.d. exists when \X\ 0 as shown in (3b. 3. 4), Some properties

of the distribution defined by (3b. 3, 4) are studied in Section 3b. 6, while the

general case where L may be singular is considered in Chapter 8. A represen-

tation of the density function when £ is singular is given in 8a.4.
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3b.4 Distribution of Quadratic Forms

We shall consider n independent normal variables N{yi , 1), / — 1, . .
. ,

n

and discuss the distribution of quadratic forms. Let \' = and

(i) Fisher-Cochran Theorem. Let Qi,..., Qi^ be k quadratic forms with

ranks n^, n^, such that

Y'Y = ei + --- + e,.

Then an n.s. condition that K) independent is n =

in which case A,- = // 0, = Y'A^ Y and ^ = Z -

We use the result proved in (lc.1.2) that any quadratic form Y'AY in n

variables of rank m < n can be reduced to ± ± • • + x„^ by a suitable

linear transformation from Y to X, that is, Y'AY can be expressed as a

combination, with coethcients ± I of squares of m linear functions of Y,

Let ^j^Y'AjY, Since rank Aj = «,, there exist linear functions of

Y such that

Qi = ±(^ 11^1 + • + ± ” ± + • +b„.„y„f.

Consider the Mj linear functions associated with Qi, n 2 with Q2, and so on.

If n ^ Z rtj
,
there are n linear functions which may be written as BY, where B

is an n X n matrix. Now ^ 0 • is a combination of squares of n linear functions

with coefficients +1, which means

YQi = y'B'aby,

where A is a diagonal matrix with each diagonal element equal to + 1 or

-1. But

Y'Y = Z Y^I = B'AB. (3b.4.1)

Rank B must be n, and then A = (B')^B^ which is positive definite.

Therefore A must have all +1 in the diagonal, and hence from (3b.4.1),

B is an orthogonal matrix. The transformation X = BY is orthogonal;

hence the components (Xj , . ,
. ,
xj ofX are all independent and normal. But

is the sum of squares of the first «[ linear functions in BY and therefore trans-

forms to xf + '• + Similary, Q 2
transforms to xJ^+j + “• +

and so on.

Hence are independent since they depend on exclusive subsets of

independent variables x^ . Furthermore, Qi is the sum of squares of normal

variables and therefore by (3b.2.2), Qi'^ f{ni \ noncentral x^ with

Aj = p'A,p, I == I, . .
.

,

k. ButY'Y - xX"’ Z therefore Z = Z
using (3b, 2.4). The sufficiency of M = Z”i established; the necessity is

obvious.
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It may be seen that Qi ^ X^(^i)^ ^hat is, a central when = 0, which

is true if fij ~0,J ~ 1, On the other hand, if all Qi have central x^ dis-

tributions, - 0 for all j.

If the reader is not familiar with noncentral
>
the Fisher-Cochran theorem

may be read, substituting 0 for all ^ij and Aj.

In the rest of the discussion we shall take lij = 0 for all j for simplicity of

notation. But the conditions given on the matrices and the results remain

valid if, instead of a central ^ noncentral x^(A:, X) is written. Observe

that X is the value of the quadratic form when the variables are substituted by

their expected values. The general result established in (i) validates all these

results.

(ii) An n.s. condition that Y'AY has a chi-square distribution is that A is

idempotent, that is, A} = A, in which case the degrees offreedom of x^ is

rank A = trace A.

Sufficiency is immediately established since

Y'Y = Y'AY + Y'(I - A)Y,

and because S} - A, rank A + Tank(l — A) = n (see Example 1 .7 at the end

of Section lb), the Fisher-Cochran theorem applies leading to the desired

result.

To prove the necessity we observe that there exists an orthogonal matrix

C (see lc.3.5) such that under the transformation Y - CX

Y'AY X'C'ACX = AiXi' + ‘ + X„xJ
(3b.4.2)

where X^, ...,X„ are the nonzero eigenvalues of A.

Since x/ ~ x^(l) = C(i, {), the c.f. of x/ is (1 - Hence the c.f. of

AjXi^ + + is

[0 ^2i/i0(l -2/A20---(1 (3b.4.3)

But Y'AY is given to be a say on p d.f., in which case its c.f. is

(1 - (3b.4.4)

Comparing {3b.4.3) and (3b. 4. 4), p = m and A; = 1 for all i. Hence from

(3b.4.2), C'AC is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements zero or unity and

is therefore idempotent. This leads to

C'AC = C'ACC AC

= C'a2C=>A = A^ (3b.4.5)

The c.f. of x/ is that of noncentral x^ when P; t^O. This brings in an

extra term in (3b.4.3) and (3b.4.4). The reader may then deduce that (3b.4,5) is

true.
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The D.F, of the is equal to rank A which is the same as trace A since

A is idempotent ((ii), lb.4].

(iii) Let Y'Y = + 02 ,
where Then 02 ^ ~ d).

If 01 = Y'AY, then by (ii), = A. But 02 = Y'(I - A)Y. Since

(I - A)^ = I + A^ - 2A = I ~ A

1 — A is idempotent. Hence the result.

(iv) Let 0 = 01 + 02 ,
where 0 ^ 0i 02 is non-negative.

ThenQ^-x^a-b).

Since 0 by (3b.4.2) there exists an orthogonal transformation such

that 0 -> Xi^ + • • + and Y'Y - + •
• + x„^. Let 0i X'BiX and

02 -^X'BjX, both of which are non-negative. Since

Xi^ + ••' 4- = X'BiX-i-X'B2X.

it follows that each of the quadratic forms on the right-hand side must involve

Xi,...,Xq only, in which case result (iii) can be applied to establish that

02 ^ - b).

It follows from this result that if A, B, A - B are matrices of non-negative

quadratic forms and A and B are idempotent, then A - B is also idempotent.

A direct proof of this result would imply the result of (iv),

(v) Let Y'AiY ~ x^(^) Y'A2 Y ~ x^(6). An n.s. condition that they are

independently distributed rj A, A2 = 0.

Since Aj^ = A,, A2^ Aj it follows that

Aid - Ai - A 2 )
= A2(I - Ai - A 2 )

= 0

if A1A2 = 0. This means

rank(Ai) -I- rank(A2) + rank(I - Ai - A2) = n.

But Y'Y = Y'AjY + Y'A2 Y 4- Y'(l - - A2)Y. Hence an application of

the Fisher-Cochran theorem shows that the quadratic forms are inde-

pendently distributed. The necessity is easily established by expressing the

condition that (Ai 4- A2) is idempotent since Y'(Ai 4- A2)Y -- 4- ^)-

(vi) Let Y'Y = Y'AiY 4- •’* 4- Y'A^Y. Then either of the following condi-

tions is n.s. for Y'A, Y where n, is the rank Aj , / = \. . . .,k andfor

the set Y'AiY, . .
.

,

Y'A^ Y to be independently distributed.

(a) Ai A* are each idempotent matrices.

(b) A( Aj = 0 for all i ^ j.
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Since A,-^ = Af ,
trace A^ = rank- A,- and I = A,- H h => trace I =

n = ^ trace Af = ^ /i,.. Hence the Fisher-Cochran theorem applies, thus

establishing the n.s. condition (a). Now

I = A^ + •
• + Aji( and Aj A^ = 0 => Aj(l ~ A^) = 0,

that is, A,- is idempotent. Hence condition (b) is equivalent to (a).

We extend some of the above results to the case where y^, , . .,y„aTc corre-

lated, more precisely when Y W„(v, £) as defined by the c.f. (3b.3.5). We
observe that when ^(L) = r, the vector Y has the representation

Y = V + BX (3b.4.6)

where X is an r-vector of independent A^(0, 1) variables and BB' = E. A study

of a quadratic form in Y can be reduced by the relation (3b, 4.6) to the study of

a quadratic function of X, i.e., of independent normal variables,

(vii) Ogasawara and Takahashi (195]). Let Y A„(v, Z). An n.s. condition

that (Y — v)'A(Y — v) has distribution is

SASAI = LAI (3b.4.7)

in which case the degrees offreedom is R{\L).

Observe that (Y - v)'A(Y - v) = X'B'ABX using (3b.4.6). Then applying

the result (ii), an n.s. condition is that B'AB is idempotent

B AB B AB = B AB<J>BB ABB ABB = BB ABB',

or,

lALAL - LAX.

The degrees of freedom is tr B'AB = tr ABB' = tr AX.

If )L| then the condition (3b.4.7) reduces to

AIA = A. (3b.4.8)

(viii) Let Y NJiy, L). An n.s. condition that P'Y and (Y - v)'A(Y - v)

are independently distributed is

lAIP = 0. (3b. 4.9)

(ix) Let Y An n.s. condition that

(Y - v)'A(Y - V) and (Y - v)'B(Y - v)

are independently distributed is

ZAIBS = 0 (3b.4.10)

The results (viii) and (ix) are established in the same way as in the ca.se of

independent variables.
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For other results, the reader is referred to Chapter 9 of Rao and Mitra

(1971).

There is considerable literature on the distribution of quadratic forms.

Some references on which the results of 3b.4 are based are, Cochran (1934),

Craig (1943), Hogg and Craig (1958), Ogasawara and Takahashi (1951),

Ogawa (1949), Rao (1951a, 1953b, 1961a) and Sakamoto (1944). For further

references, see Graybill (1961).

3b.S Three Fundamental Theorems of the Least Squares Theory

Consider independent variables

X- ^ ^ cr^), / = (3b.5.1)

where Xij are known coefficients and are unknown parameters. In matrix

notation, if Y stands for the column vector of the variables y,- , p for the param-

eters /?j and X = (j^jj) for the matrix of coefficients, then

E (y, - - • • - = (Y - xp)'(v - xp).

Hence the p.d. of can be written

^ (3b.5.2)

In this section we shall derive distributions of certain statistics which are

fundamental to the theory of least squares (discussed in Chapter 4).

(i) Thr First Fundamental Theorem, Let

= min (Y XP)'(Y ^ XP).

p

Then - '') ^'here r is the rank ofX.

Let F be a matrix of order (n x r) such that its columns constitute an

orthonormal basis of Supplement the matrix F by G of order (nxn~r)

such that (F i G) is an orthogonal matrix. By construction

F'G = 0, X'G = 0, G'X = 0,

and the transformation from Y to Z = -
|g')^

Z, = F Y, Z2 = GY

is orthogonal. The vector Xp transforms to

C,
= F'Xp, = G'Xp = 0.

Hence by applying (3b. 1.2) (invariance of distance under orthogonal trans-

formation),

(Y - XP)'(Y - xp) = {Z, -
^i) + Zi Z2 .
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The p.d. of Z is therefore

-r'Xp)'(Z, -F’XP} + Zj'Z2]/2ffJ

which shows that and Z2 are independently distributed and that of Z 2

alone is

(3b.5.3)

But Z 2 is a vector of (/i - r) variables, which by (3b. 5.3) are all independent,

and A^(0, cr^). Hence Z^ Z^ ~ ” ^)- Now

Ro^ = min (Y - Xp)'(Y - XP) = min [(Z^ - + Z, Z^]
P P

= j^min (Zi - F'XP)'(Z, - F'Xp)j + Zi Zj = Z^ Z,
,

(3b.5.4)

if we choose p such that Z^ = F'Xp, which is possible since the number of

equations is r equal to the rank of F'X, as shown below (see condition 4, p.8).

r-ranic X' = rank X'(F i G)

= rank(X'F i X'G) = rank(X'F
i 0) = rank XT.

Note. A more elegant (alternative) approach to the problem of distribu-

tion of Rq^, which uses the knowledge of a projection operator is as follows.

Observe that (Y — Xp)'(Y - Xp) is a minimum when Xp is the projection of

Y on ^#(X). But projection of any vector on ^(X) is secured through an

operator, a matrix P, which is symmetric, idempotent, and of rank equal to

r = rank X (see lc.4). Thus the projection Y on J%'(X) equals PY and there-

fore Y - YP is the perpendicular. Hence

Ro^ = (Y - PY)'(Y - PY) = y'(I - P)(I - P)Y = Y'(I - P)Y.

The matrix I - P is also idempotent and therefore

rank(I - P) = trace(I - P) = trace I - trace P = « - r.

Hence, by applying the n.s. condition of [(ii), 3b.4] on the distribution of

quadratic forms, we have

Y'(I - P)Y - a^x\n - r, A), (3b.5.5)

where / is the value of the quadratic form Y'(I - P)Y/t7^ at the expected value

of Y (see 3b.2.2). Thus

= £(Y')(I - P)£(Y)

- P'X'(1 - P)XP = P'(X'X - X'PX)P = 0,

since PX = X (since vectors of ,^(X) remain unaltered by the projection

operator P). Hence the distribution (3b.5.5) is in fact central.
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(ii) The Second Fundamental Theorem. Let H be a matrix of order

{m X k) and rank k such that Ji(fX) c= J^(X') and

= min (Y - Xp)'(Y - XP)

subject to the condition H'p = ^ {given}. Then:

(a) Rq^ and Ry^ - R^f are independently distributed.

(b) Rq^ t^ttd Ry^ ~ Rq^ as a noncentral ff' on k degrees of

freedom.

(c) IfH'^ = ^ is true, then Rf" - R(f ~ a^X^ik) and

Ry'^-Ro'^ Rrf° ^^^F{k,n- r).

k n~r

Since ^(X') = ^(X'X), the condition MQX) c: M(X')=> J({\{]

JX{X\) and therefore there exists by (3b, 1.4) a matrix C such that H = X'XC

and rank XC = k. Make the transformation

Zy = D Y, Z 2
= G Y, Z 3

= C X Y

where G is as in (i) and D' is chosen such that D'D = I and orthogonal to G
and XC. We may note that the numbers of variables in Zj, Zj, and Z 3 are

r ~ k, n - r, and k respectively. The vector Xp transforms to

- D'Xp, ^2 = G'Xp = 0
, ^3 = C'X'XP = H p.

Since the submatrices in the transformation are orthogonal to each other the

result {3b. 1.3) applies. Hence

(Y - xp) (Y - XP) = {Zy - D'XP) {Zy - D'XP) + Z\

+ (Z3 - H'P)'(C'X'XC) '(Z3 - H'P). ( 3 b. 5 .6)

Writing the p.d, of Z,, Z 2 ,
Z 3

we find that they are independently distributed.

In particular Z 3 has the density

^ ^
-(Z 3 -H'P)(C'X'XC)

- i(Z3 - H'P)/2 «t^

which is the same as that of k linear functions of normal variables.

With the result (3b.4.7), the quadratic form

Q = (Z3 - ^)'(C'X'XC)-‘(Z, - y ~ <r'r(A:, >.),

where the noncentrality parameter is, by ( 3 b.2 . 2),

2 = n-^(H'P - ^)'(C'X’XC)-‘(H'p - ^).

Furthermore, Rq^ = Z2
^ - /*) as shown in (i) and is inde-

pendent of Q. When H'p = ^ is true. 2 = 0 , in which case Q - (T^X^{k)-

Results (a), (b). and consequently (c) will be proved if it can be shown that

0 =
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Let us evaluate

= min (Y - XP)XY - XP)

=
I

min (Zi - D'XP)'(Zi - D'XP)1 + + Q, [using {3b.5.6)]

Lh'p=5 J

provided P exists such that Z^ - D'XP == 0 and H'P ^ This existence is pos-

sible since the number of equations is r and also

r = rank X' - rank X'(D
;
G I XC) - rank(X'D i 0 i H) = rank(X'D i H).

Note. An alternative approach using projection operators is as follows.

First observe that if H'p = then P = Po + Y where Po is a particular solution

of H'P - ^ and y is a general solution of H'P ^ 0. Hence

min (Y - Xp)'(Y - Xp) = min (Y - XPo - Xy)'{Y - Xpo - Xy). (3b. 5.7)

H'P=S H'y = 0

But Xy with the restriction H'y = 0 is a subspace y c .^(X) with

d[^] = Tank(X'
;
H) - rank H = ^ (say),

whether or not H satisfies the condition Jf{H) c ^{X). Let P be the operator

for projecting a vector on .^(X) and U the operator for projecting on y.

Then rank P = r and rank U = ^. Now

^i^=(Y-XPo)'(I-U)(y-XPo)

Ro^ = Y'(I - P)Y = (Y - Xpj'd - P)(Y - XPo).

Introduction of the factor XPo in the expression for does not alter its

value. Since (I - U) is idempotent and of rank (« - j),

A)

where

a';. = (Xp - XPo)'(I - U)(XP - XPo). (3b.5.8)

Now /?o^
-v - r) by the first fundamental theorem and R^^ - Rq^ ^ 0.

Hence, applying [(iv), 3b.4], we have

~ Rq^ - s, /) independently of Rq^.

If H'p = ^ is true, then p = p^ -i- y where H'y = 0. Hence

a^;. = (Xy)'(I - U)(Xy) = (Xy)'(Xy) ^ (Xy')(Xy) = 0.

since UXy = Xy. Thus R^^ - R^^ ^ o^x^{r - 5), a central
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In the special case ^(H) c ,^(X') and H is of rank k,

s = rank(X'
: H) - rank H ^ r - k^r ~ s = k. (3b.5.9)

Hence ~ o^l^ik).

(iii) The Third Fundamental Theorem. Let Y = (Y^ i Y 2) with the

corresponding partition of the expectation vector p'X' = p'(X'i ; Xj) -
(P'X'i ; P'X^). Then the statistic

^^_
mmp(Y. -X^py(Y, -X,P)

minp(Y - XP)'(Y - Xp)

fq-ry /i-^-r + rA

I 2 ’

2 )

(3b.5.10)

where q is the number of columns in X|, ^ rank X^ and n, r are as defined

in (i).

By making a transformation similar to that in (ii) the statistic 11 can be

expressed as

l\q~r,)

l\q~r^)^'/i^{r^-r-q + rf)*

where the two -/f variables are independent. Hence by (3b. 1.6) the ratio has

the beta distribution (3b.5.10).

(iv) A General Theorem. Let ^ he a p-vectnr and \ be p x k matrix

of random variables such that the conditional distribution n/W given Y

W
I

Y - A,(Yot, <t^G),

/?(Y'GY) ^ r [fixed] with probability f

R[G) = 5
,
G is free of\. (3b.5.1 1)

Define the statistics

=d'Y(Y'GY)~Y’d,

r2 = dG“d, d = W-Ya. (3b.5.12)

for any choice of the gdnverses. Then f and Tj - Tj ~

and are independently distributed so that - r)7i/r(r2 — T,) has the /'(r. j - r)

distribution.

The result is just a restatement of the propositions, (iv)-(ix), in 3b.4. Of
course the theorem is true when Y is nonstochastic.

See also examples 2.1-2.11 at the end of the Chapter for alternative

proofs and further results.

13(54-45)1973
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3b.6 The p-Variate Normal Distribution

Following the expression (3b.3.4) we consider a p-variate normal distribution

with the probability density

(3b.6.1)

where L, a p.d. matrix, and |i a p-vector are parameters of the distribution.

A more general definition is given in Chapter 8 where the density of X with

respect to Lebesgue measure may not exist. However, the expression (3b.6.1)

is of classical interest, and it may be of some interest to study its properties.

(i) The value of the constant c in (3b.6.1) is

(271)- ^'^11! (3b.6.2)

Let us make the transformation Y = L' where is a square root of

L. The differential JY = |L| so that the density of Y is

c. v=Z~^'^\L. {3b. 6. 3)

The components of Y are independently and normally distributed. Hence

integrating (3b. 6.3) term by term we have

giving- the value of c as in (3b.6.2).

Note the significance of the transformation Y = It shows that the

study of a p-variate normal distribution reduces to that of p independent

univariate normal variables considered in 3b,2-3b.5. For instance, to study

the behavior of a statistic /(X) based on a p-variate normal variable X we

need only consider the statistic /(S^^^Y) based on independent univariate

normal variables Y. We shall illustrate this in the following propositions.

(ii) ^(X) = p, i.e. p is the vector of mean values of the components ofX.

Since X £(X) = E'^^EfY) = = p, using (3b.6.3).

(iii) OfX), the dispersion {the variance-covariance) matrix o/X is E.

Again we use the transformation (X - ^i) = E^^^fY - v) and note that

0(Y) = I, since the components of (Y - v) are independent V(0, 1) variables.

Then

OfX) - 0[E'/^(Y - V)] =. E’^'OfY - v)E’'2

_

The propositions (ii) and (iii) show that a p-variate normal distribution is

completely specified by the mean and dispersion of the random vector X. The

distribution with the density (3b.6.l) is denoted by E).
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(iv) The marginal distribution of any subset of the components ofX, say the

first is k is k^variate normal.

Let X' = (X'l i Xj) where X^ is the subvector with the first k components of

X. Then

X' = (x; i Xi) = = Y'(C, i
= C’.Y.

Hence using (3b. 3. 4), Xj has fc-variate normal distribution, Tu) where

£(X,) = |ii, ^(Xi) = Eh-

Then Pi and Su are appropriate partitions of ^ and E respectively.

For further study of the multivariate normal distribution, the reader is

referred to Chapter 8.

3b.7 The Exponential Family of Distributions

Let (D, p) be a measure space and , . .
.

,

represent g-real valued

measurable functions over O. Then a typical exponential family of distri-

butions is characterized by probability density of the form

/(a>, 0) - C(0)/f((u)exp[X 7ij(e)T,.(m)], ct> g Q (3b.7.1)

with respect to the measure p, where 0 e 0, a specified parameter space and

TT, are given functions. The expression {3b.7. 1) can also be written in the alter-

native form

fio), e) = exp[7t(0) + T(a)) + X (3b.7.2)

where k{&) is obtained from the relation, X/(^> 0) = 1 in the discrete case,

and \f{(u,d) dp= 1 in the general case. We may assume without loss of

generality that there is no linear relationship among 1, Ti(ai), ..., Tfw) or

among 1, . .
.

,

n^(9). The functions 7^, . .
.

,

T, may otherwise be func-

tionally related.

Many discrete and continuous distributions belong to the class (3b.7.1). The

reader may verify that the discrete distributions binomial, Poisson, negative

binomial, etc., and the continuous distributions, gamma, normal, uniform,

etc.
,
are particular cases.

For example, if ft is the space with general coordinates Xi , then

the family of p-variate normal distributions considered in 3b.6 is determined

by

(T, T,) = (X, Y,, X;, X,X^, X,X, X,.,X,)

(3b,7.3)

where g = p + p(p + l)/2. Thus the exponential family includes the multi-

variate normal as a special case. Note that in (3b.7.3), . .
.

,

are related.
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Applying the factorization theorem for densities (see 2d.3), we find that

(Ti,..,, Tg) constitutes a sufficient statistic for the exponential family. A
special class of the exponential family is

/(w, 6) = exp[ft(0) + T{oj) + Ti (cu) + • • + 0, r,(co)] (3b.7.4)

where 0 = (0| , . .
. , 0,) is considered as a vector of free parameters belonging

to a set 0 c JR^. In such a case, the following propositions are of interest.

(i) The natural parameter space is convex.

(ii) The distribution of a subset (T^, . .
, ,

T^.) of statistics also belongs to the

exponential family.

(iii) The set (Ti , . .
. ,

T^) is sufficient for 0 and their distribution is complete,

i.e.,

£/(T,, . .
. ,

T,) = 0 for each 9 e 0=>/(T,, . ,
.

,

T^) = 0 n,e.

provided 0 contains a q-dimensional rectangle.

The model (3b. 7.4) can be extended by the introduction of a set of variables,

Jfi, . .
.

,

Xp, defined over a space S. Each response a> e 0 is paired with an

observable vector (Yi, Xp) which influences the response. An extended

model may be defined by the density

f{oj,6\X„ ...,Xp) = exp[a + 0,^ Y, Tj{<o)] (3b.7.5)

where a, the normalizing constant, depends on the parameters, and Y,-.

The model (3b. 7. 5) includes as special cases the conditional distribution of a

subset of the variables given the rest in a multivariate normal distribution and

the multinomial logit considered by Bock (1969). Thus the families considered

in (3b.7.1), (3b. 7. 4), and (3b. 7. 5) provide a wide variety of models for use in

practical work (see Dempster, 1971).

3c SYMMETRIC NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

3c. 1 Definition

The variables Xt, . .
.

,

Xp are said to have a symmetric normal distribution if

their distribution is p-variate normal with £(Xi) = p (same for all i) and their

dispersion matrix is of the form

D = (7^

1 P

P 1

.P P 1
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Make an orthogonal transformation

Y = CX (3C.1.1)

with the first row of C as (1/^/?, . .
. ,

l/y/p). It is a straightforward computa-

tion to show that

Eiyi) = V{y^) = (1 +p - lp)ff2 (3C.1.2)

£(>'i) = 0, V(y,) = {l~p)a\ i = l,...,p. (3c. 1.3)

cov(>'j>^) = 0 for (3c. 1.4)

that is, the transformed variables are all uncorrelated. The results (3c. 1.2) to

(3c. 1.4) show that

- Nipjp, [!+(;?- i)p]a^)

A[0, (1 ~ p)(7^], i~2,...,p (3c. 1.5)

and are all independent. It may be noted that C is precisely the matrix of

eigenvectors of the matrix D.

3c.2 Sampling Distributions

Joint Distribution of Mean and Variance. Let . .
. , Xp have a symmetric

normal distribution. Then the mean x = (x^ + '
• + Xp)lp and the variance

L - xY {P
-

1) independently distributed;

x~N{ti,i^+P^U>yip) iind W~(\-p)a^x\p-i)-

Under the orthogonal transformation (3c. 1.1),

y, = Jpx and H' = y 2
^ + + y/,

and by the result (3c. 1.5), and IV arc independently distributed, is normal

as in (3c, 1.5) and IV ~ (1 - p)<y^i^{p
-

1).

As for uncorrelated variables (3b. 3.1), the sample mean and the sample

variance of the observations are independently distributed.

Let us define t as in 3b.3

t = Jpix~- p)lJWI{p - 1 ).

Then it easily follows that

t

\ +p-lp
1 -p

S{p - 1).

or (1 - p)//(l -1-p - Ip) has Student’s distribution on (p - 1) D.F., S{p ~ 1).

However, no inferemt can be drawn on p when p is unknown.
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Rdtlo ofSum of Squares between and within Samples. Consider repeated ob-

servations on a p-dimensional symmetric normal variable. Let the rth obser*

vation be

Define

(-^H + ’
‘ + Xpi)

Xi = —
P

(3C.2.1)

B = pl{x,-xy. +

where x is the grand average. If ^ ^ (xj^ - jc)^ we have the relation

T= 5 We call ^ and W as sums of squares between and within samples.

It has already been established that for each i, X; and IV

i

are independent.

Wi, W„ are independent as they arise from different samples. Since

H^,-(l-/>)(rY(p-l),

W^Wi + --+W„^{\- p)aY{np - nl (3c.2,2)

Similarly, Xi, . . x, are independent and each is normal with the same mean

and variance (1 Therefore

B

P

i +p-lp

p
(rVin -

1 )

or

5 ^ (1 + p - Ipy - 1). (3C.2.3)

Combining the results (3c.2,2) and (3c.2.3) and applying (3b. 1.10), we have

B W
-f[n~ l,n(p~ 1)],

l+p-lp

where /is the distribution of ratio of two chi-squares. When p = 0,

(3C.2.4)

^-/(m - 1, n(p ~ 1)], ‘^~/ln(p - 1), « - 1].

Also by (3b.L12), when p = 0,

J?L ^
fP + B*‘r" \2 ' 2 }

(3C.2.5)

(3C.2.6)
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Intraclass Correlation Coefficient. Let it be required to estimate the correla-

tion coefficient between heights of brothers on the basis of measurements

taken on p brothers in each of n families. The p measurements on a family

provide p{p
~

1) pairs of observations (x, —

x

being the height of one

brother and y that of another. From the n families we generate a total of

np{p - 1) pairs from which a correlation coefficient is computed in the ordinary

way. Let the observations be

(x,
j

, . .
. , Xpj), r = 1 , . .

. ,
n (families). (3c.2.7)

It will be a good exercise to show, using the notations (3c.2.1) that the cor-

rected sum of squares S and products P for np{p — 1) pairs (x, y) obtained

from (3c. 2.7) are

S = {p~ l)r, P=pB-T,

so that the intraclass correlation is

_ pB-T

which gives the relation

W _

When p = 0, it is shown (3c.2.6)

W/T^B

Hence

(1 - r){P - 1) Jn(p - 1) « - 1\
" =

}
’—)•

The density of u is (by writing the beta distribution)

^ yt"(P-«)/2]-i(i _ yy(-»-o/2]-i

and hence that of r (the intraclass correlation) is

c. (1 _ ^

To find the distribution of r when p 0, we observe that

B _ I + (p - l)r

{[ -r)(p-l)

that

(3C.2.8)
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and using (3c,2.4)

i-hp-)r 1 - P Jn ~ 1 1) \

(l^r)(p-l)’l+(p-l)p'^^\ 2 ’
2 ) (3C.2.9)

We can then obtain the distribution of r by change of variable from (3c. 2.9).

A Test for Symmetry with Respect to Means. Suppose that there is a natural

order for the variables (xj, . .
. , as when stands for the height of a brother

with parity i in the family. On the basis of observations on n families, is it

possible to test whether there are differences in average heights of brothers of

different parities?

From the np observations (3c. 2.7) let us compute the average height of

brothers with parity /

(^ii + +
. 1=

» j = l,...,p

and the sum of squares arising from them:

Let R = nY, (^i.
— We find the distribution of R, as a statistic which

reflects the differences between parities.

We recall, that the transformation (3c.l.I), Y = CX on the /th set

(xii, . .
. , Xpi) leads to new variables

where are all independent and

V(y,j} = {\-py, i>\, y=i,

We observe the identity

2 1 2 2 1

Since ~ /V(0, (1 - then ~ (1 - pWx^iP ~ ^nd since

y.j
rv. ;v(0, (1 - p)<r^), then ly' ~ (1

- ~
01- Qi obviously posi-

tive and hence by an application of [(iv), 3b.4],

02 -(1 -p)<tY[('> -!)(/»- 01,

and furthermore Qy and 02 independently distributed.

The orthogonal transformation Y = CX on the averages Xj
, . .

.

,

Xp leads

to yy , yp.. Hence
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But - Jpx where x is the average of all the np observations. Hence

Therefore, R has the same distribution as Q^, that is, (1 - p)a^x^{p ” 0 *

Since the distribution of R involves the unknown parameters let us define the

statistic

R
. Q2

p- \
' {n- \){p- 1)'

(3C.2.10)

The statistic F of (3c.2.10) has FisheFs distribution F[p — 1, (n — !)(/> — 1)]

which is independent ofunknown parameters p and a. The statistic reflects the

differences due to parities as measured by R since Q 2 does not involve parity

differences. Hence it provides a reasonable criterion for the hypothesis under

test. Note that T=BfW=B-\-R-\-Q2 where T and B are as defined

earlier in (3c.2.1). Thus Q 2 can be computed by the formula T~B-R
(using the original observations x,y). The expressions for T, B, R in an easily

computable form are

R = -Yxi^ - npx^
n

where

i ;

3d BIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

3d.l General Properties

The multivariate normal distribution has already been introduced as providing

the sampling distribution of linear functions of independent normal variables.

The bivariate distribution is no doubt a special case, but it is of some interest

to examine its properties. The general multivariate normal distribution is dis-

cussed in detail in Chapter 8, from a different point of view.

A pair of variables (x. y) is said to have a bivariate normal distribution if the

density function is

c. (3d.l.l)
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where Q ~ A,i(x - + 2\yi{x ~^ - »i) + 222{y - is positive definite.

Let us write

(3d.l.2)

where u and v are defined by the equation (3d. 1.2). Substituting for Q in

terms of u and y in (3d.l.I) we find that u and v are independent and normal.

A number of results follow as a consequence of this.

1. It is seen that i; .^(0, where A = 2^222 - ^12
^ Since v ~ x ~

it follows that E{x) = ^ and K(a:) = 222/A = <Ti^ (say).

2. Similarly by symmetry, E{y) = and V'Cy) = 2i]/A = a2
^-

3. Independence of u and v implies 0 = cov(w, y) == cov(x, y) +
V(x) = 0, yielding cov(x,y) = -2i2/A = pffiff 2 ,

where p is the correlation

between x and y.

4. In terms of (Tj, <12 , p,

1
\
{x -

_
2p{x - 0 (y- >;) (y

-

^ l-p' L <^2 <^ 2
' J'

5. The marginal distribution of x is (Tj^), being same as that of v and

similarly that of y is N(r}, (T2^).

6. The conditional density of y given x [dividing (3d.l.l) by the marginal

density of x] is

c. exp y-T-
2zi

= c. exp
2(72 ^(1 - P ^)

y~Ti (X - c)

which is also normal with variance of a 2
^ {I - p^) and mean (regression

function)

which is linear in x.

7. By writing -
P^) = u|.i,

(2ttffi(r2i)"*exp[-

the density at (i, y) can be written

ix-0^
2<7,^ 2®!.,

(3d.I.3)
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8 . From (3d. 1.3), {x - and (y -a- ^x) are independent and their joint

c.f. is (using the formula for the univariate case)

from which the joint c.f. of (jc - and (>?-?/) is obtained as

^~Ui^<ri^ + 2ptJia2tit2 + f2^02^)/2
j

If the joint c.f. of x and y is needed, the expression (3d. 1.4) is multiplied by

9. Substituting ta = and tb = t 2 in (3d. 1.4) we find the c.f of a(x - ^)

+ b(y — tf) which is seen to be normally distributed with mean zero and

variance uV/ + 2pfl6cria2 +

Let us suppose that two variables (jc, y) are distributed in such a way that

every linear function of x and y has a normal distribution. What can be

said about the joint distribution of x and y ?

Let E(x) = E{y) = 0, without loss of generality, and V{x) = V(y) ~
and cov(:c, y) = p<r-[(J 2 Consider the linear function ax + by with vari-

ance (T^ = + labpu^(j2 + Its c.f is

£[exp it{ax + by)] = by hypothesis.

Hence

£[exp(rrijc + itjL)] = (3d. 1.5)

if we write at = tj and bt = t 2 . Equation (3d. 1.5) holds good for all a and

b and hence for all and t
2 • But the right-hand side of (3d. 1 . 5) is the c.f

of a bivariate normal distribution, as in (3d. 1.4), We have already seen

that if (x,y) has a bivariate normal distribution, every linear function has a

normal distribution. The converse is now established.

3d.2 Sampling Distributions

Let Ui ^ N{0, c^), / = 1, . .
. ,

n, be n independent variables and define

_ (ui-h-'-mJ

n

Suv = Wi(fi - y) + • •
• + u„{v„ - y)

s.. = (ui - u)* + •
• + (u, - ay

s„ = (Vi~vy + '-- + (ii, - ay
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where are fixed numbers. It is easy to see that since ii and iS„„ are

linear functions of Uj

,

(

cr^\

0,
-“j

and hence (3d.2.i)

5 2

5’„,-iV(0,aX) and hence - x^O- Q62.2)
<7

Furthermore, cov(u, ^ (iJj - v)a^jn = 0. Hence they are independent,

l^t us write

which gives

+ x'(i) + j:^(n - 2).

(3d,2.3)

The distribution of the last term is deduced by an application of [(iv), 3b.4],

because it is positive (by the C-S inequality or otherwise) and the distributions

of the Others (3d, 2. 1, 3d. 2.2) are known. The result (3d. 2. 3) can be established

in many other ways, for instance by making an orthogonal transformation on

(«i, , .
. ,

u„). From (3d.2.1) to (3d.2.3) we note that the statistics

T’,-
Jnu
a

~ ^(0 ,
1 )

T, = ~ W(0, 1) (3d.2.4)

Ti = ~ iHn - 2)

are all independent. If (ci, . .
.

,

t'„) is now considered as a random variable

independent of (m, , . .
.

,

wj, then (i^i , . .
. , I'J is independent of

,
T2 ,

T
3 . Let

us add two more statistics which are mutually independent under the assump-

tion ~ MO, r = 1 , . .
.

,

l^{n - !)

(3d.2.5)
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The five statistics Tj, T2 ,
T3 , 7^, and are all independent. We shall now

deduce the sampling distributions of a number of statistics from a bivariate

sample.

Joint Distribution of Means from a Bivariate Sample. If (x, y) is an observa-
tion from a bivariate normal distribution, then it is shown in (3 d. 1 . 3) that

u = y ~ rj ~ l^(x ~ ^ 1^(0, alJ,
(3d.2.6)

and are independent. A sample of n pairs {x, );) gives n pairs {u, v) with the

relation

v = x~^,

Hence by (3d.2.4) and (3d.2.5), we see that

^ _[y - r} - ^{x ~

<^2.1

I4. —
(3d.2.7)

are independent and each is N(0, 1). The density of and T4 is

c.

Changing over to variables x, y by the transformation (3d.2.7), we see that

the density of x, y is const. exp(0) where

0 =
1 2a, ^ 2a|., j’

^ p ~ if _ 2p(^ - cXy - >
1) {y

- 17)^
]

2(1-p^)L a ,

2

a^a^
J’

which is bivariate normal.

Joint Distribution of Variances and Covariances, Using the relationship

(3d.2.6) between (w, v) and (x, y), we find

Suu

^vv - ^xx

C 2 c 2

^ ‘^xy~ ~
*

Oyy Ojfjf
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We use the three statistics T2 ,T^, and T5 as follows:

^2A\/^vv ^2.l\/^xx

r, =

The Jacobian of transformation is

D{T2,T,,T,) 1 1 1

The joint density of is (from 3d.2.4, 3d.2.5)

C
rj)y’(''"4),'2 j'(n~3)/2

But

7^2^ + 7^3 + T', =
1

1 - p
2 I

2
' T

Vl a,CT2

(3d. 2.9)

Hence by writing (3d.2.9) in terms of 5^^, Syy and introducing the

Jacobian the joint density of sample variances and covariance is

c.e-^^\S,,Syy~Sjr (3d.2.10)

Distribution of the Correlation Coefficient. The distribution (3d. 2. 10) may

be used to find that of r = S^y ~ ^S^j^Syy by integrating out with respect to

two suitably chosen functions as shown by Fisher (191 5) in his original memoir.

But we shall determine the distribution of r directly by using the fundamental

statistics T2 ,T^,T^.

Introducing r and writing al j
= <72^(1 - p^), we can write the relationships

(3d.2.8) as

^yy P\/^xx

<72n/ 1 -P" CTi^l -p^

^ _ Syy(\ - r^)

'
^2^(1 -P^)’
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Using Tj and to eliminate and from Tj
, we obtain

T, = y yT3 ,
(3d.2. 1

1

)

which is a fundamental equation due to Fraser and Sprott. The distribution

of r is obtained from the joint distribution of T,
, T, , and Tc by using equation

(3d.2.Il). Whenp = 0

and the distribution of rj^/ 1 - is therefore that of . But

~ S{n - 2),

Student’s distribution (3b. 1.8). Hence

rJn - 2
4-^~5(«-2). (3d,2.l2)

v^l
-

SO that the significance of r can be tested by using tables of percentage points

of t. From {3d.2.12) we find the distribution of r by change of variable as

TK"- 1)/2L
(| (3d.2.13)

y;tr[(« - 2)/2 ]

To determine the non-null distribution we use the joint distribution of Tj
,
T3 ,

and T5 . Let / = r/^/l - and 0-p/v' l
~ in which case (3d,2.11)

reduces to

1-^T, = T2 + 0^T, or ( = (3d.2.l4)

V ^3

The joint density of Tj
, T5 is

c
^-(7'22 + r3>ro/27-(«-4)/2j(n-3),2^

(3d.2.15)

and the problem is reduced to finding the distribution of t which is the

function of T2 ,
T^, defined in (3d.2.I4). Substituting

T, = ryn - oJt,

dT, = y r, dt

in (3d.2.15), we find the joint density of /, T3 , T5
to be

Q +f^) + 7
-

5(1 j^yn-3)/2
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Let us transform T3 , T5 to

u = Ti(\ + (^), V = Till + 0^),

which leads to the joint density of t, u, v

i 1

(nr^)
+

and to that of r, u, r (t ^r\^\ - r\ which is

C (^1
_ ^2yB-4)/2^-(H+i)- 2p»-v'iiiT)/2^y^yn-3)/2^

The density of r alone can be expressed as an integral

c. (1 - r +

•'0 *^0
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which is Student’s distribution on (« - 2) D.F. The significance of an observed

deviation of the estimate from the hypothetical value /? is tested by the t

statistic. If the distribution of b alone is desired, however, we have to con-

sider the statistics Tj and Tj with the joint density

C.
^>“tr2^ + r3)/2 j^«-3)/2_

By transforming to h and T5 by the relation (3d. 2. 1 7) the density transforms to

If we integrate out for ,
the density of b alone is

c. (3d.2.18)

COMPLEMENTS AND PROBLEMS

1 Independence of linear and quadratic forms. Let N(pi ,
i = 1, . .

.

,

n be all independent and denote Y' = (yj , , .
. , y„) and p' - (^1, . .

. , p„). Prove

the following results.

1.1 A sufficient condition for Y'AY and Y'BY to be independently distri-

buted is AB = BA = 0. [Hint: by the spectral decomposition (lc.3.4, lc.3.5)

of A and B

A = Pi P'l + + P,. P^ A,' 0, / = 1 ,
. .

. ,
r

B = ViQiQ; + + v,Q,Q:, v-7^0,

where r - rank A and .9 = rank B and P; are mutually orthonormal and so

also are Qj . AB = 0 = ^ J /, P, P,' Q} . Pre- and postmuitiplying by P' and

Q,, we find P;Q^ = 0 so that Pj and Qy are all orthonormal. Then P^ Y and

Qj Y are all independent and normal. The sufficiency of the condition follows

by observing that Y'AY = /ilPjY)^ + ••
• + 2,(P' Y)^ and Y'BY = Vi(QiY)^

+ ‘ + v/Q' Y)^ depend on exclusive sets of independent variables. Note that

Y'AY and Y'BY need not have distributions.]

1.2 Let BY be m linear functions of Y, that is, B is w x « matrix. A sufficient

condition for BY to be distributed independently of the quadratic form

Y'AY is that BA = 0.

[Use the spectral decomposition of A as in Example I.l. The condition

BA = 0 implies that BP, = 0, / I, ..., r. This means that BY is inde-

pendent of the linear functions PjY, . . . , P' Y. But Y'AY = ^ 2j(P- Y)^.]

1.3 The condition BA = 0 is also necessary for the results of Examples 1.1

and 1.2 to hold.

14(54 -45)1973
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[The proof of the necessity is somewhat complicated and employs character-

istic functions. See Ogawa (1949). It may be noted that in 3b.4 the necessity is

established under the additional condition that the matrices of the quadratic

forms are symmetric and idempotent.)

1.4 Show that the c.f. of V'AY is |I — 2iff^rAj and the joint c.f. of Y'AY

and Y'BY is |I - 21^^A -

1.5 Sakamoio-Craig theorem. If Y'AY and Y'BY are independently dis-

tributed \l

-

2iG^t 2 B\
^ |I-2/(7^tiAl H- 2/a^/ 2 Bt for all r^,

t2 . Hence deduce that AB = 0.

2 Consider the setup of 3b.5 of n independent variables

+ " + ^ = 1 , . .
. ,

n.

Let Y' = (yi, . .
. , y„),

p' = (/Jj, . .
. ,

X = (x,j) of rank r, and (X'X)" be

a generalized inverse of X'X (lb.5). Further let p - (X'X)“X'Y so that P is a

solution of the equation X'Xp = X'Y.

2.1 Show that (a) X = X(X'X)-X'X and (b) the matrix I - X(X'X)-X' is

idempotent. [Hint; Let G = X[I - (X'X) "X'X], Compute G'G and show

that it is zero, from which it follows that G = 0. To prove (b), lake the square

of 1 - X{X'X)"X' and use result (a).] (c) Also X' = X'X(X'X)“X'.

2.2 Let H be a m X A- matrix such that Show that Z =

HP' and = (Y — Xp)'(Y — Xp) are independently distributed. [Hint;

Since .^(H) = .#(X'), there exists a matrix C such that H = X'C. Hence

H'P-CX(X'X)“X'Y-BY.

= Y'Y - Y'X(X’X)'X'Y = Y'[l - X(X'X)'X']Y = Y'AY.

We want to establish the independence of a set of linear functions and a quad-

ratic function of Y. We find

BA = [C'X(X'X)“X'][1 ~ X(X'X)^X'] = 0,

since the product of the first two terms is zero by (c) of Example 2.1. The

result follows from the condition of sufficiency of Example 1.2.]

2.3 Z = H'p has a fc-variate normal distribution with mean H'p and dis-

persion matrix cr^D, where D = H'(X'X)“H and ~ - r). [Hint:

Z = C'X{X'X)~X'Y = BY, that is, linear functions of normal variables. By

applying (3b. 3. 4), Z has a /:-variate normal distribution. Consider

V =Y'[I-X(X'X)-X']Y.

The matrix 1 - X(X'X)'X' is idempotent. Hence -
'') where

fi ^ r = trace 1 - trace X(X'X)~X' = n ~ trace(X'X)~X'X = n - rank X'X =

n — rank X. Furthermore, by applying the sufficiency condition of Example

1.2, Z and are independently distributed.]
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2.4 Let p*, X* be a solution of the equations

X xp +m = x'Y

H'P = Oy (a given value),

which are obtained by difierenlialing (Y - XP)'{Y - XP) with respect to p

subject to the condition H'p = By . Show that

= (Y - Xp*)'(V - Xp*)

= (z-e(,)D-‘(z-e„) + R„',

where Z and D are as defined in Example 2.3. [Hint: Observe that =

(Y - Xp)'(Y - Xp) + (p ~ p*)'X'X(p - p*), and it is enough to show that

the second term is (Z - 00)0' '(Z - By). Since ,Y/(H) c , //(X'X), H = X'XC
From the equations for P*, X*. X'X{p - p*) - HX* - X'XCX* so that

(P - p*)'X^X(P ~ P*) = X*X:'X'XCX*. Also from the equations, C'X'XP''

- H'P* + C'H*X - C'X'Y - By or C'HX* = Z - By or C'X'XCX* = Z
— By ^ X* = D” ‘(Z. — By) where D — C'X'XC by substituting for H in the

expression for T) in Example 2.3. Hence the result.]

[Note: In Examples 2.1 to 2.4, we have alternative proofs of the first two

fundamental theorems of least squares provided we can assert that the expres-

sions Rq^ and correspond to actual minima, when p are unrestricted and

restricted to H'p = By respectively.]

2.5 Relax the condition .//(H) c; in (ii), 3b.5. Then — Rq^ is a

noncenlral on t degrees of freedom, where t
— rank[,//(H) n .//(X')].

Find the noncentrality parameter.

2.6 Let Rq^, /?/, and minima of (Y - Xp)'(Y - Xp) with no

restriction on p, with H'P — and with H'p — G'P — tj. Then
-

/?o^, and - R^^, arc independently distributed. Rq^ ~

- Rq^ and /?
2

^ -
/?i^ are noncentral x^’s with k and t degrees of free-

dom respectively, where r = rank X, X = rank[.//(H) n ,//(X')] and t + k

— rank [.//(H) u .//(G) n .//(X')]. The noncentrality parameters are /:ero if

the restrictions are true.

2.7 Generalize ihe results of Example 2.6 to /?y^, Rj^y . . . suitably

defined.

2.8 Consider a vector Y of n independent normal variables with a common

variance and a mean vector p. Let Wj
,
CO 2 , . . • , (u* be subspaces of the n-

dimensional Euclidean space and R^^^ . .
. , R^^ be the minima of (Y - p)'

(Y- p) subject to the restrictions pea>,,pGCOi ncuj peminwj ncUk

respectively. Show that Ri^ - Ry^ - Rj^, ..

.

are independent non-

ccntral x^ variables with degrees of freedom ki ^ n — k 2 =
d[a}^] - d[o)i n CO2 ],

-
^/[(u, n ^/[cu, n 0)2 n Wj], . . . and so on,
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where d represents the dimension of the subspace indicated. The problem

is a special case of (2.6) with homogeneous restrictions. [Hint: Construct

an orthogonal transformation by taking an o.n.b. of Wi n ••• n w* and by

adding vectors build up an o.n.b. of Wj n n cuk_i, and so on until an

o.n.b. of the entire space is obtained.]

2.9 In Example 2.8. state the condition under which Ri^ — Rf^i is equal to

the minimum of (Y — n)'(Y — p) subject to the restriction n g cUj.

2.10 Show that the dimensions of the subspacc generated by the vectors

Xp (where X is n x w matrix) when the column vector p is restricted to the

condition H'p = 0 {where H' is A: xm matrix) is ~ ri.^(H)).

2.11 Satisfy yourself that the results of 3b,5 and of the Examples 2.5 to

2.9 remain the same if Y has an n-variate normal distribution with mean

Xp and dispersion matrix A and ... are defined as the minima of

(Y-Xp)'A-HY-Xp).

3 Let .V, - N(fi, (7^), i
-

1 be n independent variables. If m,, . .
. ,
m„

are fixed quantities, find the distribution of the correlation coefficient

r = Y. ^ [I
' z

[Hint; By a suitable transformation or otherwise show that r = xj^Jx^ + y
where x ~ A'(0, 1) and y ^ ~ 2) are independent. Then use (3b. 1.13).]

4 Laplace distribution. The density of Laplace distribution is of the form

L{x \p,L) = (2/.) ‘ exp( - I
X ~

I

//).

Show that the c.f. is (1 + ^ e.xp(/r/i). It has moments of all orders and is

not preserved under convolution.

5 Pareto distribution. The random variable has the density

and zero otherwise. Examine the moments of this distribution. Show that

the mean is finite only when 3c > 1 ,
in which case it is equal to a/xpl I — ot). The

distribution function has the simpler form 1 — (xq/x)^. Hence show that the

median is Distribution of incomesof individuals whose incomeexceeds

a certain limit jCq (a truncated distribution) sometimes has Pareto’s form.

6

Log normal distribution. Consider a series of independent random im-

pulses occurring in the order - ^ effect of being to increase the

momentary size of an organism from x, to by the relation

X,+
i
=
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If w = log JC - log ^^0—the logarithmic difference between the sizes at the

final stage and initial stage—then

w = log r/o +

where log are independent. Let each impulse give only a slight growth and

n be large. As in [(iii), 3a.l] let n^oo, such that L(^v) is finite. In the limit,

vv = log X - log Xq has a normal distribution or x has the distribution

If X is measured from a, we have a more general form

L-— > a.

g{x - ay 271

The log normal distribution provides, in some cases, a good fit to income dis-

tribution. Find the mean and variance of log normal distribution.

7 Logistic distribution. The distribution function is given by

= «>o.

Find the c.f. and moments of x. This is used as a tolerance distribution in bio-

assay problems.

8 Pearsonian system of frequency curves. Let j - /(x) denote the density

function. From general considerations, Karl Pearson obtained the differential

equation

\ dy X -I- a

y dx ^>0 F

Almost all the distributions considered in Chapter 3 are special cases of this

system and can be deduced by special choices of the constants u,

bi . Show that the constants can be expressed in terms of the first four mo-

ments of the distribution, if they exist.

9 Life testing models. Let F{t) be the probability that a structure fails by

time f and A(t)A/ + 0(AO, the probability of failure in a small interval At

having survived up to t.

9.1 Show that F{t) satisfies the differential equation

m
\-F{t)

= 2(0, where F{t) = f(t) is the p.d.
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leading to the functional form

F(0 = 1 -expj^-

9.2 For the special case /.(O = c (constant), deduce the exponential distribu-

tion

= or f{t) = ce~‘^\

9.3 Show that the exponential distribution is characterized by the property

that the conditional distribution of further life, given that a structure has

survived up to time T, is independent of T, and is the same as the distribution

of life from the start. [There are some structures which obey this property such

as an electric fuse and a jeweled bearing in a watch.]

9.4 Show that for the special case /.(t) - a > I, c > 0, the d.f. is

1 — exp( — c/“), which is called WeibuH distribution.

9.5 Derive the expression for F{l) when /.(t) ~y + which is called

Makeham’s law. The function F{t) so derived is used in the construction of

mortality tables.

10 Order statistics. Let Xj, ..., x„ be n independent observations from a

continuous d.f, F(x) and let . .
.

,

be the order observations (or statistics

as they are called). The p.d. if it exists is denoted by f{x).

10.1 The d.f. of is 1 - [I - [Hint: the probability that the

minimum is less than is equal to one minus the probability that all the

observations are not less than y^.] lf/(,v) exists, then the p.d. of y^ is

«[1 - F(yi)]''^y(yi).

10.2 Similarly the d.f. and p.d. of the maximum y„ are

[F(y„)r and /j[f(}g]"' ‘/(yj.

10.3 The joint d.f. of y^ and y„ is

my„)r - [ny„] - f(y.)r.

Note that the first term represents the probability that the maximum is less

than y„ and the second that all the observations are between yi and y„ . The

p.d. is obtained by differentiation

n(n - l)[F(y„) - F(yi)r'‘V’(y,)/(yJ.

This is the starting point for finding the distribution of the range (y„ - yi).
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10.4 The kih order statistic is less than if the number of observations less

than k or k + 1 or + 2 • or n, the probability for which is

^ “ E - ^0’it)r ' (by binomial theorem)

n! [-1

l)!(n-^)! Jo

which is an important result. The p.d. is

The distribution of the median and other useful fractiles can be obtained as

special cases.

10.5 Show that the distribution of Fiy^} is B{k, n ~ k +

10.6 Show that the joint p.d. of , , .
. ,

(fr < 5 <u) order statistics

is

r(n + 1)

r(A:)r(5 - A:)
• r(rt - + 1)

[1

11

Dirichlet distribution. Let ..., + j
be independent gamma variates

with parameters (a, Pi), . ,
. ,

(a, Pi+i). Show that

= xjixi + • L X,.), / = 2, + 1

are independently distributed. Further, show that

z. ^ ,T,/(xi + •• + r=l,...,A:

have the joint p.d.

HPi) •’•r(pt+,) '(1

r(pi + j)

which may be called Dirichlet distribution.

12

If JC|, X2
are two independent observations from A^(0, 1) find the distribu-

tion of z = Xi/r2 .

13

Let jc = .X, -f
• •

-f- x„ be the sum of n independent observations from a

rectangular distribution /?(0, 1). Show that (Rao, 1942a)

P{x <X) =
X'' {x-\r ix~2r

(n - ])!1! (n -2)!2!
+ (-l)^

(X -

(« - r)!r!’
r = [2f].

14

If /(x) is p.d. of a random variable x, af(ay} is the p.d, of y ~ x/cc.

Consider random variables y^, yi with p.d.’s a]/(«i>'i) and a 2/(a 2
>’2 )-

the functional form / if the p.d. of + T2 is of the same form «/(«>')
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with respect to some a. Deduce that if the first two moments of/exist then it is

normal [Polya, 1923).

15

On the circumference of a circle of unit length, n arcs each of length x

are marked off at random, (a) Show that the probability that every point of

the circle is included in at least one arc is

1 - (:;)(1
- xr + (")(1 - 2x)”- ' -

± (")(1 - \ i =
[i]

.

(b) Show that the probability for i gaps is

|"jj^(l-ix)'-'-(n-i)[l-(i + l)xr-' +

± ,L.

- ~
{k-iy.{n-k)\ J

16 If X, has distribution on 2 d.f, r = 1, n, and are independent,

then the probability that i of the fractions xJY," exceed x is the same as the

expression (b) in Example 1 5. Similarly, the probability for the largest fraction

to exceed x is the same as the expression (a). These distributions are used by

Fisher (1929) for tests of significance in Harmonic analysis.

17 Noncentral f and beta distributions. Let ^ [noncentral

chi-square (3b.2.2)] and ^ 2
^ be independent. Define / =

g = + Xi^)- shown that when A = 0, / has the distribution

(3b, 1.10) of the ratio of central ;j^’s and g has the beta distribution (3b. 1.1 2).

When A / 0, the joint p.d. of Xi^ and X 2

^
is

17.1 Apply the result {3b. 1.7) to each term to obtain the p.d. of / ~ Xr^lXi^

7\

r

which is called noncentral / (ratio of y^’s) and denoted by f{k, m, A). This can

also be written in the form using the hypergeometric function ^F^,

r(L±Sl)
/“

m\ (1

substituting F=mflk we have the noncentral /'distribution, F{k,m,X'i.
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17,2 Obtain by change of variable, the p.d. of ^ V(Xi^ + Xz^)

which is called the noncentral beta distribution and is denoted by B(k, m,X).

This can also be written in the alternative form

k
’

2
’

2 )

B(g\k,m,X).

18 Let /?(jc) be p.d. of a random variable and define entropy by — J p log p dx.

18.1 Show that when the random variable is bounded by a finite interval, say

^ jc ^ the entropy is a maximum for the uniform distribution between a

and b.

18.2 Let T be a random variable which takes only non-negative values and

is such that E{X) = p > 0 (a fixed number). Show that the entropy is a maxi-

mum when the p.d. is of the form p“ ^ exp(-x/p) that is, when the distribution

is exponential. [Hint: Follow the method outlined in the equations (3a. 1,1 3)

to (3a. 1.1 5) and also (3a.6.1) to (3a,6.5).]

19 Bessel function distribution. The function

* 1

" ^„k\r{p + k + ]) u/

is called a modified Bessel function (see 3a. 7. 10).

Consider a random variable X with the gamma distribution C(o£, p 4- ^ -I- 1)

and take k as an integer valued random variable with a Poisson distribution

P(X). The compound distribution of X obtained by summing over k has the

density

^k\\{p^k+\)

20 A random variable X is said to have a normal component if it can be

expressed as U i
V where U and V are independent and V has a normal dis-

tribution. Then show that there is a unique maximal decomposition, X =

£/ + K, where (/, V are independent, V is normal and U has no normal com-

ponent.

When A" is a vector variable, give an example to show that a maximal de-

composition exists but may not be unique.

21 Characterization of the normal law.

21.1 Let ATi, Xj be independent variables. Show that if -I- X2 and

Xi - X2 are also independent then X^ and X2 are normally distributed.
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21.2 Darmois-Skitovic theorem. Let X„ be independent random

variables. If Oi + • + and + + are independently

distributed then Y,. must be normal if ^0. [(Darmois (1951), Skitovic

(1954))]

21.3 If Xi, X2 are i.i.d. variables such that £(Yi) - 0, then

E{a,X, +aiX,\b,X^ + ^^2 Y^) = 0

implies that Yj is normal provided = 0.

21.4 If Yj, . .
. ,

Y„ are i.i.d. variables such that EiX^) - 0, then

£(YI Yi - Y) == 0

implies that Y^ is normal.

(For proofs and a variety of other results see the book by Kagan, Linnik,

and Rao, 1972. See also Pathak and Pillai, 1968.)
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Chapter 4

THE THEORY OF LEAST

SQUARES AND ANALYSIS OF

VARIANCE

Introduction. This chapter deals with statistical inference based on linear

models for the expectations and certain specified structures for the variances

and covariances of the observations.

The theory of least squares is concerned with the estimation of parameters

in a linear model. The foundations of the theory were laid by Gauss (1809)

and more recently by Markoff (1900). Certain improvements have been made

by recent writers (Aitken, 1935; Bose, 1950-1951 ; Neyman and David, 1938;

Parzen, 1961; and Rao 1945b, c, 1946b, 1962f). However, the problem

remains unsolved in its generality, especially when the observations have a

singular dispersion matrix. Specific solutions for the latter case have been

given by Goldman and Zelen (1964), Mitra and Rao (I968f), Zyskind and

Martin (1969), and others.

Unified approaches to the problem in full generality, which do not de-

pend on nonsingularity or otherwise of the dispersion matrix, are given by

Rao, 1971e, I972d, 1973a) and Rao and Mitra (1971 h). These are described

in Section 4i of this chapter. In this approach, we use the generalized inverse

(^-inverse) of a matrix developed in lb.5 and lc.5 as a principal tool.

While 4f deals with the estimation of intraclass correlations in a linear model

for a two-way classified balanced data, the general problem of estimation of

variance components is considered in 4j using what has been called MINQUE

(Minimum Norm Quadratic Unbiased Estimation) theory recently developed

by the author (Rao, 1970a, 1971c, 1971d, 1972b).

Section 4g on regression and least square prediction is treated in the

general context of a multivariate distribution and can be studied independ-

ently of the least square theory. Measures of association such as multiple

and partial correlation coefficients and ratios have been developed from

a new point of view with special reference to practical problems.

220
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A brief discussion is given of the design of observations by which obser-

vations are generated in such a way that maximum precision is attained in

the estimation of certain parameters.

4a THEORY OF LEAST SQUARES (LINEAR ESTIMATION)

4a.l Gauss-Markoff Setup (Y, Xp, gH)

Consider uncorrelated observations (}^i, . .
.

,

y„) such that

nyi) =
J

{4a. 1.1)

where (^j, . .
,

,

/?„) and are unknown parameters and {Xij) = X is a matrix

of known coefficients. If Y and p stand for column vectors of the variables

and the parameters pj, equation {4a. 1.1) can be written in matrix notation

Y - Xp + £, £(s) = 0, D{z) - a^I=>E(Y)'= xp, D{\) = gH (4a. 1.2)

where D stands for dispersion (variances and covariances) and I for the

unit matrix of order n. The problem is that of estimating the unknown

parameters on the basis of observations Vj

,

A set up slightly more general than (4a. 1.2) considered by Aitken (1935) is

E{\) - xp

D(Y) = cr'G, |G|?tO
(4a.l.3)

which introduces correlations among the observations. In (4a. 1.3) G is

supposed to be a known matrix and p,
g^ are unknown. The model (4a. 1. 3)

can be reduced to the model (4a. 1.2) by considering Z = G“*^^Y giving

E(Z) = G“^/2XP = UP

D{Z) = gH.
(4a. 1.4)

A special case of (4a. 1.3) is

E{\) = xp

i)(Y)-E, |E| #0,

where E is known. Then under the transformation Z =

(4a.l.5)

£(Z) = E"‘/2XP= up,

D{Z) = I,

(4a. 1.6)
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so that the setup (4a. 1.5) is reduced to that of (4a. 1. 2). For all these cases

we need only consider the model (4a.l.2) in detail, which will be referred to

as (Y, Xp,

The general case of (Y, Xp, where G may be singular, so that the

transformation of (4a. 1.4) is not applicable, is considered in Section 4i.

We shall use the following notations and results which the reader may

verify and with which he should be familiar.

(a) L'Y, M'Y, ... denote linear functions of Y; P'P, R'P, denote linear

functions of p, where L, M, . .
. ,

P, R, . . . denote column vectors.

(b) £(L'Y) = L'£(Y) = L'Xp.

(c) K(L'Y) = L'SL, where E is the dispersion matrix of Y
= when E =

cov(L'Y, M'Y) = L'EM, for genera! E
= ffX'M, when E cr^l.

(d) More generally, if B is an n x A matrix, then B'Y denotes k linear

functions of Y. It is easy to verify that £(B'Y) - B'Xp and /)(B'Y) =

B'EB which reduces to when E = oH.

(e) Expectation of a quadratic form

:

£(Y'GY) = trace GE + £(Y')G£(Y), where E = D{\)

= trace G + £{Y')G£(Y), when E ^ <t^L (4a. 1.7)

(f) If A is an idempotent matrix, rank A = trace A.

(g) Given a matrix S there exists a matrix S' called a ^y-invcrse, with the

property (see lb.5)

SS“S = S, trace S'S= ranks. (4a.l.8)

A general solution of a consistent equation Sp = Q is S'Q-f-

(I — S'S)Z where Z is arbitrary. When S is square and nonsingular

S“ = the true inverse.

(h) The linear manifolds generated by the columns of A' and A'A are

the same, = J^{A'A), which implies that if there exists a vector

L such that P = AX, then there exists a vector k such that P = A'Ak

Observe that for any L, AX e ~

4a.2 Normal Equations and Least Square (i.s.) Estimators

The equation in p (see Example 13.2, at the end of Chapter I)

X'XP = X'Y (4a.2.1)

obtained by differentiating (to minimize)

(Y - xpy(Y - xp) = I (ri - Xi,/;,
- - Xi, pj (4a.2.2)
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the sum of squares of differences between the observations and the expectations

is called normal equation. The observational equation Y = Xp is in general

inconsistent. But the normal equation {4a.2.1) always admits a solution,

since X'Y e which implies that there exists a p such that (4a. 2.1)

is true. Let P be any solution of (4a.2.]). Then

(Y - XP)'(Y ~ XP) = [Y ~ Xp + X(p - p)]'[Y - Xp + X(P - P)]

= (Y - xpyiY - xfc + (P - pyx'x(p - p)

> (Y - Xp)'(Y ~ xpy (4a.2.3)

which shows that the minimum of (Y - Xp)'(Y - Xp) is

{Y - XP)'(Y - XP),

and is attained at p = P and is unique for all solutions p of (4a. 2.1).

A least squares estimator of the parametric function P'p is defined to be

P'P where p is any solution of the normal equation (4a. 2.1). What are the

properties of the estimator P'p and in what sense is it a good estimator of

P'P?

(i) P'P is linear in Y and unbiased for P'p, if and only if P'p is unique

for all solutions P of the normal equation or equivalently P e which is

the same as P s JOfi'X), or equivalently there exists a linear function of Y
with expectation P'p,

We do not make any assumption about the number m of unknown param-

eters fij or the rank of the matrix X.

Let P e ^i^(X'X), that is, P = X'XL where k is some vector. Then for any

solution p,

P'P-VX'XP = k'X'Y, since X'Xp - X'Y. (4a.2.4)

Thus P'P is unique, linear in Y, and £(k'X'Y) = k'X'Xp = P'p, that is

unbiased for P'p. Further k'X' is unique although k'may not be.

Let P'P be unique. Corresponding to any vector k such that X'Xk = 0,

there is a solution p - p - k of (4a.2.1). And 0 = P'(P - P) ^ P'k for all k

such that X'Xk = 0. Therefore P e .Y/(X'X) and the rest follow.

Let L'Y be such that £(L'Y) = P'p, Then L’Xp = P'P or L'X = P',

that is, P e .^(X'). We shall say P'p is estimable if any of the conditions

in (i) holds.

(ii) /y P'P is estimable, then P'P has minimum variance in the class oj

linear unbiased estimators (£££) o/P'p.

Since P'p is estimable, P e ,/i^(X'X), that is, P = X'Xk for some k. Hence

P'P = k'X'Xp = k'X'Y. (4a.2.5)
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If L'Y is any unbiased estimator of P'p, then L'X = P'. Consider

K(L'Y) = L(L'Y - rxy + L'X'Y)

= L(L'Y - L'X'Y) + L(L'X'Y)

= n^'Y - X'X'Y) + K(P'p) (4a.2.6)

where in (4a. 2.6) the covariaiice of (L' - X,'X')Y and >,'X'Y is

(L' ^ l'X')XXa^ = (L'X - 'K'X'X)1(t^ = (P' - P')’ka^ = 0.

From (4a. 2.6), K{L'Y) > We call P'P, the BLUE (best LUE) of P'^.

(iii) All linear parametric functions are estimable, if and only if R{\) = m,

the number of unknown parameters jf ,
where R(\) denotes the rank of X.

If R{X) = m, then R{X'X) = m and hence the normal equation has a

unique solution and naturally P'P is unique for any given P.

If P'P is estimable, then P e ,//(X'X). If P is arbitrary, R{X'X) must be

full, thus establishing the converse.

If R{X) < m, then some parametric functions do not admit unbiased

estimators, and under our setup nothing can be inferred about such parametric

functions, which are said to be nonestimable or confounded.

What the results (i) and (ii) tell us then is that if we are seeking for linear

unbiased estimators with minimum variance, of parametric functions, the l.s.

estimator ofGauss is the answer. Theconcept ofestimability is due to R. C. Bose.

(iv) Let C be a g-inverse of X'X and let H - CX'X. Then a necessary

and sufficient condition that is estimable is r/iar P'(I - H) = 0,

It is shown in [(vi), Ib.S] that a general solution of X'XP - X'Y is CX'Y +
(I - H)Z where Z is arbitrary. Using the n.s. condition in (i) for estimability,

viz., that P'p is unique for all solutions p, we find P'(I - H)Z = 0 for all

Z<i^>P'(I-H) = 0

4a.3 ^-Inverse and a Solution of the Normal Equation

It is already shown that the normal equation X'Xp = X'Y is consistent.

Hence if a ^-inverse C of X'X is found, a particular solution is given by

CX'Y. In practice the computation of C can be reduced to that of determining

the true inverse of a suitable matrix. We consider some methods of compuU

ing C.

1. If rank X = m, the number of unknown parameters, then R(X'X) = m
and C = (X'X) ‘ is the true inverse.

2. Let /?(X) = r <m. Let it be possible to determine a matrix H of order

(m - r) X m such that R{X' i H') - m, that is, we add some rows to X to
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meet the deficiency in the rank. Then J?(X'X + H'H) = m, and the true

inverse (X'X + H'H)“‘ exists. It is easily shown that C = (X'X +
is a ^-inverse of X'X, that is, X'XCX'X = X'X (see Example 5, p.34).

3.

Having determined H as in (2), we have an alternative method of com-

puting a ^-inverse. Observe that the rank of

X'X

is 2m — r and, therefore, the true inverse

{4a.3.1)

exists. The matrix which appears in the partitioned form of the inverse

matrix (4a.3.1) is indeed a generalized inverse of X'X, that is, it satisfies

the equation X'XC,X'X = X'X.

4.

A modification of (3) is to determine matrices C'j, such that

(C; :Q) -I

Then Cj is a <5'-inverse of X'X. In many statistical problems the matrices

C, and Cj can be written after inspection.

5. Suppose it is possible to find the dependent rows in X'X. By omitting

these rows and the corresponding columns wc obtain an r x r matrix with

rank r, which admits a true inverse. Now increase the order of this inverse

matrix by inserting rows and columns of zeroes from where the dependent

rows and columns are removed. The matrix so obtained is a ^-inverse. This is

a useful method for in practice we may know where deficiency in X'X occurs.

6. Let A,, ...

,

be the non-zero eigenvalues and let Pj, . .
.

,

the cor-

responding eigenvectors of X'X. Then

x'x = /jP,p; +

It is easy to verify that

C = (X'X)- = ^ PiP; + • + 1 p,p;
A,

is a .9-inverse.

For a general discussion of the computation of a ^-inverse, the reader is

referred to Rao and Mitra (1971, B3).
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4a.4 Variances and Covariances of i.s. Estimators

It is convenient at this stage to denote the normal equation = X'Y

as Sp = Q, where S = X'X, Q = X'Y. An intrinsic property of the normal

equation is i)(Q) = a^S. Let C be a ^-inverse of S, that is, SCS = S, which

gives an explicit representation of a solution of the normal equation, p - CQ.

(i) Let P'p, R'p be the I.s. estimators of the estimable functions P'p, R'p

and C be any g-inverse of S. Then

K(P'P) = ff^P'CP, cov(P'p, R'p) = ff^P'CR (4a.4.1)

^0 that a^C can be formally considered as the dispersion matrix of p long

as formulas (4a.4.1) are applied to estimable parametric functions.

Since P'p is estimable, P = X'XX = SX. Now

F(P P) = K(P'CQ) = P'CZ)(Q)C'P

- (T^P'CSC'P - (T^rsese P - <7^P CP.

The result on the covariance is similarly proved.

When C = (C^) is a true inverse, all parametric functions are estimable;

is the I.s. estimator of jS; and

= cov{/3i,ft-) = tT^Ci^. (4a.4,2)

The expressions (4a. 4.2) are not meaningful when C is not a true Inverse,

but nonetheless can be used to compute the variance of any linear function

of provided the corresponding linear function in /Ij is estimable.

It is not always necessary to obtain C in advance to compute the I.s.

estimators and the expressions for the variances and covariances. Suppose

from the normal equation Sp = Q we find that on multiplying by a vector

i., VSp “ k'Q reduces to P'p = L'Q, Then X'Q is the I.s. estimator of P'P,

and

K(X'Q) = = n^rP, (4a.4.3)

so that we have an expression for the variance depending only on “k and P.

Similarly if VS = P' and p'S =R, then X'Q and p'Q are the I.s. estimators

of P'p and R'P and

cov(VQ, p'Q) = (j^VR = (tV'P- (4a.4.4)

In many practical problems, formulas (4a.4.3) and (4a.4.4)can be applied,

thus avoiding the computation of a ^-inverse,
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4a.5 Estimation of

The minimum sum of squares “ (Y - X^)'(Y - xp), introduced in

(4a. 2.3) has the following alternative expressions, which the reader may verify.

= Y'Y - Y'Xp = Y'Y - P'X'XP

= Y'Y-Q'P = Y'Y-QCQ
= YT - Y'X(X'X)‘X'Y = Y'(I - X(X'X)'X')Y. (4a.5.l)

When IX'X] 0, Rq^ can be expressed as the ratio

1 Y'Y \'Y !

L,x

The vector (Y - Xp) is called the residual vector. In some problems it is

necessary to examine the residuals. We prove the following,

(i) £(Y-Xp) = 0.

£(Y-Xp) = .E(Y)-£{XP) = Xp-Xp = 0. Observe that the step

i?(XP) - Xp has to be justified, since £'{p) # p in general.

(ii) Cov(P'P, Y — Xp) = 0, where P'P is the estimator of an estimable

parametric function P'p.

This statement follows from the more general result, cov(P'p, L'Y) = 0

where L'Y is a linear function of Y such that EtL'Y) = 0. The latter condition

implies L'X 0. Now P'p = X'X'Y where P — X'X>. and

cov(P'P, L'Y) = cov(rX'Y, L'Y) = a^L'XJi = 0. (4a.5.3)

By (i), Y - Xp is a set of linear functions with zero expectations. Hence

the desired result follows.

(iii) The variance-covariance {dispersion) matrix o/ Y - Xp is the difference

of the dispersion matrices,

f)(Y - XP) = D{\] - £)(XP)= cT^I - X(X'X) X'). (4a.5.4)

From (ii), cov{Y - Xp, Xp) = 0. Hence (4a. 5.4) follows.

(iv) E{R(f) = (n - r)a^, JO that an unbiased estimator of is

(4a.5.5)

n — r

where r = R{X).
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The simplest way to demonstrate this result is to use the orthogonal

transformation of [(i), 3b.5] from Y to Z and the representation (3b.5.4),

1 +
• •

• + in terms of new variables, with E{z^) = 0, U(Zj) =

i — r + ,
n. Hence E{Ro^) = {n -

Or we may use the representation (4a. 5.1)

V =Y'Y- Y'X{X'X)"X'Y

= Y'(I-X(X'X)^X')Y

By applying the property (Ex, 2.1, Chapter 3) X'X(X'X)”X' = X', we find

that the introduction of Xp does not alter the value of Rq^.

= (Y - Xp)'(I - X(X'X)"X')(Y - XP)

£(Ko^) = fT^ trace(l - X(X'X)“X')

- trace(X'X)-(X'X) = {n - r)fT^

since trace(X'X)'(X'X) = R(X'X) = r by {4a.l.8).

(v) In what sense is Ro^lin - r) an optimum estimator of beyond

being unbiased? Hsu (1938) and Rao (1952a, 197 Id) investigated this question

by considering quadratic estimators of the form Y'GY unbiased for and

trying to minimize its variance. Hsu imposed the condition that U(Y'GY)

is independent of p, the unknown parameters, and Rao imposed the condition

that Y'GY is non-negative. Under either condition, it is shown that Ro^l{n — r)

has minimum variance when (a) ^2 = ^ or (b) the coefficients of . .
.

,

in the expansion of R^^ are the same when ^2 ^ where ^2 is Pearsonian

coefficient of kurtosis of the distribution of individual y^. Further results

cannot be established without knowing the exact value of ^2 or the distribu-

tion of In many situations condition (b) is not satisfied when we cannot

claim minimum variance property for the estimator of based on least

squares.

4a.6 Other Approaches to the l.s. Theory (Geometric Solution)

Let U be a projection operator (matrix, lc.4) which projects vectors onto the

column space of X. By definition UX = X and U is symmetric and idem-

potent (U^ ^ U). Let L be such that £'(L'Y} = P'p, that is, L'X = P'.

Consider UL and the linear function (UL)'Y = 1/UY. Then

£(LUY) = i;UXp=L'Xp = Pp

F(L'Y) = F[L'(I - U)Y + i;UY]

= P[L'(I - U)Y] + U(L'UY) > K(L'UY},
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since cov[LXI - U)Y, L'UY] (t^L'(I - IX)UL = 0. Hence L'UY is un-

biased for P'p and has smaller variance than L'Y. If M'Y is another un-

biased estimator of P'p, then (L' - M')X = 0 => (L -- M) is orthogonal

to columns of X and therefore U(L - M) = 0, that is, M'UY = L'UY.

Hence V(M'Y) ^ V(M'UY) = V(L'UY), i.e., L'UY is a l.s. estimator.

If XX is the projection of L on the column space of X, then X'(L - XX) =

0, that is, X satisfies the equation X'XX = X'L. Hence X = (X'X)“X'L

and XX = X(X'X)"X'L where (X'X)" is a generalized inverse of X'X,

Therefore the projection matrix U can be chosen as X(X'X)'X'. Now

UL = X(X'X)-X'L = X(X'X)“P, using P = X'L

L'UY = P'(X'X)‘X'Y = P'p.

Thus P'(X'X)"X'Y or P'P is the l.s.e. of P'p. Note that P'[(X'X)”]'X' =

P'(X'X)“X'.

Extremum of a Quadratic Form. The problem of l.s. estimators may be

posed as one of determining a linear function L'Y unbiased for a given

parametric function P'p and as having minimum variance. Now F(L'Y) =

o^L'L and ^(L'Y) = P' p => X'L = P, so that the problem is one of minimizing

L'L subject to the condition, X'L = P, or of determining a solution L of

XX = P with minimum length. This problem is a special case of the one

considered in [(ii), If.l] (with A - 1), where it is shown that the infimum of

L'L is attained at

(L,y =P'(X'X)-X',

which gives the minimum variance estimator

(L*yY = P'(X'X)'X'Y-P'^

the l.s. estimator.

4a.7 Explicit Expressions for Correlated Observations

It is shown in 4a.l that the problems (Y, Xp, <j^G) and (Y, Xp, E) can be

reduced to (Y, Xp, by a suitable transformation of the variable Y.

We shall give explicit expressions to normal equations, l.s. estimators, etc.,

in terms of original correlated observations. By substituting for Y and X

in the expressions for the case (Y, Xp, the transformed values, explicit

expressions in terms of original observations are obtained. Table 4a.

7

summarizes the results.
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The essential difference is seen to be only in the computation of the normal

equation Sp = Q. The rest of the formulas depend only on S and Q.

4a.8 Some Computational Aspects of the l.s. Theory

The application of the least squares technique involves the numerical reduction

of X'X, the X m matrix of normal equations, which may offer some

difficulty. A method which has been found to be convenient for computations

both on desk calculators and high-speed computers is as follows. First, a

matrix T is found such that X'X = TT where T is upper triangular of order

m. When X'X is singular, T has the property that if a diagonal entry is zero,

the entire row is zero. The number of non-zero diagonal entries is equal to

R{X) which is less than m if X'X is singular. Given such a matrix, it is easy to

find T“, its ^-inverse. This is done by omitting the zero rows, determining

the true inverse of the reduced triangular matrix, and finally restoring the

order by inserting the zero rows in the proper positions. The rest of the

computations involve only matrix multiplications.

A ^-inverse of X'X is C = T'(T')', and a solution to normal equation

is p = CQ. The dispersion matrix of p for computing the variances and co-

variances of estimable parametric functions is a^C. The least sum of squares

which provides an estimate of is = Y'Y - p'Q.

A numerically stable method has to be used to compute T itself. Ordinarily

the square root method will work provided the matrix X'X is not badly

conditioned. A better alternative is the triangular reduction of X by premulti-

plication with Householder orthogonal matrices [see (vii), lb.2].

4a.9 Least Squares Estimation with Restrictions on Parameters

Consider the problem (Y, Xp, ff^I) where p is subject to consistent linear

restrictions H'p - ^ (given) and rank H = m - 5 . A general solution of

H'p = ^ is po + B0 where p^ is a particular solution and B is an m x 5

matrix of rank s such that H'B = 0 and 0 is an arbitrary vector of s elements,

which are, so to speak, new parameters.

£(Y) = xp = X(po -f B0) or £(Y - Xp^) = XB0.

Let Z = Y - Xpo . Then £(Z) = XB0, and the problem is reduced to that of

(4a. 1.2), by considering (Z, XB0, a^I), with new variables Z and new par-

ameters 0. To estimate P'p = P'(Pq -I- B0) = P'Po + P'B0, we need only

consider P'B6 = R'0. For the estimation of as in 4a.4, the rank of F = XB

is needed. It is easy to establish

rank(X i
H’) = rank XB -h rank H, using H'B = 0. (4a.9.

1

)

The rank of XB can thus be deduced from (4a.9.1) by studying the matrices

X and H without actually computing B and F.
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But we can approach the problem without introducing a smaller number of

parameters byapplyingtheresultof [(iii), If.l] on the extremum of a quadratic

form.

The problem may be posed as one of finding a linear function L'Y -I'

d

such that

K(L'Y + d)~ ff^LX is a minimum

subject to the condition

£(L'Y + ^0 = P'P, given (4a.9.2)

The condition (4a. 9.2) implies that the equation

L'xp + t/ = P'P, (4a.9.3)

is satisfied for all p such that H'P - ^ = 0. Then there exists a vector M such

that

L'X + M'H' = P' or (X'iH)|^j=P (4a.9.4)

and d = M'^. The problem then reduces to

minimizing LX

subject to (X' i

By an application of the result of [(iii), If.l], the optimum choice of L and

M are

H)
(4a.9,5)

L* = xc;p, M* = CiP

where and C2 are the submatrices of a generalized inverse

Hence we have the following result:

(4a.9.6)

(4a.9.7)

The minimum variance unbiased estimator 0/ P'P is (L,,,)'Y -1- =
P'(CiX'Y + € 2 ^), which may be written as P'p where p is a solution of the

etpiations

X'Xp + HL = X'Y,

H'P
(4a.9.8)

It may be observed that equations (4a.9.8) are the same as the normal

equations obtained byminimizing(Y - XP)'(Y - Xp) subject to the restriction

H'P = ^ using a Lagrangian multiplier X.
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Variances and Covariance of Estimators. Since

P$ = PCiXY + C2^,

then

K(P'f) = ff^P'CiX'XCiP = o^P'CiP

if we use the properties of the generalized inverse (4a.9.7). Similarly,

cov(Ff, R'g) - a^P'CiR = a^R'C.F.

Suppose the matrix is not computed but it is known that P'p =

Y'X'Y + 8'^ and R'P = ip'X'Y + and H'y = H'<1> = 0. Then the variances

and the covariance

K(P'P) = rr^P'Y, K(R'p) =

cov(P'p, R'p) = ff^P'(t) = ff^R'Y

involve only the vectors P, R and y, <|>. If the condition H'y = H'4> = 0

is not satisfied, then

|/(P'P) = a^y'X'Xy and cov(P'p, R'p) = i7^Y'X'X<|).

Estimation of An unbiased estimator of is

(Y'Y - P'X'Y - i%) (n - J)

where j = ran k(X' !H) - rank H as shown in (4a.9.1) and (P, k) is any

solution of (4a, 9. 8). In terms of the submatrices of the ^-inverse (4a.9.'^

we see that

P = CiX'Y + k = C3X'Y +

4a. 10 Simultaneous Estimation of Parametric Functions

Consider the general set up (Y, Xp, I) with or without restrictions on the

parameter p. Let P
i p, . .

. ,
Pj[ p be the individual least squares estimators

of the parametric functions P^ p, . .
. ,
P^ p. Furthermore, let Abe the dispersion

matrix of the estimators P'J, . .
. ,

P; p. We then have the following optimum

property of the l.s. estimators.

(i) Let LjY, . .
, , L^Y be any unbiased estimators of P^p, . .

.

,

Pi p and

let the dispersion matrix of the estimators be B. Then B - A /j nonnegative

definite, implying

(a) Trace B > Trace A,

(b) 1B| > |A|,

(c) Trace QB ^ Trace QA, where Q is any n.n.d. matrix, and

(d) maximum latent root of B ^ maximum latent root of A.
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Consider the linear parametric function

a,p;p +

whose l.s. estimator is aiP^P + + p with variance a'Aa where

a' = (a,, . , flfc). The variance of the alternative estimator CiLiY + •
• +

is a'Ba. Then we have a'Ba > a'Aa for all a, which proves all the results

(a)-(ci).

4a,11 Least Squares Theory when the Parameters are Random Variables

Consider (Y, Xp, E) where P itself is a random variable with mean p and

dispersion matrix T. What is the best linear estimator (or predictor) of

the random variable P'p. Let us observe that E = f^(Y[ P), that is, the con-

ditional dispersion matrix of Y given p. Then we have the following formulas

connecting the total dispersion and covariance matrices with the conditional

matrices.

D(Y) = £:D(Ylp) + f)[£(Ylp)]

- E 4- Z)(Xp) = E + XTX' (4a.n.l)

C(Y, P'P) - £[C(Y, P'P)i P)] + C[£{Y| p), P'Pl

= 0 + XTP. (4a. 11.2)

We determine a linear function a + L'Y such that

£(P'P-ij-L'Y) =
0

I

F(P'p ~ a - L'Y) is a minimum)

(i) Case 1, n Known. The optimum choice vfh and a are

L^ - (E + XTX')“‘XTP = E-'X(T^' + X'E^'X)~‘

= p'p - p'X'L*,

and the prediction variance is

T(P'p - a, - (L*)'Y) = P'TP - P'TX'L,

= P'(T-^ + X'E'’X)''P.

(4a. 11.3)

(4a. 11.4)

(4a. 11.5)

Proof consists m verifying that the choice (4a.! 1.4) satisfies the first con-

dition in (4a. 11. 3) and showing that, for any other choice of L and n,

nP'P - - L'Y) = K(P'P - a* - (L,)'Y) + K[(L - L*)'Y)

^ l/{P'p-fl* -^(LjY). (4a.ll.6)

(ii) Case 2, p Unknown. The optimum choice of L and a are

L*=:E'’X(X'E“‘X)"'P, = 0 (4a. 11.7)
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provided there exists an L such that X'L - P, and the prediction variance is

F(XT-^X)-‘P. (4a.ll.8)

Observe that the best estimator and the prediction variance are the same

as the Is. estimator and its variance when p is considered as a fixed param-

eter as in (4a. 1.2).

In (4a.ll.8) it is assumed that (X'L'^X)’^ exists. Otherwise we can sub-

stitute a ^-inverse of XT"*X.

It is easy to verify that X'L* = P, thus satisfying the condition (4a. 11.3).

Consider

K[P'P - {LJY - (L - L^)'Y] = K[P'P - (L,)'Y] + V[{t - L,)'Y],

(4a. 11.9)

the covariance term being zero as shown below.

CRP'P - (L,)'Y), (L - L,)'Y] = (L - LJ'XTP - (L - L,)XL,

= 0 - (L - L*)'2:2:“^X(X'I“'X)”'P = 0-0,

(4a.ll.l0)

by using the condition L'X = (L»)'X = P. Equation (4a. 11,9) proves the

desired result, The prediction variance is easily shown to be as given in

(4a.ll.8).

4a.l2 Choice of the Design Matrix

We have not discussed how the choice of X arises in practice. Each row of

X represents a combination of “factors” (or instrumental variables whose

values may be arbitrarily assigned and are not the results of an experiment) at

which a certain response (the result of an experiment) is observed. The

matrix X, which may be predetermined, is called the design matrix. In the

setup (Y, Xp, I), the expected response is assumed to be a linear function of

the factor variables.

Given X, it is shown that the dispersion matrix of the l,s. estimators

. . . ,
is (X'S” ’X)^ * (or a p-inverse when the rank is not full). Wc now

raise the question as to how X may be chosen to make (XTi ‘X) * as small

as possible.

If we are allowed to choose the factor values in an unlimited range, the

entries of (XT'‘X)"^ can be made arbitrarily small, since by choosing X

as aX, (XXX)'* changes to a"^(X'i:’‘X)"^ ^0 as w oc. But in practice

it may be wrong to do so since the response model may not be valid for a

wide range of the factor values. We have to limit the ranges to small regions

in which we are interested and within which we want to explore the re-

sponse function.
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Then we may make a restriction of the form

(given), / = 1, . .
. ,
m, (4a.l2.1)

where Xj is the column vector of X representing the n levels of the rth factor

used in an experiment. Subject to the conditions (4a.I2.l) we wish to choose

the combinations of the factor values or the rows ofX which lead to estimators

of with the least possible variance.

(i) Let \ be a design matrix and be the is. estimator of Then, under

the conditions (4a. 12.1) on X,

(4a. 12.2)

and the minimum is attained when X-E~’X^ = 0 for j = 1, . .. , / - 1, / + 1,

. .
. ,

m.

We shall prove the result for /= 1. The matrix X'E'^X can be written in

the partitioned form

(4a.l2.3)

Hence !X'E'’X1 = ! F| (X;E"‘Xi - B’F^’B), which gives

—ifL = ^ ^ (4a.l2.4)

|X'E-'xi x;e-‘x, -B'F-‘B x;i;-'x,

since B'F-‘B is positive. But. K(^,) = lFl/|X'E“'Xt. Hence K(^,) » 1/C,^

The equality in (4a.l2.4) is attained when B = 0, that is, XiI"^Xy^0,

7 ^ 1. As a special case when E = oH, we have the following.

(ii) Under the condition X' the optimum choice of combinations

{rows ofX) is when X| X^ - 0, that is, the columns ofX are orthogonal.

4b TESTS OF HYPOTHESES AND INTERVAL ESTIMATION

The l.s.e. of a parametric function is only a point estimate, and no exact

statement of probability of its deviation from the true value of the parametric

function can be made without a specific distribution for the variable Y being

considered. We shall assume that Y ^ V(Xp, oH), the setup under which the

sampling distributions of several statistics were investigated in 3b.5. Let H'

be a matrix of order k ^ mof rank k, such that its rows depend on the rows

of X. This implies [see (i), 4a.2] that the k parametric functions H'P are

individually estimable under the setup (Y, Xp, a^l), in which case, the l.s.
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estimators are H'p - Z (say). In terms of X, Y, we have H'p = H'(X'X)“X'Y

and Rq^ = Y^(I - X(X'X)'X')Y. Then

H'(X'X)“X'{I - X(X'X)“X') = 0

showing that H'p and Rq^ are independently distributed. (See also Examples

2.2 and 2.3 at the end of Chapt<T 3.)

From (3b.3,4) the distribution of Z is ^ variate normal with mean H'P

and dispersion matrix (say), and of is - r). We shall use this

result in drawing inferences about unknown values of parametric functions.

4b. 1 Single Parametric Function (Inference)

Given an estimable parametric function 0 ~ P'p, let u be its I.s.e, with variance

(say) Then

u ~ A^(0, pV) and Rq^ ~ r)

are independent, so that if ~

u - 6 s

pa a

u-e
ps

^ S(n - r) (4b.l.l)

which is Student’s distribution on {n ~ r) D.F. [using (3b. 1.8)]. If is the a

probability point of ] t] ,
that is, P(t /[ > Q ~ a, then

pfliLli! ^ /j = 1 - a, (4b.l.2)

I ps I

that is.

P{u - pst^ ^0 + pst^ = 1 - a. (4b. 1 .3)

The results (4b.I.2) and (4b.l.3) are extremely important for drawing in-

ferences on 9, the value of the given parametric function.

Testing of Hypothesis. Let the null hypothesis be P'P = 6q (an assigned

value). If the null hypothesis is true, then using (4b. 1 .2), we have

^ r 1 ^ 1 - a. (4b. 1.4)

1
ps }

The null hypothesis is thus rejected at a level of significance if, for an observed

w, we have

ps
(4b. 1.5)
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Interval Estimation. Equation (4b. 1.3) implies that for an observed u the

interval

(u - pst^ , u + pst^) (4b. 1 .6)

is a (! - a) confidence interval of 9. (See 7b of Chapter 7 for detailed treat-

ment of confidence intervals.)

4b.2 More than One Parametric Function (Inference)

Let us consider k independent estimable linear parametric functions

0,=h;p, ..., = (4b.2.1)

which, in matrix notation, may be written 0 = H'p where H' is a k y. m
matrix and 8 is the column vector of ..., 0^. The l.s. estimators of

(01 , Ok) are represented by (zi, z*) = Z' and its dispersion matrix

by cr^D. Then since E{Z) = 0, D{Z) = by applying (3b. 4, 7), we see that

(Z - Q) D'\Z - 0) - oh\k) and - aWn -> r)

and are independent. Hence by (3b. 1.11),

(Z- 0)'D~'(Z-0)
F{k, n - r). (4b.2.2)

The statistic F and its distribution {4b. 2. 2) play a fundamental role in drawing

simultaneous inference on a number of parametric functions. We shall study

the various aspects of this statistic.

Test of Multiple Hypotheses. Let it be required to test the null hypothesis

that k parametric functions have assigned values,

HiP = • •

» P - 0*0^

which may be written in matrix notation, H'p = Bq . The vector of deviations

between l.s. estimators and assigned values is (Z - 8o). If in fact 0^^ is not true,

the deviations (Z - 0o) are likely to be large. Let us consider the compound

deviation (a single measure of deviations)

(Z-0o)'D-‘(Z-0o).

By using the formula (4a. 1.3), we see that

£(Z-0o)'D''(Z-Go)

k
2 1

= - trace(D''D) -I- 7 jE:(Z - 0o)D-'E(Z - e^)

k k

= ff^ + l(H'P-eo)D-‘(H'P-6o)

= <7^, only if H'P = 0o, that is, the hypothesis is true. (4b.2.3)
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Since (H'p - 0o)D“^(H'p - 9o) is positive definite, (4b.2.3) exceeds tr^

if and only if the hypothesis is not true. On the other hand, the expected

value of = [Ro^Hn - r)] is without any assumption on the unknown
parameters p. Hence in the ratio

F =
k

(4b, 2.4)

the numerator is, on the average, larger in magnitude than the denominator

if the null hypothesis is not true, depending on the non-null quantity

(H'p - 0o)D~‘(H'p - Oo)//:, Thus large values of F indicate departure from

null hypothesis. Choosing a value such that

F(F > FJ = a, where F ~ F{k, n - r),

we may set up the test criterion

F =
k
?

—

(4b. 2.5)

for rejecting the hypothesis at a-significance level.

For purposes of computing F, we have an alternative procedure which

directly provides the numerator without obtaining the l.s. estimates of

individual parametric functions. It was shown in [(ii), 35.5] and also in

Example 2.4 of Chapter 3 that

Fi'- min {Y - XP)'(Y - Xp)

= {Z-0„)’D-'(Z-0o) + V- (4b.2.5)

If can be obtained directly as the restricted minimum with p subject to

condition H'P = 0,, then (4b.2.6) gives the formula

(Z - 0o)'D-‘(Z - Bo) = «/ - (4b, 2.7)

SO that we may write the test criterion (4b.2.4) as

The equation (4b.2.7) is important in the sense that it provides an explicit

representation of - Fq^, which appears in the numerator of the F statistic

in (4b. 2. 8), as a compound measure of the deviations between l.s. estimators

and hypothetical values.

The computations leading to the F statistic (4b.2.8) may be presented in

tabular form, called the Analysis of Variance.
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TABLE 4b.2, The Analysis of Variance

D.F.

Sum of Squares

(S.S.)

Mean Square

(M.S.)

Deviation from

hypothesis H' 0 = ©o

R,^-Ro^

k

Residual n — r min (Y - XP)'(Y - Xp) = Ro
P n—r

Total n — r+ k min (Y-xpnY-XP) = R^
H’p=eD

2

The entry marked by is obtained by subtraction. The F statistic is the ratio

of M.S. values.

Simultaneous Confidence Intervals (Scheffe, 1959). From (4b.2.2) it follows

that

(4b.2.9)

where 0 = H'p stands for k independent estimable parametric functions

of p. The set of all possible 6, satisfying the inequality inside the brackets

of (4b.2.9) for given Z and is a closed region, which may be called the

(1 - a)-confidence region of 0 = H'p. Let us represent such a set by C.

Then simultaneous confidence intervals for functions ^.(6), /= 1, 2, ..., it

with confidence coefficient possibly greater than (1 - a), are given by

I

min 5i(0), max »
i = 1, . .

. , /c. (4b.2.10)
LOeC fteC J

It may be noted that for any particular ^(0)

P min ^(0), max ^(0) > I - a, (4b.2.11)
iBeC eeC J

SO that the confidence coefficient for any particular function is greater than

I - a. In (4b.2.9) is the upper a probability value of the F statistic.

Another method applicable to simultaneous confidence intervals of linear

parametric functions depends on the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (see Ie.1.4)

where U and A are column vectors and B is a positive definite matrix.
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Applying the result (4b.2.12) with A = Z - 9, B = D, we have

_ 1 [U'(Z - 9)]^

ks^ ks^ U'DU

Hence from {4b. 2 >9) and (4b- 2. 13), we see that

|l3XZ-0)[

(4b.2.13)

F{niax
n yU'DU

r j = 1 ~ a,

that is,

?(|U'(Z - 0)1 < iV^/’^U'DU for all U) = 1 - a

P(U'9 e U'Z ± UW for all U) = 1 - a.

(4b.2.14)

Equation (4b.2. 14) provides simultaneous confidence intervals for all functions

of the form U'0 = U'H'P, that is, all linear combinations of the given para-

metric functions H'B. It also follows from (4b.2.l4), as pointed out by Scheffe

(1959), that for any particular function U'9

P(U'e G U'Z ± ^yA:/^,U'DU) ^ 1 - a

so that the confidence coefficient is greater than (1 - a).

Confidence Interval for the Ratio of Two Linear Parametric Functions. Let

= PJ p and = ^2 P be two linear parametric functions. We want

a confidence interval for the ratio k - QijBi Let and Zi be the l.s. esti-

mators of PIP and P2 P and Cn<7^, and Ci 2 <r^ be the variances and

covariance of the estimators. The l.s.e. of the function - kdi is Zi - kz2

with

E(z^ — kzi) = 0, if 2 is the true ratio

and

V{z, - Xz,) = (Q, - 2XCn + X^C22y.

Therefore,

and

(z.-kz^y

s\Cii-^2kQ2 + k^C22)
(4b.2.15)

P[(zi - kz^y - - 22Ci2 + k^Cii) < 0] = 1 - a. (4b.2.16)

16(54-45)1973
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The inequality within the brackets of (4b. 2. 16) provides a (1 - a)-confidence

region for A. Since the expression in (4b. 2. 16) is quadratic in A, the confidence

region is the interval between the roots of the quadratic equation or outside

this interval, depending on the nature of the coefficients.

4b.3 Setup with Restrictions

Suppose, in the original setup (Y, Xp, a^I), the parameters are subject to some

natural restrictions, Rp=il, and we are required to draw inferences on para-

metric functions whose values are not specified by the restrictions. This situ-

ation presents no difficulty in theory, for as shown in 4a.6 we can replace the

original parameters with restrictions by new (sinaller-number) parameters

without restrictions. If (p represents the new parameters, the problem is one of

(Y, B<j), Any parametric function P'p estimable in the original setup is

equivalent to a parametric function U'lp estimable in the new setup and so on,

and therefore no further theoretical discussion of the problem with restric-

tions is necessary. In practice, however, all the computations may be carried

out without introducing any new set of parameters, as shown below. The

residual sum of squares is

= min (Y - B<j))'(Y - B4>) - min (Y - Xp)'(Y - Xp),

RP = ti

with D.F. equal to {n - /), where

/ = rank B = rank(X' ; R') - rank R'.

Let H'p = 0Q be a multiple hypothesis of rank k to be tested, such that the

value of no linear combination of the individual functions in H'p is implied

by the restrictions Rp = q. Let the equivalent hypothesis in terms of <I> be

G'O = i Then

min (Y - B<I>)'(Y - BO)
C> = 5

- min (Y - Xpy(Y - Xp),

H'(>-eo.RP==n

and the test criterion is

V
.

k ' n-
/'

If Ri^ ~ /?o^ is sought to be computed by first determining l.s. estimates

of H'p and the dispersion matrix of estimates, it has already been explained

in 4a.9 how to obtain the latter without changing over to new parameters.

It would then appear that all the computations can be carried out without

introducing new parameters.
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4c PROBLEMS OF A SINGLE SAMPLE

4c. 1 The Test Criterion

Let yyy be observations drawn from a population with mean /j and

variance The following computations are made.

= min X {>’/ - ^)^ = I

n ~
I

The normal equation for /v is ^ y
— so that the l.s. estimate of p is

ly
= j;, with K(/i) = —

-

n n

The r-statistic defined in (4b.l.l) for drawing inference on /t is

4c.2 Asymmetry of Right and Left Femora (Paired Comparison)

The mean difference (right femur-left femur) in length between the right and

left femora of 36 skeletons of a certain series is found to be 2,0234; the cor-

rected sum of squares of these 36 differences is 418.6875. The estimated

variance on 35 degrees of freedom is 418.6875/35 = 1 1.9625.

Two-Sided Test. Are the left and right femora of equal length on the average?

We use the statistic

^ ^ ^
v'36(2.TO34)

^ ^

s ^11.9625

putting = 0. If there is no^ priori information as to whether the left measure-

ment exceeds the right or otherwise, a large value of t in either direction

would be evidence against the null hypothesis. We compare the observed

value of t, disregarding its sign, with chosen significant points of the dis-

tribution of |r|, which are given in most statistical tables (see the references

at the end of the chapter), For 35 D.F., the 5% value of \t\ is 2.03 from

R.M.M. Tables, which is the same as the 5% value of / as given in F.Y.

Tables, The observed t is significant at the 5% level.

One-Sided Test. If it is known a priori that the alternative to the null

hypothesis is that the right femur is longer than the left or if the purpose of

the test is to discriminate only asymmetry due to the right femur being
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longer than the left, then the sign of t is important. The hypothesis of equality

is rejected in favor of the suggested alternative only when t exceeds the

upper 5% value of / which is 1.69 for 35 D.F. from R.M.M. Tables (which is

the same as 10% value of t in F.Y. Tables). If the alternative hypothesis is

that the left femur has a greater length, then (
—

/) should exceed the upper

5% tabulated value for significance. In the foregoing, t certainly exceeds the

upper 5 % value of t, showing that the data are in agreement with the suggested

alternative that the right femur is longer than the left. In any problem the

decision to use a two-sided or a one-sided test should be taken on some

logical grounds.

These tests are useful in situations where the mean values of two series are

to be compared, but the observations are such that there is a one-to-one

correspondence between a member of one series and a member of the other.

In the preceding example, two measurements belong to the same skeleton.

The 36 pairs ofmeasurements give rise to 36 differences that can now be treated

as a single series in which the expected value of the mean is zero.

On the other hand, the two series may not have any correspondence; for

instance, no two measurements are made on the same skeleton, in which

case the method of analysis of variance applied to groups (see 4d) has to

be used. In the second test the variation due to skeletons has also to be

taken into account, and therefore the precision of the comparison decreases

and such a small difference as the foregoing may go undetected, even in a

large sample. The variance of femur length is about 400, in which case the

variance for difference in means of two independent series of 36 is

400(^+3V) = 22.22,

whereas the corresponding variance for the difference in a correlated series

is 1 1.9625 -r 36 — 0.33, which admits a considerably more precise assessment

of asymmetry. This aspect should be kept in view while conducting any

investigation. When two measurements are to be compared, the experiment

may be designed so as to obtain correlated series of measurements. The

higher the correlation, the greater the advantage. The association should be

positive, otherwise the test based on correlated pairs becomes less efficient.

4d ONE-WAY CLASSIFIED DATA

4d.l The Test Criterion

Let there be k samples of sizes Wj, . .
.

,

from k populations with unknown

means . . • ,
and with a common unknown variance a^. The hypothesis

which may be desired to be tested is

/i, =/A2 = = /ii. (4d.l.l)
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The observational equations, «i + • •
* + « in number, are given below

First Sample /:th Sample

Variable Expectation .

.

. Variable Expectation

^11 Pi yki Pjt

yin, Pi ykn. Pk

Total Ti T,

The minimum value of (y^j
- subject to the condition of the hy-

pothesis {4d.l.l), that is, with common li, is

min X I (y^i
= = Ri\ (4d.l.2)

ft n

which is the total corrected sum of squares of all the observations. The

minimum value of (y,y - fiiY without any restriction is

X min X (>'ii
- = Z (Z>'u^

- —) = V. (4d.l.3)
i (>i J i-1 V j rii f

The sum of squares due to deviation from the hypothesis with (k - 1) D.F.

is then
'p 2 T ^

^_L + . ,

. + _L _ _ (4d.l.4)
n, «k n

which depends on the totals of the samples only. It is easier to calculate the

expressions (4d. 1 .2) and (4d. 1 .4) in practice and derive the expression (4d. 1 .3)

for by subtraction. The scheme of computation is set out in Table 4d.Ia.

The quantities marked by * are obtained by subtraction. The F statistic is

constructed using the mean squares derived from Table 4d.la.

TABEF 4d.lK. Analysis of Variance, One-Way Classiflcation

D.F. S,S.

Deviation from hypothesis or

between samples
A:- 1

n, n

Residual or within samples
« *

T2
Total n — 1 11 ytj^—

n
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4d,2 Ad Example

The following data relate to head breadth of 142 skulls belonging to three

series. Can the true mean head breadth be considered the same in the three

series?

Sample

Size

Head Breadth

Series Total Mean

1 83 11,277 135.87

2 51 7,049 138.22

3 8 1,102 137.75

Total 19,428 136.817

The sum of squares between series is

11,277 X 135.87 + 7049 x 138.22 + 1102 x 137.75

- 19,428 X 136.817 = 238.59

The total sum of squares is found to be 4616.64. The analysis of variance

is set out in Table 4d.2.

TABLE 4d,2, Analysis of Variance

D.F S.S. M.S. F

Between 2 238.59 119.29 3.79

Within 139 4378.05 31.50

Total 4616.64

The variance ratio 3.79 on 2 and 139 D.F. is significant at the 5% level,

indicating real differences in mean values (see the R.M.M. Tables for signifi-

cant values of F at the upper end). We can now examine the nature of these

differences by writing the mean values in a descending order.

Series 2 3 1

Ivieam 138.22 137.75
"
135.87

It appears that the observed inequality between (2) and (3) is in doubt

because the values are close. To examine this wc may compute the 5%
critical difference

ill
1 1
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where and are sample sizes, is the estimate of tr^, which is 31.50

on 139 D.F. from the Table 4d.2, and is the ot-level significant value of

|r| on 139 D.F. Inserting numerical values, the critical difference is

[(f,- + = 2.13^ = 2.13 x 1.96 = 4.17.

the 5 % value of
| /|

on 139 D.F. being 1 .96, The critical value is considerably

larger than the observed difference 138.22 - 137,75 = 0.47 so that the

entire difference in the mean values may be attributed to series (1) being

different from (2) and (3). In general, we may compute all possible critical

differences arising out of all the pairs in the manner explained and compare

with the observed differences. On the basis of such detailed comparisons it

should be possible to decide on the order of the groups under comparison

with respect to the mean values and on the subsets within which the order

is somewhat in doubt. In the present example we could conclude that series

(1) takes the last place whereas the order between (2) and (3) is in doubt.

In practical situations, besides the order, the actual magnitudes of differ-

ences are also important. The analysis of variance of data, the presentation

of mean values, and the examination of individual differences enables us to

interpret the magnitudes of differences in a useful way.

4c TWO-WAY CLASSIFIED DATA

4e.l Single Observation in Each Cell

Let there be pq observations, each of which can be specified in terms of the

categories of two classes. The observations may be set out as in Table 4e.]a.

The different categories of A may be varieties of wheat, of B, ovens,

and the measurement may be quality of baked bread. A may represent

different types of machines and B a number of operators, and the measure-

ment may be efficiency of production. Or A may be different levels of an

TABLE 4e.la

Class B

Class A Bt Bi Bp Total

At yu yi2 yip >'1.

A, yn y22 yjp yi.

A,

Total y.i y.i y.p y..
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organic manure and B of an inorganic manure applied to crops. In all

these situations, the object is to determine an optimum combination of

categories of A and B or to study the differences in categories of one factor

for suitably defined categories of another.

Let E(yij) - a, + fij and K(y,-y) = There are n = pq observations

and p + q parameters, but the rank of the matrix of observational equations

is only {p + q
~

1) (see Example 3, p. 11). The normal equations obtained

by minimizing O'u
“

pet. + i=\,...,q

+ = j=U...,p

and a solution is seen to be

which is not, however, unique. But we need only one solution for the rest of

the computations.

Using the formula (4a.5.1) for the residual sum of squares we see that

(4e.l.l)

on n - r = pq - ip q - = {p - ^){q - ^) D F- Suppose we want to test

the hypothesis

(4e.l.2)

in which case = ct -y with a common a. Writing the normal equations,

solving for a, ^j, ... ,
and applying the formula for residual sum of squares,

we find

= min X I (y.j
- - />;)'

so that the sum of squares for testing (4e.l.2) is

= (4e.l.3)

with {q- 1) D.F. Similarly the sum of squares for testing the hypothesis

= •’> = jgp can be determined. The scheme of computation is presented

in Table 4e.l^. The variance ratio for testing the hypothesis (4c. 1.2) is

vjv,.
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TABLE 4e.lp. Analysis of Variance, Two-Way Classification

D.F. s.s. M.S.

Between A classes q - 1 S'.

p pq
Va

Between B classes

Residual (Interaction)

4x5

p-\
q pq

Sab — *

(by subtraction)

Vb

V,

pq~\
pq

The components of analysis of variance in Table 4e.l/? are also useful in

testing differences between categories of a factor under more geneval as-

sumptions on the data. Let us take a concrete example where the factor

A represents different kinds of machines and B, operators. If the assumption

= fl(j -H is true, then differences in machines are the same for each

operator and are measured by differences in the parameters a,-. On the

other hand, we may ask the question whether there exist differences between

machines on the average with reference to a wider group (population) of

operators of whom the p operators included in the experiment constitute

a sample, although the differences between machines may not be the same for

each operator. Let us, however, consider a wider null hypothesis that the q

observations for an operator on q different machines have a symmetrical

distribution, that is, with equal means, variances, and the same correlation

for all pairs of observations. Or in other words, the machines are basically

the same, except possibly for difference in names. Under these conditions it

has been shown in (3c.2.)0) that VJV^ has the same variance ratio distri-

bution [on ^ - I and (p - f)(^ - 1) D.F.] provided the mean values for the q

machines arc the same over the population of operators. The test is,

however, effective only in detecting differences in mean values for the machines

and not other departures in the wider null hypothesis considered. Thus the

test VJV, admits different interpretations depending on the model assumed.

Tukey’s (1949) Test for Nonadditivity. Let us suppose that departure from

additivity can be specified by writing the expectation of y^j as

= p + «< + /iy + A
(4e.l.4)
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by introducing a product term. If we can construct a test for the hypothesis

A = 0, it will serve as a test for nonadditivity, specifically for detecting depar-

tures of the type (4e.l.4). Since the expectations are not linear when A # 0,

the least square theory is not applicable.

But let us observe that whether A = 0 or not

so that unbiased estimators of otj,
/?j , and /i are given by

a.* ^y.-, - y..^ /f* = y..

Furthermore,

E(y\j~yi.-fj + y.) = ^.ciifij

and an estimate of A may be written, when a, and flj are known, by using the

l.s. theory on equations (4e.l.4), as

Substituting estimates at* and we obtain an estimate of A in terms of known

quantities

,, _ II(yi - .y..Xy.j - y..)(>v7 - y. - y.j + yj

I(y.. -y.y I(y,;-y.y

which simplifies to

j^^LICy;. -y.)(y.j-y..)yij

with variance, for given a? and ji*, as

EI (yj. - y..)^(y.; - y..)^ _

(4e.l.5)

(4e.l.6)

Hence, if A = 0, £'(A*|af, for all /, j) = 0 and the statistic

(4e.i.5)^ _ pg[IZ(y,. -y..)(y.— y..)yo]^

(4e.l.6) ‘S'd (7

But

II (yu - yj. - y.j + y.f

rd). (4C.1.7)

(4e,1.8)
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and we observe that [since in (4e.l.7) can in fact be written -

y.j + J.,)]. (4e.l.8)-(4e.l.7) is non-negative, Hence applying [(iv), 3b.4]

(4€.1.8)

has an exact F distribution on 1 and (p - 1)(^ - 1) - 1 D.F. We can now
write the complete analysis of variance, including the component for non-

additivity as in Table 4e.ly, where 5^, 5^, and S are as in Table 4e.lj? and

is

as defined in (4c. 1.7). The variance ratio for nonadditivity is with

1 and{;>- 1)(? - 1) - 1 D.F.

TABLE 4e, 1y. Analysis of Variance of Two-Way Data

D.F. s.s. M.S.

A q~\ 5^ Va

B p-\ Vb

Nonadditivity 1 Vk

Residual

(by subtraction)

Vb

Total pq- 1 5

Our method of derivation and interpretation of Tukey’s test (4e.l.8)

suggests the following generalization in testing the specification in a Gauss-

Markoff model (Y, Xp,

Let us suppose that the actual model is

Y = Xp-HFX,-h£ (4e.l.9)

where ¥ is n x. k matrix whose (/, y)th element is FjyfXp), a given function of

Xp. We wish to test the hypothesis X. = 0.

Let ^ = (X'X)''X'Y be the least squares estimator of p from the model

(Y, Xp. <T% Further, let

d- Y-XP (4e.l.l0)

M = (I~X(X'X)'X^)r,

where the (/,y)th element of ^ is /’i/Xp)* and consider (formally) the model

(d, MX, and derive the statistic (4b.2.8) to test the hypothesis X = 0

using (formally) the least squares theory of 4b.
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Using the notation of 4b.2,

«,^ = d'd, V = <l'(I-M(M'M)'M')d

so that the required statistic is

a a d'M(M'M)'M'd

b‘ Rq^
~

h' d'(I - M(M'M)“M')d

= - . i MellU
b Y'[I-X(X'X)'X'-M(M'M)“M1Y ^ >

The statistic (4e.I.H) is distributed as F{b, a) where

b = R{M), a = n- RiX) - b (4e.l.l2)

and b is supposed to be fixed with probability i.U b k, then we will be

testing a subhypothesis that certain linear functions of X vanish.

The proof of (4e.l.II) is the same as that used in the formulae {4e.l.7)

and (4e.l.8). However, the result (4e.I.l I) is derived more simply by applying

the general theorem [(iv), 3b.5], observing that f and d are independent.

Millikin and Graybill (1970) obtained the test (4e.l.ll) though the degrees

of freedom a and b are defined differently in their case.

4e.2 Multiple but Equal Numbers in Each Cell

In 4e.l we considered a partial test of the hypothesis E(yij) = a,- + ,

that is, the effects due to the classes of A (say machines) and B (say operators)

are additive. This can, however, be fully tested when each cell contains more

than one observation. If there are c observations in the cell (ij) they may be

represented by

Tijl Tijf

E(yijk) = V(yijk) = (T\

The hypothesis we wish to test is

= oti +

When the additive hypothesis (4e.2.2) is not true, there is said to be inter-

action between the factors A and B. In the presence of interaction, differences

between A classes cannot be specified without reference to a particular B
class.

Let

y.. = I.I.y(j’
k i j

yi. = I.ytp y.j = lyij.
J I

(4e.2.1)

(4e.2.2)
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Then under the setup (4e.2.I), we have

and under the hypothesis (4e.2.2), as in (4e-I.t), we have

=
pqd pc pqc/ qc pqcf

The sum of squares for interaction is {p
—

1)(^ — 1) D.F.

The scheme of computation is given in Table 4e.2a.

TABLE 4e.2«, Analysis of Variance, Two-Way Classification

D.F. S.S. M.S.

1 1 « 1

cp 1 cpq
Between machines {A) (?- 1 Va

Between operators (B) p -
1

cq 1 cpq
v»

Interaction (A x B) (p-l)(q-l) *

(by subtraction)

Vab

Between pq cells pq ~ 1 -SSV-—
c cpq

V

Residual pqic - I )
*

(by subtraction)

Ve

Total pqc - 1

Cpq

With the analysis of variance of two-way data as in Table 4e.2a, a variety

of hypotheses can be tested.

1 , Is the interaction significant ? The variance ratio for testing this hypo-

thesis is already shown.

2. Are there differences between machines (A classes) when averaged

over all operators (B classes) employed in the experiment although there

may be differences between machines for particular operators? If pij is

the effect of the combination {AiBj), the hypothesis to be tested is

The variance ratio appropriate for this is VJV^
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3. Similarly the variance ratio VgjVg is appropriate for the hypothesis

= M.2
= •*==

M.p-

4. Are there differences between machines on the average over a wider

set (population) of operators of whom those examined constitute a

sample? The situation is similar to what has been discussed in 4e.l.

The appropriate variance ratio is VaI^ab^ that is, the interaction mean

square is the valid denominator whether additivity holds or not. The

ratio is used for testing a similar hypothesis on B classes.

The difference between the hypotheses considered in (2) and (4) should

be understood. In either case, interaction may be present. In (2) we are

interested in average differences between particular operators employed

in the experiment, whereas in (4) the differences are with respect to a pop-

ulation of operators not all of whom are included in the experiment but only

a small sample. If there is no interaction (2) and (4) are the same,

4e.3 Unequal Numbers in Cells

The following notations are used

:

yij
- the total of all observations in the (/, y)th cell

Pij
= mean in the (/, 7)th cell

y.i = column)

= Y^jyij for the rth row)

y = total of all observations

y = mean of all observations

Wjj’ numbers of observations for the (/, y)th cell,

/th column, ith row, and all the cells, respectively.

The data in Table 4e.3a refer to the mean values and totals of nasal height

of skulls excavated from three different strata by three observers. It is desired

to test for stratum and observer differences.

In problems of this nature it is convenient to set up the figures as in Table

4e.3a for the computation of the various sums of squares. The analysis

is carried out in three stages. The total (corrected) sum of squares of all the

observations, with 309 degrees of freedom is found to be 5398.4206. For

further calculations the entries in Table 4e.3o£ are sufficient.

Tl» Computation of Between-Cell Sum of Squares. The between-cell sum of

squares on - 1 - 8 degrees of freedom is Y.'Lyijyij ~ y..y..
~ 931.5204.
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TABLE 4e.3o. Mean Values and Totals

Observer

Stratum

yi- Pi-

yti 1071.00 1572.48 913.50 3556.98

51.00 49.14 50.75 50.098

(21) (32) (18) (71)

1966.86 2315.40 1721.52 6003.78

Oj 46,83 45.40 47.82 46.541

(42) (51) (36) (129)

1219.00 2091.60 1849.20 5159.80

48.76 46.48 46.23 46.907

0, (25) (45) (40) (110)

y j 4256.86 5979.48 4484.22 14720.56

y-j 48.373 46.715 47.704 47.4857

(88) (128) (94) (310)

Computation of Main Effects and Interaction, Let the expected value of an

observation in the (/,y)th cell be x, + representing the additive effects of the

jth row and jih column. The normal equations obtained by minimizing

II - a,- - ftl

are, omitting the entries below the diagonal because of symmetry.

Marginal

total

Observers Strata

ai Cl2 ^3 1^2 1^2

71 21 32 18

129 42 51 36

no 25 45 40

88

128

94

3556.98

6003.78

5159.80

4256.86

5979.48

4484.22

The method of writing these equations is simple. Start with any marginal

total say 3556.98, based on 71 observations for observer 1 distributed over

the strata as 21, 32, 18. This gives the first equation. There are six marginal

totals corresponding to A and B classes which give rise to six equations.
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We need not actually solve these equations for setting the analysis of variance

table. Let us eliminate a,, * 2 » the last set of equations for /Sj, ^3 -

The rule is to write the equations for «; or first, which ever contain a larger

number of alternatives and eliminate the corresponding constants from the

latter set of equations. To eliminate 0̂ 2 , 0(3 from the equation for ^ 1 , we

have to multiply the first equation by 21/71, the second by 42/129 and the

third by 25/110 and subtract their sum from the equation for Similarly

multiply the first, second, and third equations by 32/71, 51/129, and 45/110

respectively and subtract their sum from the equation for ^2 so on,

obtaining the equations

^1 A3

62.432498 -46.296717 = ll.mm
64.844662 = -108.080590

The coefficients of and the last equation need not be computed. The

equations in jSj are solved by taking the last ^ to be zero. In the present

problem there are only two equations giving = 0.559250, A 2 — “ 1.170335.

The sum of squares for the main effect of B is simply obtained as

Ai(77.394630) + A2(- 108.080590) = 171.8919

where the values 77.493630, etc., arc the right-hand side elements in the reduced

equations for We need not solve for a, to set up the analysis of variance

table. But, two more expressions have to be computed. If the B classes are

TABLE 4e.3p. Analysis of Variance for Two-Way Data (Unequal Numbers

in Cells)

Source D.F. S.S. S.S. D.F. Source

Strata B 2 147.63 19t 634.1 51 6t 2 Observers A
{ignoring A) (ignoring B)

Observers 2 658.4116* 171.8919t 2 Strata

Interaction 4 125.4769 ^ 125.4769* 4 Interaction

Between cells 8 931.5204t ^931.5204 8

Within cells 301 4466.9002*

Total 309 5398.4206t

t Calculated directly as explained in the text,

• Obtained by subtraction. -> denotes transfer of a figure (directly computed or ob-

tained by su^raction) from one position to another for further computations.
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ignored^ the data have only a one-way classification with respect to A and

the S.S, due to A (ignoring on 2 D.F. is obtained from marginal totals ofA

- yJ..= 3556.98 X 50,098 + - • - 14720.56 x 47.4857 = 634.1516.

Similarly, the S.S, due to B (ignoring A) is obtained. The rest of the com-

putations are explained in the Analysis of Variance Table 4e.3jS,

The test for interaction on 4 and 301 D.F. is

125.4769 4466.9002 ,r — ^ —On

and although it is less than the 5 % value of F on 4 and 301 D.F., it is some-

what high. Presence of interaction in the present problem would have been

most disgusting as it would mean that observer differences exist but are not

consistent over the strata and hence no meaningful conclusions could be

drawn from the data. On the other hand, some interaction would arise due to

samples being not strictly random in any particular stratum for any observer,

which may be true (under difficult field conditions) if skulls are taken out

from different locations of a stratum by different observers. Since the inter-

action mean square is more than the within-cell mean square the former is

used for testing differences between observers and Strata.

The variance ratio on 2 and 4 D.F. for observers is

658.4116
31.3692 = 10.49,

which is significant at the 5 % level, and the variance ratio on 2 and 4 D.F.

for strata is

171.8919

2
^ 31.3692 = 2.74,

which is not very high (not significant at the 5% level).

Suppose we ignored the observers and examined stratum differences.

The analysis would then be

D.F. M.S. Ratio

Between strata 2 73.8 1 59 4.3

1

Within strata 307 17.1035

with a significant ratio of 4.31, leading to the conclusion that stratum differ-

ences exist. A closer analysis reveals that observer differences are important,

so some caution is necessary in combining the results of the three different

investigators. The stratum differences are not very prominent when the differ-

ences due to observers are corrected for.

17 (54 -45)1973
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4f A GENERAL MODEL FOR TWO-WAY DATA AND
VARIANCE COMPONENTS

4f.l A General Model

We have already seen in 4e how the analysis of variance of two-way data

enables ns to draw a variety of inferences under different models for the

observations. We shall now consider a very general model for which analysis

of variance of Table 4e.2ot provides a useful reduction of the observations.

Let the pgc observations, with c observations in each of pq cells, be rep-

resented by

yijk. I, = 1, /c = 1, . c. (4f.l.l)

and let their expectations, variances, and covariances be as follows:

^yijk) = iiij > ^iyijk)
= cov(y,;*

. y^j,)
=

cov(y,.^.k
, yjJ = cov(yijk , y,„^,)

= a\

cov(yJJ.^,y,J = P3CT^ (4f.l,2)

so that the correlation (which may be + or - ve) between any two observ-

ations depends only on the nature of the common suffixes.

4f.2 Variance Components Model

We shall consider a special case, known as the variance components model,

which leads to observations of the type (4f.l.l) with the variance covariance

structure (4f.l.2). Let be a function of a pair of random variables (a, /?).

Define

EE{f.^) = L, £(/„!=() = /.,, £(/.,!« = /„. (4f.2.1)

« /J fi
a

Then it is easy to establish

EE(f„ - fy = £{/., - /,y + £(/, - f.f + EE(f„ - - /, + fy
a/ = + <7^. (4f.2.2)

The variable a may be thought of as representing the categories of a

factor A and (i those of a factor B and is the yield resulting from the choice

of Of and Thus may be interpreted as the variance in yield due to the

categories of A and as that due to B under a given sampling scheme for

the choices of the categories of A and B. The last component in (4f,2.2),

represents interaction between factors A and B, that is, a situation

in which/,^ cannot be represented as the sum of two functions, one depending
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on a only and another depending on ^ only. If such a decomposition =

/„ + /a. + f.p is true, then the effects of A and B are said to he additive and

the component vanishes.

Let us generate random variables in the following manner (sampling

scheme). First choose independent samples otj, of a and

of ^ and associate with each combination (otj
,

c variables

:

yijk = ^ = 1 ,
. .

. , c (4f.2.3)

where

£(^ijk
I

«,•
, ft)

= 0, V{eijk
I

a,-
, ft)

= <r,^

cov(eijfc, fij) = 0.

The components may be thought of as independent errors in the repeated

measurement of Now it may be seen that with the components <t^^,

(Tg^, and defined in (4f.2,2) with respect to the particular distribution of

(a, ft generated by independent choices on a and

E(y:ji,) =/.. VifiA =

':oy(yijt , y^J = <’/ = Po cov(yijt
, >„,)

=

cov(y,-;^
, y„>) = tr,' = Pj covCy,,-. , y,J = 0 = p,

o/ = + <'ab^- (4f.2.4)

We thus have a particular case of the general model (4f.l.2) with the corre-

spondence between the parameters as shown in (4f.2.4). A model for observ-

ations (4f.2.3) with the covariance structure (4f 2.4) is known as the variance

components model. Other formulations of variance components are given

in 4j.

In theory we may admit other types of sampling such as without replacement

in the case of finite alternatives and/or with equal or unequal probabilities

or in such a way that a and ^ are correlated. We shall consider the most

general model and show how to estimate the parameters (i.e., the covariance

structure) by analysis of variance of two-way data as in 4e.2. To derive the

results in particular cases we have to express the parameters (t/, a/,

and <7^b^ in terms of the general parameters (7^ pQ, Pi , p^ ,
as is done in

(4f.2.4) for a special sampling scheme on (of, ft.

4f.3 Treatment of the General Model

Our object is to determine the expectations of the entries in the analysis of

variance Table 4e.2c( under the general covariance structure (4f.l.2) for the

observations. To do this, we construct an orthogonal transformation from

variables to a set of uncorrelated variables. This is achieved In three stages.
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Stage 1. Make an orthogonal transformation 0^ on each set of c variables

in the cells obtaining new variables (where yi^
=

Q ij2 J ‘ y 3 ijc f

Verify that

i=l,...,^, j=] p.

^9ijk) = 0, = =
»

K(u,;) = (1 + c - lpo)<T ^ cov(Ui^. , u^J = cpy

cov(u.-^-
,
u^j) - CP2 a\ cov(Uiy, = cp^

(4f.3.1)

Stage 2. Apply an orthogonal transformation O2 on p variables w,, , . .
.

,

in rth row to obtain new variables

= 2i2y,Zip (4f.3.2)

As in (4f.3.I) it is easy to establish

Viz,,) == (1 + c - Ipo + c(p - [)p,)(T^

V{zij) = (1 + c - Ipo - cpi)o\ j = 2 p

cov(Zfi, z„i) = c{p2 + p- ^p3V^

cov(z..y, z„j) - C-(P 2 - P 3)^r^ j # 1

cov(z..y,z„,) = 0, j^\, r#l.

St^e3. If we see a method in this madness, a third and a final orthogonal

transformation O 3 is called for on each set of q variables Zj^ , . ,
. ,

z^j to obtain

new variables

= (4f.3.3)

J=

which are all uncorrelated, but with unequal variances as follows:

^00 = V{vii) = [1 + c - Ipo 4- c(p - l)p,

-\-c(q- l)p 2 + c(p - 1)(^
-

ffio = V{vn) = [I + c - Ipo -- cp2 + c(p - I)(pt - p^)I<T^ i > I

<^01 = V{vi) = [1 +^lpo - cpi -^dq- 1)(P2 - P3)]<r^ j > 1

= ViOtj) = [1 + c - Ipo - CPl - <:p2
- I.y > 2

= = ^^2. (4f.3.4)
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For a variance components model, substituting for pj and from (4f.2.4)

in terms of and we have

<^00 = P/ + + cpa^ + cqa^

+ Cp/, O-Qi = (j/ + C(7^g2 ^^^^2

(Tii = tr/ -H c^7^a^ = (t^\ (4f3,5)

Let us now express the sum of squares of the analysis of variance Table

4f.3a in terms of Vij and ,
the new uncorrelated variables. As a consequence

of the first transformation

IEE^5. = i:z(^)' + EZE9j».

TABLE 4f.3o(. Expected Values of Mean Squares in a Two-Way Analysis of

Variance Under the General Setup (4f.L2)

D.F.

S.S. S.S.

(Original) (New

Variables) Variables) M,S.

Expected

M.S.

A q-\ Z =Sa Z^n^^ pc pqc t
Va ^10 + cSa^

B P-1 i.,/
qc pqc 2

Vb (Tat + eSa^

AB (p- IXp- 1)
* = Sab

2 2

f^AB (^ii + cSab’

Between

cells
pq- 1 M i ! <x^ + cS^

Within

cells
Pp(c- 1)

* = -S, 2 2
3 1 1

K

that is, the sum of squares within cells, on pq{c - 1) D.F. is

and, therefore E{Sg) = Elpq{c - i)F,] - J ^ X
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The transformation from to Vij is orthogonal. Therefore

^ pc pqc ^ qc pqc

V V
~ ~ y-j + yy

-
*5.4 + ‘S'fl + -

In virtue of the orthogonal transformations O2 and O3

,

1 pc pqc t 1 qc pqc ^ ^

and therefore

Using the identity (4f.3.6) on the mean values Pij, we have

= c(Z--^ + c(l^^-^^) (4f.3.7)

\ p pql \ q pqj

+ c Z j + A)"

= c{q - 1)^^^ + cip - 1)^^^ + c{p - i)(^ -

Hence

E[S^] = £(t = I [V(v,,) + £^)^] = (9- 1)(<J.„ + rf/).

Similarly

= {p~ l)(ffoi + E[S^b] = (p~ 1)(? - ]){ffoo + cd^B^).

The results are summarized in the analysis of variance Table 4f.3a, where

(Ty and 61^ are as defined in (4f.3.4) and (4r3.7) respectively.

It may be noted that in the variance components model, 5^^,

are zero, <7^^ have the values given in (4f.3.5), and we have the estimates

(4f.3.8)
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In the general case when b^^ are not zero, it is not possible to

estimate all the unknowns.

Let us now assume that the variables have a multivariate normal dis-

tribution in which case the transformed variables v^j and are independent

and normal. Hence the sum of squares 5^, iSg, S^g, and due to A, B, AB
and within cells are all independently distributed in the most general case,

depending on exclusive sets of variables v^j and g^ji,. Thus

~ - 1)1, a central

<^10 \

,
a noncentral x^ if

<^01 \ ^^01 /

|, a noncentral x^ if

— {(n — \)(a — 1)

-!)(?-
^ X \

f^io /

a noncentral if «5ab
^# 0 .

These distributions are basic to all inference problems concerning unknown

parameters.

For instance in the variance-components model, since (5'^/a'io)
^

1)

and (SJ(T^^) - “ 01, then

-Ff^-l,p^{c-l)], (4f.3.9)

and therefore a lower confidence limit for the ratio trio/tj/ is obtained by

equating the left-hand side of (4f.3.9) to a percentage point of F,

4g THE THEORY AND APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL

REGRESSION

4g.l Concept of Regression (General Theory)

The theory of regression is concerned with the prediction of one or more

variables
(>^i,

. .
. , y^) on the basis of information provided by other measure-

ments or concomitant variables, {x JTp) = x'. It is customary to call

the latter independent or predictor variables and the former dependent or

criterion variables.
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Prediction is needed in several practical situations. A meterologist wants to

forecast weather several hours ahead on the basis of suitable atmospheric

measurements taken at a point in time. An educational institution has to

assess the abilities of candidates in particular ftelds by appropriate tests. An
establishment wishes to recruit personnel who will be successful on the jobs

assigned to them, by using a suitable test battery. A plant or an animal

breeder is interested in choosing individuals whose progeny will give him the

maximum return or “pay off.”

In all these situations the criteria are some variables observable in the future,

which are sought to be predicted by the available measurements for taking

decisions. How should the predictors be chosen?

Minimum Mean Square Error Predictor. Consider a single criterion variable

y and p predictor variables Xj, . .
. , Xp denoted by vector x. Let/(xj, . .

.

,

be a predictor of y.

(i) Let Af(x) he Then E[y - /(x)]^ is a minimum when /(x) = A/(x).

From the definition of conditional expectation

E{{y - M){M -
/)] = Em - f)E{i^\ x)] = 0

so that

E{y -ff = E{y-M^M~ ff

= E{y - Mf + E{M - ff > E{y ~ M)\ (4g.l.l)

The lower bound of E{y - f)^ is attained when / = Af, so that the best

choice of the predictor which minimizes the mean square error (m.s.e.)

is A/(x), the conditional expectation ofy given x, which is called the regression

of >> on Xi, . .
. , Xp . The m.s.e., E{y - MY is the average conditional variance

of y given x and is denoted by cr^ ,

.

Predictor Having Maximum Correlation with the Criterion. Let us find f
to maximize the product moment correlation between y and / p(/, >')

=

covCk,

(ii) Let M{x) be as in (i). Then p{y, M) is non-negative and p{y, M) >

I p(y> f) I
for any function f

For any /

co^(y,f) = E{[f - Eim{y\y^)} = £{[/- = cov(/, A/). (4g.l.2)
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When f = My cov{>', M) “ cov(A/, M) by using (4g.l.2). Hence p(y, M) =
ujcy ^ 0 where = cov(A/, M) = K(M) and cr/ = V{y). Now

p\f^y) =
[cov{y,/)]^ [cov(/, M)f Oj^

(4g.l.3)

The upper bound of p{f, y) is attained when p{f, M) = \, which implies

that / is a linear function of M. Again the regression function is the answer.

The square of the maximum correlation attained is known as

correlation ratio and is represented by By definition,

We observe the decomposition (or analysis of variance)

Ely - E{y)Y = Eiy - M)^ + E[M - £{M)f
(4g.l.4)

so that — 1 - which approaches unity as „ the error of

prediction 0, and approaches zero when there is no reduction in error

due to the use of x. Thus r\yffy written more explicitly as

^0(1 - p)' provides a measure of association between y and Xj, . . Xp or of

accuracy of prediction, which may be useful in comparing different situations

or different choices of predictor variables in any given problem,

Maximizing Expected Performance in Selection. Suppose we want to truncate

the distribution of x in such a way that a given proportion a of the popu-

lation is left and the expected value of y in the retained distribution of

x is maximized. That is, we want to characterize an a proportion of the

population on the basis of x, with the maximum possible average value of y.

If F{\, y) is the joint distribution function, then we need a region w of x

such that

jj
dF{\y y)~<x (given),

WXR

jj
ydFt.^,y) is a maximum.

wXR

where R is the entire range of y. Integrating with respect to y, the problem

reduces to

(4g.l.5)maximizing
J
M{\) rf/’(x),

subject to
I

dF{x) = <x. (4g.l.6)
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(iii) {Cochran, 1951). The region w defined by M(x) > A, where A is chosen

to satisfy (4g.I.6), maximizes {4g,1.5).

The result is an immediate consequence of the Neyman-Pearson lemma

proved in Section 7a.2. Again the answer is based on the regression function.

Linear Regression. The special case when the regression function is linear

in X has been studied extensively. Since E{y - MY is a minimum when M
is the regression function, we can consider an arbitrary linear function

a +^ 1^1 + '
• + ^pXj, and determine the coefficients by minimizing,

E{y-x- - • - = h^ + P'CP - 2p'oo + V(y\ (4g.l.7)

where C is the dispersion matrix of .v,, — Oo the vector of covariances

of y with ;ei, . .
, ,

Xp and 6 = a - £(>’) + + • + T{Xp). The op-

timum choice of b and p are

b*=0, Cp* = ao, (4g.l.8)

for it is easily shown by writing p = p* + 6, that

+ P'CP - 2p'oo = (P*)'Cp* - 2<i' p* + 6'C8 +

^(P*)'Cp»-2o;p* + (A*)^

The optimum value of a is

a* = £(>0 - (P")'f(x)- (4g.l.9)

The minimum value of (4g.!.7) is

V(y) + irycr - wr^o - rr^o - <C-'ao, (4g.l.l0)

where CToo ^hus we see that if the regression is linear, then it can

be completely specified by mean values and variances and covariances of the

variables only and a knowledge of the exact distribution of the variables is not

necessary.

The correlation ratio in the case of linear regression, is then

Pyx
2

^00

(4g.l,ll)

and the coefficient p so defined by using only the variances and covariances

of variables is known by the special name of the multiple correlation co-

efficient whether regression is linear or not. If linear regression does not

hold, then and as defined in (4g.l.l 1) are different and in fact rj^ > p^.

Best Linear Predictors. We have seen that when the regression is linear, the

best predictor can be determined in terms of the first- and second-order mo-

ments only. Now we ask, what is the best linear predictor of y in terms of x
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whether the regression is linear or not? That is, instead of considering the

class of all functions of x. we restrict our enquiry to linear functions of x only.

(iv) The linear function oc* + x'p* determined by the equations (4g. 1.8)

and (4g,l,9) is the minimum nis.e. linear predictor of y. It is also the linear

function having the maximum correlation with y.

The first part follows since and p* arc, in fact, determined to minimize

E{\ - a

To prove the second part, let us observe that

cov(y. p'x) = p'(To = p'Cp^

cov{ r, x'P*) = (P*)'CP* = Klx^p*),

Hence, wc see that

(’.'Ar- P *) = s; (P*)'CP* = x'P*),
pep

by using the C-S inequality (p'Cp*l^ < (p*'Cp*)(P'CP) and noting that

cov(y. x'p*)

The square of the maximum correlation is

, P^'Cp* a'C-‘ffo
Pyf ^ -

^00

which is the expression (4g.l,in derived earlier. Since rjyx maximum

correlation between r and any function of x and is the maximum corre-

lation between y and linear functions of x, we find that ^ The

coefficient is written more explicitly as or Po( i ?)•

Alternative Expressions for p^. Let ipij), /, /
= 0, I p be the correlation

matrix of the variables }\ .v, .v^ and ip'^) be the reciprocal of

Similarly, let (a'O be the reciprocal of the dispersion matrix of all the

variables. Writing the equation CP* ^ (Sq in full, we have

(i*(T^i -tr
•" + fpffpi = (^OA P'

But from the definition, we have

rr'V,,- -f - + <7^Vp, = / = 1, . .

.

Comparing (4g.l.l2) and {4g.l , 13), we have

--

(4g.l.l2)

G
'7'

(4g.l.l3)
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Furthermore,

P0(1-

ffo ^ _ ^0 P*

<^00 ^00

Cpo ^

= I

(4g.l.l4)

= 1 —^ (substituling for (i* in terms of p'^).

The last equation shows that Pou - p)
^ function of the correlations only.

4g 2 Measurement of Additional Association

In practice, it is necessary to examine the extent to which accuracy of pre-

diction of the criterion y could be improved by bringing in extra predictor

variables. The m.s.e. of prediction of the criterion when variables Xj, . .
.

,

are used is (7/[\ - r/o<i *)]

" Voii p)]' The latter is not greater than the former, and the reduction

in mean square error is

^y^[V0( 1 p)
~

^0(1 A|]i

and the proportional reduction due to the use of the extra variables

Xp {in addition to Xj, . .
. ,

x^) is

^0(1
(4g.2.i)

which may be called correlation ratio and denoted by >Jo(k + i p).(i • k)-

This must be distinguished from the correlation ratio + l ...p) which is a

measure cf the direct association between y and .Xn + ,, ..., x^.

If we are considering only linear predictors, the corresponding expression

for proporticnc I reduction in m.s.e. is

^0<k+ 1 p] .

.
p>

""
• •k)

1 — P0(l •k)
(4g>2.2)

which may be called the (square of) partial multiple correlation of y on

,
. .

. , Xp eliminating, so to speak, the association by jc,, . .
. , .

The measurement of partial association may be also considered in a slightly

different way The error in predicting y on the basis of x,, . .
.

,

x* is ^ = y -

,

M(xj, , . .

,

xj, where M stands for the true regression (or a linear predictor).
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If this error could be predicted to some extent by considering extra variables

, JCp (in addition to the available variables jc*), then the in-

clusion of the latter would be useful. The measure then depends on the m.s.e.

in the prediction of the error e, which is the correlation ratio of (or multiple

correlation in the case of a linear prediction) ^ on Xj, , .
. , . It is instructive

to verify that the predictor of e is

£(e|xi, . .
. ,

Xp) = JVf(Xj x^) - Af(xi, . .
. ,

X;^) (4g.2.3)

with the variance

(4g.2.4)

whereas the total variance of e is

-.J- (4g.2.5)

The required correlation ratio is, therefore, the ratio of (4g,2.4) to (4g,2.5),

which is the same as the measure defined in (4g.2.1). Replacing ^ by p we

obtain the corresponding expressions for linear predictors. The coefficient

Poip) .(i-' P-i) measures the partial association between y and Xp

eliminating Xj, . .
. ,

Xp_j is of special interest because it enables us to judge

the importance of an individual variable added to an existing set. From

(4g.2.2), we have

I Pip-,

1 _ _ I ~P0(l-';>) _ Plp-1 ^

(4g.2.6)

by using the formula (4g.I.14) for 1 - pQ(, ...i), where |p,Jp-i denotes the

determinant of correlations for x Xp_i only. Furthermore, from the

properties of the elements of the reciprocal matrix, we have

pOOpPP „ ^ \Hp-i

so that from the formula (4g.2.6), we have

2 _
Po(p), (1 -•P-1) - pOO^p ’

(4g.2.7)

which shows that the measure of partial association is symmetrical in the

symbols 0 and p and p-i) and pj^o) .
(i .p-i) have the same value.
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Dropping the bracket of the second symbol we may write, after taking square

root,

Pop . (1 .

.
p- (4g.2.8)

and give the coefficient (4g.2.8) the special name of partial correlation between

y and Xp eliminating Xj, . .
.

,

Xp^y

The partial correlation Pop .(i ...p-i) Js generally defined as the correlation

between the residuals

^2 =.Vp-(a' + + +

after subtracting, the corresponding regressions on Xy from y
and Xp. It would be a good exercise to show that the correlation so deter-

mined is exactly (4g.2.8). But the approach leading to the definition of (4g.2.8)

appears to be more intuitive, natural, and general.

In the example of Section 4g.3 we shall consider tests of significance for

multiple and partial correlations on the assumption of normality of the dis-

tribution of variables.

4g.3 Prediction of Cranial Capacity (a Practical Example)

The problem is to estimate the capacity of a skull, which may be broken or

damaged so that the capacity cannot be directly measured. In such a case

the capacity may be predictable with some accuracy, if at least some external

measurements are available (Rao and Shaw, 1948e).

The basic data needed are complete records of capacity as well as external

measurements on a number of well-preserved skulls, from which we estimate

the regression function for prediction in other cases.

Choice of Regression Equation. Three important measurements from which

the cranial capacity C may be predicted are the glabella-occipital length L,

the maximum parietal breadth B, and the basio-bregmatic height H'. Since

the magnitude to be estimated is a volume, it is appropriate to set up a regres-

sion formula of the type

(4g.3.1)

where y, constants to be determined. By transforming the

variables to

>' = 10g,oC, Xj=logioi^, X 2 = 10g,o5.

we can write the formula (4g.3.I) as

>> = a + :tj + ^3 X,

,

(4g.3.2)
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where a = logio V- Fortunately, formula (4g.3.1) could easily be reduced

to the linear form (4g.3.2). We might ask why a linear regression function of

the type

C - a + /SiL + 5 + iSj //' (4g.3.3)

in terms of L, B, H' was not adopted. To answer this we must examine the

performance of the two functions (4g,3.1) and (4g.3.3) in the prediction of

capacity. We choose that which gives a closer prediction in some sense. A
wrong choice of formula may lead to grossly inaccurate prediction, and we

may have to use our experience and try a number of alternatives before arriving

at a reasonable formula.

Estimation of Constants. When the formula is linear in the unknown constants

as in (4g.3.2), the method of least squares may be employed to estimate the

unknowns. We rewrite the equation (4g.3.2) in the form

- AiK - -^3(^3 - ^3)^

where 3c 2 ,
X
3
are the observed averages for the measurements Xj, X2 ,

X3

and

a' = a-)SiXi-i?2^2-iS3X3.

Let us suppose there are n sets x^,., X2 r, ^3 r) of measurements. The

reader may verify that the normal equations obtained by minimizing

Zlyr - - ^1) - hi^2r " ^l)
~

are, by writing a', b^ for estimates of a', ^2 y

bjiSji + ^2 ^12 + ^3 = ‘S'oi

biSi2 + hi S21 + bj, S21 — Sq 2

b\S^2 + ^2 *^23 “h ^3 *^'33 — 5'o3 ,

where is the usual corrected sum of products,

^ij = I (^ir - ^i)^> - = E ^.r ^Jr “

Soi = E (^'r - y)iXir - Xi) = X Tr •
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Using the measurements on n = 86 male skulls from Farringdon Street

series obtained by Hooke (1926) the following values arc computed:

y = 3.1685, .Xi= 2.2752, x, = 2.1523, .V 3 = 2.1128

/0.ai875 0.00848 0.00684\

(S,,) = 0.00848 0.02904 0.00878

\o.00684 0,00878 0.02886/

5oi = 0.03030, So2 = 0.04410, .S03 - 0.03629

^00 = X 3'/ =0-02781.

These are all the preliminary computations necessary for further analysis.

The reciprocal of the matrix (5",^) denoted by [Cij) [the notation should

be (5'-'), but in statistical literature this is already known as the C matrix

with elements (Cj^)] is

I
64.21 15.57 -10.49\

-15.57 41.71 -9.00

\- 10.49 -9.00 39.88/

The estimates of the parameters (solutions of the normal equations) are

- 64.2i5o, - 15,57^02 ” i0.49,Vo3 =

by using the first row of and

62 = - l5.575oi + 41.72,^02 - 9.005„3 - 1.041

by using the second row of (Ciy). Similarly bi = 0.733, and finally a’ = y ^
3.1685, thus giving the estimate of a as

a~y- 6j.v, - 62X2 - 63X3 = - 2 . 618 .

The estimated formula in terms of original measurements is then

C-0.00241L°'®"^5‘'®‘'7/'‘^-'^\ (4g.3.4)

[The capacity of the Farringdon Street skulls was determined by packing

them tightly with mustard seeds and then weighing them. The formula

(4g.3.4) is strictly applicable only for predicting capacity determined in

this way.]

The residual sum of squares is

^0
^ = ^00 - Z 5 oi

= 0 - J 2692 - 0.099

1

1 = 0.0278 1 .

The multiple correlation, which provides a measure of accuracy of prediction

or the association between the dependent and independent variables, is

estimated by

d 2 _ ^1*^01 4- • '
• + 5q3 _ 0-099 1

1

5'oo
”0.12692

= 0.7809.
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The variance of y given x,, X 2 ,
Xj, is estimated by

2 _ 0.02781
“
n-p-1

~
82

" 0.0003391,

273

where p is the number of independent variables. The variances and co-

variances of hi are computed by the formulas

and cov(hihj} =

This completes estimation of unknown parameters and standard errors by

the method of least squares.

Tests of Hypotheses. We now consider a number of problems that arise in

the estimation and use of regression equation. These are stated and examined

by using the estimates already obtained.

1. Is there a significant association between the dependent and independent

variables? In terms of the parameters the hypothesis is /ij -

This is also equivalent to the statement that the true multiple correlation

(4g.l.ll) is zero.

We use the analysis of variance technique. The unconditional sum of

squares on n — /? — 1 = 82 1),F. is already obtained as 0.02781. If

the hypothesis = /52 = /^3 — 0 is true, then the minimum value of

is ~ "^00 — 0.12692, which has (/i - 1) D.F. The

reduction in the residual sum of squares R^^ - Rq^ is due to regression and

has p = 3 D.F. The analysis of sum of squares is shown in Table 4g.3a.

TABLE 4g.3a. Test of the Hypothesis jSj “ ^ ^83 - 0

(source: Rao and Shaw, 1948e)

D,F. s.s. M.S. F

Regression 3 0.0991

1

0.033037 97.41

Residual 82 0.02781 0.0003391

Total S5 0.12692

We observe that the variance ratio of Table 4g.3a can be simply obtained

from the value of R^, the square of the multiple correlation, n, the sample

size, and p, the number of independent variable, by the formula

R^ n- p ~\ 0.7809

1
- 0.7809

86 - 3-1
97 .41

,

P 3
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using the computed value of R^, so that we can carry out the test of the

hypothesis under consideration, knowing only the value of the observed

multiple correlation, The variance ratio 97.41 on 3 and 82 D.F. is significant

at the 1 % level, which indicates the usefulness of the variables in prediction.

2. It may now be examined whether the three linear dimensions appear to

the same degree in the prediction formula. From the estimates it is seen that

the index b 2 for maximum parietal breadth is higher than the others. This

means that a given ratio of increase in breadth counts more for capacity than

the corresponding increase in length or height.

The hypothesis relevant to examine this problem is

J^l=^2=iS3 = iS-

The minimum value of ^ - a - + X 2 ,
+ has to be found.

The normal equation giving the estimate of ^ is

[Sii + S22 + *S'33 + 2(^12 + ^23 + S2i)]b = Q - {Q^ + 02 + 03)

0.124856-0.11069, 6 - 0.8866.

The minimum value with {n - 2) D.F. is

(I - nf) - 60 = 0.12692 - 0.09814 = 0.02878.

The F ratio of Table 4g,3)S is small, so there is no evidence to conclude that

^2 ’ ^3 different. The differences, if any, are likely to be small, and a

large collection of measurements may be necessary before anything definite

can be said about this. Evolutionists believe that the breadth is increasing

relatively more than any other magnitude on the skull. If this is true, it is of

interest to examine how far the cranial capacity is influenced by the breadth.

So far as the problem of prediction is concerned, the formula

C = 0,002342(L£//')“®®®*

obtained by assuming ^ 3 , may be as useful as the formula derived

without such assumption. The variance of the estimate 6 of /I is

where is the estimate based on 84 D.F. with the corresponding sum of

squares given in Table 4g.3^,

TABLE 4g.3{). Test of the Hypothesis ^1 /S 2 -^3

D.F. S.S. M.S. F

Deviation from equality 2 0.00097 0.000485 1 .430

Residual 82 0.0278 1 0.0003 39

1

Total W 0.02878
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3. A simple formula of the type C = a'LBH' is sometimes used for

predicting the cranial capacity. A test of the adequacy of such a formula

is equivalent to testing the hypothesis

The minimum value of Y. (yt " ^ ~~ ~ when /i, =

;g, = ^3 = lis

- ny^) 4- 4 - S22 + ^33 + 2{S^2 + *^23 + *^31 )

-2(5'o. 4- >So 2 + 5o3) = 0.03039,

which has {n - 1) D.F. The residual has (« - 4) D.f. so that the differ-

ence with 3 D.F. is due to deviation from the hypothesis.

The ratio 2.544 on 3 and 82 D.F. is just below the 5% significance level.

It would be of interest to examine this point with more adequate material.

In Table 4g.3y the sum of squares due to deviation from the hypothesis

could be directly calculated from the formula, thus providing a compound

measure of the deviations of the estimates bj, 63 from the expected

values 1
,

1 , 1 , as

0(^ -1) = 0.00258,

which is the same as that given in Table 4g.3y.

4. Having found evidence that the fi coefficients differ individually from

unity, it is of some interest to examine whether the indices add up to 3

while distributing unequally among the three dimensions used. This requires

a test of the hypothesis + 1^2 + j?3 = 3, The best estimate of the deviation

is 61 -h />2 + Z>3 - 3 = 2.652 - 3 = -0.348.

V{b, +b, + b,^3) =(XE C,y = 75-68,tI

The ratio on 1 and 82 D.F. is

(0.348)^
^

1 _ ^

75.68
""

0.0003391
' ’

which is significant at the 5 % level. This shows that the number of dimensions

of the prediction formula is not 3.

TABLE 4g.3Y. Test of the Hypothesis -

1

D.F. S,S. M.S. F

Deviation from

3 0.00258 0.00086 2.544

Residual 82 0.02781 0.0003391

Total 85 0.030'39
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5. It is often desirable to test whether the inclusion of an extra variable

increases the accuracy of prediction. For instance, in the foregoing example

we can test whether H' is necessary in addition to L and B. This is equivalent

to testing whether ^3 = 0. The estimate = 0.733 has the variance

The ratio on 1 and 82 D,F. is

(0.733)^ 1

39.88
""

0.0003391

0.01347

0.0003391
39.72,

where for the estimate based on 82 D.F., is used. This is significant at the

1 % level, showing that H' is also relevant. If b^ were not significant, the sum

of squares due to b ^

,

^ = 0.01347,
^33

could be added to the residual sum of squares 0.02781 to obtain a sum

0.04128 based on 83 D.F., giving the estimate of <7
^
as 0.0004973,

If b^ is declared to be zero, the best estimates of and bi have to be

revised, starting with the equation

It is, however, not necessary to start afresh. The C matrix

64.21 -15.57 -10.49

-15.57 41.71 -9.00

-10.49 -9.00 39.88

is reduced by the method of pivotal condensation, starting from the last row

and using C33 as the pivot. Thus

64.21
(10.49)2 (9.00)(10,49)1

61.45 -17.94
39.88 39.88

-15,57
(9-00)(10.49)

-17.94 39.68
39.88 39.88

gives the reduced C matrix for the evaluation of and bi .

61 =6l.455oi-17.945o2 = 1*071

^»2=-17.945oi + 39.685o2 = 1.206

a-y- AiJcj - /?2 X 2 = ~ ^ -864
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The residual sum of squares is

Y,{y - y? - bA, - b, S„2 = 0.0004973,

which agrees with the value obtained by adding the sum of squares due to

to the residual, thus providing a check on the calculation of and 62.

The variance-covariance matrix of b^, b2 is tr^ times the new C matrix.

If more variables are omitted, the method of pivotal condensation has to

be carried further. The reduced matrix at each stage gives the C matrix

appropriate to the retained variables. It would avoid some confusion if the C
matrix could be written in the order in which the variables are eliminated

before attempting the method of pivotal condensation. Thus if X2,

X4 are the original variables and if X2 and X4 are to be eliminated, we may

write the C matrix as

^22 Q4 Qt 1^23

C42 ^44 ^41 ^43

^12 Q4 ^13

^32 ^34 ^31 ^33

which is obtained by bringing the second and fourth rows and columns to

the first two positions. Now this matrix can be reduced in two stages by

the method of forward pivotal condensation.

6. Confidence interval for the value in an individual case. Let X2, X3

be the observed values of independent variables in an individual case and

y the value to be predicted. Consider y
- y(X|, X2

,
Xj) where y(xi, X2

,
X3)

is the value of estimated regression for given values of Xj ,
Xj , Xj

.

V(y-Y}^o^+ ViY)

V{Y)=V[y + bfx,-^ + -- -^b^ix^-x)]

= + SS

Hence

r = (>^ - r) -r J I + - + (Xi - Xi){Xj
- Xy)Cij

has a t distribution on (w - p - I) D.F., corresponding to the estimate s of

IT. We substitute for r, the upper and lower (a/2) probability points of t

and obtain the corresponding two values of y, which provide a (1 - a)

confidence interval for the unknown value. A skull with L = 198 .5 ,
B - 147 ,
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H' = 131, that is, jc, = 2,298, Xi = 2.167, = 2.117, has the value of regres-

sion

y = j? + - Xi) + • + /> 3(x 3 - X 3)
= 3.2069

^
+II U/ - = 0.0003391(1.04187)

= 0.0003533.

To find 0.95 confidence interval, the equations are

>' - 3.2069— = + 2 00
(0.0003533)*/^

“ ’

where 2.00 is approximately the 5% value of \t\ on 84 D.F., or the 0.95

confidence interval for the individual’s log capacity is

3.2069 ± 2.00(0.01880) = (3.1693, 3.2445).

It is an important property that from a confidence interval for the interval

for any one-to-one function of y can be obtained. Hence the 0.95 confidence

interval for the capacity ( = antilog >') is (1476, 1755). The interval is somewhat

wide, indicating that prediction in any individual case may not be good.

7. Estimation of mean of the dependent variable {log capacity). If the

problem is one of estimation of the mean log capacity of skulls with L, B, //'

as chosen previously then the estimate is obtained as

y - y + 6i(Xj - X,) + •
• + h,{Xi ~ X 3 )

= 3.2069

with

= 0.0003391(0.04187) = 0.00001420 (using ^ for a).

The 0.95 confidence interval is

3.2069 + 2.00(0.0000142)‘/2 = (3.1994, 3.2144),

where 2.00 is the 5% value of |/| on 84 D.F. Unfortunately, the confidence

interval for mean capacity cannot be obtained from the confidence interval

for mean of log capacity. This dilficulty would not arise, if capacity itself had

linear regression on the concomitant measurements.

It is seen that in the preceding formula for variance of the estimated value

y, the precision of the estimate depends on the closeness of x,, Xj
,
Xj to the

averages x,, X 2 , X 3 realized in the sample from which the prediction formula

was estimated. In fact, the variance is least (equal to a^jn) for the estimate
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when the measurements on the new specimen coincide with the average values

in the earlier sample. The accuracy of prediction diminishes as x^, ^2 ,

depart more and more from the average values, and the prediction may be-

come completely unreliable if .^
1
,^:2 , Xj fall outside the range of values observ-

ed in the sample.

For prediction with a single variable, the regression equation is

and

Y = a-\^b(x-x)

ViY}-
fl
- +

where 5n is the corrected sum of squares for x in the observed sample.

As before, accuracy is higher for prediction near the mean. The formula

also depends on the scatter of x in the sample; the larger the scatter,

the higher the precision of the estimate for any x. Therefore, in choosing

the sample for the construction of the prediction formula, we should observe

the values of x at the extremities of its range if we want to construct a best

prediction formula. This is, no doubt, a theoretically sound policy which can

be carried out with advantage when it is known for certain that the regression

equation is of the linear form. But, data collected in such a manner are not

suitable for judging whether the regression is linear or not, and there is no

reason to believe that linearity of regression is universal. The biometric

experience is that the regressions are very nearly linear, deviations from linear-

ity being detectable only in large samples. If this is so, the regression line

fitted to the data is only an approximation to the true regression function,

and the data should allow a closest possible fit of the straight line to the ideal

curve. The best plan for this is to choose x from all over its range, or, prefer-

ably, to choose X at random so that different values of x may occur with their

own probability and exert their influence in the determination of the straight-

line fit.

Estimation of Mean Capacity of a Population. The prediction formula

obtained can also be used to estimate the mean cranial capacity from a

sample of skulls on which only measurements of L, B, H' are available.

For this purpose, two methods are available. We may estimate the cranial

capacity of each individual skull and calculate the mean of these estimates,

or we may apply the formula directly to the mean values of L, B, H' for the

sample. It is of interest to know whether these two methods give the same

results. For this purpose estimates were made of the mean cranial capacity

of an additional 29 male skulls of the Farringdon Street series for which

measurements of L, 5, H' but not of C were available.
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For these 29 skulls the mean ofL is 191.1, of 5 is 143.1, and of //'is 129.0.

Applying the formula C = 0.00241 values,

we estimate the mean of C to be 1498.3. If we estimate C for the 29 skulls

individually and take the mean of the 29 estimates, we have an estimate of

the mean value of C equal to 1498.2.

The same estimates were calculated for the 22 male skulls of the Moorfields

series (Hooke, 1926), for which all four measurements were available.

For these 22 skulls the mean of L is 189.5, of B is 142.5, and of H' is 128.8,

giving an estimate of the mean of C equal to 1479.0. If we estimate C for the

22 skulls individually and calculate the mean, we get an estimate of the mean

of C equal to 1480.0. Thus it appears that the two methods give very nearly

the same estimates.

Are Only Small Skulls Preserved? A point of some interest is that, whereas

the mean value of C for Farringdon Street series as calculated from 86

measured values is 1481.3, the mean value of C as estimated by our formula

from the 29 skulls for which measurements of L, B, H' but not of C are

available is 1498.3.

Again, for the Moorfields series the mean of L is 189.2 based on 44

measurements, of B is 143.0 based on 46 measurements, and of H' is 129.8

based on 34 measurements. Applying our formula to these mean values (as

we may do with some confidence as shown earlier), we obtain an estimate of

the mean of C equal to 1490.7. The mean of C as calculated from 22 measured

values on well-preserved skulls is only 1473.8.

These results suggest that the skulls that are damaged to such an extent

that the cranial capacity cannot be measured are on the whole larger than

those that remain intact.

This raises a serious issue. Are not the published mean values of cranial

capacities gross underestimates? Can a suitable method be suggested to

correct these values? One way would be to use the samples that provide

observations on C, L, B, and H' for merely constructing the prediction formula.

As observed earlier, the prediction formula, provided the nature of the

regression function used is appropriate, could be obtained from samples

providing observations on all the measurements although the samples are not

drawn at random from the population. For instance, if only small skulls

are preserved, the measurements obtained are not strictly random from the

population of skulls. Such material is being used just to establish a relation-

ship. Having obtained this formula, the mean values of U B, H' computed

from all the available measurements may be substituted to obtain an estimate

of the mean capacity. This value will be higher than the average of the avail-

able measurements of the cranial capacity but less than the predicted value on

the basis of mean L, 5, H' from skulls providing these measurements only.
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The extent of underestimation depends on the proportion of the disinte-

gration of the large skulls. This may vary from series to series, and hence for

a proper comparison of the mean capacities the correction indicated pre-

viously may have to be applied.

4g.4 Test for the Equality of Regression Equations

It is very often necessary to test whether regression functions constructed

from two series are the same. Thus if the formula for the prediction of the

cranial capacity from a different series is

a
'

+ ^ 2 ^ 2 + ^3 ^3 >

two types of hypotheses may be tested

:

(i) a=:a'

(ii) /?! = ^2 = J^3 = ^3

1

irrespective of whether a equals a'

or not.

If (i) is true, the whole regression function is the same in both series; if (ii) is

true, the regression functions are the same apart from a change in the constant.

These two hypotheses are relevant because many problems arise where a

prediction formula constructed from one series may have to be used for a

specimen from an entirely different series. An extreme and rather ambitious

case of such a use is the prediction of stature of prehistoric men from the

length of fossil femur by using a formula connecting the stature of modern

man with the length of his long bones (K. Pearson, 1898). Some sort of

justification for such a procedure will be available if the first hypothesis is

proved to be correct in analogous situations. We first deal with the test

procedures when the prediction formulas are estimated for both the series.

Let the derived quantities for the second series be:

Sample size: n

Mean values : x[y X 2 , , and y'

Corrected sums of products:

Z = Sij

ZWr-^,')(yr-f) = So.-

I iy'r
- = S'oo

These are sufficient to determine the regression function

y = a’ + b[xi + hj ^2 + ^3 *^3 *
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The residual sum of squares

= 5oo “ ^1^01 - b'2 Sq2 -
63 So3 (for the second sample)

+ Sqq — hiSoj - ^>2 ^02 ~ ^3 So3 (for the first sample)

has (n - 4
) + (/7 - 4 ) = (n + n’ - 8) D.F., where 4 represents the number of

constants estimated.

We now' throw the two samples together and consider them as a single

sample of size{/? + n') and determine the regression line and residual sum
of squares. The necessary quantities can be computed from those already

available:

Sample size: n + n'

Mean values:

(nx, + n'xl)

{n + n)

Corrected sums of products:

S.v = S:j + s;, + (.X; - x; (Xj - x})
n -t n

nn' _
^oi - ^oi + ^ - >' )

/I + n

^'00 — -^00 + “^00 +
^

; (y ~ y
n + n

If b'l, /?2, ... arc the regression coefikients, then the residual sum of

squares on (/? + n' - 4
) D.F. is

‘^00 “ ^r^oi ~ ^2 ^02 “
'^t)3

We set up the analysis of variance as in Tabic 4g.4 a.

TABLE 4g.4a. Analysis of Variance for Testing Equality of Re-

gression Coefficients

Due to

Deviation from hypothesis

Separate regressions

(residual)

Common regression

(residual)

D.F. S.S.

4 *

(by subtraction)

« i k 8

« y rt' - 4 /?]
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The significance of the ratio of mean squares due to deviation from hypo-

thesis to residual due to separate regressions is tested.

If the object is to test for the equality of the b coefficients only, we calculate

the quantities

= So, + S'
,

s;;; = + s;.

and obtain the constants b^, from the equations

Sq,- = 6iSi/ + ^2 S2,- + S'^ I

,

i = 1, 2, 3,

and find the residual sum of squares /? 2
^ on {n -t- n —

5) D.F., where 5

represents the number of regression coefficients plus two for different constants

in the series.

= I (>v - + 1 (y; - y')^ - b'’;s'^, - - b, S';;,

.

The test depends on the variance ratio

R2^ - R,/
.

3 n + n —

on 3 and {n - ^i' - 8) D.F,, where 3 represents the number of regression

coefficients under comparison.

The extension of analysis for any number of predictor variables and com-

paring any number of regression functions is fairly clear.

In biological data it is often found that the mutual correlations and vari-

abilities of measurements are approximately the same for all allied series, in

which case the coefficients regression formula will not

differ much. On the other hand, the mean values differ to some extent

from series to series, in which case the constant term will not be the same.

This leads us to consider a different problem whether ot ^ a' given = fi[,

ji'i A test for this can be immediately obtained from the sums of

squares calculated earlier. The suitable statistic is the variance ratio

1 « + n' - 5

on I and (« + n' — 5) degrees of freedom. If the foregoing hypothesis is

true, the difference in the mean value of y could be completely explained

by differences in the other variables .v,, .V 2 , It appears that when a

sufficient number of measurements is considered, the extra difference con-

tributed by any other measuiement independently of the set already con-

sidered is negligibly small. In such situations the equality of the dispersion

matrix in both series is sufficient to ensure the equality of the regression

functions as whole. Much caution is necessary when the prediction formula
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based on one or two variables is so used. Such a statistical adventure under-

taken by Karl Pearson in predicting the stature of prehistoric men is justi-

fiable, however, if we agree with the last statement of his article (K. Pearson,

1898).

“No scientific investigation is final; it merely represents the most probable

conclusion which can be drawn from the data at the disposal of the writer.

A wider range of facts, or more refined analysis, experiment, and observation

will lead to new formulas and new theories. This is the essence of scientific

progress.”

4g.5 The Test for an Assigned Regression Function

In 4g.3 it was assumed that the regression function for log capacity is linear

in the logarithms of length, breadth, and height. If, at least for some given sets

of values of the independent variables, multiple observations on the dependent

variable have been recorded, the validity of such an assumption can be tested.

Table 4g.53( gives the mean values of nasal index of people living in various

parts of India together with the mean annual temperature and relative humidity

of the places. The corrected total sum of squares for nasal index has been

found to be 1 1,140.209 on (344-1) D.F.

TABLE 4g.5a. Nasal Index of the Inhabitants and the Temperature and Humidity of the

Region

XI^caI Inrfov

Temperature Relative Humidity

Sample

size

(n)

Mean

Annual

(0

Mean

Annual

(hRegion

Mean

(y) Total

Total

(ni)

Total

(nh)

Assam 36 83.0 2,988.0 72,6 2,613.6 85 3.060

Orissa 40 80.4 3,216.0 80.3 3,212.0 69 2,760

Bihar 30 80.1 2,403.0 74.8 2,244.0 88 2,640

Malabar 45 77.0 3,465.0 80.2 3,609.0 81 3.645

Bombay 26 76.2 1,981.2 77.6 2,017.6 66 1,716

Madras 35 75.9 2,656.5 81.8 2,863.0 76 2,660

Punjab 28 71.4 1,999.2 76.4 2,139.2 63 1,764

United

Province 32 80.8 2,585.6 77.2 2,470.4 69 2,208

Andhra 41 76.8 3,148.8 80.3 3,292.3 69 2.829

Ceylon 31 80.3 2,490.0 80.2 2,486.2 82 2,542

Total

Mean

344

78.294

26,933,3

78.335

26,947.3

75.070

25,824
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If no assumption is made about the regression of nasal index on temper-

ature and ’relative humidity, the analysis of variance between and within

groups is obtained as in Table 4g.5j?. The mean square between groups is

TABLE <^.5^. Analysis of Variance for Nasal Index

D.F. S.S. M.S,

Between groups 9 I (yX«:P) -^ I -3, <69.900 352.21

Within groups 334
*

(by subtraction)

7,970.309 23.863

Total 343 11,140.209

very large, indicating real differences in nasal index. Can these differences

be explained by a linear regression of nasal index y on temperature r and

relative humidity /t of the form

y = oc + + ^2

The normal equations leading to the estimates bi of ^2 ^^e

Soi = El's'll + ^2 >^12

5
'

o 2 = ^21

where

5oi = S ("y')
(E”0(I''y) = -1,072.40

= I («yS) - = -4,586.57

= Y = -2,334.91

= 2,721.06

= 22,042.32

Solving the foregoing equations, we obtain 6, and 6, as

i, = -0.237113 6j = 0.182963.
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With these values the regression analysis can be set up as the Table 4g.5y.

If the hypotheses concerning the regression is true, the mean square obtained

from “Within groups” of Table 4g.4/i and “Residual about regression”

of Table 5g.5y will be of the same magnitude. A significant difference would

disprove the hypothesis.

The ratio 12.4 on 7 and 334 D.F. is significant at the 1 % level, so that the

regression of nasal index on temperature and relative humidity cannot be

considered linear. It is also seen from Tabic 4g.5y that the variance ratio

18.55 on 2 and 341 degrees of freedom is significant, but this may not mean

TABTvE 4g.5Y. Regression Analysis

D.F. s.s. M.S. f

Due to regression

Residual about

2 biSai -f hi Sa2 — 1,093.45 546.72 18.55

regression 341 *
10,046.759 29.463

(by subtraction)

Total 11,140.209

that nasal index depends entirely on the weather conditions of the place

where the individuals live. The observed differences may be more complex

than can be explained by weather differences, or the nature of dependence

on weather may itself be very complicated.

in some cases, as in the distribution of heights of father and daughter,

it may be desired to test whether the regression of one variable on the other

is linear. For such a test, the range of the independent variable has to be

divided into a suitable number of class intervals and the variance of the

dependent variable analyzed between and within classes. To find an estimate

of within variation it is necessary that at least some of the classes contain

more than one observation. The regression analysis can be done without the

use of the class intervals, or if the data arc already grouped the midpoint of

the class interval is taken as the value of the independent variable for each

observation of the dependent variable in that class. The final test can be

carried out as in Table 4g.55.

For further examples the reader is referred to books by Fisher (1925),

Linnik (1961), Plackett (1960), Scheffe (1959), Williams (1959), and Yates

(1949). Applications to design of experiments are contained in papers by
Box (1954), Rao (1947c, 1956a, 197IB2), and books by Cochran and Cox
(1957) and Kempthorne (1952),
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TABLE 4g.5&. Test for the Specified Regression Function

D.F. S.S. M.S. F

Deviation from specified

regression 7 2,076.45* 296.636 12.4

Within groups 334 7,970.309 23.863

Residual about regression 341 10.046,759

• Obtained by subtraction

4g.6 Restricted Regression

In some selection problems (see Kempthorne and Nordskog, 1959) we need

a linear selection index based on concomitant (or predictor) variables A'j, . .
.

,

Xp such that in the selected population we have maximum gain in a criterion

variable Yy and status quo is maintained in other criterion variables Kj
>

Or, in other words, we need to find a linear function (an index),

/;=L'X = LyXy 4- YLpXp such that pfy^ is a maximum subject to the

conditions = 0, where pi,y indicates the correlation between

the variables U and V.

Let Cj be the vector of covariances between Yi and (A^i Then the

algebraic problem is one of maximizing (L'Cj)^ subject to L'C 2 = -- =

L'Cfc -0 and LXL = I
,
where E is the dispersion matrix of X. Consider the

expression

(L'Ci)' - Ai(LXL - 1)
- 2/2 L'C2 + -

' -2/^L'C, (4g.6.1)

where Aj, X,^ arc Lagragian multipliers. DilTcrentiating with respect to L

and equating to zero we have

XyLL = p,C, - /2 C: - • • • -/, c, (4g.().2)

where is written for L'Ci, or the optimum L is proportional to

L oc
-
/hQ)' (4g.6.3)

Expressing the conditions L'C, - 0, we have the equations

c;i-'C2P2 + ’“ + c;e-^c,p, = c;2:-^c,

j-2, k

(4g.6.4)
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satisfied by /^ 2 ,
• • • , • If /J 2 .

• • • -
js a solution then the selection index may

be written as

I = (4g.6.5)

which may be standardized to have variance unity, if necessary, by multiplying

by a constant.

The more general problem of maximizing L'Cj subject to L'C^ ^ 0,

/ = 2, . .
. ,

and L'LL = 1 is solved in Rao (1962d 1964a).

4h THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF LEAST SQUARES WITH
TWO SETS OF PARAMETERS

4h.l Concomitant Variables

Suppose that the growth rates of groups of animals receiving different diets

are to be compared. The observed differences in growth rates can be attributed

to diet only if all the animals treated are similar in some observable aspects

such as age, initial weight, or parentage, which influence the growth rate.

In fact, if the groups of animals receiving different diets differ in these

aspects, it is desirable to compare the growth rates after eliminating these

differences.

It may be noted, however, that no bias is introduced in the experiment

if the animals which might differ in these aspects are assigned at random

to the groups to be treated differently. This procedure enhances the residual

variation calculable from the differences in the growth rates of animals

receiving the same treatment and thus decreases the efficiency of the experi-

ment.

If the magnitudes of these additional variables are known, it is possible

to eliminate the differences caused by them independently of the treatments

both from within and between groups and to test for the pure effects of the

treatments with greater efficiency. The computational technique relating to

this process is known as the adjustment for concomitant variation.

For significant reduction in the residual variation, it must be known that

the effects under study are influenced by the concomitant variables. This is

important in experimental studies where due consideration is to be given to

the cost and time involved in recording the concomitant variables, and can be

tested as shown in the example considered in 4h.3.

On the other hand, the concomitant variables chosen must not have been

influenced by the treatments under consideration. Sometimes, in assessing

the differences in yields of plants treated differently, concomitant variables

such as the number of branches or the quantity of straw are chosen. Some

caution is necessary in adopting such a procedure.
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4h.2 Analysis of Covariance

Assuming that the regression of y on the concomitant variables c*

to be linear, the observational equations containing the parameters

(^ 1 , ••t = under consideration and the regression coelTicients (Vi,

= can be written

£(Ti) = ATii + •

' + + '
• + 7k Cki

/ = 1
,

. .
.

,

or in the matrix notation

£(Y) = XP + Cy, (4h.2J)

where X is the design matrix as before and C is an « x /c matrix with its

(th column as C, representing the n observations on the /th concomitant

variable. If, therefore, we consider the observations on concomitant variables

as fixed, the setup (4h,2.1) is the same as that of the theory of least squares

with (m + k) unknown parameters (P'iY)^ ^ uew “design matrix’’ (X|C),

and the observation vector Y.

No new problem arises in adjustment for concomitant variables either in the

estimation of parameters or testing of linear hypotheses. We shall present a

computational scheme, however, which enables us to carry out tests of a

number of hypotheses of interest in practical situations. The normal equations

corresponding to the observational equations (4h.2.1) are

X'XP + X'Cy = X'Y|

C'XP + CCy-Cy)
(4h.2.2)

Let po be a solution of the normal equation

X'XPo - X'Y,

ignoring the concomitant variables, and let p^ be a solution of the normal

equation

X'XPi-X'C,,

considering the values of the /th concomitant variable instead of Y (i.e.,

substituting C. for Y). Define the residual sum of squares and products

R,, = (Y - Xpo)'(Y - XPo) = Y'Y - Pj^X'Y

R.. = (Ci - xp,y(c, - xp,) = c:Ci - P.X'C,-, 1= I, 2,..., k

R^. = (Y - XPo)'(Ci - XP,) = Y'C,. - po X'C, ,
i = \, 2,..., k

R^^ = (C, - xp,)'{C; - xp,.) - c; C; - P,. xCj , i,j=\,...,k

(4h.2.3)
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Multiplying the first equation of (4h.2.2) by and subtracting from /th

component of the second equation of (4h.2.2) we obtain equations

+ + = (4h.2.4)

i k

for the regression parameters only. If y is a solution of (4h.2.4), the solution

p satisfying the normal equations (4h.2.2) is seen to be

P = Po-yiPi----7J.,

which gives t..e adjustment to be made in po due to concomitant variables.

The residual sum of squares appropriate to the setup (4h.2.!) is then

Rq^ — Rqq — ~ ~ % ^ok (4h.2.5)

on (/I - r ~ k) D.F., where r — rank X (assuming |C'C| 0).

Test of the Hypothesis y = 0. The adjustment for concomitant variables is

not profitable if y = 0, and it is therefore important to test this hypothesis.

Let us recognize that

R, 2 - min (Y - XP - Cy)'(Y - Xp - Cy) = /?oo -

Y = fl.P

so that the S.S. due to deviation from hypothesis is

Ri^ - Rq^ =
7i ^01 + + ^ikRok

on k D.F. The variance ratio for testing y = 0 is

R,^-Ro^
.
V

k n - r - k

(4h.2.6)

(4h.2.7)

Test of the Hypothesis H'p = We have to find

= min (Y ~ xp - Cy)'(Y - Xp - Cy).

H’P -5

Let R'qq, Rqi, R’lj be the residual sum of squares and products as in (4h.2.3)

when p is subject to the restriction H'p = Let y'j, . .
. , be solutions using

R\^ in the equations (4h.2.4). Then

nKf (4h.2.8)

The variance ratio test is

R2^ - Rq^
.
V

s n - r - k'
(4h.2.9)

where s is the D.F. of the hypothesis H'p - ^ and is the pure residual

sum of squares (4h,2.5) without any hypothesis on p or Y- This completes

the formal theory. The method is further explained in the illustrative example

of4h.3.
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4h.3 An Illustrative Example

The following data relate to the initial weights and growth rates of 30 pigs

classified according to pen, sex, and type of food given.

The problem is to study the effect of food after eliminating the initial weight.

TABLE 4h,3a. Data for Analysis (W'ishart, 1938)

Jnitiul Growth Rate in

Weight Pounds per Week

Pen Treatment Sex {w) i(j)

/t C 48 9.94

B G 48 10.00

I C G 48 9.75

C H 48 9.11

B H 39 8.51

A H 38 9.52

B G 32 9.24

C G 28 8.66

II A G 32 9.48

C H 37 8.50

A H 35 8.21

B H 38 9.95

C G 33 7.63

A G 35 9.32

III B G 41 9.34

B H 46 8.43

C H 42 8.90

A H 41 9.32

C G 50 10.37

A H 48 10.56

IV B G 46 9.68

A G 46 10.98

B H 40 8.86

C H 42 9.51

B G 37 9,67

A G 32 8,82

V C G 30 8.57

B H 40 9.20

C H 40 8.76

A H 43 10,42
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The first step in the analysis is to analyze the sum of squares of both the

dependent and independent variables and also the sum of products. The

analysis of the sum of products is done in the same manner as the analysis

of the sum of squares by adopting the rule that the square of a variable in

the latter is replaced by the product of the variables involved in the former.

The total sums of squares and products arc

If?" 16.6068\

78.979 29 D.F.

I - vvl H’- 1108.70 j

If H'( and g^ denote the totals of 6 observations for the /th pen, the sums of

squares and products for pens are

il.^i"-0l.9= 4.8518^

39.905 ) 4 D.F.

^ I - vv I IV - 605.87 j

Similarly, the sums of squares and products for food and sex can be obtained.

If and gij denote the total of 5 observations for the rth type of food

and yth sex, the sums of squares and products for the joint efl'ects of food

and sex are

- 3.2422^

-0 ««5 5 D.F.

i II - w ^ w = 59.90 J

If from these the corresponding expressions for food {2 D.F.) and sex

(1 D.F.) are subtracted, the expressions for food x sex interaction are obtained.

TABLE 4h.3p. Analysis of Variance and Covariance

D.F. 9^ wg

Pen 4 4.9607 40.324 605.87

Food 2 2.3242 -0.171 5.40

Sex 1 0.4538 -4.813 32.03

Food X Sex 2 0.4642 4.099 22.47

Error 20 8.4039 - Roo 39.540 -Ra, 442.93 = R„

Total 29 16.6068 78.979 1108.70
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Table 4h.3/? gives the whole analysis. The error line is obtained by subtraction

from the total. There is only one regression coefTicient to be estimated;

= ^01

442.93y = 39.540, y = 0.089269.

The ratio is significant at the 1 % level so that the comparisons can be made
more efficiently by eliminating the concomitant variations.

TABLE 4h.3y. Test for Regression from Error Line Above

D.T. S.S. M.S. F

Regression

Residual

1

19

yRoi =- 3.5279

Rqo ~ yRoi ~ 4.8742

3.5297

0.2565

13.76

Total 20 Roo - 8.4039

If the hypothesis specifics that there arc no difl’crcnces in food, the residual

sums of squares and products are obtained by adding the rows corresponding

to food and error:

10.7281 Ri),- 39.369 R',, = 448.33.

The new regression coefficient is

y'R'ii = Roi , y = 39.369/448.83 = 0.087813.

The residual sum of squares when the hypothesis is true is

=7,2710 on 21 D.F.

TABLE 4h.36. Test for Differences in Food, Eliminating the Effects of Initial

Weight

D.F. S.S. M.S. F

Food 2 2.3968 1.1984 4.67

(by subtraction)

Residual 19 Rco yRoi = 4.8742 0.2565

Food + Error 21 Roo y Roi -7.2710
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The ratio is significant at the 5 % level. To test for food without adjustment

for concomitant variation, we have to construct the ratio on 2 and 20 D.F.

which is not significant at the 5 % level. The quantities used to calculate F are

taken from the analysis of variance table (Table 4h.3/i). The differences caused

by food could be detected when the concomitant variation is eliminated.

Similarly, any other effect such as sex or interaction can be tested.

4i UNIFIED THEORY OF LINEAR ESTIMATION

4i.l A Basic Lemma on Generalized Inverse

The problem of estimation of p in the model (Y, Xp, a^G) was considered in

4a under the assumption that G is nonsingular. However, the theory of least

squares developed for the purpose cannot be used when G is singular.

In this section, we present two unified approaches to the problem, which are

applicable in all situations whether G is singular or not. One is a direct ap-

proach obtained by minimizing the variance of an unbiased estimator.

The other is an analogue of the least squares theory

First, we prove a lemma on generalized inverse of a partitioned matrix

which plays a basic role in the unified theory.

(i) A Basic Lemma. Let G be an n.n.d. matrix of order n and X be

nxm matrix. Further,, let

(J
9"

=(9 -c';)

be one choke ofg-inverse. Then the following results hold:

(a) XC 2 X = X, XC 3 X = X (4i.l.2)

(b) XQX' = XC;X' = GC3 X' - XC 3 G = GC^X' = XC' G (4i.l.3)

(c) X'CiX, X'CiG, GCiX are all null matrices (4i.l.4)

(d) GCiGCiG = GCiG = GC^GCjG = GC;G (4i.l 5)

(e) Tr GCi = R(G:X) - R(X) = Tr GC; (4i.l.6)

(f) GCiG and XC4 X' are invariantfor any choice of and C4 (4i. 1 .7)

We observe that the equations

Ga-hXb = 0 (4i.l.8)

X'a = X'd
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are solvable for any d, in which case, using (4i.l.l)

a = C2X'd, b= -C4X'd (4i.l.9)

is a solution. Substituting (4i.I.9) in (4i.l.8)

GC2 X'd - XC4 X'd = 0
,
X'Cj X'd - X'd for all d

=>GC 2 X' = XC 4 X' and (4i.Li0)

Since

the transpose of the matrix on the right-hand side of (4i.l , ]) is also a ^-inverse.

Then replacing Cj by C3 and Q by Q in (4i.l.l0) we have

GCjX'^XQX' and X'C'X' = X\ (4i.!.ll)

Multiplying both sides of the first equation in (4i.l.l 1) by XC3

XC3GC' X' = XC.XQX = XC;X' (4i.l.l2)

so that XC4X' is symmetric. Then (4i.l.l0-4i,1.12) prove the results (a) and

(b).

To prove (c), we observe that the equations

Ga + Xb = Xd

X'a = 0

can be solved for any d. Then

a = CiXd, b = C3Xd

is a solution. Substituting (4i.l.l4) in (4i.l.l3) and omitting d

GCiX + XC3X = X, X'CiX-0. (4i.l.I5)

But XC3 X = X. Thus (c) is proved. Next we observe that the equations

Ga-hXb = Gd (4i.l.l6)

Xa = 0

can be solved for any d. One solution is

a = CiGd and b = C3Gd. (4i.l.l7)

Substituting (4i.l.l7) in (4i,1.16) and omitting d

GQG -h XC3G = G, X'C,G = 0 (4i.l.l8)

=>GC,GCtG + GQXCaG GC,G = GCiGQG (4i.l.l9)

(41.1.13)

(41.1.14)
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since GCiX- 0
.

(4i.i.l8) also =>GC;GC,G - GC^G which proves (d).

Now we use the result R{AA ) = R(A) = Tr(AA“), where A“ is any g-

inverse of A [(iv), lb.5, (i), lb. 7]. We have

/G X\/C, C,\ /GQ+XC 3 GC^-XC,
[x o;\C3 -cj X'C, X'C,

^Tr(GCi +XC3) + Tr(X'C2)

= Tr(GCi) + R(XC
3 ) + RlXXi)

= Tr(GCi) + R(X) + R(X'). (4i. 1 .20)

But

^j
= R(G:X) + R(X). {4i.l.2I)

Equating (4i,j,20) and (4i.l.21) we have the result (e).

The result (f) follows from definition by using the results (4i.l.2-4i.l.6).

(ii) e 9 is nonsingular = n and /?(X) = m.

(iii) Let V he a matrix such that J/{X) cz J^Cm + XUX') and ^{G) c

Jt{G + XUX'). Then

(G X\- /C, CA (G + XVX x\ /C, C 2 \

\X' oj iC 3 -cj \ X' oj \C 3
-11 -cj

The propositions (ii) and (iii) are easy to establish.

(iv) Explicit Expressions for Cj, C2, C3, C4 in (4i.l.l)

() If ^{\) a Jf{G), (hen one choice for Cj, C 2 , C 3 ,
C 4 is

Cj -G‘ -G XC3, C3 = (X G X) X'G

C2 = C3 C4 = (XG-X)'

( ) If R(G) = n, then one choice for Cj, C
2 , C 3 , C4 is

C, -G ' -G 'XC3, C3 = (XG-'X) X'G"'

C
2 = C

3 C4 = (X'G'‘X)“

(c) In general, one choice for Ci, Cj , C3 , C4 is

Cj - W - WXC 3 C 3 = TX W,

C 2 = C 3 C 4 =-U + T

where T = (X'(G + X'UX)“X)^ W = (G + X'UX)" and U is any

matrix such that ^(X) c ^(G + XUX') and ^{G) e ^(G + XUX').
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The proposition (iv) is established by verification or by solving an equation

of the type

Ga + Xb = Q[

X'a = p

by the usual method of elimination.

4i.2 The General Gauss-Markoff Model (GGM)

Now we consider a general Gauss-Markoff (GGM) model

(Y,Xp,a"G) (4i.2.1)

where there may be deficiency in R(X) and G is possibly singular. We note

that the GGM model includes the case of any specified constraints on the

parameter p. Thus if Rp = C is a set of constraints we can consider

il II (4i.2.2)

in which case

=
o)

(4i.2.3)

and write the extended model

(Y,,X,P,a''G,) (4i.2.4)

in the same form as (4i.2.1),

When G is singular, there are some natural restrictions on the dependent

variable Y, which may be examined to make sure that there is no obvious

inconsistency in the model.

(i) Test for Consistency. Y e Ji{C \ X).

Suppose a is a vector such that a'X = 0 and a'G = 0. Then obviously

£((x'Y) = 0 and £^(a'Y)^ = 0 => a'Y ^ 0 => Y X) with probability.

(ii) Y the random n-vector, and the unknown p are such that (Y - Xp) e G.

The result follows since a'G = 0=>a'(Y - XP) ^ 0. Thus the singularity of

G imposes some restrictions on Y and p.

If G is singular, there exists a matrix H such that HY = 0 with probability 1
,

which implies that HXP = 0 is a restriction on p. Of course, H is known only

when Y is known. When H is known, the condition X'L = p is not necessary

for L'Y to be unbiased for p'p.

(iii) An n.s. condition that L'Y is unbiased for p'P is that there exists a

vector I such that X'(L + H 'k) = p, where H is a matrix of maximum rank
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such that HY = 0. However, given L such that L'Y is unbiasedfor p'P, we can

find M such that M^Y = L'Y and X'M = p. Note that R{H) = n~ R{G} or

The result which is easily established is important. It says that in searching

for the BLUE of p'P we need only consider linear functions L'Y such that

XX = p, or behave as if p is a free parameter. Also if L'Y has zero expectation

we can find a vector K such that L'Y = K'Y and K'X = 0.

4i.3 The Inverse Partitioned Martix (IPM) Method

We consider the GGM model (4i.2. 1) and show how the problem of inference

on unknown parameters can be reduced to the numerical evaluation of a g-

inverse (Rao, 197 le, 1972c)

More precisely, if by a suitable algorithm (computer program) the matrix on

the left-hand side of (4i,3.1) is inverted to obtain Ci, C 2 ,
C 3 ,

C4 , then we

have all that is necessary to obtain the BLUE’s, their variances and co-

variances, an unbiased estimator of and test criteria for testing linear

hypotheses. Propositions (i) and (ii) contain the basic results which hold

whether G is singular or not.

(i) Let Cl, C2 , C 3 and be as defined in {4i.3A), Then thefollowing hold:

(a) (Use of C 2 or C 3 ). The BLUE of an estimable {i.e., admitting an

unbiased estimator) parametric function p'p, is p'p where

P-C3 Y or P^C^Y (4i.3.2)

(b) (Use of C4.) The dispersion matrix of p is in the sense

V(p'P) = (r^p'C4P

cov{p'P, q'P) = (y^p'C4 q = o'^q'C4 p (4i.3.3)

whenever p'p and q'p are estimable.

(c) (Use of Cj). An unbiased estimator of is

ff2 = /-iY'CiY (4i.3.4)

wheref = RiG\X) - R(X).

Proofof (a); If L'Y is such that £(L'Y) = p'p, then X'L = p. Subject to this

condition F(L'Y) = o^L'GL or L'GL has to be minimized. Let L^ be an

optimum choice and L any other vector such that XX = XX,„ . Then

L'GL = (L - L^ + L,)'G(L - L* -f L,)

= (L - Lj'G(L - L») -H l; gl, -h 2l;g(l - L*) > l; gl
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iff Li G(L - L*) = 0 whenever X'(L - L^) = 0, i.e., GL* = -XK* for a suit-

able K* . Then there exist L* and K* to satisfy the equations

GL* + XK* = 0,

XX* = p. (4i.3.5)

Since (4i.3.5) is consistent

L* = C2Por Cap, K*=-C4P

is a solution. Then the BLUE of p'P is Li Y = p'Cj V = p'Cj Y.

Proofof (A) ; We use the fact p = X'M for some M. Then

Kfp'C^ Y) = (72M'(XCiG)C2X'M

= c7'M'XC4(X'C2X')M using (4i.].3)

= ff''M'XC4 X'M using (4i. 1. 2)

= ffVc^p.

Similarly,

cov(p'Ci Y, qX^Y) = = cr^qX4 p.

Proof of ic): Since XXjG = 0 and XX^X = 0 using (4i.l.4),

YX2Y = {Y-XP)Xi(Y-Xp)

£[(Y - XP)X,(Y - Xp)] = (7^ TrCi£f(Y - Xp)(Y - XP)']

- (7^ TrC,G = a^[R(G|X) - R(X)]

using (4i.l.6).

(ii) Let P'P be the vector of BLUE's of a set of k estimable parametric

functions P'P, = Y'CiY andf be as defined in (i).

//Y-^„(XP, (7^G), then:

(a) P'P andYCf)l are independently distributed, with

P'P - iVt(P'P, <t'D), D = P'C^P (4i.3.6)

Ro^ = YC,Y^c%f (4i.3J)

(b) Let P'P = w be a null hypothesis. The null hypothesis is consistent iff

DD“u = u, where u = P'p-w. (4i,3.8)

If the hypothesis is consistent, then

u'D"u
h = R(D) (4i.3.9)

has a central F distribution on h and f degrees offreedom when the

hypothesis is true and otherwise noncentral.
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Proof of {ay. £(P'P) = P'P and D(P'P) = P'P - A'*(P'P,

(T^P'C^P) using (3b.3.5).

Let F = (Ci + C;)/2. Then Y^iY = Y'FY and GFGFG = GFG using

(4i.].5). Hence Y'CiY has distribution by (3b.4.7).

Fp = P'Cj Y = H'XC^ Y since J{{V) c Then GFGC^ X'H = 0

using (4i.l.3), which shows by (3b.4.9) that Y'C,Y and P'p are independently

distributed, [Note that GF(GC2X0H = GF(XC 2GH) - 0 since GFX = 0.]

Proof of (A): The hypothesis is consistent if K(a'P'P) = 0=>a'(P'p - w) =
0=> P'P - w 6 an n.s. condition for which is DD“u = u, where

u = P'P — w. If the hypothesis is true then u'D u has central distribution

since DD“D - D, with degrees of freedom h = R(D). Since u and are in-

dependently distributed, u'D“u and are independent, and hence, the

statistic {4i.3.9) has the F distribution on h and / degrees of freedom. If the

hypothesis is not true, the distribution will be noncentral.

4i.4 United Theory of Least Squares

Let us consider the model (Y, Xp, a^G). In 4a.7 (see Table 4a.7), it is shown

that when |G[ # 0, the estimating normal equations for p are obtained by

equating the derivative of

(Y-Xp/G'/Y-Xp)

with respect to p to the null vector. Such a procedure is not available when

|G| — 0. A general method different from least squares applicable !o all

situations is given in 41.3. We shall investigate whether an analogue of least

squares theory applicable to all situations can be developed. More specifically,

can we find a matrix M such that the estimate p of p is a stationary value of

(Y - XP)'M(Y - XP)

i.e., where the derivative with respect to P vanishes, whether
|

G| = 0 or 0,

and an estimate of is obtained as

(Y - XP)'M(Y - Xp) - /

where/ = R{G\X) - R{X) as in (4i.3.4)?

We show that one choice of M is (G + XUX')” for any .^-inverse, where

U is any symmetric matrix such that /?(G:X) = R(G + XVX), the neces-

sity of which was established in (Rao, t973a). One simple choice of U =
kH for as shown in (Rao and Mitra, 1971h). k can be zero when

Jl(X) c: Jif(G). Let us write T = G 4;,-XUX' and T“ any ^-inverse (not

necessarily symmetric).
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(i) Let (Y, Xp, a^G) be GGM model {Le.y G is possibly singular and X
possibly deficient in rank), and T, T", U as defined above.

(a) The BLUE of an estimable function p'P is p'P where $ is a stationary

value of{\ - XP)'T (Y - XP).

(b) np'to = (t^p'[(X'T^X)- ^ U]p,

cov(p'P, q'P) = ff'p'P'T'X)- - U]q. (4i.4.1)

(c) An unbiased estimator of is

- XpyT'{Y - Xp) = /-^V (4i.4.2)

where

/ = /?(G;X)-/?(X).

Proofof (a) : P satisfies the equation

X'T^Xp = X'T"Y (4i.4.3)

observing that X'T“X = X'(T~)'X and X'T“Y = X'(T")'Y since X and Y 6

J^(T) and T is symmetric. Let p = (XT“X)"X'T“Y be a solution, which exists

since /?(X'T“X) = /?(X') as shown in Example 30, p. 77 (end of Chapter 1).

Let p'P be an estimable function, i.e,, p =XX for some L. Then

p'p = L'X(X T X) X'T Y

E(p'P} = L X(XT-X) X'T XP = L'XP = p'p.

since X' e ..#(X'T“X) using [vi(b), Ib.S], Further, if Z is such that Z'X = 0,

then

cov(p'p, Z^Y) = ff"L'X(XT'X)-X'T'GZ = 0

since XT'GZ = XT'(G + XUX')Z - X'T‘TZ = X'Z = 0, as X 6 ^(T).

Thus p'p is the BLUE.

Proof of (b) :

K(p'p) = K(L'X(X'T-X)“XT“Y)

= K(L'WY), W = X(X'T‘X)-X'T~

= tr^L'WCG + XUX')W L - L'WXUX'WX

= (i2[UX(XX'X)“XX ~ UXUXX]

= aV[(XX-X)' - U]p.

Similarly, the expression for covariance is established.
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Procfcf (c): It is easily shown, along the lines of (4a. 5.4),

£(Y - XfXY - XP)' = £i(Y) - Z)(XP)

= - X[(X'T‘X)' - U]X'}

= (t^(T - X(X'T‘X)'X')}

- Xp)'T-(Y - Xp) = Tr T-[T - X(X'T-X)“X']

= Tt T“T - Tr(X'T'XXX'T-X)"

= /!(T)-i?(X) = /,

which proves (c).

Tests of linear hypotheses are carried out in the same way as in proposition

(ii) of 4i,3, by taking C4 in (4i.3.6) as X[(XT"X)" - U] X' and Y'CiY as

Rq^ defined in (41.4.2).

Note that U can be chosen, if necessary, such that T = G + XUX' is n.n.d.,

in addition to the condition i?(GiX) = R(T). In such a case (Y - Xp)'T“

(Y-Xp) is non-negative for any choice of T and the expression attains a

minimum at a stationary point p.

In general T" is not a ^-inverse of G. However, we can choose U in such a

way that G and XUX' generate virtually disjoint spaces, in which case T~

is a ^-inverse of T. Unfortunately for any testable hypothesis P'P = W,

the result u'D"ii = mip (Y - XP)'M(Y - Xp) - rain (Y - Xp)'M(Y - Xp)
p

where u'D u is as defined in (4i,3.9) is not true when G is singular how-

ever M is chosen unless J^(X) cz ^(G). (See Rao 1972d.)

4j ESTIMATION OF VARIANCE COMPONENTS

4j.l Vaiiance Components Model

In 4f we introduced a general two-way classification model and considered

a special problem of estimation of variance components. Now we consider

the general linear model, Y = Xp + e, where the error component e has the

structure

+ + (4j.I.l)

being a n,-vector of hypothetical (unobservable) variables such that

£(y = 0, /)(^i)
= ff/I, 1,

£(^,^ = 0, /V;, (4j.l.2)

so that

D{^) - ffi ^UiU'i + *
* + Uj = ffj^Vi -H

• •
‘ + (Tt^Vk • (4j. 1 .3)
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The design matrices X, U,- (or V;), and the observation vector Y are known

while p and a =
,

cr*^) are unknown parameters under estimation.

The variances . .
. , of the hypothetical variables in . .

. ,
are called

variance components.

Let aj, . .
. , ctfc be a priori (or approximate) values of (Tj, . .

. ,
a*

.
(If no

a priori information is available, then each a,- may be taken to be unity.)

Then we can rewrite (4j.l.l) and (4j.l.3) as

£ = Wjiii + •
‘ + W|t%, Wj =

= Wi W; = (4j.l.4)

where the scaled variance components to be estimated.

4j.2 MINQUE Theory

Let us consider the estimation of a linear function

= (4j.2.I)

of the variance components by a quadratic function Y'AY subject to the follow-

ing conditions.

(a) Invariance and Unbiasedness. If instead of p, we consider Pj == P - Po >

then the model becomes Y^ = xp, + E, where Yj = Y - Xp^ . In such a case,

the estimator is Y^AY^, which is the same as Y'AY for all po, iff AX = 0,

which may be called the condition of invariance for translation in the P

parameter. Now for such an estimator

E(Y'AY) = Tr AZ)(e) = I Tr AT, = I y,\

=i^TrAT,. = ^^, A: (4j.2.2)

which are the conditions for unbiasedness under invariance.

(b) Minimum norm. If the hypothetical variables were known, then a

natural estimator of y-^ is and hence that of ^ ^,7 ^^ is

+ • •
• + njt = n' (say) (4j.2.3)

where A is a suitably defined diagonal matrix and t|' = (tj',
;

* • •
t),0. But

the proposed estimator is

Y'AY - c'Ac = ii'W'AWti (4j.2.4)

since AX = 0, where W = (W^ i

• •
*

;
W^). The difference between (4j.2.3) and

(4j.2.4) is t|'(W'AW - A)t| which can be made small, in some sense, by mini-

mizing

IjW'AW - All

where the norm is suitably chosen.

(4j.2.5)
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An estimator Y'AY where A is such that |jW'AW - A|1 is a minimum,

subject to AX = 0 and Tr AT,- =
,

/ = 1, . .
. ,

k is called the MINQUE
(Minimum Norm Quadratic Unbiased Estimator) of the parametric function

In the literature (Rao, 1970a, 1971c, 1971d, 1972b), MINQUE is also

obtained with the condition X'AX ^ 0, instead ofAX = 0, to ensure unbiased-

ness only and not invariance, and a distinction is made between MINQUE’s
with and without invariance. But for the present discussion we shall impose the

invariance condition. The condition X'AX = 0 was first considered by Focke

and Dewcss (1972) for estimation of variance components.

4j.3 Computations under the Euclidean Norm

If we choose the Euclidean norm (i.e., = the sum of squares of all the

elements of B), then

IW'AW - A||^ = Tr W'AWAV'AW - 2 Tr W'AWA + Tr AA

= Tr AWW'AWW' - Tr AA =Tr ATAT - Tr AA

where T = Z T, = Z observing that

Tr W'AWA = Tr AWAW' - Tr ^(^>.)ATi = Tr AA.

Thus, in the case of the Euclidean norm, the problem reduces to that of

determining A such that Tr ATAT is a minimum subject to the conditions

AX = 0 and Tr AT, - q,, i k.

The algebraic problem is already solved in [(iii), lf.3], where it is shown

that the minimum is attained at

A= R = -T"'X(X'T“'X)-X'T ‘ (4j.3.1)

where A, satisfies the equations

p.,TrRT,RT^. = ^^, (4j.3.2)

Then the MINQUE of Z is k'Q where k' = (Aj, . .
. ,

A^) is a solution of

(4j,3.2) and Q' = (0,, Q,), 2; = Y'RTjRY. We may write the equa-

tion {4j.3.2) in the form Sk = q, in which case k = S“q is a solution and

k'Q = q'(S")'Q-q'S"Q-q'Y

where is a solution of Sy = Q.

Thus the computational procedure consists in first setting up the equation

Sy = Q where the (/, 7)th element of S is Tr RT, RT^ and the /th element of
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Qis Y'RTjRY and obtaining a solution y = S'Q. The solution for the original

variance components is

in the sense that the estimate of any estimable function p'o is p'd. [p'a or

equivalently q'y is said to be estimable provided a matrix A exists such that

AX = 0 and Tr AT^ ^qiJ~ 1

,

It may be verified that Tr ATAT is proportional to K(Y'Ay) when Y has

the rt-variate normal distribution (which is equivalent to saying that all the

hypothetical variables in (4j,l.l) have univariate normal distributions)

and the true variance components are . .
,

,

Thus the MINQUE is

the locally minimum variance unbiased quadratic estimator under normal

distribution for the hypothetical variables.

4k BIASED ESTIMATION IN LINEAR MODELS

4k.1 Best Linear Estimation (BL£)

Let us consider the GGM model (Y, XP, cr^G) and let L'Y be an estimator of

p'P, the given linear parametric function. The MSE (mean square error) of

LT is

£(L'y - p'P)" = a^VGt + {X'L - p)W'(XX - P) (4k.lT)

which involves both the unknown parameters cr^ and P and as it stands is not

a suitable criterion for minimizing. Then we have three possibilities.

(a) Choose an a priori value of a
“

^
P, say b, based on our previous knowledge

and substitute = n^bb' for pp' in (4k. 1.1) which then takes the

form o-^S where

S = L'GL + (XX - p)'W(X'T^ - P)' (4kT.2)

(b) If p is considered as a random variable with an a priori mean dispersion

X(pp') = then (4k. 1. 1) reduces to a^S when a further expectation

of (4k. 1. 1) with respect to p is taken.

(c) We observe that (4k. 1.1) consists of two parts, one representing the

variance and the other bias. In such a case, the choice of W in 5 rep-

resents the relative weight we attach to bias compared to variance.

ThenW may be suitably chosen depending on the relative importance of

bias and variance in the estimator.

In the cases (b) and (c), the matrix W is n.n.d. and of rank possibly greater

than one. The result (4k. 1.3) of (i) is true for any choice ofW whatever its

rank may be provided Y e J5((V + XWX').

20(54-45)1973
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Thus we are led to choose S as the criterion and the proposition (i) provides

the answer to BLE.

(i) The BLE of p'p is p'p where

p = WX'(G + XWXr V. (4k. 1.3)

The minimum value of S is attained when

(G + XWX )L = XWp or ML = XWp, M = G + XWX',

so that L = M"XWp is a solution and the BLE of p'p is

L'Y = p'WX'M-Y = p'p. (4k.l.4)

BLE always exists whether p'P admits a linear unbiased estimator or not.

In order to compare BLE with BLUE, let us assume that X is of full rank

so that p admits unbiased estimation and R{M] ^ R{G + XWX') = R{G:X).

Then p, the BLUE of p, is

P = (X'M“X)-iX'M-Y, using (4i.4.3) (4k.].5)

whereas the BLE of p is

p =WX'M-Y - WX'M'Xp = Tp say (4k.l.6)

which establishes the relationship between p and p. The mean dispersion

error of p is

m -
P)(P - P)' = T£(P - P)(P - P)'T' + (T - I)PP'(T - I)'

F = TDT' + (T - I)PP'(T - I)' (4k. 1 .7)

where D is the dispersion matrix of p and p is the true value.

The matrix D - TDT is n.n.d. so that D - F will be n.n.d. for a certain

range of p. Thus, if we have some knowledge about the domain in which

P is expected to lie then we may chose W suitably to ensure that BLE has

uniformly smaller mean square error than the BLUE.

The reader may refer to related work by Hoerl and Kennard (1970a, 1970b).

Note that T in (4k. 1.6) is a sort shrinkage factor bringing p towards zero,

which is the usual technique employed in improving unbiased estimators at

least in some range of the parameter space.

4k.2 Best Linear Minimum Bias Estimation (BLIMBE)

Let us consider the GGM model (Y, Xp, c^G) which includes the case of

constraints on the P parameter. When /?(X) is not full, not all linear para-

metric functions admit linear unbiased estimators (LUE). In fact, an n.s.

condition for p'p to have a LUE is that p g We raise two questions.
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(a) ' What is the minimum restriction to be put on p such that every para-

metric function admits a LUE and hence the BLUE?
(b) In what sense can we find a BLIMBEofp'pifit does not admit a LUE?

The answer to question (a) is contained in proposition (i) and to (b) in (iii).

(i) Let R{X) — r < m, the number of parameters. The minimum restriction

on p can be expressed in two alternative forms :

(a) Rp = c, R{R) = m- r and n =
{0}.

(b) P = d + TX'y where T is any matrix such that /?{XTX') = R{X) and

y is arbitrary parameter.

The first restriction is obvious, and the second can be deduced from the

first. Both the restrictions imply that p is confined to a hyperplane of dimen-

sion r.

To answer the second question, we follow the method due to Chipman,

(1964). The bias in L'Y as an estimator of p'p is (X'L - p)' p which may be

made small by finding L such that HXX — p|] is a minimum, choosing a

suitable norm.

(ii) Let
II
XX — pp = (XX — p)'B(XX - p) where B is p.d. Then a LJMBE

{Linear minimum bias estimator) of p'p is

p'[(X'VmrY = p'X,;^B-,,Y. (4k, 2.2)

The result (4k.2.2) follows from the definition of a least squares ^-inverse

and its equivalent as a minimum norm ^-inverse (see lc.5.7).

LIMBE may not be unique. In such a case, we choose one with the smallest

variance, which may be called BLIMBE (Best linear minimum bias estimator).

(iii) The BLIMBE of p'P i.e., a linear function LX such that L'GL is a

minimum in the class ofL which minimizes (XX - p)'B(XX - p) is p'P where

N[(X')Ba"]'Y (4k.2,3)

and (X')bjj'^ is the minimum G-norm B-lea.st squares g-inverse ofW

The result (4k.2.3) follows from the definition of a minimum norm least

squares ^-inverse [(iii), lc.5]

.

If G is of full rank then

& = [(X')BGn'Y = X^-.B -Y

using the result (lc.5.9).

(4k.2.4)
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COMPLEMENTS AND PROBLEMS

1 Linear estimation. Consider the setup (Y, Xp, a^l) of 4a and a parametric

function P'p. Let P, p, L, D, X denote column vectors.

1.1 Sho'w that if P = XX admits a solution for L, then L'Y is unbiased for

P'p. Let Lq be a solution eJi{\) (which exists and is unique). Then V{LqY) ^
K(L'Y) for any other solution. [See examples 16 and 17, p. 13.]

1.2 Find P such that P'p is estimable and the ratio of the variance of its

l.s.e. to P'P is a maximum (or minimum).

1.3 Show that in general a linear function L'Y has minimum variance as an

unbiased estimate of £'(L'V) if and only if cov(L'Y, D'Y) — 0, that is, L'D = 0

for all D such that £(D'Y) = 0 that is D'X = 0.

1.4 Show that the number of independent linear functions of Y with zero

expectation is n - r where r = R{\).

1.5 From the results of Examples 1,3 and 1.4 deduce that minimum variance

estimators are of the form X'X'Y, and conversely.

1.6 Show that in the setup (Y, Xp, aH) of the least squares theory the con-

ditions of linearity and unbias of an estimator are equivalent to the conditions

of linearity and bounded mean square error, assuming that the unknown

parameters are unbounded in range. (See Example 4 for other conditions

leading to least square estimators.)

2 Combination of estimators

2.1 If /i, ..., are unbiased estimators of a (single) parameter 6 and

cov(/i, tj) - ffij, find the linear function of q, unbiased for 9 and

having minimum variance.

2.2 Let fi, ..., be uncorrelated estimators of 0, with variances

(T^^. Show that (X ~ 0 minimum variance when Cj =
Find the minimum variance attained.

2.3 Show that if t^, ..., are unbiased minimum variance estimators of

the parameters 0^, ..., 0^, then Ctrt -f
• + Cj,

r*
is the unbiased minimum

variance estimator of ^0^ + •

-h .

3 Consider the observations (y^, . .
. , ^^) = Y' such that

and cov(>',.,
yf}

= V(y,) = Make an orthogonal transformation from

Y to Z such that - (yj + • •
• + y„)fs/^. Show that = (z^ , . .

. , z„) are

uncorrelated and have the same variance (7^(1 -- p) and E(Z 2 )
= Up, where U
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depends on X and the particular matrix of transformation. Show that when p

and <7^ are unknown, unbiased minimum variance linear estimators of para-

metric functions are I.s. estimators under the setup [Z 2 , Up, (T^(1 — p)I].

4 In the set up (Y, Xp, aH) we have constructed an orthogonal transforma-

tion Zj =BY, Z 2 - DY [see (i), 3b.5] such that £(Z2)
s 0, i?(D) = n~r,

E{Zi) =BXp ^ 0, and all components of Z|, Zj are uncorrelated. We may

agree that Z 2 is superfluous for p since £(Z2)= 0 and C(Zi, Z2)
= 0. Let

/(Zj) be any general function of Zi which provides a consistent estimator of

a parametric function P'p, that is,/(BXp) = P'P, where BXp is the expected

value of Zi or the value of Zj when there are no errors in the observations.

Show that/(Zj) is linear in Zi and is the I.s. estimator. [We thus have a logical

justification of I.s. estimation without appealing to unbias, linearity of esti-

mator, or minimum variance. Superfluity in the observations Y is, in general,

deliberately introduced to obtain an estimate of precision. Thus, the com-

ponents ofZ 2 enable us to estimate the precision of estimators of the unknown

parameters p, although, by themselves they do not provide information on p.]

5 Weighing designs. Suppose that there are m objects whose individual

weights have to be ascertained, One method is to weigh each object r times and

take the average value as the estimate of its weight. Such a procedure needs a

total of mr weighings and the precision of each estimated weight is where

is the variance of error in an individual observation. Another method is to

weigh the objects in combinations. Each operation consists in placing some of

the objects in one balance pan and others in the other pan and placing weights

to achieve equilibrium. This results in an observational equation of the type

XjOJj -f-
• + = y,

where are hypothetical weights of the objects, x,' = 0, 1, or -

1

according as the ith object is not used, placed in the left pan or in the right pan

and y is the weight required for equilibrium. The n operations described as

using different combinations of the objects for the left and right pans yield n

observational equations, from which the unknown weights (Oi, may

he estimated by the method of least squares. The n y. m design matrix of the

observational equations X is a special type where each entry is 0, 1, or - 1.

The problem is to choose X in such a way that the precision of the individual

estimates is as high as possible.

5.1 Using the result of 4a.l2, show that maximum precision is attained

when each entry of X is either 1 or - 1 and the columns of X are orthogonal.

5.2 For the optimum design in (5.1) the precision of each estimate is

for n weighing operations. Show that to achieve the same precision by weighing

each object individually the number of weighing operations required is mn.
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5.3 Estimate the weights of 4 objects from the following observational

equations (ignoring bias).

OJi £02 (O 3 (O4 Weight

1 1 1 1 20.2

I -1 1 -1 8.1

1 1 -1 -1 9.7

1 -1 -1 1 1.9

1 1 I 1 19.9

1 -1 1 -1 8.3

I 1
-1 -1 10.2

1 -1 ~1 I 1.8

Find the dispersion matrix of the estimates and also the least square estimate of

(7^, the variance of each measurement.

5.4 For the following weighing design, show that the individual estimates

of ui 2 (Oi cannot be found, but that their sum is estimable. Find the g-

inverse of the matrix of normal equations and estimate the linear function

(^2 + 3nd the standard error of the estimate.

£Oi <^2 (^3 Weight

1 5,1

I 1 8.2

1 ~1 -1 4.9

-1 1 1 3.1

6 Let + b^{x — xj and + bi{x - x^) be two estimated regression

functions from independent samples of sizes and ni Further let

be the corrected sum of squares and products for the first sample and with

index (2) for the second sample. Find the confidence interval for the value ^ of

X at which the true regression functions cut.

Hint: let z = ^ - xj - nj - - x^), then E{z) = 0 and V{z) =
where

c ~
1—

+

C(l)
^XX

cf2)

The (1 - a) confidence region is obtained by solving the quadratic in ^

cb‘

[SUf

S<'> sw
•

where
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7 Show that a random variable can be written as the sum of two variables,

one of which has multiple correlation unity (perfectly determined) with a given

set of variables and another uncorrelated with any of the given variables-

8 Let (pij) be the correlation matrix of p variables x,,
,
Xp. From the

definitions of partial and multiple correlation coefficients given in 4g.l,

show that

(a) 1 - p 5(2 p)
= “ Pl2^)(l “ Pli.l) ' (1 “ plp. [1 p- !))

(b) Pi 2.3 — (Pl2 ” Pl3 /^23)/(l ” ^^13 ~ PlZ )
^

•

(C) pi2 == (Pl2.3 " Pl3.2P23.l)/(l “ /^13.2)*^^(1 “

(d) Pl2.(34 - p- I)

P 12.(2 p) + Pip. (2 - 'p - ()P2p.(13 •-p- 1)

(1 “ Plp.(2 “ P2p,(13-"p-l))^''^

(e) P 1 2.(34 p)

Pl2.(3-p-l) ~ Plp.(3-p-I)P2p.(3 •p-l)

(1 ” Plp,(3--p-l))^'^^(l ~ P2p.(3'-p-l)V''^

9

Let us define Pi(2,34 'p) as the correlation between Xj and the residual

of JC2 removing the regression on JC3 , . .
,

,

. Such a coefficient is called part

correlation. Unlike partial correlation it is not symmetrical in symbols 1 and

2. Show that

(^) Pl(2-34 p) ^ Pl2.(3 p)'

(h) P?(234 -p) = Plp + Pl(p-l.p) + "• + Pl{2,34 - p)’

10

Estimation of horizontal distance between two parallel regression lines

{Fieller's theorem). Let \ be the mean values and ,
the

sum of squares and products from a sample of size n^ on a pair of variables

(y, x\ and with index (2) for an independent sample of size ^2 * fhe true

regressions are given to be parallel, show that the estimate of the common

regression coefficient is

_L ^
L ^xy ”

s^TWJ~s„
If rj is the horizontal distance between the two regression lines then the statistic

d = Oi - a2 bt} where and 02 = has zero ex-

pectation and variance

J 1 1 [x^^^ - - rjf

+ - + ^
l«2 «2

= a^C.

An estimate of is
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on («! + ~ 3) D.F. Hence show that the confidence interval for is given

by solving the quadratic in t]

= +«2
~ 3).

a C

11 Robustness of estimators in linear models. Consider (Y, Xp, c^G) and let

P'p be the BLUE of P'P assuming G = I. If P'p is also the BLUE under

(Y, Xp, ff^G) for all estimable P'p, then it is n.s. that

G = XAX + ZBZ'

where A and B are arbitrary symmetric matrices and Z is a matrix of maxi-

mum rank such that X'Z = 0. [For a proof and a further discussion of the

problem, see Rao (1967c, 1968a, 1971e).]
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Chapter 5

CRITERIA AND
METHODS OF

ESTIMATION

Introduction. In Chapter 4 we considered the estimation of parameters using

only the specified structure of the first and second moments of the observa-

tions. In the present chapter we consider more general situations where the

distribution function (d.f.) of the observations is specified to be a member

of a family ^ of d.f.’s. Then the wider problem of estimation is one of choos-

ing a d.f. belonging to ^ on the basis of observed data or a given realization

of the observations. In some problems our interest may lie only in a particular

characteristic (parameter or a function) of the d.f., in which case we need only

estimate the parameter and not necessarily the entire d.f.

In either case what is needed is a function of the obsenmiions, to be called

an estimator whose value at a given realization of the observations is the

estimate of the unknown quantity (which may be a d.f. or a parameter).

To determine an estimator we need a set of criteria by which its performance

can be judged. Obviously any set of criteria depends on the purpose for which

an estimate is obtained. Consequently there need not be a single set of criteria

by which all estimators can be judged or a single estimator of any given

parameter, which is appropriate for all situations. Our attempt in the present

chapter is to discuss various criteria of estimation and lay down appropriate

procedures for obtaining estimates.

The subject is full of controversies both with respect to the methods of

estimation and the expression of uncertainty in the estimates. Some discussion

is devoted to these controversies.

The examples at the end of the chapter contain numerous results on

estimation. They may be read as additional material on theories and methods

of estimation. A numerical example is given at the end of the chapter to

illustrate the scoring method for maximum likelihood estimation.

314
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5a MINIMUM VARIANCE UNBIASED ESTIMATION

5a. 1 Minimum Variance Criterion

In Chapter 4 we have introduced the method of least squares for estimating

parametric functions. It was shown that, for any given parametric function,

the least squares estimator possesses the least variance in the class of linear

unbiased estimators. The status of the least squares estimator in the entire

class of unbiased estimators could not be studied as the specification of the

distribution of the observations was confined to the first two moments only.

It is, therefore, of some interest to examine some general methods of obtaining

minimum variance estimators by considering the entire class of unbiased

estimators in cases where the distribution of the observations is restricted to

a smaller class.

Intuitively, by an estimator of a parameter 9 we mean a function T of

the observations (jcj, . .
.

,

jr„) which is closest to the true value in some sense.

In laying down criteria of estimation one attempts to provide a measure of

closeness of an estimator to the true value of a parameter and to impose

suitable restrictions on the class of estimators. An optimum estimator in the

restricted class is determined by minimizing the measure of closeness. Some

restrictions on the class of estimators seem to be necessary to avoid trivial

estimators such as T = c (a constant), which is best in any sense when the

unknown value of the parameter is c.

There need not be a single set of criteria of estimation useful in all situations.

We shall examine some sets of criteria available in statistical literature and

discuss the merits and demerits of each.

It would, of course, be ideal if there exists a function T such that, compared

to any other statistic V, the probabilities satisfy the relationship

Pie~Xi<T <6 + X 2) ^P(e-x^<r <0 + X 2 )
(Sa.i.i)

for all possible Aj and ^2 ^ chosen interval (0, A) and for all 6. If the

condition (5a. 1.1) is satisfied for all A, a necessary condition is

E{T-0)^ ^EiT -0)^ (5a. 1.2)

where E stands for expectation, that is, the mean square error (m.s.e) of T is

a minimum. If, further, it is assumed that the estimator should be unbiased,

it follows that

V{T)^V{r), {5a.I.3)

where V stands for variance.
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Estimators satisfying the criterion of highest concentration (5a. 1. 1) or the

criterion of minimum mean square error (5a. 1.2) do not generally exist. The

restriction that the estimator should be unbiased, however^ provides us with

optimum estimators, in the sense of having minimum variance, in some

problems. The condition of unbiasedness may be particularly unattractive

in that many biased estimators with possibly smaller m.s.e. lose their claim

as estimating functions. There are also situations in which unbiased estimators

do not exist and in which no minimum variance estimator exists although

unbiased estimators exist. [See Example 12 at the end of the chapter.]

Consider the statistic

~
«-i

based on n observations . .
.

,

from u^). It is known that E{5^) —
so that s^ is unbiased for Since (n ~ Vjs^ja^ ^ x^{n - 1),

= nxH” - I)] = 2(« - 1)

giving = 2(7*j{n - 1). Let us consider

Eics^ - = E[c(s^ - -0^(1 ~~ c)f

which attains the minimum when c- {n - l)j{n + 1), the minimum value

being

2 (7
*

2 (7
*

n + 1
^ - r

Therefore, for all n and a

E\

i « +

1

If we use the criterion of m.s.e. the estimator ^ (jc^ - x)^j(n + 1) which is

biased for is better than s^. Which then should be preferred? The answer

obviously depends on the purpose for which an estimate is obtained.

Let r be the number of successes in n Bernoulli trials with an unknown

probability of success jt. But there is no function /of r such that £(/) = I/ti,

a situation in which unbiased estimation is not possible.

The most important role of unbiased minimum variance estimation is in

the pooling of information supplied by independent estimators of a parameter.

Let Tj, T2 ,
. . . be estimators of 0 such that

E{T,) = e, V(T,) = <T:Ua\
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and suppose that nothing is specified about the actual distribution of Tj.

= + + then

£(fj = 0, v(T,) = '^<j,

SO that as fc 00
, F(7i) 0, which implies that % gets closer and closer to

the true value as oo. On the other hand if Ti is biased, and has an unknown

bias then T* approaches the wrong value 9 + fi, instead of the true value 6.

A bias in any individual estimator may not be serious if it is small compared

to its (standard) error. But when several such estimators are pooled in the

manner indicated, the bias remains the same while the variance -0 as

Jfe CO. The bias becomes large compared to the standard error after some

stage.

Or suppose that we wish to examine the relationship between a response

y and a factor variable x by obtaining independent estimates of y at some

values of x. There is a possibility of making systematic errors in the estimated

relationship if the estimators of y for different values of x are not unbiased.

It is clear that if it is desirable to be unbiased in these situations, estimators

with smaller variances are preferable to ensure rapid convergence to the true

value.

5a.2 Some Fundamental Results on Minimum Variance Estimation

Let be a class of probability measures over the sample space of observa-

tions X, indexed by a parameter 9 (which may be vector valued) with values

in a specified parameter space 0. In most applications X is generally an

n-dimensional vector, but it could be more general for purposes of the present

discussion. Let Ug be the class of all unbiased estimators (functions of X)

of g, 3. specified function of 0, and Uq be the class of all functions with zero

expectation. Thus T g Ug, iff £(T|£1) = g{9) for each and /e Uq,

iff £(/|0) =0 for each 0. We shall prove a number of results concerning

minimum variance unbiased estimators (m.v.u.e.).

(i) A necessary and sufficient condition that an estimator TeUg has minimum

variance at the value 9 = 9q is that cov(T,/| 0o) = 0 for every/e Uq such that

^ provided V{T\9f^ < oo.

The necessity is easily proved by considering (T + Xf) e Vg for arbitrary X

and showing that, for any X in the interval [0, -2 cov(T,/)/K(/)]

V{T + Xf) = V(T) + 2X cov(T,/) + X^V(f)^ y(T) (5a.2.1)
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unless cov(T, /) = 0. To prove sufficiency, let T e be another estimator

such that V{T) < oo at . Then (T - T) e Uq
,
and by the condition given

E[T(T -r}\9Q] = Q,

that is,

K(T) = cov(T, r) or s/v(f) P^W'} (5a.2.2)

where p is the correlation between T and T. Hence (i) is proved. [In the proof

all variances and covariances are computed at Oq],

Note, (a) The correlation between a m.v.u.e., and any unbiased estimator

is non-negative (5a.2.2).

(b) If there are two unbiased estimators with the same minimum variance,

their correlation p{9q) is unity, that is, they are the same except for a set of

samples of probability measure zero for Oq [follows from (5a.2.2)].

(c) If we restrict estimators to a particular class of functions G, such as the

class of linear or continuous functions etc., then besides being unbiased

the necessary and sufficient condition is E{Tf
|

flo) = 0 for all /e C/q n C,

and V{f\9o)<oo.

(d) Let us restrict T to any class H. Then a necessary and sufficient

condition that the m.s.e., £(T — 0)^, is a minimum at is that

E[{T~9o}{T~ W)\9,] = 0

for any ^ e H,

(e) If and are m.v.u. estimators of g^{9), g2,{9), then is

a m.v.u. estimator of + *2 ^21^) when b^, bi are fixed constants.

[This is an immediate consequence of result (i),]

(f) If T has minimum variance for each 9, it is said to be a uniformly

m.v.u, estimator.

For example, consider the observational setup (Y, Xp, aH) of the theory

of least squares discussed in Chapter 4. Let Y ~ Af(Xp, aH) and /(Y)e I/q,

so that

or

= (5a.2.3)

Differentiating (5a.2.3) with respect to the ith component of p, we see

that

+ + d« = 0, (5a.2.4)
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which shows that

and, therefore, any linear function of + -
• + = X'Q = Ji'X'Y

(in matrix notation) is a uniformly m.v.e. of its expected value. But for any

vector X,, "k'X'Y is the least squares estimator (l.s.e.) of a parametric function

as derived in (4a. 2. 5) {where it was only shown that it has minimum variance

in the class of linear unbiased estimators). Thus the asswuption of normality

enables us to prove the stronger result that the l.s.e. has jninijrwm variance in

the entire class of unbiased estimators.

It was shown by the author (Rao, 1959c) that if each component of (Y - X^)

has the same distribution with moments of all orders finite and the l.s.

estimators have minimum variance in the class of all unbiased estimators,

then each component of (Y - Xp) has a normal distribution. We thus have

a new type of characterization of the normal distribution.

By differentiating (5a.2.4) with respect to we find E{fQiQj) = 0 so

that Qi Qj is an m.v.e. Differentiating (5a. 2.3) with respect to we find that

Y'Y is an m.v.e. Hence for any arbitrary constants bij, Y'Y -

is an m.v.e. But for a suitable choice of

Y'Y -YT Qi Qi = ' Q ^ ^ “ Y XBX Y =

[where B = (6ij)] is the residual sum of squares in the least squares theory and

is unbiased for {n — r)a^. Thus, under the normality assumption, R^flin — r)

is the m.v.u.e. of in the entire class of unbiased estimators.

As examples of estimators with restrictions on the functional form, let

us consider a p.d. of the type P{x^ -6, ..., x„-6) of n observations

,
jc„ . Let us restrict the class of estimating functions to those which

satisfy the translation property,

/(Xi + a, ..., + a) = a +/(a-,, ...,x„) for any a. (5a.2.5)

The function 3c - (jc^ + • •
• + x„)ln satisfies the property (5a.2.5). Any other

function differs from x by h, which is a function of the differences =

^2 ~ ^
1 ,

• • • ,
- ^n-i only. Let y represent the set yj, . .

. , y„-i.

Then it is easily seen that

£(x|y) = (? + e{y)

where e{y) does not involve Q and

£[x + h{y) -ef = EE[x-6- f(>') + e(y) + h(y)Y

y *

= Elviy)] +Em + k{y)]\ (5a.2.6)
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where y(y) = £([x - 0 - e{y)f
\ y) does not involve h(y). The minimum of

{5a. 2. 6) is, therefore, attained when h{y) = ~e{y). For such a choice the

statistic X - e(y) satisfies (5a. 2, 5) and uniformly has the least mean square

error, as well as being unbiased. For other examples see (Rao, 1952a, 1952b).

(ii) If the sample consists of n independent observations from the same

distribution, then minimum variance unbiased estimators are symmetric iri the

observations.

It is easy to establish that if r(xj, . . x„) is an unbiased estimator of a

parameter, the symmetric function Xj,, . . .)/«! where the summation

is over all possible permutations of Xj, , .
. ,

x„ is also unbiased and has no

larger variance than that of T.

Let F[T(xi, . . xj] = <y^. Then by symmetry V[T{Xa, ...)] = for

any permutation of Xj, x„. Furthermore, for any two permutations

Xa, Xfc, . . . and x^.
,
Xj,-, . .

. ,
cov[T(x„, x^,, . . .), T{x„-

,
x^-, , . .)] ^ a^. Now

Vll T{x. ,
. . .)in !] =^ I VlTix, ,

. .

. )]
(n!)

+ rF;2ZZcov[J(x,,X5, ...), T(x,.,x^., ...)]

& a — ——— = (7 ,

{n\y

The importance of result (ii) is realized in the estimation of parameters

when the exact form of the underlying distribution is not known. For instance

X = (xi + •
• + x„)in is symmetric and unbiased for the mean of the distribu-

tion, This is unique as an unbiased estimator when nothing is known about

the form of the distribution except that its first moment exists. For, if an

alternative to x is x + (5 where S is symmetric in x,’ and E[6] = 0, then it can

be shown by taking particular distributions that (5 = 0. Similarly if x^, . .
. , x„

are i.i.d. variables, then

2
x^^ + • •

* + x„^ - nx^

is the m.v. unbiased estimator of the population variance when nothing is

specified about the distribution of x^

.

(iii) Let T be a sufficient statistic for 0 where both T and 0 may be vector

valued and any other statistic. Ifg is anyfunction of B, then

E[T,-g{e)Y>E{h(T)-g{e)f
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where h{t) ~ E{Ti
|

T = r) is independent of Q. h{T) is unbiased for g{e} if
Tj is unbiased.

Since T is sufficient for 0, the conditional expectation of given T = ms
independent of 6. Thus hit) is independent of 0. Using the result (2b.3.4) for

conditional expectation, we seen that

EiT,) = E[EiTfT]] = E[h{T)] (5a.2,7)
r

which shows that and A(T) have the same expectation. Furthermore, by
using (2b.3.7),

E{h{T)[T, - /i(T)]] = E{h{T)[E{T, - MT)| T)])

-0, since EiT^\T = t) = h{t). (5a.2.8)

Consider

E[T, - g(e)Y = E[T, - h(T) + A(T) - giO)]^

= E[T,-hiT)]^-^E[hiT)^g{e)]^

^E[hiT)-g{e)]\ (5a.2.9)

since the product term

E[T, - hiT)][h{T) - g{9)] = E{[T, - hiT)]hiT)} ~ gie)E[T, - h[T)]

= 0-0 = 0
,

if we use (5a.2.8) and (5a.2.7). The equality in (5a. 2.9) is attained only when

Ti = h{T) almost everywhere. From (5a.2.7), E[h{T)] = g{6) if £(Ti) = ^(0).

The result (iii) proved by the author (Rao, 1945d) and also hy Blackwell

(1947) establishes an important property of the sufficient statistic. Given any
statistic, we can find a function of the sufficient statistic which is uniformly

better in the sense of mean square error or minimum variance (if no bias

is imposed).

Note 1. A sufficient statistic is said to be complete if no function of it

has zero expectation unless it is zero almost everywhere with respect to each

of the measures If a complete sufficient statistic exists, then every function

of it is a uniformly m.v.u.e. of its expected value. Tn view of (iii) we have to

search for m.v. estimators only in the class of functions of a sufficient statistic.

The condition of completeness implies that there is a unique function of the

sufficient statistic unbiased for any given parametric function. In such a case,

to find the m.v.e. it is enough to start with any unbiased estimator and take

its conditional expectation, given the sufficient statistic Rao (1946h, 1948d).

Note 2. It is seen that in (5a. 2. 7), sufficiency of T is used only to ensure

that h{T) is a statistic independent of the unknown parameter. Then the

proposition (iii) remains valid for any two particular statistics (Tj, T) which

21 (54 -45)1973
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satisfy the property that E{Ty
|

T = t) is independent of 0 for all t, without

demanding that T is sufficient, as pointed out by Arnold and Katti (1972).

The proof remains the same.

(iv) Instead of mean square error, let us consider any convex loss function

W{Ti, 0). By using Jensen's inequality (le.5.6) we have E[W{Ti, B)\T]^
W{h{T), 0). Hence, taking expectations over T, we see that

Emr,, ^ E[W{h{T), 0)], (5a.2.10)

which gives a generalization o/(5a.2.9) to more generalfunctions that measure

the deviation between the estimator and the parameter.

Example 1. Consider the statistic r, the observed number of successes in n

Bernoullian trials with probability tt of success. Let /(r) be a function such

that £[/(r)] = 0 for all n, that is,

^ ~ for 0 < 71 < 1

=> X (”') /(rK = 0, where x = —^
.

(5a.2.1 1)

The vanishing of the polynomial (5a.2.1 1) in x for 0 < x < oo implies that all

its coefficients are zero, or,/(r) = 0 for all r. Hence r is a complete sufficient

statistic and, therefore, any function of r is an m.v.e. Tt may be verified that

so that the functions inside the expectation are m.v. estimators of the corre-

sponding expected values. We see that not only n but 7t{l — tt), which occurs

in the variance of the estimator of ti, also admits m.v.u. estimation. For other

examples see (Lehmann and Scheffe, 1950; Rao, 1945d, 1946h, 1948d, 1949c).

Example 2. An extremely interesting application of (iii) by Kolmogorov

(1950) is in the unbiased estimation of the proportion n of the normal popula-

tion above a given value c on the basis of a sample Xi, a:„. In this

application,

X - and = (Xi - x)^ -f
•

-f {x„ ~ x)^
n

are sufficient for the unknown mean g and variance of the population.

It may be verified that they are also complete. Let us consider the statistic

Ti = 0, if X, < c\

- 1, if Xi > c]
where is the first observation,
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which is clearly unbiased for 7t. An application of result (iii) shows that the

minimum variance unbiased estimator of n is E{Ty
\

x, S). To find an explicit

value of this statistic, consider-

Eirjx, S)^P[xi>c\x, S]

\ yjn-\s IS )

= P[u > MqI X, j],

where u = -s/n{xi - x)!jn -IS and Uq = yjn{c - x)!^n - I S. But the

random variable u is distributed independently of x, S and has the density,

const. (1 — as shown in Example 3, Chapter 3 if we choose Wj =
1 - m 2

— * • = Hence

P[u > t/ol-x, S] = const, (1 - u^Y" du.

To obtain the numerical value of this integral corresponding to an observed

value of Uq
,
that is, the value of the estimator £(Ti

|

x, S) for observed values

of X, S, we use a table of the beta distribution fi[], (n — 2)!2] and determine

the probability p of a beta variable exceeding , If Uq is positive, the required

estimate is p/2, and if u is negative, the estimate is 1 - p/2,

(v) Let admit a probability density {or probability in the case of a discrete

variable) P{\ 6) for each 0 with respect to a a-finite measure v; let T be any

unbiased estimator ofg{Q) and A{<l>, 0) = V[P{X, (}>)IP{X, 0)[0]. Then

U(r|0)^sup
<p

0)

(5a.2.l2)

Since T is unbiased,

J
TP{X,

{f))
dv = g{4>), for ail 0.

Hence

which gives

^P{X, ^)-P{X, 9)

P{X, &)

PiX, <i>)

P{X. e)dv = g{4>)-g{e).

cov T,
'PiX, 0)

-
1

!
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Therefore, by using the C-S inequality [cov(;t, y)]^ ^ V{x)V(y)l we sec that

v{T\e)^~
V{P{X, <I>)IP{X,0)\8]'

for all
(f), (5a.2.13)

and hence (5a. 2. 12) of (v) is established without any regularity conditions
on P{X, 6) or g{B).

(a) Let g{0) admit the first derivative g'{0) and /1(^, 0)/((^ - 0)^^J{9)
as 0 0. Then K(T) ^ [g{e)flJ{e).

The result is obtained by dividing the numerator and denominator of the

right-hand side of (5a.2. ] 3) by {<!> - 0)^ and taking the limit as ^ 0.

(b) Let g{0) and P(X, 0) admit the first derivative and for a fixed 0 and
- 0| < £ (given), let

P{X, (})) - P{X, 0)

(0 - e)P{x, 0)

< G(2r, 0),

and E{[G{X, 0)]'j0) exist. Then

(5a.2T4)

^(T)>[9ie}Y!J{0), (5a.2.]5)

where

is Fisher s information measure on the parameter 0 in an observation from
the sample space of X [see 5a.5 for further discussion on ^{8)].

Under the conditions assumed,

J{0) = lim
A((l). 0)

(0 - oy

r [P(X, (}>)~P(X, e)f

[{cf>-9)P(X,0)V
P(X, 9) dv

PiX, 0) dv = J^(0).

(5a.2.16)

if we take the limit in (5a. 2. 16) inside the integral, by Lebesgue dominated
convergence theorem using (5a.2.14). Instead of this we may have any other

sufficient condition for taking the limit inside integration.

Hence if we substitute JiO) for J(0) in the result V{T) ^ [g'{0)YlJ{d),

we get the result (5a.2.15), which may be called the information limit (see

Cramer, 1946; Rao, 1945d). The inequality in the form (5a. 2. 12) is due to

Chapman and Robbins (1951). A number of other inequalities are now avail-

able (see Bhattacharya, 1946; Gart, 1959; Hodges and Lehmann, 1951* and
Stein, 1950).
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A directproof of (5a.2. 15) may be given using (5a.2.14). Since T is unbiased

for ^(0), then

<I>)-P{X. 0)

J (0 - e)P{x, 0)

P{X,
<j
>-0

Let V{T) be finite, in which case

(5a.2.i7)

^
P{X, (l>)-P{X, B)

- e)P{X, 6)
< \TG{X, 0)

where £[|rG(X, 0)|] exists since E{T^) and E[G{X,9)Y exist. Hence by

taking limits of both sides of (5a.2.17) as 0, we see that

9)

J F{X, 9)

P(X, 9)dv = g'{9),

that is, cov[r, P'(X, 9}IP{X, 0)] = g'(9). Hence V{T) ^
When the equality in (5a,2.15) is attained, the correlation between T and

P'{6)lP{d) is unity, in which case

(2 being independent of A”) (5a.2.18)

except for a set of X of probability measure zero with respect to /*(, 0).

Integrating {5a.2.18) with respect to 9, we sec that P{X, 0) has the form

cxp[^,(0)r(;c)+^,(9) + U(X)]

and shows that T is sufficient for 0.

Example L Consider n independent observations Aj, , .
.

,

a„ from a popu-

lation with probability density p{x, 0). In such a case P[X, 9) = /7(Aj, 0)
• •

p{x^
, 9) and ^(0) - ?ii(0) where

If P(a, 0) = iV(A| 0, (7^), it may be easily verified that /(0) = and hence a

lower bound to the variance of an unbiased estimator of 0 is l/«/ = c^jn.

The statistic x is unbiased for 0 and

and therefore x is an m.v.u.e. of 0.
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Example 2, If p{x, 9) has the gamma form

m
then /(0) = kjO^. The statistic {xjk) is unbiased for 1/0 and

W—
kno^ [ cl0 J /(»)

so that (xjk) is an m.v.u.e. of 1/0.

5a,3 The Case of Several Parameters

Suppose that 0 in P(X, 0) is vector valued and let

log?
?.;= -

dOi 30

j

and E{P,j) = Jf:j.

The matrix / = i, j = 1, . .
. ,

is called the information matrix. Let

T be a sufficient statistic for 0. The following main result may now be proved.

(i) Let /j , .,,,frber statistics such that

(a) E{fd=9,{e„..,,e,)

(b) E[(f,-g,)(fj-gj)]=V,j

Then the following are true.

(A) There exist functions m, of the sufficient statistic T such that

(A.l) E{md = giie,..^.J,),

(A.2) if\) = (Vij) where Uij = £[(wjj - gi){mj ~ gj)] and V ^ then

the matrix (V - U) is non-negative definite.

(B) Suppose

30

OOi
^

39 -

and let A be the matrix (dgijdOj), i= .,r;j = . .,,k. ThenV - S.J ^S!

is non-negative definite, where is the inverse of J, the information matrix,

is replaced by a g-inverse J if^ is singular.]

To prove (A), consider a linear function LT where F' = (/i, and

Lisa fixed vector and let £(/; |

T) = . Then £(L'F
|

T) = L'M where

M' = (m^, . .
. ,
m^. Applying result [(iii), 5a.2j to the single function L'F,

F(L'F)^ T(LM) gives

L'VL^L'OL or L'(V-U)L^0

for any fixed L. Hence V - 13 is non-negative definite, which proves (A).
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To prove (B), consider the relation

d9: 89,

and the dispersion matrix of /„ (l/P)(dP/a(ii) (l/f>)(af/aflj),

which may be written as the partitioned matrix

(I

The determinants (denoting a unit matrix by I)

1 1 -Ajf-M
^ Iv A|

jo
1 1

a'

are non-negative and so also their product

|V-A^“'A' 0|

I
lV-A.f A'j

This result holds true even for a subset of the statisticsfu ...Jr which means

that V - is non-negative definite. This proves (B).

A series of results can be obtained from the main results (A) and (B).

(a) By considering only the diagonal elements m V-

^9i ^9i

dd„
{5a.3.1)

where are the elements of the matrix reciprocal to the information

matrix

This shows that the variance of the estimator ofPi is not less than a quantity

which is defined independently of any method of estimation. This is the

generalization to many parameters of the expression derived in (5a.2.15).

If = 0. (i = 1, . .
. ,

A:), the relationship (5a, 3.1) reduces to

(5a.3.2)

Observe that is not less than l/Z^j which is the limit obtained in (5a,2.15)

for the estimate of 0j. When the values of 0i, 0i+i, are

known, the limit (5a.2.15) is applicable. If not, the estimate of has to be

independent of the other parameters and for this reason the limit is possibly

increased.

(b) Since the matrix (V — U) is non-negative definite, it follows that

Kff ^ Ujj, (i = 1, . .
. ,

r), which shows that estimators with the minimum

attainable variances are explicit functions of the sujficient statistic.

(c) Since the matrix V - A^' ^A' is non-negative definite, it follows that

|V| ^ |Ay-'A'|. (5a.3.3)
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The quantity
|

V
|

is called the generalized variance of the estimators. The

result (5a. 3.3) shows that this is not less than a quantity which is defined

independently of any method of estimation.

(d) Since (V - U) w non-negative definite, it follows that
|

V
| ^ |

U
|

.

This shows that the estimates with the minimum possible generalized

variance are functions of the sufficient statistic.

Example. Consider n independent observations from the normal population

JV(0, (7^). It is easy to verify that the information matrix for 9 and is

with its reciprocal
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Since x, as an estimate of 9, has the minimum possible variance, it follows that

any unbiased estimator of <j^ has zero correlation with x, since = 0.

This result can be extended to the case of a multivariate normal population

where it can be shown that the means are uncorrelated with all possible

unbiased estimators of the variances and covariances.

For the estimation of let us consider - x)^l{n - 1) with

£(s") = F(j") = (5a.3.6)n-1 V /

showing that the lower limit 2(T*jn is not attained. But this is the minimum
attainable, as shown below. If any estimator of differs from by f{Sy x),

then

J/(j,
x)exp{- [n(x -Bf + n- I s^]j2cr^] dv = 0.

Twice differentiation with respect to 0 leads to the result

E[{x-0yf{s, x)] = 0.

Differentiation with respect to gives

E[n{x - 6)^fis, x) + {n - l)s^fisy x)] = 0

or cov[5^,/(5, x)] = 0, giving

V[s^-^f{x,s)] = V{s^) + V[f{Sy X)]

which means that V{s^) is the least possible variance for an unbiased estimator

of (7^. Thus X and are the m.v. unbiased estimators of 9 and

5a.4 Fisher’s Information Measure

Let X be a vector valued or any general random variable (r.v.) with values in

space S and having probability density ?(•, 6) with respect to a-finite measure

V. Further let P{-, 0) be differentiable with respect to 8 and for any measurable

set C c S

Fisher’s information measure on 9 contained in the r.v. X is defined by

We shall study some properties of the information measure (5a.4.2).

(i) Let J
^
and J^ be informations contained in two independent variables

andX2 respectively andJ contained in {X
1
^X2 )jointly. ThenJ = + ^2 -
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If fl) and Pii't S) are the densities of X 2 ,
the joint density of

(X^, X 2 ) is ?i(-, 9)P2{\ 9). By definition

> = £{^[logi’,(X.,0)P,(X2,0)]|'

= tfi + *^2 >

since

/dlog?i dlogF2\ p/dlogFi\^/dlog?2\ ^

^[-Je dTj^^rW^n-dTl^'^
(ii) Let Xi, Xfc be independent and identically distributed random

variables and J be the information in each. The information in {X^, . .
. , X*)

is then kJ.

r f(T. 9)

L ^(r, 0)
^(T, e)dv

for any A. It then follows from the definition of conditional expectation that

jnx, 9) \ _ 9)

\F(X,0) / (f>(t,0)’
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Consider

mrj) F{x,e) \

U(r, 0)'p(x,0)j

= E

MiT, 0)

^'{T, ey

t[<}>{T, 9)

P{X, 8)

~ Jt .

using (2b.3.7)

Now

= c/ + - 2/r = y - ^ 0.

IfX stands for an entire sample and T for a statistic, the result (ii, b) shows

that there is generally loss of information in replacing X by T. When there is

no loss of information, that is, ^ = Jjy

E

F

= 0
(?-f)

(b'

= — a.e. (y),

or P{X, 8) - (f){T, 8)^{X, T), where T is independent of 8, a situation in

which T is sufficient for 8.

(iv) In the multiparameter case, let

IdlogP dlog?\
r, s = \ y . .

. ,
k.

Then the matrix = {J„) is defined to be the information matrix.

It is easy to prove as in the case of a single parameter that

(a) y = y1 -,
where y^ and y ^ are information matrices due to two

independent random variables X^ and X 2 and y, due to {X^, X 2 )
jointly.

(b) The matrix y —yyls non-n.d. (positive or semi-positive definite), where

yj is the information matrix in a function T of X.

Information as a Measure of the Intrinsic Accuracy of a Distribution. By

information on an unknown parameter 8 contained in a random variable or

in its distribution, we mean the extent to which uncertainty regarding the

unknown value of 6 is reduced as a consequence of an observed value of the

random variable. If there is a unique observation with probability 1 cor-

responding to each value of the parameter, we have a situation where the

random variable has the maximum information. On the other hand if the
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random variable has the same distribution for all values of the parameter,

there is no basis for making statements about 9 on the basis of an observed

value of such a random variable. The sensitiveness of a random variable with

respect to a parameter may then be judged by the extent to which its distribu-

tion is altered by a change in the value of the parameter. If P{-, 6) and ?(•, O')

denote the probability densities of X for two values 0, O' of the parameter,

the difference in the distributions could be measured by some distance

function, such as Hellinger distance,

cos"^
I
Vp(X,0)P(x7^ dv. (5a.4.4)

If we let 9' = 0 50 and expand P{X, O') by Taylor series, (5a.4.4) reduces to

cos-
>

J P{e)|l - 1 '(
50)^1 dv = cos- '[1 - (5a.4.5)

where J{9) is Fisher’s information, neglecting higher powers of 56. Since

J{B) is positive, the distance (5a .4. 5) increases with increase in the value of

/(0) and is thus a measure of sensitivity of the random variable with respect

to an infinitesimal change in the value of the parameter.

The reader may verify that a variety of distance measures yield Fisher’s

information as an index of sensitivity for small changes in the value of the

parameter (Rao, I962e,g). In the multiparameter case we obtain the quadratic

differential metric

in the place of J{6){59Y in (5a. 4.5), as the distance between the distributions

of the random variable for the parameters (0i,02,.. ) and (0^ + 30^,

02 + ^^2 >
• • ’)‘ The sensitivity of the random variable with respect to changes

in the parameter may then be judged by examining the information matrix

as a whole (Rao, 1945d).

5a.5 Ah Improvement of Unbiased Estimators

In Section 4k, it is shown that biased estimators of parameters in a linear

model may be found with a smaller mean square error than the BLUE’s

in a certain region of the parameter space around an a priori value. Indeed

improvements can always be made over unbiased estimators if we have some

a priori information about the unknown parameters.

Suppose we are estimating the unknown mean /i of a normal distribution

for which the sample average X is sufficient and also the minimum variance
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unbiased estimator. If it is known that ^ g {a, 6), then we can construct the

alternative estimator

(a if X <a
T=\x (5a.5.1)

[b irx>a.

It is readily seen that T is not unbiased for X, but

E{T - (if < E{X - /i)^ when a< {i<b

so that T is uniformly better than X as an estimator of ^ if the a priori

information p e (a^ b) is correct.

Suppose T' = (Tj, T*) is an unbiased estimator of Te = (Tif0)

T*(0)) with the nonsingular dispersion matrix . Sometimes it may be possible

to find a constant b independent of 6 such that

Ve-£e[(i'T-Te)(/?T-Te)1. (5a.5.2)

where the second term in (5a. 5,2) is the mean dispersion error of i>T, is

n.n.d. for the entire range of the unknown parameter 0. If so, then (5a.5.2)

implies that bT is a uniformly better estimator of t than T under any quad-

ratic loss function. Examples of such improvement have been known, and

the following proposition due to Perlman (1972) provides a general result.

An n.s. condition that a constant b,0 <b < \ exists such that (5a.5.2) holds

is that the quantity is bounded over the range o/0.

We rewrite (5a.5,2) as V# — -{- (1 - A)^T0 T0 which is n.n.d. iff

mV© — is n.n.d., where m = (1 + 6)/(l — b). The latter implies

m > sup^^-^^ = T 0 V0 ‘t0 (5a.5.3)

X X VjX

using C.S. inequality (P.54). Thus the existence of 0 < b < 1 implies that

is bounded for all 0. Conversely, if sup = Wo < oo, then

for any b such that 0 < 6 < 1 and b > (Wq - l)/(wo + 1)» (5a.5.2) is satisfied.

Note that (5a.5.2) cannot be a null matrix for that would imply ml -

Vo Vo is null, which is not possible since the rank of V^ ^^^Tet^Vo

is unity.

Thus if we have the a priori information (5a. 5.3), we can uniformly improve

on unbiased estimators.

The reader may verify that if E{y) = p, \(y) = and 0 =olpy then

E{y - py ^ E[{] + c^Y^y - pY for all p (5a. 5.4)

if c^(l - 0^) ^ 0^ An approximate knowledge of the coefficient of variation

0
, may enable us to improve upon the unbiased estimator y by a suitable

choice of c. The best advantage is obtained when c equals 0.
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5b GENERAL PROCEDURES

5b. 1 Statement of a General Problem (Bayes’ Theorem)

Consider a probability space (fl, and random variables (w functions]

01 ,...,

of which 0i are hypothetical (unobservable) and Xj are observable. The

problem of inference which is of practical interest is the prediction of certain

unobservable variables in terms of the observables. It is clear that the general

problem requires the study of the conditional distribution of 8, the vector of

0£ variables, given X, the vector of Xj variables as in the case of classical

regression problem. We consider different situations depending on the un-

certainty of the specification of the joint d.f. of (9, X).

To simplify the problem and to avoid certain difficulties associated with

conditional distributions let us suppose that the conditional p,d. of X, given

9, exists and represent it by ?(*
j

) If f is the marginal d.f. of 9, then the

marginal p.d. of X at Xq is

G(X„) = jp(X„|0)df(6) (Sb.l.l)

and the conditional probability distribution of 0 given X = is

= dF(-) (5b.l,2)

The d.f. F may be called a prior d.f. of 0 and f( lXo) a posterior d.f.

of 9 given X - Xq—terms which may not be of particular significance in the

context of the general problem posed. We consider some examples.

The result (5b. 1.2) is known as Bayes theorem.

5b.2 Joint d.f. of (0^ X) Completely Known

When the Joint d.f, of (9, X) is completely known the expression (5b. 1.2)

provides the most satisfactory form of expressing the uncertainty about 0

based on the knowledge of X. Given X = Xq , we can specify the probability

of 9 lying in any given region A by computing the value of

J
rfF(eiXo) = J

rff(e). (5b.2.i)
•'a •'a wa(o)

If a (1 - a)-confidence interval is desired for a function ^(9) of 9, we may
determine {a, b) such that (6 - n) is ofminimum length subject to the condition

P(Xo|9)

G(Xo)
dF(0) = 1 - a. (5b.2.2)
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A point estimate of ^(0) is provided by its expected value with respect to the

conditional distribution

j
9(6) dF{6

i

X„) = / 9(0) dF(9), (5b.2.3)

which is the regression of ^(0) on X (at Xo) and which minimizes the mean

square error (see 4g.l.l), and so on.

As an illustration, let us consider the prediction of the unknown binomial

probability on the basis of an observed number of successes r out of n trials.

If the prior (marginal) p.d. of n is

‘(1 - 7t)^
^

y)

0 < TT < 1, (5b.2.4)

the joint probability distribution of r and n is

^(l-TT)^-
Tt^l - ^)"

Aa. y)

- dn (5b.2.5)

and that of r alone, integrating with respect to tt, is

/«\j8(a + r, y + n - r)

\ rj ^(a, y)

(5b.2.6)

where ^{p, q) is the beta function. The posterior distribution of n given r is

(5b.2.5)/(5b.2.6), which is

j5(a + r, y + u - r)

(5b.2.7)

The consequences of selecting any particular value of n as an estimate can be

completely studied by using the distribution (5b. 2.7).

If a point estimate of k is desired we may take the mean or the mode of

the distribution (5b.2.7). The mean, which minimizes the mean square error

for given r, is

g + r

g + y + «
(5b.2.8)

which may be called a Bayes estimator with respect to the minimum mean

square error criterion and the prior d.f (5b.2.4). The estimator {5b.2.8)

is seen to be different from the traditional estimator rjn.

We can use the distribution (5b. 2. 7) in determining the probability of s

successes in a further sequence of m trials. For a given n, the probability

of s successes is [m\js\{m - s}l]n%\ - n)™"". Integrating this with respect to
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the posterior distribution (5b.2.7), we obtain the probability distribution of

s given r as

ml i?(c( 4- r + ^, y + m + - r - 5)
(5b29)

(m - j) ! j
!

/?(a -f r, V + rt - r)

5b.3 The Law of Equal Ignorance

Unfortunately, the joint d.f. of (0, X) is seldom completely known in practical

situations. The functional form of ?(•
|

•), the conditional density of X given 0,

can be specified with at least a reasonable degree of approximation, but the

specification of prior F is difficult. It is sometimes suggested that in the absence

of any knowledge about the prior distribution of 0 some consistent rules may

be given for their choice. Some attempts made by Jeffreys (1939) and others in

this direction do not seem to have yielded any useful results.

In the problem of the binomial parameter discussed in 5b.2, let us use the

law of equal ignorance which gives a uniform distribution for n, which is a

special case of (5b.2.4) with a = I and y
= 1. In such a case the posterior

distribution of n given r successes is

7:^(1 - 7i)"~^

^(r + l,n-r+ 1)

dn. (5b.3.1)

The probability of a further observation being a failure, using the formula

(5b.2.9) with a = y = 1, m = 1, j = 0, is (n + 1 - r)l{n + 2). In particular the

probability that n successive failures will be followed by failure is (n + 1)/

(w + 2) which is the celebrated law of succession.

But the procedure leading to (5b.3,l) is quite arbitrary, for if instead of

the parameter we consider the parameter 0 such that sin 0 = 27r - 1 and if

uniform distribution of 6 is considered, the posterior distribution of B given

r is seen to be proportional to

(1 + sin 0)''(1 - sin Of ' d6. (5b.2.3)

The posterior distribution of the original parameter n derived from (5b.2.3)

is then proportional to

(5b.3.3)

which is different from (5b.3.1). Such arbitrariness or inconsistency noted in

(5b.3.3) is inherent in any rule of assigning prior distributions.

5b.4 Empirical Bayes Estimation Procedures

It is clear that when F is not completely known the conditional distribution

(5b.l.2) cannot be used to make probability statements concerning the un-

known variables. But in some situations it may be possible to compute
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the regression of^ on X without the complete knowledge of the d.f. of 0. But
the estimate may involve unknown parameters which are characteristics of the
marginal distribution of X alone. If past data on X are available, the marginal
distribution of X can be estimated empirically and consequently an estimate

of the regression estimate can be made available. We shall illustrate the

procedure by some examples.

Let the joint p.d. of a single parameter 6 and random variables
, . .

.

,

(to be denoted by the symbol X) be

(5b.4.1)

where n, (7^^, <7-^ are unknown. The marginal density of Xj, . .
. ,
X„ [obtained

by integrating (5b. 4. 1) with respect to 9], is proportional to

I ^ S'
\

2(nffi^ + (72^) 2a2l
(5b.4.2)

where X - (Xj + • •

' + X„)/« and (X,- - X)^. The conditional

density of 9 given X is then proportional to

(5b.4.3)

where

*
(i/<7i2) + (/i/<72^)

’ +

From (5b.4.3), E(9
[

X) - a, that is, the regression of 0 on X is a which involves

the unknown constants fi, and which are the parameters of the

marginal probability density (5b. 4.2) of X only. If we have past observations

on X, all the unknown parameters can be estimated as shown below.

Let the past data consist of p independent sets of n observations

^11

ip np

An analysis of variance between and within sets yields the following table

with expectations involving which is a special case of the variance

components estimation studied in 4f.l to 4f.3.

S.S.

Between sets B
Within sets W

The estimates of and ^^e

Expectation

(p- l}{a2^ + nai^)

p{n-\)(T2^

pin - 1)

W
n(p - 1) pn{n - 1)

22(54-45)1973
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An estimate of n is provided by the grand mean of the observations

pn

Thus, an estimate of the regression of 6 on any future observation X' =

involving only X, the average of the observations, and estimates of {x,

b-i based on past data.

The reader may note that the present problem differs from the classical

regression problem which requires past data simultaneously on 6 and X.

This is because the parameters occurring in the regression are estimable from

the observations on X alone which may not be always possible.

An interesting example by Robbins (1955) arises in the estimation of the

Poisson parameter given the observation, without making any assumption

on the prior distribution of /x. The situation we consider is (/x, X) where the

distribution X given fi is Poisson.

Let X be an observation on the random variable X. The conditional

distribution of ^ given X = a: is, using the formula (5b. 1.2),

x\

where

G{x) = ^ dF(it)

is the marginal probability of x. The regression of u on X at X = at is

.jX

f ^ cyf(/x) G(a) - (X + \)G{x + 1) ^ G{x).
J x\

We do not know G{x) and G{x + 1). But if we have past observations

Xi,X2, Ajv

on the random variable X, an estimate of GXx) is

^ No of past observations equal to x

and similarly an estimate ^(x + 1) of G(x + 1) is obtained. Hence an estimate

of the regression estimate of /x is (x + l)C(x + l)/6(x),
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The reader may note that the regression of ^ on X is estimable although

simultaneous observations on ^ and X are not possible.

We have seen in 5b.2 to 5b.4, how various degrees of knowledge concerning

F, the prior distribution of 0, affect the procedure of estimation. A particularly

difficult case of the general problem of section 5b.l is when F is taken to be

a single point distribution with an unknown point of concentration. This

situation leads to the classical theory of estimation where the parameter is

considered as fixed but unknown.

5b.5 Fiducial Probability

A question may be raised as to whether statements of probability concerning

an unknown parameter can be made independently of the prior distribution.

Such an approach was developed by Fisher using what is known as Fiducial

argument. Without going into the complications of the theory, the method is

briefly indicated. Let T be a sufficient statistic for Q and g[T, Q) a function of

0 and T such that the distribution of g(T, 6) is independent of 0. Let

P[giT,e)<m = P(^^) (5b.5.I)

and g{T, d) be such that

g{T, 0)<Xo0> h{T, X), (5b.5.2)

in which case the equation (5b. 5.1) may be written

P[0>h{T,X)]^F{/.]. (5b.5.3)

The argument leading to (5b.5.3) involving two variables 0 and T is perfectly

valid. The next step, which is controversial, consists of asserting that

P[0>hiTo.X)]^F(X) (5b, 5.4)

where Tq is an observed value of the random variable T.

For instance, if x is the average of a sample of n observations from a normal

population N{0, I), the function y = (x - 0) - MO, \lsjn) and

P^x 0< =
I

N{y
1
0, 1/yn) dy = 0(;.).

Suppose the value of x in a particular sample is 5.832, the fiducial argument

leads to the statement

p(e> 5.832 - == <b(X). (5b.5.5)

\

Several objections may be raised against such a statement. First, that

“ 0 need not be a random variable and has a fixed but unknown value, such
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as the distance between the sun and the earth at a particular point of time,”

which is sought to be estimated by the observations. Second, that even if 6 is

a random variable with an unknown prior distribution, a statement such as

(5b. 5.5) cannot be true independently of the prior distribution. For we can

always find a prior distribution with respect to which the posterior distribu-

tion given X is different from (5b,5.5). The interpretation of (5b.5.5) as a

probability statement has to be sought in a different way. Some attempts have

been made in this direction by Dempster (1963), Fraser (1961), and Sprott

(1961).

Sb.6 Minimax Principle

Let us consider the (0, X) situation of 5b.l and an estimator T(X) of ^(0).

Denote by

W,(0) = £{[T(X)-»(e)n0} (5b.6.1)

X

the expected mean square error for given 0, which depends only on the

conditional distribution of X given 0. Instead of the squared error we could

have chosen any other measure of deviation between T and ^(0) and denoted

its expectation by A/j(0) which may be called loss function. The particular

choice of the squared error is made for illustrating the arguments. If the prior

d.f. f of 0 is known, the overall mean square error is

Mj = E [A/t(0)] = f Mr(0) dF{Q). (5b.6.2)

e ^

It has already been shown in (5b.2.3) that when Mt(0) is as defined in (5b.6.1),

Mj attains the minimum value when T is chosen as the regression of ^(0)

on X, that is, T =£e[^(0)|X]. We thus have a satisfactory solution when F is

known.

When F is unknown we have no integrated measure such as (5b.6.2) for

judging the goodness of an estimator. The choice between any two estimators

T, T' then poses a serious problem when a comparison of iwo functions

are involved. If there exists a T such that Afj-(0) < Mt<(9) for

all 0 and T', then T is indeed the best choice. But since this does not generally

happen we are forced to bring in other considerations.

We say that T is better than T iff Mj{B) ^ Mr iQ) for all 0, and for at

least one value of 0 the strict inequality holds. An estimator T is said to be

admissible if there is no other estimator better than T. The class of admissible

estimators is generally very wide, and for any two estimators T and T' in

this class there exist non-empty sets S and S' of 0 such that

A/t(0) < A/t.(0), 065 and for 0 6 S'.
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Consider the problem of estimating the binomial proportion n on the basis

of n Bernoullian trials. If r denotes the number of successes the mean square

error of the estimator (r + «)/(« + considered in (5b.2.8) is

Jr + a n^(l - 4 + (« -

For the special choice a = J?
= the estimator

r = (r + V«/2)/(n + V;i)

{5b.6.3)

(5b,6.4)

has the mean square.error «/4(w + which is independent of n. The mean

square error of the traditional estimator T = rjn is 7r{l — 7i)/n. Now T is

better than T for values of n such that

n
^

^(1 “

or in the interval

7r6(4 + u), where = ^
2l \

In the complementary intervals (0, \ — a), + 1), T is better than T.

The interval in which T is better than T, however, tends to zero as n oo.

But for a finite n the choice between T and T' cannot be made without

other considerations. We have already seen that a restriction such as an

unbiased estimator selects T as one with minimum mean square error. We
shall now consider another principle which prefers V to T.

MiDimax Principle. The philosophy behind this principle is to judge the

goodness of an estimator T by supeAfy-CO), that is by the worst that can

happen. The minimax principle suggests the choice of an estimator for which

supa Afj(0) is a minimum.

With respect to the single measure sup© Mr(0), Tj is better than Tj if

sup MrfQ) < sup
e e

and if there exists a T* such that

sup Mj-,(0) ^ sup Mt{Q) for all T,
e e

then T* is said to be a minimax estimator.

There is, however, no simple method of computing minimax estimators.

But the following result is important in that it enables us to recognize

minimax estimators in certain situations.
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Consider the (8, X) situation of 5b.l and let the loss in estimating g{B) by

r(X) be measured by the squared error [T(X) - ff(8)]^. Suppose that there

exists a prior d.h F* of 6
,
such that for the associated regression estimator

T* ofg given X (see 5b.2.3), the loss function

A/,.(0} = £{[T*(X)-5r(0)1^10}
X

is independent of 0. Then T* is a minimax estimator with respect to the

specified loss function.

Since T* is a regression estimator corresponding to the prior d.f. F* of 0,

the overall mean square error

jMr.(9)rfF‘(e).

is a minimum. That is, if T is any other estimator,

J
A/pCe) (if*(9) ^ I

Mrid) rff *{9),

But it is given that the left-hand side quantity is a constant, say c, hence

which implies c ^ sup Mj{^) for any T, that is, T* is a minimax estimator.

In the problem of estimating the binomial proportion we find that the

estimator T considered in (5b.6.4) is in fact the Bayes estimator (5b.2,8)

with the choice cc = >/n/2 and y
- >/n/2 for the prior probability density

(5b. 2. 4). Furthermore, the associated loss function is «/4(« + ^/n)^ which is

independent of n. Hence

_ r +

v

'«/2

n + -Jn

is the minimax estimator of ti with respect to the minimum mean square

error criterion.

In a general loss function lf'[T(X), 5(6)], there is first the problem of

determining the Bayes estimator, that is, of determining a function T(X)

such that

ffF[T(X),»(9)]^^df(9)
J 0(XJ

is a minimum. If we can find a prior distribution F* such that for the

corresponding Bayes estimator T*, the expected loss function

Mr-m = f
fF[r*(X), s(9)]P(X|e)*

is independent of 8
,
then T* can be recognized to be a minimax estimator.
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The reader should not be surprised to find that different criteria lead to

different solutions (estimators). The choice of a criterion in any given situation

depends on the purpose for which an estimate is obtained. For instance, a

minimax estimator may give higher losses than another estimator in a wide

range of the parameter space, but may indeed be useful if we want some

insurance against undue loss resulting from our estimate in certain situations.

5b.7 Principle of Invariance

In (5a.2,5), we restricted the class of estimators to those having the translation

property,

f{Xi + a, . .
. , + a) - o£ + /(xi, (5b.7.1)

without explaining the rationale of such a procedure. The p.d. of jCj, . .
.

,

was of the form p{x^ - 0, . ,
x„ - 0), which is invariant under translation,

i.e., if instead of Xi we consider pj = + a as our observations, where a is

a known constant, then p; would have the density piy^ — O',
, p„ — O’)

where 0' = 0 + a. Since the p.d.’s are of the same form, the estimating function

of 0 in terms of Xi or 0' in terms of Pj should be of the same form. Thus if

. .
. , estimates 0, then /(pi, . .

. , pJ estimates 0' = 0 + a and con-

sistency demands that (5b.7. 1) should hold. We have already formulated,

in Appendix 2C of Chapter 2, the principle of invariance in a more general

setup applicable to the general decision problem (to cover estimation, testing

of hypotheses, etc.).

Although the principle of invariance is very much discussed in literature,

there is some controversy about its application, [See comments by Barnard

in Rao (1962d) and Stein (1962).]

Let us consider independent random variables Xi N{pi, !),/ = !, n

and the problem of simultaneous estimation of Pi, ..., p„ using the loss

function

(C-0,)^ + --+(^-^O^- (5b.7.2)

It is seen that the decision problem is invariant under translations of the

random variables. In such a case, the estimators should have the translation

property (See Appendix 2C of Chapter 2)

+ aj = Kf + tiixi, . .
.

,

x„), (5b.7.3)

Subject to (5b.7.3), the expected value of the loss (5b.7.2) is a minimum when

/, = ATf, the observed value of the r.v. A;. However, let us consider an alter-

native estimator

1
,
2 ,

(5b.7.4)
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Then it is shown by Stein (1962) that

£E(^r - Mi)^] = « - (n - 2yE[{2K + n - 2)'^] (5b.7.5)

where A is a Poisson variable with mean But £E{J^i - =n
which is larger than (5b. 7. 5) for n ^ 3. In fact, (5b.7.5) has the value 2 when

~ 0 and approaches n as -* oo. Thus the gain is appreciable but

the estimators t* do not satisfy the principle of invariance.

This example only illustrates that any principle, however attractive it may

appear, may not have universal validity and its relevance in any particular

problem has to be judged by the reasonableness of the solution it provides.

5c CRITERIA OF ESTIMATION IN LARGE SAMPLES

5c. I Consistency

Let (jcJ, rt= 1, 2, ... be a sequence of observations (random variables)

providing information on a parameter 0 and let T„ be an estimator of 0 based on

the first n variables. Our object is to examine the properties of the sequence

{Tjasn 00.

The estimator is said to be consistent for 0 if T„^0 in probability or

with probability I . The former may be called weak consistency (W.C.) and

the latter, strong consistency (S.C.).

Consistency as defined refers only to a limiting property of the estimator

r„ as n 00 . Therefore, a certain amount of caution is necessary in applying

it as a criterion of estimation in practical situations. For if T„ is a consistent

estimator, we can replace it by another defined as

jO for n < lO^*’

for n>10'“
(5c. 1.1)

which is also consistent, but would indeed be rejected as an estimate in any

practical situation where the sample size may be large but not indefinitely

large.

Thus the criterion of consistency is not valid with reference to a particular

sample size. One of the desirable properties to be satisfied, however, is that,

with increase in the observations, the estimator tends to a definite quantity

which is the true value to be estimated.

For instance, let Xj
,
X2 , . .

.

be observations from a Cauchy population whh

the density function proportional to [I + (x - It is known that x„ =

(xj + • ' + x„)/n has the same distribution as that of a single observation

(see 3a.4). Hence the probability of - pj >5 remains the same for all «,

so that x„ is not consistent for p. The median of the observations is known,

however, to be a consistent estimator.
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By the strong law of large numbers it follows that x„ is a consistent

estimator of the mean provided (x„} is a sequence of i.i.d. variables and
E{xi) exists. The latter condition is not satisfied for the Cauchy distribution.

By using Tschebyshev’s inequality [(iii), 2b.2], it is easy to establish that

if £(T„) — 9„-* 9 and K(r„) ^0, then T„ is weakly consistent for 9. Consider

the estimator (Xj - xfjn of (T^ where . .
. , are « independent

observations from N{6, u^).

E{T„)
n-\

Hence T„ is consistent for although biased.

Fisher Consistency (F.C.). (Fisher, 1922, 1956) Fisher introduced another

definition of consistency which seems to place a restriction on the estimating

function and thus eliminate the possibility of statistics such as (5c.l.l)'being

considered. The definition is applicable to any sample size and may, therefore,

be more meaningful in practical applications.

We shall first consider samples from a finite multinomial distribution with

the cell probabilities 7ri(0), . .
. , 71^(8) depending on a vector parameter 6.

Let n be the total sample size, be the observed frequency in the ith cell,

Pi = Wj/n be the observed proportion in the ith cell, and ^(0) be the parametric

function to be estimated.

An estimator T is said to be F.C. for ^(6) iff, (i) T is defined as a continuous

function over the set of vectors (xj , . .
. ,
xj such that ^ 0 and Xj + • + x*

^ 1 with the value of I at x, = , i = 1, . .
. ,

as the estimate of ^(0) based

on the sample, and (ii) the value of T at Xj = TTjfO), i - 1, is ^(0) for all

admissible values of 8, that is, r[7ii(0) ^k{8)] =9{^)-

What, in effect, the definition demands is that the estimator should be an

explicit function of the observed proportions only, which may be written as

T(py , . .
. , and that it should have the true value of^(0) when the observed

proportions happen to coincide with the true proportions (probabilities). It

would be, indeed, anomalous if we happen to realize the true proportions

but the method of estimation does not automatically lead to the true value of

^(0). In this sense, F.C. may also be called method consistency (M.C.).

It is easy to see that an F.C. estimator as defined above is also S.C. since

Pi—^ 7ij(e) and the continuity of T implies that [(xiii), 2c.4]

Tifiy ..
. , 7’[;ri{0) ;r*(0)] - ^(0).
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In the general case let . .
.

,

be i.i.d. observations on a random variable

with a distribution function F{\ 0) and S„ be the empirical d.f. based on the

observations. An estimator T is said to be F.C. iff;

(a) T is defined as a weakly continuous functional on the space of d.f.’s

with the value of T for given S„ , as the estimate of ^(0) based on the

observations, and

(b) r[f{-, 0)] = ^{0) identically in 0,

As for the multinomial distribution, F.C. =>S.C, since, as shown in (6f.l.3)

of Chapter 6,

sup
I

S„{x) -- F{x, 0)
I

0,

which implies that

r[SJ^T[f(-,0)]=?(0)

It may be observed that the application of F.C. as stated is limited to i.i.d.

observations only.

5c.2 Efficiency

There is some amount of confusion in statistical literature regarding the

concept of efficiency of an estimator.

It is shown in (5a.2. 1 5) that if T is an unbiased estimator of g{9), a function

of the parameter 0, then under some conditions

K(T)> (5C.2.1)

where J{B) is Fisher’s information on 6 contained in the sample. From

the inequality (5c.2.1), some authors define T to be an efficient (unbiased)

estimator of g{B) if

F(r) =
[m?m ’

that is, when the lower bound in (5c.2.1) is attained.

Logically, this does not appear to be a good definition, for the expression

[g'{6)fjj{6) is only one possible lower bound and there do exist a large

number of sharper lower bounds any one of which could have been equally

chosen to define efficiency. Further in many cases it is known that the

minimum attainable variance is larger than the lower bound (5c.2.1). For

instance the unbiased estimator of based on n observations from a normal

population, - £ (x, - x)V('i - 1), has the least possible variance

2ff*l(n - 1), whereas the lower bound (5c.2.1) has the value la^/n (see 5a.3.6).
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[f it is desired to link efficiency with variance, an unbiased estimator of a

parameter may be defined to be efficient if it has the least possible variance

and not necessarily a particular value which may not be attainable for any

estimator in a given situation. In such a case, however, the term, efficiency,

would be synonymous with minimum variance and would not refer to any

intrin.sic property of the estimator such as concentration around the true

value, etc.

Sometimes efficiency is defined as a limiting property.. An estimator T„

(based on a sample of size n) is said to be asymptotically efficient for g{0) if

EiT„) -giO)
]

\V(T„)-[g'(9)flJf\ ^0l
(5c,2.2)

Efficiency so defined is not applicable to situations where E{T„) and V{T„)

do not exist but the distribution of becomes concentrated at ^(01 as k ^ oo.

CAN Estimators. A slightly different concept of asymptotic efficiency which

has been in use for a long time is based on the asymptotic variance of an

estimator. The class of estimators is restricted to what are called consistent

asymptotically normal (CAN) estimators. An estimator T„ is said to be a

CAN estimator of g{6) if the asymptotic distribution of Jn[T^-g{Q)\ is

normal. A CAN estimator r„ is said to be the best or efficient if the variance

of the limiting distribution of Jn[T„ -
^(0)] has the least possible value.

It was thought that when i.i.d. observations are considered, the variance of

the limiting distribution of >/nlTt ~ ^(^)] the lower bound

where i is Fisher’s information on 0 in a single observation. An estimator T„

for which the stated lower bound is attained for the asymptotic distribution

is taken to be efficient. But unfortunately the result concerning the lower limit

to asymptotic variance is not true without further conditions on the estimator

(Kallianpur and Rao, 1955d; Rao, 1963a). In fact, the asymptotic variance

of a consistent estimator can be arbitrarily small so that the concept of

efficiency based on asymptotic variance is void.

An example to this effect is provided by Hodges (see Le Cam, 1953).

Let T„ be any consistent estimator such that the asymptotic variance of

y/n{T„ - 0) is v{0). Consider the estimator

if

if

(5C.2.3)

where a is a constant. It is easy to see that - 0) is also asymptotically

normally distributed but with variance of^r(0) at 0 = 0 and t(0) elsewhere.

Since a is arbitrary, the asymptotic variance of T' can be made smaller than

that of T at 0 = 0 and equal elsewhere. Therefore, there is no lower bound to
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the asymptotic variance of a CAN estimator, so there does not exist any best

CAN estimator, without any further conditions on the estimator. In statistical

literature a best CAN estimator is referred to as a best asymptotically normal

(BAN) estimator. What we have demonstrated is that BAN estimators do

not exist unless possibly when suitable restrictions are placed on the class of

estimators. We shall examine some of the restrictions in later sections.

Fisher’s (1925) Definition of Asymptotic Efficiency. Let us consider i.i.d.

observations and let i(0) be the information on 0 in a single observation. It is

shown in (5a. 4.3) that if T„ is an estimator of B and nij-^ is the information on

B contained in T„, then

nij^ < ni or < i.

Fisher defines the ratio ijji (which is ^ 1) as the efficiency of an estimator T„

for finite n and the limit of ijJi as n ->• cx) as the (asymptotic) efficiency of an

estimator in large samples.

It may be noted that efficiency so defined does not refer to properties such

as bias or consistency with respect to any function of the parameter. In fact,

if is efficient in the sense {Irji) = 1 or 1 as n -+ oo, then any one-to-one

function of T„ is also equally efficient for B.

We have seen in 5a.5 that Fisher’s information measures an intrinsic

character of the distribution of a random variable with respect to an unknown

parameter. The intrinsic character considered is the discriminatory power

between close alternative values of the parameter. The information in a sample

of size n is ni and that in the statistic is nij^ ^ ni. When equality obtains the

discriminatory powers of the sample and the statistic are the same. But a

statistic involves reduction of data and consequently its discriminatory power

is not greater than that of the entire sample. Hence if a choice has to be made

among several statistics it is preferable to choose one for which nijjni is a

maximum.

It has already been shown that when T„ is a sufficient estimator of B,

nij^ = ni, so that there is no loss of information for any given n. But a

sufficient estimator (one-dimensional measurable random variable) does not

always exist It is possible, however, to find a large class of estimators (as

shown in Section 5d) with the property, lim ij^Ji ~ 1

.

A New Definition of Asymptotic Efficiency. Let P(\ ..., 10) be the p.d. of

the r.v.’s Xj, . .
. ,

and define the r.v.

1 i/log?(Xi, ...,x„|0)

n de
(5C.2.4)

A consistent estimator T„ of B is said to be first order efficient {f.o.e.) if

ynlT.-e-TOz.l -0 (5C.2.5)
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in probability or with probability 1 ,
where ^ does not involve the observations

(Rao, 1961a, 1961b, 1962d,g, 1963a, 1965a).

The condition (5c.2.5) also implies that the asymptotic correlation between

T„ and 2„ is unity, so that the f.o.e. of any estimator may be measured

by the square of the (asymptotic) correlation between and z„.

In the multiparameter case we have a vector of derivatives

Z„ = (V,...,z„«)

i .
,

and a vector of deviations of the estimators from the true values

d; = (t.- 0)' = {T','- r,*-0,)

and Tfl is said to be f.o.e. if

-BZ„| -0 (5C.2.6)

in probability or with probability 1 ,
where B is a matrix of constants which

may depend on 6.

We have the following results as a consequence of the definitions (5c.2.5)

and (5c.2.6) of asymptotic efficiency.

(i) Let Xi, Xi, ... be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with probability

density p{x, 6). Further let

^p'{x,6)dx = 0 and j~dx = i{0)>0. (5c.2.7)

Then the condition (5c. 2. 5) implies that the asymptotic distribution of^/n(T„ — 0)

isN{0,

Under the conditions (5c.2.7), by the central limit theorem, the asymptotic

distribution of

p'jxu 0)
,

p(Xi,0)

is A^[0, i{9)]. By (5c. 2. 5), the asymptotic distribution y/n{T„ — 0) is the same

as that of ^y/n z„ by [(ix), 2c.4]. Hence the result.

(ii) If T;, and are both f.o.e., then they are equivalent in the sense that

there exist y(0) and a(0) = 0[l - y(0)] such that

V'«|T,-a(0)-#)r;| -0 (5C.2.8)

in probahUity or Kith probabilUy 1. That is, asymptotically one is a linear

function of the other.
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(iii) In the multiparameter case, under conditions similar to those in (i),

the asymptotic distribution of Jn Z„ is q^variate normal with mean zero and

dispersion matrix df = (/„), which is the information matrix. The limit

condition (5c. 2.6) implies that ^/n(T„ - 0) is also asymptotically q'Variate

normal with the dispersion ?natrix

The asymptotic normality of follows by an application of the multi-

variate central limit theorem [(iv) 2c.5]. Hence the rest follow.

(iv) ^0 in probability implies that ^ 1 as

n 00.

The result (iv) shows that the definition (5c.2.5) of efficiency implies Fisher’s

efficiency. The proof of the result is somewhat involved (see Doob, 1934,

1936; Rao, 1961a).

It is shown in later sections that the class of estimators satisfying the defini-

tions (5c. 2. 5) or (5c.2.6) is not empty. Thus the definitions (5c.2.5) and (5c.2.6)

of asymptotic efficiency appear to be satisfactory.

Best CUAN Estimators. One of the advantages in considering CAN esti-

mators is that inferences on 9 based on the estimator T„ can be drawn using

the normal distribution. Thus if the asymptotic distribution of ^/«(^„ - 0) is

iV[0, t;(9)], then to test the hypothesis 6 = 0o, we can use the critical region

N/"Kr,-eo)|
(5C.2.9)

where is the two-sided a point of N{0, 1). If i'(C) is continuous in 0, then the

test (5c.2,9) is equivalent to, by {xb), 2cA,

>d^. (5C.2.10)

From the form of the test, we may be tempted to construct a (1 - a)

confidence interval of the type

T„± JV{T„)

Jn
(5c.2.n)

for the parameter 0. The procedure (5c.2.11) is not justified, however, unless

the convergence to normality of ^n{T„ ~ 0) is uniform in compact intervals

of 9. If, therefore, we intend to use an estimator for inferences of the type

(5c,2.9) and (5c.2,ll), that is, both for testing simple hypotheses and con-

structing confidence intervals, it is necessary that the estimator be consistent
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and uniformly asymptotically normal (CUAN). It has been shown (Rao,

1963a), under suitable regularity conditions on the probability density of i.i.d.

observations, that if T„ is CUAN, then the asymptotic variance has the

lower bound \li{d). Thus the best CUAN estimator is one for which the asymp-

totic variance t’(0) has the value Therefore the concept of minimum

variance is not void when the further condition of uniform convergence to

normality is imposed on the CAN estimator (Rao, 1965a).

Sd SOME METHODS OF ESTIMATION IN LARGE SAMPLES

Sd.I Method of Moments

Let JCj, Xn be i.i.d. observations from a distribution involving unknown

parameters . .
. ,

. Further, let the first q raw moments of the distribution

exist as explicit functions . .
. , 0,), r - 1, . .

. , ^ of the unknown param-

eters. If

denote the moment functions, then the method of moments consists of

equating the realized values fl,o in a sample and the hypothetical moments

= r = \,...,q (Sd.l.l)

and solving for 6,

We observe that a, is the mean of n random variables, and if E{x-), the

rth raw moment, exists, then by the law of large numbers -*
•

•

,

with probability I
,
so that a, is a consistent {besides being unbiased) estimator

of ot,.. It is easy to see that if the correspondence between Oj, ..., and

Kj, . .
. ,

is one-to-one and inverse functions

arc continuous in a, , , .
. ,

a,
,
then

are solutions of (Sd.I.I) and /(a,, .... u,) is a consistent estimator of S,,

i - \ q.

Thus the method of moments provides, under suitable conditions, consistent

estimators and the estimating equations are simple in many situations. The

method is not applicable when the theoretical moments do not exist as in the

case of a Cauchy distribution.
a- *

But the estimators obtained by this method arc not generally efficient.

For some numerical computations of the loss of efficiency the rea er is

referred to Fisher (1922).
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5d.2 Minimum Chi-Square and Associated Methods

These methods are applicable in situations where the observations are

continuous measurements but arc grouped in suitable class intervals, or the

observations themselves are frequencies of a finite number of mutually

exclusive events. In either case we have a set of observed frequencies . .
.

,

in k cells with the hypothetical probabilities as functions of q

unknown parameters. We first define a measure of discrepancy between the

observed frequencies . .
. ,

and the hypothetical expectations rt7ri(0), . .
.

,

where The estimates are obtained by minimizing such a

measure with respect to 0. Some of the measures used for the estimation of

parameters are as follows:

(a) Chi-square

(b) Modified chi-square

[n, -

n;rj(0)

mod = Z
[n-.-nKmf

Hi

with Aii replaced by unity, if its value is zero.

(c) He Ilinger Distance

H.D. = cos“^ Z
(d) Kullback-Leibler separator

K.LS. =Z^.(0)'og

(e) Haldane's discrepancy

(n + k)! n,!7ir'(e)

n!
^ ’

1

^i(O)

njn

D, = - k^-l

= --Z«ilog

All these methods provide reasonably good estimators in the sense that,

under suitable regularity conditions, they are consistent and f.o.e, according

to the criteria (5c.2.5) and (5c.2.6). For a detailed study of these methods

the reader is referred to papers by Neyman (1949) and Rao (1955c, 1961a, b,

i963a).

There are, however, differences between these methods brought out by

considering what has been termed as the second-order efficiency. On the

basis of second-order efficiency, it is shown that there exists, under some
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regularity conditions, a method of estimation superior to all those considered

in this section (see Rao, 1961a, b, 1962d). This is the method of maximum
likelihood which will be discussed in greater detail in the rest of the chapter.

5d.3 Maximum Likelihood

Let X denote the realized value of a set of observations and P{X, 0) denote

the joint density, where 0 = {0^, . .
. , 0^), the vector of parameters belongs to

a set 0 c The likelihood of 6 given the observations is defined to be a

function of 0

:

L(0|X)x?{X,O). (5d.3.1)

The principle of maximum likelihood (m.l.) consists of accepting 0 =

(Oj, . .
. , 0„) as the estimate of 0, where

L(§lX) = supL(0|X). (5d.3.2)
Oee

The supremum may not always be attained, in which case it may be possible

to obtain a “near m.l.” estimate

L(0*lA:)>csup L(0[A:),

where c is a fixed number such that 0 < c < 1. There may be a set of samples

for which & or 6* does not exist. Under regularity conditions on P{X, 0),

the frequency of such samples will be shown to be negligible.

In practice it is convenient to work with /(0
1

A) = log L(0 1 X), in which case

0 of (5d.3.2) satisfies the equation

/(§|A:) = sup/(0|X). (5d.3.3)

When the supremum in (5d.3.3) is attained at an interior point of 0 and

/{0 1 X) is a differentiable function of 0, then the partial derivatives vanish

at that point, so that 6 is a solution of the equations

(5d.3.4)

dOi

Equations (5d.3.4) are called m.l. equations and any solution of them an

m.l. equation estimate.

The function ^ defined by (5d.3.3) over the sample space of observations

X is called an m.l. estimator. Important results concerning m.l. estimators

are given in 5e and 5f.

23(54*45')ia73
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We shall consider some simple examples to illustrate the wide applicability

of the m.l. method before discussing general results. Let x„ be

observations from N(ii, <7^), - oo <^< cc,0 <a^ < oo. It may be seen that

/(p, (T^\X)=

= Z = 0,

a/ n

2(1* 2a^

which give the estimates

A = X and —?L = ^.2^ (5d.3.5)
n

Now

l{fi,&\X)=- -/tlogj-

I{^i,a\X) ~ —n log a -
ns^ + n{x - Ilf-

2?

To show that /i, a actually provide a supremum of the likelihood we examine

the inequality l(^,o\X) ^l{ll,a\X), that is,

+ n(x -iiY n
- n log (7

- ——^^2 - n log .s
- -

(i-;)
- log-

2a^
(5d.3.6)

But for any x > 0, logx < (x^ - l)/2 so that the first term in brackets of

(5d.3.6) is not negative. The second term is also not negative so that the

inequality (5d.3.6) is true.

Let Xi, . .
. , x„ be observations from a Poisson distribution with parameter

It is seen that

/(/.<|xi, Xfc) = -n}i + (Xi + •• + xjlog /i.

giving the estimate /I = (x^ + + x„)/n, which may be shown to provide

the supremum of the likelihood.

In the two examples we find that the m.l. estimators are functions of the

minimal sufficient statistic. This is true in general because of the factorization

of the density function into two parts --one involving the sufficient statistic

and the parameter and another independent of 0. Maximizing the likelihood

is equivalent to maximizing the first factor so that 0 is an explicit function of

the sufficient statistic,
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Limitation of the Likelihood Principle, Let us suppose that there are N
counters numbered 1, N with unknown values written on
them. We draw n counters at random without replacement and record for

each counter drawn the pair of values

{a = number of the counter, b = the value of X on it).

We may represent the sample outcome as

S:[{a„h, [a,, h„)l

Given S, how do we estimate the unknown parameter t = + •
* + Xjy 7

It is seen that the probability of S is n\{N — n)!/X! irrespective of what the

observations are, and consequently the likelihood of the unknown parameters

Xi, . .
. , Xjv given S is zero if the values not consistent with those observed

on the counters drawn, and constant otherwise irrespective of the values on

unobserved counters. Thus the likelihood principle, as pointed out by

Godambe, does not enable us to prefer any one set of parametric values for

the unobserved counters against others (or in other words no estimation of

the unknown parameters is possible by this principle).

While the likelihood is uninformative on unknown values, we cannot say

that the sample does not contain information on r. For instance the estimator

n

is unbiased for t, which provides evidence that the sample has information

on T. Thus, the likelihood approach seems to have some limitations.

For a discussion on the subject, the reader is referred to a paper by Rao

{1971b) and others in Godambe and Sprott (1971).

5e ESTIMATION OF THE MULTINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION

Se.l Nonparametric Case

A multinomial distribution is specified by a vector E = (7ii, ..., of

probabilities of k mutually exclusive events. If n independent trials yield

events of the first kind, ^2 second kind, and so on, the probability

of rti, Mfc given tIj, is

Let us denote the expression (5e.Ll) by L(ntni, ..., or simply by L(jr)

as a function of ir. The true distribution n applicable to any particular situation

is unknown but is given to be a member of a set A (admissible set). The object

is to estimate the true distribution on the basis of n independent observations.
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In practice, a distribution is usually estimated by first estimating some

parameters which may be used as an index to identify the distribution. In

theory, we need not make any distinction between the estimation of a distribu-

tion or of its parameters identifying it; however, in some situations estimation

of parameters may be of prime interest. We shall consider such problems in

5e.2. In the present section we prove some important results concerning

the m.l. estimator of n, that is, of the distribution as a whole. The same results

are true of some other methods of estimation such as minimum Chi-square,

minimum Hellinger distance, etc. The reader may easily supply the proofs

for these methods on similar lines.

We define n* to be an approximate m.l. estimator of n if

L(jr*) ^ c sup L(n), 0 <c < 1. (5e.l.2)

Tie A

The reason for defining an approximate m.l. estimator (which always exists)

is to cover the situations where an m.l. estimator ft such that

L(ft) = sup L(jr) (5e. 1 .3)

;c

may not exist. We have the following results concerning an estimator of the

distribution.

(i) Letn* be an approximate m.l. estimator of k and be the true distribu-

tion. Then n* with probability 1 ,
without any assumption (restrictions)

on the admissible set A.

There may be a multiplicity of estimators n* satisfying (5e.l.2) including

the m.l., estimator when it exists. The result (i) asserts the convergence of

It* for any choice (and, in fact, uniformly for all choices). We denote by p,

the vector with elements , pk

.

Let Pi = njn be the observed proportion of events of the ith kind. By the

strong law of large numbers pi Xj®, i = 1, k with probability 1, and to

prove the desired result it is enough to show that it* as a function of p and n

tends to as p -nt® and « oo. Without loss of generality let nf > 0,

r = 1, . .
. ,

ft. Taking logarithms of (5e.l.2) and dividing by n, we have

y Pi log nf >— + sup Y, Pi ^og
n neA

+ (5e.l.4)

We also have, however, the obvious inequality (te.6.1) in information theory

y] Pi log Tfi* ^ ^ Pi log p, (5e.l.5)
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Combining (5e.l.4) and (5e,1.5), we see that

E Pi log log nf ^ log TiP

0 > E Fi log^ ^^ + E Pi log—

•

Pi ” Pi

As p -+ 11
° and « - co, the last term ->0. Hence, as a function of the r.v.’s

limE Pi log— = 0 with probability 1. (5e,1.6)
n-K» ' Pi

By Taylor expansion of the logarithm in each term of (5e.l.6) at the value of

the argument equal to 1,

^ E ~
Pi)^’ 2i < L

By using (5e.l.6), E “ Pi)^ 0 with probability 1. Then

n* 7tP with probability 1 ,
for otherwise there is a contradiction.

(ii) Let /tj ={n
: E^i^ log(^iMi°) > - £} (tnd for all sufficiently small £,

let he in the interior of A. Then an m.l. estimator exists with probability 1.

Consider the set Af — A ~ A^ where

E log TTj < -£ + E ^og tif.

Let S be the set of n in Af such that

E (^i“
- £i)log ;!;<-£ + E log

where Ej > 0. As Pi -> ttP, p; > nf -e^, in which case

Ep,- log Tti ^ E “«i)log ^i < -« + E
< -fi2 +EPi lOgTIf^

where ej < e. Outside S and within Af, log are bounded, and therefore

as Pi 71

|2

2ie(Pi»7t*)
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Hence in ^4/, when p is sufficiently close to n®,

or by talcing exponentials we see that

which implies that

L(ffi®) > sup L(Tt),

lie

and hence, with probability 1,

sup L{n) = sup L{n), since € A^.
iteA

(5e.l.7)

(5e.l.8)

But L(n) is a continuous function of n, and for sufficiently small e, belongs

to the interior of A. Hence the supremum is attained in .

Thus as n CO, an m.l. estimator of n exists, and by result (i) it converges

to the true distribution.

(iii) Let X be an a priori probability measure on A and let A^ be the set as

defined in (ii). Further let P{A^\n^ be the posterior probability that ne/l*

given that is^

Then 1 with probability \ as n-^oo with respect to the true distribu-

tion n°, (/ there exists an e' < a such that

P(A,)=
\

dX>0.

The result 1 implies that the posterior probability distribution

is concentrated at it® with probability 1 as n oo. As in (i) and (ii), we observe

that is a function of p and n and show that 1 as p -^it®

and « -+ 00 , which would imply the desired convergence in probability.

Within

I n,” ^
and log Ttj are bounded. Hence as p -it®,

E/»ilOg~ ^ -fit, £'<£!<£.
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If we multiply by n and take exponentials, we see that

L(n) >e-"^>L(no), in A,..

In equation (5e.l.7) of (ii) wc can choose such that < gj < e, so that

in Af

L{it) ^

and hence

^

L{n) dk ^ c“''^^L(iio)[l ~ ?(^,.)]- (5C.1.9)

But

jtin) dX ^ I
L(7t) dX

^ e-’'^^L{Ti^)P{A,). (Se.l.lO)

Taking the ratio of (5e.l.9) to (Se.l.lO), wc see that

P(A,:)

-0 as P3-^oo,

which is the required result.

5e.2 Parametric Case

The results of 5e.l in terms of the estimators and the true values of parameters

specifying the distribution need not be true without further assumptions.

The difficulty arises when the parameters identifying the distribution are not

well-behaved functionals of the distribution. Let us consider ti,- as a function

of 0 = (0j, a vector valued parameter belonging to an admissible

set 0. The true value 9® is supposed to be an interior point of 0. We therefore

make the following assumptions.

ASSUMPTION U Given a 5 > 0, it is possible to find an s such that

inf (5e.2.1)

where |0 - 0°] is the distance between 0 and 0^.

Assumption 1.1, which may be called strong identifiability condition,

implies that outside the sphere j0 - 8°J < there is no sequence of points

such that e(0,) -+ 7i(0°) as r -+ oo, that is, there are no values of 0 remote

from 0® but yielding nearly the same set of probabilities
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ASSUMPTION 1.2. 7ii(0) 7rj(p) for at least one / when 0 # p, which is a

weaker identifiability condition.

ASSUMPTION 2.1, The functions 7r((0), / = 1 , . .
. ,

A: are continuous in 0.

ASSUMPTION 2,2, The functions 7i,(0) admit hrst-order partial derivatives.

ASSUMPTION 2.3. The functions ;r((0) admit first-order partial derivatives

which are continuous at 0^.

ASSUMPTION 2.4. The functions 7ij(6) are totally differentiable at 0®,

ASSUMPTION 3, Let the information matrix be non-singular at 0°.

where

_ 1 diij d-Rj

As in 5e.l we define 0* to be an approximate m.l. estimator if

Ll7r(0*)l > c sup L[n(e)] {5e.2.2)

OeO

(i) Assumption l.I => 0* - 0® with probability 1 as n~*cc.

It is shown in [(i), Se.l], (equation 5e.l.6), that

I Pi log

Pi

^0,

from which it follows that, since log are bounded as p

I 0- (5e.2.3)

7Ii(0 )

Hence from Assumption l.l, 10* -0^1 ^ with probability 1. Since 6 is

arbitrary, 0* ->^0'^ with probability 1.

(ii) Assumptions 1 . 1 and 2. 1 => that an m.l. estimator of 0 exists and converges

to 0^ with probability 1

.

From (5e.I.8), we have as p n®

sup L(n) = sup L(tt),

k^A neAt

which in terms of the parameter reduces to

sup L[7u(0)) = sup L[n(0)].
[a-eo|£^

Since L[7r(0)] is continuous in 0, the supremum is attained in the closed

sphere [B - 0^| ^ We denote an m.l. estimator by 6.
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(iii) Assumptions l.l and 2.2 imply that an m.l. estimator can be obtained

as a root of the equations

dL
^-0, (5e.2.4)

with probability 1

.

We need only choose 6 in such a way that the sphere j0 - ^ is in

the interior of 0, so that the supremum of L[7i(0)] is attained in an open

interval at, say, If then L[;i(0)] is differentiable, the partial derivatives

must vanish at 0.

(iv) Let the Assumptions 1.2, 2.3, and 3 he true. Further let (f*) be the

reciprocal of{i^^) and

^ V

Then there exists a consistent root ^ of the likelihood equation (5e.2.4), which

may not be an m.l. estimator and

Jn\(B,-e,'’)- r'zi--'--r%l4o (5e.2.5)

that is, the m.l. equation estimators are f.o.e. in the sense of (5c.2.6) and

their asymptotic distribution is q-variate normal.

Consider the sphere |0 — 0®| ^ 5 of radius ^ with its center at 0® and the

function

(5e.2.6)

7rj(0)

over the sphere. Since 7r,(0), i = 1, ..., k are continuous, the infimum of

{5e.2.6) is attained on the sphere and Assumption 1 .2 ensures that the infimum

is not less than, say, 8 > 0. Thus

inf y 7r((0^) log ^ > £ > 0. (5e.2.7)

10-801 = 3 ^i(“)

Further, log 7ti(0) are bounded on the sphere and when p is close to «(0°) we

may write (5e.2.7) in the form

inf S ft log > O'

18
- 801=3

which implies that

^ Pi log 71^(0^) > ]£
log
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for every point on the sphere |0 - 0°| =5. Hence there is a point 9 in the

open sphere |6-6°| <6 at which the function pj log ;ri(0) has a local

maximum. Since ni(0) are differentiable, the derivative of log Jti(0)

vanishes at 9. Since 6 is arbitrary, 9 is a consistent solution of the likelihood

equation.

The m.l. equations are

n2-i-‘ = 0. r =
TTj do^

(5e.2.8)

Dividing by the rth equation can be written

y \A(P; ~ dKi n{7ii - Ott;

^
TT- dB^ ^

Hi dB/
(5e.2.9)

Expanding (jt^ - rCi®) at 0®

and substituting in the right-hand side of (5e.2.9), we see that

(5e.2.10)

where

1 Bill
/S /) 0

Since s/^ipt -* has a limiting distribution and and (dnildO^)

(dnJdBf^), an application of the result [(x), 2c.4] shows that the left-hand side

of (5e.2.10) is asymptotically equivalent to

drii /-

which leads to the relation (using the symbol = for asymptotic equivalence

in probability)

f yn(0,-0.V=v'"z.-
J=l

(5e.2.U)

By inverting the relation (5e.2.] 1), we have

(5e.2.12)

since /* which is the desired result.
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Note 1. If in the statement of (iv), Assumption 1.2 is replaced by Assump-
tion l.l, then the m.l. estimator is a consistent solution of the likelihood

equation so that the property (5e.2.5) and the derived result on the asymptotic
distribution can be claimed for the m.l. estimator.

Note 2. It has been shown by Birch (1964) that Assumption 2.3 of
continuity of the first derivatives of 7r,(ft) can be replaced by the weaker
Assumption 2.4 of total differential ity of 7r,(0) for each i to assert the asymp-
totic normality of the m.l. estimator. More precisely, Birch’s result is as

follows: Assumplions 1.1, 2.4, and 3 imply (hat the m.l. estimator is efficient

in the sense (5e.2.5), and its asymptotic distribution is as stated in (iv). The proof

is a bit involved and the details can be found in Birch (1964). The result of

(iv) is more general in the sense that it refers to a root of the likelihood equa-

tion whether it is an m.l. estimator or not, but it uses the stronger Assumption

2.3.

Note 3. The assumptions under which the results of Sections 5e.l and

5€.2 are proved are much weaker than those found in the literature on

estimation. A surprising result is the deduction of the asymptotic normality

of the m.l. estimators of parameters assuming only the continuity of the first

derivatives or the total differentiability of the cell probabilities as functions

ofe.

It is possible to extend the results established for a finite multinomial to

a general discrete distribution with a countable number of alternatives.

For instance if Ji = (7ri, 7t2, ...,) denotes a general discrete distribution

belonging to an admissible set A, the condition 7:^® log ti° is finite, where

n° is the true distribution, is sufficient to ensure the consistency of an approxi-

mate m.l. estimator (Rao, 1957a, 1958c; Kiefer and Wolfowitz, 1956). For

parametric estimation we need the assumption that it is a continuous

functional of n. It can be shown that, under this condition and continuity

of Tti as functions of 0, an m.l. estimator of 0 exists with probability 1. If

are differentiable functions of 0, then an m.l. estimator is also an m.l. equation

estimator. The asymptotic normality of the estimator may, however, require

further assumptions (Rao, 1958c).

5f ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS IN THE GENERAL CASE

Sf.l Assumptions and Notations

Very little is known about the estimation of a distribution function in the

continuous case except through the estimation of parameters. Even then, the

problems are complicated. We shall consider only the case of a single param-

eter and prove some results whose validity does not require undue assump-

tions on the probability density.
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Let X be a random variable with probability density p{\ 0) with respect

to a (7-finite measure where 0 belongs to a nondegenerate interval of the

real line. For a discrete random variable, p{y, 0) denotes the probability

of X = The following assumptions are made.

ASSUMPTION 1. The derivatives d log pjdOy log pjdd^, and log pjdO^

esist, for almost all x in an interval >1 of 0 including the true value.

ASSUMPTION 2. At [he true value of 0,

where the primes denote differentiation with respect to 0.

ASSUMPTIONS. For every 0 in T,

where K is independent of 0.

Let Xi, .

.

x„ be n independent observations (r.v.’s) and put

((d\x) = J]l0g/7(Xj, (1)

dS ^p(Xi,0)'

5f.2 Properties of m.l. Equation Estimators

(i) y/logplx, 0) is differentiable in an interval incladinp the true value, then

the m.l. equation has a root with probability 1 nx « -> oo, which is consistent

forO.

Let Oq be the true value and consider two values Ooi. Using the inequality

(le.6.6) we have

£ log
pjOp -

piOo)
Oo <0, £ log

P{0q + d)

P{0o)

(5f.2.1)

Strict inequalities in (5f.2.I) are possible unless p{x, 0) is independent of 0

in an interval enclosing fig. In such a case the result we are trying to prove is

automatically true.
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The inequalities (5f.2.1) imply, by an application of the strong law of

large numbers, that, with probability 1, as n -+ oo

~[¥o±&\x)-I{0,\x)]<0 (5f.2.2)

that is, for almost all sample sequences l{0\x) will eventually be greater at

than at Oo + ^ Since l(0\x) is continuous in {Oq + <5), there is

a local maximum of /(0 [a:) within If is differentiable, its

derivative must vanish at that point. Since 6 is arbitrary a root B so located is

consistent for Oq

(ii) Let 0 he a consistent root of the likelihood equation and Assumptions

1 -3 be true. Then

BoXffo)
-

n dOi),

+ 0 with probability 1. (5f.2.3}

The result (5f.2.3) shows that B is f.o.e. in the sense of (5c.2.5) and the

asymptotic distribution of >/n[B - 9q) is iV(0, i”^).

Since 0 satisfies the likelihood equation (dl/dd) = Oi we have, by Taylor

expansion of (dl/dB) at 0o>

0 < IB o/"' e,€{0„S), (5f.2.4)

from which we derive the equation

1 dl

/- j.

= TTTi B - 00
\

n \d9a 2 dOfj

Consider

where

.JniB - o„)jW - +
1) 7= ;7r -

(5f.2.5)

(5f.2.6)

W
1

(
d^l

,

B - Bo

n\d^^^ 2 dOf

We shall show that b„~* -\ with probability 1, in which case the convergence

of 0l\/n){d!ld6Q) to an asymptotic distribution implies that the right-hand

side of (5f.2.6) -•O, establishing the desired result.
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Now, under Assumption 2, we see that

Jd^logp
^0 =

and by applying the strong law of large numbers, we have

1 dH

Again under Assumption 3,

<K,

with probability 1 as n oo and since {9 - 9o) "^0= tbe product

iO-Oo) >0 with probability 1,

(5f.2.7)

(5f.2.8)

using the convergence result [(x), 2c.4]. By combining (5f.2.7) and (5f.2.8),

with probability 1

.

(iii) IfBi and Bi are two consistent roots of the likelihood equation, they are

equivalent in the sense (hat

^0 with probability 1. (5f.2.9)

The result follows since and 9^ are both efheient if we apply the result

[(ii), 5c.2] observing that 7(0) = I [see HuzurbaTar (1948) for an equivalent

result).

Results (i), (ii), and (iii) of this section do not enable us to identify a con-

sistent root of the likelihood equation. It would be more satisfying to show

that the consistent root corresponds to the supremum of the likelihood with

probability 1. For this, the density function has to satisfy some further

conditions such as those given by Wald (1949). For a rigorous treatment of

the asymptotic properties of m.l. estimators, sec Le Cam (1953, 1956). Other

papers of interest in large sample estimation are by Bahadur (1958), Daniels

(1961), Dugue (1937), Haldane (1951), and Neyman (1949).

5g. THE METHOD OF SCORING FOR THE ESTIMATION
OF PARAMETERS

The maximum likelihood equations are usually complicated so that the

solutions cannot be obtained directly. A general method would be to assume

a trial solution and derive linear equations for small additive corrections.

The process can be repeated until the corrections become negligible. A great
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mechanization is introduced by adopting the method known as the scoring

system for obtaining the linear equations for the additive corrections.

The quantity dlogLjdd, where L is the likelihood of the parameter 9,

is defined as the efficient score for 0. The maximum likelihood estimate is

the value of 6 for which the efficient score vanishes. If Oq is the trial value

of the estimate, then expanding log LjdO and retaining only the first power

of <50 = 0 - 00 leads to

dlogL _ d log L log L

d6 dO^ dOfi^

d log L

d9.

where the information at the value 9 = O^y, is the expected value of

~d^ log L/dOfy^. In large samples the difference between -^(0o) and

d^ log LjdBf- will be 0(1/k), where n is the number of observations, so that

the above approximation holds to the first order of small quantities. The

correction <50 is obtained from the equation

<50/(0o) =
d log L

(50

dlogL

dOo ’ dOo

The first approximation is (0o + <50), and the foregoing process can be

repeated with this as the new trial value.

Example 1. Consider a sample of size n from the Cauchy distribution;

1 dx

nl+{x-0f‘
The likelihood equation is

</logL__ 2{Xi-9)

do ^^l+{x,-~ef~
‘

The efficient score for any 0 is

S(0) = I
2ix ,

- e)

I + (x, - ey

Information in a single observation is j so that J^{6) = njl and the additive

correction to a trial value Bq is simply 2S(0o)/n. This process can be continued

until a stable value is attained. Fortunately in the foregoing example J(0}

happens to be independent of 0 so that /(0) need not be calculated at each

trial value.

Example 2. Score and ’Information for Grouped Data. Let n^,

fie the probabilities in k mutually exclusive classes defined as
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functions of a single parameter 0. If /i, = f) are the observed

frequencies, then

l0gL=/i logTli + “ + Al0g TTfc.

The score at (? is

dhgL dn^ A
dd TTi dB dO

The quantities

JiB) = V

1 dn^

TT; dO
and

1

which may be called the score and information supplied by the ith class, will

be computed in any particular problem before proceeding with the process

of estimation.

Estimation of Linkage in Genetics. If two factors are linked with a recom'

bination fraction 0, the intercrosses ABjab x ABjab (coupling) and

AbjaB X AbjaB (repulsion) give rise to the expected proportions and informa-

tion shown in Table 5g.lo(. The amount of information can be used to judge

TABLE Sg.la

Coupling Repulsion

Class Probability Score Probability Score

1 dTT 1 dn
4-77

TT d9

- 2( 1
- 0) 20

AB 3 - 20 4- 0
'

3 - 20 + 0 "

2(1 - 0) .
-20

Ab 20 - 0 ^

20 - 0 "

2(1 - 0 ) -20
aB 20 - 0 "

26 -e'

-
2(1 6) , 2

ab 1
- 20 + 0 ^

1-20 + 0 "
0

2 (
3-40 + 2^') 2(1 + 20 ")

'•

9(2
- e)(3 -20 + 0 ") (2 + 0 ")(l 0")
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the relative efficiency of one type of cross with respect to the other for the

estimation of the recombination fraction. For instance, ifO — the amounts

of information for coupling and repulsion are 3.7909 and 1.1636, respectively.

This means that, using intercrosses with repulsion, the number of offsprings

needed will be three times as great as that for coupling to estimate the re-

combination fraction with the same precision.

Consider coupling data with values for AB, Ab, aB, and ab as shown below.

With the trial value 9 = 0,21, the score and information arc obtained.

I dn Observed

de n dO Frequency

AB 2.6241 -1.58 -0.60211 125

Ab 0.3759 1.58 4.20325 18

aB 0.3759 1.58 4.20325 20

ab 0.6241 -1.58 -2.53164 34

Absolute sum 11.54025

Information per observation:

^— (11. 54025) =--4. 55840
4

Efficient score = -0.60211(125) + 4.20325(18 -h 20) - 2.53164(34)

= -1.61601

1-61601
Correction term -0.0018

First approximation = 0.21 - 0.001 8 = 0.2082.

The correction is small so that the process may not be repeated. The variance

for determining the precision of the estimate is given by

1

197(4.55840)
= 0,00111357.

A better estimate of the variance is the reciprocal of the information at the

value/j = 0.2082.

The scores for trial values from 1 to 50% are given in F.Y. Tables. They

can be directly used by retaining two decimal places at each stage of approxi-

mation, and finally when two places are stabilized a complete round of

calculations with more places may be carried out as indicated in the numerical

illustration.

^4(54
-45)1973
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Example 3. Scoring for Several Parameters, The method of scoring

developed in Example 2 can be extended to the case of the simultaneous

estimation of several parameters. H 0^,92, ..^,0^ are the parameters, the i\h

efficient score is defined by

d log L

ddi
' i = i,2, . ..,q,

where L is the likelihood of the parameters, and the information matrix is

defined by (t/,-) where

/,, = £(S,S,).

If the values of the efficient scores and information at the trial values

01 ®, . .., 0q® are indicated with index zero, then small additive corrections

501, . .
.

,

50, to the trial values are given by the simultaneous equations

J'a” se, + SB2 + --- + SB, = S."

V +V ^02 + •

+V <50, = S,°.

This operation is repeated with corrected values each time until stable values

of 01, . .
. , 0, are obtained. The variance of the final estimate 0; of 0j is given by

the /th diagonal element in the reciprocal of

In this method the main difficulty is the computation and inversion of the

information matrix at each stage of approximation. In practice this is found

to be unnecessary. The information matrix may be kept fixed after some stage

and only the scores recalculated. This procedure should reduce the computa-

tions considerably. At the final stage when stable values are reached, the

information matrix may be computed at the estimated values for obtaining

the variances and covariances of estimates.

In grouped distributions with ti,- andf as probability and frequency in the

/th class,

and

s

— 1 StTi dui

so that the calculations become simple as illustrated in the next section.

Estimation of Gene Frequencies of Blood Groups, ABO Systems. Every

human being can be classified into one of four blood groups 0, A, B, AB.

The inheritance of these blood groups is controlled by three allelomorphic
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genes 0, A, B of which O is recessive to A and B. If r, p, and q are gene

frequencies of O, A, and B, then the expected probabilities of the six genotypes

(four phenotypes) in random mating are as follows:

Phenotype Genotype Probabilities

0

A

B

AB

OO
AA)
Aoj
BB(

Boj

AB

2p)f +

Given 0, A, B, and AB, are observed frequencies adding to N, the problem

is to estimate the gene frequencies p, q, and r. A rough estimate is supplied by

lo

p = \
- + B

' N

q'

These may not necessarily add to unity, whereas the true values should.

Let D denote the deviation

+g' - 1.

Better estimates due to Bernstein are obtained as follows:

r = (l +

/) = {! +W
q = {{ +\D)q\

There is still some deviation, (1 - p - q — r) = If this is small, then

Bernstein’s method supplies fairly good estimates. We shall now show how

these estimates can be improved by the method of maximum likelihood,

using the frequencies 0 = 176, A = 182, B = 60, and AB = 17. Approximate

solutions obtained by Bernstein’s method are

Po = 0.26449, ^0 = 0.09317, = 0.644234.

In general, the probabilities and derivatives, with respect to the independent

parameters p and q, are as follows:
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Probabilities Derivatives

n
dn

dp

dn

dq

0 -It — 2r

A Pij> + 2r) 2r -2p

B qiq + 2r) Ir

AB 2pq 2q 2p

The probabilities and coefficients for the calculation of efficient scores at

approximate values obtained above are set out in Table 5g.l/3.

TABLE Sg.ip. Coefficients for Scores

Probability

TT

1 diT

TT dq

1 drr

TT dq

Observed

Frequency

0 0.41260 -3.11362 -3.11352 176

A 0.40974 3.13543 -1.27104 182

B 0.12838 -1.45217 10.00685 60

AB 0.(M928 3.75086 10.73307 17

435 = iV

The scores are

= (-3.11362)176 + (3.13543)182 + (- 1.45217)60 + (3.75086)17

= -0.20444

= (-3.11362)176 + (-1.27104)182 + (10.00685)60 + (10.73307)17

= -0.09324

The information matrix for a single observation is

The inverse of the information matrix per single observation is

= 0.1 14430 -0.012208

-0.012208 /« = 0.044376
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The solutions for corrections are*

5p = = -0.00005116

^ N
-0.00000377

The corrections are hardly necessary in this particular case. If the corrections

are not small, the whole process has to be repeated with the second approxi-

mations. It is important to note that after some stage the information matrix

need not be recalculated for each approximation. Only the new scores have

to be calculated at each stage and used in conjuction with the same inverse

information matrix (kept constant from some stage) to obtain closer approxi-

mations. When convergence is achieved, the information matrix and scores

may be calculated for obtaining the last approximate values.

The maximum likelihood estimates and the variances are

p = 0.26444, V(p) = ^ = 0.00026305

q - 0.09317, K(4) = ^
= 0.00010202

(pp + 2/^ +
? = 0.64239, F(0 = - = 0,00030893

For other applications of the scoring method in complicated cases reference

may be made to Finney (1952), Fisher (1950), and Rao (1950a).

In the case of 0, A, B blood group data there is another algorithm which

yields the m.l. estimates, which appears to be more suitable for desk and

electronic computers, and which avoids the repeated computation of the

information matrix and its inverse.

Let Pq, q^, To be provisional estimates, and compute Po=Polro and

Qo - ^o/^o • Let us represent by and Qk the ^th approximations ofpjr and

qjr. The (k + l)th approximations are found from the formulas

A^-AB

^

k

+

1

Saab
Qk+t

- 2(0) +

= 2{0) +

A 2B

2 + p/2 + G»

2A B

2 + P*+
1

2 + Qit
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The iteration may be repeated until stable values of P and Q are obtained,

from which the estimates of p, q, r are computed as

P + Q + \' P = fP,

By adopting the provisional estimates

Po = 0.26449, ^0 - 0.093 17, /-q = 0.64234

with = 0.41176, ^0 = 0.14505, the first round of computations yields

Pi = 0.41167, 01 = 0.14503 indicating stability. The m.l. estimates of p, q, r

are

? - 0.64238, p = 0.26445, P = 0.09316,

which agree closely with the estimates obtained by the iterative procedure

using the information matrix. With the estimates so obtained, the expected

probabilities of the phenotypic classes and the information matrix may be

obtained as before to compute the standard errors of the estimates.

Combination of Data. The advantage of the scoring system can best be seen

in the mechanization it introduces when various sets of data giving informa-

tion on the same parameters have to be combined for estimation. If L is the

joint likelihood based on ail the data and L,- for the /th part, then

L^LiLj...

0 log L
_

d log Li
^

d log L2

~~de, de,

which shows that the efficient scores are additive. Also, if is an element of

the information matrix for the whole body of data and for the jth part,

then

Thus, to obtain the best estimates it is necessary to replace each part of the

data by the scores and information matrix at a trial value and obtain the

total scores and information matrix by simple addition. The correction to

trial values can be obtained by solving simultaneous equations as shown in

the numerical examples.

COMPLEMENTS AND PROBLEMS

1 Consider a rectangular distribution in the range 0 to 6. Let x^,^ be the

maximum of n independent observations from such a distribution. Show the

following.
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El is a complete sufficient statistic for 0,

1.2

{n + i)x^Jn is the m.v.u. (minimum variance unbiased) estimator of 6.

Find the minimum variance.

1*3 Xmax ’s the m.l. estimator of 6 and is biased but consistent for 6.

1.4 Any function t{x^^^) of unbiased for B has the terminal value

/(0) l)0/n.

2

Let and be the maximum and minimum of n observations from

a rectangular distribution in the range 0 to cj). Show the following:

2.1 and JCn,jn are complete sufficient statistics for 0 and

2.2 The m.v.u. estimators of the midpoint {0 + <^)/2 and the range ((j) — 0)

are

and
n + 1

2.3 Let 0 = IB, so that there is only one parameter. Still, and are

jointly sufficient for 0 but they are not complete.

2.4 The m.l. estimator of B, when if)
= 26, is x^^J2, which is biased for 0.

An unbiased estimator based on the m.l. estimator, that is, correcting for bias

is Ti = (n + \)x„J{2n + 1).

2.5 Show that T2 = (« + l)(2x„a,^ + ^min)/(5« + 4) is another estimator of 9,

whose variance is uniformly smaller than that of Thus, we have an example

of an m.l. estimator being inferior as judged by the criterion of minimum

variance.

3 Minimum variance unbiased estimators ofprobabilities of a discrete distri-

bution. Consider a random variable X taking integer values, 0, 1, ... and let

P[X = r)- 7r,(0) where B is an unknown parameter. Let Xj, . .
. ,

be n

independent observations on X and let T be a complete sufficient estimator of

B. To estimate 7r^(0), consider the statistic p = (number of x-, equal to r)/n.

3.1 Show that the m.v.u. estimator of nfO) is E{p\T), using the result [(iii),

5a.2].

3.2 Apply the result to find the m.v.u. estimator of the Poisson probability,

P{X = 0) = on the basis of n independent observations Xj, . .
.

,

3.3 Find the m.v.u. estimator ofPiX = 0) when X has the negative binomial

distribution, on the basis of n independent observations.

4 More stringent inequalities for the variance of an unbiased estimator. Let

T be an unbiased estimator of g(0) and P(X, 0) the probability density at X.

Differentiating the relation

jmx, 8)di!=g{0)
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k times, we obtain4.1

Show that V{t) ^ where

dlk —
JU^?v p

-do

w ... /I d'^P 1 d'^P\

4.2

More generally, if = cov L show that the multiple
\ P aO'^ P dO /

correlation of T on [dT/P d0% i= 1, 2, . .
. ,

is

y y ^^
dB^dB\

' vin

where is the reciprocal of Hence deduce the inequality

k'(r) > y y j‘'^ .

.4,3 Show that the lower bound obtained in (4.2) is not smaller than

The above inequality is due to Bhattacharya (1947).

5 Human twins are of two types, identical and nonidentical. Let tt be the

probability of a child being male and a the probability of twins being identical.

If identical twins arise from the splitting of a fertilized egg, show that the

probabilities of 99 types of twins arc 7i(7r + 2jr0(l - a),

<l>{<xn + 0), where 0 = 1 - tt. Let nj, /I
2 > «3 be observed frequencies of these

types in a sample of n- + ^2 + twins.

5.1 Obtain the estimates of a, ti.

5.2 If 7r = 0,516, find the estimate of a by m.l. and min. chi-square methods.

5.3 Compare the standard errors of estimates in Problem 5.2 with that of

Weinberg’s estimate, a* - (1 — «2)/2«7r(/>.

6 M.v.u. estimation of parameters of a power series distribution. Consider a

power series distribution with probability

P{X = r)= r = c, c -h 1, ... c».

Let Xi, . . . , be a sample of size n with a total, T =
-I- x„

.

6.1 Show that T is a complete sufficient statistic for 0 and the distribution of

T is of the same form

P(T = t) = [/(^)r» t = nc, nc + 00 .
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6.2

Show that the m.v.u. estimator of 6^ is

Wr(0 = 0, t <r

and a m.v.u. estimator of its variance is

- U2r{f)

[Roy and Mitra, 1957]

[Note: Examples 6.1 and 6.2 cover .le well-known discrete distributions

with infinite range including those uncated at the left.]

6.3

Show that the results of (6.1) and (6.2) are not true if the range of the

variable is not infinite. [Patil, 1963.]

7 Maximum likelihood estimators of parameters in discrete distributions.

Consider a power series distribution

=r) = a,ff'lf{e), r =

where may be zero for some r. Let , . .
. ,

be « independent observations

and X = (Xi + • + x„)ln.

7.1 Show that the m.l. estimator of 0 is a root of the equation x =

Of{9)1f(9) = p{9), the theoretical mean. The estimating equation is the same

for the method of moments.

7.2 Show that i{9), the information in a single observation, is (d^jO dO) ~

where PiiO) is the second moment of the distribution.

7.3 Obtain the explicit equations for estimating the parameters for the

complete Poisson, binomial, and logarithmic series and the truncated Poisson

and binomial series omitting zero.

8 Let Xi, . .
. ,

x„ be n independent observations on a random variable with

a probability density /?(x, 0). Further let /(Xi, . .
. , .v„ , 0) = 0 be an estimating

equation for 0. Show that if E{f) = 0, then (by differentiating under the

integral sign and applying the C-S inequality to one of the terms)

V(f) ^ [EiDViJ or [EiDfIVif) < J,

where/' = df{xi x„
, OfdO and J is the total information in the sample.

Satisfy yourself that the upper bound of [E(f')YIV(f] is attained for the

choice/= log L/dO where L = p(Xi, 0)‘ •p{x„ , 0).

[Note: This example shows that if we define the efficiency of an estimating

equation/= 0 by the maximum likelihood estimating equation

has the maximum efficiency; an attempt to justify the method of maximum

likelihood in small samples is due to Godambe, I960.]
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9 Let x„ he a. sample of n'independent observations on a random
variable with a d.f. F{x, 0), 9 e A, a nondegenerate interval of the real line.

Denote by S„ the empirical d.f. Consider an estimating equation of the type

jffix, 9) dS„ = 0 = [g(Xi, 0) + + g{x„ , 9)] ^ n,

where g{x, 9) is such that

(a) jg(x, 0) dF(x, 6) = 0,

(b) j'^-^^dF{x,g) = m(0),

(c)
J
[gix, 0)]^ dFix, 9) = A(0), 0 < A(0) < (»,

d^g(x, 9)
(d) <M{xlE[M{x)\e]<K,

where K is independent of 9,

9.1 Show that there exists a consistent root 0* of the equation g{Xi , 0) = 0.

9.2 Prove, following the arguments of 5f.2, that the asymptotic distribution

of y/n{9* - 0) is A^(0, where cr^ = h{0)l[m{6)Y.

9.3 Let F{x, 9) admit a density function p{x, 0). Show that under suitable

conditions

h{0) ^ 1

[mio)]^ ^m
where /(0) = E[p'{x, 9)!pix, 9)]\

9.4 Verify that the lower bound to the asymptotic variance i.s attained when
g(x, 9) - p'{x, 0)/p(x, 0), that is, when the estimating equation is the m.l.

equation.

[Thus we have a characterization of the m.l. method as providing estimates

with minimum asymptotic variance, in a certain class of estimating equations.")

10 Maximum likelihood characterization of distributions.

10.1 Let {F{x - 0), 0 e be a translation family of absolutely continuous

distribution functions on the real line and let the version of the probability

density function /(x) be lower semicontinuous at jc = 0. If for all samples of

sizes 2 and 3, an m.l. estimate of 0 is the sample arithmetic mean, then F(x)

isiV(0, cr^).

10.2 Let F{xja), tr > 0 constitute a scale parameter family of absolutely

continuous distributions with the version of the probability density satisfying

the following conditions

:
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(a) f{x) is continuous in (0, oo),

(b) = 1 as i 0.

If an ml estimate of a is the arithmetic mean for all samples, the d.f. belongs

to the exponential family, that is

f{x) = e~'", jc>0

f{x) = 0, < 0

10.3 If in (10.2), /(x) satisfies the conditions

(a) f{x) is continuous in {
— oo, oo)

(b) lim/(Ay)//{>') = I asy-^0

and an m.l. estimate of is then the distribution is //(0, 1).

[Note: These propositions have been vaguely known in literature but have

been stated in a rigorous form Teicher, 196L]

10.4 Let (F(x - 6, 6 e R^)} be the same family as defined in example 10. 1.

If the sample median is the m.l.e. of 8 for n = 4, then F'(x) = /(x) = (a/2)

exp(-a|x|), i.e., Laplace distribution. (See Kagan, Linnikand Rao, 1972B4

and Rao and Ghosh, 1971g).

11 Let X be a discrete random variable such that P{X = ~ 1) = a, P{X = n)

= (1 - a)^a", n ^ 0, 1 ,
. .

.

,

where 0 < a < 1

.

11.1 Show that X is minimal sufficient for a although it is not complete

[E{X) = 0],

11.2 A function of X unbiased for zero is necessarily of the form cX. Hence

show that TiX) - 1 for X = 0 and zero otherwise is the m.v.u. estimator of

(1 —aY for all a.

11.3 Show that there is no uniformly m.v.u. estimator of oc itself, although

unbiased estimators of a exist.

12 Let there be only two alternative values 0, 1 which 0 can take, and define

the probability densities

p(x|0 = O) =

p*(^|0 = l )
=

/I, 0<x<l

lo otherwise

0 < X < 1.

|0 otherwise

Show that unbiased estimators of 0 exist and the variance at 0 = 0 can be made

arbitrarily small but the infimum zero is not attained for any unbiased

estimator.
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Chapter 6

LARGE SAMPLE
THEORY AND
METHODS

Introduction. This chapter deals with statistical inference when large samples

are available. It covers a wide variety of statistical methods useful in practical

applications. Special emphasis is given to the analysis of categorical data with

reference to problems of specification, homogeneity of samples, independence

of attributes, etc. Some general classes of large sample criteria for testing

simple and composite hypotheses have also been discussed. The asymptotic

efficiency of tests is discussed in 7a.7 of Chapter 7.

The theoretical developments in this chapter rest heavily on the basic

convergence theorems discussed in Chapter 2 and the asymptotic properties

of the maximum likelihood estimators given in Chapter 5. The reader is

advised to study the propositions of the subsections 2c.3 to 2c.5 in Chapter

2 which deal with the laws of large numbers, univariate and multivariate

central limit theorems, and convergence theorems for functions of random

variables and Sections Sc to 5f in Chapter 5 which deal with asymptotic

efficiency of estimators, large sample methods of estimation, and the method

of maximum likelihood.

6a SOME BASIC RESULTS

6a.l Asymptotic Distribution of Quadratic Functions of Frequencies

Let there be k mutually exclusive events and let the probability of the ith

event be itj , i = 1 , . .
. ,

k. Suppose n independent events have been observed

resulting in events of the first kind, Wj of second kind, and so on

= n, Define the column vectors V,
«i>

- /ITTi - nTTfc'

(6a. 1.1)

382

(6a. 1.2)
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Our object is to study the asymptotic distributions (a.d.) of linear and

quadratic functions of V (i.e., of the frequencies considered as

r.v.’s). We establish the following results.

(i) The a.d. of the linearfunction b'V, where b is a fixed vector, is normal

with mean zero and variance b'b — (b'(|))^ = b'(I - <|>4>')b.

Consider a discrete random variable X which takes the value bj^ni when

the /th kind of event occurs. Hence P(X = = Kj, giving

V^i

VW = X-"-(W = >>'b - (b'<t.)^
Til

We have « independent observations with X = 6/^^^ occurring ;7, times, / = 1,

. . .,k. The average of the n observations is

n.

Hence by the central limit theorem [(i), 2c.5], we see that

- b’i|>)-!^ Y ~ Nio, b'b - (b'<|))^]. (6a.I.3)

But sfn(X, — b'lj)) = b'V. Hence the result.

(ii) The a.d. ofp linear functions B'V, where B is k y p matrix of rank p
is multivariate normal with mean zero and dispersion matrix B'(I —

To establish this we need only examine the a.d. of a linear function of the

p variables B'V, Consider X'B'V which is linear in V, however, and hence by

result (i) we see that

Y - iV[0, - (|k1>')BX]. (6a.I.4)

Let Z be a p-variate normal variable with mean zero and dispersion

matrix B'(I - (tM|)')B, The distribution of a linear function k'Z is the same as

that on the right-hand side of (6a.l.4). Hence by the multivariate normal

convergence theorem [(iv), 2c.5], we see that

B'v-^^Z - Vp[0,B'{I-4K|)')B], (6a.l.5)

where Np denotes a p-variate normal distribution. (See 3b.3 for definition

of Np and Chapter 8 for a detailed study of Np.)
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(iii) Let k be ky.k- \ matrix such that the partitioned matrix (<|> ! A)

of order k x k is orthogonal Then the a.d. of the (A: *-
1) linear functions

G = A'V is that of {k — 1) independent normal variables each with zero mean

and unit variance.

Using result (ii) and the condition A'<t) = 0, we see that the dispersion

matrix of the a.d. of A'V is

A'(I-(lHt>')A = A'A = I, which is a (4: — I) x (A: — 1) matrix.

Hence the result. Thus G-^ Y 7Vft_i(0, 1).

(iv) A sufficient condition for a.d. of the quadratic form V'CV to be yf is

C 2 = C and C(t) = a(|) (6a. 1 .6)

where <x is a constant, in which case the degrees offreedom [D.F.) of yf' is

R{C) if(x = 0 and [/?(C) - 1 ]
//a 7^ 0 where R{C) denotes the rank of C.

Consider the equations

0-<t>'V

G = A'V

where A is as defined in (iii). Solving for V, we have

V = (<|)iA) (~)=AG,

since (cl)!A) is an orthogonal matrix. Hence

V CV = G A'CAG.

The a.d. of V'CV is the same as that of G'A'CAG which is a continuous

function of G. Hence the a.d. of G'A'CAG can be computed from the a.d.

of G [see (xii), 2c.4].

But the a.d. of G is that of {k - 1) independent normal variables each

with zero mean and unit variance. A necessary and sufficient condition that

G'A'CAG has a distribution is then A'CA is idempotent, [(ii), 3b.4], that is,

A'CAA'CA = A'CA. (6a. 1.7)

Since the matrix (4»!A) is orthogonal, then

(<(.iA)(-^-)=<|)<|.' + AA' = I.

Substituting for AA' in (6a. 1 .7), we have

A'C(I - (|Kt»')CA = A'CA (6a. 1 .8)
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for all A such that (<|>:A) is an orthogonal matrix. A sufficient condition

for (6a. 1.8) to hold is

= C and C<|) = o«)>, (6a. 1 .9)

that is, C is idempotent and <|) is an eigenvector ofC. The D.F, of is i?(A'CA)

the rank of A'CA, if we use [(ii), 3b.4J. Now

fi(C) = «{(^:)c(4)iA|=Ji(
(t)'Cit> (|.'CA\

A'C(|) A'Ca)

= R(A'CA), if C4) = 0

= R(A'CA) + 1 ,
if C<1» = 4, a ^ 0.

Hence the desired result.

(v) A necessary and sufficient condition for the a.d. o/ V'CV to be is

(I - <1)())')C(I - (i)(t)')C(I - #0 = (I - H'W - #')- (6a. 1.10)

In (iv), it is shown that a necessary and sufficient condition is (6a. 1.7):

A'Ca - #')CA = A'CA. (6a.I.ll)

But the linear manifolds ^{A) and - <)h}>') are the same. Hence in the

relation (6a. 1.11), A can be replaced by (I - 4k|>'), which gives (6a. 1.10).

(Vi) // V'CV A ~ xHc), V'BV -U A ~ xHt’), md V'DV is non-

negative, then B = C + D ..i. V'DV ——e X — x^(^
~

The result follows from [(iv), 3b.4],

6a.2 Some Convergence Theorems

We shall be considering in this chapter the a.d. of a linear or a quadratic

function h of the variables (;c^
, , . .

. )
or of the variables (a^jc^

, p„y„ , . .
,

)

where a„ a, p, etc., a, p, ... being constants. In such a case,

it follows from [(x) and (xiv), 2c.4J that

h{oL„x„
,
p„y„ h{ax„ Jy„,...)~^ 0,

provided {x„, y„, ...) have a limiting distribution. Hence the a.d. of

h{(x„x„ , P^y^ . .

.

)

is the same as that of h{ccx^
,
py„, let us consider a few

applications of this result.

(i) Let (T„), n — \^2, . .
. ,

be a sequence of statistics such that

X - A[0, j2(p)].

Let gbea function of a single variable admitting thefirst derivative g’. Then

sfim - gW)] -U X- N{0, WmiM) (6a.2. 1)

25 (54 '45)1973
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ifg'{Q) 0. Further let g’ be continuous, then

~j49iT„) - 9(B)]
(6a,2.2)

gxn

and if (j{Q) is also continuous, then

s/n[giT„) - g(0)] X ^ N{0, 1). (6a.2.3)

g'iTMT'n)

By Taylor expansion, under the assumptions on g, we see that

g{T„)-gi0) = {T„-0)(g{e)^e„),

where e„-^0 as T„~*0. This implies that for any given small quantity e,

I
£J <e whenever

|

T„ - 0
j

<6. Hence P(
|

eJ < e) F{\T„ - 0\ < <3) 1 as

Ai 00 by assumption. Since e is arbitrary, e^,—

^

0. Now

fyf,(T,)
-

ff(0)] - y«(r„ - %'(0) = v'"(T„ - eK^^o,

since Jn{T„ - 9) has an a.d. and c„ 0, by using [(x) a, 2c.4]. Then the

a.d. of sJn[g{T„) — g{Q)] is the same as that of Jn{T„ - 0)g'{0) which is

iV(0, Equation (6a. 2.2) follows immediately because

g'{9) as T„—^ 6. Similarly, we have (6a.2.3) by using l(x), 2c.4].

Standard Error. When the a.d. of J~n{T„ - 9) is A'fO, o^{0)], it is customary

to refer to (ji9)ly/n as the standard error (s.e.) of T„. The estimated s.e. is

a{T„)!s^^n. We may say that T„ is distributed approximately the same as

N{9, a^(9)ln). The results (6a. 2.1 to 6a. 2, 3) show that the formula for the

s.e. of^(T„)is

g'iO) (s.e. of rj. (6a.2.4)

Note. The results (6a.2,l) to (6a.2.3) are not, ingeneral, applicable if,

instead of g, we have a function g^ depending on n explicitly and we are

required to find the a.d. of g{T„, n) with a suitable normalizing factor. For

this purpose, consider ^ as a function of two variables (x, )?) and suppose

that dgjdx exists and -^G(0)#O as y-»oo, x-*0. Under the conditions

assumed on g, expanding g{T„, n) at T„ = 0 for fixed n andfollowing the proof

o/(i), we find that

^/n[g(T„,n)~gie,n)] ^

h
X-MO, 1), (6a.2.5)
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where h may be any or\e of the following forms:

(a) G(0)a(O),

(b) if G and tr are continuous,

(c) (dgr/dT„)(r(r„) if a is continuous.

Furthermore, g(0, n) can be replaced by fiO), if ^'n[g{0, as

n 00.

(ii) Let T„ be a k-dimensional statistic iTi„, such that the a d. of

- 0*) is k-variate normal with mean zero and

dispersion matrix E = (o-j^). Further let g he a function of k variables which is

totally differentiable. Then the a.d. of

Vto„ = VnWT,

is normal with mean zero and variance

provided i?(0) 0.

KO) - E

I

(6a.2.6)

Since ^ is a totally differentiable function, then

S(T,„ , . .
. , TJ - g(0„ = l (T,„ - + £j|T„ - e||,

where -> 0 as T,„ 0,-. By argument similar to that used in (i) £„
—^ 0 as

rt 00 and since >y«ltT - 6„jl = has an a.d.

Jn w„- v^”E(Ti„-^.)
—^ 0 .

But the a.d. of ffn E (T’/n - ^i) being a linear function of limiting

normal variables is normal with zero mean and variance as given in (6a.2.6).

By [(ix), 2c.4], the a.d. of ffn u„ is the same.

As in (6a. 2. 3), if (T,y and the partial derivatives of g are also continuous

functions of 6,

[7« w./y^r;)] ~ N(0, 1), (6a.2.7)

where u(Tj is the value of r(6) at 0 = T„. For an extension of this result to

cases where g is also a function of n, see Example 9 at the end of the chapter.

In practical applications we shall refer to the distribution of u„, itself, as

asymptotically normal with mean zero and asymptotic variance vjn, where

V is as defined in (6a.2.6). It is also convenient to drop the suffix n when there

is no chance of confusion.
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5 Miethod, The method of determining the s.e. of^(ri„, can be

formally exhibited as follows. Taking the total differential of g, we have

where stands for (r,„ - etc. Now compute the variance, assuming

that the variances and covariances of (r,„ - 0) exist

1 V y ^ (6a.2.9)

(iii) Let T„ be a k-dimensiono! statistic (Ti„ ,
. .

. , T^„) with the a.d. as in (ii).

Let gi, .
.

g^be q functions ofk variables and each be totally differentiable.

Then the a.d. of

V - V , . .
. , TaJ - t^)]

1 ,

is q-variate normal with zero means and dispersion matrix GLG', where

G = {dgijcOj). The rank of the distribution is equal to f?(GLG') (see Chapter 8).

A practically equivalent statement of the result of (iii) is as follows. If

(T,„, TJ is distributed approximately as k-variaic normal with mean

{0j, ..., Ok) and dispersion matrix then {g^, g^) is distributed

approximately as ly-variate normal with mean [^i(8), . .
. ,

i?q(8)] and dispersion

matrix /7'‘GLG'.

To prove the result we need only consider a linear function g — big^ + • ‘ •

+ b^g^ and apply the result of (ii). Let 6 = /)i^i(6) + • + ^^^,(0). Then the

a.d. of yjn{g - d) is normal with zero mean and variance

(T„ - b'G L G'b

(6a.2.10)

where b' = (/?i,
. .

. , bff Since b is arbitrary we obtain the desired result.

The result of (iii) as stated is not useful in practical applications since the

dispersion matrix GLG' depends on the parameters which may be unknown.

We can state the stronger result as in (iv) below provided as functions of

the parameters (/j , . ,
. , (1*

,
are continuous.

(iv) Let G„ , be the values of G and £ a/ ,
/ = 1 ,

. .
. , Further,

let F„ be the d.f of yjnu ^„ , i = \ , .. .,q and H„ be the d.f. of a q-variatenormal
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distribution with mean zero and dispersion matrix G„L„G„. Then ifL and G are

continuous in 9,

lim sup (f„ - //„) = 0. (6a.2.11)
"-'W X,

The result (6a.2.ll) follows from the fact that both and have the

same limit and the limit is continuous in the variables. The result shows that

f„ can be approximated by a <?-variate normal distribution with the dispersion

matrix G„E„G', which involves only the sample statistics.

Pooling of Estimates. In practice, we are often faced with the problem of

pooling of independent estimates of a parameter obtained from different

sources. Generally, each estimate is reported as a number with an estimated

standard error. In such cases two problems are to be considered. First, can

all the estimates be considered as homogeneous, that is, are they estimating

the same quantity.^ Second, if the estimates are homogeneous, what is the

best way of combining them to obtain a single estimate.!^ With these objects

in view, we shall consider the following propositions.

Let Ti , . .
. , 7* be independent consistent estimators of parameters 0^ ,

. .
.

,

Ofc ,
based on sample sizes n, , . .

. , w* respectively. Let the a.d. ofJnj(Tj - 6^

be A^[0, as Consider the statistic H (for homogeneity)

H = f niiT, - S)

fl = Y 'hJL ^ V^ Si\Ti) ^ s,\Ti)
(6a.2.13)

If each Tf does not estimate the same quantity, the differences are reflected in

the statistic (6a.2.12), and therefore it may be used to test the hypothesis

(v) Let « = «i + • •
• + and denote by izi the ratio njn, J = 1, . .

. ,
h.

The a.d. of

H = I
Si\r)

njT- - B)

si'iTd

(6a.2.14)

is on(k~\) D.F.asn->^,ifwe keep , . .
.

,

unfixed, under the hypothesis

0^
— • • • = and the assumption that Si, i = \ , , k are continuous functions.

Let us observe that, when 0^ = • •* = 0* = 0 (say),

^n,(T,-0y
(6a.2.15)
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where

It is then easy to establish, because of continuity of j, ,
that

n,{Ti - Oy K,iTi - ey
0

(6a.2.16)

nio-oyi n{e*-6yi

where 6* is the same as ^ of (6a.2.16) with 5i^{Ti) replaced by Hence

the a.d. of H is the same as that of

H' rt V V

where e,'= and 0» = (£ TJct^) Anting

we see that

yi = fyT,-e)ic„

(6a.2.17)

(6a.2.18)

where the a.d. of y i
is 7V(0, 1). Since H' is quadratic (and therefore continuous

in) in yi, yfc, the a.d. of H' is the same as that of the quadratic form

(6a.2.I8) under the assumption that is jV(0, 1) and are independent.

If we apply the criteria given in [(ii) 3b.4], it is easily seen that the quadratic

form (6a. 2. 18) is distributed as on {k — 1) D.F.

When H is not large, or not significant at a chosen probability level, the

(natural) pooled estimate is

with the estimated asymptotic variance

(6a.2.19)

(6a.2.20)

In practice, the formula (6a. 2. 12) in terms of Tj is useful in computing the

statistic H.
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Note. It is shown in (ii) that when the a.d. of -
0,-) is N[0,

the a.d. of v/w[^(T,) -<5r(0/)] is A^[0, where depends on and the

derivative of g. If ^ is a one-to-one function of its argument, the hypothesis

= • • = is equivalent to the hypothesis = • • • - We are then

faced with the problem of choosing a suitable function g and applying the H
test on ^(Ti), . .

.

,

^(7^) instead of on Ti, . .
.

,

Similarly we may obtain a

pooled estimate of g{(f) and then by inversion obtain a pooled estimate of 6.

There is no satisfactory answer to this problem, but when = = the

corresponding are also equal and ^ can be determined in such a way that

the are independent of 0^ (see 6g). Such a choice of g seems to have some

advantage. We consider applications of the H test on transformed statistics

in6g.

6b CHI-SQUARE TESTS FOR THE MULTINOMIAL
DISTRIBUTION

6b.l Test of Departure from a Simple Hypothesis

Let . .
.

,

be the observed frequencies and tti, . .
.

,

be the hypothetical

probabilities of a multinomial distribution. To test the hypothesis

i = k (assigned values), K. Pearson (1900) suggested the criterion

(«, ~ nni)^

tlKi
I

(observed — expected)^

expected
(6b.l.l)

(i) The a.d. of yf as defined in (6b.l.l) is x^[k — 1).

To prove this we apply the sufficient condition of (6a. 1.6). The statistic

(6b. 1.1) is the quadratic form V'CV with C ^ I. The conditions (6a. 1.6)

= 12 = I = C, C<t) = I(l> = <})

are satisfied with (z = I / 0. Hence a.d. of (6b. 1. 1) is on D.F. equal to

(rank I - 1) = (k -
1
). Hence the result.

6b.2 Chi-Square Test for Goodness of Fit

The general problem in judging goodness of fit is to test whether the cell

probabilities are specified functions of a fewer number of parameters whose

values may be unknown.

(i) Let the cell probabilities be the specified functions 7ii(0), ?Ia(0)

involving q unknown parameters (0^, ..., 0^)
“ 0 • Further let (u) 0 be an

efficient estimator u/O in the sense of (5c.2.6), (b) each 7:^0) admit continuous

partial derivatives of the first order {only) with respect to 6j, j ~ \ , q or
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each 7ti(0) be a totally differentiable function 0/ , . .
. , 0^ , and (c) the matrix

M = ^ 9 )
computed at the true values o/0 is of rank

q. Then the a..d of

2 ^ y ^ y
(Q Ef

^ ^ nk, ^ E
(6b.2.1)

is x.^(k - \ - q), where ki = ni0).

We note that efficient estimates in the sense of (5c. 2.6) exist under the

condition (b) as shown in [(iv), 5e.2]. Hence the a.d. of (6b.2.1) is established

under the sole assumption of the existence and continuity of ftrst-order

partial derivatives of 7r,(0) or simply the total differentiability of Tr^O).

For simplicity in the proof we write X„ = y„ (asymptotically equivalent) to

represent the statement X„ - y„—^0. Let

U'-
- ^

1 ) n(kk - 71^)
^

s/nKi_ Jnuk /

matrix of order {k x q) and rank q.

D' = [V«(0,

Z = M'V, where V is as defined in (6a.Ll)

The information matrix (/„) = M'M = (say). By the assumption that the

rank of Mhq,J is nonsingular at the true value of 0 and since 9 is efficient

in the sense of (5c. 2. 6),

D = y"^M'V.

Expanding 7ij(6) at 0 under the condition (b), we see that

\/n[7ri(^) - ;r;(9)] ^ 1 ^ dUi

(6b.2.2)

(6b.2.3)

The relationship (6b. 2. 3) for / = 1, . .
. ,

/c can be written in matrix notation

U = MD. By substitution for D from the relation (6b. 2. 2), U ^
Finally, subtracting V from either side, we have

V - U = (I - M>-^M')V. (6b.2.4)

The statistic of (6b. 2, 1) is, replacing k] by Ttj in the denominator,

(V - U)'(V - U) 4 V'(I - M^''M')(I - M^"^M')V

= V'(I - since M'M J.
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The sufficient condition (6a. 1.6) for a distribution

(I - = I - since M'M = y
(I-My^M')4) = 4), since M'4) = 0

is satisfied with a = 1 ^ 0. Furthermore, because of idempotency

rank (I ~ My^M') = trace (I - My ^M')

^ fc - trace = k- tracey ^M’M

-k - trace \^
= k - q

where I, is a unit matrix of order q. Hence by using the result [(iv), 6a.l],

the a.d. of (6b.2 J) is ^ - 1), so that the rule for D.F. is (A - 1 - the

number of parameters estimated) provided the rank of (SttJVn-i 30 j) is

Note. One of the conditions under which the distribution of (6b. 2.1) is

established is that the estimator § used in obtaining the expected frequencies

is efficient. In Chapter 5 we discussed the various conditions under which

efficient estimators exist and the methods leading to the computation of such

estimators. There is indeed a large class of efficient estimators, the choice of

any one of which would make the a.d. of (6b.2.1) valid. There is, however,

some advantage in using the maximum likelihood estimators provided the

conditions under which they are efficient are satisfied (See Rao, 1961a, 1962d).

6b.3 Test for Deviation in a Single Cell

The goodness of fit test provides an overall test of differences between

observed and expected frequencies specified by a model. Sometimes it is of

interest to examine whether the departure from expected is due to deficiency

or otherwise of the observed frequency in a particular cell. For instance, in

studying a frequency distribution of accidents, we may suspect that there is

underrecording of individuals with no accidents. Cochran (1954) proposed

as the test criterion the residual

^

[»;• - nuji^)]
(6b.3.1)

to examine the deviation in the yth cell. To determine the a.d. of the statistic

(6b. 1.3), it is enough to compute its asymptotic variance (a.v,), that is, the

variance of its a.d.

From (6b.2.4), we see that

V - U=2= (I - My“*M')V, U- My ^M'V.
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The covariance between the asymptotic equivalents of V - U and U is

(I -Mj^’'M0[£:(VV')]My ^M'

= (I-M^"^M')(I - = e, since (t>'M = 0.

Therefore each component of\-V is uncorrelated, asymptotically, with all

the components of U, which is an important result, similar to the result in

least squares theory that the residuals are uncorrelated with best estimates

[(ii),4a.4].

Hence the a. cov. of the ;'th components of U and V is zero, which is the

same as

fn - rt7ij(6) nrr/e) -
a. cov ; ^

I JnnfSi) f

that is,

' v^(9) < *

'

But

fn; - n7t/e)(
^

frij
-

«7tj(e)l

1 y/nKf^) 1 i Vn7l/0) 1

and

: 1 - 71/9),

071 - n7i/e)] - n7r/0)] _ ^ ^ st

/—^ /

—

v^ -i-LL^ '

V nnf^) I I stnjdO.ee,

by using the formula (6a. 2. 6). Hence

The test based on a normal deviate N(0, 1), for deviation in the;th cell, is

nj - nnfe)

M6)7r/6)]‘^^'

For a single parameter, formula (6b.3.2) becomes

. 1 /dKj\^ i

where r(6) is the information per observation.

(6b.3.3)

(6b.3.4)
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As an example let us consider the deviation in (he zero cell of an observed

distribution of a Poisson variable. Here,

. .
1

71(1 = e ^ and / = -.

The value of (6b.3.4) is

1 — e~^ -

Suppose in an observed distribution we have

n = 200, Wq = 15, and fi (estimate of fi) = 2.1055

nQ~nftQ = \5-200e~^
= 15 -24.356 - -9.356

nHovili) = ne~H\ - ~

= 24.356(0.62181) = 15.1448.

The statistic (6b.3.3) has the absolute value

9.356

715.1448
2.40,

which is high for a normal deviate indicating a deficiency in the zero cell.

6b.4 Test Whether the Parameters Lie in a Subset

Assuming the specification 71^(0) to be true, let us examine whether 0 belongs

to a subset of the admissible values, specified by the locus

0; = . .
. , T^), 1 = 1,...,^; r<q, (6b.4.1)

where gi admit continuous first derivatives and Tj, . .
. ,

r, are new parameters.

To test the hypothesis (6b.4.1), the author proposed the test criterion (Rao,

1961a)

= (6b-4.2)

where and £2 stand for the estimated frequencies when there is no restric-

tion on 0 and when subjected to the restrictions (6b.4.]) respectively.

More specifically, let 0 be an efficient estimate of 0 without any restriction.

When the hypothesis (6b.4,l) is true, ni is a function of t' = (ti, . , . ,
r,) and

let ^ be an efficient estimate of t. Then the a.d. of

(^b.4.3)

is that of - Oi provided ni{x) satisfy conditions similar to those of

71,(0) as functions of 0.
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This proposition can be proved on the same lines as in 6b.2, We note that

the information matrices and ^ for t and 0 are connected by the relation

A where A = {dOJdXj) is the matrix of the derivatives. The difference

- tTfft)] can be expanded in terms of observed frequencies as in the

case of yn[7ri($) - 7tj(0)l. The statistic (6b.4.3) is then equivalent to a quad-

ratic form in V. An application of (6a. 1.6) yields the result.

6b.S Some Examples

Example L Bateson gives the following data concerning the segregation of

two genes for purple-red flower color and long-round pollen shape in sweet

peas.

The results come from an intercross so that the expected frequencies, on the

hypothesis of independent segregation, are in the ratio 9 :3 :3 : 1. Are the

data in agreement with the expected frequencies ? We can apply the lest

of6b.l.

Purple-long Red-long Purple-Round Red-Round Total

Observed 296 27 19 85 427

Expected 3843-M6 1281-^16 1281 -M6 427^16 427

(Observed)^

Expected
364.7817 9.1054 4.5090 270.7260 649.1221

X" = 649.1221 - 427 = 222.1221 on 3 D.F.

The probability of on 3 D.F. exceeding 222.1221 is very small showing

that there is departure from the expected. For the large sample test to hold, it

is necessary that each cell expected frequency should be greater than 5. An
exact test may be made in some situations when the expected frequencies are

small, as shown in Example 2. Other devices for dealing with small expec-

tations are considered in 6d.2 and 6d.3.

Example 2. Test whether the frequencies 8, 3, 1 could have arisen from a

trinomial with equal probabilities.

The expected values 4, 4, 4 are all small so that the approximation may

not be valid. If we ignore this condition, the x^ on 2 D.F. is

8^ 3

7'^4'^T
12 = 6.5,

which has a probability between 2% and 5%. In the present example as the

expected frequencies are all small, we are in doubt about the validity of the
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approximation. This doubt necessitates the evaluation of the actual prob-

abilities of being equal to or exceeding the observed value 6.5. The

probability for any observed set of frequencies x, y,z is

12 !

xlylzl W
There are 91 partitions of 12 and the probabilities for partitions yielding

a ^ 6.5 are computed as follows:

Partitional Type Number Probability Chi-square

12 0 0 3 0.0M882 24

11 1 0 6 0.0‘'2258 18.5

10 2 0 6 0.0^1242 14

10 I 1 3 0.0^2484 13.5

9 3 0 6 O.OMI40 10.5

9 2 1 6 0.0^1242 9.5

8 4 0 6 0.0^9314 8

8 3 1 6 0.0^3726 6.5

7 5 0 6 0.0^490 6:5

When we add these probabilities, the exact probability of being greater

than or equal to 6.5 is found to be 0.04844, which is slightly higher than the

value found from the asymptotic distribution. But in general the agreement

may not be so close. The agreement will be fairly good when the expected

value in each cell is greater than 5.

6b.6 Test for Deviations in a Number of Cells

In addition to U, M defined in 6b.2 and V in 6b.l, we denote

- mil (0) - n;r*(0)

’ y/nn^$)
(6b.6.1)

the vector denoting deviations in the k cells. It may seem that the of

goodness of fit described in 6b.l is W'W.

In 6b.3 we developed a test for examining deviation in a single cell. We

shall now develop a test for deviations in r specified cells. For this we find

the asymptotic dispersion (a.D) matrix of W which is equivalent to V - U.

Then

a.D(W) = a.D(V - U) == a.D(V) - a.D(U) (6b.6.2)
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since the asymptotic covariance matrix between V - U and U is null as

shown in 6b.3. Hence

a.D(V) - a.D(U) = (I (6b.6.3)

Let d denote the sub-vector ofW containing only the terms corresponding

to the subset of cells in which the deviations have to be tested and let B
denote the dispersions matrix of d obtained from (6b.4. 3) by retaining only

the relevant elements. The elements ofB involve the unknown 0. Substituting

0 for 0 we obtain the matrix 6. The test for examining the deviations in r

specihed cells is

X^-d'fi'^d (6b.6.4)

on r D.F provided R(B) = r. Otherwise a g-inverse of 6 has to be used in

which case the D.F. of is R(B)-

6c TESTS RELATING TO INDEPENDENT SAMPLES
PROM MULTINOMIAL DISTRIBUTIONS

6c.l General Results

Suppose that we have samples of sizes from m finite multinomial

populations, all not necessarily having an equal number of cells. As for a single

multinomial, two types of problems arise. First, to test the specifications

(i.e., of cell probabilities as given functions of a certain number of parameters)

simultaneously for all the multinomial distributions. Second, to test whether

the parameters belong to a subset of the admissible values.

For example, we may have samples from two different populations

providing the frequencies of 0, A, B, AB blood groups. First we may examine

whether the frequencies in each group are in accordance with Bernstein’s

hypothesis, as discussed in 5g of Chapter 5. A second question that naturally

arises is whether the gene frequencies are the same in both the populations.

Let p, q represent the A, B gene frequencies in the first population and p\ q'

represent the corresponding gene frequencies in the second population. The

hypothesis states that p=p' and q=q\
Let us consider a general problem where the cell probabilities of the /th

population are specified functions

(6C.1.1)

of q unknown parameters
, 0,^. Let /jji,

,

=

”i.) ^
observed frequencies in the ith sample, and , , .

. ,
be the m.L estimators

based on the fth sample. Let the probabilities (6c. LI) satisfy the conditions
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for an application of the goodness of fit test of 6b. 2. Then the goodness

of fit fot the fih sample is

= i (6c,1,2)

J- 1 ^ij

on D.F. equal io(ki-q -
1), where iij are obtained by substituting ,

for the unknown parameters. The total arising from the m samples

(i.e., m individual goodness of fit x^ ’s),

(6C.1.3)

i^l 1= 1 J,l Hi.
71,

J

has then — mg - m D.F. , which provides an overall test of the specifica-

tions of the probabilities.

Now let 9^i = 6, for all r and i so that the same parameter values are applic-

able to all the m populations, and denote by
r

the m.l. estimators of

01, . .
, ,

obtained from the combined sample. Let ttJ be the value of 7r,j(0)

when 0*, . .
. ,

0* are substituted for 0i, . .
. , 0,. We thus have two estimated

expected values for the observed frequency riij ,

Ei = (expected)i =

El = (expected)2 =

where it may be noted that is obtained by substituting the m.l. estimators

obtained from the ith sample alone as in (6c. 1.2). The x^ test for the hypothesis

that the same parameter values are applicable to all the samples is

AE, {I'iAi
-

which is asymptotically -
Ol- The proof is similar to that of (6b.4.2).

6c.2 Tests of Homogeneity of Parallel Samples

Let the frequencies in k classes for two samples be as in Table 6c.2a.

TABLE 6c.2a. Observed Frequencies in Two Parallel Samirfes

Classes

Sample (1) (2) {k) Total

First ffi.

Second «ji rtii nik ftz.

Total rt.2 n.t n..

First/total Pt Pi Pk P
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The classes may refer to a discrete classification or to intervals of a continuous

variable. If nothing is specified about the hypothetical cell probabilities (i.e.,

as functions of a smaller number of parameters), how can it be tested that the

two samples have come from the same population ?

Let
, TTifc and 7r2i, . be the probabilities of the cells in the two

populations. The hypothesis to be tested is Ttij = ;r 2 i,
? - 1, . .

. ,
The estimate

of Ttii from the first sample is

and that of nii from the second sample is

If rti, - ;r2 ,

= ;Tj (say), the estimate of the common value (from the combined

sample) is

n,, n
_

The of (6c. 1.4) for the hypothesis under test is

/ ni.rt.f

^ ^
~ ^2) _ ^

I >

£2 ( = 1 nj n
^

1=1 ^2 n
j

1

P(1 -P)
Z n.iiPi - P^

1

P(1 - P)

where pi and p are as defined in Table 6c. 2o:. The defined in (6c.2.1) has

{k - 1) D.F. as the hypothesis specifies the equality of {k - 1) independent

cell probabilities.

In general, when theie are m samples to be compared, the formula is

n

Z).£. = (m-l)(/c-I). (6C.2.2)

The formula for cannot he simplified further in the general case.
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6c.3 An Example

The distribution in four blood group classes 0, A, B, AB of 353 individuals

belonging to community C and 364 individuals of community D are given

in Table 6c.3a. The lest (6c.2.1) is applied to examine the equality of the

hypothetical proportions of the blood group classes in the two communities.

The = 11.77 on 3 D.F. computed in Table 6c. 3a is significant at the 5%
level indicating differences between communities.

TABLE 6c3a. Classification of Individuals by Blood Groups

0 A B AB Total

Community C 121 120 79 33 353

Community D 118 95 121 30 364

Total 2^ 215 Im T3 'th

Community C
^ Total

0.5063 0,5581 0.3950 0.5238 0.4923

'^nuPi - .p - 121(0.5063) + 120(0.5581) + - - 353(0.4923) - 2,9428

p{\ ~ p) -0.24994, x' = 2.9428/0.24994 - 11.77 on 3 D.F.

The y} test on 3 D.F. is not, however, the best for the available data if the

object is to establish differences between communities. The intrinsic (or

genetic) difference, if any, between the communities, is in the relative frequen-

cies of the 0, A, B genes. A test of the hypothesis of equality of gene fre-

quencies is more fundamental than that of the equality of frequencies of the

phenotypes without recognizing that the latter are known functions of the

former. Only when such functional dependence on more intrinsic characters

like the gene frequencies is unknown or is in doubt, is a test of the type (6c.2. 1)

involving the phenotypical frequencies valid.

TABLE 6c.3j3. Maximum Likelihood Estimates

P 4 f = (\-p~q)

Community C 0.24649 0.17317 0.58034

Community D 0.19025 0.23573 0.57401

Combined sample 0.21762 0.20435 0.57803

26(54*45)1973
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The specification of the probabilities of the phenotypes O, A, B, AB in

terms of gene frequencies p, q, r is given in the illustrative example of Section

5g. By applying the method of m. I. as indicated in that section, the estimates

of p, q, r for the first sample, second sample, and the combined sample are

obtained. Using these estimates, the expected values (E^ and £2) 0^ the basis

of individual estimates and combined estimates are obtained for each com-

munity and shown in Table 6c.3y.

TABLE 6c.Sy. Expected Values under the Two Hypotheses

Classes Probabilities

Community C Community D

Observed £1 £2 Observed £1 £2

0 121 118.89 117.94 118 119.93 121.62

A p" + 2pr 120 122.44 105.52 95 92.68 108.81

B q^ + 2qr 79 81.54 98.14 121 118.74 101.19

AB 2pq 33 30.13 31.40 30 32.65 32.37

Total 1 353 353 353 364 364 364

X* (goodness of fit)

^ (0 - £1
)^

for community C ^ ^ = 0.44, 1

£^1
D.F.

for community D = J = 0.35, 1 D.F.

for homogeneityl ^ ^ (E, - E^y

of communities 1
~ ^ ~ 1LU4, 2 D.F.

The values of x^ for the individual communities are small, which indicates

that the specification of cell probabilities in terms of gene frequencies are

valid. The last establishes the difference between communities in a better

way than the of 11.77 on 3 D.F. obtained from a direct comparison of

phenotypic frequencies. The two are nearly of the same magnitude,

but the based on a comparison of gene frequencies has 1 D.F. less, giving

a lower probability in favor of the null hypothesis.

The test can be extended to examine differences between several communi-

ties simultaneously. We need to obtain m.l. estimates for individual samples

and for the combined sample. We then compute two sets of expectations for

comparison by the x^“test.
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6d CONTINGENCY TABLES

6d.l The Probability of an Observed Configuration and Tests in Large Samples

If the individuals of a population can be described as belonging to one of r

categories, A^, .. .,Ar with respect to an attribute A, and to one of s categories,

Bi , with respect to an attribute 5, and so on, then we have a frequency

distribution of individuals in r x s x “ classes, a typical class being re-

presented by AiBj .... If there are k attributes the arrangement described

earlier is called a /r-fold contingency table. No new distribution problems arise

since a contingency table as considered in the present section is only a special

case of a multinomial with r x s x “ classes and the general results of the

section 6b apply.

In this section the various problems connected with two attributes are

discussed, the treatment being similar in the general case. Let the observed

frequency in the class A^Bj be denoted by and the probability by

Also let

ffil + W,-2 -h -1- TT/i + rt/2 4- TTjs - 71,-

+ TTl
j

-f 7r2^' -f
• • +

+ 112- + '
' = " 1

-h 77 2 "h

^1 + 7^2
.

+''' = 71
1

“f TT 2 T ... ^ ].

The probability of the observed frequencies is that of multinomial in r x j

classes

i-[
±

' WV (6d.l.l)

If Ttij-ni U j, a situation in which the attributes (events) and Bj are

independent, then (6d.l.l) becomes

The first two expressions give the probability of the marginal totals, and the

third gives the probability of the class frequencies for fixed values of the

marginal totals. The conditional probability of all given the marginal

totals and n
,
n is

n !

nn
1

(6d.L3)
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It is interesting to observe that the expression (6d.l.3) is independent of the

hypothetical values of the proportions ;r,-
,

tt j, provided, of course, that the

attributes are independent.

In some situations, especially in designed experiments, one set of marginals

is determined in advance. [Thus, for instance, we might choose a number of

individuals and inoculate them against an infection. Another chosen number

of individuals could be kept as controls. In each group (inoculated or not

inoculated) we obtain the actual numbers of individuals infected and not

infected from which a 2 x 2 contingency table can be set up.] In general, if the

row totals are fixed in advance, then, assuming the same set of probabilities

. .. ,
TTj for different categories in each row, the joint probability of the

observations is

^ n !

... ..., O = 0 — (6d.l.4)
i = 1 n,‘j ! . . . njji

The probability of the marginal totals n
^
in this case is

Pin,, ...,n,) =

(6d.l.5)

which is obtained by summing (6d.l.4) over = 1, s.

Hence the conditional probability of n-^j given the marginal totals is (6d. 1.4)/

{6d.l.5),

nj
(6d.l.6)

which is the same as the expression (6d.l.3) obtained in the general case.

6d.2 Test of Independence in a Contingency Table

If the probabilities Tiij of the cells in a contingency table are assigned, then to

test the hypothesis that the data are in agreement with these hypothetical

values, the statistic

X =yy — = y—— (over all classes) (6d.2. 1)
i j n/Rij t

can be used as on (w - 1) D.F., the only restriction being yy rtij = n .

If the attributes are independent^ the cell probabilities satisfy the relations

for all randy. (6d.2.2)

How can this hypothesis be tested on the basis of the observed data ? Two
situations may arise:
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1. The hypothetical probabilities and ti
y

specifying the marginal

distributions may be known, in which case we are required to examine

whether the cell probabilities could be constructed by the law (6d.2.2).

2. The hypothetical proportions of the marginal frequencies not being

known, we are required to test whether the attributes are independent.

In the first problem we have

n Til TZj
D.F, =rs-l, (6d.23)

which measures the overall discrepancy between the observed and the

expected frequencies. From this we can single out two components

D.F. = (6d.2.4)

- ^(n f
~ n n—_iL, d.f.=

J n n
i

(6d.2.5)

which measure the discrepancy between the observed marginal frequencies

and the expected. With these statistics we can test whether the observed

marginal totals are as expected. On subtracting X\^ and from the total,

we obtain

[riij - fii Tij - w.jTii. +

n Ki K
j

(6d.2.6)

Since the total x^ of (6d.2.3) has (r5 - 1) D.F., X\^ and xi^ have {r -J) and

(s — 1) D.F.; and is positive, it follows from an extension of the result

[(iv), 3b.4] that Xi^ has (r^ - 1) - (r ~ 1) - (i - 1) - (r - l)(j - 1) D.F.

The component (6d.2.6) can be used to test the departure from independence.

As an example, consider the fourfold contingency table with the marginal

hypothetical proportions (pi, ^i) for A and (pi , (fz) for

By Bj Total

Ay a

A 2 c

Total a + c

b a + b

d c + d

b + d n

The total is

X^ = ^
(b-nPigz)^ {c-»qiP2?

_j_

npiP2 npyq2 «5iP2
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The components are

Xi'^

(a + 6 -
^

(c + d-nq,f

npi

(a + c -
^

(b + _ (a + c - npjY
,1 D.F.

^Vi nq2 nPzqi

.Hi^2 - bp^q i-cpiq2 + dp^P2y
, 1 D.F.

nPiP2^i92

Example 1. Table 6d.2a gives Bateson’s distribution of sweet pea plants

obtained from an intercross. The marginal frequencies are expected to be in

the ratio 3:1, and if the two characters, flower color and pollen shape, are

independently inherited, then the cell frequencies are expected to be in the

ratio 9 : 3 ; 3 : 1.

TABLE 6d.2a. Distribution of Plants by Pollen

Shape and Flower Color

Flower Color

Pollen

Shape Purple Red Total

Long 296 27 323

Round 19 85 104

Total J{5 m 4r7

It was seen (Example 1, 6b.5) that the total of discrepancy on 3 D.F. is

222.1221, which is very high. The first component is

I
2

np,Y _ (323 ~ j x 427)^ _
np^ql 427 x ^ x |

which is quite small for 1 D.F., showing that the single factor segregation

with respect to the pollen shape is as expected. Similarly, = 0.3443 which

again is quite small, showing that the single factor segregation with respect

to flower color is as expected. The third component is

2 ,
- bPiQi - cPiqi + (^PiPiY

(296 - 27 x 3 -19 x 3 + 85 x 9)^
= 221.6833,

427 X 3 X 3 X 1 X 1
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which is very high for 1 D.F. The total of the three values is

0.0945 + 0.3443 + 221.6833 - 222.1221,

and thus agrees with the total calculated earlier. It is seen that the whole

discrepancy is concentrated in one component with a single degree of freedom.

This shows that the departure of the observed from the expected cell frequen-

cies is due to the dependence of the characters inherited but not to single

factor segregations. The success of all statistical tests lies in isolating the more

efficient components forjudging the points at issue.

Suppose the hypothetical values of the marginal probabilities are not

known. Then we estimate their values on the hypothesis

The m.l. estimates are

%. = — and ft .

= —

These values may be substituted in the total

r-II
n,- n

j

n

(6d.2.7)

Since (r - 1) + (s ~ 1) parameters have been estimated, the of (6d,2.7)has

{^5 _ 1 ) - (f - 1)
- - 1) = (r - l)(j - 1) degrees of freedom, using the

result on the goodness of fit x^ distribution derived in 6b.2. At the estimated

values of tt, and tt j, the components X\^ and Xi^ have zero values so that

X^^
= Thus Xi measures the departure from independence.

This test is useful in two situations:

1. Suppose that in Bateson’s problem of the segregation of factors it is

found that the marginal frequencies deviate significantly from the

expected. This indicates that the assigned marginal probabilities may not

be correct. In fact, if the single factor segregations are disturbed owing

to unequal viability of the two types of plants, the marginal frequencies

will not be in the ratio 3 : 1. In such a case the third component Xz^ of

{6d.2.6) loses its validity, or, in other words, the significance of may

result from the use of wrong proportions. The best course is then to

substitute the c.stimated proportions and use the test (6d,2.7) obtained

earlier.

2. The second situation occurs when nothing is specified about the marginal

proportions. In this case (6d.2.7) supplies the test for independence.
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In a 2 X 2 table when the hypothetical marginal proportions are not known,

the test (6d.2.7) of independence is

[a-{a + b){a + c)lnf [b-{a + b)(b + d)lnf

(fl + b){a + c)l?i ^ (a + b){b + d)ln

which reduces to

n{ad - bcY ^ {a + c)(b + d)(a + b)ic + d)

with the numerical value

427(296 X 85 - 27 X 19)^

~J\5x 112 x”323 X 704
218.8722

on 1 D.F. in Bateson’s problem of the segregation of factors. The value

of 218.8722 is lower than that obtained by using the hypothetical values of

the marginal proponions. Such discrepancies will not in general lead to

contradictory conclusions. The earlier test makes use of the information sup*

plied by a total of 427 plants whereas the latter makes use of the information

supplied by the set of configurations having the same marginal totals. Some

marginal totals arc more informative than the average, whereas others are less.

Example 2, The data of Table 6d.2/l give the number of skulls excavated

from a locality in three different seasons and the sex distribution as sexed by

investigator A working in the first two seasons and by investigator B working

in the third season. What information do the data supply on the sex ratio of

the population buried in the locality.^

TABLE 6d.2^. The Distribution of Skulls by Sex

and Seasons

Season

Total’

First Second Third

6 162 180 210 552

9 no 125 200 435

How do we approach this problem? First, it is natural to examine whether

the sex ratio is 1 : I in each season. The expected values under such a hypothesis

are given in Table 6d.2y. The for the first season is

(162 - 136)^ (110- 136)^

136 136
= 9.9412,
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and similarly the ’s for the second and third seasons are 9.9180 and 0.2440

giving a total x^ of 20. 1032 on 3 D.F. The too high, indicating departure

from the 1 : 1 sex ratio. Individually the deviations in the first two seasons

(x^
= 9.9412 and 9.9180 on I D.F. each) are significant. The x^ ftom the

marginal total measuring the deviation from the 1 : 1 sex ratio is

(552)^

493.5

(435)^

493.5
- 987 = 13.8692,

which leaves a = 20.1032 - 13.8692 = 6.2340 on 2 D.F. for testing the

differences in the ratio in the three seasons. This is no doubt significant at the

5%, level, showing differences in sex ratio, but the test is not strictly valid

owing to the fact that the marginal totals are not compatible with sex ratio

1:1, the — 13.8692 on 1 D.F. being large. Since we have observed

TABLE 6d.2Y. The Expected Values under

the Hypothesis of Equal Sex Ratios

Season

First Second Third

136 152.5 205

136 152.5 205

that there is an overall discrepancy from the 1 : 1 sex ratio, we might ask

whether the sex ratio is the same for the three seasons although it may not be

1 : 1. A straight test of independence with fixed marginals (6d.2.7) or of

homogeneity of parallel samples (6c. 2. 2) can now^ be calculated This gives a

equal to 6.3222 on 2 D.F., showing significant differences in sex ratios in

the three seasons. The agreement of this x^ with the earlier value of 6.2340

obtained by using the hypothetical ratios is, perhaps, accidental.

We must be careful in drawing conclusions from data of this nature. It must

be observed that the skulls are sexed by a subjective method of anatomical

appreciation, and different investigators may have different methods of

sexing, leading to different ratios. The observed discrepancy in the sex ratios

for different seasons may be due to the result of there being a different

investigator in the third season. The proportions of males as observed are:
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Investigator A Investigator B

Season First Second Third Overall

Proportion 0.5956 0.5902 0.5122 0.5593

The discrepancy between the two investigators is then tested by the test

of independence from the 2 x 2 table:

First and Second Third

Seasons Seasons

342 210

? 235 200

The on 1 D.F. is 6.3055, which is significant. Thus, out of a total of

6.3222 on 2 D.F., measuring the differences in sex ratios, 1 degree alone ac-

counts for 6.3055, which shows that the whole discrepancy between seasons

is due only to the differences between investigators.

What then are our conclusions? There is difference between the investigators

in the technique of sexing the skulls, assuming that the investigators had

worked in the same regions of the locality, so that the observations of the

two investigators are not comparable.

The data also suggest a preponderence of males but it is not known to what

extent the observed deviation from 1 : 1 is due to a wrong technique of sexing

of the skulls. There is also the question of differential preservation of male

and female skulls, the latter being more delicate and fragile, /r appears that

“ m can never solve a problem without creating ten more"'

Example 3. Consider the following data, collected from a number of schools,

regarding speech defects (S^ S2 ,
S3 ) and physical defects P2 , P3 ) of

school children.

^2 S3 Total

Pi 45 26 12 83

Pi 32 50 21 103

Pz 4 10 17 31

Total 86 50 m
The expected values on the hypothesis of independence are:

30.982 32.894 19.124

38.447 40.820 23.733

11.571 12.286 7.143
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The on 2 X 2 = 4 D.F. is 34.8828, which is significant at the 1 % level. It

is seen that, although the frequency in one cell is as small as 4, the expected

frequency is large enough for the approximation to hold. The frequency

also should be large enough, however, for the approximation to be good. In

such cases it is reasonable to combine two cells by adding their frequencies

and treating them as one cell for purposes of tests of significance. In the fore-

going example, 4 and 10 may be added to yield an observed frequency of 14

with the corresponding expected value 1 1.571 -
1
- 12.286 == 23.857. The new

computed by the formula X “ EYjE over the 8 cells is 33.5763. But the

distribution to which this value can be referred is no longer a x^ although it

has been the practice to refer it to a x^ distribution with 1 D.F. less, that

is, on 4 — 1 = 3 D.F. Although the summation is now taken over one cell

less, theoretically 1 D.F. is not lost. So to use the new on (4 - 1) = 3 D.F.

is to overestimate significance whereas to consider it as on 4 D.F. is to under-

estimate significance. Although definite conclusions can be drawn cither when

the new x^ is not significant on 3 D.F. or when it is significant on 4 D.F., as

in the present case, it is not possible to infer about the actual level of signifi-

cance when the new is significant on 3 D.F. and not on 4 D.F.

The appropriate distribution of the x^ in such cases has been investigated

by Chernoff and Lehmann (1954). They show it to be the distribution of a

linear combination of x^ variables. Since it is difficult to use such a distribution

the following approach is suggested. We first obtain a new set of expected

values by considering the cells and S2P3, as constituting a single cell.

If pi, ^ 1 ,
and pi.qi, are the marginal proportions for physical defects

and speech defects, the probability of the observed frequencies on the hypo-

thesis of independence is proportional to

(PlP2)‘^'^(Pl^2y^(Pl^2y^
' '

' [(P2 +

The maximum likelihood equations for pi, t/i, p 2 > 92 are

217p, -83, 217^1 - 103

76^2-77^2. 217(1 -P2-92) = 50

which give the estimates

- 0.387308, ^2 = 0.382278, ^ = 0.230414.

The estimates of Pi , 9i, are the same as before. The new expectations are

32.147 31.729 19.124

39.893 39.375 23.733

(12.006 + 11.851) 7.143

and the x^ on (7 - 4) D.F. is 31.2472. This test is valid in the sense that when

significance is noted the hypothetis of independence is rejected.
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Fisher recommended a test based on likelihood (see 6e), which is more

appropriate when the cell frequencies are small. This is defined by

^- = 2 log,«

Here, L is approximately distributed as on (r - 1)(5 - 1) D.F. The value

of L in the foregoing problem is 30.4448, which is significant on 4 D.F.

Even the use of L requires a large sample.

It must be emphasized that the object of a test is first to establish departure

from independence in a general way. For this it is enough to use a valid test

which is simple to compute. If necessary more refined tests may be used to

examine different portions of the contingency table. For instance, we may

inquire whether the two physical defects P 2 and and the speech defects 5,

and S2 are associated. This needs a refined technique as discussed in the

next section.

6d.3 Tests of Independence in Small Samples

In testing for any hypothesis specifying some relations satisfied by the para-

meters, we see that the unknown parameters do not enter into the large sample

distribution of the statistic. But in small samples it might happen that the

approximation breaks down and/or the unknown parameters appear in

the exact distribution of y^. In the latter, no exact Test of significance is

possible, owing to the presence of the unknown parameters, called nuisance

parameters, in the probability distribution.

One way to remove the nuisance parameters is to compare the particular

observed sample, not with the whole population of samples with which a

comparison might be made if the exact values of the nuisance parameters

were known, but with a subpopulation selected with reference to the sample

in such a way that the distribution of a statistic in this subpopulation does

not involve any unknown parameter. For instance, it is shown that on the

hypothesis of independence oftwo attributes the probability of cell frequencies

given the marginal totals, is

EbiLiIliLi! n n i-
n! ^11*11,,!’

which does not contain the hypothetical values and n j, thus admitting

the possibility of determining the exact probabilities in tests of independence.

Example 1. Do the following data on sociability (S) and nonsociability (NS)

of soldiers recruited in cities (C) and villages (V) suggest that the city soldiers

are more sociable than the village soldiers?
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S I^S Total

C 13 4 17

F _6 20

Total T9 78 37

The smaller frequencies in one diagonal suggest that city soldiers are more
sociable. But it must be ascertained whether such a configuration as the

observed and those indicating a higher degree of sociability of the city recruits

can occur by chance if in fact there was no dilTerence in the sociabilities of the

city and the village recruits. Since for fixed marginals the probability of a

given configuration a, b, c, d in the four cells is

)7!20! 19! 18! 1

TT ^b\dd\'

we find that the probabilities for configurations with 4, 3, 2, 1 and 0 in the

northeast corner cell (these being less favorable to the hypothesis of independ-

ence and more to the alternative suggested) arc, respectively, 0.0^5218,

0.0^5966, 0.07097, and 0.0^1075, adding up to 0.0059. The chances

are very small, thus indicating that city soldiers arc more sociable than village

soldiers.

If the cell frequencies are not small, this result could be established by

calculating a for testing independence and determining the probability of

a normal deviate with zero mean and unit variance exceeding x- the fore-

going example,

17 X 20 X 19 X 18

X
= = 2.8181,

so that the normal probability is 0.0025, which is smaller than the actual

value 0.0059, the discrepancy being due to the smallness of the sample.

Yates (1934) suggested that by calculating from a table obtained by

increasing the smaller frequency* by 1/2 without altering the marginal totals

a closer approximation to the actual probability is realized. In the present

example, the new said to be corrected for continuity, is

X
2

37(12.5 X 13.5-6.5x4.5)^

17 X 20 X 19 X 18
6.1922.

• The reference is to the smaller frequency in the diagonal (6, 4) under consideration,

indicating nonsociability of the village recruits. In the general test of independence, i is to

be added to a frequency to obtain a smaller
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The value of % is 2.4884, so that the normal probability is 0.0064, which is

closer to the actual value than in the case of the uncorrected

A slightly different method suggested by V. M. Dandekar involves the

calculation of X\^ for the observed configuration and those

obtained by increasing and decreasing the smallest frequency by unity.

From these a corrected x^ can be obtained by the formula

2 2 Xq ~ y.-\ f 2 2\
Ic 2 2

- Xo )

Xi -X-i

In the present example, Xo^ = '7-9435, Xi^
= 12.0995, X-i^ =4,6587, and

, 7.9435 - 4.6587
= 7.9435 (12.0995 - 7.9435) = 6.1086

12.0995 - 4.6587
^ ^

2.4715.

The normal probability is 0.0068, which is also close to the actual value.

The likelihood test

i. = 2^01og.^

in this case gives the value 8.281 1 . The value of y is ^^8.281 1 = 2.8778, so that

the probability is much smaller than the actual value. Thus the likelihood

test does not improve the situation.

Example 2. In Example 1, the object of investigation was to study whether

city soldiers are more sociable than village soldiers. For this purpose we

considered the deviations from the expected in one way only. But, in general,

if the object is to discover association between two attributes without specify-

ing the nature of the association, it is necessary to consider deviations from the

expected in either direction. The configurations giving a value higher than

the observed are not only those with 3, 2, 1,0 frequency in the northeast cell

but also 4, 3, 2, 1,0 in the northwest cell. The probabilities for the latter are,

respectively 0.0^2088,0.0^1864,0.0^8733, 0.0^1828, and 0.0® 1 132 adding up to

0.0023. The probability of small frequencies in the northeast cell as calculated

earlier is 0.0059 giving a total probability of 0.0059 + 0.0023 = 0.0082, which

is small, thus indicating departure from independence.

If the sample is large, we can find the probability by directly entering the

uncorrected x^ ^ f^ble on 1 D.F. In the present example is 7.9435 with

the associated probability of about 0.005, which is smaller than the actual

value 0.0082.

Using Yate’s correction for continuity, the is 6. 1 922 ,
with the correspond-

ing probability 0.0128, which is higher than the actual value.
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To extend Dandekar’s correction to this example we first note that the

values below and above the observed = 7.9435 are 6.0598 and 9.7448

corresponding to the partitions

5 12 and 4 13

14 6 15 5

The corrected is

= 7.9435 -

7.9435

9.7448

6.0598
^f9.7448 - 7.9435)

= 7.0228,

which gives a probability 0.0082, almost exactly equal lo the actual value. In

general, Dandekar’s correction is slightly better than that of Yates although

the correction is simpler in Yates’ method.

In testing for linkage on the basis of data classified according to two factors,

it is enough to test for association one way if it is known that the recombina-

tion fraction is less than 1/2. It is now known that the recombination fraction

can exceed 1/2, as demonstrated by Fisher. So it is better first to disprove the

hypothesis of independence without inquiring as to the nature of association.

Furthermore, it must be noted that departure from independence may occur

in experimental data owing to various causes, and it is better to use a test

which gives a direct appraisal of the data as to its compatibility with the

hypothesis of independence.

For further examples illustrating the use of x^ on categorical data see

Fisher (1925).

6e SOME GENERAL CLASSES OF LARGE SAMPLE TESTS

6e.l Notations and Basic Results

Let Xj, ..., x„ be i.i.d. random variables, which may be multidimensional

and let p(x, 0) be the common probability density depending on a ^ dimen-

sional parameter 0' = (ffi, , , ,, 0^), The admissible set of 0 is taken lo be a

nondegenerate interval of the ^-dimensional Euclidean space. The log

likelihood of n independent observations and the /'th efficient score as defined

in 5f and 5g are

/(e)-log/7{x,,e)+ • + logp(x„,0)

1 dl

1 11 dp(x,.e) 1
dp(x„,0}

\ (6e.l.l)
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Let be the information matrix on 0 in a single observation x, that is, if

y = (y„), then

” lp(x,e)afl/p(x,0)aoj‘
(6e.l.2)

(i) Let V' = (<^i(0), . , <^q(0))- Then the a.d. of\ is q variate normal with

mean zero and dispersion matrix J

.

To prove the result, we need only show that the a,d. of a linear function

b'V = ai0j(O) + •
• + 6q^q(9) is univariate normal with mean zero and

variance b',/b. Consider

hi dp{Xi,Q) 6, ap(x.,0)

p(x,.,G) aa, '^p{xi,e) ae.

Then £(>’,) - 0 and

viyi) = llKb.4
dp dp\

\p{x,,d) dO/ p{Xi,Q) dOj

(6e.l.3)

Thus >’i,
. .

.

,

are i.i.d, variables each with mean zero and variance b',/b.

Hence the a.d. of (ji
+ h y„)ls^:n is 7V(0, h'Jh) as /? -+oo. But

iy, + --- + yn)l^n^h'\. (6e.l.4)

Hence the result of (i) is established.

(ii) Let p(x, 0) satisfy the regularity conditions of $f.l. Denote by 0 the

consistent root of the likelihood equation based on n observations and by D'

the vector of deviations [-JniOi
-

0,), , .
.

,

v

“

^q)]- Furthermore, let

y, the information matrix, be nonsingular. Then we have the following

asymptotic equivalences.

\ = yD or D = y''V, (6e.l.5)

2[/(0) - /(0)] = D'J^D. (6e.l.6)

The results (6e. 1.5) and (6e.l.6) are easily established following the argu-

ments of 5f.2. In most of the examples the maximum likelihood estimator is

found to be the consistent root of the likelihood equation, and we shall

assume that they are the same in the rest of the discussion of the present

section. *

(iii) Suppose that the q parameters 0^, .. .,0^ are subject tok <q restrictions

/?i(e) = o,,.../?*(0) = o, where admit continuous partial derivatives
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of the first order. Let these restrictions be equivalent to specifying each Sf

as a function of s = q - k new parameters, . .
.

,

where g^ admit continuous partial derivatives of the first order. Let p be the m.l.

estimator of p and denote by

4',(p) = a//v'«^i5,, u' = ['i',(p),...,'p.(p)],

F' = [V« 01 - W, . . ,
Vn - ft)],

and by H the information matrix on p in a single observation x. Then we have

thefollowing:

(a) U-HF or - F, applying (6e. 1.5), (6e.l.7)

(b) 2[/(P) - /(P)]
^ FW\ (6e.l.8)

(c) U = M'V and H = (6e.l.9)

where M = (dgildfij) is a matrix of order q x s.

Result (b) is similar to (6e.l.6) and it is easy to verify (c).

6e.2 Test of a Simple Hypothesis

Under the setup of 6e.l, to test the hypothesis 0 = 8o (an assigned value),

Neyman and Pearson (1928) proposed the likelihood ratio criterion

UBq)

sup L(0)

9

(6e.2.1)

where the supremum is taken over the admissible set of 0 values. Taking

logarithms and using the m.l. estimator 6 of 0, the test criterion (6e.2.l) may

be written

-21og,A = 2[;(§)-/(eo)]. (6e.2.2)

Let D„ V„, .fo denote the values of D, V, .f when Go is substituted for

e and /(B), the value of Jf at e = 6. To test the hypothesis 6 = Bo, Wald

(1943) proposed the criterion

tF„ = Di[y(0)]Do,

and the author (Rao, 1947e) proposed the criterion based on efficient scores

= (6e-2-4)

87(54-45)1973
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winch does not require the explicit computation of the m./. estimates. From

(6e.l.6), we see that

2[/(0) - i{0o)] = Do /o Do = D^[/(0)]Do .

and from (6e. 1.5)

Dq c/o Dq = Yq ^0 ^Vq

so that the three statistics -2logAo, and Sq are equivalent in large

samples, when the null hypothesis is true. From [(i), 6e.l], the a.d. of V is

^-variate normal with mean zero and dispersion matrix Hence the a.d.

of Voc/o~^Yo is that of and since all three statistics arc equivalent to

Vod^o'^Yo they have the same a.d.

There is no adequate discussion as yet in statistical literature on the relative

merits of these tests in detecting departures from the null hypothesis.

6€.3 Test of a Composite Hypothesis

Let the composite hypothesis specify Oi, 1 = 1, . .
. , q as functions of

8, (6e.3.1)

or, alternatively let 0j be subject lo k = q - s restrictions

= /-I k, (6e.3.2)

where and R, are functions admitting continuous partial derivatives of

the first order. Let 9 be the unrestricted and 0* the restricted m.l. estimators

of 0. In terms of the m.l. estimator ^ of P,

O*=g,0i j8.). (6e.3.3)

The Neyman-Pearson likelihood ratio test for a composite hypothesis is

2 log. A, = 2[/(0) - /(0*)] = 2[/(0) - /(P)l, (6e.3.4)

where /(P) is computed with the log likelihood considered as a function of p.

It may be seen that

A = ^^pB((e) = o ^0)

supe L(0)
(6e.3.5)

where in the numerator the supremum is when 0 is subject to the restrictions

/?^(0) = 0, f = I , . .
.

,

A: and in the denominator, the supremum is over all

admissible values of 0.

The efficient score test of Rao for the composite hypothesis is

S, = Y^ ' Y*
,

where Y* = Y(0*) etc,

,

(6e,3.6)
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and Wald’s test is

=11 A‘H%)Rj(&)RA6), i6e.n)

which uses only the unrestricted m.l. estimators of 0. Jn the expression (6e.3.7),

(A'-') is the reciprocal of the asymptotic dispersion matrix of defined

by

i^ij) = T'y ^T, T = ^ ^ ^ matrix. (6e.3.8)

All three statistics (6e.3.5) to (6e.3.7), have the same a.d. ~ Ftom

(6e.l.6), we have

and from (6e.l.7) to (6e.I.9), we see that

2[/(P)
-

/(P)] - F'HF = L'H-'U = V'MH'^M'V

2[/(6) - /(P)]
~

Therefore,

2[/(6) - /(P)]
- - MH-'M')V. (6e.3,9)

The necessary and sufficient condition that the right-hand side of (6e.3.9)

has a distribution is

(6e,3.lO)

The left-hand side of (6e.3.10) is

= ^ + ' -MH ‘M',

using (6e.l.9), so that the condition {6e.3.10) is satisfied. The degrees of

freedom of is

trace - MH“‘M')y = trace (I -

= q
- trace MH"

= q
- trace = q

- trace

= q-s.

We have thus proved the desired result for the Neyman-Pearson statistic

(6e.3.4). The a.d. of the statistics and can be established in a similar

manner.

In practice we need more general results than those considered in 6€.

For instance, the observations jc^, . .
. ,

may not have identical distributions.
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In such a case we can define the test criteria A, S in exactly the same way

by considering the appropriate likelihood function and the efficient scores.

The derivation of the asymptotic distributions need some further conditions

on the probability densities to ensure the applicability of the multivariate

central limit theorem to nonidentically distributed random variables and to

ensure the desired properties (6e.l.5) of the maximum likelihood estimators.

6f ORDER STATISTICS

6f.1 The Empirical Distribution Function

Let Xn be a sample of n independent observations on a random

variable X with d.f. f{x). Let be an observation such that the number of

observations <X(^) is ^{i - 1) and the number of observations is

~ i). Then the observations can be arranged in increasing order, allow-

ing repetitions and indexed by distinct numbers so that

^(1) ^ ^(2) ^ ^ ’^(n)) (6f.l.I)

where is the minimum and x,„) the maximum of the observations.

The function of sample values such that X^;^(xi, ..., x„) = is

called the ith order statistic.

Let us define a function S„(-) or more precisely S„(’jxi, . •
. ,

x„) such that

X ^ X^l)

X(„) < X

Function S„(-) is a random function since it depends on the observations, and

it is called an empirical disiribution function. It is easy to see that ^^(x) is

nondecreasing, continuous from the left and S„(- oo) = 0, S„(oo) = 1 so that

it is in the strict sense a distribution function. It is a step function with dis-

continuities at n points. For any fixed point x, S„(x) simply gives the proportion

of observations less than x in the sample, so that it is a random variable

taking values O/w, l/«, . .
. ,

1. But the hypothetical probability of an observa-

tion being less than x is f(x), the value of the d.f. at x. Hence the probability

that S„(x) = /n/« is the same as the binomial probability for m successes out

of n with F(x) as the probability of success, that is,

p|s,w

=

Q[f(x)ni - Fwi"-".

Snix) =
ir

(6f.L2)
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As a consequence of (6f.l.2), using the strong law of large numbers, we have

? lim S„{x) = Fix)] = 1, for fixed jc, (6f.l.3)
In-, CO J

or using the weak law of large numbers, we have

F{x), for fixed X. (6f.L4)

We shall state without proof some results of the limiting behavior of some
functions of S(„x).

(i) Glivenko (1933) Theorem. The probability that the sequence S„(x)

F{x), asn~^co, uniformly m x(- oo < x < oo) is equal to unity. Or in symbols,

if DJ(x)
- sup^

I

S„(x) - f(x)
I
, then

= oj = 1.
(6f-l-5)

The result (6fil.5) is much stronger than the results (6f.l.3, 6fil.4).

(ii) Kolomogorov (1933) Theorem. Let D„ be as defined in (i) and let

om = p('/"^.<4 -l>0

|0,

// f{x) is continuous, then

[ 0, A<0.

Observe that the limit distribution QiX) is independent of F, except that it

is continuous. This is a characteristic of all the large sample criteria discussed

in this chapter. For a proof of this proposition see Doob (1949).

It is suggested that the statistic ^Jn D„ may be used for testing the hypo-

thesis that a given sample arose from a specified distribution. Some of the

percentage points of yjn /)„ as obtained from the limit distribution are as

follows (Smirnov, 1939):

0.5% 1% 2.5% 5% 10%

Lower 0.42 0.44 0.48 0.52 0.57

Upper 1.73 1.63 1.48 1.36 1.23

As an alternative to Kolmogorov-Smirnov test based on ,
we have

the test developed in 6b.l. This test, however, needs the frequency distri-

bution of observations in some chosen class intervals of x. The observed
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frequencies (0) are then compared with the hypothetical or expected frequen-

ies (£) (computed from the specified distribution), by using the criterion

{O-Ef
E

as defined in 6b. 1. Although the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test may be sensitive

in some respects it does not afford a comparison of the observed distribution

with the hypothetical over the entire range of x. The test followed by an

examination of the deviations in the individual class intervals would give a

better insight into departures from specification.

(iii) Smirnov (1944) Theorem. Let 5i„j(x) and (x) be two empirical

distribution functions based on two independent samples of sizes n^ and «2

drawn from a population with a continuous d.f. Let n = n^n 2 l{nx + ^ 2)

Knt = "'2=' (Sl.,W -
*- aO<X< 00

inax^|Si,.(x)-S2jx)|.

Then

lim P{JnD:,,^<X) =
ni.Jij-* 00

(1 - exp(-2A^), X>0

lim
\ I (-l)‘exp(-2fc^/^),
|fc= - 00

lo,

A>0

For a proof of this theorem see Gihman (1952). The statistic ^n
can be used to test the hypothesis that two samples arise from the same

population. The percentage points are same as those of y/n D„ in (ii) as

the limiting distributions are identical. An alternative to this is the test

for testing homogeneity of parallel samples, discussed in 6c. 2. The apparent

difference between the two tests is again in the type of departures which we

wish to detect.

6f.2 Asymptotic Distribution of Sample Fractiles

The pth fractile of a d.f. F is defined as any value such that

F(x^Q>p, F(x>g^^, (6f.2.1)

where g = I - p, which imply

(6f.2.2)
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There may be a multiplicity of values of satisfying (6f.2.1) and (6f.2.2)

unless the d.f. F{x) is strictly monotonic.

The^th fractile statistic of n observations is defined in an analogous manner.

It is a value Ip such that the number of observations < is ^ [np] and the

number of observations ^ is > [nq]. It is easy to sec then that in terms

of quantities defined in {6f. 1.1) the function of the observations can be

defined as

=
^(tnpj+i)’ if an integer

^ any value in the closed interval if np is an integer

(6f.2.3)

where [] denotes the greatest integer.

We shall consider two propositions concerning the asymptotic distribution

of Jp when # 1

.

(i) If there is a unique value such that (6f.2.
1 )

is true, then ip as

n 00 with probability 1

.

By definition for any e > 0,

F(^p + e)^ F{^p) + P{x = ^p) ^ p, using (6r.2.2). (6f.2.4)

Suppose F{^p + £) = p, then + e also satisfies the condition (6f.2.i)

contrary to assumption. Therefore F{^p + c)> p, and thus by Glivenko’s

theorem, lim S„(^p + e) > /? with probability 1 . But S„{^p -f c) > /; implies

Ip < Hence lp^^p + e for sufficiently large n with probability 1,

and a similar result is true of the inequality 1^^ ^p
- z. Since z is arbitrary

the desired result follows.

(ii) Let F{x) admit a p.d.f{x) continuous in x. Further let Qp be unique and

f{Q>0.Then

(6f.2.5)

The probability that |p < x is the same as the probability that the number

of observations less than x is greater than or equal to np, which is equal to the

sum of binomial probabilities

(m - l)!(rt - m)! Jq

tyx\

r-\i-iy-’^dt, (6f.2.6)

'n
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where m = np if np is an integer and m = [np] + I if is not an integer.

The equivalence (6f.2.6) of the incomplete summation of binomial terms and

an incomplete beta integral is easily established. The p.d. function of is

obtained by differentiating (6f.2.6) with respect to ;c,

^ r. (6f.2.7)
{m - 1 !}(n - m)\

Let y = T(x), so that dy = f{x) dx. The probability density of the variable

y is

(m - l)!(n - m)\
y--\\-yr (6f.2.8)

Let us introduce a new variable

J"{y - p)

The p.d. of z is obtained as the product of two factors

1

x(l + (6f.2.9)

Taking the logarithm of (6f,2.9) and using Stirling’s approximation to the

factorials, we find that the logarithm of the first term not involving z is

log
-m+

1/2^

as rt GO. The logarithm of the terms involving z is

constant

as n 00 . Hence the limit of (6f.2.9) as n -+oo is const. which is the

density of the normal distribution. Hence by Scheffe’s theorem [(xv), 2c.4],

the a.d. of z is jV(0, 1). Hence the a.d. of y/niy - p) is N{0,pq).

But y = f(|p) or = f-^y) and di^/dy =/(y. The value of the deriva-

live at y = p is [/(ijp)]"'. Applying [(i), 6a.2], the a.d. of is

mpiiua,)?)-
In pralicular, the a.d. of the median is normal with the population median

p as the mean and asymptotic variance

[mr^
An

(6f.2.10)
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Thus if the original distribution is normal, the asymptotic variance of the

sample median as an estimate of the mean of the normal distribution is

since the ordinate of the normal distribution at the median value is

\!(Tyj27t. It may be observed that the variance of x, the average of n observa-

tions, is a^fn giving the ratio of asymptotic variance of the average to that of

the median as Ijn. (Thus according to the earlier definition of efficiency of an

estimator, the efficiency of the median as an estimator of the population

mean is Ijn or of the order of 63 % .)

In deriving (6f.2.6), which is the exact d.f. of 1^, we used the equality

< x) - P{nS„{x) > np) (6f.2.1 1)

where 5„(x) is the binomial variable defined in (6f 1.2). Weiss (1970) used

the relation (6f.2.1 1) to deduce the a.d. of Ip directly without going through

the exact p.d. (6f.2.7). Substituting x = in (6f2.11),

-
?,) < 0

as w^oo where X ~ A^(0, 1) by using the central limit theorem [(i), 2c.5] on

the binomial variable S„{^p), which is exactly the result (6f.2.6).

Note that in deriving {6f.2T2), we use the result

+ tl-s/n)
- - [f(4, + //v^)

- /'(y]}4o

since the expectation of the left hand side is zero and its (binomial) variance

^0 as « GO. Further

as /I 00 because of the assumption on F, noting that p ^ F(^p).

Other papers of interest on the asymptotic behaviour of Ip are due to

Bahadur (1966) and Kiefer (1967).
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6g TRANSFORMATION OF STATISTICS

6g.l A General Formula

In [(i), 6a.2], it was shown that if « = 1 , 2, . .
. , is a sequence of statistics,

then

^ A- ~ N(0, [gmm?)

where ^ is a function admitting the first derivative and ^ 0.

If we now choose the function g such that

g'{Q)c{B) = c (independent of 0), (6g. 1 .
1

)

the asymptotic variance of the transformed statistic 5»(T„) wi!) be independent

of d. The differential equation (6g.l.l) is solved to obtain the function g.

dg c r dd
(6g.l.2)

The result (6g.l.2) is applied to a number of important statistics in Sections

Gg.2 to 6g.4, where the use of transformed statistics is explained in greater

detail.

6g.2 Square Root Transformation of the Poisson Variate

If X is a Poisson variate with

E(x) = gy y{x)=^li,

then (x - X ^ V(0, 1) as /i->oo. We wish to determine a

function g such that the a.d. of g{x) - g{g) is V(0, c) where c is a constant

independent of Using the formula (6g.l.2), we see that

(6g.2.I)

by choosing c suitably. The transformed variable Jx has the asymptotic

mean and variance

sTii and I

when fi is large. It was found by Anscombe (1948) that the transformation

y/x + b where 6 is a suitably determined constant has some theoretical
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advantages. Let (x — n) ~ t and {fi + b) = then by using Taylor’s expan-
sion we find

(6g.2.2)

where

.i (-1)(-3)--(-25 + 3)

Observing that the Poisson moments are

£(0 = 0. £(i0 = /i , £((0 = ^ £((") = 3;i" + ,

we find, by taking expectations of both sides of the expansion (6g.2.2), that

1 24/7-7
E{y/x + b) = Jfi + b-^ + : + '

128/iy/t

, I. 3-86 326^- 526 + 17

ViJx + b) = -\^+-^ + + •

1

32/4^

which, when we choose the value 6 = reduce to

fCs/xTi)

K(y+Pi) = J(l + j^ + •)

The variance of s/x +| is more stable than that of yjx because the second

term in the expansion of the variance of y/x vf is 0(1///^).

6g.3 Sm“^ Transformation of the Square Root of the Binomial Proportion

The binomial proportion rjn has the mean value n and variance ;r(l - n)jn.

The transformation is obtained by solving the equation

77r(l - 7i)

dn = sin'* choosing c suitably (6g.3.1)
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\nscombe V\as ^V\o"wu tVvat a sW^VvtV^ bcUcT Itan^foTmaUon acbitving

more stability in variance is

sin“ VC'’ + i) -^ (« + i)^ (6g.3.2)

which has the asymptotic variance l/(4/i + 2). If n is large, the simpler

transformation sin“^-yr/« can be used; for moderately large sample sizes the

transformation sin“‘^(r 3)/(n + |)may be used.

Example. R. A, Fisher (1949) found the following recombination fractions

between undulated and agouti loci in house mice. The data relate to back-

crosses so that the estimate of the fraction is the ratio of recombinants to the

total offsprings.

TABLE 6g.3a. Recombination Fractions Observed for T>venty Classes of

Heterozygous Parents at the Agouti Locus

A^A^ A^A /4V A^a /4M

n 5 12 10 2

m 118 235 146 78

9 9 6 16 7
6

1^ m m
A^a Aa‘ Aa a'a Total

9 4 10 8 11 83
?

210 ^1 m vm

6
7 4 13 3 13 87

213 144 218 159 238 \m

In Table 6g.3a, the number in the denominator gives the number of animals

contributing to the ratio.

Sex Difference. Is there sex difference in the recombination fraction for each

heterozygote? Considering the heterozygote we have the fourfold

table:

Recombinations Old combinations Total

? 12 182 194

9 U9 128
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The independence has the va\ne 0.0905 on \ D.F. The s\im of the

yj values for the ten types of heterozygotes is 4,827 on 10 D.F. The probability

of on 10 D.F. exceeding the value 4.827 is high, indicating no sex difference.

Differences between Heterozygotes. Since the sex differences can be ignored

the data may be pooled over sex to obtain a 2 x 10 contingency table with

the type of heterozygote as one attribute and nature of combinations (old and

new) as the other.

The test of homogeneity has the value 16.315 on 9 D.F. which is signifi-

cant at the 5 % level indicating differences in the recombination values for the

various heterozygotes,

Interaction between Sex and Heterozygotes. This example is not suitable for

further analysis on sex differences. Suppose we find that sex differences exist

in some or all the ten types of mating. Then the further problem arises as to

whether the sex difference is the same in all the cases. That is, we need to test

whether there is interaction between sex and the nature of the heterozygote.

This can be done by using the angular transformation and then applying

analysis of variance. Corresponding to each observed proportion p, an angle

is determined such that /j == sin ^ </). If is given in degrees, as in R.M.M.

or F.Y. Tables, then 4> iias the variance 8l00//;;r^ or approximately 820.7//?.

The 20 angles and the necessary computational steps are as given in Table

6g.3^.

The on 10 D.F. for testing sex differences in each of the ten types is

^ 820.7 = 4434.10 - 820.7 = 5.40.

This is slightly above the value 4.827 obtained earlier by a direct analysis.

From the 10 degrees of freedom / we subtract the on I D.F.

. 820.7 = 820.7 = 0.05,

^ w 856.62

owing to overall sex differences. The residual

5.40 - 0.05 = 5.35

is on 9 D.F. for testing the interaction between sex and type of hetero-

zygote. The interaction x^ Is not significant, nor is that because of sex

difference. In such a case, the differences in the various types of heterozygotes

can be studied by summing over sex. We shall illustrate, however, the appro-

priate test assuming that sex difference exists but not the interaction.
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TABLE 6g.3Y. Differences in Heterozygotes

Yn =820.7x" x"

9 1731 21,470.9 274,666.21 8,346.43 10.17

d 1843 22,699.4 290,576.08 10,997.81 13,40

Overall 3^ 44,170.3 565,242.29 19.351.02 2158

Differences in Heterozygofes Eliminating Sex Difference. The total on

(20- i)= 19 D.F. is

^ 820.7,

I« )

the summation extending over the 20 angles. The further computations are

shown in Table 6g.3y where the summations extend over all heterozygotes.

The total of for $ and J

10.17 + 13.40 = 23.57

has 18 D.F. Subtracting the interaction component of 5.35 on 9 D.F. the

residual on 9 D.F. for testing differences in heterozygotes eliminating sex is

23.57 - 5.35 = 18.22

which is significant. This can also be calculated in a slightly different way.

The sex ignoring differences in hcterozygotcs, is obtained as follows

21,470.9^ 22,699.4^ 44,170.3^

820.73c^
1731 1843 3574

;f^
= 0.0l,

the values being obtained from the columns and of Table 6g.3}'.

The valid x^ for heterozygotes is obtained by subtracting from the total the

value 0.01 and the interaction sum of squares. This leads to the value,

23.58 - 0.0! - 5.35 = 18.22, the same as before.

TABLE 6g.3fi, Analysis of

D.F. x'

Sex I 0.05

Heterozygotes 9 18.22

Interaction 9 5.35

Total 19
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The total on !9 D.F. is significant, showing overall differences. The

various components of do not add up to the total because the proportion

are based on different numbers.

6g.4 Tanh ^ Transformation of the Correlation Coefficient

The asymptotic variance of the product moment correlation coefficient r is

Applying the formula (6g. 1 .2) for determining the transformation to remove

the unknown parameter p in the expression for asymptotic variance,

p(p) = I j

—^

—

tanh”^ p, choosing c suitably

a.v. (tanh ' r) =

We shall study the distribution of tanh ^ r, through its moments. Define

= -=tanh ' p,
2 (1 - p)

2 = gin =
2

==

By putting z - - x, the distribution of x may be derived from the

distribution of r. The first four moments of z were found by Fisher and later

revised by Gayen (1951).

E{z) = tanh"’ p T ;

2(«-l)l 4(«-l)

I
(

4 - 0
^ 22-6p^-3p‘‘

1 (
14 184 - 48^^-21^“

- 1)M^ « - 1 4(n - 1)^

’
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Using the expansions for the first four moments, we find the and

coefficients to be

(« - 1 )^

Since and {p2 - 3) are small, even for moderate «, it follows that {z - Q
can be considered to be approximately a normal variate with

Mean = P

2(«-l)

1

Variance =
n — 1

4-p^

2 (« - 1 )^

1

(6g.4.2)

Test for a given p. In a sample of 28 independent pairs of observations, the

correlation coefficient is found to be 0.6521. Can such a value have arisen

from a population in which the coefficient p has the value 0.7211 ? Using

appropriate tables (F.Y. or R.M.M.) of transformation of the correlation

coefficient, we have

1 1 +r
-0.7790

2 1 - r

Mean z - log, + -
2 1 - p 2(^1 - 1)

0.7211
= 0.9100 + =0.9233.

54

The normal deviate is

y/n^(z - mean z) = ^28 ^(0.7790 - 0.9233)

= 5(-0.1443)= -0.7215. (6g.4.3)

The chance of exceeding the value 0.7215 in either direction is about 45%
so that the hypothesis cannot be rejected.

The correction term p/2(n - 1) for mean z is unimportant if n is large.

The probability will be more precisely obtained by its inclusion.

Test for the Equality of Two Correlation Coefficients. Two samples consisting

of rti and rti observations give the correlation coefficients and rj. Are these

28(54'45)1973
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values compatible with the hypothesis that the samples arose from two

populations having the same correlation coefficient ? Let

11 -hr,
,

1
,

1 + ^2

2i= -log-, and = <

2 I - Ti 2 I ~r2

The statistic z, - Z2 is distributed about the mean

(6g.4.4)
2(ni-l) 2(rt2-l)

where p is the common correlation coefficient, with asymptotic variance

1 1

n, - 3 n2 — 3

If the samples are not small, the statistic

h -^2

can be used as a normal deviate.

(6g.4.5)

(6g.4.6)

Test for Homogeneity of a Set of Correlation Coefficients. Let r,, . .
. ,

r* be

k correlation coefficients based on samples of sizes w,, . .
. , By means of

the tanh“ ^ transformation, the quantities Zj, . .
. , z^ corresponding to r,, . .

, , r*

can be obtained. If the bias in mean z can be neglected
,
the test for homogeneity

of the correlation coefficients is equivalent to the test of equality of the mean

values of z. The scheme of computation is as follows.

TABLE 6g.4ec. Test of Homogeneity of Parallel Estimates of Correlation Coefficients

Sample

No.

/

Sample

Size

n

Correlation

Coefficient

r

tanh
"

' r

— z

Reciprocal

of Variance

rt-3 (« - 3)7 {n - 3)z"

1 Zj — 3 {«! - 3)7i («i-3)7.^

k

Total

«* r% Zi /tk~ 3

N
(^k-3)Zk

T,

(«.-3)Zk»

T^
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The best estimate of tanh ^ p, when a common p is applicable, is TJN.

The statistic for testing homogeneity is {see 6a, 2,12 and (v), 6a.2)

H = (6gA7)

which can be used as on {k ~ 1) D.F.

As an example, consider the correlations obtained from 6 samples of sizes

10, 14, 16, 20, 25, 28 to be 0.318, 0.106, 0.253, 0.340,0.116, 0.112. Can these

be considered homogeneous ?

Correlation Sample size

Coefficient Minus 3

r rt-3 2 {n - 3)z {n - 3)z^

0.318 7 0.3294 2.3058 0.7595

0.106 11 0.1064 1.1704 0.1245

0.253 13 0,2586 3.3618 0.8694

0,340 17 0.3541 6.0197 2.I3I6

0.116 22 0.1164 2.5608 0.2981

0.112 25 0.1125 2.8125 0.3164

Total i8.23i0 4^5

18.2310

95
-0.191905

T,
‘95

= 4.9995 - 3.4986 = 1.0009

The value 1.0009 as on 5 D.F. is not significant, so the estimates of correla-

tions may be considered homogeneous.

Correction for Bias in Tests and the Best Estimate of p. When the sample

sizes are not large and not nearly equal, there is a certain amount of bias

(extraneous to the hypothesis tested) introduced in the H statistic used in

(6g.4.7). This bias is due to the term p/2(/i — 1) in the mean value of z being

neglected. Even if the bias introduced in the H statistic is small, the bias

introduced in the best estimate of p when H is not significant will not be small

when compared to the standard error of the estimate. This ean be corrected

by a slightly dilferent procedure.

Since z can be considered as a normal deviate with mean

log, [(]+ p)l(\ -(,)] + p/2{n ~ 1}



6h.l Variances and Covariances of Raw Moments

Let (xi, jcJ be independent observations from any population (on a

random variable x). The rth raw and central moments of the r.v. x are

denoted by

n, = Eix") and = E{x - vj.

The raw and corrected moment functions (of observations) are

= and ~~

It is easy to see that

w

_ nv2r + fj(n ~ l)y/

K(0,) = £(0/) - £2(0,) =
n
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Similarly,

cov(0,, 0,)
n

If the origin is the population mean, in the foregoing expressions v is

replaced by //.

6h.2 Asymptotic Variances and Covariances of Central Moments

The rth central corrected moment (about the observed mean) is

Since this is invariant for origin, we may consider 0,. to be the raw moment

about the population mean. We now use the (5-method (6a. 2.9) for determining

the asymptotic variance of m,. We have to compute the derivatives of m,

with respect to Oi, 0,, at the expected values £(0|)
= 0 ,

—

i = 2,...,r.

= 1 ^ = (-!)* (^1 Oi’ = 0 (at the expected values)
ao, ao,_, V/

“ l^te expected values).

Hence we have the equivalence

- l^r= (0,
- ~ “

/^l)

a.v. {m, - At,) = V(0,) + rVViV(Oi) - covfO^, Oj)

= -lM2r~ - 2rAi,-i /I,+1 4- rV-i ^2l
n

Similarly

a. COV(w,m,) = + + «/J2/^r- 1^,-1 + l

n

As special cases we obtain the following:

a.v. {W2)
= -(/i4 -/^2

^)

n

a.v, (m3)
= -(/t 6 - ^3

^ “ 6/^2 /^4 + 9/^ 2
^)

n

a.v. (m^) = -(pg - + 16/ij// 3 ^)

n
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6b.3 Exact Expressicms for Variances and Covariances of Central Moments

Since central moments involve only powers and products of powers of the

observations, it is possible to find exact expressions for their variances and

covariances. The computations are complicated, however, and systematic

methods were developed by Fisher (1928). We shall give the straightforward

computation in one or two cases, which we need for statistical applications.

m, = (0, - 0,^)

V{m,) = £(0,^) - 2£(0;0,^) + £(0,*) - [£(»,,)]^

Assuming, without loss of generality, that the origin is the population mean,

we compute

n 2^ + (« - 0/^2^
' 172/ X 2

£(020/) = 2 £ ('”2) = ^2m
which leads to

«-3

= ^— I Ka H ^1 in terms of cumulants. (6h.3.1)
n \ n- \ j

If k2 is defined by (O 2 - 0/)/(n - 1), then

yik2) = ~ +
n-\

(6h.3.2)

is obtained by dividing (6h.3.1) by (n - l)Vw^. Similarly, we find

= (6h.3.3)

Cov(A^ 2 , 0,)
= -^ (6h.3.4)

n

Using the formulas (6h.3.2) and (6h.3.4) we can develop a test for examining

the significance of the difference between the estimated mean x and the

estimated variance k 2 of a sample of size n from a Poisson population (for
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which the theoretical mean and variance are the same). This test will be useful

in detecting overdispersion or heterogeneity of the population sampled.

V{x ~ 1(2) = Vix) + y(k 2 )
~ 2 Cov (.V, kj)

^
2^2^ 2k'2

n n n - 1 n

= ~—j-, since = K3 = h‘4 = /i,

where p is the Poisson parameter. If n is large, the statistic

(X - i,)/vvTr-i7),

which may be written, if we substitute x for fi in the expression for

Vix-kz),

as

(6h.3.5)

yj2x

can be used as a standard normal deviate. Suppose that in a sample of 29

observations the sample mean and variance kj were found to be 1.5172and

1.3300 respectively. The value of (6h. 3, 5) is

4?i^Lo.462,
72(1.5172)

which is small, indicating no significant difference.

COMPLEMENTS AND PROBLEMS

1 Four samples of sizes 120, 100, 100, and 1 25 from four Poisson populations

gave the mean values, 251/120, 323/100, 180/1 00, and 426/1 25. Do the popula-

tions have the same mean value.!’

[Let T,, Tj
,
T3

,
T4 be totals based on samples of sizes Wi, n2

> ^3 >
^4- If the

hypothesis is true the relative distribution of Tj, . .
. ,

T4 given 7 = Ti + 72 +

73 + 74 is multinomial with cell probabilities proportional to «!, ^2 > '^3* ”4*

which can be tested by Thus the on 3 D.F. is

(T. -
I

.

. I

(^4 - njf
n^T n^T

where T = Tlin^ + fii + h,). Verify that the numerical value is 81.12 on

3 D.F.]
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2

The following estimates of the correlation coefficients between intelligence

test scores were found in an investigation of the relative influences of environ-

mental and heredity factors. Comment on the figures using tests of significance

if necessary.

Two brothers Twins

Reared Lying Reared Living

Apart Together Apart Together

correlation

coefficient 0.235 0.342 0.451 0.513

Sample size 50 40 45 55

3 In an investigation to estimate the number of births in a city during a

particular month the following data were obtained. Out of 450 families

surveyed, 350 reported no birth and 100 reported a single birth, of which 25

took place i . hospital. If the total number of births in the hospital is 1000,

estimate v, s total number of births in the city. Find the standard error of the

estimate.

4 A total number of 130 heads was observed when 100 rupee coins and

100 half rupee coins were thrown together. Assuming that the rupee coin is

unbiased, what can you say about the half-rupee coin?

5 Consider a variable on n D.F. and the transformation ccy/niix^lny -t-

{yjn) - 1). By comparing the first three moments of this statistic with those of

a normal distribution with mean zero and unit variance, obtain the values of a,

/?, and y. Show that

a ""Vi = i ^ = 1

is a good choice for rapid approach of the transformed statistic to normality

as /T -+ 00 .

6 The data in the following table relate to the distribution of animals bred

for linkage between two factors A 3ind B.

Sex of

Sex of

Animals
Phenotype

Heterozygotes Phase Bred AB Ab aB ab

Coupling 9 12 13 n 8

c? 13 15 16 16

Repulsion 9 11 13 13 19

<S 15 10 10 16

Coupling 9 30 17 20 13

99 18 18 20 24

Repulsion 9 17 12 13 17

(? 15 12 11 14
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Examine for differences in linkage between mating types (sex of heterozygotes

and phase) and between sexes within a mating type.

7 Determine the likelihood ratio tests in the following situations.

(a) To test the hypothesis - 0, when is unknown on the basis of a

sample of size n from cr^). Show that the test criterion can be reduced to

Student’s Mest.

(b) To test the hypothesis that has a given value when ^ is unknown on

the basis of a sample of size n from N(fi, (r^).

(c) To test the hypothesis on the basis of samples of sizes

from N{\L^y N{\ii , Ci) when the parameters 1x 2 are unknown.

(d) To test the hypothesis = ^2 = ’ " = i^^sis of samples of

sizes rtj
> • ’

ffoni iVO^i , N{iX2 ,
<^^)-> •

> when the common

is unknown. Show that this test reduces to the anslysis of variance test for

one way classification (4d.l).

(e) Determine the likelihood ratio test for the linear hypotheses under the

general setup of the least squares theory (4b.2). Show that the test is the same

as the analysis of variance set,

8 Show that the distribution function of Students’ t under the normality

assumption for the observations, tends to normal as the degrees of freedom

tends to infinity. [Hint: Consider the probability density function of the t

distribution on n D.F. Find the limit as n - 00 . Identify the limit as a density

function and apply Scheffe’s theorem [xv, 2c,4].

More generally let atj, ..., a:„ be independent observations on a random

variable x with E{x) = p. and F(x) = < 00 . Define t = Jn{x~- fi)ls. Show

thatr-^ X-MO, 1).

[Hint: By the central limit theorem s/n{x - /i)/(T—^ X ~ iV(0, 1), and

s ff. Then apply (x), 2c.4.].

9 Let (T,„, be a sequence of /c-dimensional statistics such that

the a.d. of [Jn{Ti„ - 0,), . .
. , y/n{Tk„ - 6^)] is multivariate normal with

mean zero and covariance matrix Cij. Consider a function g{Ti„, Ti„, n)

involving n explicitly such that the first-order derivatives of the function

g{Xi ^ . . .

,

JCjfc , n) with respect to jcj exist, that dgjdx^
, 0k) as

rt 00 and jf,- 0,- ,
i= 1 , Then the a.d. of

v.-'fyg{Ti

is normal with mean zero and variance unity, where

_ dg dg

provided 0 when the true values of the parameters are substituted for
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10 Determine the Sq criterion of (6e.2.4) to test the hypothesis that the

observed frequencies in a multinomial distribution are in agreement with

assigned expected values. Show that it reduces to the x.^ test of 6b. 1 Observe

that the tests Wq of (6e.2.3) and (-2 log^ Aq) of (6c.2.2) arc different from the

test. Similarly the criterion of (6e.3.6) for testing the goodness of fit is

the same as the test ofgoodness of fit of 6b.2 , whereas and ( - 2 log. A,)

are different from the x^ test.

11 Let X„-^ X. Then ^ ^(X), provided g„{x)^g{x) as a

function of x uniformly in compacts of x and ^(jr) is continuous.
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Chapter 7

THEORY OF

STATISTICAL INFERENCE

Introduction. In the previous chapters we have already encountered problems

involving some aspects of inference such as testing of hypotheses, interval

estimation, Bayesian procedures, principle of likelihood, and fiducial infer-

ence. Besides these there are other aspects such as the problem of identification

(or discrimination), decision functions and acceptance sampling, sequential

tests and estimation, and nonparametric methods. Each one of these aspects

has a logical basis of its own and has an important part to play in drawing

inferences from data. In recent literature on statistics, there has been a

tendency on the part of each individual author to select a particular aspect

of inference and advocate it in preference to the others. This is clearly not

justifiable for the simple fact that the same form of inference is not applicable

or not relevant in all situations.

In the present chapter we provide a theoretical discussion of all the impor-

tant aspects of inference with the purpose of conveying to the reader the

essential features and the different forms in which inferences may be drawn

from given data.

Crisis in Statistics? Statistical inference is in the nature of inductive logic

involving generalizations from the particular, and naturally any tool (statis-

tical method) employed for this purpose will be subject to some controversy. A
research worker using a suggested statistical procedure in the analysis of

live data should be aware of these controversies and also of the modern

trends (not necessarily improved techniques) in statistical inference. Some of

these controversies have been referred to briefly in the discussion of the

statistical methods presented in this book. The following literature is suggested

for further study: Barnard (1949), Barnard, Jenkins, and Winston (1962),

Birnbaum (1962), Fisher (1956), Hogben (1957), Jeffreys (1948), Kyburg

(1961), Lindley (1953, 1957), Neyman (1961), and Savage (1954, 1963). See

also the proceedings of a symposium edited by Godambe and Sprott (1971).

444
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7a TESTING OF STATISTICAL HYPOTHESES

7a.1 Statement of the Problem

This section devoted to the theory of testing statistical hypotheses may
appear to be a post mortem examination, since so many test procedures

have been set forth and illustrated in the earlier chapters. Historically it is so.

Furthermore, no consistent theory of testing statistical hypotheses exists

from which all tests of significance can be deduced as acceptable solutions.

In many situations test criteria may have to be obtained from intuitive con-

siderations. Formal theories leading to a clear understanding of the prob-

lems of hypothesis testing are, nontheless, important. One such theory,

contributed by Neyman and Pearson (1933), marked an important develop-

ment because it unfolded the various complex problems in testing statistical

hypotheses and led to the construction of general theories in problems of

discrimination (identification), sequential analysis, decision functions, etc.,

which are discussed in this chapter.

Let S denote the sample space of outcomes of an experiment and x denote

an arbitrary element of S. Further let Hq be a hypothesis (to be called a null

hypothesis) which specifies partly or completely the probability measure over

a Borel field ^ of sets in S. The problem is to decide, on the basis of an

observed x, whether Hq is true or not.

For instance, Hq may be the hypothesis that a coin is unbiased and we

have to test this hypothesis on the basis of an observed number r of suc-

cesses out of n independent trials. The null hypothesis in this situation

completely specifies the probability distribution of r.

Or we may have an observed frequency distribution of heights, in suitable

class intervals, of a certain number of individuals, and the null hypothesis

Hq specifies the theoretical distribution of heights as normal with unknown

mean and variance. The null hypothesis in the latter instance does not

provide the exact numerical values of the probabilities for the class intervals;

but it does specify the probabilities as particular functions of two unknown

parameters. The former type of hypothesis is called simple and the latter,

composite:

Whatever procedure may be employed for testing a null hypothesis Kq,

that is, deciding on the basis of observed data whether to reject Hq or not,

there are two types of errors involved, wz., that of (a) rejecting Hq when it

is true, called the first-kind, and (b) not rejecting Hq when, in fact, an alterna-

tive hypothesis is true, called the second-kind.

A (nonrandomized) test procedure consists in dividing the sample space

into two regions w and S -- w and deciding to reject Hq if the observed

X€w and not reject Hq otherwise. The region w is called the critical region.
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In later sections we consider more general test procedures known as random-

ized decision rules, but for the purposes of the present discussion we shall

confine our attention to nonrandomized procedures.

Let Hq be a simple hypothesis in which case the probability of the first

kind of error is [denoting the probability measure of a set c S, under a

given hypothesis g by P{A |^)]

nw|//o) = ot, (7a.Ll)

which is called the level of significance. The probability of the second kind

of error for a particular alternative h^H, the class of alternative hypotheses,

is

F{S^w\h) = ^{h). (7a. 1.2)

The function yih) = [1 - ^{h)] defined over H is called the power function.

When Hq is a composite hypothesis, that is, a class of simple null hypo-

theses, we may define the level of significance as

OL = sMp P{w\h). (7a. 1.3)

heHo

The problem posed by Neyman and Pearson is that of determining a

critical region such that for a given level of significance the second kind of

error is as small or the power function as high as possible. To solve this

problem, and some related problems, we shall consider a few mathematical

lemmas.

In practice, the points of 5 will be regarded as the realizations of a r.v. X
such that P{A

|
H) = P{X e ^

]
//) for ^ c S. We may then write a function T

defined over 5 as a function T{X) of X with the value T{x) when X ~ x.

Then T{X) >X = {x: T{x) > X] and P({x: T(x) > X}] = P(T(X) > A).

7a.2 Neyman-Pearson Fundamental Lemma and Generalizations

LEMMA 1. Let /o , /i, • . . be integrable functions over space S with respect

to a measure v and let w be any region such that

I
/i i/y = Ci (given), /=I,2, .... (7a.2.1)

Further, let there exist constants kj, ^2 >
• such that for the region Wq within

which /o > frj/i -h kifi + " and outside which /q < A:,/j -I- fcj/j 4- • the

conditions (7a.2.1) are satisfied. Then

f fo^v^ ( fo dv. (7a.2.2)
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Let the common part of the regions w and be denoted by wwq
. From

(7a.2.1), subtracting the common part, we have

f fidv=\ j]dv, i=l,2 (7a.2.3)

Consider the difference

i fodv- ! fodv=
\

fodv~
\ /o dv

>
I L dv - ( Y. ^ifi dv. (7a.2.4)

•'wo-H'H'o “^w-wwo

The expression (7a. 2.4) is zero, using {7a,2.3). Hence the result (7a.2.2).

LEMMA 2. (A Generalization of Lemma 1
.)

Let /o ,
. be as

in Lemma 1, and (f>
be a point function over S such that 0 ^ 0 ^ 1 and

A == Cj (given), /==1,2, ... {7a.2.5)

Further, let there exist a 0 * such that

(a) the conditions (7a. 2. 5) are satisfied,

(b) 0*-O,t//o<LJ.+L2/2 + --*

= 1
, iffo > ktf +^2/2 + ’•*

= arbitrary, iff^ = /:,/i + /C2/2 + ' '

'

Then

|/o 0* dv ^ jfo 0 dv. (7a.2.6)

Let
, ^2 ,

and S3 be the regions /o < X ^ifi ^ /o > Z = Y, ^ifi

In S2
,

0* — 0 ^ 0 and in Sj, (0* — 0) ^ 0 since 0* = 0. Therefore,

in each of Sj, S2
,
and trivially in S3 and therefore at all points in S. Thus

- « <1" >j{I. kj,)(<!>* -4>)<iv = 0
,

using the condition (7a.2.5), and hence the result (7a.2.6).

LEMMA 3. Let f, fi be integrable functions over S with respect to a

measure v and 0,(x’) '^0 be such that (0| f • *
• + 0* = !)• Consider the choice

0*^j = • • • = 0j = 0 and 0*, . . . ,
0* are non-negative but arbitrary subject to
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the condition + *
* + = 1 ,

when /i,
= “

• ^ ‘

Then

ijf,4>rdv»ijM:dv. (7a.2.7)

If/i, = • ’ ‘ =u >fir.^ >
• •

' >4. tlien

t/,^* = ^ I/,,#., .

(7a.2.8)

1 f

By taking integrals of both sides of (7a.2.8), we obtain the result (7a.2.7). A
slight variation of Lemma 3 is Lemma 4, which is easily proved.

LEMMA 4. Let Si, . .
. , Sf^ he a division of the space S into k mutually

exclusive regions. Let S*, .

S*
be a division into k mutually exclusive regions

such that

X e Sf =^fi{x) >fj{x), ; = 1, . .
. ,

/c.

Then

f .h dv
•^5*1

+ ’ (7a.2.9)

7a.3 Simple Hq against Simple H

Let P{x\Hq) and beP{x\H) the densities at x under Hq and H respectively

with respect to a cr-finite measure v. The problem is that of determining a

critical region w such that

I
/^(x| Wo) dv -ct (assigned value), (7a.3,l)

I
P{x\H) dv is a maximum. (7a.3,2)

The solution is provided by Lemrria 1. The optimum region w is defined by

[choosing /o = P{x\ H) and/i = i’Cjrl Wo)]

{x : P{x
I W) ^ kP{x

I
Wo)}, (7a. 3.3)

provided there exists a k such that (7a. 3.1) is satisfied.

We observe that using the r.v. X the test (7a. 3.3) can be written as

P{X\H,)
^k. (7a. 3.4)

We determine the distribution of T with respect to Wq . If the distribution is

continuous, then there exists a k such that

P{T^k\Ho) = a (7a.3.5)
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for any assigned a. The test, T>k, depends on the simple alternative H But
in some situations the critical region independent of the particular
alternative used in its derivation among a class of alternative hypothesis
Then we have a test which is uniformly most powerful (U.M.P.) with respect
to all such alternatives against a simple hypothesis H,

.

Let us consider sLe
examples.

In most of the illustrations, the space S is R\ the Euclidean real space of n
dimensions in which case the r.v. X is the vector variable x = (a: . . x).We refer to the r.v.’s Xi as observations from a population or inde-
pendent observations on a r.v, Occasionally we use the same symbols x, ...
x„ as dummy variables in integrating with respect to the density at x.

*

x
'

Consider the class of normal distributions yV(p, a) with n fixed and known
and p lymg in some range of the real line. Let x x, be n independent
observations on a random variable and let be the null hypothesis specifying
Its distribution

, a), where is a specified value of the mean u In the
present example the space S is R" and T is an n dimensional vector For an
alternative value of p, the optimum test (7a.3.4) is, with the vector (x. x

)

denoted by X,

that is.

(7a.3.6)

With logarithms, 'we can reduce (7a.3.6) to

“
/^o) Z Xj ^ c (constant). (7a.3.7)

If the class of alternatives is defined by /i > then the region (7a.3.7) is the
same as x > c„ where c, is chosen such that R(x » c, |;i„) = a Hence c
IS independent of p so that a U.M.P. test exists for the class of alternatives
P>Po- Similarly the test x < Cj is U.M.P. for the class of alternatives
P < do But if the entire class of alternatives, /i< do , d > do , is considered
there is no U.M.P. test.

Since X - N(fXo , G^jn) under the null hypothesis // = /Jq
.
we can find q such

that P(x^Ci|/io) = a (for any given value of a). Thus an optimum test
exists for any assigned level of significance for the set of alternatives /i > u.
and similarly for

Consider the problem of testing that the probability of success is tto on the
basis of an observed number of successes r in n Bernoullian trials. If tt is an
alternative value of the probability of success, an application of Lemma 1 or
the result (7a. 3.4) gives the critical region

n'{l~nr-''^k7ioV - Jio)""'- (7a. 3.8)
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With logarithms, the region (7a.3.8) is seen to be r ^ when the class of

alternatives is t: > tIq . We have to determine ro such that

P{r'^ro\no) = oi. (7a.3.9)

Since the distribution of r is discrete there may not exist an such that

(7a. 3.9) is true. There exist, however, rj and r2 (=ri -f 1) such that

P{r > ri
j

TTp) = a, > ot > = P{r ^ r2 ]
tiq). (7a.3.10)

Of course, when r < ri the hypothesis cannot be rejected at the level of

significance a. Suppose we decide to reject Hq when r ^ r2 ,
and when r = ri

we indulge in a random experiment by tossing a coin with a chosen probability

B for heads and decide to reject the hypothesis when a head appears. It is

easy to see that when 0 = (ot - a 2)/('^i
“ * 2)* ^he ultimate probability of

rejection of Hq is a2 + (aj - a2)0 = a, which satisfies the requirement of an

assigned level of significance.

The randomized rule employed in the case of the discrete distribution (due

to discontinuity in the d.f.) may be generalized to any problem. Given an

observed x e 5, we toss a coin with a probability <^(x) for heads and decide to

reject the hypothesis Hq when a head appears. The function 0 is called a

criticalfunction where as the critical region w is a special case, obtained by

choosing
(f)
= 1 inside w and ^ 0 outside w. The problem of testing Hq

against H reduces to the determination of (j) such that

jp(x\H)<j>(x)dv is a maximum,

where S is the whole space. Lemma 2 provides the answer. The optimum

critical function is

(j>*{x)^\,iiPix\H)>kP{x]Ho)

= 0, if Pix\H)<kP{x\HQ)

= arbitrary if Pix\H) - kP{x\H). (7a.3.11)

It may be noted the k in (7a. 3. 11) always exists to satisfy the condition

E [<^>(x)lHo] = a [any given value in (0, 1)].

To prove this, let us consider the random variable Y — P{X\H)IP(X\Hq)

and its distribution under Ho . If F, the d.f. of Y, is continuous, then for any

0 < a < I
,
there exists y, such that 1 - F(yJ = a so that /r = y, . In other cases,

F is at least continuous from the left [see (iii) of 2a] and for given ot there

exists a y, such that

l-f(yJ>a^l-f(y, + 0).
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Then k =y^, and when the observed Y has the value we reject Hq with

probability 0, where 9 is determined from the equation

1 - F{y, + 0) + e[F{y, + 0) - Ffy,)] = a

The solution is practically the same as that obtained in (7a.3.3), except that

it covers the situations where a k does not exist—as in the binomial example-
such that the region (7a. 3.3) has a given size a. We have three regions cor-

responding to the solution {7a.3.n), Wj, ^2 , and 5 - Wj - Wj . If jc g Wj, Hq
is rejected, and if jx g ^2 , //q is not rejected. If x g 5 - Wj - Wj

,
we decide by

tossing a coin with a chosen probability 6 for heads as in (7a.3.10). It may be

seen that 6 is determined from the equation P(»v,) + 9F(S ~ — Wj) = a.

Thus the randomized rule suggested for binomial distribution is optimum

and leads to the maximum power for the class of alternatives k>71q. Such a

procedure involving a random experiment after an event is observed however,

may appear arbitrary to a scientific worker who wants to interpret and draw

inferences from the data he has collected. We must concede that his mental

reservation is justified, as the arbitrariness is introduced just to satisfy the

requirement that the so-called level of significance should be exactly equal to a

value specified in advance. In examining the hypothesis ;i = , he may,

judging from the circumstances of the case, decide to adopt the lower level

attained 0̂ 2 ,
and reject the hypothesis whenever r ^ r 2 . Or if a, is not much

greater than ot, he may decide to include also in the critical region.

We shall consider some general properties of the test (7a.3.1 1), which may

be called the probability ratio test (P.R.T.).

(i) The P,R.T is a function of the minimal sufficient statistic when the fac-

torization theorem for the density holds.

The result is true since the likelihood ratio is a function of the sufficient

statistic using the factorization (2d. 3. 2).

(ii) The P.R.T is unbiased in the sense that the power of the test is greater

than the level ofsignificance a. if a. < l md the distributions under H and Hq are

different.

Consider the test (j>(x) - a for all x. Then the level of significance E{<f>
\

Hq)-

a and so also the power £(<!> \H} = ct. Then obviously E{ip*
|
//) > a. If

£(^*|W)=:(x < 1, thenit would imply that ?(A"
I
//) = P(A' | //q) a.e. u contrary

to assumption. Hence £((^*|//) > a.

(iii) Consider independent observations x^, x„on a random variable with

density p{ [

under Hq andp{-
|
//) under H. Let
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where {by the inequality le.6.6), and

be a sequence of likelihood ratio tests such that the first kind of error a,

0 < a < 1 . Then

— log
lim < -S, (7a.3.16)

where is the second kind of error.

By definition

Pix„\H) dv ^ - (n„) (7a.3.17)

where w/ = 5 - % ,
the complement of the critical region w»„ . But under

,

by the law of large numbers,

which implies that

n I log
i= 1

K-VilT/) a...,

lim n~^ log ^ —S

(7a.3.18)

(7a.3.19)

for to approach a > 0. Taking logarithms of both sides of (7a.3.17) and

dividing by n, we have

log^„ ^ log(l - a„) + « ^ log k„.

Since a„-^a<l, w'* log(l — a„) -+ 0 as n~*ao, and thus we have the

required result

lim n“Mog < lim w^Mog ^ -6 (7a.3.20)
n-*oo n~*oo

by using (7a. 3. 19).

It is shown further (see Rao, 1962d, for details) that for any sequence of

critical regions such that a„ is bounded away from unity

lim n
^
log ^ —S. (7a,3.2l)

Combining (7a.3,20) and (7a.3.21), we find that for a L.RT.

lim/i'' log^„ = -6. (7a.3.22)

The result (7a.3.22) implies, however, that < 0(e“"^') for 6' <3 so that

0 at an exponential rate.
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(tv) Suppose that it is decided to accept Hq if the ratio in (7a. 3. 15) is < 1 and
reject Hq otherwise. Let a„ and be the first and second kind of errors for

such a procedure. Then 0 0 oo.

The result implies that complete discrimination between the hypotheses

Hq and is possible as the sample size becomes indefinitely large. By the

law of large numbers,

1 f

when Hq is true. Therefore

By symmetry also -> 0.

Chernoff (1952) has obtained more precise estimates of a„ and and of the

minimum value of ifi„ + /lo(„) for a test of tfie type ?(x
|
H)lP{x

\

Hq) ^ k, when

minimized with respect to k.

7tu4 Locally Most Powerful Tests

When a U.M.P. test does not exist, there is not a single region which is best

for all alternatives. We may, however, find regions which are best for alterna-

tives close (in some sense) to the null hypothesis and hope that such regions

will also do well for distant alternatives. We consider the special case where

the density P(x
|

//) is a function P(x, 0) of 0, a (single) parameter assuming

values in an interval of the real line. The null hypothesis Hq specifies a

value 0 = 00 of the parameter. If w is any critical region such that

I
P(jc, 0o)

then the power of the test as a function of 0 is

7(0) =
I

P{x, e)dv.

Let y(0) admit Taylor expansion [writing y(0o) = «]

r(0) = « + (»- 9„)y'{8o) + y'iOo) + (7a.4.1)
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If H is the class of one-sided alternatives 6 > Bq, we need to maximize

y'{Bo) to obtain a locally most powerful one-sided test. We shall assume

differentiation under the integral sign so that the quantity to be maximized is

y'(^o) = f
Bo) dv.

(i) Let w be any region such that

T(0„) =
f
P(x, 0,) dv = a (7a.4.2)

and Wq be the region (x : F'{x, 9q)^ kP{x, 0o)}, where k exists such that the

condition (7a,4.2) is satisfiedfor Wq . Then

f P'{x, Bo) dv > f F{x, 6lo) dv. (7a.4.3)

The result (7a.4.3) is obtained by an application of Lemma 1. Note that x
stands for the entire sample and P(x, B) the density at x.

Similarly if the alternatives are B <Ba, the locally most powerful {one-

sided) critical region is

{x:P'{x, Oo) < kP{x, Bq)]. (7a.4.4)

If the alternatives are both sided we impose the local unbiased restriction

y'(^o) = ill which case the locally most powerful test is obtained by maxi-

mizing y'(0o), the coefficient of {B - B^f/l in the expansion (7a.4.1). Such a

test is called a locally most powerful unbiased test. The problem is that of

determining a region w such that

yiBo) =
[

p{x, Bq) dv = a, (7a.4.5)

YiBo)=\ F{xJo)dv = Q, (7a.4.6)

) = J
P^ix, Bq) dv is a maximum. (7a,4.7)

The optimum region is obtained again by the use of Lemma 1.

(ii) The optimum region Wq for which (7a.4.7) is a maximum is defined by

{x: r(x. 0o) > k.Pfx, Bo) + k 2 P{x, Bo)}, (7a.4.8)

provided there exist ky and k 2 such that the conditions (7a.4.5) and (7a.4.6)

are satisfied
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Note, (i) and (ii) only establish the sufficiency of the solutions (7a.4.3),

{7a.4.4), and (7a.4.8) provided k, /cj, k2 exist to satisfy the side conditions.

Under some conditions on the probability densities, Dantzig and Wald

(1951) established the necessity of these types of solutions and also the

existence of k^ and ki

.

We shall consider some applications of the results of

(i) and (ii).

Let JCj, . .
. ,

be « independent observations from N{ii, and let it be

required to test the hypothesis p = ^ben the alternatives are both sided

assuming that u is known.

It is easy to verify that (representing the n observations by x)

P'jTt, Pq) _ n{x - /to) P"{x, Po) ^^
Po)

~
’ P{^, fio )

0^ 0^

so that the optimum test (region Wq) defined by (7a.4.8) is

+ (7a.4.9)

By symmetry it may be inferred that the unbiased condition (7a.4.6) is satisfied

if ki = 0, so that the test (7a.4.9) can be written

O’

(7a.4.10)

The constant Atj can be determined such that the probability of the relation

(7a,4.l0) is a given value a, since [rt(x - thus see that

the test (7a.4.10) for both-sided alternatives is different from the test (7a.3,7)

for one-sided alternatives.

Let jCi, . .
. ,

be « independent observations on a random variable with

probability density p{\ 9). The locally powerful one-sided test of //q: »

against 0> Oo applying (7a.4.3),

i
P'iXr>

PiXr^Bo)"
(7a.4,ll)

Let the density function /?(, 6) satisfy regularity conditions such that

P'jx, 9 q)

Ax, Oq)
^0, (7a.4.i2)

exist, where it may be noted that ({Oq) is Fisher’s information at Oq- If w is

large, by an application of the central limit theorem.

1 yPXx,,^

^nWo)^ Pi^rAo)
N(0,1) (7a.4.13)
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asymptotically. Hence if is the upper a-point of iV(0, J) an approximate

value of k (in 7a.4.1 1) is

d^y/m{dol (7a.4.14)

We thus have a general solution for the problem of a locally powerful one-

sided test when « is large.

On the basis of the statistic (7a.4.13) we may set up a two-sided test

p'{x,Jq)

P(Xr , ^o)

^
Ww

(7a.4.15)

which may not be locally most powerful unbiased but is shown to have

some optimum properties in large samples (Rao, 1947e
;
Rao and Poti, 1946i;

Wald, 1941).

7a.5 Testing a Composite Hypothesis

As mentioned earlier, a null hypothesis Hq is said to be composite if it does

not specify completely the probability measure over the sample space 5,

but only specifies the true probability measure as a member of a subset of a

wider set of possible probability measures. Some examples of composite

hypotheses involving the parameters p and cr of a normal distribution are:

(a) Hq: fi ^0, (7^ ^

(b) He,: p = 0, (7^ arbitrary

(c) Hq. ~ Gq (a given value), ^ arbitrary,

(d) /i < 0, (T^ arbitrary.

In a composite hypothesis the size of the critical region w is defined by

sup <x{h) = sup Piw
I

/?), (7a. 5. 1

)

he Ha heHo

If a(/i) = a for every member he Hq, the critical region w has size a and

is said to be .similar to the sample space. It is of interest to determine the

entire class of similar regions in any given problem where we may restrict

the choice of an optimum critical region to similar regions only. The following

results are concerned with the existence and construction of similar region

tests.

(i) Let a similar region w of size a exist and T be a boundedly complete

sufficient statistic for the family of measures admissible under Hq . Then the

conditional size of w given T = t is a.

Define the indicator function of the region w

y(x) = I, if xew
= 0, if x^w
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and choose a simple hypothesis g //q • Then the sufficiency of T implies

£Dc I
T = t, /i] == r]{t) independent of he Hq, (7a.5.2)

Since >v is a similar region, we have for every he Hq.

^ = Eli\h] = Ej{E\x\ T, h]) ^ E[f^iT)\h]. {7a.5.3)

Since T is boundedly complete, fj(r) = a for almost all t, that is, the condi-

tional size of w given T= tisa. [Note that T is said to be boundedly complete

if/{.) is bounded and E[f{T}] ~ 0 for all A e f/g =>/(f) = 0 for almost all t.]

(ii) Let he Hq and g e H, the class of alternative hypotheses. The problem

of determining w such that

j
F(x\h) dv = OL for every he Hq

I
dv is a maximum for a given g e H

is the same as that of determining an indicator function x such that

E[x\T=t,h] = oc (7a.5.4)

E[x\ T = t, g] i& a. maximum (7a. 5.5)

when a statistic T exists such that it is sufficient and boundedly complete for the

family ofprobability measures specified by Hq and not necessarilyfor those ofH.

The proof is simple and is based on the result obtained in (i). The problem

of determining an optimum similar region is thus reduced to that of deter-

mining an optimum critical region of a given size considering the conditional

probability measures given T over 5 with respect to the hypotheses h and g.

(iii) Let P{-\h) and P(
|i5f) be the probability densities corresponding to

he Hq andg e H and T, a boundedly complete sufficient statisticfor thefamily

of measures specified by Hq . Consider a region Wg
,
inside which

P(xlg)^).(T)F{x\h) (7a.5.6)

and outside which

Pix\g)^;[{T)P{x\h). (7a.5.7)

If X{T) exists such that the conditional size of wq given T = t ij a, then Wq is

the best similar region for testing Hq . Further, the test is unbiased.

The proof is similar to that of the problem of a simple null hypothesis

against a simple alternative considered in 7a.3 except that the discussion is

restricted to similar regions which satisfy the property deduced in (i). If
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in (iii) T is known to be only sufficient and not necessarily boundedly com-

plete, the construction of Wq as in (7a.5.6) and (7a.5.7) does provide a similar

region test satisfying the property of (i). But we would not be able to say

that Wq so obtained is the best for there may exist a similar region for which

the property of (i) is not true when T is not boundedly complete and no

comparison with such regions has been made. We shall consider some

examples to explain the method described in (iii).

Let Hq be the hypothesis— ^nd cr^ is arbitrary—to be tested on

the basis of n independent observations x,, . .
.

,

from tr^). The prob-

ability density under Hq
,
regarding (7 ^ as a parameter, is

which shows that r= J (jc;— is sufficient for Choose a particular

hypothesis he Hq: n = fio, = and geH\^ = }ii,
= Then

using (7a.5.6, 7a.5.7), the critical region we have to try is

^ (7a.5.8)

If we take logarithms and write T = (x,- - (7a. 5. 8) reduces to

(/^ 1
- Ho)i^ “ I^o) > (T’) => (x - /^o) >

if > /Iq * test is equivalent to

(7a.5.9)

We have to determine ^ 3 (7) such that the conditional size of the region

(7a.5.9) given T is a. It is easy to see that

- tip)

/t
and T

are independently distributed and hence the conditional distribution of

y/n(x — fioJ/y/r given T is the same as the marginal distribution of

y/n(x - Mo)

y~r

The distribution of - /io)/^T under the hypothesis Hq is obtained in

(3b. 1.9) of Chapter 3. The distribution is seen to be independent of the

unknown tr. If is the upper (x-point of the distribution, then the region

y/n(x- Mo)
(7a.5.10)
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has the required properties. Thus with the choice X 2{T)-b^ in (7a. 5.9),

the condition of result (iii) is satisfied and, therefore, (7a. 5.9) is the best

similar region test for any alternative hypothesis with /i > //q . We note that

~
/^o) ^ ^

t

Jt Jn{x - + 1 (^i
- 1

where

J I {xi - xflin - 1)
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u i.s easy to vent) by straightforward computation that

JP(», (Tq^) _
(•" n ^ - I >/2^ -«/2j

Hence the equation (7a.5.J2j reduces to

Equation (7a. 5.1 J) is

i
— = (7a.5.14j

The values of can be found by solving equations (7a.5.13) and (7a. 5. 14).

The values of unbiased partitions (wj, U 2 ) for various values of n and a - 0.05

and 0.01 are given in R.M.M. Tables.

Let Xi, ..., be n independent observations from N{0, 1) and Hq be

0 ^ 0. Let us construct a similar region test for Hq . The statistic .x is sufficient

for (I, for its entire range, - 00 < 0 < 00 . If y is the indicator function of a

similar region w, then

E[x\x,0] = 0i, 0^0. (7a.5.15)

Since x is sufficient for 0, for the whole range - 00 < < 00
, the result

{7a. 5. 15) is true for 0 > 0 also. The power of w for any > 0 is then

£{£[z|x, 0]} = £(«)=. «.

which is independent of 0 and is the same as the first kind of error. The

condition that the test should be based on a similar region thus gives a useless

test. On the other hand, let us choose the simple hypothesis 0 = 0 in Hq and

construct a test against an alternative 0 > 0. As shown earlier the test criterion

is X ^ / where A is determined such that P{x ^ A| 0 = 0) ^ a. In such a case,

it may be seen that

P(x > A 1 0 ^ 0) ^ a and /’(x ^ A
]

0 > 0) > a

so that the condition of the size as defined in (7a.5.I) is satisfied and the

power is always greater than a and in fact increases with 0, which is a

desirable property. Thus a reasonable test of the composite hypothesis

0 < 0 exists and is superior to the similar region test. This example shows

that a certain amount of caution is necessary in accepting test criteria derived

by any of the principles stated without examination of their performance

(nature of the power curve, etc.).
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Let us now consider composite hypotheses in one parameter family of

distributions, where similar regions may not exist. If $ is the parameter, we

may have the following null {Hq) and alternative (H) hypotheses;

Ho H

(a) 0 ^ 00 0 > 00

(b) 0 < 00 or 0 > 01 00 < 0 < 01

(c) 00 ^ 0^01 0<0o,or 0>0i

Let a(0) = E{0 1 0), where
(f)

is a, critical function. In general, the problem is

one of determining 0 such that «(0') is a maximum when O' eH subject to the

condition

a(0)<«when0 6//o. (7a. 5. 16)

The problem may not have a reasonable solution in general. Proposition

(iv) relates to a satisfactory situation when the families of densities P{x, 0) have

a monotone likelihood ratio, i.e., there exists a real-valued function T(x) such

that for any 0 < O', the distributions of X are distinct and the ratio F{x, 0')/

P{x, 0) is a nondecreasing function of T(x).

(iv) Let 9 be a real parameter, and let the random variable X have probability

density P{x, 9) with a monotone likelihood ratio in 7’(x). For testing Hq: 9 ^9q

against 0>9o, there exists a VM.P. test, which given by

( 1 if T{x) > c

0 ifT(x) = c

(0 ifT{x)<c

where c and S are determined such that E{(f>*
\

Oq) = «. Further a*(0) = £(<^*| 0)

is a strictly increasing function for points 0 at which o(’*(0) < 1.

Consider Hq \ 9^ against H\9^ > 0o- The most powerful test (7a.3.11) is

based on the regions P{x\di) > ,
=, </:P(jr|0o) which are equivalent to

T{x) > , =, <c so that the test 4>* is U.M.P. for 0 = 0o against 0 > 0o . We
show that 0* is also U.M.P. for 0 ^ 0o against 0 > 0o

.

Of course, the same test is most powerful for any 0' against 0" > 0' at a

level a*(0'), in which case a*(0') > a*(0') using the proposition (ii), 7a.3. Then

«*(0) ^ a for 0 < 0Q ,
so that <j>* satisfies (7a.5.16). Suppose (j> is another test

satisfying (7a.5.16), i.e., £((^I0o) ^ Then E{(l>\$) < E{4>*\e) for 0 > 0o for

otherwise there is a contradiction, since is the most powerful test of Hq : 9q

at level a against // : 0 > 0o

.

A typical example of monotone likelihood ratio family is the one-para-

meter exponential family of distributions (See 31>.7)

P{x, 0) = a(0)6(x)exp[d(0)T(x)] (7a.5.17)
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where d{B) is strictly monotone in the range of B. The family has a monotone

likelihood ratio in T(a:) or in - T(x) according as d{d) is increasing or decreas-

ing in 0. It may be seen that a number of well-known, discrete (binomial,

Poisson, negative binomial, etc.), and continuous distributions (normal,

gamma, etc.) belong to this family. Proposition (v) relates to the family

(7a.5.17).

(v) For testing the hypothesis Hq\ 0 ^9^ or 6 ^ $2 against the alternative

H \ 6^ < 0 < 02 in the family (7a. 5. 17) there exists a U.M.P. test given by

{

i when Cl < T{x) < C2 ,

when Tix) = C;,i= 1,2,

0 when T{x) < or T(x) > C2 ,
(7a. 5. 18)

where the c's and d's are determined such that

E{(l>*\ei) = E{(l>*\e2)=^oi. (7a.5.19)

Let us consider Hq : 0=^0i or 0 = O2 and determine
<f>

such that E{<l>\9) for

given 01 < 0 < 02 is a maximum subject to the conditions E{<l>\9i)

-

£((^|02) = ot- In such a case, Lemma 2 of 7a.2 is applicable giving

[I iiPix\0)>kiP{x\0i) + k2P{x\92)

(^*(x) if P(x|0) = kiP{x\9i) + k 2 Pix\e 2) (7a.5.20)

(0 ifPix\9)<kiPix\0i) + k2Pix\e2).

Substituting the special form (7a. 5. 17) for P{x\0) in (7a. 5. 20), we find that the

test (7a.5.20) is equivalent to (7a.5.18). [The result is proved by showing that

the three regions in (7a. 5.20) correspond to y" ^ ^ + cy, where y - e^'^ and

hence to intervals of T specified in (7a. 5. 18)]. Then the test (7a.5.20) depending

only on Tis U.M.P. for //q : 0 = 0i or 0 = 0^ Now we apply an argument

similar to that used in proposition (iv) to establish that the test is U.M.P. for

Ho:9<9i or 9-^ O2 .

Unbiased Test. A test is said to be unbiased if £((/> 1 0) < a when 6 e Hq and

> OL when 0e H. We have already seen in 7a.3 that U.M.P. does not exist

for testing Hq : 0 = 0o against 0 7^ 0o where 0 is the mean of the normal dis-

tribution. In such a situation, we may impose the restriction of unbiasedness

and look for an U.M.P. test. Proposition (vi) provides an answer in particular

cases.

(vi) Let P(x|0) belong to the one-parameter exponential family of distribu-

tions. Then V.M.P.U. {U.M.P. unbiased) tests (a) of Hq :9 = 9^ against
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and [b] of 0^ ^9 against H^:6 < 6
^
or 9 > 62 at level a

exist and each test is defined by the criticalfunction,

(I ifT{x) < Ct or >C 2

<f>ix) = ifT{x) = c^, / = 1, 2,

(0 if Cl < ^(x) < C2

where C|, Cj ,
Sj, ^2 determined by the equations £(^

j ^o) = j
9q) =

a£(T
I

Oq) for problem {a) and E{(j)
i )

= £(^
i

^2 )
= *M problem {b).

For a detailed proof, the reader is referred to Lehmann (1959), Chapter 4.

7a.6 Fisfaer-Behreps Problem

Let «!, Xj, and n2 ,
X2 , ^2

^ be the size, sample mean, and variance of

independent observations from Nip^, and <^2
^) respectively.

What is an appropriate test based on these statistics of the hypothesis,

Pi- 1^2 value) when and are unknown and possibly

different?

It may be noted that when ff, = cr2 ,
the statistic

'
Xj - X2 - {p, - P2)

+rt2

(7a.6.l)

where ^ [(n^ - l)s/ + (Wj - l)i 2 ^]/('»i + nj - 2), has a r distribution on

(flj + ^2 - 2) D.F., and provides a similar region test for any hypothesis

concerning the difference Pi - Pi^ The test (7a.6.1) may be derived in the

same way as the t-test in 7a.5, first, by observing that when Pi - p2 ^^
(given) and Oj = <12 .

complete sufficient statistics exist for the unknown para-

meters and, second, by applying the method of [(iii), 7a.5],

When (T] ^ Oi and /i, - P 2 = ^ (given), it is not known whether complete

sufficient statistics exist for the unknown parameters and hence the method

of [(iii), 7a.5] cannot be applied for the determination of a similar region test.

But does any similar region test exist? The question has been recently an-

swered by Linnik, who showed that similar regions based on incomplete

sufficient statistics exist ; the test procedure is, however, complicated.

Fisher and Behrens (see Fisher, 1935, 1956) proposed a test based on the

fiducial distribution of Pi - Pi, which does not satisfy the criteria of testing of

hypotheses as Jaid down in 7a.L For instance, the first kind of error is not

below a specified value for all alternatives of the null hypothesis.

Various approximate tests have been suggested; one, due to Banerji

(1960), strictly satisfies the inequality concerning the first kind of error. The

proposed test is

1^1 + fliL)
«2 /
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where is the upper (a/2)-point of the t distribution on (ji, - 1) D.F. The

first kind of error for the test is For other approximate tests see, Chernoff

(1949), Cochran and Cox (1957), Linnik (1963) and Welch (1947).

7a.7 Asymptotic Efficency of Tests

Consider the problem of testing a simple hypothesis that the value of a

parameter 0 is Oq against the alternatives such -ds 0 ^ Oq, 6 > 6q, or ^

Let the data consist of n observations and denote by a„(0o) the first kind of

error and fijfi) the- second kind of error for the alternative 6. The power

function is y„(0) = i — ^„(d).

We have already seen that there is usually no test for which y„{9) has the

largest value for each 6 compared to any other test with the same value of

a„(tlo)- Nonetheless, we will have occasion to compare two given tests and

choose one in preference to the other. But given two tests with the same

value of the first kind of error ^^(do). we may find that the power functions

satisfy one kind of inequality for some values of 9 and

the reverse inequality for the other values of in the admissible range. Such

a knowledge is extremely useful, but in practice the computation of the

power functions is extremely difficult and we may have to depend on some

criterion, preferably a single numerical measure which is easily computable,

for making a choice between tests. It is clear that such an approach is unsatis-

factory for test criteria based on finite samples. We shall therefore consider

the case of the large samples, where the distinctions between tests are expected

to be clearcut.

For any reasonable sequence of tests y„(9) -^1 as « oo, for any fixed

alternative 0 ( / 0o)- Such a test is called a consistent test. A test which is not

consistent has, indeed, a poor performance in the sense that it does not

enable us to detect the alternative—with certainty if it is true—as « oo.

Since for any consistent test, 7„(0) 1 as n oo for fixed 9, the limiting value

of the power function y„{9) cannot serve as a criterion for distinguishing

between tests. But for any n, however large it may be, there will be alternative

values of $ possibly close to 9q such that y„{9) is less than unity. We shall

therefore study the behavior of y„(0) as 0 0o n -> oo in some specified

way and develop some measures of asymptotic efficiency.

Measures of Asymptotic Efficiency. In the context of sequences of tests based

on i.i.d. observations, some of the alternative measures of efficiency proposed

are as follows:

(a) (7a.7.1)

where y^(0o) is the first derivative of y„(0) at 0 = .
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(b) ^2 = (7a.7.2)

where Yl,{0o) is the second derivative of y„(0) at 0 = 0o

,, 2n-^lo%m
(c) ^3 = - hm lim—

.

tf-^on-^oo

(d) e^= lini 7„|
0o +^y

for some chosen

(7a.7.3)

(7a.7.4)

Each measure, e, to ^4 ,
provides a description of the local behavior of the

power curve at 0 = Oq in large samples. Let us denote by c,(T„), the value of

the measure for a sequence of tests {T„}. If > eXT2„), it would

imply that in large samples, the power curve for is higher than that for

{r2 „} in the neighborhood of 6q .

Under mild regularity conditions on the common p.d. (probability density)

of each observation, all the measures to 64.
are bounded above by quanti-

ties independent of any test procedure and which are easily computable. If

for any sequence of tests {T„}, the upper bound is attained for e,(T„), then

{r„} is asymptotically best according to the measure e,

.

The upper bounds are

quoted without proof and with reference to the original papers where the

proofs can be found. The upper bounds are in factforlimsupin(7a.7.I-7a.7.4).

(a') ^ where / is Fisher’s information on 0 con-

tained in a single observation and a is the upper a-point of ^'(0, 1), (Rao,

\962d).

(b') C2 ^ f

(cO ca < /, (Rao, ]962d).

(d') ^4 < 1 — 0(a - dyji), where Ct> is the distribution function of A^(0
,

1 ),

(Rao, 1963a).

The computations of these measures are not easy for any general test

criterion. The most important cases are, however, tests based on asymp-

totically normally distributed statistics. We shall illustrate the compulation

of some of the measures in such cases.

Computation of From the definition it is seen that Ci provides an estimate

of the slope of the power curve at 0 = Oo and the measure is useful for com-

paring one-sided tests (i.e., when the alternatives are 6 > Oq or 0 < Oq). For

unbiased tests, the value of would be zero, in which case €2 ,
which measures

the curvature of the power curve at 0 = do, is relevant.
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Let us consider i.i.d. observations each with p.d. p(x, 0) such that i =

E(dlog p/dOy < oo, aX 9 - Oq. Let x^, . .
. , jc„ denote the first n observations

and P{X„ , $) = p{xi, 6)... p{x„
, 6). Then

PiX„J)
(7a.7.5)

has asymptotic normal distribution with mean zero and variance /. Let T,

be a consistent estimator of 9 such that the a.d. of^{T„ - 6q) is N [0,

We have the following proposition leading to the computation of for the

sequence of tests based on y/n{T^ - 0,^).

(i) Let the sequence of test criteria be ^ c, where = \/n{T^ - 6q)1

a{Bo) and a is the a. probability point of jV(0, 1). Further^ let the asymptotic

Joint distribution of U„ andZ„ be bivariate normal with the correlation cojfiecient

equal to p. If differentiation under the integral sign is valid for the function

P{X„, 0), then e, = (/p^/27t)exp(-fl^/2) oc p^.

By definition

«-‘''7;(9o) = f
0„) dv.

L z„p{x„,eo)dv„,

ZP(Z, U) dz du, as « 00
, (7a.7.6)

where ?(Z, U) is the bivariate normal density with V{Z) = /, V(V) ~ 1, and

cov(Z, U) = Py/i. The integral (7a. 7. 6) is easily evaluated to be

(7a.7.7)

which proves the result of (i).

If the statistic T„ is efficient in the sense of (5c.2.5 and 5c.2.6) then p = 1 and

e^ attains the upper bound. Thus efficient estimators provide asymptotically

best test criteria according to the e, measure. If r,„ and are two sequences

of statistics satisfying the conditions of (i) with pi and p^ as the asymptotic

correlations with Z„, the relative efficiency of compared with 7,* is

iPilPiV* so that we may define the efficiency of a test by p^ itself instead of

by (7a.7.7) as in the case of estimating efficiency. We will denote p^ as the

measure e[.

The computations of €2 and e^ are difficult and require far more assump-

tions on the sequence of statistics T„. We shall now consider e^, which is
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called Pitman efficiency and which has been frequently used to compare large

sample tests.

(ii) Lei T„ be a test statistic based on the first n observations and let the

critical region be ^ A,, . Suppose that

(a) lim P{T„ ^ A„) = a {fixed value) > 0,

(b) there exist a positive quantity r andfunctions (7(0) such that

lim pL’' + = ^(y) (7a. 7.8)

n-x I <T{9o + bn 0 )

for every real y, where d>(/) is the d.f. o/ MO, 1),

(c) p{6) has a derivative p'{0q) at 0 = Oq, which is positive and a{()) is con-

tinuous at Oq .

Then

limy(l?o + = - a) (7a. 7.9)

n'»K \ o{0q) /

where a is the upper a probability point of MO, !)•

In many practical applications r = which is chosen in the definition of

^'4 . We could have defined e^ as the limit of y(t?o + bn ') by choosing the

value of r to satisfy assumption (b). Now, by definition

y„{0o + Sn-')^P{T„ ^ A„\eQ T Sn^^'

)

r (7{dQ + bn^')
^ ”

a{6o + bn~')

ii.„ - p{6q + (5rr'’)

(t{0o + bn^')
(7a.7.l0)

where c„(<5) 0 as « ^ oo, observing that theconvergenceof(7a.7.8)is uniform

in y, although not in Substituting <5 = 0, we have

^ +£„(0). (7a. 7.11)

\ JOo) /

Taking limits of both sides of (7a. 7.1 1)

a = limOi

which shows that

\
" ciOo) )

^ a + ri„, as n CO.
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Therefore = n'{a + + M^o)- Hence the argument of in (7a.7.10X

^ (fl + t/>(0o)
f
An — fliOo +

ffiOo + (5/?“0 <j{0q + dtr')

^
- g(T(go) _ S^'jOo)

_ ^^
(T(^?o) tT(Oo)

which proves the required result.

(tii) A sufficient condition for the assumption (h) of{ii) to hold is

(7a.7.12)

uniformly in 0 for 6^ ^ 0 ^ 0^ + r], where tj is any positive number.

The result of (iii) is easy to prove. In practice it is easier to verify the con-

dition (7a.7.12) instead of (b) of (ii). Furthermore, if we consider only test

criteria satisfying the conditions of (ii) or (iii), the efficiency may be defined as

[/F((^o)/^(^o)]' which is an increasing function of (7a. 7.9) for given S and a.

We call the measure [/i'(Oo)M^o)]^'^ ^1-

The Concept of Relative Sample Sizes. Let us consider the measure e, and

two sequences of tests r,„ and T2 ,,. Denote by ylntOg), the slope of the power

curve for given n for the iih test, / = 1, 2, Let us suppose that for a given n,

there exists a number iV„ such that

)’i«(^^o) ~ yiNf^o)-) {7a.7.13)

that is, the slopes are equal and that go as n ^ 00 . The efficiencies

eff) and ei(T2 ) are, by definition,

e,(Ti) =

efT 2)= lim [N;^‘^y2 sfOo)?.

But is equal to, from the relation (7a.7,13),

iim[«-''V..(»o)F = i™[>r'''TWOo)r

(7a.7.14)
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Hence lim = e^{T^jei{T^) as /i oo, that is, in large samples the

ratio of the asymptotic efficiencies is equal to the limit of the inverse ratio

of sample sizes needed for the two tests to have the same slope for the power

curves. Thus, we have a practically useful interpretation of the measure e,.

Let us consider the measure . It is seen that under the assumptions of the

proposition (ii) or (iii)

Let us consider two sequences of test statistics (Ti^} and {T2J and denote by

CTj, and }i2 ,
ff2 ^he relevant functions for Ti„ and . As before, let n and

N„ be such that

y,„(0o + (7a.7.15)

and suppose that iY„ 00 as « 00 . Now

\ limyj„(0o + Sn~^)

7 n~*oo

= limrj».[0o + 5A',-'(n-7/V-')]

= lim + SX~’N,-') (7a.7.16)
Aifi-*ao

where A = iim(«/7V„) as «-^oo. The transition from (7a.7.16) to (7a.7.]7)

needs careful demonstration following the arguments used in the proof of (ii).

The equation (7a.7.17) gives

_ ^^2(^0)

£7i(0o) AV2(0o)

or

i^ziOo)

^
g;(T2)

Thus, the relative efficiency of T2 with respect to Tj is equal to the inverse

ratio of sample sizes needed to have the same power at a sequence of values

6„ -* 6q such that y„i9„) y (any assigned value) < 1, as n co.

A lim — = I
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There are a few other measures of interest of asymptotic efficiency of tests

due to Bahadur (1960), Chernoff (1952), Noether (1955), and others, but they

are somewhat more specialized than those considered in this section. For

further details on asymptotic efficiency of tests and applications to certain

parametric and nonparametric tests, reference may be made to Chernoff and

Savage (1958), Pitman (1949), Hodges and Lehman (1956), Hoeffding and

Rosenblatt (1955).

7b CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

7b. 1 The General Problem

Numerous examples have been given in the previous chapters of estimating

parameters by intervals. We shall formulate the problem in a general way

due to Neyman (1935, 1937) and examine the extent to which satisfactory

solutions can be obtained.

Let X denote a sample point and 9 a parameter (which may be multi-

dimensional) specifying the probability distribution over the sample space.

Let 0 denote the set of admissible values of 9. For given x let I{x) denote a

set of 9 values. I is said to be a confidence set estimator of 9 with a confidence

coefficient (I — ot), or in short (I - (x) confidence set estimator, if

P[x\ 9 E /(a:) 19] = 1 - a, for every 9 6 0. (7b.l.l)

A confidence set estimator / is said to be unbiased if

?(9i £ /192] « I - a, 9i, 92 G 0. (7b.l.2)

Let / and J be two set estimators of 9 with the same confidence coefficient. I

is said to be shorter than J if

P [9i 6 /

1

92 ] ^ P [01 e y 1 02], 0, , 02 e 0. (7b. 1.3)

The conditions (7b. 1.2) and (7b. 1.3) correspond to unbias and power of a

test in the theory of testing of hypothesis.

In practice we are generally interested in interval estimators of individual

parameters and not of any general set estimators. In theory, however, it is

simpler to consider the more general problem of set estimation.

7b.2 A General Method of Constructing a Confidence Set

The problem of set estimation is closely linked with that of testing a simple

hypothesis concerning the unknown parameters. We shall prove some results

which establish the relationship between the two problems.
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(i) Let M, he a critical region of size 2 for testing the simple hypothesis

0 = a {gii en value) and let u be the region complementary to jv. . Then for
given .r, the set of a

I{x) = ;a : xswf] (7b.2.i)

/i (I ~ ol) confidence set for B for given

By construction

.V£u/oaG7(.v). (7b.2.2)

Hence

i

0 = a) = P{x : a G /(x)
1
0 = a). (7b.2.3)

The left-hand expression of (7b.2.3) has the value (1 - a), which proves

the required result.

{w) Let l{x) he a {\-y) confidence set ofQ. Then the set of x values

w/ = (x : a G /(x)} (7b.2.4)

constitutes an acceptance region for the hypothesis 0 = a.

(iii) If is unbiased as a critical region for testing the hypothesis 0 = a, the

set estimator I based on w, is unbiased in the sense of (7b. 1 .2). Conversely if I is

unbiased in the sense of (7b. 1.2), the critical region based on / provides an

unbiased test of the hypothesis 0 ~ a.

The result follows from the equivalence relation (7b.2.2) by taking prob-

abilities for 0 = b a.

(iv) Let / be shorter than 7, another set estimator, and wj^l) and >v,(V) be

the associated critical regions. Then the test based on w,(/) is more powerful

than that based on w^{J).

From the equivalence relation (7b. 2.2), we see that

/>«(/)! 0) = 7>(aG/ 10), O^a
^P(aey|0), since / is shorter

= ^KV)|0).

(v) The converse of (iv) is also true.

Results (iv) and (v) show that if a U.M.P. test exists for the hypothesis

0 = a (any given value), then the shortest confidence set exists and vice-versa.

In general we have a satisfactory set estimator if there is a reasonable test

criterion for simple hyp6theses concerning 0. For example, on the basis of a
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r„„ K,. “

unknown is Student's /-test with the cnticdl region

'Ix-al
I V" >kl

where k is the upper (a/2) point of the r-distribution on (« - 1) D.F. Then

by (7b.2.1),

I{x) = {a:xe

^Jn\x- c

which gives

( _ ks . ks\
= la:x +—

I Jn Jn)

/ ks ks\

V7r,’"^7»’

as a (1 - a) confidence set (interval) estimator of

it IS also seen that, corresponding to the one-sided test,

(
Jn{x~a)

\
{x\ > k]

,

where k is the upper a-point of the ^-distribution on {n — 1) D.F., we obtain

the one-sided (1 - a) confidence interval

I{x) =
Jn{x - a)

^k

_ ks
= Ifl : a > X -—

yjn.

(7b.2.5)

In the two examples considered, the set estimator turned out to be an

interval. We shall now consider an example to show that the method of

inversion (7b.2.1) does not always lead to an interval estimator even for a

one-dimensional parameter.^

Let X N(n, 1) and y N(Xfji, 1) and be independent. To test the hypothesis

2 = ^ we may use the test criterion

iax-yY
z'(i). (7b.2.6)
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The critical region of size a is (ax - y)^ ^ {a^ + ])k, where k is the upper

a probability point of x^(l). The set estimator of A is the set of values of a

such that (ax - y)^ < kia^ y 1), that is,

- k) ~ 2axy yy^-k^O. (7b.2.7)

The set derived from the inequality {7b. 2. 7) will not be an interval if, for

instance, {x^ — k) is negative and the roots of the quadratic in a are real.

This can happen since x and y can have any arbitrary values. The set of

values of (.v, y) for which the estimate is not an interval, however, may have

a low probability, in which case the suggested solution may be acceptable,

A different procedure is needed if the set estimator is restricted to intervals

only.

7b.3 Set Estimators for Functions of 0

Let 0 be a one-dimensional parameter, / be a set estimator of 9, and y{0) be

any function of tl. Consider the set y[/(.v)] of g{0) values corresponding to the

0 values of the set I{x). If ^(0) is a one-to-one function of 0, then

g{0)Eg[I{x)]oQE I{x),

in which case g[I] is a set estimator of g{0) with the same confidence as / is of

0. On the other hand, g{d) is not a one-to-one function, then

0G/(x)3>c/(0)e5[/{x)],

and therefore the confidence coefficient of the estimator g[I] is higher than

that of 7. This may not be the desired solution, however. To obtain a set

estimator of g(0) with a given confidence coefficient for such instances, it may

b-' necessary to find a test criterion for testing simple hypotheses concerning

g{B) itself.

Suppose 0 is a multidimensional parameter and / is a (1 - Dc)-confidence set

estimator. As before, let ^[/(.v)] be the set of t/{0) values corresponding to the 0

values of the set /(x). In general, we can only assert that

Qe I{x)^g{Q)eg[I{x)l

and therefore g[I] is a set estimator of (7 (
0 ) with a confidence coefficient

greater than (I - a). The reader is referred to the e.xamples and the discussion

on simultaneous confidence intervals given in 4b.2.
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7c SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS

7c. 1 Wald’s Sequential Probability Ratio Test

In practice all investigations are sequential. Experiments are continued until

sufficient evidence accumulates to come to a decision or are discontinued after

some stage owing to lack of resources or because further continuance is

judged to be unprofitable. It is also commonplace that evidence collected up

to any stage is utilized in planning further investigations. The concept of a

pilot survey, introduced by Mahalanobis (1940) to collect preliminary inform-

ation for efficient planning of a larger survey of jute acreage in Bengal, is a

typical application of sequential analysis. In a slightly different context of

acceptance sampling where the quality of a lot or a batch of items is judged

by examining a small sample of items, Dodge and Homing (1929) introduced a

two-stage sampling plan. Let Tj be the number of defective items in a first

sample of size If Cj, accept the lot, and if ^ reject the lot. If

Cl < Zj < Cl take a further sample of size nj and if the total number of defects

r in both the samples is not greater than c, accept the lot and reject otherwise.

A general theory of sequential analysis was developed by Wald in connection

with acceptance sampling during the second world war. We shall consider in

this section some basic concepts and methods of sequential analysis as de-

veloped by Wald (1947).

Sequential Probability Ratio Test. Let Hq and be two alternative

hypotheses concerning a sequence of random variables (xj, JC2 , ...) not

necessarily i.i.d. Denote by | H,) t = 0, 1 the probability densities

under Hq and Hi based on the first m observations. The likelihood ratio based

on the first m observations is

P{x„...,x„\H^y
(7C.1.1)

Wald’s sequential probability ratio test (S.P.R.T) for deciding between the

two alternatives Hq and Hi (or of testing f/o against an alternative //() is

defined as follows.

Choose and fix two constants A and B such that 0<B<l</(<oo.
Observe the random variables (xj, Xj , .

.

-) one after the other. At each stage

compute the likelihood ratio. At the mth stage, if (a) R„ ^ B, stop sampling

and accept Hq
,
(b) R„ > A, stop sampling and accept Hi, and {c) B < < A,

continue sampling by taking an additional observation. The constants A

and B are called the boundary points of the S.P.R.T.

As in the theory of testing of hypotheses based on a fixed sample size, two

kinds of errors arise. If a is the probability of rejecting Hq when it is true and ^
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of accepting Hq when is true, the pair (a, is called the strength of the

sequential test.

7c.2 Some Properties of the S.P.R.T.

We shall prove some results concerning the performance of an S.P.R.T.

(i) If the S.P.R.T. of strength (a, jS) and the boundary points {A, B) termin-

ates with probability 1, then

1 -jS /3

(7C.2.1)
a 1 — ot

Let be the region B<Ri<A,i^],...,m — \ and R^^ A. The prob-

ability of rejecting Hq when it is true is

ot = f [
P{Xy,...,xjHo)dd'"^

ni= 1

^ I f
A-^P{xi,... ,xjH^)dv^”''>^A-\[ - P),

where ~ dx^ dx^, which establishes the first inequality in (7c. 2.1).

Similarly, the second inequality follows.

(ii) Iffor the choice

\ - B 8
A = S = (7C-2.2)

a 1 — a

the S.P.R.T. terminates with probability 1 and is of strength (a', jS'), then

a 8
ol

'

^

, 8'^ , and (a' + < a + j?. (7c.2.3)
1 - p 1 - Of

Applying (7c.2.1) and substituting the expressions for A and B as in

(7c.2.2), we have

a a'
’

1 — a 1 — a'

(7c2.4)

From the first inequality in (7c.2.4), we see that
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Similarly, < /?/(! - a). Further from (7c.2.4), wc have

1-a' l-o( 1- «'-/?' I - a - B
> >

/j ji' ^
fi

1 - /i-

^
1 - /i

^
- g- - /) I - , -

a' 0^ a' 1
‘

Hence if (1 - a - /?) > 0, which is true when % and /? are small, then

3£' + /r

1 - a

<
a + //

1 - 2 - /f

=> 2' + )?' < 2 +

The inequalities (7c-2J) show that when a and B small, a' and ji' are

c/ojt' to a one/ /I a/iJ at o/ie of the inequalities a' ^ ot, f ^ (i is true (since

a' + j?' ^ a + /?). Generally, both the inequalities are likely to be true and

the special choice oi’ A, B as in {7c. 2. 2) leads to a more stringent test than the

one with the correct choice of A and B.

(iii) Suppose the successive observations ^ 2 , . . .) are independent and

identically distributed. Let r(A:) = log[p(AL
|

f/i)//j(A
|

Hq)] where p{-\Hq) and

p{'\Hi) are the probability densities of a single observation x under Hq and

Hj respectively. Further, denote by n the number of observations {which

is a random variable) needed for reaching a decision by using the S.P.R.T.

With respect to any hypothesis H {not necessarily or //,) for which

F(|z(a:)| > 0\H) >0, the following results are true.

(a) P(n < co) ~ i, that is, the S.P.R.T. eventually terminates.

(b) £(<?'") <oo,for~oo<t<to, where ig > 0.

Result (a) shows that the S.P.R.T. terminates with probability 1, whatever

may be the distribution from which the observations arc drawn provided

only P(tz(jc)j > 0) > 0. Result (b) shows that all moments of n are finite.

Let Zj = log [pUi j
Hflp{Xi

\
Ha)]. Then (zj

,
z^, ..

.)
is a sequence of i.i.d.

random variables. The sequential process continues as long as

^ = log < (zj + • • + z,) - Sj < log ^ = a, 2 = 1,2,...,

that is, Yi € {b, a). Let r be the greatest integer in {mjk} where m and k are

fixed and consider 5* ,
S

2 k
~ Sj,^ ~ S2 k, ^ S^k - ^^(r-uk If sample

size needed, exceeds m, then 5, e (^2 ,
a) for f = 1 ,

2, . .
. , w and in particular for

i = k,2k,...,rk.HtncQ iTd =
|
Y.a - ._,)*! <(|/^| + |a|) = c, / = 1, . . .,

r, which implies that

P(n>m):^P{\Ti\ <c, i=\,...,r)

= [P(| Ti
I

< c)]', since Tj are independent. (7c.2.5)

lim P{n > m) = lim [f(
|

Tj
|

< cf, keeping k fixed

= 0, if Pdrj <c)< i.
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Since /^(|z| > 0) > 0, there exists a constant h such that P{z> h) and/or

P{z < -h) is >0. Now

P(|T,| >c) = P(|z, +--. + z,|>c)

> [P{z>h)Y + [P{z< -h)f>0

choosing ^ to be a fixed integer greater than cjh. Hence P(|T,
|
< c) = ^ < 1

and the proposition (a) of (iii) is proved.

To prove (b), consider

^ L - m)
»n= 1

< ^ P"'P{n > m - 1)

=? Z c” S', r = ^ = m ri
I

< C) using (7C.2.5)

— ^ c""

The series is convergent if c' < 1 or t < {-logSyk =

where it may be noted that to > 0 and that its value can actually be deter-

mined.

(iv) For any random variable n which takes the values 0, 1,2,...

E(n) = ^ Pin ^ m).

By definition

E{n) = ?(« = ]) + 2P{n = 2) + 3P(n = 3) + ••

- P(n = 1) + P{n = 2)+ = 3) + • • •

+ P{n^2)-\- P(n = 3) + - -

+ • +

- P{n ^1)4- P{n^2)+ /"(« > 3) + • •

.

(7c.2.6)

(v) A General Lemma. Consider a sequence of i.i.d. observations, x^, X2 ,

... on a random variable x and a sequential decision procedure with a given

stopping rule. Let n be the number of observations needed to come to a decision,

z{x) be any measurable function of x, and H be some hypothesis specifying the

probability distribution of x. Then

E{

I

2(a:)
I I

if) < cx) and E(n
|

if) < oo => E(S„
\

H) = E(z\H)E(n
\

H),
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where S„ = z{Xi) + z(x„), that is, the cumulative sum ofz values up^ to the

stage of taking a decision.

Note that the problem need not be one of testing of hypothesis but can

be of a more general nature with specified rules for continuing sampling

and for stopping to make a decision.

Define

if no decision is taken up to the (i
- l)th stage

if a decision is taken at an earlier stage.

Then>’j is clearly a function of x,, . .
. , x,_j only and is, therefore, independent

of X. and hence independent of Zi = z(.Yi). Consider the sum

hyi +z2:v 2 + •• + z„y„ + z„+iy„+i +

which is easily seen to be . Taking expectations

E(S.)^E(£z,y,) = lE{!,y,)

= I £{z,)£{j,.) = £(z)X £(>',)

= E{z) ^ P{n ^ i) = E{z)E{n), using (7c.2.6),

The interchanging of E and ^ is justified since

I
£(tz,>.,|) = £(|zi) X F(« ^ 0 = £([z|)£(«) < CO

by assumption.

7c.3 Efficiency of the S.P.R.T.

Let the sequence of observations (x,, X2 ,
. . ) be independent and identically

distributed and let the probability densities of a single observation x under

Hq and be p{-
\

Hq) and As in [(iii), 7c.2], let

Under these conditions we shall show that the S.P.R.T. is superior to a fixed

sample size test in the sense that the average sample number (A.S.N.) for the

former is smaller than the fixed size of the latter, provided the two types of

tests are of the same strength (a, j8). Furthermore, compared to any other

sequential test procedure the S.P.R.T. has the least A.S.N. We prove the

following results.

(i) The S.P.R.T. terminates with prohahility 1 both under Hq and Hy.

It is shown in (le.6.6) that unless z(x) = I with probability 1

£[z(x)|//o]<0
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P{z<0\Hq)>0 or F{\z\ >0 \Hq)>0.

Hence by applying the result (a) of [(iii), 7c.2j, the S.P.R.T. terminates with

probability 1 when is true. The proof is similar when W, is true.

(ii) Let E(!z|
|

Hq) < oo and E(|z| |//i) < co. Then approximate expres-

sions for the A.S.N. under Hq, Hi are

E{n\H,)
/j(l

E{n\Hi)
b^ + a{\~^)

Eiz\H,)

where (ot, jS) is the strength of the S.P.R.T.

From (b) of [(iii), 7c.2], E{n) < co and from [(v), 7c.2],

(7C.3.I)

(7C.3.2)

E{n\Ho)E{z\H^) = E{S„\H,). (7c.3.3)

£(5„
I //o) = P{S„ < b)E{S,

j

^b) + P(5„ > a)E{S„ a)

= (1 - !x)b + otfl (7c.3.4)

if we use the approximations E{S„ \S„^b) = b, E{S„ \S„^ a) ^ a, that is, by

neglecting the excess of S„ over the boundary when the S.P.R.T. terminates.

Combining (7c. 3.3) and (7c. 3.4), we obtain (7c.3.1). Similarly (7c.3.2) is

established.

(iii) For any sequential test procedure which terminates with probability 1,

1

E{n\Ho)^

(1 - a) log- + alog-
1 - a a

E{z\Ho)

For the S.P.R.T., as shown in (7c.3.1),

E(z\H„)

where a and b have the approximate values

(7C.3.5)

(7C.3.6)

a = log
,

h = log
1 -a

Suppose the result (7c. 3. 5) is true. Then (7c, 3.6) is approximately the lower

bound in (7c.3.5) thus showing that the A.S.N, for the S.P.R.T, is nearly the

least.
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To prove the inequality (7c.3.5) we use the result [(v), 7c.2],

E{r,\H,)E{z\Ho)^E{S,\H,) (7c.3.7)

and compute EiS^lUo) for any sequential test.

E{S„\Ho) is accepted)£(5„|//o, Uq is accepted)

+ P{Hq is rejected)£(5„| //f, ^
Hq is rejected)

-(1 - a)£(.S'J Ho , Ho is accepted)

+ olE{S„\Hq, Hq is rejected). (7c.3.8)

By Jensen’s inequality (le,5.6),

£(S„tHo, Hq is accepted)

< log £(e^"|Ho ,
Hq is accepted)

= l“8 nr I f ‘'''"''("i I

Wo)
I

Wo) (7c,3,9)

where h is the region in leading to the acceptance of Hq . Observing that

we can reduce the expression (7c. 3. 9) to

log 7^ f
I

1 1

H
1 )

•
‘

I 1 )
= log .

1 - a 1 •'h..,, 1 — a

Similarly, ^.SjHo, Hq is rejected) < log[(l - j9)/a]. Hence from (7c.3.8),

we see that

£(5J W„) ^ (I - a) log^ + a log Ell .

1 - a a

Furthermore, £(z|Ho)<0, and hence the equation {7c, 3.7) gives the in-

equality (7c.3.5).

7c.4 An Example of Economy of Sequential Testing

Let X ~ N{0q
,
0-^) under Hq and N{0

^ , a^) under H,
,
where 0, > Oq and

is known. The logarithm of the likelihood ratio based on the first m inde-

pendent observations is

log = -^ [Z (Xi
- - Z (^, - ^o)^]

=
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At the wth stage the procedure is as follows:

(a) Accept Hq
,
if

V V
m(0i -t- Bo)

L
i 2

(b) Reject Hq
,
if

m{B, -h Oo)

2

(c) Continue sampling if

” m(0( + Oq) ^ aa^

«1 2
“^

0
,

- 0„’

where a ^ log[(l - /?)/«] and b ^ Iog[j3/(l - a)].

To determine the A.S.N. we use the approximate expression

Now

E{n\H,)^
^?(l - a) + aa

£(z|Wo)

2(7^

£{z|Ho)
(^1

-

2(j^

(7c.4.1)

(7C.4.2)

For given values of a, jS, a, b, the value of (7c.4.1) can be computed sub-

stituting the value (7c,4.2) for E{z\Hq). Similarly,

bp + a{\ - H)
(7C.4.3)

can be computed.

Let us consider a fixed sample size test of the same strength (x, /i). The

fixed sample size test at a level of significance is

where N is the sample size and c/^ is the upper a-point of ^"(0. 1). Now

P = P{jN{x-0„)<d,<7\i),)

= P{^N{x - 0,) .'V(rt, - «„)!«, ).

Hence, if dp is the upper point of iV(0, 1). then

-(1,(7 +
v' A(t?i - (?o) =dpa.

31 (54 -45)1973
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which gives

(01

The ratio of A.S.N. (7c.4. 1) when Hq is true to the fixed sample size N, (7c.4.4)

_ 2[fc(l -«) + ««]

(4 +‘ify
^

which is independent of (Oj - (?o)* Similarly, the ratio when is true is

f, ,

,o • (’‘^•'*•6)

(fl, + «f)

When a = 0.05, ^ = 0.05, we find that d^ = dp = 1.6449 and the values of a

and b are

a = log = 2.9444, b = log = - 2.9444.

The values of the ratios (7c.4.5) and (7c.4.6) are each equal to 0.4897, which

shows that the saving in the observations by the sequential method is of the

order of 50%.

Chernoff (1959) investigated the saving in observations in the general case,

when a and /? are small and the alternative hypothesis is close to the null

hypothesis. It appears that the ratio of fixed sample size to the expected size of

the S.P.R.T. is of the order of 4 : 1 in large samples.

7c.5 The Fundamental Identity of Sequential Analysis

LEMMA 1. Let z be a random variable such that

(a) P{z > 0) > 0 and P{z < 0) > 0,

(b) — E{e'^) exists for any real value t, and

(c) Eiz) f 0.

Then there exists a t ^0 such that 0(t) ^ 1 . // £(z) < 0, then r > 0 and if

E{z) > 0, then r < 0,

Since P{z > 0) > 0, there exists a c such that P(z > c) = S > 0. Hence

>1 f''*t/F>eV(z>c), if t>0. (7C.5.1)
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The result {7c.5.I)=> ^0 oo as t - oo. Similarly, <f>{t) - + oo as t - oo,

Furthermore, <^(0) - I and the slope of 0(t),

at r = 0 is E(z}. If E{z) < 0, the curve of ^{/) has value unity at t = 0, slopes

downwards, and then tends to oo as oo. Since <p{t) is analytic, it must

assume the value unity again for some other value t > 0 of /. Similarly, when

E{z) > 0, there exists a t < 0 such that <^(t) = 1

.

Since ^"(0 = E{z^e'% the condition (a) of lemma 1 implies that (^"(/) > 0

for all t, which in turn implies that it can have one minimum at the utmost.

Hence there is only one value t of t other than 0 at which (^(/) = 1, for if

= 1 at Ti, T 2 ,
besides zero, then at least two minima are implied.

LEMMA 2. Let Xj, X2 , be a sequence of U.d. observations on a random

variable x with probability density p{-
\

H) under a hypothesis H. Consider any

sequential procedure with a given stopping rule and let n be the number of

observations needed for coming to a decision, ff Zi~ z{x,) is any measurable

function^ then P{n < 00 1 H) = 1 =>

= < xjH,), (7c.5.2)

where under the probability density ofx is

P(-|/#.) = ^?(i«). (7C.5.3)

Let w„ denote the region in R” leading to the termination of the sequential

procedure at the mth stage. Then

1

=!;f
1

= P(n<aoti/,).

The Findamental Identity of Se^ueiitial Awriysis, Consider the S.P.R.T.

based on a sequence of i.i.d. observations and let r be as defined in [(iii),

7c.2], the logarithm of the ratio of probability densities under the hypotheses

'Hq and H,. If H is any hypothesis such that F(|^| > 0| H) > 0, then

which is called the fundamental identity of sequential analysis.
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It is easy to see that P{\z\ >0\H)> 0=^F(|2| > 0|//,) > 0, where is as

defined in (7c.5.3), Hence by [(iii) (a), 7c.2], P{n < ooj//,) = 1. The result

(7c. 5.4) follows from (7c.5.2).

Operating Characteristic (O.C.) Function of a Sequential Plan. Let us con-

sider a sequential plan for coming to a decision like accepting or rejecting a

batch of goods offered for inspection or taking some action or not. A sequen-

tial plan consists in drawing goods one by one, making measurements, and

applying certain rules of continuing sampling and stopping to take a decision,

based on the measurements available at each stage. Let us denote by 71(H) the

probability of accepting a batch under a given procedure when the probability

distribution of the measurements is as specified by hypothesis H. Then ti,

considered as a function of H belonging to a set of possible hypotheses, is

called a O.C. function of the sequential plan. We shall compute, the O.C.

function for an important class of sequential plans.

We impose the restriction that the probability of accepting a batch is

(I - a) if the probability distribution of the measurements is as specified

by a chosen hypothesis Hq and ^ if it is according to another chosen hypothe-

sis Hi - Suppose that this specification is realized by using the S.P.R.T. based

on the likelihood ratio of the hypotheses Hq and f/j with the convention of

accepting a batch when Hq is accepted under S.P.R.T. and of rejecting a

batch when If is accepted. We shall obtain an approximate value of t:{H)

for such a plan under the conditions of lemmas 1 and 2 on the distribution of

7

—

the logarithm of the likelihood ratio of the hypotheses Hq and H^ for a

single observation.

Let <^(0 be the c.f of z under H. Then by lemma I, t exists such that

^(t) = 1. Substituting this value in the fundamental identity (7c.5.4), we have

I =
I

//) \S„^b)^F {S„ > a]E(e^^''
1

^ a)

= + -n(H)y\

which gives

I

k{H)~~^ (7C.5.5)
c

^ — e

Average Sample Number (A.S.N.). Using an argument similar to that of

(7c.3.4), we have the approximate expression

E{S„\H) ~ bniH) + a[ii - 7:{H)].

But from [(v), 7c.2]

E(n\H)E{z\H) = EiS„\Hy,
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E{z\H)
(7C.5.6)

which is an approximate evaluation of the average sample number for coming
to a decision under the hypothesis H by using the sequential plan based on the

S.P.R.T. for testing Hq against

Let us compute the approximate O.C. and A.S.N. functions for the normal
distribution for the S.P.R.T. constructed in 7c.4. It may be recalled that Hq is

N{6q
,
a^) and Hy is

,
tr^). Let H be NiO, where 0 is arbitrary. We shall

study the behavior of the test for 6^ against the alternative when the true

value is 9 difTerent from 0o and Now

z = [(X - e,y -{X- e,y]

q = t{0, - 0o)[20
- - 00 + r(0, - Oo)].

The value of r ^ 0, such that 0(t) = 1 is

e. - 00

in which case using (7c. 5. 5), the O.C. function is

1 -
n{0)-- '

_ ^r{0) ’

and by using {7c.5.6), the A.S.N. function is

where E{z\e) = [(0 - 0o)^ - (0 - 0i)^]/2<7^

7c.6 Sequential Estimation

The basic idea of sequential estimation of a parameter is to do just enough
sampling to be able to obtain an estimate with a predeterminedprecision or to

maximize the precision (i.e., minimizing the risk) for a given cost of sampling.

In the context of interval estimation, the precision may be expressed by the

length of the interval with a given confidence coefficient. For a point estimate

it may be the mean square error or some suitable loss function. The subject of

sequential estimation is not, however, fully developed. Some problems have

been considered by Anscombe (1952, 1953), Wolfowitz (1947), and others. In
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this section we shall consider an interesting method of Stein (1945) for deter-

mining an interval estimate of a given length for the mean of a normal dis-

tribution when the variance is unknown, by sampling in two stages.

It may be recalled [v, 7b,2] that on the basis of a sample of fixed size n

providing an average x and an unbiased estinutor of variance we found

the (1 - a) confidents interval estimator for the mean of a normal distribu-

tion as

(7C.6.1)

V"

where ^2 is the upper (a/2)-point of the ^-distribution on (n - 1) D.F. But

the length of the confidence interval {Ist^i^ijn is itself a random variable

and in any particular case it may be large. It is known, however, that it is not

possible to find a confidence interval of an assigned length, when is

unknown on the basis of a single sample (Dantzig, 1940). The problem can be

solved, however, by using sequential sampling in two stages.

Draw a sample X|, . .
. , of size m, fixed in advance and compute x, s^.

Let n be the smallest integer for which

(7C.6.2)

where is the variance of the t-distribution on {m -
1) D.F. and c is an

assigned constant. Then draw a further sample of {n — w) observations. Let

X = (x + •
’ + xj/n be the average based on all the observations. Then we

have the following results.

(i) X is on unbiaseii estimate of ^ with a standard deviation

It is easy to verify that

a
and

(m - i)s^
(7C.6.3)

are independently distributed as Af(0, 1) and on (m - 1) D.F. respectively,

and hence

\/nix-fi)
t on (m - 1) D.F.

Ey/njx ~ /i)

= 0 .

(7C.6.4)

(7c,6.5)
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Observe that (7c.6.5) does not automatically imply that E{x - ^) = 0, since n

itself is a random variable. Now

£(x -n) = E

= E

yfnjx - /j)

(T

cr

= 0, using (7c.6.5).

/(i^, (t) L since n depends on

(7C.6.6)

The step in (7c.6.6) follows because of the independence of Jn{x - and

as observed in (7c.6.3).

Furthermore, we see that

E(x - /i)" - E
m(x - fl)^

E
nix -

(7C.6.7)

(ii) Let 2{ be the preassigned length of the confidence interval estimator of p.

Then the confidence coefficient of the estimator x±l is not less than \ - ctby

choosing c = bl~ t^jj.

Pi\x-p\ <l) = P\-

^P\

l \Jn{x-ii)\
^
s/nA

\^nix-ii)\ jr
)-

(7C.6.8)

The last probability (7c. 6. 8) has the value 1 - a it

b! bl
— - tall or r

C t.,2

The two sample procedure for obtaining an interval estimator of assigned

length is thus completely specified for any fixed choice of ni, the size of the

first stage sample. The consequences of different choices of m may be ex-

amined. It may be observed that the information supplied by the second
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sample on tP" is not utilized in the solution of the problem, which throws

open the possibility of improving on Stein’s procedure.

7c.7 Sequential Tests with Power One

In 7c.l-7c.5 we have considered sequential tests which terminate with prob-

ability one in favor of one or the other of the two alternative hypotheses. On
the other hand, there are situations, as in continuous production, where no

action need be taken so long as goods are being produced according to speci-

fication (null hypothesis) but necessarily take action otherwise (when the

alternative hypothesis is true). Or, in other words, we need a sequential plan,

(a) which terminates rarely when the null hypothesis is true, and

(b) which terminates with probability one, as quickly as possible, when the

alternative is true.

Such sequential plans have been recently suggested by Barnard (1969),

Darling and Robbins (see Robbins and Siegmund, 1969) using the celebrated

law of iterated logarithm mentioned in 2c.6 which may be restated as follows.

Law of Iterated Logarithm. Let . bei.i.d., r.v.’s such that £(A"j)=/i

and V{X^) = < oo. Let = ( J, 4- ^ X^- n/i)/0-^/1 . Then

P(Z„ > (1 + E)(21oglog«)^^^ infinitely often} = 0, (7c.7.1)

P {Z;, > (1 - £)(2 log log nY infinitely often} - 1
.

(7c. 7.2)

As a consequence of (7c.7.1) and (7c. 7.2) we have

P{Z„ > (1 - «)(2 log log ny‘^ for some \] ~\, (7c.7.3)

lim P{Z„ < (1 -I- z){2 log log for all w > w) = 1. (7c.7.4)

m-^cc

We shall consider the sequential plan with power one first given by Barnard

in 1964 (see Barnard, 1969) for testing Hq
:
p<0.01 against H : 0.01, where

p is the probability of an item produced being defective. The plan consists of

drawing items one after the other and rejecting Hq as and when

> 0.01 « + ajn for some n ^ 1 (7c.7.5)

where R„ is the number of defectives in n successive items and d is a suitably

chosen constant. Hq
\ p < b and 7/

: p > 5, we replace .01 by b in (7c.7.5).

Let Z„ = (/?„ - np)lyfnpq, = (I - p) in which case (7c. 7. 5) can be written

as

7
- P)sjn

slv<i

(7C.7.6)
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In (7c.7.6), b„ <{[ - £){2 log log if p > 0.01 so that with probability one

(7c.7.5) holds by using (7c. 7J). Thus the sequential plan terminates with prob-

ability one in favor of the alternative hypothesis, if true. On the other hand, if

p < 0.01 then b„ in (7c. 7. 6) exceeds (1 + £)(2 log log and the probability

of {7c. 7.5) can be made small by choosing a suitably. The larger the a the

smaller is the Probability. In fact we can choose a such that the Probability

of (7c.7.5) has an assigned value a for given p =po < -01.

A second example due to Robbins and Darling (see Robbins and Siegmund,

1969) is that of testing 0^0 against 0 > 0, where 9 is the mean of a normal

population with variance one. Independent observations Xi, Xi^ ... are

drawn one by one, and sampling is terminated as and when

^ for some n > 1 (7c.7.7)

in favor of the hypothesis 0 > 0, where

for any chosen values of g and m.

Writing Z„ = (s„ - n0)lyjn, (7c.7.7) can be written as

If 0 > 0, then b„ in {7c. 7.9) < (1 - e)(2 log log so that (7c.7.7) holds with

probability one by using (7c. 7. 3). Thus the power of detecting the alternative

is one. Jf 0 < 0, then it is shown by Robbins and Siegmund (1969) that

P {Z„ </„ - 0 for all n
1

0 < 0] {7c.7.10)

> P{Z, </„ for all «| 0 = 0} > 1 - (7C.7.I I)

where (a) is P{X < a) and X N{0, 1). For example, if m - 1 and o = 3,

;Xl+«-‘)''^[(9 + log(« + l)]‘'^ (7C.7.12)

and the probability (7c.7.I0) that the sampling continues indefinitely is not

less than

g-9/2

1 1 _ 0.0056 - 0.9944 (7c. 7.13)
2a>(3)

(7C.7.8)

(7C.7.9)

so that the test will rarely terminate.



FIGURE 1. The O.C. curve (probability of termination as a function of

the parameter) is continuous in the case of Barnard’s plan as shown in (a)

and discontinuous in the case of Darling-Robbins as shown in (b).

The first kind of error is always less than an assigned value a for in

the latta while it is so only for values of the parameter less than a chosen

value in i/a in the former.
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7d PROBLEM OF IDENTIFICATION—DECISION THEORY

7d.l Statement of the Problem

Consider the problem of assigning an individual to one of a finite number of

groups to which he may belong on the basis of a set of characteristics observed.

Such a problem arises when an anthropologist tries to identify a jaw bone
excavated from a burial grourvd as having belonged to a male or a lemale, oi

when a doctor decides on the basis of some diagnostic tests whether a patient

suffering ffom jaundice requires surgery or not. Or a biologist wants to

identify an observed specimen as a member of one out of k possible known

species. In all these situations the problem is one of deciding among a number

of alternative hypotheses and not of testing any particular hypothesis against

a set ofalternatives as considered in Sections 7a and 7c. In statistical literature

such a problem is referred to as one of classification or discrimination^ but

identification seems to be more appropriate terminology.

In any practical situation we must consider the possibility that an observed

individual does not belong to any of the specified groups as when a biologist

discovers a member of a new species. There appears to be no general theory

including such a possibility. We shall, however, consider an example in

8e.2 of Chapter 8 and show how the problem can be approached in particular

cases. In the discussion of the present section the knowledge regarding the

alternative hypotheses is taken to be complete,

7d.2 Randomized and Nonrandomized Decision Rules

Let x denote the measurements on an individual and S the (sample) space of

possible values of x. On the basis of observed x, a decision has to be reached

about the membership of an individual to one of k specified populations. The

problem is the same as that of choosing one among a given set of alternative

hypotheses as appropriate to an observed event.

A nonrandomized decision rule consists in dividing the space S into k

mutually exclusive regions Wj, . .
. ,

with the rule of assigning an individual

with measurements x to the /th population if x e Wi ,
that is, choosing the /th

alternative hypothesis if jc e .

A randomized decision rule consists in determining a vector function of

x, [A,(x), . .
. , AjCa:)], such that A.Ix:) ^ 0, and £ Xi(x) = 1, with the rule of

assigning an individual with measurements x to the rth population with prob-

ability Ai(x), I - 1 k. That is, after x is observed, a random experiment is

performed to generate an observation on a random variable which takes the

values 1, . .
. ,

Jt with probabilities . .
. ,

respectively. If the result is i,

the individual is assigned to the ith population.
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Loss Vector. Let i’i(x’), . .
. , be the probability densities at x with

respect to a <T-finite measure v in the k populations and r^j the loss in assigning

a member of rth population to the yth. The expected loss in applying a given

rule, when in fact the individuals come from the ith population, is

L,= f r,.P,(x)* + "-+ f (7d.2.1)

•'wi 'wk

for a nonrandomized rule and

L, = j
+ • + dv (7d.2.2)

for a randomized rule. In either case we have a loss vector

(7d.2.3)

corresponding to the k alternative hypotheses, as the operating characteristic

of a decision rule, which plays a key role in our investigation.

If there are two decision rules 82 with associated loss vectors (Ln, . .
.

,

then is obviously better than 82 if

i it, (7d.2.4)

and for at least one i, . If the equality holds for all i, the two rules

are equivalent. On the other hand, any two decision rules may not be com-

parable, that is, for some values of /, ,
and for the rest the reverse

relationship may hold. There is no method of choosing between such rules

without bringing in additional criteria. This leads us to the concept of admis-

sible decision rules.

Admissible Rules, A decision rule is admissible if there is no other decision

rule which is better in the sense of (7d.2.4). If the class of admissible decision

rules consists of a single member, we have an optimum solution. But generally

the class is very wide and no two decision rules in the admissible set are com-

parable. We need additional criteria for selecting one among the admissible

set of decision rules. The problem, however, admits a simple solution when

the prior probabilities of the k populations are known as shown in 7d.3.

7d.3 Bayes Solution

Let Ttj, Tit be priori probabilities of the k populations, that is, an

observed individual is regarded as chosen from a mixture of populations with

individuals of the k populations in the ratios ni, ..., 11^. The expected loss in

such a situation reduces to a single quantity

L = TtjLj + Ttj Lj

,

(7d.3.1)
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where Lj, Ljt are as defined in (7d.2.3). In a nonrandomized decision

rule which uses the expression (7d.2.1) for Li, (7d.3.1) reduces to

k
r

^ = I i^iriiPi + ^- + 7:,,r,,iP,;)dv

i = 1

=
[

-Si cir + •'+[ -S„dv, (163.2)
Kt •'«-k

where Sj = + ' '
’ + '^k^ki^k) called the zth discriminant score of

an individual (for the Jth population). In a randomized decision rule,

i = (7d.3.3)

(i) Let w*, be mutually exclusive regions covering the whole sample

space such that

X e w* => Si(jc) > Sj(x) for all j, (7d.3.4)

Then for such a choice of Wi ,
the expected loss L of (7d.3,2) is a minimum.

The result is an immediate consequence of lemma 4 of 7a.2.

It may be observed that the condition (7d.3.4) does not specify w. uniquely

because of the equality signs. For instance, if for a particular x

Si,{x) = • - = Sifx) > S,;, .(x) ^ ^ Sifx), (7d.3.5)

then X may be placed in any one of the regions w*
,

. .
. ,

w* arbitrarily. The

minimum loss remains the same, however, so long as the condition (7d.3.4)

is satisfied. Indeed in a situation like (7d.3.5) we may choose to place x in w*

with probability 2j^(x) where 2,j(x), . .
. , 2,v{x) are chosen arbitrarily with the

condition that the sum is unity.

(ii) Let 2j(x) = 1, Xfx) = 0, y i, if 5;(x) is greater than every other S/x)

and let Xifx), ..., X;fx) be arbitrary subject to the condition 2,-,(x) -1-
"

+ Xifx) = I and ,(x) = • • • = Ai^(x) = 0 //

5;.(x) = •' • = Sifx) > S,v,X^) > - ^

For such a choice of A|(x), the loss L o/(7d.3.3) is a minimum.

The result is an immediate consequence of lemma 3 of 7a.2.

Let us observe that the optimum solutions for the randomized and non-

randomized rules are essentially the same. We shall call the decision rule

specified by (ii) as the Bayes rule with respect to the prior distribution or

prior probability vector Jt' = (;tt ,
. .

. ,
tt^). The corresponding loss vector is
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denoted by L' = (L,^, The Bayes solution is then characterized by

the property

n'L, < nX, (7d.3.6)

where L is the loss vector for any other decision rule (randomized or non-

randomized).

The Bayes rule can also be deduced by a different kind of argument. The

conditional probability of an individual with measurements x belonging to

the Jth population or the posterior probability of the fth population when x is

observed is, by the Bayes theorem,

i = l k. (7d.3.7)

If it is decided to assign an individual with measurements x to theyth popula-

tion, the conditional loss is

I
(7d.3.8)

which is the same as KiPi where 5^ is as defined in (7d.3.2). For

given X the conditional loss is a minimum when the individual is assigned to a

populationfor which (7d.3.8) is the least or the discriminant score is the highest.

Since the conditional loss is a minimum for such a decision rule, the overall

expected loss is obviously at a minimum. This decision rule is, indeed, the

same as Bayes with respect to n.

When fjj “ 1
,

i and r^ = 0, L, represents the expected proportion of

wrong identifications for individuals of the /th population and L for all indi-

viduals using the prior probability vector n. The discriminant score for the ith

population when = 1, i and = 0 is

S,= + = t!iJ>i + c, (713.9)
t

where c is a constant independent of i. Then the individual with measurement

X is assigned to any one of the populations i such that

7i(?i(x) + c > itjPj(x) -I- c for all j\

or

jt, Pi(x) > 7ijPj(x) for all J. (7d.3. 10)

The rule (7d.3.10) minimizes the expected number of wrong identifications.

For this purpose we may define St

,

the fth discriminant score as simply .
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7d.4 Complete Class of Decision Rules

In many practical problems the prior probabilities may not be known or

may not be relevant, in which cases we need some criterion for choosing

one among all possible decision rules. With this end in view, let us first

examine the method by which we can arrive at the minimal class of rules

from which a choice has to be made.

A class of decision rules C is said to be complete if corresponding to any

decision rule 6 outside C, there exists a member of C better than 6.

A complete class which does not contain a complete subset is said to be

a minimal complete class. We now prove some propositions characterizing

complete and minimal complete classes of decision rules.

(i) A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a minimal

complete class is that the class of admissible decision rules be complete.

The proof is easy.

(ii) The class if of all loss vectors corresponding to all decision functions

is a closed convex set in {k-dimensional Euclidean space].

The proof is omitted. Reference may be made to Wald (1950).

(iii) The class A of all admissible decision rules is a minimal complete class.

We need only prove that A is complete. Consider a rule by ^ A and there-

fore inadmissible. Let A be the class of decision rules better than 5^ and

denote by f(6), the sum of the components of the loss vector corresponding

to 6. Choose 3j such that

SeS J

Since if is closed by (ii) then there exists a subsequence of j values such

that lim dj ~ 6* exists and is better than by Further for any rule ^ A

J

SO that (5* is admissible. A is thus complete since 6* e A.

(iv) Every admissible rule is a Bayes rule with respect to some prior dis-

tribution.

Let Lo be the loss vector corresponding to a rule Oq e A. Then the totality

of vectors L - Lq
,
for L varying and Lo fi^^d in if, is a convex set and no

member of this has all its components negative since Oq is admissible. Hence
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by an application of the supporting plane theorem [(iv), ld.2], there exists a

vector n with non-negative components such that

7i'(L - Lo) > 0 for all Lg^. (7d.4.1)

The result (7d.4.1) shows that Lq is the loss vector for the Bayes rule with

respect to n.

(v) The class ^ of all Bayes rules is a complete class.

This result follows from (iii).

(vi) The Bayes rule with respect to any n is admissible if all the components

of It are positive.

Let L, be the loss vector corresponding to the Bayes rule with respect to

n. Then

n'L^^n'L,

If there exists Lq e ^ such that Lg is belter than
,
we have

jiXq ^ < nXo

.

Since all the components of it are positive, L„ = Lq .

7d.5 Minimax Rule

Section 7d.4 shows that the class of admissible rules is very wide, and there-

fore it is necessary to have further criteria for choosing a decision rule. One

such principle is known as minimax, which leads to the choice of a decision

rule whose maximum component in the loss vector has the minimum value.

It is that rule 6* with the loss vector (Lt, . .
. ,

Lj), if it exists, such that

max (Xf . .
.

,

L*) = min max(Li, . . . ,
Lj), (7d.5.1)

< ^ '

where i runs over the indices \ , .
,k and 6 over the set of admissible decision

rules. The determination of such a rule, even if it exists, may be difficult. But

there exist situations where a decision rule may be identified as a minimax

rule.

{i) Let there exist a vector of positive probabilities ?t' = (i, ,
. .

.

,

such

that for the corresponding Bayes solution the components of the loss vector

are all equal. Then n is called the least favourable prior distribution, and the

Bayes decision rule corresponding to n is a minimax rule.

By definition, the loss vector for such a rule is

(7d.5.2)
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and since every Bayes decision rule with positive prior probabilities is admis-

siblc, there is no loss vector whose maximum component is not greater than

L, for otherwise (7d.5.2) would not be admissible.

For a proof of the existence of the minimax solution and an extension of

the results of 7d,4 and 7d.5 to countable or uncountably many alternatives,

the reader is referred to books by Blackwell and Girshick (1954) and Wald

(1950). The problem of identification discussed in 7d is a particular case of the

general decision theory or the more general game theory. For a good and

elementary introduction to the subject the reader is referred to the book on

decision theory by Chernoff and Moses (1959).

7.e NONPARAMETRIC INFERENCE

7e.l Concept of Robustness

The aim of statistical methods discussed in the various chapters has been

the following. In any problem we have a set of observations and some

partial information regarding the probability distribution of the observations.

Assuming the given information to be true, optimum procedures have been

found for analyzing the data and drawing inferences on the unknown aspects

(or characteristics) of the probability distribution. Strictly speaking, the

validity of any particular method depends on the information supplied being

correct. Let us review the situation with reference to Student’s /-statistic used

extensively in practice for drawing inferences on the unknown mean of a

population from which observations are obtained. Now the distribution

of the /-statistic defined by

s

(7e,l.l)

where x and s are computed from n observations Xi, on a random

variable X, is obtained on the following assumptions;

(a) The distribution of the random variable X is normal.

(b) The observations drawn are mutually independent.

(c) There are no errors in recording the observations.

(d) The mean in the population is exactly //q •

Suppose we wish to use the /-distribution to test the hypothesis that the

average height of individuals in a given population is = 70 inches on the

basis of n observations. What inference can we draw when a large value

of /, significant at some (small) chosen level, occurs ? One or more of the

32(54 *45)1973
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assumptions (a) to (d) may be wrong, thus setting aside the possibility that a

rare event has occurred while all the assumptions are true. Let us examine

each.

The number of individuals in a population, although large, is finite. Con-

sequently a characteristic, such as the height of an individual, has only

a finite number of alternatives. The assumption of a continuous distribution

such as the normal for the heights of individuals, cannot be strictly true. But

it is known from partly theoretical and partly empirical studies that the

r-distribution is not sensitive to moderate departures from normality so that

its application is not strictly governed by the normality assumption (a). Such

a property is described as robustness (Box and Anderson, 1955). A significant

t may not, therefore, be interpreted as indicating departure from normality of

the observations.

What is the effect of dependence of observations on the t distribution?

Suppose that all the observations are mutually correlated with a common

correlation p for any two. Then

^2
K(x) - - (I + /I - 1 p) = E{x - po)' (7e. 1 .2)

n

E{s^) = g\\ - p). (7e.l.3)

Instead of the f-statistic (7e.l.l), let us consider

(7e.l.4)

which is distributed as Fon 1 and {n - 1) D.F. From (7e.l.2) and (7e.l.3)

the expected values of the numerator and denominator of are

a\\ + '^]p) and ff^(l-p). (7e.l.5)

The ratio of the expectations is unity when p = 0, but is greater than unity

when p > 0 and -+ infinity as p 1. Thus a large value of t is expected to

occur when p is positively large, even when po is the true value of the mean.

A significant t may therefore be due to departure in the assumption (b).

There is no way to study the effect of recording errors on the distribution of

t, but with a little care departure from assumption (c) can be avoided.

Finally, when the assumptions (a) to (c) are true and the true value of

the mean is p ^ Po ,
the ratio of the expected values of the numerator and

denominator of of (7e.l.4) is

7 ' t, (7e.l.6)
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compared to 1 when = so that large values of |t| do occur when

assumption (d) is wrong. This is exactly the reason why the t-test is used to

test the null hypothesis concerning the mean of a distribution.

In computing expressions (7e.T5) we have considered the extreme case

of mutual dependence with a common correlation p. But in general we

may expect that any dependence giving positive correlations to pairs of

variables to overestimate the significance of t. Once we are satisfied that

the random mechanism employed, such as the use of random numbers in

selecting individuals, is not likely to introduce correlations among the

observations, the significance of t may be interpreted as indicating departure

from the specified mean value.

For a similar examination of other test criteria, see Examples 1, 2, and 3

at the end of the chapter, and for examination of test criteria based on the

analysis of variance technique, see books by Plackett (1960) and Scheffe

(1959),

7e.2 Distribution-Free Methods

In 7e.l we have seen the importance of studying the performance or the

operating characteristic of a statistical procedure under widely different

conditions. This is necessary in examining the nature of the new knowledge

any statistical procedure is expected to provide and the prerequisites to be met

to validate particular inferences. It would not be a tool for creating new

knowledge if a statistical procedure were to depend on assumptions that have

to be taken for granted, or that cannot be verified by data themselves, or

that cannot be justified on some other logical grounds. Thus a statistical tool

is not to be considered as appropriate for a particular model but more appro-

priately as an aid in interpreting experimental data through different models.

Having observed a significant t, it would not be a useful statement to

make that, “if the assumptions (a) to (c) of 7e,I are satisfied, then possibly

the specified mean value is wrong.” Motivated by this philosophy, statisticians

tried to develop statistical procedures which depend on the least possible

assumptions. Thus were evolved procedures known as nonparametric

methods—more appropriately called distribution-free methods since their

application is independent of the distribution of the random variable on which

observations have been obtained.

Such tests may not be very sensitive. On the other hand, in many practical

situations it may be possible to make a transformation of the observations in

such a way that the assumption of approximate normality is met, in which

case many of the optimum test procedures based on the normal theory will be

applicable. We shall briefly consider some non-parametric tests to indicate

their variety.
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7e.3 Some Nonparametric Tests

Sign Test. Let jCj, . .
. ,

x, be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)

observations on a r.v. X with a continuous d.f. Consider the hypothesis that

the median of X is given value).

Let r of the quantitites (jc, - . .
. >

(x„ - ^o) be negative and s, positive,

where r + 5 < h. The reader may verify that the conditional distribution of r

given r + j is binomial with probability of success n equal to 1/2. The hypo-

thesis under examination is equivalent to testing the hypothesis that re = 1/2,

given that r successes have occurred out of r + ^ Bernoulli trials. We may use

an exact test based on the binomial probability tables or a chi-square test on 1

D.F. when r + 5 is large.

Two Sample Tests. Let Xj, . .
. , x„ be i.i.d. observations on X with a con-

tinuous d.f. Fi and similarly yj, on Y with a continuous d.f. . To

test the hypothesis Fj = F2 we have a number of nonparametric tests. The

chi-square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for this purpose have already

been described in Sections 6b, 6c, and 6f. They are useful in detecting de-

partures of a wide variety from the null hypothesis Fy = Fi, But if the main

interest is in detecting differences in the mean values alone, some of the

following tests will be useful,

Wald-Wolfowitz (1940) Run Test. The {m -f- n) observations of the two

samples pul together are first arranged in increasing order of magnitude.

Each observation of the first sample is replaced by 0 and of the second

sample by 1 to obtain a sequence of O's and I’s. If F^ ^ Fj, then all possible

[(n + m)\j{n \ ni!)] arrangements of m zeros and n unities are equally likely

and hence the distribution of any statistic based on a sequence of O’s and I’s

can be exactly determined. One statistic is the number of runs of O’s and I’s.

If F, Fi and specially when F| differs from Fi by a shift in the distribution,

the expected number of runs will be small and hence the observed number of

runs can be declared as significant if it is smaller than a number specified by a

chosen level of significance.

Wilcoxon (1945) Test. The (m + n) observations arc arranged in increasing

order of magnitude as in the Wald-Wolfowitz test, and the ranks of the

observations of the second sample are obtained. Let the ranks be . .
. ,

.

The test criterion is the sum of the ranks, If the null hypothesis is true, any

selection of n ranks (numbers) from 1 , 2, . .
. ,
(w -f «) has the same probability

n] m!/(/i + fti)! and hence the distribution of the sum of ranks can be obtained.

If one-sided alternatives are considered, a large value of the statistic (sum of

ranks) would indicate departure from null hypothesis. If the alternatives are

two sided, both small and large values of the statistic have to be considered in

the specification of the region of rejection.
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Fisher-Yates Test. Let , . .
,

,

be the rank values for the second sample.

The test criterion is ^ c(.y,) where c(j,) is the expected value of the J.th order

statistic in a sample of size (m + n) from N{0, 1), Tables of expected values of

order statistics up to sample size 20 from A^(0, 1) are given in R.M.M. Tables

and up to 50 in Biometrika Tables, Vo!. 1. One- and two-sided tests can be

built up on the basis of the statistic ^ c(jj) as in the case of Wilcoxon test.

Van der Waerden’s Test. The test criterion is d>' + « + !)] where

0 is the cumulative distribution of the standard normal variable. Tables

facilitating this test are given by van der Waerden and Nievergelt (1956).

These are only a few nonparametric tests now available. Applications of

nonparametric tests and significance values of some of the test statistics

are contained in a book by Siegel (1956). Some theory of nonparametric

tests and inference is found in books by Fraser (1957), Puri and Sen (1970) and

Lehmann (1959). A bibliography of nonparametric statistics and related

topics is compiled by Savage (1953) and Walsh (1962).

7e.4 Principle of Randomization

Suppose we wish to test the difference between the effects of two treatments

A and B on a population of individuals. We obtain a random sample of m
individuals and measure the effects of treatment A,

(7e.4.1)

which constitute a set of independent observations on a random variable X
which represents the effect of A on an individual. Similarly, we obtain

another independent sample of n individuals and measure the effects of B,

(7e.4.2)

which are then observations on a random variable Y representing the effect

of B. If Fj and F2 denote the d.f.’s of X and Y, the null hypothesis may be

interpreted as the equality of Ft and F2 . In such a case some of the non*

parametric tests of 7e,3 can be applied on the observations (7e.4.1) and

(7e.4.2) to draw valid inferences on the difference between A and B with

respect to the population of individuals under consideration.

But, generally, at least in the preliminary stages of an enquiry, it is not

desirable to conduct an experiment involving samples of individuals from

the population for which an ultimate recommendation has to be made.

Experiments may be conducted on a laboratory scale by using volunteers

or individuals specially chosen on the basis of some characteristics or even

experimental animals which respond to the treatments. The results of such

experiments may not be applicable to the whole population but they would

provide the basis for a decision to plan and try out a suitable experiment on

the individuals of a population.
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We then have the problem of experimenting with the available subjects

and generating observations which yield information on the difference

between treatments. Since the basis of statistical inference is the available

knowledge on the probability model governing the observations, it is

necessary to generate the observations in such a way that the probability

measure related to the various outcomes can be specified at least to the

extent necessary for carrying out a test of significance of the null hypothesis.

This is exactly what is achieved by the principle of randomization, a remark-

able contribution by Fisher, which formed the basis of the now widely ex-

plored field of Design of Experiments.

According to the principle of randomization, the assignment of a test

subject to a treatment is based on the result of a random experiment. If

there are two treatments A and B, we may in each individual case decide

on A or R by tossing a coin (giving A if head appears and R otherwise). Or

we may divide the available subjects at random into two groups (of chosen

sizes), by using random sampling numbers, and administer A to members

of one group and B to another. If we decide to have m subjects for A and n

for B, there arc (m -l- rt)!/m! «! ways of dividing the total number N =

(m -I- n) of individuals into two groups of sizes m and n. By the random

mechanism used, we give equal chance to each such division being chosen

for the experiment. How docs such a procedure specify the probability

measure on the space of outcomes of the experiment?

Let the null hypothesis be that the ejfect of A or of B is the same on any

given individual, although this effect may be different from individual to indi-

vidual {natural variation). Under the null hypothesis, let Zi, . . - ,
z^, represent

the effects of or B on the N individuals. If the individuals arc divided into

two groups of sizes m and n, the first group receiving A and the second B,

the observed effects of A would be a subset of z,
,

. .
. ,

z^

,

x,,...,x„,, (7e.4.3)

in which case the complementary subset

h y. ae.4.4)

would be the observed effects of B. Thus a single experiment would provide

us with the observations (7e.4.3), (7e.4.4), which taken together are the

same as the set Zi, . .
. , z^ . Since every subset of m individuals has the same

chance of being assigned to A, every subset of m values of z^, . .
. , Zj^ has the

same chance, n! of being observed as effects of A. If we define the

statistic

d=lx-y\, (7e.4.5)
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which is the difference between the averages of (7e.4.3) and (7e.4.4), its

distribution can be computed by considering all divisions into two sets of

given sizes of . .
. , ,

which values are known from any particular experi-

ment. Such a distribution is known as a permutation distributiony and its

validity depends only on the perfection of the mechanism used in assigning

individuals to the treatments. The permutation distribution of d provides us

with a value such that F{d ^ df) a, a chosen level of significance. The

null hypothesis is rejected when an observed is ^ d^.

In practice, it may be difficult to determine the exact distribution of d as

the number of divisions to be considered is large unless N is small. But if m
and n are large, the statistic

t

mn X -

I m + n :

(7e.4.6)

m + n — 2

can be used as Student’s f on (m + « - 2) D.F.

How should a significant t or d he interpreted ? The null hypothesis that

the treatments A and B are identical in their effects on any individual stands

rejected. But there may be the possibility that in each individual case there is

difference between A and B but the overall (or average) difference is zero. It is

therefore necessary to examine what specific departures from the null hypo-

thesis the test is capable of detecting. This question can be answered by

studying the O.C. (operating characteristic) of the test procedure when the

null hypothesis is not true.

We therefore consider the most general case by letting arbitrary numbers

^NA (IcAJ)

» ^NB

denote the effects of A and B on the N individuals. Define

N

^ = z,
,

r = Ay B,

Y,(zi,-z,y = iN-l)K, r^A,B
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Let x^, .... x„ and be the observed effects of A and B. Under the

general set up (7e.4.7) the expectations, variances, and covariances of Xj
, yi

of the permutation distribution are

, E{yi) ^

nyd =

N N

N ’
cov(,.^,,)=-~

(7e.4.8)

^o\{Xi,yj)=

Let us consider the statistic instead of t defined in (7eA6); then

^ (x - _y)2 ^ ^ ^2 (7e.4.9)
m + rt

By using the formulas (7e.4.8) it is a straightforward computation to show that

E{a^) =
nm

n + m
nVy^ + mLg

m + n
(7e.4.10)

E{b^) =
+

m + n — 2
(7eAll)

The second expression in (7e.4.10) is of the same order of magnitude as

(7e.4.11), especially when m = w. If A = 0, the expected value of the numera-

tor of actually tends to be smaller than that of the denominator since

+ ^ 0; so a significantly large l could not arise if in fact the

treatment effects were different for each individual but the average difference

A - 0. If A 0, the numerator of is expected to have a larger value and,

therefore, it appears to be reasonable to assert that a significant / is mainly

due to A 0, that is, a real difference in the averages rather than in some other

aspects of the effects (7e.4.7),

For the variety of ways that the principle of randomization can be exploited

to enable valid inferences to be drawn from experimental data, the reader is

referred to books on Design of Experiments by Cochran and Cox (1957),

Fisher (1935), and Kempthorne (1952). Some papers of interest in connection

with permutation distribution and nonparametric inference are by Chernoff

and Savage (1958), Heoffding (1951), Mitra (1955), Neyman (1935), Pitman

(1937, 1938), Rao (1959b), and Wolfowitz (1949).
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7f ANCILLARY INFORMATION

In 6e.3, we introduced a conditional test of independence of attributes in a

2x2 contingency table, where the significance of the test statistic was judged

using its conditional distribution given the marginal totals as observed in the

sample. Barnard (1945) has shown that an alternative test exists, which is

more powerful, although the suggestion did not find favor with Fisher (1956)

who advocated conditional tests on the basis of what is called ancillary

information. The exact ground rules of such conditional tests have not been

fully worked out. However, we shall explain the principle enumerated

by Fisher. The interested reader is referred to papers by Barnard (1945),

Barnard, Jenkins, and Winsten (1962), Basu (1964), Birnbaum (1962), Cox

(1958) and Fisher (1956).

Definition. Consider a family of probability measures, defined on

{X, ^), and Pq^, the family of distributions induced by a statistic Tdefined on

X. T is said to be an ancillary statistic iff Pf^ is independent of 0.

Fisher suggested that for purposes of inference one should consider the

family of conditional probability measures on X given T~t, the observed

value of the ancillary statistic in the sample, as a starting point. It would

have been nice if there existed what may be called a maximal ancillary in the

sense that every other ancillary Tis a function of T*, in which case we could

condition on T*. Unfortunately, a maximal ancillary may not exist as pointed

out by Basu (1964). However, we shall consider some examples to underline

the importance of ancillary information. Suppose there is an urn containing

five balls out of which an unknown number a are red and others are white.

An experiment consists in first tossing an unbiased coin and drawing five

balls, one after the other, with replacement if the coin falls head upwards and

observing all the five balls in the urn otherwise.

In such a situation the m.l. estimate of a is r, the observed number of

red balls, and the standard error of r is ,ya(5 - a)/5yi0. Such an inference,

or reduction of data to an m.l. estimate and its standard error, does not

recognize ancillary information.

Let us observe that the event head or tail provides ancillary information in

which case the estimator of a is as follows, where the standard error is based

on the conditional distribution depending on the ancillary statistic.

Standard Ancillary

Estimator, Error Information

r Ja{S-<x)l5jS

r 0

Head

Tail
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It appears that nonrecognition of ancillary information has led to a

peculiar situation where we are forced to attach a standard error although

there is no error in the estimate! Thus the reduction of data to an m.l. estima-

tor without supplementing it with ancillary information may result in an

anomalous situation as in the present example.

More generally, let us consider a mixture of experiments Ej, . .
. ,

where

Ei is chosen with a known probability tij but each experiment contains infor-

mation on the same unknown parameter S. If the problem isoneoftestingthe

null hypothesis Hq-.O-Oq, against the alternative H : 0 =
,
the optimum

procedure according to Neyman Pearson lemma is to reject Hq if

P,{x\EdlFo{x\Ed^k (7f.l)

where Py(x|£i) is the probability density at the observed value x when £j- is

performed and Hj is true. In (7f.l), k is determined such that

t ni Prob. {P,{x
I

£.)/Po(^
I
£/) ^k\E-} = a (given). (7f.2)

i=l

However, the recognition of ancillary information tells us that when E^ is

chosen, the inference should be based solely on the conditional probability

given Ei, ignoring other possibilities of experimentation. Thus the test statis-

tic when £, is chosen would be

P,(x\E,)lPo(x\Ei)^^i (7f-3)

where is determined such that

Prob. {P,{X
I

£,)/Po(X
I
£.) ^ki\Ei) = 0L (given). (7f.4)

The test procedure (7f.3) has lower power than that of (7f.l) in the long

run. Which procedure should one prefer ? It is left to the reader to reflect and

decide although the author is inclined to choose the latter.

COMPLEMENTS AND PROBLEMS

1 Departure from Normality Assumption on the i Test. The ^-statistic based

on a sample of size n is yjn{x - p)j5 where x is the average and is the cor-

rected sum of squares divided by (« - 1).

1.1 Determine the distribution of t when the parent population is exponen-

tial, d~^ exp(-x/0), X > 0 for the sample size n = 2. Compute the actual

probability of a type I error by using the 5% point of
|
^

|

distribution based on

the normal theory and show that it is divided unequally between the two

tails of the distribution of t. [Note that for the exponential distribution the
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measures of skewness and kurtosis and Pz have the values 2 and 9 widely

dilferent from the values 0 and 3 for a normal distribution).

1.2

Draw size-5 samples from a rectangular population and compute the

f-statistic in each case. Obtain the frequency distribution of the observed t

values and compare with the t distribution on 4 D,F. derived from the normal

theory. Estimate from the observed frequency distribution, the actual prob-

abilities of type I error corresponding to the 5 % and 1 % values of / on normal

theory. [It is necessary to have from 200 to 500 samples to make proper

comparisons. This is an example which can be given as a joint project to the

students in a class.]

2 Departure from Independence Assumption on the t Test. Let

be observations such that = 0
, V{xi) = and cov(x„ Xy) = pa^ if

\i-J\ = I and 0 otherwise.

2.1 Show that the asymptotic distribution of the t-statistic Jnxfs, is

N[0, (1 -f- 2p)], and hence that the significance of t is overestimated when

p > 0 and underestimated when p < 0 in large samples. Fpr finite n, compute

the expected values of the numerator and denominator of — nx^js^ and

study the effect of p 5^ 0 in interpreting significant values of / as contradicting

the hypothesis £(x,) = 0.

2.2 Show that a valid inference can be drawn on the expected value of x, by

considering the observations

2
—

’

when n is even and by applying a t test on the y sample (with (n/2) - 1 D.F.),

3 Departurefrom normality assumption on the test for an assigned value of

Consider the statistic

2
(« - 0^^

ffo

where (Jq is the assigned value of a, which is distributed as xHn - 1 ) when the

observations.x x„ are on a r.v. X ^ I^ip, tr^).

3.1 Let X be distributed with variance and ^2 ~ 3 = 72 # 0 (non-

normal). Show that

E[s^) = and V{s^) = *

3.2 Show that the asymptotic distribution of

_ -{n- I)
_ j

n - I

y2(n -T) ~V 2
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where is the true value of is A^(0, 1) when V 2 = 0 and iV(0, 1 + V2 /2) in

general.

3.3

Deduce that the test based on (n — l)5^/cro^ for testing the null

hypothesis, is not robust for departures from normality.

4

Let :Ji:i~(7(a,-, /?,), i = l, k and independent. Derive appropriate

tests for the hypotheses:

(a) = • ’ =«* given Pi = • ’ =Pk
(b) Pi

= ’ given 0(,
='

(c) oti = • " =«* and Pi = •
=Pk

[Hint: Try likelihood ratio criteria.]

5 Let Xi, . .
. , be m independent observations on a r.v. X with density

01 exp(~jc/0i) and yj, . .
. ,

on Y with density 02 ^ exp(-y/02).

5.1 Show that the likelihood ratio test for = 02 is a function of xjy.

Find the distribution of x/y.

5.2 Characterize the class of similar region tests and derive optimum similar

region tests when (a) the alternatives are 0^ > 02 1
and (b) the alternatives are

both sided (locally unbiased and most powerful test). Show that these tests

also depend on the statistic x/y. [Observe that when 0, = 02 = 0, T- ^x,

+ yj is sufficient for 0, and then apply the method of 7a.5.]

5.3 Derive the power functions of these tests.

6 Let Xi, X 2 ,
. .

. ,
x„ be independent observations from a Poisson distribu-

tion p{ji) and /o , /i ,
... the frequencies of 0

,
1 ,

6.1 Find the conditional probability of /o , /i , ... given T = Xj + X2 + *

-1- x„, which is sufficient for /i.

6.2 Derive in particular the exact conditional probability distribution of/q ,

the frequency of zero observation, given T. Show that

£(/„lr) = m^l

K(/„|r) = m(m -
1)^1 -^1 .

6J Show that the asymptotic distribution of

\Io-E(fo\T)] + ^V{f,\T)

is N{0, 1) as m and oo.

6.4 Show that the similar region test for the hypothesis that the frequency

of zero observation is as expected in sampling from a Poisson distribution is

based on the conditional distribution of/q given T (Rao and Chakravarthy,

1956d).
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6.5 Let Zj z„_i be theoretical fractiles of a continuous d.f. F{x) such

that F{Zi) - ijm, i~ 1, . ,
. ,
m - 1. Further let atj, . .

. , Xj- be T independent

samples from F(x) and the number of intervals (-co, Zj), (z,, Zj),

(z„_, ,
oo) containing r of the observations Xj, . .

. , . Show that the distribu-

tion of/o,/j, . ‘ . is the same as that derived in Example (6.1) and that of/^ is

the same as that derived in Example (6.2).

7 Nonparametric Tests.

7.1 Let Xj, . .
. ,
x„ and >>

1
, . .

, ,
be independent observations from popula-

tions with continuous d.f.’s Fj and . Define by and the number of

x’s and y's exceeding the /cth order statistic of the combined sample. If

Fj = F2 show that the probability of given values of is

+ », + « - k.

Based on this probability distribution of (a^i, «i), derive a nonparametric test

of the hypothesis, Fj = F2 .

7.2 In an experiment to test the difference between two skin ointments .4'and

F, the treatments were assigned at random to the right and left hand of

each patient and the improvement is scored as bad, fair, and good. The data

on 50 patients are summarized as follows.

Treatment A

Bad Fair Good

Bad 2 7 10

Fair 4 4 16

Good 3 4 0

Test for treatment differences.

7.3

Let X,, . .
. , x„ and ji, be samples from continuous d.f.’s F, and

F2 . Wilcoxon statistic for testing Fj — F2
is where s are the

ranks ofTi, when the two samples are combined. If C/ = ^Si-n(n-f-l)/

2, show that

F, dF2

mnv(i) = |f, + (k -
1)

J(1
- dF,
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In particular, when

/£\_ m+«+l
\mn/ I2mn

8 Show that the sequential test for testing a binomial probability ttq

against an alternative > tiq, can be written in the following form. At the

mth stage let be the number of successes. Then:

(a) accept tiq if rwi < cm + (/i,

(b) reject ttq if ^ cm + f/2 ,

(c) continue sampling otherwise,

where c, are constants depending on (a, ^), the strength of the test, and

TIq, TIj.

Obtain the O.C. function and A.S.N. of the foregoing S.RR.T.

9 Truncation of S.P.R.T. If the S.P.R.T. does not terminate for « = 1,

N ~ I, suppose the following rule is adopted for terminating the test at

the Nih stage; accept //q if log B< Zj + • * + < 0 and accept Hi if 0 <

Zi + ‘ + ZjY < log /I.

Let >0 = -V^£(z|0„)Mz|eo) and = y/V[(l/Af)log /( - £(z|do)]/

<r{z\6o), where a^iz\ 9q) is the variance of z. Show that an upper bound to the

first kind of error is

a 4- <D(yo) - <^(>*0) + 0

where <1> is the d.f. of N(0, 1). Find the upper bound to /fjy,

10

O.C. of a Control Chart. In operating a control chart with a central line

Lq
,
two lines Li, L2 above Lq and two lines

,
L\ below Iq

>
some of the

suggested rules for taking action are one or a combination of the following

depending on the configuration of the successive plotted points:

(a) If a point falls above L, or below L\.

(b) Two successive points between Li, L 2 0 ^ between L\, L'l.

(c) A configuration of three points such that the first and third are between

L I ,
L 2 and the second between Lq, Li, and a similar situation with

respect to Lq, L 2 ,
L\.

Let <X 2 > “3 ^ probabilities of a plotted point being above L
1 ,

between Lj ,
L i,

and between Lq, L 2 . Similarly, oi[,
.
and are defined

with respect \o L\, L2 ,
L q . Let P„ be the probability of taking action at the

nth stage and Q„(L
^ ,
Ly) be the probability of a point falling between L

, ,
Ly

and no action being taken.
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10.1 Show that when rules (a) and (b) are jointly used, satisfy the

recurrence relations

+ a'l + ^2 + - e„(L„ L2) - Q„(L;, L'2)

Q„{Li, Lj) — (Hi — <X2Q„-i{Li, L2)

Qni^l^ ^ 2)
~ ^2 ~

10.2 If /I = lim
1

as n -+ 00 and /?,-y = lim
^ QXL , , Lj)ln, p\^ =

iim
, Qf{L \ , Lj)ln as n oo, show that

^ = «! + a'l + “2 + *2 -;'l2 -;>i2

/?J2
= “2 - “2/^12 . /?'i2

= ai “ •

Observe that X is the proportion of occasions when action is taken in the long

run on any hypothesis specifying the values of otj
,
a|

.

10.3 Deduce that the O.C. function for the rules (a) and (b) jointly is

«2
/ =;=«! + aj + a2 + a2 - ;

1+^2

^2

1 + aj'

10.4

Similarly obtain the O.C. function for the rules (a) and (c) jointly

A = Ot^ + Oti + + 0t2 -
«2

1 + a2 + 0^2 «3

«2

1 + 3^2 + *2 *^3

10.5

Suppose that each observation is drawn from N{d, (t^) and a control

chart is made up of a horizontal line 1 0 at 0 = 50 with Lj, L 2 placed at

distances of ±2<t from Lq and Lj, L\ placed at distances of ±3 (t. Tabulate

the O.C. function X of Examples (10.3) and (10.4) for the following values of 0

50, 50 + -, 50-?, 50 + ff, 50 -a, 50 + 2ff, 50 - 2a.
2 2

10.6

In the situation of Example (10.5) and for the rules of Examples (10.3)

and (10.4), obtain an optimum placing of the lines L ,, L 2 , 1^, L 2 when the

value of A at 0 = 50 is fixed at a given value (first kind of error). You may

have to impose some restrictions such as symmetrical placing of I ,, L\ and

T 2 , ^2 and so on and then maximize the O.C. function in some sense (locally

or at specified values of 0).

11 Consider the sequence of children NNNNDDDND scored as normal

(iV) and defective {D) in the sequence of their birth orders. Satisfy yourself

that the sum of the parities of defective children is a good criterion with which

to test the association between birth order (parity) and defectiveness. In this

example the sum is 5 + 6 + 7 + 9 == 27. Find the probability of the sum

being equal to or greater than 27 under the hypothesis that all sequences of

5 N's and 4 P's are equally likely. [Haldane and Smith, 1948.]
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12 Suggest a sequential test of the hypothesis Hq against //j, setting an

upper limit to the number of observations to be drawn. [See Rao (1950e) for a

test of the null hypothesis placing an upper limit on the number of observa-

tions.]

13 A Statistical Paradox (IJndley, 1957). Let x be the average of n observa-

tions from N{0, 1), and the prior probability of 0 be c at the single point

0 = 00 and uniform in an interval around Oq but excluding Oq, Suppose we

want to test the hypothesis 0 -Oq, and x = 0o + is observed, where

is the a percent significant value of A'fO, 1). Show that the posterior probability

that 0 = 00 at X = 00 + is

c — + (1 - <^)\/27r/«]

and c 1 as « 00. Thus there exists an n such that c = (1 — a) where a is

the level of significance. If a = 0.05, we have then situations where the null

hypothesis is rejected at 5 % since (x - 0Q)yJn = but the posterior proba-

bility of the null hypothesis being true is 95%.
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Chapter 8

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS

Introduction. The general concepts of a multivariate distribution and a

conditional distribution are introduced in Chapter 2. The properties of

regression, which is the mean of a conditional distribution of one random

variable given the others, have been studied in 4g.l to 4g.2. We shall now

consider a particular class of distributions known as the multivariate normal,

which plays an important role in statistical inference involving multiple

measurements.

The multivariate normal distribution has already been encountered in

3b.3 as the distribution of linear functions of independent univariate normal

variables. The special cases of the /7-variate normal distribution when all the

variances arc equal and ail the covariances are equal and the general bivariate

normal distribution have been considered in great detail in 3c.1 and 3d.l,

respectively. In this chapter we shall investigate the properties of a general

;7-variate normal distribution, derive the distributions of some sample

statistics, and illustrate their use in practical problems.

The theoretical approach to the /?-variate normal distribution in this

chapter is not along the usual lines and therefore needs some attention.

First, the distribution is not defined by a probability density function. It is

characterized by the property that every linear function of the p-vartables has

a univariate normal distribution. Second, such a characterization is exploited

in deriving the distributions of sample statistics. It is shown that corresponding

to any known result in the univariate theory, the generalization to the

multivariate theory can be written down with a little or no further analysis.

The method of doing this is stated in 8b.l to 8b.2. For instance, knowing the

joint distribution of the sample mean and sample variance in the univariate

theory we can write down the joint distribution of the sample means of

multiple measurements and the sample variances and covariances. The entire

theory of multivariate tests of significance by analysis of dispersion is obtained

as a generalization of the univariate analysis of variance. The reader should

familiarize himself with this general approach.

A number of other characterizations of the multivariate normal distribution

516
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have been given, which the reader may omit on first reading since they are

not used in the derivation of the later results. But these characterizations will

be useful for those who want to study the theory of normal distributions in

Hilbert and more genera! spaces.

An important aspect of the multivariate analysis which is not emphasized

in statistical literature is the examination of additional information provided

by some measurements when some others are already available. This is

important. Since in practice there is no limit to the number of multiple

measurements which can be obtained in any problem, it is relevant to examine

whether some are superfluous in the presence of the others. This problem is

investigated in 8c.4. A number of practical problems are considered in 8d.I to

8d.5.

8a MULTIVARUTE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

8a.l Definition

We have already encountered the multivariate density in 3b.3, while studying

the sampling distribution of linear functions of independent univariate

normal variables. Denoting by U, a p-dimensional random variable

(t/i, . .
. ,

Up) and (for convenience) by the same symbol the values it can take,

the density function of a p-variate normal distribution was defined to be

exp[-KU - m)'A(U - (i)]. (Sa.l.l)

where A is a positive definite matrix. It was also observed that £(U) = p and

DfU) = A“\ where /)(U) is the matrix of variances and covariances of the

components of U. We shall refer to the variance covariance matrix as the

dispersion matrix and use the symbol /) for the operator leading to the vari-

ances and covariances.

We shall not, however, choose the density function (8a. 1. 1) as basic to

our study of the multivariate normal distribution. Instead, we shall characterize

the distribution in such a way that the concepts involved can be extended to

more complex random variables with countable or uncountable dimensions.

Further, the density function such as (8a. 1.1) does not exist if Z)(U) is singular;

a more general approach is necessary to include such cases.

For this purpose we shall exploit a result due to Cramer and Wold which

states that the distribution of a p-dimensional random variable is completely

determined by the one-dimensional distributions of linear functions T'U, for

every fixed real vector T. To prove the result, let T) be the c.f. of T’U.

Then

0(f, T) - E[cxp (ftT'U)], (8a. 1.2)
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giving ^(l, T) = E[cxp(iT'U)], which as a function of T is the c.f. of U. The

distribution of U is then uniquely defined by the inversion theorem of the

c.f. Motivated by this result we define the /^-variate normal distribution as

follows.

Dtfimtion L A p-dimcnsional random variable U, that is, a random

variable U taking values in £p (Euclidean space of /7*dimensions) is said to

have a /?-variate normal distribution Np if and only if every linear function of

U has a univariate normal distribution.

The result (8a. 1.2) only shows that if a random variable U exists satisfying

definition I, then its distribution is uniquely determined. We shall, however,

establish the existence of Np as defined, in Section 8a.2.

It may be noted that the definition I of Np can be extended to the definition

of a normal probability measure on more general spaces such as Hilbert or

Banach spaces by demanding that the induced distribution of every linear

functional is univariate normal (Frechet, 1951). In this chapter we shall

confine our attention to the study of only finite dimensional random variables.

But the treatment and the nature of problems discussed should serve as a

good preparation for those interested in studying the distributions of more

general random variables which arc considered in many areas of applied

research. (See Grenander and Rosenblatt, 1957; Prohorov and Fisz, 1957;

Rao and Varadarajan, 1963b; Wold, 1938; etc.)

Notations and Operations. The following notations and operations with

vector random variables will be used in the proofs of the various propositions.

Let X' = (Xi, ..., Xp) and Y' = (Fi, .... F,) be two random variables.

Then denoting by £, D, C, K, expectation, dispersion matrix, covariance, and

variance respectively, we have

£(X') = [£(Xi),...,£(Xp)]

/
V{X,) C{X,,Xp)\

D(X) = (8a.l.3)

\C{Xp,X,) V{Xp) I

(C{X,,Y,) C(X„F,)\

C(X, Y) - cov(X, Y) = (8a.l.4)

\c(Xp, F,) C{Xp,Y,)l

C(Y, X) - [C(X, Y)j'

F(L'X) = L'Z)(X)L, C(L'X, M'Y) = L'C(X, Y)M, (8a.l.5)

where L and M are column vectors.
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If Xi, . .
. , Xk are k, /^-dimensional r.v.’s and /i* are fixed constants

then

D(v4iXj -f
' •

* + A^Xk) —
X! > ^;)

= J Ai^D{Xi\ when X, are uncor-

related

= (Z Xj are uncor-

related and have the

same dispersion. (8a. 1.6)

IfX is a /^dimensional r.v. and Bis a (^x/?) matrix, then BX is a ^-dimensional

r.v. and

£(BX) = B£(X)
\

D{BX) = BZ)(X)B'|'
(8a.l.7)

We denote the rank of a matrix A by rank A or i?{A).

88.2 Properties of the Distribution

Let V Np according to definition 1 . Then the following results hold.

(i) £(U) and /)(U) exist which we denote by p and £ respectively. Further^

for a fixed vector T, T'U ~ A^i(T p, TXT), that is univariate normal

with mean T'^i and variance TXT.

Let the components of U be (Ui Up). By definition U-, is univariate

normal so that £((/j) < oo and V{Ui) < oo. Cov(i/j, Ufi exists since ViVi)

and ViUj) exist. Let £(UJ = Pi, V(Ui) = 0^, and co\{Ui, Ufi = Then

£(rU) = T>, where
, Pp)

P(rU) = TXT, where S = (a,;),
^ ' ^

and therefore T'U ~ Wi(T>, TXT).

(ii) The characteristic function o/U is

expOT'M - iTXT). (8a.2.2)

The c.f. of a univariate normal variable u Nfp, a^) is (p. 103)

expO't/i - (8a.2.3)

By applying (8a.2.3) the c.f. of the r.v. T'U - Wi(T>, TXT) is

cxp(ttr|i - (8a.2.4)

Substituting t = 1 in (8d.2.4), we see that the c.f. of U is as in (8a. 2. 2). The

following are immediate consequences of (8a.2.2).
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The /f-variate normal distribution is completely specified by the mean

vector )i and the dispersion matrix L of the random variable, since the c.f.

(8a.2.2) involves only p and E. We may therefore, denote a p-variate normal

distribution by {p, 2)), involving p and 2 as parameters.

(a) If there exist a vector p and matrix 2 such that for every T, T'U

^l(T'p, TXT), then U - 2).

(b) IfH- Is {a diagonal matrix), the components Up are independent

and each is univariate normal.

Note that the c.f. {8a.2.2) is then the product ofp factors showing indepen-

dence of variables. Thus, zero vahAes of ail the product moment correlationso
independence of the components of U.

(c) Let Ui and U2 be fK’o subsets of the variable U. We can write

/2n 2^12^ C(U„ U,)\

15^21 ^^22/ ‘\C(U,.U,) DiV^) 1

where 2ij and L22 the dispersion matrices 0/ Uj, U 2 ,
and 221 is

covariance matrix 0/U2 , Ui (fe., the matrix of covariances of the

components 0/U2 yrith those of\}f). The random variables Ui, U2 are

independently distributed if and only ifl>i 2 = 0-

The result follows since the quadratic form in (8a. 2. 2) can be written in

subsets Ti, T2 of components of T as

TXT = Ti2nT, + 2T;2,2T2 -f-T2S22T2

= T|2jjT] 1'T2 222T2 ,
when 2^2 “0

in which case, the c.f. of U is seen to be the product of two factors. The

result is important since the independence of two subsets of a multivariate

normal variable can be deduced by examining the covariance matrix between

the subsets.

(d) If the subsets Uj, Uj, . . . ,
0/ U arc independent pairwise, they are

mutually independent.

(e) The function (8a. 2.2) is indeed a c.f so that Np of definition I exists.

Since 2 is non-negative definite (being a dispersion matrix), the quadratic

form TXT can be written (p. 36)

TXT = (b;t)^ -h
•

4- (b;„t)^

where B,, . .
. ,
B„ are linearly independent vectors and m = /?(2). The function

(8a.2.2) can be written

^-iT>
.
g-(B,'TP/2 . . . 2.6)
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and the desired result is proved if each factor of (8a.2.6) is a c.f. since the

product of c.f.’s is a c.f.

The first factor of (8 a. 2. 6) is the c.f. of the p-dimensional r.v.,

Yq = (/ii, . .
. ,

with probability 1. (8a.2.7)

The factor exp[-;^(BjT)^] is easily shown to be the c.f. of the p-dimensional

r.v.

Y; - , .
, , G, - V,(0, 1), (8a.2.8)

where B. = (fi,, , . .
. , 8^). The number m is called the rank of the distribution

S).

(f) U iVp(fi, L) with rank m if, and only if

U-p + BG, BB'^S (8a.2,9)

where B is {p >i m) matrix of rank m and G ^ NJQ, I), that is, the

components Gj, G„ are independent and each is distributed as

NfO, 1). [See 8g for an alternative derivation of (8a.2.9).]

To prove the “if” part, consider a linear function of 1)

TU = T> + T'BG.

But G ~ N„iO, I), and from the univariate theory (T'B)G, which is a linear

function of independent NfO, I) variables, is distributed as ^
1 (0,

T'BB'T).

Hence

T'U = T'p + T'BG - Vi(T'p, T'BB T)

=>U-Vp(p,BB') = iV>,2:)

since T is arbitrary.

To prove the “ only if” part we observe from the factorization (8a.2.6)

that the distribution of U is a convolution of the distributions of independent

P'dimensional random variables

Yo,Y, Y,

defined in (8a.2.7) and (8a.2.8). Thus U can be written

U = Yo + Yi + --- + Y„

— p + B^ + ' *
‘ B„ = p + BG,

choosing B as the partitioned matrix (Bji- 'iBJ, where B, and Gy are as

defined in {8a, 2.8). Thus we have an alternative definition of the multivariate

normal distribution.
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Definition 2. A /r-dimensional random variable U is said to have a normal

distribution iVp if it can be expressed in the form U = + BG, where B is

p X m matrix of rank m and G is a m x 1 vector of independent iVj (univari-

ate normal) variables, each with mean zero and unit variance.

iVotc L The relationship U = ji + BG shows that the random vector

U e E), the linear manifold generated by the columns of \i and E, with

probability 1.

Note 2. Let U,- Ei), / = 1, . .
. , fc, be independent and T be a

function (statistic) of U^, . .
. ,
Uj. Using the representation = pj -i- B. Gi,

we have

T(U„ . .
. , U,) = T(m. + B,G„ . .

. , M, + B»G*)

= t(Gi, .... G*).

Then the study of T, a statistic based on Uj, . .
. , U* ,

reduces to the study of a

functiontof independent univariate normal variables Gi, Gi. Such a

reduction helps, as the known results in the univariate theory can be immed-

iately applied to deduce the results in the multivariate theory.

Note S. It is easy to sec that U = p -h BG, with p, B, G as in definition 2

and U = p + CF, where C is p x ^ matrix and F is a t^-vector of independent

N(0, 1) variables, have the same distribution if BB' = CC', so that no res-

triction on q or jR(C) need be imposed. But a representation with restriction

on B as in definition 2 is useful in practical applications.

(iii) IfU'^Nptt/ie marginal distribution ofany subset ofq components oflJ

is N^

.

[Follows from definition 1 since every linear function of the subset is

also univariate normal]

(iv) The joint distribution of q linear functions of U is N
^ ,

which follows

from definition 1. If \ = CU, where C is x p), represents the q linear func-

tions, then

Y - A,(Cp, CEC). (8a.2.10)

Consider a linear function L'Y = L'CU = (L'C)U. From (i),

(L'C)U - ^J(L'C)p, (L C)E(CX)]

or

L'Y - iVi(L'Cp, L'CEC'L) Y ^ iV,(Cp, CEC').

(v) Let U; = (C/i, . .
. , UX Ui = . .

. , Up) be two subsets of U and

E|i, Ei2 , E22 be the partitions of 'Las defined in (8a. 2. 5). Then the conditional

distribution 0/U2 given is

JVp.,(P 2 +E2iEh(U, - p.), E22 -E2 »Er,E, 2), (8a.2.U)

where E(U,) = p, ,
i - 1, 2, and Efi is a generalized inverse o/E^.
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The reader may verify that where M represents the

linear space spanned by the columns of a matrix (by showing that any vector

orthogonal to columns of is also orthogonal to columns of Eij). Hence

there exists a matrix B such that = BLj,. Now by using the property

=Eii of a generalized inverse, we see that

2^ 21 ^ 11^11 = ®2^ii2^u2^u
“

®2^ii
= 2^21 (8a.2.12)

which is obvious if Efj is a true inverse. Readers not familiar with a generali-

zed inverse may assume that exists and thus avoid the argument leading

to (8a.2.12).

Consider the covariance matrix:

C[U,-M2-l2i2:ri(U,'-P:),

- C{V2 -
, Hi - Ml) - 2;2,2:riC(Ui - Ml, U, - Ml)

= I 21 "2:2iJ:rjLii = 0, using (8a.2.12). (8a.2.13)

Similarly,

Z)[U2-Mi-2:2i2:u(Ui-Mi)]

= C(U2 -£2i2^iiHi, U2 -rjiLiiUi)

= c(U2,U2)-C(U2,iJi)5:ri2:i2

- 2:2i2:riaUi, U2 ) +z:2i2:nC(Hi, Ui)ifiLi 2

“2^22 ~ 2L2i2-u2Ii 2 +2i2i2-ii2rfii£iiiSi2

= £22 ~2l2i2jiiEi2 ,
using 2i2i2'u21ii =£21 * (8a.2.14)

Since ^[Uj - M 2 -2:2iEu(Ui - Mi) 1
= 0, the result (8a.2.14) shows that

U2 - M 2 - 2:2iJ:ri(Ui - Ml) A^p-r(0, 2:22 - 2:212:^ 2: 12 ). (8a.2.15)

The result (8a. 2. 13) shows that 1)2 - M2 - 2:2iSri(Hi - Mi) and - Mi are

independently distributed. Hence (8a.2.!5) can be interpreted as the condi-

tional distribution of U2 - M 2
““ 2:i2 2:u(Ui ~ Mi) given Uj, which is equiva-

lent to the result (8a.2.1 1) on the conditional distribution of Uj given Uj. The

computations (8a,2.l3) and (8a,2.14) are simpler when the true inverse ofSn

exists.

An important special case of (8a.2.15) is when U2
consists of a single com-

ponent, say Up and Ui =(t/i, i/p_i). The conditional distribution of

Up given Ui is univariate normal with mean (regression of Up on U^,

f/p_i) as fip -t S2t2^ri(Hi - Ml), which is of the form

a + iSiUi-f (8a.2.16)

linear in C/,, , .
. , Vp^i and variance (residual variance) as ^pp 2:212:1 i2:i 2 •

When Ell is nonsingular (using Example 2.4 at the end of lb.8), then

|Ea|((7,,-2:2i2:u%2)=|2:|,
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which gives the explicit expression to the variance

=^ = (8a.2.17)

where is the last element in the reciprocal of Z.

(vi) Reproductive Property of Np, Let Np(Hj ,
L,), i = 1, . .

. ,
n

all independent. Then for fixed constants A^, A„,

Y = /1,U, + • + X (8a.2.18)

To establish (8a.2,18) we need consider a linear function L'Y,

L'Y = Ti(L'U,) + --- + /l„(L'U„),

which is univariate normal since L'Uj, L'U are all independent and

univariate normal. Hence Y --
. Furthermore,

£(L'Y) = ^iL>, + + •• + /l„p„)

K(L'Y) = /4,'K(L'Ui) + -‘ + Af Vih'V„)

which shows that ^ E parameters of the distribution

ofY.

(vii) Let Ui, j = 1, n, be independent and identically distributed as

iVp((i, L). Then

lXUi = U~N,|n,l2j, (8a.2.19)

The result (8a.2.19), which follows from (8a. 2. 18), provides the distribution

of the mean of n independent observations. [Choose = 1/n in 8a.2.18].

(viii) Let U ~ A^p(p, S)- Then an n.s. condition that

e = (U - ji)'A(U - p) - x\^)

is E(ALA “ A)L = 0 in which case k = trace (AL).

From (8a.2.9), U - ji = BG where G - V„(0, 1) and Z = BB\

e = (U - n)'A(U - p) = G'B'ABG, (8a.2.20)

so that Q is expressed as a quadratic form involving independent normal

variables G^. In independent variables, an n.s. condition for a quadratic

form Q to have a distribution is that the matrix of Q is idempotent [(ii),

3b.4]. Hence,

(B'AB)(B'AB) = B AB, that is, B'(ALA - A)B = 0.
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But B'(A2:A - A)B = OoBB'(A£A - A)BB' = 0 = L(A2A - A)i:. The D.F.
of^ is (from the univariate theory)

rank (B'AB) = trace (B'AB) - trace (ABB') = trace (AI).

If S is of full rank, an n.s. condition is AIA = A.

8a.3 Some Characterizations of

(i) Characterization I of Np.Let Uj and\J2 be two independent p'dimen-

sional variables such that

Then both U, and Uj are Np.

Consider L'U = L'llj + L'U2 ~ by hypothesis. But L'Ui and L'Uj are

independent. Hence by Cramer’s (1937) theorem, L'Ui and L'U2 are each iVp

Since L is arbitrary, Uj and U2 are each .

(ii) Characterization 2 of . Consider two linear junctions of n inde-

pendent p-dimensional random variables U^, . .
. , U„

,

V
2
= + . + V 2 - CiUj + •

• + C„U,

.

Let B' = (Bi, . .
. ,

B„) and C = {C,, C„). Then:

(a) Uf are i.i.d. as Np and B'C = 0=>Vj and V 2 are independently dis-

tributed.

(b) V|, V2 are independently distributed ~ A^p for any i such that

B^Ci^O and need not be identically distributed.

To prove (a), it follows from definition 1 that the joint distribution of

Vj, V2 is A^2 p. Hence to establish independence we need only show that

cov(V,, V 2)
= 0.

cov(Vi, V
2 )
= cov(5,Ui + * • + QU, + •

• + C„U„)

= BiC, cov(U„ Ui) + + C, cov(U„ , U„)

^{B,C, + --- + B,Cj}Z = 0.

The result (b) is a generalization of the univariate Darmois-Skitovic the-

orem to a p-dimensional random variable (Ex.21, Chapter 3), Darmois-Skitovic

theorem states that if u,, . .
. , w„ are independent one-dimensional variables

the independence of

^i“i + *

' + and CjUi + •'
* + C„w„
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for fixed values of
,
C,- implies that Ui ^ provided # 0 and can be

arbitrarily distributed otherwise, i = 1 , . .
.

,

n. To apply the theorem we need

only consider linear functions of V^, Vj

:

L'V, = L'(5iU, + •
• + 5„U„) = BiiLV,) + •

* + 5„(L'UJ,

L\2 = L’(CiUi + -
• + C„U„) = CilL'UO + • + C„(LV,),

where now L'Uj are all one-dimensional independent variables. Hence L'U,- is

Ni and therefore Ui is Np

.

Characterization 3 of N^. According to definition 2 of Np, Y = p + BG
where G ^ I), that is, the components of G are independent and each

component is distributed as N^iO, 1 ). The representation Y = |i + BG is not,

however, unique. If Y = p + BiG, and Y ^ p -H Bj Ga are two different

representations, then D(Y) - B,B
1
= B2B2 = E. "We shall utilize the non-

uniqueness of the representation of Y to characterize Np .

(iii) Let Y = + B^Gi and Y = p2 + be two representations of a

p-dimensional random variable Y m terms of vectors G^, G2 of nondegenerate

independent random variables {not necessarily univariate normal), where B^ and

B2 arep X m matrices ofrank m such that no column o/B| is a multiple ofsome

column 0/B2 . Then Y is a p-variate normal variable.

Let m < p in which case consider any />-vector C orthogonal to the columns

of Bj. Then

C'Y = C'p, = C'p2 + CB2G2

which implies that €'6362 is a degenerate random variable contrary to

assumption unless C'B2 = 0 . Hence, the columns of and B2 belong to the

same vector space implying the existence of a square matrix H of order and

rank m such that B^ = BjH. If m = p, the relationship B^ = Bj H is automa-

tically true. Now

Y - p2 = B2 G2 => (Bi B2)'^B'(Y - P2) = G2

Y - p, = B,Gi = B2 HG, => (Bi 82) "'B^fY - p,) =. HG,

Thus G2 and HG, have the same distribution apart from translation. Hence

the components of HGi are independently distributed. Thus the transforma-

tion Gi => HGi preserves independence of random variables.

The condition that no column vector of B| depends on a column vector

of B2 implies that no column of H contains {m - 1 ) zeros. This means

that we can find two linear combinations of exclusive sets of the rows of

H such that the coefficients in the /th and yth positions in both are different

from zero. Thus we have two linear combinations of the components of Gj

which are independently distributed, and by Darmois-Skitovic theorem
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mentioned in (ii), the /th and y’th components are normally distributed.

Since / and j are arbitrary, the desired result is established.

For other characterizations of
,
the reader is referred to the book by

Kagan, Linnik, and Rao (1972B4), and papers by Khatri and Rao (1972f) and

Rao (1966a, 1967d, 1969a, b).

8a.4 Density Function of the MuJtivariate Normal Distribution

We have not made use of the density function of the multivariate normal

variable (or established the existence of the density function) in the discussion

of 8a.l and 8a.2. In what form can we determine the density function? The
answer depends on R(E), the rank of the dispersion matrix

CASE 1. i?(L) = p. Let U -- ^^p(^, E). Then as shown in (8a.2.9),

U-n-BG, where G-A„(0,I), BB' = E (8a.4.1)

and m = rank "L-p. Then
|

E
|

=
|

BB'
|

0 or
|

B
|
# 0, in which case the

inverse relationship exists as

G = B-'(U-p). (8a.4.2)

Since G ^ iVp(0, 1), the density of G is

(27r)“"^^exp[-iG'G]. (8a.4.3)

By changing over to (U - p), using the relation (8a.4.2), the Jacobian is

|B| - |E| (since BB' - E) and the density (8a.4.3) transforms to

(2rr)'''^^iE| exp[--i(U - pJ'E’^U - p)], (8a.4.4)

which is the density of U with respect to the Lebesgue measure in R^.

CASE 2. J?(E) ~k <p. When i?(E) < p, the inversion (8a. 4.2) is not pos-

sible and therefore no explicit determination of the density function with

respect to Lebesgue measure in is possible. However, the density function

exists on a subspace.

Let B be a p X matrix of orthonormal column vectors belonging to

^(E) and N be p x (p - k) matrix of rank (p - k) such that N'E ^ 0. Con-

sider the transformation U' -+ (X': Z'), X = B'U, Z = N'U. Then

£(Z) = N 'p, D{Z) = N'EN := 0 (8a.4.5)

so that

Z = N'p with probability 1. (8a.4.6)

Further,

£(X) = B'p, i)(X) = B'EB (8a.4.7)
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so that

X~ BXB). (8a.4.8)

It may be seen that
|

B'LB| =
, A*

,
the product of the nonzero eigen-

values of L, and hence BXB nonsingular. In such a case X has the density

Thus the distribution ofU or equivalently that of X, Z is specified by (8a.4.6)

and (8a.4.9).

Let us observe that

(X-B'py(BXB)-'(X-B'p)

= (U-p)'B(BXB)-^B'(l)-p)

= (U-jiyi:"(U-p) (8a.4.!0)

for any choice of the ^-inverse S'. Then the density (8a.4.9) can be written as

while (8a.4.6) can be written as

N'U == N'|i with probability 1.

(8a.4.11)

(8a.4.12)

Thus the distribution of U is specified by (8a.4.Il) and (8a.4.12) where the

former is interpreted as the density on the hyperplane N'U = N'p. (The

above representation is due to Khatri, 1968.)

8a.5 Estimation of Parameters

We consider n, /7-variate populations and an independent observation from

each. Let Uj be the observation from the /th /7-variate population. The observ-

ations can be written in the form of a matrix

Vn

v; t/,.
1

v; •

i

where the /th row vector Y. represents n independent observations on the

ith component of the /^dimensional variable. represents the overall matrix

of the order n x p. We shall use the notations (8a.5.l) throughout this chapter.
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Estimation of and E from Li.d. Variables. Let U^, , .
. ,

U„ be independent

and have the same distribution with mean p and dispersion matrix £. Then

Un

are i.i.d. observations from a univariate distribution with mean /i^ and

variance , Hence from the univariate computations, we see that

y. = Uj— - y (/:, is unbiased for pi,

~ Z ~ unbiased for (n - l)o',i

j

Sii
S:- = is unbiased for tr,.-

.

n - 1

Consider

which are i.i.d. observations from a univariate distribution with mean

/ij + pij and variance Cj, + . Hence

X (C/,> + Uj, - tJ; - V/ = S,| + Sjj + 2S,J

is unbiased for (n — + Icij + Ujj), where

S,j = l(U:,-Ui}(Uj,-Uj).

Hence Sij/(n — 1) is unbiased for since — I) and -
1) are

unbiased for £7;^ and Gjj respectively.

Thus we have unbiased estimators of p' and E as

U' = (U., .UJ.
;

(So) =

n - 1

in the general case without assuming normality of the distributions of Uj. It is

of interest to give the different matrix representations of {S,y) using the nota-

tion (8a. 5.1), which the reader may verify.

S,j^YlYj-nV,Uj

s = (S,j) = f (U, - D)(U. - U)' = f U, u; - nOD' (8a.5.2j

1 1

=n - «UU'

Estimation by the Method of Maximum Likelihood. When it is known that

i?{E) = the density function for a single observation U is, as shown in

(8a.4.4),

exp[-i trace{E'\U - p)(U-py}]

34(54-45)1973
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where (0 - (o-jj)"
^ = E ' The joint density of the observations (Uj,

. . . , jj ^

is apart from a constant

KOI"'' expj^-l tracejl-
‘ ^ (U, - uKU, - n)jj, ( 8 a, 5 . 3)

Observing that

pv,~ M)(U, - M)' = I (U “ Wr - Ll)' + n(C - M)(U - nY

= S 4- n[U - ^XU - nY,

we see that

tracejE'* f (V, - -
p)
j

= trace{L"^S} + n trace{L“XU - }i)(U - p)')

= EE<^% + "{u -(!)'£ ‘(D-p).

Hence the logarithm of (8a. 5. 3) can be written

- logKOI -
1 II ’’“S.J - ^

(U - p)'£- ‘(D - ll), (8a.5.4)

or in the alternative form

^
log[(ff‘0[ -

^
Z I + n{Ui - ^,Wj - /i;)]- (8a.5.5)

We use the form (8a. 5.4) to differentiate with respect to p and obtain

L XU “ P) = 0 or U - M = 0,

which leads to the estimator fi = D or /Ij = U,-
,

t = 1 , . .
. , p.

The second form (8a. 5. 5) is convenient for differentiating with respect to

er*-', thus giving the equation

n a|(OI ~ - /ij)]. (8a. 5.6)

It is easy to see that

5|(<7*X|
j - = cofactor of in {a'^)

n a 1(0

1

^

SO that
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Furthermore, by substituting {V
^

~ 0, the equation (8a.5.6) reduces to

Wffy - Sy = 0,

thus giving the estimator of as

_Siy p,.. £(Sy) „-l

which is slightly biased. The estimator of is then nS*^, where (S'^) ^

The value of log likelihood (8a.5.4) at the estimated values of the param-

eters is

"
log +

''

log| S%J =
^

log
^

logi (Sy)| - .

(8a.5.7)

We now establish that the estimators ji = U and = n“^(S,y) = rt“‘S

obtained by equating the derivatwes of the log likelihood to zero are, in fact,

the maximum likelihood estimators.

It is enough to prove that (8a, 5.5) < (8a, 5.7) for all p and L. The difference

(8a.5.7) - (8a.5.5) is equal to

np \ ,
_

= y +
2^tace{i:-^[S + n(U- H)(U-P)']}

n |n ‘S| np 1 ,

y + -trace(L’'‘S)

— - [ — Iog(A5 • •
• yip) — p + (^1 -1- ‘ + Ap)],

(8a.5.8)

where Aj, . .
. , are theroots of the determinantal equation - AEj = 0.

But for any non-negative x, x ^ e^~\ or by taking logarithms we have

-log.v - 1 T X > 0, (8a. 5.9)

The quantity inside the bracket of (8a.5.8) is

£(-IogAi - I + A,), (8a.5.10)

1=1

which is ^0, if we apply the inequality (8a.5.9) to each term in (8a.5.10).

This elegant proof is by Watson (1964),
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It may be verified that the m.l. estimators U and are also sufficient

for the parameters \i and Z, since the log likelihood is an explicit function

of the estimators and the parameters only.

If /?{E) is unknown, we have to admit the possibility of R(L) being less than

p, in which case we have to use the density function (8a.4.11) or (8a.4.9),

determining the appropriate hyperplane (8a.4.12) or (8a.4.6).

Adopting the density (8a.4.9) and utilizing the results already established,

the m.l. estimators of B'p and B'EB satisfy the equations

B D = B |i, B SB = nB EB,

while (8a. 4. 6) gives

B'U = N'm, N'SN - /7 NTN - 0,

which yield the same solution as in the case of full rank for Z,

fi-U and E-n-'S.

8a.6 Np as a Distribution with Maximum Entropy

In 3a.l, we have shown that the univariate normal density has the maximum
entropy subject to the condition that mean and variance are fixed. A similar

result is true for .

Let P(\J) be the density of a /?-dimensional random variable U. The prob-

lem is to maximize

(8a.6.1)

where dv stands for the volume element, subject to the conditions that the

mean and dispersion matrix have given values

jpi\J)dv = \, |u?(U)i/i; = p

|[(U-p)(U-nnP(U)^u = E
(8a.6.2)

Choose the normal density

!2(U) = exp[-i(U - (iyS;-(U - p)l, (8a.6,3)

which satisfies the conditions (8a.6.2). From the information theory inequality

(le.6.6) we have for any two alternative densities /*(U),

- J?
log Pdv^ - jp log Q dv.
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where the equality is attained when P = Q almost everywhere {dv). Substitut-

ing the choice (8a.6.3) for Q we have

- |p log P ilv « - 1
P(U) ? log(2;7) - t log

1 2 i

= ^log(27t) + t|og|2|

+ ttracej2-' j'[(y-M)(U-M)']P(U)*|

=
^

log(2;r) + ^
log|D| -f-

^
trace (8a.6.4)

by using (8a.6.2). The expression (8a.6.4) is thus a fixed upper bound to

entropy which is attained for the normal density (8a.6.3). The entropy of the

distribution so determined is

jIog(27r) + | +
^)og|I|.

8b WISHART DISTRIBUTION

8b.l Definition and Notation

Let Uj Npiyii ,
E), / = 1 , . .

, ,
A: be all independent and ^ be as defined

in(8a.5.1) with k in the place of n. Further, let M' be a /» x A matrix with

gi, . .
. , Hi as its columns. Thus

= r. (Sb.l.l)

= vr
where L is a fixed vector with elements Lp.

In our discussion, there will be frequent references to a linear function

L'Uf of Ui for each /. Now F(L'Ui) - and F(L'Ui) = L'LL. Then

VVi - ctf), - LXL, (8b.l.2)

U, ... Uft

v;
I

f/n ... U,,

y;
I

Vp, ... Up,

\ L'Ui ... L'Ufc
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and are all independent since Ui are independent. The vector Y' =

(L'U|, . .
. , L'Ujt) of k independent Ni variables has the representation

Y = LjYi + • + Lp Yp = <^L. (8b.l.3)

The distribution of Y = is that of k independent variables with the

same variance but different means , L'p* ,
that is

Y - iV*(ML, (8b. 1.4)

We also consider linear combinations of the vector variables Uj, which are

also distributed as Np by the reproductive property [(vi), 8a.2]. Let B' =

(5i, . .
. , Rfc) be a fixed vector. Then

+ •

' + BkV, - - yV,(M'B, (X (8b, 1.5)

from the result (8a. 2. 18). Furthermore, it is shown in [(ii), 8a. 3], that ‘^'Bj and

'If'Bj are independently distributed if B\ B; = 0. Hence it follows that the linear

combinations

Vi = r^k (8b.l.6)

are all independently distributed as Np with the same dispersion matrix L,

when the vectors Bj, . .
. ,

B, are orthonormal.

Let H be an orthogonal matrix of order k. Then the transformation

(8b. 1.7)

takes the column vectors U,, . .
. , U* into column vectors Vj, . .

.

,

where

each Vj is a linear combination of Uj, . .
.

,

. The result (8b. 1.6) shows that

Vi are independently distributed (as in the univariate case, an orthogonal

transformation preserves independence).

Definition of Wishart (1928) Distribution. The joint distribution of the

elements of the matrix

k

(s,j) = s = X u, u; = (y;y,.) = (Sb.i.s)

where U,, Y,
,
and and M are as defined in (8b. 1.1), is said to be Wishart

on k D.F. and is denoted by L, M). The distribution is said to be central

when M = 0 and written Wp(k, E). We use the symbol Wpik, E, •) to indicate a

central or a noncentral distribution. When p = 1, Wfk, a^) is the same as

a^/fik), the distribution on k D.F. Thus the Wishart distribution is a multi-

variate generalization of the distribution.

As in the case of Np, the density function of Wp does not always exist. It

exists when k p as derived in Example 1 1 at the end of the Chapter. We shall

not need the density of Wp in our study. We derive very general results from

the definition of Wp.
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The matrix S - (S/j) in a more explicit form is

(5,y) =« =
'y;y, y;Yj . .. y;y^

.V'Y, Y'Yj .

' V'Y,

where the /th diagonal entry is the sum of squares of the ith components of

the vector variables U, and the (r, j) entry is the sum of products of the ;th

and jth components. The representation' resembles that of the sum of

squares in the univariate theory. A generalization of the quadratic form is the

matrix

/y;ay, ... Y1AY\
rA^= , (8b.l.9)

\y;ay, ... y;ay,/

which consists of quadratic and bilinear forms involving Y^, . .
. , Y^ . Then we

raise the following question. Under what conditions does ^'A^ have a

Wishart distribution? The answer is

~ (8b. 1.10)

for any fixed L. But the R.H.S. of (8b, 1.10) is (‘?^L)'A(^L) which is the quad-

ratic form Y'AY of the k independent variables (L'Uj, . .
. ,

L'U*). Since the

distribution of quadratic forms of independent A^i variables is extensively

studied in 3b.4, the result (8b. 1 .10) enables us to obtain suitable generalization

to the distribution of matrices. A proof of the result (8b. 1.10) is given in 8b.2.

8b.2 Some Results on Wishart Distribution

(i) Let S ^p{k, 2^, •) and L be any fixed vector. Then L'SL ~ ')>

and if is central then ^ is so.

By definition S = U, U' . Pre- and postmultiplication by L', L gives

L'SL = X(L'U,)(U;L) = £(L'Uy

= Y'Y ~ •).

since Y is a vector of independent Nj variables with a common variance

(see 8b. 1 .4). If is central, M ~ 0, in which case E{\) - ML = 0 and hence

the x^ is central.

Note that the strict converse of (i) is not true as shown by Mitra (1970).

However, the weaker version of the converse given in (ii) is useful.

(ii) Let Uj iVp(nj, £),/=!, . .., k be independent and Vj, Y be as

defined in (8b. 1.1). Ann.s. condition that ^'SPU H^p(r, E, ) is that Y'AY ~

^Llf^iry ) for any fixed L, in which case r = rank A = trace A. And ~

W^p(r, E), ifand only Y'AY fi^t"
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The necessity follows from the more general result (i). To prove sufficiently

let us observe (from the univariate theory, (ii), 3b.4)

Y'AY ~ ^ is idempotent of rank r.

Then there exist r orthonormal vectors Bj, . .
. , B,. such that

A = + (8y.2.1)

= ViV; + '-- + V,V;, (8y.2.2)

where = ‘^'B, . Since are orthonormal, are independent Np variables

(8bT.6), The result, then, follows from the definition of Wishart distribution.

Since Y A^i(ML, the noncentral parameter of the distribution of

Y'AY is the value of Y'AY/ff^^^ at Y = ML, which is L'M'AML/tr^^^ (see

3b.2.2). If Y'AY ~ x^(r), a central for every L, then

L M AML _ ^ every L => M'AM - 0.

LXL

But from (8b.2.1), we have

A — B^Bj + ‘ + B^ B'

M'AM = X 0

=>M'Bj = 0,

Hence from (8b.2.2), we see that

^^'A^ = X VjV;, where £(V..) = M'B^ = 0,

and by definition the distribution is Wishart and central.

We could have stated the result of (ii) in a more direct form that an n.s.

condition that ~ Wp is that A is idempotent and the distribution is

central when AM = 0. The reason for stating the result in an indirect form is

that it enables us to generalize known results of the univariate theory in the

following way.

Suppose it is known that the quadratic form Y'AY where Y is a vector

of independent Ni variables. Then we substitute ^L for Y and obtain the

quadratic form L''^'A'^L in L and by dropping L assert that the associated

matrix APU Wp .

It is easy to establish the result stated in (iii) following the arguments of (ii).

(iii) Under the conditions and notations of (n), the matrices ^'A,^ and

^'Aj ^ have independent Wishart distributions if and only if Y'A^Y and

Y’A 2 Y have independent distributions for any L. Furthermore, ^'B and
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are independently distributed as Np and Wp if Y'B and Y'AY are inde-

pendently distributed as Ni and fj- for any L.

We could have stated the result (iii) in the form that the n.s. condition for

^'A2 ^ to be independently distributed (whether in Wishart’s

form or not) is that A
1
A 2 - 0 and for and <^'A‘^!^to be independently dis-

tributed (whether the latter as Wishart or not) is that B'A = 0.

But what we wish to do is to consider quadratic forms in independent

yVi variables known to have independent distributions and write the

corresponding generalizations to the multivariate case without explicitly

determining the matrices involved. As an immediate example we have the

result (iv). We shall continue to explore this technique throughout this

chapter and avoid any direct attempt to derive distributions in the multivariate

case as is done in books on this subject using heavy transformations.

(iv) The Joint Distribution of Sample Mean and Dispersion Matrix.

LetUi, . .
. ,
U„ be i.i.d. each as Npin, 2). Consider the r.v.’s

L'U„...,L'U„

which are i.i.d. each as A|(L'|i, L'LL). From the univariate theory we know

that the sample mean

L'U, = L'D ~ Il'El), (8b.2.3)

and the corrected sum of squares

f (L'U,)2 - n(LW = L'(Z U,U; - «DU')L

= L'(Sij)L - {VJ:L)x\n - 1), a central x\ (8b.2.4)

for any L, and that they are independent. Thus the independence of

L'U and L'(S,j)L

where (Sj^) = ^ U' - nUD' is the corrected sum of squares and products

defined in (8a. 5.2), for any L implies (by dropping L) the independence of the

distributions of XJ and (S^y), From (8b.2.3) U iVp(/j, (1/«)E) and from

(8b.2.4), (Sjy) ~ Wp{n - 1 ,
E), a central Wishart [using (ii)].

(v) Let Sj E) and S 2 ~ ^pil<2 , E) be independent. Then S =

Sj -I- S 2 Wp{k^ + ki , E), a similar result being true for noncentral dis-

tributions.

ki *i + k2

Si = Y UiU; and Sj = Y U^U;
1 ki + l

We can write
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where Uj, . .
. , arc i.i.d. each as NjiO, £). Hence by definition

1

(vi) UtS^ Wp{k, I) and B be {qx p) matrix. Then BSB' - W^{k, BEB').

s = ^ U; u; => BSB' = B(J] U;)B'
J=1

ft

BSB' = X (BUi)(BU,.)' - Wj^k, BEB')
i= 1

since BVi - JV,(0, BEB'), i = 1 k and are independent.

(vii) Let WJ^\k, E) denote the density function ofS and let C be a non-

singular square matrix of order p. Then the density function o/S* = CSC' is

\C\-^-^Wp{C-^S^C-^'\k,C-^LC-^').

The result is obtained by change of variable and a computation of the

Jacobian

D{S)

D(S,)
= |c|-

(viii) Let (S‘^) be the reciprocal of S = {S^j) and ((r'-^) the reciprocal of

(<7y) = E exist. //S - Wpik, £), then

(a) and is independent ofiS^j), i,j= 1, .... (p - 1).

L'E“*L
(b) ~ - P - ^) for any fixed vector L.

Consider k independent variables U* each distributed as A^p(0, E).

The conditional distribution of t/^y given f/jy, . .
. ,

Up^jy is shown to be (see

8a.2.16, 8a.2.17)

t/iy + • + ^p- 1
f/p-

> . y , 1 /ff") J = 1 ,
. .

. ,
/C. (8b.2.4)

The setup (8b.2.4) is the same as in the theory of least squares with Gauss-

Markoffmodel. Hence by using the first fundamental theorem [(i), 3b.5] of the

theory of least squares

Ro' = min I (Upj ^p-if/p-i.y)^ (8b.2.5)

f I

is distributed as where r is the rank of (Uij), i - I, ...,p - 1

;

J = l, k. The distribution of Rq^ is conditional but since it does not
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involve the conditioning variables / = 1, . .
. , p - 1 ; ; - 1, . .

.
» it is

also unconditional and is independent of i= U . .
. , p - 1

; y = I, . .
. , fe.

Since S ^ L) and L # 0^ wc can represent S in the form

S = X^;U;., U^-iV^(0,L), ;=l,...,Ar. (8b.2.6)

i = 1

and the rank of (Uij), / = I p ~ I ;; = 1 k is therefore (p - 1) with

probability 1, if k > (p
- 1). The result (a) is proved if Rq^ = l/S'*’ which is

already established in the univariate theory (see 4a. 5. 2).

Instead of U^i . w e could have chosen any component of U, and considered

its conditional distribution. Hence the distribution of cr'VS” is the same for

all I.

The result (b) follows from (a) if we consider BSB' where B is an orthogonal

matrix with its first row proportional to L. We have by the result (vi), BSB' ^

lVp{k, BIB'). Furthermore,

(BSBT ‘ = BS-^B', (BSBT ^ = BI"^B'.

The first diagonal element in BS'^B' oc L'S’^L and the first element in

BI“^B' oc L'E*‘L with the same constant of proportionality. Hence

applying result (a), (L'I~*L/L'S“^L) -p — 1).

(ix) Let S ~ IVpik, L) and consider the partition ofS

fc)

where S^, Sij ,
S22 {r x r), (r x s), and {s x 5) matrices, with (r + j) = p.

Then

S22~®21®11 ^^12 ~ ^ ^22 “^21^11 ^^12)

where constitute a partition ofl> similar to {8b.2.7).

Since S - Wp{k, I)

s=iu,u;, u,-iv,(0,i:).
1

Consider a partition of U| = (Ui^ i Uii) and the (r + 1) dimensional variable

(U'n i L'U2i) with the Wishart matrix

/ S,, S.^L \

\L'S2,

where L is a fixed column vector of s elements.
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Using the result (a) of (viii), we sec that

VS2, L'S^^L

The left-hand side expression is

- r).

L'SjjL - L'S2 iS„“‘S,2L - L'(S22 - Sj,S„‘’S, 2)L, (8b.2.8)

and similarly c - L'(L2 2 -£212^11 By dropping L from (8b.2.8), the

distribution of

S22 “ Sj2 S]
I ^Si2 “ ''j ^22 “^21^11 ^^

12)*

(x) Let Wp{k, E) and
j
E

|

0, Then
|

S
| / 1 1 1

is distributed as the

product ofp independent central yf" variables with D.F.,k ~ p \, ...,k — i,k.

Observe the decomposition (writing
[

S
j ^
=

|
(S,y)

| y = 1 , . .
. ,

r)

|S| |S|,

ISI [LI, |S|,_, |E|.

where each factor, by an application of (a) of (viii) is an independent with

appropriate D.F.

(ki) Let Si -- IFp(/:,, E) and S 2
independent. Then if

ki^py A =
I

Sj |/|Si + S 2 1

is distributed as the product of p independent

beta variables, with parameters

- P + 1

j

ki- p + 2

In the special case k 2 = \, the product of beta variables has the same dis-

tribution {applying iii, 3a.3) as a single beta variable with the parameters

(^4
Consider independent vector variables Ui, . .

. , 0^^ + ,, . ,
, ,

such

that

*1 fc!+JC2

Si = yu,.u; and S 2 = X u^u;.
1 ki + 1

The conditional distribution of t/^, given 1/^, i
is

i — ,
k^ k2 -
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We now use the third fundamental theorem of the least square theory (see

3b.5) which states that

min -

min I
P 1

is distributed as

The numerator of (8b.2.9) is |Si|p_i and the denominator

I
Si + Sj

I p ^ I

S| + S 2 1 p -

1

if we use formula (8b.2,5). We, then use the de-

composition of A

|S.I IS.Ip |S, + S,|,

IS. + S^I Ip-

1

|S. + Sj|,_.. LIS.I,-: |S, + S,|,-,J

•'•x[|Si|i-|Si4-S2h]

= Bp X Bp„i X X 5i, (8b.2.10)

where Bp, Bp. i, . .
. ,

B, are all independent. Since the distribution of (8b.2.9)is

independent of (C/,-^), i # p, so that Bp is independent of the rest of B^, r < p.

Similarly, Bp_i is independent of Bj, j </) - 1, and so on. The parameters

of the distribution of Bj are substituting; forp in (8b.2.9)

(^t)
We denote the distribution of the A statistic by A(p, /ci, ^ 2)-

(xii) Hotelung’s DtSTRiBUTiON. Let S ~ Wj,{k, E) and iVp(6, c'^E)

be independent. Hotelling’s generalized statistic is defined by

T' =cA:d'S"*d

For given d,

d'E-^d
cd'E'M.

d'E^^d

d'S"M
xHic-p + \) (8b.2.11)

if we use result (b) of (viii). The distribution (8b. 2. 11) does not involve d.

Therefore the ratio d'E~M/d'S“*d is distributed independently of d. Since

d-;Vp(6, c-'E),

cd'E-'d-x'(A cx^) (8b.2.12)
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where t^= 6T"*5. The distributions (8b.2.11) and (8b.2.12} are inde-.

pendent. Thus the statistic T^jk is the ratio of a noncentral ct^) to an

independent central - /j 4- 1). Hence

^-^+l
~~f(p,t-p + l, cr^) (8b.2.13)

P k

which is a noncentral F distribution defined in Example 17.1 of Chapter 3.

If 8 = 0, both the x^’s are central and hence

k-p+\ T^

P k
F(p,k~p-{-\) (8b.2.l4)

which is a central F distribution (3a,2.13).

The representation of as the ratio of independent x^’s leading to an

elegant derivation of its distribution is due to Wijsman (1957). See also

Bowker (1960). For earlier literature see Bose and Roy (1938), Hotelling

(1931), Hsu (1938, 1947), K. S. Rao (1951) and Rao (1946f, 1949b).

It may be seen that

|S|

|S + cdd'|
(8b.2.15)

where cdd' ^ Wp{\, E) when 8 = 0. Thus Hotelling’s after a monotonic

transformation is a special case of the statistic A =
|

l/jSj + S 2 1

considered

in (xi) with ^2 = 1’ From the relationship {8b.2.15), and by using the distribu-

tion (8b.2.l4) of we find that

|S|

IS + cdd'l

which has been independently derived in (xi). Then using the relation (8b.2.15)

we could have obtained the distribution (8b.2.14) of T^. Thus we have two

simple proofs for the Hotelling’s distribution.

(xiii) Roots of a Determinantal Equation. Fisher introduced some

tests of hypotheses depending on the roots of the determinantal equation

|Sj- A(Si -hSj)! =0 (8b.2.16)

where Sj ~ ^p{k^, E) and Sj ~ Wp{ki, E) are independent. We shall not

derive the exact distribution of the roots but shall observe that the density

function involves only p, kj, and and not the unknown E. For a derivation

of the density function the reader is referred to the original papers by Fisher

(1939), Girshick (1939), Hsu (1939), Roy (1939), and an interesting proof by

James (1954). Detailed proofs are given in books by Anderson (1958), Roy
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(1957), and Wilks (1962). We do not need the density function in our study.

The reader is referred to Rao (1972a) for a review of the work on the roots of

(8b.2.16) by Bagai, Constantine, Khatri, Krishnaih, Mathai, Pillai and others.

8c ANALYSIS OF DISPERSION

8c.1 The Gauss-Markoff Setup for Multiple Measurements

The least squares theory under the Gauss-Markoff setup, as developed in

Chapter 4, is applicable in situations where a single measurement is taken

(i.e., the value of a particular characteristic is ascertained) on an experi-

mental unit or individual. The expectation of the measurement (i.e., of

a one-dimensional r.v.), is considered to be a linear function of unknown
parameters, the compounding coelhcients being specified by a particular

design of experiment adopted. If a second measurement is taken (or another

characteristic is examined) on the same chosen individual, it is natural to

consider its expectation as the same linear function as in the case of the first

measurement, but of a different set of unknown parameters, and so on.

Thus the parameters are specific to the characteristic examined whereas the

coefficients of the linear function are specific to the design of experiment

adopted.

Thus, if the expectation of yield of a plant receiving a particular treatment

j in an experimental block i is written representing the effect of the

ith block and yth treatment, the expectation of another character such as the

height of a plant may be written as the sum of two other parameters ^(2 + t
^2

representing similar effects.

Let p characters be observed on each of « independent experimental units

or individuals. The observations can be written

Individual Character

(1) (2) ip)

( 1
)

jUn U,,

(Sc.l.l)

in) U2 „ Uj

Let Y, denote the jth column vector in Then the model we consider is

£(Y,)-XP*, A
f,./= 1,

(8C.1.2)

Or, in other words, the model is Gauss-Markotf (Yj, Xp,, ajj) for each Y,-

with a specific unknown vector parameter pj for each i but the same n x m
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design matrix X for all L The variance of the ith character is (r,,-. The depend-

ence of the characters examined is expressed by the relation

cov(Yi, = (8C.1.3)

where is the covariance between the /th andjth characters of an individual.

Let B be an m X p matrix with Pi, . .
. ,

as its columns and E = ((7 ,.^).

Then the multivariate model (8c. 1,2) with (8c. 1.3) can be simply expressed as

XB, E®I) (8C.1.4)

where the Kronecker product matrix E ® I is to be interpreted as the covari-

ance matrix of the rtp-vcctor variable Y obtained by writing the columns of ^
one below the other, i.e., Y' = (Y^ i

• ‘
’

;
Y^.

We can also write the model (8c. 1.4) as a univariate Gauss-Markoff model
involving Y, its expectation and dispersion matrix. Let p be the mp-vector

defined by P' = (Pi i Pi :

* •
•

i Pp- Then it is readily seen that

£(Y)-(I®X)p

Z)(Y)=E®I
(8c.L5)

so that the multivariate linear model may be written as the triplet

(Y, (I® X)p, E®I) (8C.1.6)

of the Gauss-Markoff model of Chapter 4. One may then use the results on
estimation in linear models developed in Chapter 4. However, because of the

special covariance structure, it is better to exhibit the model as (8c. 1.4) or as

(8c. 1.2), i.e., as Gauss-Markoff for each individual character supplemented by

(8c. 1.3) to show the correlations between characters. This has great advantage

in showing the intimate connection between the univariate and multivariate

theories (see 8c.2-8c.5).

8c.2 Estimation of Parameters

As in the univariate Gauss-Markoff setup we shall consider the estimation of

unknown parameters, utilizing only the structure (8c.l.2), (8c.I.3) of the

first- and second-order moments of the variables and not assuming any

particular distribution.

Let us first consider the estimation of a parametric function of the type

P'p^ which involves only the parameters specific to the rth character, by a
linear function of all the observations such that the estimator is (a) unbiased

and (b) has minimum variance. A linear function of all the observations can
be written as

AlYi + ----hA^Y^. (8C.2.1)
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Using criterion (a) of unbiasedness, we see that

E(A\Y !) + ••• + E(A; Y,) = A'lXJ^i + • •
• + A^xp, = P'p,

=> a; X = a; X = 0, i. (8C.2.2)

Since Aj X = P', there exists a vector X such that P = X'XX. Consider the

linear function X'X'Y,- [which we know (see4a.2.3) is the least squares estimator

of P'pj utilizing only Yj
,
with the setup E{\i) = Xp^]. The estimator is

unbiased, since

E(X'X'Y,) = rX'Xp, = P'P,
.

(8C.2.3)

Furthermore,

y(l a; Y,) = F(X a; Yj - >.'X'Y,) + K(X'X'Y,)

+ 2 cov(X'X'Y,
, Y. a; Yj - rX'Yj). (Sc,2.4)

But

cov(X'X'Y|
, Y a; Yj - ).'X'Y,) = Y cov(Yj

,
Yj)Aj - X'X' cov(Yi

,
Y,)X).

j

= X'X'A. ff.j - }.'X'\X(T^. - (k'F - 3^'P)(7,.,- =0

if we use (8c.2.2). Hence from (8c. 2. 4), we see that

k(i;a;.Yj)» K(j.'x'Y,)

that is, X'X'Yj is the minimum variance unbiased estimator (m.v.u.e.) of

P'Pj. Thus the desired estimator of P'P, is the same as the least squares

estimator based on Y,—the observations on the iih character only. Let p^ be

a solution of the normal equations (considering only Yj, pj)

X'XPj = X%. (8C.2.5)

Then the least squares estimator of P'p, can be written as P'p, . The variances

and covariances of estimators of P'p, and Q'p, are same as in the least

squares theory. The variances and covariances of P'p, and Q'pj are then of the

form

K(P'p,.) = a<Tjj, F(Q'P,.) = i(7jj

COV(P'pj, Q'pi) = C(Tii,

(8C.2.6)

where the coefficients, a, b, c are independent of i and depend only on X'X,

P, Q (see 4a.3). For instance, if (X'X)~ is a ^-inverse of X'X, then a -

P'(X'X)"P, b = Q'(X'X)’Q, and c = P'(X'X)-Q.
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IvCt Pi, . .
. , pj, be the solutions of the corresponding normal equations

(8c.2.5) for i = I, Pj € j = 1, . Then it follows that

Pi'Pi + '-- + P;Pp (8C.2.7)

is the m.v.u.e. of

piPi + --- + p;Pp,

since the sum of m.v. estimators is also an m.v. estimator [see (i), 5a.2|. From

the structure of the expressions (8c. 2.6), it easily follows that

cov(P'Pi,P'py) = aff.;

COV(Q'Pi,Q'Py) = 6(T.-y

COV(P'Pi,Q'Py)-Cffiy,

where a, h, c are the same as in (8c.2.6) depending only on P and Q, which

enable us to write the variance of (8c. 2.7). We need only to know the expres-

sions for the variances and covariances of Pj pj , . .
. , P^ p,- for any /, which can

be determined from the univariate least squares theory. The variance of

(8c.2.7) is seen to be tr P'(X'X)"Pi; where P = (Pi, Pp).

The estimators of ffjj and o-jy do not present any difficulty. From the univa-

riate theory of least squares, we know that an unbiased estimator of is

0/(” " where

Ro(», 0 = min (Y^ - Xpi)'(Yj - Xp^)

= (Yi - Xp,)'(Y^ - Xpi) = Y; Yi - Y;xP,. (8c.2.8)

Now consider the vector random variable Y,- + Yy = Y with its expectation

X(Pi + P^)
= Xp and Z>(Y) = where cr^ = + 2flr,

, -I- The normal

equation for p is

X'Xp = X'Y

with a solution P= Pi+ p., where p^ and p. are solutions of (8c.2.5) for

i and j. An unbiased estimator of is Ro^lin - r), where

/?o' = (Y - XP)'(Y - Xp) = (Y - Xp, - Xp;'(Y - Xp, - Xp^

= (Y, - XP,)'(Y, - xp,) + (Y, - Xp/(Y, - Xp^)

+ 2(Y,-xp,y(Y^-xp;

= Roi‘<i) +RoUJ)

+ 2R^{iJ)
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where Ro{iJ) = (Y^ - Xpj(Yj - Xp^). Now

E{Rq^) = {n- r)(T^ -{n~ r){an + 2(7^^ + a^j), (by the univariate theory)

= ElRoih /)] + EMjJ)] + 2E[R,{iJ)]

= (<^1! + - ') + 2E[Ro{i, i)]

=> £[/?o0j) - 0] = <^ij •
(8C.2.9)

We thus have unbiased estimators of all the elements of L. The expression

Ro(U) = (Vi-xp,y(Y,-xpj)

= YIYj - Yi'XPj = Y; Y,- - Y;. xp, (8C.2.10)

is called the residual sum of products just as R(fU 0 is the residual sum of

squares. The entire matrix

(RailA) Ro{lp)\

Ro= (8C.2.11)

\Ro(pA) Roip,p)l

may be called the residual sum of squares and products malrw (residua! S.S.P.

or residual S.P. matrix) on {n — r) D,F. as a generalization of the residual sum

of squares in the univariate least square theory.

A solution of the normal equation X'Xp^ = X'Y^ can be written Py
=

CX'Y^ where C is a generalized inverse of X'X. Then Ro{i,j)-^i^j~

YiXCX'Yj- = Y|(I - XCX')Yy. Hence the S.P. matrix Rq can be written

explicitly as

Ro = <^'(1 - XCX')^ = ^‘[l - XfX'X)-^]^^

in terms of the matrix of observations as in (Sc.l.l) and the design matrix

X. If R{\) = m, then (X'X)" = (X'X)'* the true inverse.

The estimation of parameters of the model (8c.l.2, 8c.l.3) is thus complete

without assuming any particular distribution of the random variables

involved. But for the purpose of testing linear hypotheses we shall assume

a p-variate normal distribution for each U, .

8c.3 Tests of Linear Hypotheses, Analysis of Dispersion (A.D.)

Consider the problem of testing simultaneously the sets of linear hypotheses

= (8C.3.1)

where the matrix H', of order {q x m) and rank q, and vectors are given.

Let us reduce the problem to the univariate case by considering the hy-

pothesis H'p = where p = Ljpi + • * + Lpp^, and ^ -h
*

* + E fip

and set of variables Y - LiY, -H
•

-f L^Y^. We then have a univariate
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Gauss-Markoff setup, £(Y) = Xp, i)(Y) = with the hypothesis H'P = %
to be tested. The appropriate test criterion is based on the two minimum sums

of squares

= min (Y - Xp)'(Y - Xp)

= (Y - XP)'(Y - XP).

(8C.3.2)

Under the null hypothesis H'P = R^^ — R^^, and Rq^ are independently

distributed as central y^’s on q and (n - r) D.F. respectively where r = R(x),

Let Pj be the value of p, for which (Y^ - Xp.)'(Yj — Xp^) is a minimum and

^o(0)-(Y,-Xp,nY,-Xp,)

= y; Y; - y;xp,- - y; y^ - vjxp,., (8c.3.3)

as defined earlier. It is easy to see that P = LjPi + • -

• + L^Pp mirumizes

(Y - XP)'(Y - Xp) and

(Y - Xpy(V ~ Xp) = [I L ,(Y. - Xp,)]'[X L ,(Y, - Xp,)]

= II^^W-XPi)'(Y,-Xp,.)

= II^i^/^oOu) = L'RoL, (8C.3.4)

where Rq = (Ro(^v/)) is the residual S.P. matrix defined in (8c.2.11).

Similarly let pf be the value of pj for which (Yj - Xpj)'(Y,- - Xpj) is a

minimum subject to the hypothesis H'pj - and

R,ii, i)
= (Yj - XpD'tYj - Xpf), Rj = {/?,(/,;)).

Then as in (8c.3.4)

giving

- min (V - Xp)'(Y - Xp) - L'R,L

V-L'{R, -Ro)L.

(8C.3.5)

The matrix Rj - Rg may be called the S.P. matrix due to deviation from

the hypothesis. We thus have two matrices Rg and R, - Rg
,
the S.P. matrices

due to “residual” and “deviation from hypothesis” just as the residual

and deviation from hypothesis sum of squares in the univariate case. Such a

decomposition of the matrix Rj = Rg + (Rj - Rg), obtained as a generaliza-

tion of analysis of variance, Ri^ = Rq^ + is called analysis of

dispersion (A.D,).

Joint Distribution of Rg and (R, - Rq). If the null hypothesis (8c.3.1) is

true, then for every L [with Rg^ and R,^ as defined in (8c. 3.2)]

Ro^ - r\ - Ro^ -
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and are independent. But Rq^ = L'RqL and — L'RjL. Hence (dropping

L) by applying the result [(iii), 8b,2], the matrices Rq and Rj - Rq have the

independent Wishart distributions:

Ro - ^p(n - r, Z), Ri - Ro - W/^q, E). (8c.3.6)

If the null hypothesis (8c.3.1) is not true, then for each L

Rq^ 0}^x\n - r\ R^^ - Rq^ ~ OCceittral or noncentral)

and are independent (again using the univariate theory). Hence the matrices

Ro and Rj - Rq have the independent Wishart distributions;

Ro ~ fVp(n - r, E), Ry - Rq fVp(q> E, *)(noncentral).

The latter has a central distribution if and only if R^^ - Rg^ has a central

distribution for every L. Departure from the null hypothesis (8c.3.1) may then

be detected by comparing the matrices Rq and Rj - Rg

.

Test Criteria. Tf the null hypothesis (8c.3.1) is true, then for each L, the

hypothesis H'p = ^ is true. An appropriate test is the analysis of variance F

test based on the least squares theory,

^ v-v .

V

q n-r

where Rg, R-^^ are as defined in (8c.3.2).

Instead of F, we may use the statistic

^
V _V._ 1

V + (R.^-Ro') R,^
1 + JL

n-r

which is a monotonically decreasing function of F and which has the beta

distribution.

Small values of B would indicate significance. In terms of L

B = (8C.3.7)
LR,L

Up to now L is arbitrary but fixed.

We have already observed that the effect of deviation from the hypothesis

(8c.3.1) is to decrease the value of B (stochastically). Let us then choose L
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for which B has the smallest value in an attempt to discredit the hypothesis.

The test criterion then reduces to

A = min B = min
L L

L'RoL

L'RiL
*

or A is the smallest root of the determinantal equation

|Ro-'^Ril =0- (8C.3.8)

To determine the extent to which deviations from the null hypothesis

(8c.3.1) are reflected in the roots of the equation (8c.3.8), let us replace Rq

and Rj by their expected values, which can again be found using the univariate

formulas. In (4b.2.3) the expectations of and Ri^ - Rq^ have been found

to be

£(V) = ('>-'-K" = £(L'RoL)

E{R,^ - Ro^) = + (H'P - 5)'D-‘(H'[I - = £[L'(Ri - Ro)L]

where D is the dispersion matrix of the estimate of (H'p - y. Writing and

HP-5 in terms of L,

£(L RqL) — (n — r)L LL (8c.3,9)

£[L'(Ri - R„)L] = ,L'I:L + L,(HP, - 5,)]d- '^ L,(Hp, -
5,)|

= «L'EL + L'AL, (8C.3.10)

where A = 0 when the null hypothesis (8c.3.1) is true and otherwise non-

negative definite. Since (8c.3.9) and (8c. 3. 10) are true for every L,

£(Ro) = (« - r)Z

£(Ri - Rq) = qZ + \, £(Rj) = A + (« - r + ^)L.

The equation (8c. 3.8) with the expected values of Rq and R^ can be written

1

{n - r)L - A*(A -I- « - r + ^E)
j

=0,

which may be written in the alternative form

1A-0*E| =0,
{n-r)~ A*(ff - r + q)

A*
“

Small values of A* correspond to large values of 0*. The number of non-

zero roots 0* depends on the rank of A, and the deviation from A = 0 is thus

reflected in all the nonzero roots 0i* or the corresponding Af . If A = 0. all

6* are zero and when the rank of A is 1, the entire deviation is concentrated in

the one nonzero root 0* which corresponds to the smallest A*. But when
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nothing is known about the alternative A, more than one root may be useful

in detecting departures from the null hypothesis. We have only estimates of

the roots A* in the roots of the equation <8c.3.8). But a study of the true roots

in relation to the deviation matrix has shown the relevance of the estimated

roots in tests of hypotheses concerning A.

Although the minimum root of (8c,3.8) is the single root which records

the maximum deviation from null hypothesis it may not provide an adequate

comparison of the “ residual ” and “ deviation from the hypothesis ” matrices

Ro and Rj - Rq . We, therefore, consider some functions (symmetrica!) of all

the roots which seem to provide an overall comparison of the matrices

involved. The individual roots, however, play an important part in investigat-

ing the rank of A as already indicated. A detailed discussion of such tests is

given in 8c.6.

Some possible test criteria involving all the roots are

(a) A = AjA2
•

‘
* Ap =

1

Rq
I I Ri

I ,
product of the roots,

1 - Ai 1 - A„

^
'll /I2 K

and so on. The first criterion is known as the A criterion derived by Wilks

(1932) applying the principle of likelihood ratio in some special cases and

later extended by Bartlett (1947) for general use in multivariate analysis.

Observe that the computation of Rq and Rj involve no new formulas other

than those used in the univariate analysis of variance (A.V.). Since formulas

for obtaining the various entries of the A.V. table are available in many
situations, the generalization to analysis of dispersion (A.D.) in such cases is

immediate. We have only to consider a linear function L'U of the p measure-

ments U and apply the known formulas of A.V. to obtain and Ri^, which

are., now, quadratic forms in the compounding coefficients L. The matrices of

these quadraticforms in L are precisely Rq and Rj. Under the null hypothesis,

the distribution of A - |Rol -- jRj
[
is A(p, n -r, <y) as denoted in [(xi), 8b.2].

8c.4 Test for Additional Information

In 8c.3 we have considered simultaneous hypotheses concerning parameters

associated with each character. Thus in an experiment with different diets on

chickens, differences between diets as reflected in a number of characters

(such as age at maturity, size of egg, weight of bird) are tested simultaneously

for significance. Each character chosen for study may be of some special

interest to the experimenter but the differences in some characters may be
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concomitant on the differences in others so that the additional information

supplied by the former (independently of the latter) may be negligible. Then

it may be uneconomical to obtain observations on such characters. Further-

more, it is of interest to determine, if possible, those characters directly

influenced by diets and those in which the changes are only of a concomitant

nature. In this section we shall develop some tests for this purpose.

Out of the p characters measured, let us ask whether the (additional)

information supplied by the last {p - s) characters independently of the

first s characters is significant. This is different from asking whether there

are significant differences in the last {p - 5) characters. The difference

between these questions will be clear from the mathematical formulations in

(8c.4.1) and (8c.4.2). To answer the former problem we consider the con-

ditional distribution of the observations Y^+i, Y^, for which case the

Gauss-Markoff model may be written

£(Y,) = Xt,-fynY,+ -- + y,,Y,

= + (8c.4.1)

/ = 5 -I- 1,

where X is the design matrix as before in the model (8c. 1.2) and =

(Yi
•

• and = (Vii, . .
. , Ju)- In terms of the original parameters Pi,

,

pp , we see that

^i = P.-y.iPi-“--y.*Ps (8C.4.2)

f = J

In terms of unconditional expectations the GaussrMarkoff setup for

Y,,i,...,Ypis

£(Y,) = XP,, / = 1, (8C.4.3)

Let H'pf = 0 be a hypothesis of interest concerning the /th character without

reference to the other characters. The same hypothesis applied to the param-

eters of the conditional expectation {8c.4.1) is H't^ = 0. In terms of Pi, . .
, , Pp

H'x,-0 = H'p;-yiiH'Pi- -v„H'P„

so that the hypotheses H'pj = 0 and H'lj = 0 are different. It may so happen

that H'Pi 0, but H Ti = 0, that is, when the deviation in H'pj is a particular

linear function of (or explained by) the magnitudes H'pj, . . . ,
H'p^.

The hypotheses Hr,- = 0, / = j + 1, will be referred to as the null

hypotheses concerning additional information provided by the last p - s

characters. We shall consider the problem of testing such hypotheses under

the setup of (8c.4.1). The problem is, in fact, a generalization of the least

squares theory with two sets of parameters or with covariance adjustment for

concomitant variables as discussed in 4h.2.
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No new problem of testing arises since the setup (8c.4.1) is again Gauss-

Markoff, that is, of the same form as (8c. 1.2) except that more parameters are

involved. To derive the explicit expressions for the S.P. matrices due to

deviation from hypothesis and residual, we need only consider a linear

function of Y,+
i, .. ., Yp and determine the corresponding sum of squares

using the formulas of 4h,2. The S.P. matrices for testing the hypotheses

= 0 are then obtained as follows. First consider the setup (8c. 1.2) and
obtain in the usual way the S.P. matrices Rq and for testing H'P; = 0, j = 1,

. .
. , p. Let us write these matrices in the partitioned form

^/Ro(l,l) Ro(l,2)\ „ _/Ri(l,l) Ri(l,2)\

» \R„(2,I) R„(2,2)j’ \R,(2,1) R,(2. 2)j

D.F. = n~r D.F. = (« - r) + ^

where the arguments 1 and 2 stand for the first and second sets of s and p - j

variables and /?(H) = The S.P. matrix due to residual for the setup (8c.4.1) is

Ro(2,l) = Ro(2, 2) - Ro(2, l)[Ro(l, l)r^Ro(l, 2) (8c.4.4)

D.F. = n - r -

and due to “residual + deviation” from hypothesis is

R,(2.1) - Ri(2, 2) - Ri(2, 1)[R,(1, 1)]-'R,(1. 2) (8c.4.5)

D.F. = (n - f - j) + ^.

We then have the two matrices

Ro(2.l)-

Ri(2.1)-Ro(2.1)^lFp_i^,E2.0,

which are independently distributed as central Wishart when the null hypoth-

esis is true. Hence we can apply any test criterion based on the roots of

|Ro(2.l)->lR,(2.1)l =0.

If the test criterion is the product of the roots

|Ro(2.1)i

IR, (2-1)1’
(8c.4,6)

then its distribution is that of A(p - s, n - r - s, q). (8c.4.6) can be written

in the simpler form depending explicitly on the determinants of the matrices

Ro, Rj, and their submatrices
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where

1^0 I II

Ml 1 )

Roik, 1 )

/fo(l» k)

Roik.k)

and so on. The result (8c.4.7) follows from the identities

|Rol.= |RoLlRo(2.I)j, iRiip- |RJJR,(2.l)|.

We can write the relationship (8c.4.7) as a decomposition of the A criterion

for testing the hypotheses H'P; = 0 simultaneously for all the p characters as

follows

:

IRqU^ |Rq[, |Ro(2.1)|

|R,|, |R,|, |R,(2.1)1

X (8C.4.8)

where A, is the A criterion for the first s characters. It is important to note

that the derived distribution of A(^_,)., depends only on the hypotheses

H'ti = 0, r = j + 1, - . . , p being true irrespective of what the true values

are of pi, . .
. ,

p,—the parameters associated with the first s characters (i.e.,

irrespective of whether H'p^ = 0 or not for i - I, . . , , s).

Simplification when g = 1. It is shown in [(xii), 8b,2] that when the D. F. of

the hypothesis ^ = 1 ,
the ratio

|

Rq
| p/

1 R]
| p

can be written in terms of Hotel-

ling’s :

|Rolp_ 1

IRii. i +
where /c = D.F. ofRo-

If the null hypothesis H'p^ = 0 is true for all i, then

-— ^ ~ F(p, k - p-\- 1). (8c.4.9)

p k

If is the Hotelling’s statistic based on the first s characters (i.e., to test

the single hypothesis H'p,- = 0, / = I, . . .

,

5 ), then

=
|Ril. l +

If we then write

|RqU
.
|Ro|,^ |Ro(2.1)| _ 1

|R,|/ |R,L |R, (2.1)1 i +

we have the relationship

'T‘2
^ (p-j)

- r,
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which leads to the variance ratio on (/? - j, /: - /? + 1) D.F,

k-p^r\ V -

p - s k T/
(8C.4.11)

when the null hypothesis = 0, / = J + 1, . .
. , p, of no additional informa-

tion is true whatever H'P; may be for / = I
,

. .
. , 5 .

8c.5 The Distribution of A

The following notation will generally be used in the application of A test.

TABLE 8c.5a. Analysis of Dispersion (p Characters)

Due to D.F. S.P. matrix

Deviation from hypothesis q Ri — Ro

Residual (error) / — <? Ro

Total t Ri

A = IRol ^ |R,|

It is shown in [(xi), 8b.2] that A with parameters (p, t- q,q) is distributed

as the product of independent beta variables with parameters

(t-q-p^ \ q

i)

In some cases the distribution of the product reduces to an exact variance

ratio after a transformation (Nair, 1939, Wilks, 1932). The results are sum-

marized in Table 8c.5j3.

TABLE 8c.5p. The Exact Variance Ratios in Special Cases

Values of p, q Variance ratio D.F.

1 - A f - p
<7 =1, for any p — P, f - P

A p

I— Va/—p— I - ....

a = 2. for any p 2p, —p- 1)

Va P

\ — kt — q
p ~ 1 ,

for any q — qj — q
A q

\-VA t-q- 1

Va ^
p = 2, for any q 2q,
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For other values of/>, q, good approximations are available for A(p, t -q, q).

One due to Bartlett (1947) is to use

-m log^A = - jog^ A (8c.5.2)

as central on pq degrees of freedom. Another due to the author (Rao,

195 Id) which provides a better approximation, is to use

1 - ms- 2X
R = n

pq
(8C.5.3)

as a variance ratio on pq and {ms — 1)) degrees of freedom, where

/? + ?+!

pq-2

'-4

h +r - 5

{8C.5.4)

It may be noted that {ms — 2/) need not be integral. But this does not cause

any difficulty in consulting a table of significant values of the variance ratio.

The appropriate value lies between the significant values for 1/??^ - 22] and

[ms - 2a] + 1. For practical purposes, it is safer to use [ms - 22], the greatest

integer in ms - 22, as the degrees of freedom of the denominator. For other

approximations and asymptotic expansions of the distribution function the

reader is referred to Rao (l94Hb, 195 Id) and J. Roy (1951). For references to

work on exact distribution of A, see Rao {1972a).

8c.6 Test for Dimensionality (Structural Relationship)

Hypothesis of Dimensionality. Consider k, /^-variate normal populations

L), . .
.

,

Npipk, S)- It may be of interest to examine whether there is

any structural relationship among the components of the mean values

(Fisher, 1939). A linear structural relationship is of the form

= (8C.6.1)

where H is (x x p) matrix and ^ is (5 x 1) vector. H and ^ are unknown but

they are fixed for all i in the equation (8c,6.1). The hypothesis {8c.6.1) implies

that the points Pj, . . .

,

pj in Ep actually lie on a r = p — x dimensional plane.

Indeed, the equation Hp = ^ where p represents a point of Ep is that of a

ip - x)-dlmensional plane. It may be noted that the hypothesis (8c.6.1) is of

interest only when r <k -
1

.
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Data. Let Ni observations be available from NJjfLi ,
E) and

D, and (S<i')

be the sample mean and corrected S.P. matrix based on the observations,

1= i, /r.

The analysis of dispersion between and within populations is as follows:

D.F. S.P. matrix

Between A:-l B = £ A'iUiU; - Af,)nD'

Within M 1

1̂
II

Total M 1 T = (SJ

where U is the grand average and (S„) the corrected S.P. matrix from the

combined sample of H + observations.

Test Criterion. Let E be known and nonsingular. Then the density of the

observed mean values, is, apart from a constant.

L(H,,...,^fc) = expj^-^ '(Ui-p.)j. (8c.6.2)

Considering (8c.6,2) as a function of Pi, . .
. , we derive the likelihood

ratio criterion for testing the hypothesis Hq : p,- lie on an r-dimensional plane,

= " 2 log.
suPhoL(Pi,...,P^)

sup L(pi,...,Pk)
(8C.6.3)

In the numerator of (8c. 6. 3), the supremum is sought with the restriction

that the Pi — 1 , . .
. , A' are confined to an r-dimensional plane whereas in the

denominator the p, are unrestricted. From the general theory of the likelihood

ratio criteria the asymptotic distribution of the statistic (8c. 6. 3), when the

sample sizes iVj, . .
. , are large, is on D.F. equal to the number of res-

trictions on the pk parameters imposed by the hypothesis Hq . This number can

be easily computed by observing that an r-dimensional plane is specified by

(r + 1) points and any point on the plane can be expressed as a combination

of (r + 1) points with coefficients adding to unity. Each point is represented

by p coordinates or parameters. The number of free (arbitrary) parameters

is therefore p(r + 1) + (^ - r - l)r, giving the number of restrictions

pk-p{r^\)-{k-r- l)r = (p - r){k - r - 1).

Thus the D.F. of the is (p - r){k — r — 1).
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Now sup log L(n,, . .
, , Hi) = 0 when ji,- are unrestricted, and it will be

shown later in this section that

suplogL== -iUr+i + ••• + Ap) (8C.6.4)

Ho

where . .
. , are the smallest p - r eigenroots of the determinantal equa-

tion [B — AEj =0. Hence the of (8c.6.3) is

X" = + •
• + Ap, D.R = {p- r){k - r - 1). (8c.6.6)

If « = — A' is large and L is unknown, the estimate «“^W may be

substituted for S, in which case the x^ test of (8c. 6.6) would remain valid,

although approximate. If we consider the determinantal equation

jB- vW] =0 (8C.6.7)

without dividing W by n, then

= »(v, + , +
• + Vp), D.F. = (p- r)(k - r - 1)

where v, + i,
. .

.

,

Vp are the smallest p - r roots of the equation (8c.6.7).

In many situations the problem will be one of determining the dimen-

sionality of the configuration of mean values. This may be approached as

follows by listing the roots in decreasing order and the corresponding D.F.

and cumulating upwards.

Root D.F. Cumulated

/J + A — 2

p + A - 4

Roots

=
/.I

+ ' •
’ + Ap

^ /.2 + +
^0

D.F.

p{k - 1)

ip - m - 2)

A.., H- A - 2r -

X/ = j
Ap (p-r)(A-r-l)

If //, Xr+i, are significantly small compared to their D.F. while Xr-i»

X?- 2 »
• are large, then the dimensionality may be inferred as r.

The procedure described suggests an alternative test criterion based on the

product of the residual roots Of

1W-0(B-|-W)| =0

where A and 6 are connected by the relation

(8C.6.8)
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The statistic corresponding to + • + Ap is

~n log(0,+i ... Op) = -/i(log 0,+i + + log ly.

Bartlett (1947b) suggests that

- (l "i
- ‘

-'^) (log 0, . 1 + • + tog Op) (8c. 6.9)

may be used approximately as on (p - r){k - r - 1) D.F.

Proof of the Result (8c.6.4). The problem is one of showing

min X A^.(Cf - - p,-) = + • + (8c.6.10)
Ho

where > • • ^ Ap are the roots of

jB-AEj -0, (8C.6.11)

the matrix B being X “(L ^r)OT'. Let Z, = and =

which case the expression (8c. 6. 10) is the same as

min X iVi(Z, - - y, (8C.6.12)

Ho i=l

where Hq is the same hypothesis on
,
that is, they are confined to an

r-dimensional plane. An /‘-dimensional plane is determined by a point and

r orthonormal directions X^, X^. And a point on this plane has the

representation

- Xo + Ci,Xi + • + C,>X,. (8C.6.13)

The ith term in (8c.6.12) without the multiplier Ni can be written

(Z, - Xo - X C„- X,)'(Z,- - Xo - X C'.-, X;). (8c.6. 14)

For given Xq, X^, X,, the expression (8c,6.14) has the minimum value

(using the usual regression theory and the expression for residual sum of

squares) of

(Z, - Xo)'(Z.i - Xo) - [(Zi - X(,)'X,)2 - • - [(Z, - x„)'x,l^ (8C.6.15)

by making use of the fact that Xj, . .
.

,

X, are orthonormal. Multiplying by A,-

and taking the summation over i, we find the expression to be minimized with

respect to Xq
,
X,, . .

.

,

to be

I N,(Zi - X6)'(Z, - Xo) - i t N,[(Z, - X„)'X;)^ (8C.6.16)

i=l «=u=i
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By introducing Z = (8c.6.16) can be written

i; N,{Z,
- Z)'(Z, - Z) - t t iV,[(Z, - Z)'X,1^

i=l i=I j=l

+ N(Z - Xo)'(Z - Xo) - N t [{Z - Xoyx,.]^ (8C.6.17)

j = i

The expression involving (Z - Xq) is positive and therefore for given X^, . .
.

,

X;., (8c.6.l7)isaminimum when Xq = Z. Then the expression to be minimized

with respect to X^, . .
. ,

X, is

i iV,(Z, - Z)'(Z, - Z) - i; t Ni[(Z.. - Z)'XJ^ (8C.6.18)
i = 1 i = 1 j = 1

Since the first term is independent of X,-
,
we need to maximize the second term

with respect to X^, . .
. ,

X^. Now

i i N,[x;.(z. - z)] ^ = t x;| i n,(z, - Z)(z, - z)'
j
x,

i=\ j = \ }=i L* = i J

= lx;cx,,

where C = ^ A^i(Z,’ - Z)(Z, - Z)'. Let P^, P2 , . .

. ,
Pp be the eigenvectors

and Ai, /p the eigenroots associated with the determinantal equation

I
C - /I| =0. Then, as shown in (lf.2.8), we have

max X X; CXj = PICP^ + ” + P; CP,
Xi X, 1

= Aj + ‘ + A,

.

But A, + • •
• 4- Ap = trace C ^ ^ “ Z)'(Zi - Z), and therefore the

minimum of (8c.6.18) is A,+i + • *
• + A^. Since

Z, Z=E"'^"U

X N^iZi - z){Zi - ly = E- yv,.(Ui - Dxu,. -

Hence

|C-AI| =0= |B-AE|.

Thus Aj, . .
. , kp are the roots of the determinantal equation

|

B — AE| = 0

which proves the desired result.
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ScJ Analysis of Dispersion with Structural Parameters (Growth Model)

Let us consider the general multivariate linear model

(8c.7.1)

introduced in 8c.l, where % is of order « x /?, X of order n x m, B of order

m X p and L of order p x p. In the analysis of 8c.2-8.c.6, we considered the

mp parameters in B as free. Let us now introduce linear restrictions on the

parameters in each row of B, which can be done by considering a relation of

the form

B - ©0 +

where Qi^m x k matrix of free parameters, and ©q of order mxp and H of

order it x /? are given matrices. In such a case, the model (8c.7. 1) can be written

as

^ X0O ,
X©H, E ® I„) (8C.7.2)

which is used in a number of investigations (Rao, 1959a, 1961g, 1965b) on

growth data. The general formulation of the model (8c.7.2) is due to Pothoff

and Roy (1964).

Reduction of the Model. Let R{H) = ^ and Z bt a. p x {p - k) matrix of

rank {p - k) such that HZ = 0. Further let Lq be an a priori value of E,

assumed to be nonsingular. [For the purpose of our theory Eq may be any

p.d. matrix. It may be chosen as I, if no a priori value is available.] Consider

W, =(®-X0o)Z. (8C.7.3)

Then £{Wi) =X0, £(W2) =0, and in terms of the variables W,, W,, the

model (8c.7.1) becomes

[(Wi i W2 ) ,
(X0 i 0), A ® IJ (8C.7.4)

where A is the matrix of variances and covariances of the variables in

(Wi i
W2 ). Since £(W2)

= 0, we can use Wj as observations on concomitant

variables and write our model (8c.7.4) as

(Wi, X© fWjT, Ai®I„) (8C.7.5)

with additional regression parameters F as in (8c.4.1). Thus the model

(8c. 7.1) is reduced to a model with free parameters 0, F. Then the analysis

using covariance adjustment applies, and no new problem is involved.

36(54-45)1973
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If /?(H) = r <k, we proceed as follows. Construct a nonsingular matrix

(H, iH,) such that HH2 = 0 and the columns of Hi form a basis of the

vector space generated by the rows of H. Then make the transformation

Wi =(^-X0o)2;o‘‘H;

W2 =(^-X0o)H2 (8c.7.6)

so that £(Wi) = X0Hi;o”^Hi and £(W2 )
= 0. Now i?(H£o = r, and

hence 0HSo can be replaced by a /n x r matrix O of free parameters.

Then the model (8c.7.1) reduces to

(W„XO + W2 r,Ai ®I„) (8c.7.7)

which is again of the same form as (8c. 7. 5).

In practice, we have the problem of examining the usefulness of the con-

comitant observations W2 . If Eq is ^ good approximation to E, then we may

omitW2 and consider the model (W^, X0, A, ® I„) or (Wj, XO, Aj ® I„), for

drawing inferences on 0 or O. The usefulness of covariance adjustment is,

however, a matter of empirical verification (Rao, 1965b).

8d SOME APPLICATIONS OF MULTIVARIATE TESTS

8d.l Test for Assigned Mean Values

Observations were obtained on 28 trees for thickness of cork borings in the

north {N)y east (£), south (£), and west {W) directions. The problem is to

examine whether the bark deposit is same in all the directions. We may

consider the three characters (contrasts)

Cl =(iV+5)-(£+ IP); V2=N-S, V^^E-W, (8d.I.l)

and test whether the expected values of U,, Ui, are zero. Instead of the

constrasts (8d.l,l), any others could have been chosen. But the choice

(Sd.l.l) is motivated by the suggestion that bark deposit is likely to be

uniform in north and south directions and so also in east and west directions.

The maximum deviation is then expected in {N + S) — {E + W). The con-

trasts (Sd.l.l) chosen enable a direct examination of these hypothetical sug-

gestions.

The sample means and the sample dispersion matrix (i.e., corrected sum

of squares and products after dividing by 21, D,F.) are

EJi =8.8571, 1/
2
= 0 . 8571

, [73 = 1.0000

/128.7200 -21.0211 -26.9259\

63.5344 21.3544 .

\ 96.5761/

The reciprocal of the matrix (j,y) is represented by (j'^).
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Hotelling’s can be applied to test for assigned values of the means,

the general formula being [for number of characters p, sample size N, estima-

ted means I/,, . .
. ,
Up and estimated dispersion matrix s^j on (N -

1) D.F.

and expected values
, under test,]

V - y. (8d.l,2)

If N is large, has the distribution on p D.F. For small N the appropriate

procedure is to use

N ~p

iJTTp'
(8d.l.3)

as the variance ratio statistic on p and {N - p) D.F. In the present sample

/? = 3, N = 2^, and = 0, < = 1, 2, 3. A simple method of computing the

quadratic form

(8d.l.4)

is as follows. Start with the matrix

Dispersion matrix (5 ,^) Deviation (U; — i^,)

128.7200 -21.0211 -26.9259 8.8571

63.5344 21.3544 0.8571

96.5761 1.0000

0

and reduce it by pivotal condensation. The last value with the sign changed is

the value of the quadratic form (8d.l.4). In the present example the value is

found to be 0.7408, thus giving

7-/

N - p

(N~\)p

= A(0,7408) - 20.7424

,
25 X 28

The value 6.4019 as a variance ratio on 3 and 25 D.F. is significant at the

1% level.

Let us make individual tests based on each U,- ignoring the rest. Each

is with a variance ratio on 1 and 27 D.F.

FPotN+S-E-

FforN-S

FforE-

W

MUj - 28(8.8571)^

^11 128.7200

N{V,- 28(0.8571)^

^22 63.5344

NiU,-hi 28(1.000)'

^33 76.5761

: 17.0645

< 1

< 1
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That the F for V -t- 5 - £ “ is large and the rest are small indicates the

truth of the suggested hypotheses. Suppose the F values for N — S and

E~ W had been large. We could then ask the question whether the large

differences in (V - 5) and {E - W) were solely due to their correlations

with {N F S - E — W). This could be examined by the test foi additional

information developed in 8c.4. Since the D.F, of the hypothesis is unity the

formula (8c.4.1I) is applicable. The criterion for testing the significance of

additional information due to p - s characters independently of s characters

is the variance ratio (see 8c.4.Il)

N-p
p - s {N - \) + T/'

(8d.l.5)

by substituting {N - I) for k in the formula (8c.4,ll). In the present example,

p = 3, ^ = I, and the value of for {N F S ~ E - IF) is 17.0645. Substi-

tuting in (8d.l.5), we have

25 20.7424 - 17.0645

y 44.0645
1.0431,

which is small as a variance ratio on 2 and 25 D.F.

Note. Since can be computed in a number of ways, we shall give some
alternative formulas. Let {5,y) - S be the matrix of the corrected sum of

squares and products, (5,^) = s = (TV - 1)"^S and d' = (Uj -
, (7^ - ^p).

Then

t; = nii s‘\u, - -
^,)

= -N

= N(N -
1)

I |s|

^ |S| =N{N-

-
1

= (N-1)
[S + Ndd'l

) ^ |s+ Ndd'l

1 i7n
!S + dd'|

I

|S| I

8d.2 Test for a Given Structure of Mean Values

Suppose ^independent observations are available from a p-variate population.

Let Ui, . .
.

,

(/p be sample means and (i,y) the sample (estimated) dispersion

matrix on (V - 1) D.F. as in 8d.l. Further, let the theoretical mean values be

Pj, . ,
.

,

Pp. Some hypotheses of interest are as follows:

1. Pi = p for all i (i.e. all the characters have the same mean value).
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2. (ii
== / = I, • ‘ ,

f with p = 2r. Such a hypothesis arises when we
have multiple measurements on the right and left sides of an organism

and we wish to test for symmetry.

3. /t,' = a + + *
• 4- where a,

, /?, are unknown para-

meters and /( are known. For instance, may be the time at which the

ith measurement is taken and the hypothesis specifies a polynomial trend

for the mean values.

All such hypotheses can be tested by the statistic

AU, - - nj), (8d.2. 1)
Ho

where Hq stands for the restiictions on p-,, i = p. The variance ratio

based on (8d.2.1) is

F
N~q

<i

N
N~\ (8d.2,2)

on and (V - ^) D.F., where ^ is the number of independent restrictions on

Thus q-p- 1 in situation (1), q = r'm (2), and ^ - (r + 1) in

(3) and so on.

The situation in (1), involving a composite hypothesis on the mean values,

is the same as in the illustrative example of 8d.l. We have seen that the prob-

lem can be reduced to one of testing a simple hypothesis on the mean values

by considering (p - 1) contrasts of the p components of the random variable.

This meant transformation of the original p variables to (p - 1) variables and

working with the new variables. We will now give an explicit formula for the

Hotelling’s in terms of the estimated means and variances and covariances

of the original variables. Let L/i , . .
. , (7^ be the mean values and be the

sample dispersion matrix on (N -
1) D.F. The statistic of (8d.2.1) for

testing the hypothesis = • • = is

which, as the reader may easily verify, has the explicit form

For explicit forms in other situations, see the illustrative examples in Rao

(1959a).

8d.3 Test for Differences between Mean Values of Two Populations

Let Vj, N2 samples be available from two p-variate populations. The sample

means in the two cases are represented by

. .
. >

and
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and the corrected S.P. matrices within samples by

(Sl}\ (SIP)

D.F. =iV, -1, D.F. = ^2-1

and the pooled matrix by

(Sf) = {Sip + Sip) on V, + ^2 - 2 D.F,

To test the hypothesis that the differences in population means (simul-

taneously for all characters) are zero, Hotelling’s test which is same as

Mahalanobis test can be used. Mahalanobis is defined by

(8d.3.1)

where = Ui 2 - Uji, (5
'^’) = (^/>)'‘ and Sij = Slpj{Ni + /Vj - 2). The vari-

ance ratio based on Dp is

f =
Ni+N2~p~\

{N, + N2 ){N, +N2-2)
(8d.3.2)

on p and + N2 - p -
1) D.F. Let us consider the example shown in

Table 8d.3a.

TABLE 8d.3a.

Sample Means Based on 50 Observations Each for Two
Species (Source: Fisher, 1936)

Character

Iris

Versicolor

Iris

Seiosa Difference

Sepal length 5.936 5.006 0.930

Sepal width 2.770 3.428 -0.658

Petal length 4.260 1.462 2.789

Petal width 1.326 0.246 1,080

TABLE 8d.3p.

Pooled Matrix (jij) on 98 D.F.

0.195340 0.092200 0.099626 0.033055

0.121079 0.047175 0.025251

0.125488 0.039586

0.025106
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Fisher’s Discriminant Function. Fisher defined the discriminant function

between two populations as that linear function of the characters for which

the ratio

(mean difference)^ -r variance

is a maximum. L^t + • + l^Up be the linear function and 5; the dif-

ference of the expected values of Vi in the two populations. Then the quantity

to be maximized is

(8d.3.3)

Differentiating with respect to /; and equating to zero, we obtain the equations

liOii + - + IpGip^cdi, / = !,...,/? (8d.3.4)

where c is a constant, which may be chosen as unity since only the ratios of /j

can be uniquely determined.

The coefficients can be estimated by solving the equations

/,jjj + + = r/,, 1 = 1,..,,/). (8d.3.5)

In the problem of Iris Setosa and Iris Versicolor, using the mean differences of

Table 8d.3ot and (s^j) of Table 8d.3^, we find the solution as

I, = -3.0692, I2 = -18.0006, /j =21.7641, /^ = 30.7549.

The estimated discriminant function is therefore

-3.0692Ui - 18.0006^2 + 21.7641Uj + 30.7549(74.

Computation of It is easy to see that

(8d-3.6)

so that can be easily computed once the discriminant function coefficients

are obtained by solving the equations (8d.3.5). If the discriminant function is

not required, the quadratic form (8d.3.6) may be computed as in (8d.l.4). In

the present example, using the formula (8d.3.6), we have

^ (_3.0692)(0.930) + * •
• + (30.7549)(1.080) = 103.2119.

To test the hypothesis (5; = 0, / = 1, . .
. , 4, the f of (8d.3.2) is

F
95 50 X 50

T‘ 100 X 98
103.2119 = 625.3256,

which as a variance ratio on 4 and 95 D.F. is significant at the I % level.
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Test for Additional Information. Denote by the based on a subset q

of the characters. To test the hypothesis that the rest of (p — q) characters do

not provide additional discrimination, the variance ratio test is (8c. 4.1 J)

N^-¥N2-p-\

p-q

- D/)

{N,+N2m+N,-2) + N,N2D/
{8d.3.7)

onp - ^ and {N^ + jV2 -p - 1) D,F.

In the example of Iris versicolor and Iris setosa, we may ask whether sepal

and petal lengths alone are sufficient for discrimination. The D2
^

corres-

ponding to lengths alone is found to be 76,7082, and for all the measure-

ments is 103.2119 giving

F
95 50 x 50(103.2119 - 76.7082)

T ‘

100 X 98 + 50 X 50(76.7082)
= y (0.3287) = 15.6132,

which is significantly high on 2 and 95 D,F. indicating that widths provide

additional discrimination and that the differences in widths are not solely

dependent on differences in lengths.

Test for an Assigned Discriminant Function (Fisher, 1940). The discriminant

function between the two species was estimated to be

-3.0692t/i - 18.0006^2 + 21.7641 C/3 + 30.7549C/4

with the value of = 103.21 19. Since the mean measurements for versicolor

exceed those for setosa except in sepal width, a discriminant function of the

type

= t/i - C/2 + t/3 + C/4 (8d.3.8)

may be suggested. In such a case it might be of interest to know whether

the linear function (8d.3.8) is sufficient to discriminate between the two

species. For this purpose we can apply the test (8d.3.7) computing based

on the linear function y,

n 2 (h-
‘

7 '

Ayy

where yi are the mean values of y in the two samples and 5
^,^,

is estimated

variance of y. Now

h -y2=di-d2 + d^+d^

= 0.930 - 0.658 + 2.798 1.080 = 5.466

y{y) - ym + y{U2) + ym + y(u,) - iciu^u^) + 2C{u,u,)

+ 2C(U„ c/4) - 2C(C/2 , c/3) - 2C(t/2
,

c/4) + 2C(C/3 C/4),
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which gives the estimate of V{y)

Syy = i'n + ^22 + i'3 3 + ^44 - 2ii2 + 2^1 3 + 25j4 - 2^23 “ 2^24 + 2J34

= 0.482295

if we use 5:,^ values of Table 8d.3p. The value of is

(5.466)"

0.482295
:= 61.9479.

The variance ratio on (p - 1) and {N^ + A^2 -p - 1) D.F. for testing the

adequacy of the assigned discriminant function is

Vj +iV2-p-l
p^\ ' (Vi + V2)(Vj + V2 - 2) + V, V2

Substituting the values of and Z)i", we obtain

F = -^3^(0.6265) = 19.8392

which is significant at the I % level, on 3 and 95 D.F., showing that the linear

function (8d.3.8) is not the best discriminant.

Test for Discriminant Function Coefficients. Standard errors of discriminant

function coefficients have been evaluated in an attempt to judge the signifi-

cance of any single coefficient. There is some difficulty in this approach,

however, because the discriminant function coefficients are not unique in the

sense that they are estimates of definite population parameters. But what is

unique is the ratio of any two coefficients, and an exact test is possible for any

assigned ratio. For instance, if the hypothetical ratio for the /th and jth

characters is p, we consider the characters

O',,

,

Oi_„ C/„., . . ., C/j_„ Oj,,. . .., C/,, 0, + pi/, (8d.3.9)

(p - 1 ) in number, obtained by replacing f/,- and by (/j + pC/j. Let

be the /)" based on the set (8d.3.9) and let be that based on the

entire set of p characters. The variance ratio for testing whether p is the true

value is

jV,

+

A',-p-l - oy,)

1 '(A-, +,V,)(A'i + /V,

+

(8d.3.10)

on I and Vj + V2 - p - 1 D.F. [Also see example 15, p. 600.]

8d.4 Test for Differences in Mean Values between Several Populations

Let Vj, ..., (V = X ^i) samples be available from k populations and

denote by

0
.

0,.; (s;;') on 3/,-! D.F.
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the sample mean values and corrected S.P. matrix from the rth sample of

size N, . Further let

P„...,E7,; (5,.;) with

be the overall mean values and corrected S.P. matrix by throwing all the

samples together. The sum of products between populations is computed by

the formula

Bi; =
T= 1

r=l ^ ’

by using the totals instead of the means. The sum of products within popula-

tions is

W,,= £Sl? = S,,.-S,,
/•= 1

so that Wij can be obtained without actually computing the individual cor-

rected S.P. matrices. We then obtain the analysis of dispersion as between and

within populations as in the univariate analysis of variance.

Analysis of dispersion

D.F. S.P. matrix

Between k-\ (B^j)

Within N-k

Total N- 1 (5.;)

The A criterion is

A = |Wi- |W + B|

and in the notation of 8c.5, for an application of (8c. 5.3)

s - 4)/^ + - 5,

We may use —m log, A as ott p(^ ~ 0 D F- o*" more accurately

ms-2X\ -A^^’

A‘'’

' (8d.4.1)

as variance ratio on 2r and - 71) D.F.

Table 8d.4a gives the analysis of disp>ersion for three characters, head
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length C/j, head breadth Ui, and weight measured on 140 school boys

of almost the same age belonging to six different schools in an Indian city.

The value 26.0559 as on 15 D.F, is significant at the 5% level. To use

the variance ratio approximation we find 2r = 15, j = 2.67, ms + 2X = 352.61.

The variance ratio (8d.4.1) is found to be 1.77, which is significant at the 5%
level on 15 and 352.61 D.F. Both the approximations agree closely in view of

the large number of degrees of freedom for within S.P. matrix.

8d.S Barnard’s Problem of Secular Variations in Skull Characters

The measurement of secular variations in skull characters studied by Barnard

(1935) is of some importance in biometric research. Two problems involved in

her study are:

1. The selection of a smaller number, out of seven skull characters, which

give significant information, so far as is possible, as to changes taking

place with time in Egyptian skulls belonging to four different time

periods.

2. The determination of an expression linear in the measurements, which

characterizes most effectively an individual skull with respect to pro-

gressive secular changes.

Taking the four measurements, basialveolar length Ui, nasal height U2 ,

maximum breadth U3 ,
and basibregmatic height C/4 ,

we have the relevant

analysis of dispersion given in Table 8d.5a.

TABLE Bd.5. Analysis of Dispersion

Characters

Regression

(1 D.F.)

Between

Deviation

(2 D.F.)

Total

(3 D.F.)

Within

(394 D.F.)

Total

(397 D.F.)

C/i* 119.9303 3.2503 123.1806 9661.9975 9785.1781

t/2^ 459.7344 26.6126 486.3459 9073.1150 9559.4609

39.0429 61.3686 100.4115 3938.3203 4088.7319

124.8741 515.8598 640.7339 8741.5088 9382.2427

VyUi -234.8108 3.4352 -231.3756 445.5733 214.1977

VxUi 68.4282 18.8771 87.3053 1130.6239 1217.9292

C/1C/4 -122.3772 -6.3868 -128.7640 2148.5842 2019.8202

t/jC/j -133.9752 26.4696 - 107.5056 1239.2220 1131.7164 •

V2V4, -149.6016 274.9149 125.3133 2255.8127 2381.1260

1/3 c/4 -69.8243 -67.7565 -137.5808 1271.0547 1133.4739

Matrices (Ru) (Ou) (Bij) i^ij) (Yf7 >)
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The S.P. matrices for between (3 D.F.) and within the four series (397 D.F.)

are obtained as in 8d.4. Then a regression analysis is carried out to analyze the

between S.R elements as due to linear regression (1 D.F.) with time and

deviation from regression (2 D.F.), The values of t, the time variable for the

four series, are taken as — 5, — 1 , 1 ,
and 5. The calculation of linear regression

involves the quantities

0^=4307.6683

^ 0 = 718.7628, -410.1019

^ - 0 = - 1407.2608, X - 0 = -733.4276

The sum of products due to regression are obtained from the formulas

iJn = (I - or - I = 1 19.9304

= (I U,(t - i))(E UAt - 0 ) - K' - 0
^ = - 1407.2607,

and so on.

Problem 1. Do the characters C/3 ,
C/4 show significant variation between

the series independently of C/i, C/2 ?

The test criterion for examining additional information is the ratio of

A4 to A 2 ,
the values of Wilks A for C/,, C/2 ,

C/3 ,
C/4 ,

and C/j, respectively.

Substituting the values of 5-?^ and IF, from Table 8d.5a, we see that A4/A2

0.87806, in the notation of 8c.5, p = 2
, 9 = 3, / = 395 giving m = 392 and

x'
= -392 log,(0.8781) = 51.39 on 6 D.F.

which is high thus showing the importance of all the four characters.

Problem 2. Can the regression of each of the characters on time be con-

sidered linear?

The appropriate test for this is

I

\D+W\
= 0.9031

with p -4, q = 2, t = 396, The approximation 40.02 on 8 D.F. is high,

indicating nonlinearlity of regression. It is easy to see that the test can be

extended to examine whether parabolic regression with time can explain the

differences in mean'values, and so on.

For other applications refer to Bartlett (1947), Riflfenburgh and Clunies-

Ross (1960), Williams (1952, 1955, 1959), and the papers by the author, Rao

(1948b, 1949b, 1954c, 1955a, 1958b, 1959a, 1961 g, 1962c, 1965b, 1965d,

1966c, f, 1967c, 1972a). See also Roy, Gnanadesikan and Srivastava (1972)

and Williams (1967) for a discussion of related problems and applications.
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8e DISCRIMINATORY ANALYSIS (IDENTIFICATION)

8e.l Discriminant Scores for Decision

In 7d.l to 7d.6 of Chapter 7 on statistical inference, we have discussed the

problem of identification, that is, of deciding on the membership of an

observed individual to one of a given set of populations to which he can

possibly belong. For a satisfactory solution of the problem we need to know

the following:

1. The probability densities,
, P^iV), for a given set of measure-

ments U on an individual in the k alternative populations.

2. Prior probabilities tij, for the populations, which are relative

frequencies of individuals of the k populations in the composite popula-

tion from which an individual to be identified has been observed.

3. The assignment of a loss function, that is, the specification of values

/•jy representing the loss in identifying an individual of the /th population

as a member of the jih. population.

Then, given an individual with measurements U, his discriminant score

for the ith population is computed as (see 7d.3.8)

l,...,it, (Se.l.l)

and the individual is assigned to that population for which his discriminant

score is the highest. Such a rule is shown to minimize the expected loss (in the

long run, see 7d,3).

The decision rule (Se.l.l) is ideal when individuals have to be identified

in a routine manner as in vocational guidance and selection problems. In

such cases the true identification may become available at a later point

of time, and the accumulating data would provide progressively satisfactory

estimates of the densities Pj(U) and prior probabilities 7ij so that an applica-

tion of the rule (Se.l.l) becomes feasible.

In many practical problems, the losses due to wrong identification may

be difficult to assess, in which case the criterion of minimizing the frequency

of wrong identification (in the long run) may serve the purpose. The optimum

rule in such a case is to assign the individual with measurements U to that

population for which the posterior probability has the highest value. Or in

other words the discriminant score for the ith population is

= njPi(U). (8e.l.2)
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Let us consider the cuse where the distribution of 0 is /7-variate normal
in each of the populations. Choose 7^j(U) as the normal density

'‘'‘expl-KU -|i,)l (Se.l.J)

1 = 1 ,...,*:,

that is, with mean and dispersion Z-, for the jth population. Taking the
logarithm of Tii/'ifU) and omitting the factor common to all i, we see

that the equivalent discriminant score (8e.l.2) for the /th population is'

5, - log[Ij| - iiV ^ n-yzrW - Pi) -h log TT; (8e.l.4)

involving the mean pj and the dispersion matrix of the ith population.

The function (8e.l.4) is quadratic in L and may be called a quadratic dis-

criminant score. An individual is assigned to that population for which the
quadratic discriminant score has the highest value.

If the populations do not differ in the dispersion matrices, the terms

-ilog |E1 - IJ (8e.l.5)

are common to all S,. Subtracting the terms (8e.l.5) from (8e.l.4), the

equivalent discriminant score for the ith population may be written

Sc = (piX“^)U -iPi'i: ‘pi + logTii (8e.L6)

which is linear in U and may be called a linear discriminant score.

It may be seen that when there are only two populations, only one com-
parison is involved and the decision can be taken by computing the difference

iSj - ^2 ,
which is L(U) - c where

mJ)=^(p;-p^)2:-‘u

^ = i(Ri2^”Vi -|ii2:''V2) + ^og7r2 - log Til. (8e.l.7)

The function (8e.l.7) is the linear discriminant function of Fisher derived in

8d.3. The decision rule may then be expressed in the form

assign to the first population if L(LI) ^ c,

assign to the second population if L(lj) < c. (8e.L8)

But the approach in terms of discriminant scores (8e.I.6) brings the special

case of two populations in the general frame work of identification rules.

The computation of individual scores even for two populations is preferable

in practice since they are more informative.

As an application, let us consider the problem of identifying the neurotic

state of an individual referred for psychiatric examination. Table 8e.la

gives the mean values and the dispersion matrix estimated from previous data

for three measurements A, B, C.
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TABLE 8e.loc. Mean Scores for Neurotic Groups (Rao and Slater, 1949)

Mean Score

Group Sample Size A B C

Anxiety state 114 2.9298 1.1667 0.7281

Hysteria 33 3.0303 1.2424 0.5455

Psychopathy 32 3.8125 1.8438 0.8125

Obsession 17 4.7059 1.5882 1.1176

Personality change 5 1.4000 0.2000 0.0000

Normal 55 0.6000 0.1455 0.2182

Within Group Dispersion

Matrix {(7^) Reciprocal (<7'^)

A B C A B C

A 2.3008 0.2516 0.4742 A 0.5432 - 0.2002 - 0.4208

B 0,2516 0.6075 0.0358 B 0.2002 1.7258 0.0558

C 0.4742 0.0358 0.5951 C -0.4208 0.0558 2.0123

For any group, the linear discriminant score is

12 B ~
K^i^i ^2 ^2 "I" ^3 ^3) "i" ^^8

where A, B, C are the observed values of the measurements, m 2 , are

the mean values, and n is the prior probability. The coefficients 1^ are

computed from the formulas

Zj = -I- (7^^nj2 T

I2 - + a^^m2 +

Zj - .

The coefficienl.s /,, Z2
,

Zj and the other terms needed for computing the

discriminant score for each neurotic group are given in Table 8e.l/?.

TABLE 8c. 1(^. The Coefficients and Other Terms for Discriminant Scores

Group Z. U Z3 log TT - i J nij

Anxiety state 1.0515 1.4676 0.2974 2.5047 -3.3137

Hysteria 1.1678 1.5679 0.1081 2.7139 -4.7626

Psychopathy 1.3599 2,4641 0.1336 4.9182 -6.9977

Obsession 1.7680 1.8611 0.3573 6.8375 -8.5495

Personality change 0.7204 0.0649 -0.5780 0.5107 4.4465

Normal 0.2050 0.1431 0.1947 0.0931 -1.6311
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In computing the last column of Table 8e.l/? we take the prior probabilities

to be proportional to observed sample sizes, which may not be estimates of

true prior probabilities. The appropriate estimates are the relative frequencies

of individuals of different psychiatric conditions referred to the hospital in the

past. Given the measurements A, B, C for any individual, the six scores

= /j/l + /2 5 + /j C + (log Tt; - ^ ^ /yWj)

I - 1,...,6,

are computed, and the individual is assigned to the group for which the score

is the highest.

8e.2 Discriminant Analysis in Research Work

The procedure of 8c.l is feasible and appropriate in a routine decision-

making situation where the object is to minimize the loss (or frequency of

wrong identification) in the long run. Now, consider a problem like that of

examining whether Australopethicus africams, a fossil discovered in Africa,

was more hominid than anthropoid. It is clear that the measurements on A.

africanus have to be compared with those of known groups of hominid and

anthropoid fossils in order to identify his affinities.

It is not realistic in such situations to accept as a datum of the problem,

that the observed fossil is a member of one of the known groups of fossilsu

In statistical analysis we have to take into account the possibility that he

might belong to an unknown group whose existence has yet to be established.

Although it may be possible to have even crude estimates of the means and

dispersion of measurements for each known group, there does not seem to be

any method of obtaining the prior probabilities. The available numbers of

fossils in different groups need not be good indicators of their relative abund-

ance in the population of fossils. Furthermore, there is no possibility of

attaching prior probabilities to the undiscovered groups. Finally, the concept

of loss function is not meaningful in the present context. Consequently the

method of 8e.l is neither applicable nor feasible in answering the present

problem.

We shall now discuss a general approach for examining the membership

of an individual to one of two known groups or possibly to a third unknown

group. With this end in view we establish the following.

(i) Given two p-variate normal populations and the

same dispersion matrix, the linear discriminant fufiction {which is same as the

logarithm of the ratio of densities apartfrom a constant) as defined in (8e.l.7) is

MU) = (n2-Hiy5:‘'‘U. (8e.2.1)

37(54-45)1973
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Let [ii, Rz >
^ known. Then the statistic L(U) is sufficientfor the class

ofnormal densities ^here oc, ^ vary such that a + ^ s=
1 , that

is, the conditional distribution of U given L(li) is the same for all values of

a^i + a + jS = 1-

Consider the density of
,
S),

(2^)-p/2!2!
-1/2 exp[^i(U W (8e-2.2)

where a = I — jS and 5 = ji 2 The expression in the exponential (omitting

-i)is

(U - ^iVE'HU - Mi) - 2/?8'E-'U + 2^6'E"Vi + 6

= //(U) - 2i?I(U) + G{d), (8e.2.3)

where //(U) and L(U) do not involve and G{^) does not involve U. The

density (8e.2.2) can then be written as the product (omitting the constant

multiplier)

exp[-if/(U)] X expU[2^L(U) - G(^)]}.

where the first factor is independent of ^ and the second factor involves

only L(U) and /?. Hence L(Lr) is sufficient for that is, the conditional dis-

tribution of U given L(U) is the same for all values of api + Pfi-z ,
(a + i?)

= 1

.

The result of (i) is a generalization of a theorem due to Smith (1947) who

established the sufficiency of L(U) only for the special cases ^ = 0 and ^ = I

.

Suppose we have the problem of examining whether an observed individual

belongs to one of two given populations A, B, or to an unspecified population.

The result of (i) shows that the discriminant function constructed from the

densities for A and B is sufficient to examine an individual’s membership not

only with respect to A and B but to the wider set of populations with mean

values lying on the line joining the mean values of A and B. Thus, to use the

discriminant function constructed with reference to A and B to infer on the

membership of an individual, it is necessary to lest whether the individual

belongs to the wider set of populations defined by the line joining the mean

vectors of A and B. Such a test is considered in (ii) below.

(ii) Let Hq be the null hypothesis that an individual with measurements U
comes from A^p(atMi + J?^2 ^ ^)> ^here ^ is arbitrary such that a + ^ = 1 and

Mi, M2 <
^ known or estimated on large samples. The test criterion for testing

Ho,

(U-Mi)'E'‘(U-Mi)-
[(U-MiyS’*(|i2-Ri)l^

(8e.2.4)

is distributed as on (p — 1) D.F.
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The reader should not find any difficulty in establishing the distribution of

(8e.2.4) by using the results on quadratic forms. Observe that the first term is

distributed as x^ip), the second as and the difference is positive. Then
apply [(iv), 3b.4].

By applying the test (8e.2.4) to A. africanus, choosing chimpanzee and

human fossils as alternative groups and length and breadth of tooth as

characters, we find the value of x^ as nearly 5, which is high for (p - 1 = 1)

D.F. Thus the A, africanus possibly belongs to a group with mean dimensions

not related in any simple way to those of chimpanzee and human fossils.

If the test (8e.2.4) had not been significant, some further analysis based

on the discriminant function would have been necessary. The membership

to one of the groups (chimpanzee) is examined by the statistic

(H2 -Ml)
^

and to the other (human) by

If both are significantly large as on I D.F., then again there is the pos-

sibility of the individual belonging to a third group but with the mean vector

collinear with the mean vectors for chimpanzee and human fossils. If one

is small and the other is large, there is an indication that the individual

belongs to one of the groups. There is also the possibility that both the y^’s

are small, in which case the affinity of the individual to any one of the groups

is not clearcut.

In the example of A. africanus, the y^ for chimpanzee is 3.80, which is

nearly at the 5% level, and that for human is 0.03, which is very small.

But these tests are not valid (may be misleading) since the discriminant

function is not appropriate to infer about the position of A. africanus in

relation to the two groups considered. An indiscriminate use of the dis-

ciminant function without the prior test (8e.2.4) would have led to the

wrong conclusion that A. africanus has strong affinities with the human

group. On the other hand we have demonstrated that the fossil possibly

belongs to a third unknown group (by the test of 8e.2.4).

The foregoing analysis can be extended to the case of several alternative

groups (see Rao, 1962c). For further details on A. africanus and references

to previous work the reader is referred to Ashton, Healy, and Lipton (1957).

The problem becomes complicated when the parameters of the alternative

hypotheses are unknown, but can be estimated (see John, 1961 ;
Rao, 1954a;

and Wald, 1944),
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8e.3 Discrimination between Composite Hypotheses

Let U be a /J-variate random variable and its density depending on a

parameter ^6 0. Let ti^ be the hypothesis that 0 6 Oj and that ^ e Oj

where 0^ and 0^ are two disjoint subsets of 0. The problem is one of choosing

between and Hz on the basis of an observed value of U.

The problem admits a nice solution if there exists an ancillary S such that

its density

for any 6 0,,
^ ^ [Piis) for any ^6 02 -

(8e.3.1)

When P,( ) and Pzi '

) are different and independent of B, the discriminant

function for choosing between //, and H^ is provided by the likelihood ratio

log
Piis)

(8e.3.2)

which is independent of the particular hypotheses in 0^ and 02 . Let us con-

sider some examples.

Example 1. Let U be a p-vector normal variable such that

£(U|ei, //i)=a, +B'e„ />(U|0,,

£(U
1 02 , Hz) = 02 + B'02

,
Z)(U

1 02 , Hz) = I. (8e.3.3)

The parameters and O2 are unknown but belong to given sets specified by

the composite hypotheses //, and H^

.

The problem is to decide on the basis

of observed U whether //, or Hj is true. Such a problem was faced by Burnaby

(1964) when he had to discriminate between two fossil groups, each group

being a mixture of subpopulations with different stages of growth of

individuals. The problem is to identify a fossil as belonging to one of the two

groups when the age of the fossil is not known. In Burnaby's case

^(Ulr, //,) = «! + fP, £(U|r, H^) = aj + rp (8e.3.4)

where t represents age and p is the vector of growth rates for different char-

acters. Let us consider the general setup (8e.3.3) of which (8e.3.4) is a parti-

cular case. Consider a (p - k) x p matrix C of lank p — k such that BC' = 0

where k = /?(B). Then

E{Cl]\ Hi) = Ca,, DiCVlHi) = CIC,
(8e.3.5)

£(CU
1
Hz) = Coiz , D(CU

|
Hz) = CIC',

^ ^

independent of 0,, 02 ,
which shows that CU is an ancillary of the type (8e.3.1).

Using the normal density, the discriminant function based on CU is

(Ca, - C:a2)'(CEC')"'CU = (a, - a,)'C(CEC')-'CU. (8e.3.6)



Using the identity
(8e. 3 .7) for each

, {8e. 3 . 1

1

) can be expressed in terms of

a, , L; , and B only. We shall study the properties of the discriminant functions

(8e, 3 . 8) and (8e. 3.ll) without making any assumption on the distribution of

U. While doing so we will also consider the situation where the past data on U
is available only on mixtures of populations in Hi and H2 . Thus we may not

know or have estimates of aj, <X2> Ep £2 only of

EiV\Hi)=ai+B% D{\}\Hi)='Li+B'DiB

£(U
I

H2) - 012 + 8
*

02 ,
0{\]

I

H2) = £2 + B

where 5j, are the unknown average values of Oj and 02 and Dj, Dj are

unknown matrices depending on mixtures in Hi and in Hj

Let =«, -(12 + B'(6^ -62), Ai =£1 + B'DjB and Aj =£2 + B'D2B.

We show that the discriminant functions (8e. 3 . 8) and (8e. 3 . 1 I) remain un-

changed if we use for - 02, A = £ -I- + D2)B for £ and

Aj =£j +B'DiB, Aj =£2 + B'D2Bfor£i,£2 whatever 02 , I>i, I>2

be, which is indeed a very fortunate situation.
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First we characterize the linear discriminant function (8e.3.8).

(i) Let XJ be a vector random variable such that

£(U|//i)-aj Z)(U|//i) - S +

£(U
I
//^) = a2 + B'02

, I
//2) = £ + B'D^ B.

Then

[£(L'U|//,)-^L'U|//2)]'

B “fo 2 -‘[K{L'U|Wi) -h F(L'U|flj)l

is attained at

= -E“*B'(B'E-^B)'^B2:-^](ai - otj).

{8e.3.l2)

(8e.3.13)

(8e.3.l4)

Under the condition BL = 0, the expression {8e.3.I3) reduces to

[LXoi, -a2)]^
sup

LEL
(8e.3.15)

and the result follows by an application of (lc.6.3), (p. 50).

Note that the discriminant function (8e.3.8) is L^^U where L^ is as defined

in (8e.3.14). It may be recalled that the linear discriminant for two simple

hypotheses is obtained by taking the supremum in (8e.3.l3) without the

restriction BL - 0. L^ is same if we use 8 for — ai2 and (Aj + A 2)/2 for £.

(ii) The quadratic discriminant function (8e.3.1 1) is invariant if 8 is usedfor

ati - *2 ^1’ ^2 ^2 •

The result can be proved by direct verification.

8f RELATION BETWEEN SETS OF VARIATES

8f.l Canonical Correlations

Multiple correlation as defined in (4g.l. 1 1 ) measures association between one

variable and a set of other variables. In fact, it is shown to be the maximum

correlation between one variable and a linear function of the others, which is

also the same as the correlation between a variable and its minimum mean

square error predictor based on other variables [iv, 4g.l]. This concept was

generalized by Hotelling (1935, 1936) to study the association between two

sets of variables.

Let UJ = {Ui, . .
. , 0^), Uj = (f^r+i> < 1

be two sets of variables with

/)(Uj)=2n» cov(U„U2) = En, W2)=S22
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We consider two linear functions L'Ui and M'U2 of unit variance and choose

L, M such that the correlation between L'Ui and M'U2 is a maximum. The

problem is then one of maximizing LX^jM subject to the conditionsLX^L =
1— MX22M. Introducing Lagrangian multipliers, the expression to be

differentiated is

/I, .

LXijM - J
LXnL -

-j MX22M

giving the equations

Ej2M - AiEuL = 0, -;.2 2:22M + EjiL = o (Sf.i.i)

From the first equation, LX12 M = and from second, /.2 = MX21L, which

shows that Aj = A2 = p (say). Multiplying the first equation of {8f.l.2) by

‘ and by adding it to p times the second we obtain

Thus and M aie an eigenroot and vector corresponding to the determin-

antal equation

=0. (8f.i.4)

Let . .
. , = p - r) be the roots and Mj, .... M, the corresponding

vectors. Further let Jt = {Mil ..

.

i M^). Then we have the following

E2.^ir ^12 >

where Rj is the diagonal matrix of the eigenroots p,^, p/ (see ii, lc.3

on canonical reduction of two quadratic forms).

Similarly we obtain the determinantal equation

with roots p^^ p/ and eigenvectors L,, . .
. ,

L,,. The non-zero roots of

(8f.l.4) and (8f. 1.6) are the same so that the same symbols can be used to

represent the roots. The multiplicity of the zero root is however different in

the two cases. If ^ and Rj correspond to M and R2 in (Sf.l.S). then

The non-zero roots pi ^ p2 ^ called the canonical correlations and the

linear functions

LjUi, ..
. , L;IJi and MjUj , . . ,

M' U2

the canonical variables.
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8f.2 Properties of Canonical Variables

It may be seen that L,- and M; as determined from (8f.l.4) and (8f.l.6)

satisfy (8f.l.2) with ±p,- where p, is the positive square root of p,^. But

it is possible, by changing the sign of L, or M, if necessary, to have Lj
,

IVI,-

and Pi as a solution of (8f.l.2). By convention we take all the canonical cor*

relations to be positive. We have the following results.

(i) The number of non-zero roots of (8f.l.4) or (8f.].6) is equal to the rank

of ^12 •

(ii) (a) cov(L-TJi, L}Uj) =
1 for i =/ and 0 for i j

(b) cov(M; U 2 ,
M' U

2 )
-

1 for i = j, and 0 for i # j

that is, the canonical variables arising out 0/ Uj are all uncorrelated and have

unit standard deviation and the same is true of the canonical variables of V 2

The results (a) and (b) follow from the equations =I and

^^22^ =I of (8f.l.7) and (8f.l.5) lespectively.

(iii) (a) cov(l; Ui ,
m; U 2 ) = p, 0,

/• = 1 k

= 0,i>k

(b) cov(l;u.,m;u2) = o, i^j

where k = /?(L, 2 ).

Consider one of the equations of (8f.l,2)

LijM; = P/LiiL,-.

Multiplying by LJ, we have

LJEijM, = p.LJIjiL, - Pi.

Multiplying by L'
,
we have

l;.l,2M, = p,l;.j:,,i, = o.

But LJLijMj =cov(LJU,, MJUj) and L}Ei 2 M, =cov(L'Ui, MJUj) which

prove the required results.

We thus sec that the result of the simultaneous transformation

of U,, U 2 is to reduce the dispersion matrix of the transformed vari-

ables ^’
1)

2 ) to the simpler form

where I, and I, are unit matrices of order r and 5 and R is an r x j matrix

with the first k diagonal elements as pj, . , pt and the rest of the elements

zero.
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(iv) Let q; be the ith column of and the fth column of Then

we have the following representations;

(a)

(b) 5:22 ‘) =niiin'i + + in,m;

(c) ^Piqiin’i + • •
• + Pfcqjkm;

The results (a), (b), and (c) follow if we consider the dispersion matrix of the

transformed variables .^'1) 2 .

8f.3 Effective Number of Common Factors

To understand the practical significance of canonical correlations let us

consider the following situation. Suppose that the observed measurements

arc linearly dependent on a number of uncorrelated hypothetical (un-

observable) factors (measurements). Certain factors may influence the

components of both the variables Ui and U
2 ,

whereas others may influence

only the components of Ui or U 2 . The former are called common factors

of U,, U 2
and the latter are specific factors. The structure of the variables

Uj, U 2 can be expressed in the form

Vi =AiF + G2 (8f.3.1)

U
2
=A2F+G2,

where F' = (F,, . .
. , F„) is the vector of common factors, Ai and Aj are the

matrices of compounding coefficients, and Gj, G
2

are the total effects of

specific factors. By definition

cov(F,Gi)=0, cov(F,G2)=0, cov{G,, G2 )
= 0. {8f.3,2)

Let £){F't = I without loss of generality. Then using (8f.3.2)

f)(U,) = EH =A,A; + /)(G,)

0(Uj) = Ejj = Aj Ai + D(G2) (8f.3.3)

C(D,. U;) = 5:,J
= C(A,F, AjF) = A, A',.

It is seen that the association between U,
,
Uj is solely due to influence of com-

mon factors.

The question naturally arises as to what is the smallest number (m) of

common factors such that the representation (8f.3.1) with the restrictions
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(8f.3.2, 8f.3.3) is possible. This number is called the effective number of com-

mon factors.

We shall show that the effective number of common factors is equal to

/?(£i 2 ), which is same as the number of non-zero roots of (8f. 1 .4) or (8f. 1 .6).

From (8f.3.3), Sjj = ^1^2 =>^(^12) ^ min (^(Aj), ii(A 2)). But m'^

max(/?(A,), /f(A2 )). Hence m ^ In fact, m can be arbitrary subject to

this restriction. However, m - /?(Lj 2 ) is an admissible value. The last result

follows from the representation

^12 = + --- + Pkf\k”^k (8f-3.4)

by choosing

Aj =(x/piqi : i VPkq*)

A2 =(x/pimi : Vpfcmfc),

where it may be noted that = rank L, 2 . To prove that the choice of A^, A 2

is consistent, we have to show that

- A,a; and - A 2 A' (8f.3.4)

are non-negative definite ]c.f. (8f.3.3)], But

- AjA; = qiq; + ‘ + (Lq; - (piq,q'i +
•

' + P^q^qi)

where pi < 1, i = 1, . k, which shows that In - AjA'j is non-negative

definite. The same is true of L22 ^ A 2 A 2 .

The estimation of effective number of factors from an estimated dispersion

matrix poses a serious problem. The rank of S 12 , the estimate of L 12 ,
will be

min{r, j) with probability 1, even when rank ^^2 < min (r, j). Hence no infer-

ence can be made on the effective number of factors from the rank of S]2 -

The only method is then to determine the roots of the determinantal equation

|S2iSn"'Si2 =0, (8f3.5)

where estimates S^, S 12 ,
S22 are substituted for£, ^ 12 . ^22 in the equation

(8f 1.4), and to examine the magnitude of the different roots. If only k of

the roots p|^, p 2
^, ... of (8f.l.4) are non-zero, then the roots + ...

of (8f.3.5) corresponding to the zero values of the hypothetical roots are

likely to' be small. Hence it may be possible to infer on the effective number of

common factors by testing the significance of the smaller roots.

But in any real problem the effective number of common factors is likely

to be very large so that the problem we have posed and the method of estima-

tion suggested are not meaningful. But what may be true is that a smaller

number of common factors account for a large portion of the association be-

tween the twofiets of variat^es. Such factors may be called dommant common
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factors, and the problem of estimation of their number can be formulated in

a meaningful way and in rigorous mathematical terms if necessary.

The representation (8f.3.4)

Si2 = pQiin, + “•
• +

shows that the major contribution to E 12 comes from terms with larger

values of p, ,
and consequently the number of dominant factors may be

determined by the number of dominant roots p; . We may then utilize the

estimated values of the roots (of equation 8f.3.5) for drawing inferences

on the number of dominant hypothetical roots and hence on the number of

dominant factors.

8f.4 Factor Analysis

Let U be a p-dimensional r,v. with the structure

U = AF + G (8f.4.1)

where F' ={Fi, , FJ and G' = (Gi, . .
.

,

G^) are all uncorrelated variables

and A is a /7 X m matrix of (unknown) constants. Using the terminology of

8f.3, we can call F^, . ,

.

,

F^ common factors and G^, . .
,

,

specific factors.

Let F(G,) — (5, and F(F,) ^ I without loss of generality. Then

Z)(U) = I = AA^ + A (8f.4.2)

where A is the diagonal matrix with 5,, , .
, , in the diagonal. As in the

problem of relation between two sets of variables, let us define as the effective

number of common factors the minimum value of m for which the repre-

sentation (8f.4. 1) with the restriction (8f.4.2) is possible. The problem as

stated is not realistic since the effective number of common factors in

any given situation is likely to be large. But it may be reasonable to enquire

how many of the common factors arc important in explaining the mutual

correlations of the variables. A suitable approach to such a problem is given by

the author (Rao. 1955b). There exists a vast literature on the subject, and the

interested reader is referred to a recent book by Lawley and Maxwell (1963).

The problem of simultaneous factor analysis in several populations has been

investigated by Rasch (1953) see also Rao (1966a, I967d, 1969a).

8g ORTHONORMAL BASIS OF A RANDOM VARIABLE

8g.l The Gram-Schmidt Basis

Let Gj, .... Gp be p (one-dimensional) r.v.’s such that F(Gj) =0 and the

dispersion matrix E is of rank m < p. Denote by Up), or simply by

^(U), the collection of all r.v.’s c^Gi + * •

-I- c,, Up with real coefficients c,

.
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By definition .^(U) is a vector space. Let us define the inner product of any

two elements Tj, of as cov(yi, y^). The norm of is then the

standard deviation,
1! Till ~ [K(yi^)]^''^. The vector space J^(U) of one-

dimensional r.v.’s is then a normed vector space.

From the theory of vector spaces it follows that ^(U) has an o.n.b,

(orthonormal basis) G,, ..., G„,, each with unit norm, and inner products

zero (i.e., G, are r.v.’s with unit standard deviation and zero covariances).

Every element (r.v.) of .y^(V) can then be expressed as a linear combination of

the elements (r.v.’s) G^, . .
. , G„ . In particular

f/j =aiiGi + + a,„G„, j = l,. (Sg.l.l)

If G' = (Gi, ..., GJ, the relationship (Sg.l.l) can be expressed in matrix

notation

U = AG, E=AA'. (8g.L2)

Conversely, since J({\]) = G can be expressed in terms of U,

G-BU, I^BLB (8g.l.3)

Furthermore, we know from the theory of vector spaces that the dimen-

sion of MiG) is the rank of the matrix of inner products of the elements

Gi, . .
. ,

L/p which in the present case is S. Hence the number of variables in

the o.n.b. is m = An o.n.b. is not unique. Some special bases are, how-

ever, of statistical interest, which we shall consider.

Linear Predictor as a Projection. Let P{U) be the projection of Gj on

, G(_i). By definition it is a linear function of Gi, . .
. ,

G^^^ such

that

I

L'i
- = £(t/i -'lb, U,f (8g.l.4)

is a minimum, Hence P(Gj) is the minimum mean square error linear predictor

of Gj based on Gi, . .
. , G;.,. Furthermore, Gj - P{U) is ler to

MV, G,._0.

so that the coefficients of the best linear function are determined by expressing

the condition that the inner products of (G^ - ^ G,) with G,. ,
5 = I, , ,

.

,

I - 1 are all zero. Since inner product is a covariance, the equations are

cov^G,
, Gi -

‘X ^ - 0, 5 = 1 1 , (8g. 1.5)

which imply that

cov[G,, Gj -P(Gi)] -0, j = l /-I

covlGi - P(G,), G^ - P{U,)] ^0, i # j. (8g-1.6)
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If we denote the residual Ui - P{U,) by then (8g.l.6) is equiva-

lent to the statement that the residuals

(8g.l.7)

are all uncorrelated.

Grain-Schmidt o.n.b. Let t,i = 1|
which is the standard deviation

of the residual f/i.n ...(i-i)- Consider

- f/, = t/,

h2G, = a,-P{U,) = U,~t,,G, (8g.l.8)

= G, - P{U,) = G, - - • • -

Note that the projection of Gj on J^(Gi, Gj-i) can be expressed in

terms of Gj, . .

. , Gi_i and the coefficients can be sequentially determined as in

Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process [(ii), la.4]. If tn = 0, G,- is complete-

ly determined by the previous variables. Then put G,- = 0. Otherwise

so that IlGJl = 1, and by using (8g.l.7) the G, corresponding to non-zero

constitute an o.n.b. The inverse relationship of (8gT.8) is

G, =/nG,

+ (8g.l.9)

Gp- tpiG, + G2 + * ' + ^pp Gp

which can be written as U = TG, where T is the lower triangular matrix as in

(8g.l.9). Then

E = G(UU') = T£(GG')T' = TT'. (Sg.l.lO)

Equation (Sg.l.lO) shows that T is exactly the matrix obtained by the square

root method of reduction of E, which is simple and well known. When

/?(E) = p, all the diagonal elements of T are non-zero. Otherwise (p
- w)

diagonal elements and the corresponding columns are zero so that the rela-

tionship (8g.l.9) involves only m of the Gj variables.

In practice the two relationships expressing (correlated variables) 11 in

terms of (uncorrelated variables) G, and G in terms of U may be obtained

simultaneously if necessary by applying the square root technique to E with a

unit matrix I appended to the right:

E I
I. (8g.l.ll)
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After reduction by the square root method, one obtains

T i
W, (8g.l.l2)

where T' is an upper triangular matrix andW is a lower triangular matrix. Then

the transformation from G to U and from U to G are given by

U = TG and G WU. (8g.l.l3)

8g.2 Principal Component Analysis

Consider a j3-dimensional r.v. U with the dispersion matrix L. Let A i

be the eigenvalues and Pj, . .
. ,

be the corresponding eigenvectors of I. Then

it is shown in (lc.3.5) that

i-p,p;+ +p,p;

p;i:Pi = ;.i, p;i:p> = o,

Consider the transformed r.v.’s

(8g.2.1)

(8g.2.2)

=p;ij, 1 p.

If Y denotes the vector of the new r.v.’s, and P denotes the orthogonal matrix

with P,, . .
. ,
Pp as its columns, then Y is obtained from U by the orthogonal

transformation Y = PlI. The r.v. is called the ith principal component of

U. We shall examine some of the properties of the principal components and

their interpretations.

(i) The principal components are all uncorrelated. The variance of the /th

principal components is 2;

.

These results follow from (8g.2,2)

K(p;u) = p;EPi = Aj

cov(p;u, PjU) = p:2:P; = 0,

Thus the linear transformation Y = PU reduces a correlated set of variables

into an uncorrelated set by an orthogonal transformation.

(ii) Let Gi = Aj"^''^P’U for Aj ^ 0 andfurther let r be the rank of L so that

only the first r eigenvalues ofXt are non-zero. Then Cj, is an o.n.b. of

the r.v. U.

(iii) Let B be any vector such that 1|B11 - 1. Then K(B'U) is a maximum

when B = Pi and the maximum variance « A^
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Since K(B'U) - B'EB, we need the max BTB subject to the condition

ttBtl
== 1. But it is shown in (lf.2.1) that the maximum is attained when

B-P,.

In fact we have the following as a consequence of the results established in

lf.2.

(iv)

(a) min K(B'U) = A, = nP;U).
11811 = 1

(b) max = r(P;U).

(c) min max K(B'U) = Aj = >^(PitI).

Si-, 11811 = l.BIS,--,

where is a space of (i - 1) dimensions in E^.

(d) Let be a set of orthonormal vectors in Ep . Then

+ + max [K(B;U) + •
• + K(B;;U)]

B

= K(P1U) + ---+ k(P'U).

(v) Let BjU, , BtU be k linear functions of U and of be the residual

variance in predicting by the best linear predictor based on BjU, . B^U.

Then
p

min
8i Bk i= 1

is attained when the set BjU, . .
.

,

is equivalent to PiU, . .
.

,

PiU, that

is, each BjU is a linear combination of the first k principal components.

We can, without loss of generality replace B|U, . .
. , 6^1) by an equivalent

set of uncorrelated functions and each with variance unity. It is also clear

that the functions BjU, . .
.

,

B^U should be linearly independent for the

optimum solution. The residual variance in predicting V; on the basis of

b;u, .
. ,
b;u is

of = Oi,
- [cov(U; ,

B;U)]2 [cov(L/i ,
B;U)]^

where is the ith column of E and 0^ is the variance of C/j . Now

= f <7, - B'.(| e,£;)b, - - b;(|£,i:)b,

^ trace E - BjEEB, - - B^EEB^
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To minimize Y, we need maximize

+ --' + BiEi:B* (8g.2.3)

subject to the conditions

B;EBi = i, b;2:b^ = o, (8g.2.4)

(i.e., B/U, B|^U are uncorrelated and each has variance unity). The

optimum choice of B, in such a case, as shown in Example 22 at the end

of Chapter 1, is

.#(B„,..,B,)^.#P,,...,PJ (8g.2.5)

where Pj, P^ are the first k eigenvectors of

IL-AII =0. (8g.2.6)

The result (v) provides an interesting interpretation of the principal com-

ponents. Suppose we wish to replace the /^-dimensional r.v, U by k <p
linear functions without much loss of information. How are the best k linear

functions to be chosen? The efficiency of any choice of k linear functions

depends on the extent to which the k linear functions enable us to reconstruct

the p original variables. One method of reconstructing the variable is by

determining its best linear predictor on the basis of the k linear functions, in

which case the efficiency of prediction may be measured by the residual

variance An overall measure of the predictive efficiency is Y best

choice of the linear functions, for which Y ^ minimum, is the first k

principal components of U. We shall show in (vi) that a much stronger

measure of overall predictive efficiency yields the same result.

Let us represent the k linear functions B,'U, . .
. ,
B^U by the transformation

Y = B'U where B is a p x ^ matrix, with Bj, . .
. ,

B^ as its columns. Now the

joint dispersion matrix of U and Y is

(b'i

and the residual dispersion matrix of U subtracting its best linear predictor

in terms of Y is

L-LBiBXB) (8g.2.8)

The smaller the values of the elements of (8g.2.8), the greater is the predictive

efficiency of Y. In (v) we found B in such a way that

trace (E - SBfBXBj-’BT)

is a minimum. We now prove the stronger result.

(8g.2.9)
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(vi) The Euclidean norm

(8g.2.lO)

is a minimum when the set of vectors B^, B^ is equivalent to the eigen-

vectors Pi, Pjt.

Thus the two measures of overall predictive efficiency, viz.,

(a) trace(E-EB(B'EB)-'B'E),

(b) 11E-EB(B'EB)"‘B^|1,

lead to the same optimum choice of the vectors B,-

.

To prove the result of (vi) we apply the result (If. 2. 10) which shows that

the minimum of (8g,2.10) is attained when

eb(B'eb)'^b'l = 2iPiP; + p,p;. {Sg.iii)

It is easy to verify that the choice B^ - satisfies the equality in (8g.2.U).

For a study of estimated principal components and tests of significance

associated with them reference may be made to Kshirsagar (1961 ,
1972). The

book by Kshirsagar (1972) contains a good account of multivariate distribu-

tion problems.

COMPLEMENTS AND PROBLEMS

1 Let Li, . .
. ,

U„ be n points in a p-dimensional Euclidean space Ep. The

point U = X! VJ, is the center of gravity of the points. Denote by 'ir, the

p X n matrix with its /th column as Uj - U. Consider the matrices and

It is known that both the matrices have the same non-zero eigenvalues.

If P,. and are the eigenvectors of and corresponding to lhe eigen-

value A,- ^ 0, then >^/ A,Q, — and y//,,P, = '^Qj •

1.1 Determine points Vi, . .
. ,

V„ in such that they lie on a /c-dimensional

plane and

E ^ minimum.

[Show that the A'-dimensional plane S* on which the optimum points Vf , , .
.

,

V* lie is specified by the point U and the k orthonormal vectors Pj, . .
. , Pfc,

the first k eigenvectors of Hence show that

vf = u + p;(iJi - U)?! + ’ •
• + p;(Cj - U)p* r = i, . .

.

,

Also show that min E (Uj - - V|) = ^^4.1
-!-• + Ap where A^, . Ap

are the eigenvalues of

$8(54 -45)1973
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1.2 Show that the A:-dimensionaI plane defined in (1.1) is the best fitting

A:-dimensional plane to the given points U^, . .
. ,
U„ in the sense that the sum of

squares of the perpendiculars from the points to is a minimum compared

to any other k dimensional plane.

1.3 Let Y = where B is a fc x p matrix, represent a transformation of

the points in Ep into points \n Ef^, k < p. Further let Y,- = BUj ,
i = I, . .

. , n be

the transformed points corresponding to the points U^, . ,
. ,

U„ in Ep . Show

that

X S (Yj - Y,)'(Yj - Y^) is a maximum
ij=i

when the columns of B' are Pj, . .
. ,

Pj
,
the first k eigenvectors of Show

that the maximum value of the above sum is + • + ,
where Aj are eigen-

values of

1.4

Consider the matrix The jth diagonal element of the matrix is

l|Ui-0|p, the square of the distance of the point U,- from the centre of

gravity. The (/j)th element is the product of the cosine of the angle between

the vectors - U and - U and the distances |1U, - U[t, ||Uj - Cjl. Thus

is a matrix characterizing the configuration of the points Uj, . .
. , U„ as

measured by the distances and mutual angles between the lines joining the

points to the center of gravity. Let Y = B^*^ be a transformation of the points

of Ep into £'k as in Example 1.3. The configuration of the transformed points

is represented by the matrix Y'Y ^ ^'B'B^. Determine the matrix B such

that there is a minimum distortion in the configuration, due to the transforma-

tion, as measured by the Euclidean norm - ^'B'B^H.

[Hint: Use the result (lf.2.10) which shows that for the optimum choice ofB

rB'B^ = A,Q,0; + +A,QiQ*

where Qj, ..., 0k are the eigenvectors of But Hence

^'BTO = + + PkP;)^,

which gives B'B = P^Pi + •
* + Pk?* or the columns of B' are the eigenvectors

Pi, ,PJ

2 Let Mj, . .
. , Wfc Uj, . .

.

,
be two sets of k and m one-dimensional

random variables. Their joint dispersion matrix may be written in the parti-

tioned form

(^n 2,

A

\^n

Some or all of may be a subset of the variables y, .
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2.1

Consider a linear function + -f The residual variance in

predicting by its linear regression on biV^ + • + h

^2 ^ _ [C0V(Hi,6iHi+ + ;>„,or
y{biV^ + • i- b„vj

Show that the vector {b^, . .
. , 6J which minimizes Y} is the eigenvector

that corresponds to the dominant root of

1^21^12 ~ ^^22! - 0.

2.2 Show that the best r linear functions of Ui , . .
. , for predicting w, , . .

.

,

Wfc in the sense of minimizing the sum of residual variances correspond to the

first r eigenvectors that arise out of the determinantal equation in (2.1).

2.3 Observe that when Wi, . .
. ,

is a subset of . .
. , ,

the first k eigen-

vectors give rise to linear functions of m,
,

. .
. , only, which are the principal

components of w,
,

. .
. ,

.

3

Let Wj, be k one-dirnensional random variables. Determine a

linear function biU^ + • • + such that

I
1

[cov(u,-,/^jUi -f

is a minimum where w/, , .
. , arc given weights.

4

Let Uj, . ,
. ,

be ^ points in Ep

.

Determine n points Vj, . .
. , V„ such that

they lie on a /c-dimensional plane and

Y (Di - V,)'A{lIi ~ V,) is a minimum
1

where A is a given positive definite matrix.

5 Show that Hotelling's test for testing the hypothesis that the mean

vector of a p-variate normal population has an assigned value, on the basis of

a sample of size «, can be obtained by the likelihood ratio principle.

6 Consider two alternative distributions of a p-dimensional random

variable U, with means 81^, 82 and common dispersion matrix L. Mahalanobis

(1936) distance between the populations is defined by

D'-(8i-62y^'(6i-82).

Show that is invariant under a linear transformation of the variable U.

Find the linear transformation which reduces to a sum of squares.

7 Let Ui ^ Np{a^ p, L), i = 1, . ,
. ,

« be independent. Show that

Q ^ 1), U; - ZZ and ZZ

are independently distributed, where Z = ^ 6(1); , 6; = aj^: Y
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[Hint: From the notation of (8b. 1.1), Z =
6„), and

Q =« - = ^'A^. Verify that AB = 0 and apply (iii), 8b.2.]

8 Let S 2) and
1 1 {

#0. Show that the c.f. of S is

The result follows from the definition of WJJi, I) by first obtaining

exp(iJ ^ U, t/,)

where {V, U,) ^ V,(0. 1).

9 Consider a partition U' == (U^
i U 2) of the random variable and the cor-

responding partition of L.

Consider independent observations on 11 and let (Sj;) be the corrected sum of

squares and products. Choose a linear function L'U 2
of U

2
and carry out a

regression analysis of L'U 2 on the components of U,.

9.1 Show that the sum of squares due to regression and deviation from regres-

sion are (using the univariate formula)

L'S 2 ,S,,-'SuL and L’(Sj 2 - S 2 iS,,-'S, 2)L,

where S^, S12 ,
S 22 are the partitions of S similar to that of L.

9.2 Let the number of components in Ui and U2 be r and 5 . Observe that

when Li 2 = 0
,
from the univariate theory, then

L'S 2 iSii-’S, 2 L and L'(S 22
-

are independently distributed as central <^n r and (n - 1 - r) D.F.

E)educe that, by the technique of dropping L (ii, 8b.2),

Sj.S.r’S,; ~ £), Sjj .-S2 ,S,,“'S ,2 ~ W,(n-\ - r, S)

and are independent.

9.3 Show that when 2,2 =0,

_ 1^22
" ^^

12 !

1^22! 1^22!

is distributed as a product of independent beta variables.

10

Let p measurements on each of two brothers be made from n families.

Determine the best linear compound of the measurements which maximizes

the sample intraclass correlation. Devise a test for examining the significance
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of correlation between measurements of brothers. {For details see Rao
(1945a).]

11 Rectangular Coordinates. Let t/j S), t = 1 ,
. .

. , k be inde-

pendent. The Wishart matrix is defined by S - ^ U, . Furthermore, let T be

a (lower) triangular square root of S, The elements T^j of .T are called rec-

tangular coordinates by Mahalanobis, Bose and Roy (1937).

11.1 Consider the transformation from (5,j) to Show that the Jacobian

of transformation is (using the relation S = TT')

D(S S J

7^
"’

-
"

-
’

= (2T„)(2r„T„) • (2T„T,j •

T,,)

= 2'’T„'’Tf7>"-r„.

11.2 Let (S'0 = (S|,)-’. Then

(a) =

(h) Tpp — >

^^ - p + ')

[Note that (c) is same as the result (a), (viii), 8b.2.]

11.3 Let E = I. From the relation S = XT', observe that Tpi,...,Tpp-i are

linear and Tpp^ is quadratic in Up^, , .
. , (7^^. Furthermore,

r= 1

and Tpp^ is a quadratic form of rank {k - p + 1) since it is a on (^ - ;? + 1)

D.F. Since E = I, Up^, . .
, , Up^ are independent iVi(0, 1) variables. Hence, by

applying Cochran’s theorem, we see that

V~z'(') T,, ~ A^iCO, 1), / =

and ~ x^(k - p + 1) and are all independent. Now establish that all T,,

are independently distributed and that

Tij - NiiO, 1), i ^ j and 7^^ - - i + 0-

11.4 The joint density of Tij when E - 1 is, therefore,

'

(A)

X g-[rii» + (T,,> + Tii3) + -.. + (rpii + -.. + T„*)]/2
(B)

(C)
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11.5 The joint density ot (5jj) when I - 1 is obtained by dividing the density

in (U.4) by the Jacobian in (U.l) and writing the expressions in terms of

(Si;). Thus, we obtain the density of {S^j)

+ + (k-p- l)/2

where the constant A is as in (U.4).

11.6 The joint density of (5;^) for general I is obtained by making the trans-

formation

S = CS*C, CC =1

where S* has the density as in (11.5). Observe that

(a) = ICj"** (Jacobian)

(b) |S| =|S*| [El

(c) = traces* = trace(C“^SC'"^) = trace(C''^C“‘S)

= traceL-^S =U(7%.
Hence establish the required density as

,41 L[
[

S jtfc-p- U/2g- tt3ct(t'iSU2

which is the density of Wishart distribution Wp{k, L) when k p. The density

function does not exist when k <p.

11.7

Hence, or directly from Example 1L4, show that the density of rec-

tangular coordinates for genera! L is

2P^
I

2:
1

- »/2
1 J*

- 2 . .
. Jk- - traccd'E -S)/2

^

11.8

Observe that the density function J’(U) L) =/>(Ui | E). . L)

of Ui, . .
. , U„ involves only S and E. Then show that (due to Malay Ghosh)

?(S|E) =
Pirn)

P{S\l)

where /’(S[E) is the density of S for general E. (Since /"(S|I) is derived in

U.4, the expression for /’{Sj E) can be written down readily using the above

formula without the heavy algebra involved in 11.6).

Hint ; Let us transform from U to S, Z and let the Jacobian be J{S, Z), Then

P(S| E) = j
P(U1 E)i(S, Z) dl = P(U1 E)

I
J(S, Z) dZ.

Putting E = I

p(S|i) = P(uii)jy(s,z)rfz

Then ?(S| £)/?(S|I) ~ /'(U| E)/f{lllI) which also follows Crom sufficiency of

Sfor E.]
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12 Let U be the sample mean and (S;^) be the corrected S.P. matrix of n

independent samples Ui, U„ from E). Then Hotelling^s is

defined by

= «(D - - H), s^j = S„l(n -
1),

and it was shown in [(xii), 8b.2] that

n-p P
p « - 1

12.1 Show that

T2

12.2 Hence, if is the upper a point of the F distribution on p and {n - p)

D,F., deduce that

P{tt[L'(lI - p)]^ L'(‘S,j)L[(?i - \)pFJin -;?)] for all L) = I ~ a.

Observe that

F{L'U — ^ L'p ^ L'U + c,yL'(5ij)L, for any L} > 1 ~ a

where -{n ~ \)pFjn{n — p), leading to simultaneous confidence intervals

for all linear functions of p. [Roy and Bose, 1953.]

13 Distribution of the Multiple Correlation (Fisher, 1928). Let Ui, IJ„

be n independent observations from /V/p, E) and {8,^)^ be the corrected S.P.

matrix for the first k components of U. The multiple correlation of the pth

component on the others is estimated by

where = mm £ - ft t/„ - -
y.fii fJ|7lp-^

Ri — min ^ {Upr — a - C/jp — • • —
j Up^i ^

= Spp .

^(=0,a

13.1 From the second fundamental theorem of least squares (p. 191) deduce

that

p-i
where

5,^
~ in which is the residual variance of Up given
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f/i, . .
, , t/p-,. Hence the conditional density of given C/,>, / = I, .

.

- 1 ; r = i, . .
. , « is that of x^ip

- U ^ 1
>

“ p)] which

is noncentral beta (Examples 17.1 and 17.2 of Chapter 3):

e

P-^
2

n-p
\ p

- 1 p-1

2 } 'A 1 ' 2
'

1 r

where 5(xla, 0) = r(a + 0)x^-\{ ~ x/" Vr(a)r(^).

13.2 Observe that the conditional distribution of R^ involves only 6^. But

(S S ^ 0- Multiplying the conditional density of R^ by

the density of <5^ and integrating term by term with respect to d^, obtain the

unconditional density of as

where is the population multiple correlation coefficient,

1

. 1 __L JfiiL.

14 Let Si 'Wp(/ci, L) and Sj ,
'^) be independently distributed.

Use only the definition of Wishart distribution or the density function for the

random matrix S, to establish the following.

14.1 The roots of the equation
]
Si - A(Si + 82 )!

- 0 and the elements of

(Sj + S 2 ) are independently distributed.

14.2 In particular
|

Sj
| / 1

Si 4-821 distributed independently of Si 4- Sj .

143 Hence deduce that if ~ W//:,- , D), / = 1 , 2 ,

.

. . and are all independ-

ent and ki'^ p, then

|S,| |S. + S,i

|S,+S,1' is.+s,+s,|’

are all independently distributed.

15 In 8d3 we have considered the tests for an assigned discriminant function

and for an assigned ratio of the coefficients of any two specified variables.

What is the test for assigned ratios pi, . .
. , p, of j specified variables say Xi, . . .

,

X, out of Xi, .... Xp?
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[Hint; The test is the same as that of examining the sufficiency of the

p- s~ \ variables

If /)p_, +

1

is the based on them and is the based on all the variables,

the variance ratio is

s~\ (iVi + N2){N, + - 2) + N,N2

on (j “ 1) and (A^, + Nj- p
~

1) D.F. See 8d.3 for notation.]

16 Let and A^^ denote the Mahalanobis distances between two popula-

tions based on p characters and a subset of q characters respectively. Show

that the test (8d.3.2) is for the hypothesis = 0 whereas the test (8d.3.7)

is for the hypothesis A^^ = A,^. Observe that A^^ > A,^ in general.

17 Complex Normal Distribution. A complex randomp-vectorZ = + iXj

is said to be distributed as complex p-variate normal distribution if for every

complex vector L,

R.P.(L*Z) - iVi(R.P.(L*p), L*QL)

where R.P. denotes real part, p is a complex p-vector and Q is p x p hermi-

tian, non-negative definite matrix. In such a case we write:

Z ^ CAp(p, Q)

Denote |i = Pi f ip
2 ^ Q = Qi + ^

(Ri i 1
*2 )

Show that

(i)

(ii) R.P.(L*Z) and I,P.(L*Z) are independently distributed for any L.

(iii) l.P.(L*Z) ~ Nj{I.P.(L*|i), L*QL) where I.P. denotes imaginary part.
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Steinitz replacement result, 14

Bayes decision rule, 493
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distribution of correlation coefficient,
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distribution of means, 205

distribution of regression coefficient, 208

distribution of variances and covariances,
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properties, 202
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Central limit theorems, invariance principle,
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Lindberg - Levy, 127
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Characteristic function, Bochner’s theorem,
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convergence of, 119
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non-negative definiteness of, 141
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Characteristic function of, beta, 151
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degenerate, 151
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Conditional probability, 90

Conditional variance, 97
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Covariance adjustment. See Analysis of
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Convergence of distribution functions,

definition, 1 16

extended Helly-Bray theorem, 118

Helly lemma, 117

Helly-Bray theorem, 117

in law, 1 16

Polya’s theorem, 120

theorems involving moments. 121

weak compactness. 117

Convergence of functions, 134

Convergence of integrals, dominated

convergence theorem, 136

dominated convergence theorem (Pratt’s

extension). 136

Patou’s lemma. 135

monotone convergence theorem, 135

Convergence of random variables, almost

sure (strong), 1 10

in law, 1 16

in probabLity, 1 10

quadratic mean. 110

rth mean, 148

theorems on, 122-124, 148

with probability one, 1 10

Contingency tables, Dandekar’s continuity

correction, 414, 415
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404-J15

Yates’ continuity correction, 413, 415

Control charts (O.C, of), 510

Convex sets, definition, 51

separation theorems, 51, 52

Convolution of distribution functions, 103

Correlation, See Regression
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Critical difference, 246

Critical region, 445

Cumulants, 101

Dandekar’s continuity correction, 414, 415

Decision theory (identification), admissible

rules, 492

Bayes’ solution, 492, 493

complete class (minimal), 495

minimax rule, 496

non-randomized rule, 491

randomized rule, 491

Density, Arc sine, 165

Bessel function, 217

beta (central), 151, 165, 167, 168

beta (noncentral), 172, 217

binomial, 88, 102, 155

bivariate Cauchy, 170

bivariate normal, 201

Cauchy, 151, 170

chi-square (central), 166, 181

chi-square (noncentral), 182

circular normal, 174, 177

correlation coefficient (null), 207

conelation coefficient (non-null), 208

degenerate, 151

Dirichlet, 215

directional data, 175

equilibrium state of particles, 172

exponential family, 195

/(central), 165

/(noncentral), 172,216

P* (central). Fisher, 167

F (noncentral). Fisher. 216

gamma, 151, 164

geometric, 88

Hotelling’s T’ (non-null), 542

Hotelling’s (null). 542

Hyperbolic cosine. 151

hypergeometric, 88

Laplace, 151. 212

life testing model. 213

logarithmic, 88

logistic, 213

lognormal, 212

Makeham’s law, 214

Maxwell, 173

multinomial, 355

multiple correlation (central), 273

multiple correlation (noncentral), 599, 600

multivariate normal, 184, 194,527
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Density, (Continued)

negative binomial, 88

noimal, 88

order statistics, 214

Pareto, 212

Pearsonian curves, 213

Pearson P;^, 168

Poisson, 88, 102

Rayleigh, 164

rectangular, 151

regression coefficient, 208

Student’s f (central), 170, 183, 197

Student’s r (noncential), 171

symmetric normal, 196

triangular, ISl

Von Miscs, 177

waiting time, 166

WeibuU. 214

Wishart, 597, 598

wiapped'Up distributions, 178

z (Fisher), 167

Determinantal equation, 38

Determinants, 22, 31

EHscriminatory analysis, discriminant

scores, 574

discrimination of composite hypotheses,

580

Fisher’s discriminant function, 567

sufficiency of discriminant function, 578

tests on discriminant functions, 568,

569, 601

Dispersion matrix, 107, 517

Distribution free methods, 499

Distribution function, conditional, 91

convergence. See Convergence of distribu-

tion functions

convolution of, 103

decomposition of, 85

definition, 84

properties of, 85-87

Distributions (sampling, asymptotic),

for contingency tables,403, 404-412

for goodness of fit (Pearson), 391

deviation in a single cell, 393

deviation in specified cells, 397

fractiles, 423-425

functions of statistics, 385-388

//•test for homogeneity, 389

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, 421

likelihood ratio tests (Neyman-Pearson),

417

Distributions (sampling, asymptotic),

(Continued)

linear functions of frequencies, 383, 384

quadratic function of frequencies, 384

scoring test (Rao), 417, 418

standard errors, 386-388

Wald’s large sample tests, 417,419

Wilk’s A, 556

Distributions (sampling, exact), chi-squaie

(central), 181

chi-square (noncentral), 182

correlation, intraclass (non-null), 200

correlation, intraclass (null), 199

correlation, multiple (non-null), 599, 600

correlation, multiple (null), 273

correlation, product moment (non-null),

208

correlation, product manent (null), 207

Fisher’s F (null), 167

Fisher’s F (non-null), 216

Fisher’s z, 167

Hotelling’s P (non-null), 542

Hotelling’s P (null), 542

Mahalanobis’i)^ 542

P\ (Pearson), 168

quadratic forms, 185-193

regression (bivariate), 208

sample mean and dispersion, 537

sample mean and variance, 182

square of normal variable, 163

Student’s t (non-null), 171

Student's t (null), 170

(/-statistic (additional information, Rao),

554

Wishart distribution, 597, 598

Eigen values, 38

Eigen values (restricted), 50

Empirical distribution function, convergence

(Glivenko), 421

definition, 420

Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, 421

Kolmr^orov theorem, 421

Smirnov theorem, 422

Entrt^y, 173

Estimation. BAN estimator, 348

Bayes’ estimator, 335

biased estimator, 332

CAN estimator, 347

confidence set, 334, 470

consistency (Fisher), 345
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consistency (method), 345

consistency (probability), 344

C U A N estimator, 350

efficiency (asymptotic variance), 346

efficiency (first order, Rao), 348

efficiency (Fisher), 348

efficiency (second order, Rao), 352

empirical Bayes estimator (Robbins), 336

fiducial inference (Fisher), 339

general estimation problem, 334

Haldane’s discrepancy, 352

Hellinger distance, 352

inadmissibility of sample mean (Stein),

343

information limit to variance (Cramer,

Rao), 324-326

information matrix, 331

information measure, 329-331

KuUback-Leibler separator, 352

law of equal ignorance, 336

law of succession, 336

least squares. See Linear estimation,

GausS'Maikoff

maximum likelihood. See Maximum

likelihood

method of monents, 351

method of scoring, 367-370

minimax, 341

minimum variance, 317-329

minimum chi-square, 352

pooling of estimators, 389

sufficient statistic. See Sufficiency

Expectation, conditional (given statistic), 96

conditional (given subfietd), 141

conditional (substitution in), 153

definition and theorems, 92

moments, 93

Exponential family of distributions, 195

Factor analysis, 587

Factorial moments, 102

Fiducial probability, 339
Fisher’s F, 167

Fisher's 2 , 167

Fraser-Sprott equation, 207

g-inverse. See Matrix inversion

Gauss-Markoff theory (multivariate), addi-

tional information (test for), 551
analysis of dispersion. See Analysis of

dispersion
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Gauss-Markoff theory (multivariate),

(Continued)

applications, 562-573

covariance analysis, 552

estimation (BLUE etc.), 544-547

growth model, 561

model (general), 543, 544

structural relationship (dimensionality),

556, 564

tests of linear hypotheses, 547-551

Gauss-Markoff theory (univariate), BLE
(best linear), 305

BLIMBE (best linear minimum bias),

306

BLUE (best linear unbiased), correlated

observations, 229

efficiency of estimators, 233

geometric solution, 228

least squares theory, 223

normal equations, 222, 230

random parameters, 234

simultaneous confidence intervals, 240

simultaneous estimation, 233

singular covariance for observations.

See Linear estimation-Unified theory

choice of design matrix, 235

Gauss-Markoff model, 221

random parameters, 234

restricted parameters, 231

tests of hypotheses, 237-240

variance of estimator, 226, 230

Giam-Schmidt orthr^onalization, 10

Growth model (Pothoff, Roy), 561

Hotelling’s r,542
Huzurbazar’s conjecture (sufficiency). 132

Hypothesis. Testing of hypotheses

Independence of events, 90

Identification problem, 491

Inequalities (algebraic), Bessel, 10

Cauchy-Schwarz, 54

Frobenius, 31

Hadamard, 56

Holder, 55

information theory, 58

Jensen, 58

Kantorovich. 74

Lagrange identity, 55

Minkowski, 56

moments, 56
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Inequalities (algebraic), (Continued)

Sylvester’s law, 3

1

Inequalities (Probability), Berge, 145

Camp-Meideil, 145

Cantelli, 145

Chebyschev, 95

Qiebyschev type, 145

Hajek-Renyi, 114, 143

Hblder, 149

Jensen, 149

Kolmogorov, 143

Minkowski, 149

Peek, 145

Infinitely divisible distribution, 149

Information limit to variance (Cramer,

Rao), 324-326

Information measure (Fisher), 329-331

Intrinsic accuracy (Fisher), 331

Invariance, principle in estimation, 343

principle for CLT, 148

probability measures, 138

statistical procedure, 139

Law (zero or one), 148

Law of equal ignorance, 336

Law of iterated logarithms, 129, 130, 488

Law of large numbers, Chebychev’s theorem

(WLLN), 112

definition (WLLN, SLLN), 112

Kinchin’s theorem (WLLN), 1 12, 146

Kolmogorov (SLLN), 114, 115

Kolmogorov (WLLN). 146

other theorems, 146

Law of succession, 336

Least squares. See Gauss-Markoff, Linear

estimation

Lebegue integral, 133, 134

Lebegue-Stieltjes integral, 132

Lemmas named after authors, Borel-

Cantelli, 137

Farka, 53

Fatou, 135

HeUy, 117

Kronecker, 148

Neyman-Pearson, 446

Schur, 77

Likelihood, 353

Likelihood ratio (monotone), 461

Likelihood ratio test (Neyman-Pearson),

417,418

Limit theorems. See Central limit theorems,

Law of large numbers. Distributions

(asymptotic), Convergence of random

variables and Convergence of distribu-

tion functions

Linear equations, 6

Linear estimation (Unified theory), basic

lemma on g-inveise, 294

general Gauss-Markoff model, 297

Gauss'Markoff model. See Gauss-Maikoff

theory

I. P. M. method, 298

test for consistency, 297

test of linear hypotheses, 299

U. L. S. method, 300

variances and covariances, 298, 301

MahalanobisZ)^ 542

Matrix, adjoint, 76

Cayley-Hamilton theorem, 44

circulant, 68

conjugate transpose, 16

derivatives, 71, 72

eigen values and vectors, 38

elementary, 17

g-inverse. See Matrix inversion

giamian, 69

henmitian, 17, 42

idempotent, 28

identity (or unit), 15

inverse, 16

inverse, generalized See Matrix inversion

non-negative, 45

normal, 43

nuU, 15

nullity, 27

null space, 27, 31

orthogonal, 17

partitioned, 17

range space, 27

rank, 16

symmetric, 17

trace, 28, 33, 65

transpose, 15

unit (or identity), 15

unitary, 17

Matrix inversion, computation ofg-inverse,

27,34.224

duality between A-tn and A-|, 49

g'inversc, 24

least squares inverse, 48
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Matrix inversion, (Continued)

left inverse, 16

mtnimum norm inverse, 48

miniinum norm least squares inverse, 49

Moore-Peniose inverse, 26, 49

reflexive j-invetse, 26

right inverse, 16

Matrix product, Hadamaid, 30

new product (Khatri-Rao), 30

Kionecker, 29

Mariix reduction, commuting matrices, 41

diagonal form, 19, 20

echolon form, 18

Frobenius theorem, 46

Hermite canonical form, 18

Hennirian matrix, 42

Householder transformation, 21

Jordan form, 4S

Metzler matrix, 46

non-negative matrix, 45

nonsymmetric matrix, 43

normal matrix, 43

pairs of matrices, 41

Perron’s theorem, 46

polar form, 70

0-/?-decomposition, 21

rank factorization, 19

triangular form, 20, 22

symmetric matrix, 20, 39

singular value decomposition, 43

spectral decomposition, 40, 45, 46

Maximum likelihood (m.l.), characterization

by m.l. estimators, 378

distribution of m.l. estimators, 365

limitation of m.l. method, 355

m.l. equation estimator, 353

m.l. estimation of multinomial, 355,

356-363

m.l. estimator, 353

near m.l. estimator, 353

properties of m.l. estimator, 364

scoring for m.l. estimation, 366

Minimum trace problems, 65-67

Minque theory (variance components), 303

Moment generating function, binomial, 102

definition, 101

normal, 103

Poisson, 102

Moment problem, 106

Multinomial distribution, definition, 355

estimation, 356-363

Multivariate moments, 107

Multivariate normal distribution, bivariate

normal, 201

characteristic function, 184, 519

characterization, 52S, 526, 532

definition, 184, 518, 522

density (nonsingular dispersion), 184, 194,

517,527

density (singular dispersion), 527

estimation of parameters, 528

properties of, 519-524

symmetric, 197

Nonpaiametric inference, distribution free

method, 499

Fishe^Yates test, 501

permutation distribution, 503

randomization principle, 501

robustness, 497

sign test, 500

Van der Waerden test, 501

Wald-Wolfowitz test, 500

Wilcoxon test, 500

Normal distribution, characteristic function,

103, 159

circular normal, 174, 177

mewnent generating function, 101

Normal distribution (characterization),

Cramer’s theorem, 162

Darmois-Skitovic theorem, 218

De Moivre’s theorem, 160

Hagen’s hypothesis, 161

Herschell's hypothesis, 158

maximum entropy, 162

Maxwell’s hypothesis, 160

other theorems. 218

Polya’s theorem, 215, 216

Order statistics, 214, 410

Orthogonal basis of a random variable, 587

Permutation distribution, 503

Principal components, 590

Probability, axioms, 82

conditional, 90

density (p d.J, 87, 89

family of measures, 130

generating function, 101

independence, 90

measure. 83

posterior. 334
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Probability, (Continued)

prior, 334

space, 84

Probability generating functions, binomial,

102

convergence of, 126

definition, 101

Poisson, 102

Projection curator, definition, 46

explicit expressions, 47, 48

orthogonal, 10, 47

Quadratic forms, classification, 35

distribution of, 185-193

extremum problems, 60-65

reduction of one form, 20, 40

reduction of two forms, 41

transformation, 35

Random variables, conditional distribution,

91

convergence. See Convergence of random

variables

definition, 84, 87, 89

independence of, 92

Kolmogorov consistency theorem, 108

Randomization principle, 501

Regression and association, best linear

predictor, 266, 267

best predictor, 264

canonical correlations, 582

canonical variables, 584

common factors, 585

correlation ratio, 265

covariance analysis, 289

factor analysis, S87

general theory of, 263-270

intraclass correlation, 268

linear predictor, 266, 267

multiple correlation, 266, 268

part conelation, 311

partial correlation coefficient, 268, 269

partial coirelation ratio, 268

partial multiple correlation, 268

restricted coefficients, 287

Regression (examples), cranial capacity, 270

equality of coefficients, 281

specification (test oO, 284

Robustness, 497

Scoring test (Rao), 417,418

Second order efficiency (Rao), 352

Sequential analysis, A. S. N. function, 484

control charts (O.C. of), 510

efficiency of S. P, R. T,.478

estimation (Stein), 485

fundamental identity, 482

O.C. function, 484

S. P. R. T. (Wald), 475-478

test with power one, 4 88

truncation of S. P. R. T.
, 5 10

Singular value decomposition, 42

Statistics and subfields, 139

Stieltje’s integral. 132

Stirling’s approximation, 59

Subfield, 86, 139. 141

Sufficient statistic, bounded completeness,

457

completeness, 321

definition, 130

factorization theorem, 131

Huzurbazar’s conjecture, 132

use in estimation (Rao, Blackwell), 321

Sufficient sub-field, 141

Sylvester’s law (matrix rank), 31

Mest (Student), 170, 183, 197, 237, 243,

459

Testing of hypotheses (theory), ancillary

information, 505

asymptotic efficiency, 464

composite hypothesis, 445, 456

critical function, 450

critical region, 445

distribution free methods. 493

Fisher-Behren’s problem, 463

level of significance, 446

Lindley’s paradox, 512

locally most powerful lest, 453, 454

monotone likelihood ratio, 461

Neyman-Pearson lemma, 446

nonparametric tests. See Nonparametric

inference

permutation test, 503

Pitman efficiency, 467

probability ratio test, 451

randomized test, 450

robustness, 498

sequential test. See Sequential analysis

similar region test, 456

two kinds of errors, 445

unbiased test, 454



Testing of hypotheses (theory), (Continued)

uniformly most powerful test, 449

Theorems (named after authors), Bayes, 334

Bochner (n.n.d. of characteristic function),

141

Caley-Hamilton (matrix), 44

CHaebychev (W.L.L.N.), 112

Cramer (normal), 162

DarmoiS'Skitovic, 218,526

DeMoivre, 160

Fieller, 311

Fisher-Cochran, 185

Frobenius (positive matrix), 46

Fubini, 137

Glivenko, 421

Helly-Bray, 117

Helly-Bray (extended), 118

Kinchin (W.L.L.N.), 112, 146

Kolmogorov (consistency of distributions,

108

Kolmogorov (d.f. of 421

Kolmogorov (S.L.L.N.), 114, 115

Kolmogorov (sums of random variables),

129

Kolmogorov (W.LL.N.), 146

Lebesgue dominated convergence, 136

Lebesgue monotone convergence, 135

Liapunov (C.L.T,), 127

Lindberg-Feller (C.L.T.), 128

Lindberg-Levy (C.L.T.), 127

Perron (positive matrix), 46

Poincare separation, 64

Polya (convergence of d.f.), 120

Polya (normal law), 215, 216

Radon-Nikodym, 137

SUBJECT INDEX 625

Sakamoto-Craig, 210

Scheffe, 124

Smirnov, 422

Strumian separation, 64

Transformation (linear), 23, 24

Transformation of statistics, binomial pro-

portion (sin'' ), 427

correlation coefficient (tanh'* ), 432

Poisson variable (>/ ), 426

Transformation of variables, 156

Variance and covariance components,

general model, 302

minque theory, 303

two way data, 258

Vector space, basis (Hamel), 4

definition, 3

direct sum, 11, 40

Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization, 9

inner product, 8, 74

orthogonal basis, 9

orthononnal basis, 9

subspace, 4

Wald’s large sample tests, 417, 419

Wald’s S.P.R.T.,475

Wilks’ A criterion, Bartlett’s approximation,

556

decomposition, 554

definition, 551

distribution (exact), 555

distribution (asymptotic), 556

variance ratio approximation (Rao), 556

Wishart distribution, 533, 597, 598

Yates' continuity correction, 413, 415

Zero-one law. 148










